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PEEFACE

In Mrs. Beeton’s preface to the first edition of her Shilling Cookery Book

she expresses a hope that “mistress and maid will find the informa-

tion serviceable.” Her wish has been granted in full measure, for

among all low-priced works on cookery, Mrs. Beeton’s has been with-

out a rival since its first publication ; and in fact the editors venture to

assert that there are few households in England where a copy of it would

not be found. For many, the largo edition of Mrs. Beeton’s Household

Management is too costly, for many others the shilling one is all that

is needed, and by a still greater number of persons it is kept especially

for handy and everyday reference
;
therefore if it is to be the one oracle

in the kitchen, it should contain all needful information that can possibly

be condensed into a book of this size. Hence the present enlarged

edition. From this nothing has been taken away, but much added that

is calculated to make the work a complete guide on cookery and house-

hold matters.

Other reasons for publishing a new edition may be found in the fact

that great changes have been made in the style of our English cookery

and the way of serving our dinners and other meals. It is now

thought well for all to know a little about the foods themselves and

the science of cookery. Our insular prejudices have to a great extent

disappeared, and we are ready to welcome new dishes and new styles

that we have before despised as un-English. So much for the reasons

for the enlargement and improvement of the Shilling Cookery Book.

Now for what has been done.

In the chapter on housekeeping, it has been the endeavour to give

practical hints with regard to the duties of the mistress of a small house-

hold
;
and later in the book will be found instructions for all kinds of ordi-

nary housework, which should be useful both to mistress and maid.

The price list of provisions, a great feature in this new edition, has
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VI PREI'ACE

been prepared at considerable trouble and expense, and will be found

thoroughly trustworthy, and a striking indication of the changes in the

cost of all provisions and foodstuffs that the passing years have

brought about. In its columns the good housewife can see at a glance

not only when provisions are in season, but when they are at their

cheapest and best. “The Cook’s Time Table ’’ will also be found of

constant value, showing, as It does, the time to allow for the cooking

of all kinds of food by all methods. The entirely new directions for, and

photographs of, trussing of all kinds of poultry and game, should prove

a great boon, the art being an extremely difficult one to acquire from

descriptions alone, and a most valuable one when properly mastered.

Amongst the new recipes will be found many from America, Australia,

France, and all parts of the world. These will prove interesting as well

as useful to those who like novelty. Vegetarian dishes, for which we

give a good many tried recipes, will also serve to vary the daily fare.

The recipes for preparing tinned and preserved meats, fish, soups,

fruits, and provisions of all kinds, will be found most valuable both as

an aid to economy and as a safe and ready resource to the housekeeper

whose larder might otherwise fail to meet the demands of unexpected

guests.

Some considerable space has been devoted to the consideration of

meals and their serving, the laying of the eloth, the decoration of the

table and the folding of the serviettes ;
while the menus in all seasons

for breakfast, luncheon, dinners—these also in French, after the fashion

of the times—tea and supper are as complete and well chosen as in a

larger and more costly book. They include, in addition to those for

ordinary dinner and other parties, meals of all kinds for the family,

economically considered, and should be found of great use to young

housekeepers by giving variety in the daily fare. Space docs not

permit further enlargement upon the additions and improvements, but

the following list gives a brief summary of what subjects have been

treated of :

—

Practical advice to young housekeepers.

Cookery as a necessity, reasons for and science of various foods.

Cookery for invalids.

Fresh provisions, their price and season, when best and cheapest. A

guide to young housekeepers in the art of marketing.

The cook’s time table, a ready reckoner for the kitchen showing what

time to allow in cooking.
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Tinned foods, new recipes for preparing.

Confectionary and ices, home-made.

Savouries useful for dinner, &c.

Bread, buns, and tea-cakes, new recipes for.

Beverages of all kinds, cups, summer drinljs, home-made wine and

liqueurs.

The trussing and preparing of all kinds of game and poultry, illustrated

by photographs from the actual objects.

Breakfast, laying the cloth for, serving, menus for guests, wedding and

family breakfasts.

Luncheon, laying and serving of
;
menus for guests, picnic and family

luncheons, and recipes for luncheon dishes.

Dinner, setting the table, table decorations, serviettes, menus for

parties of various sizes, at different seasons
; vegetarian and family

dinners.

Tea, menus for At-home, high and family teas for various seasons.

Supper : menus for guest and family suppers in summer and winter.

Household work and servants’ duties.

The coloured and other illustrations introduced in the new edition of

Shilling Cookery form one of the special attractions of the book, and

will be seen to be artistic reproductions of the various dishes and

other articles which they represent, and should materially add to the

value of a book that may not unworthily be called a worthy descendant of

“ Mrs. Beeton’s Household Management.” These illustrations, in fact,

are accurate reproductions of actual dishes and articles, and the kind

assistance rendered by Messrs. W. Hill & Son, the well-known con-

fectioners and caterers, of Bishopsgate Street Within, London, E.G.,

who prepared many of the dishes, has to be acknowledged. Hundreds

of pounds have been spent in producing the illustrations in this new

edition, and to make these of general utility has been the constant aim.

For instance, the picture of the “Mayonnaise of Salmon ” shows more

plainly how to dress that dish for the table than any number of words

could show.

In presenting this new, enlarged, and revised edition of a work of

which millions of copies of the earlier issues have been sold it is con-

fidently hoped that the public will pronounce the new “ Beeton’s

Shining Cookery ” to be as far in advance of the old editions as those

were in front of aU would-be competitors.



PEEPACE TO THE FIEST EDITION

—

To help both mistress and servant to a knowledge of some of their

duties, and to assist them in the important task of dressing and

serving daily food, I have printed the following Recipes, along with

some directions and hints as to the Arrangement and Economy of

the Kitchen. The recipes are taken from my book on “Household

Management,” and I hope both mistress and maid will find some of

the information serviceable. I have sought to make all the directions

plain and practical, eschewing everything that was not likely to be useful

and was not to the point.

I. B.

viii
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MES. BEETON’S COOKEEY BOOK
K>«

THE HOUSEKEEPER
IMPORTANCE OF HER DUTIES.

It is not given to ns all to become
famous, but in this busy world there
are few who, metaphorically speaking,
need “ waste their sweetness on the
desert air,” or, in less poetical language,
lead a useless life. Specially does this

apply to women, for they can always
find a vocation. ,

Far from the humblest or the least

dignified one is that of a housewife,
in whom, if she faithfully fulfil her
duties, will centre all the home interests

and cares
;
while to her principally is

given the power of making her house,
however humble, the embodiment of

our ideal, “ Home, sweet Home.”
The young housekeeper should never

deem any of her duties ignoble ones.
“ The daily round, the common task,”
call for the exercise of virtues that
would hold but a poor place in pleasure
or gaiety. Unselfishness, industry,
patience, perseverance, and thoughtful
care for others are most needful quali-
ties for the good housekeeper to pos-
sess, for with her rest many responsi-
bilities.

Take a very homely illustration that
may serve to show what we mean.

It falls to the lot of the housewife to
prepare the dinner. Does she, grudg-
ing the time and disliking the task, get
this over in the quickest possible
manner, caring but little how the food
is cooked or whether it is likely to
please those for whom it is intended,
the result is in nine cases out of ten an
unsatisfactory meal. Now, an unsatis-
factory meal is not only a meal wasted,
but it may be one that has done harm
to some one. An infinitesimal injury,
it may be said

; but, as bricks go one
by one to build a house, and by their

good or bad qualities determine its

stability or instability, so do the meals
of a life-time, one by one, according to

their suitability and nourishment, help

to build up a sound constitution or the
reverse. We shall have to introduce
this subject again in our remarks on
the science of cookery ; so to return to

the housekeeper and her duties. One
of the first we should think of is eai’ly

rising, to which, in many households,
sufficient importance is not attached.

It is allowed to be necessaiy where
there are no servants or only one, and
where the first duties and the first

meal of the day depend upon one pair

of hands, but where there are several

servants it is thought a small matter
for the mistress of the house to bo
late in the morning. Yet this should
not be except in cases of illness or

infirmity

EARLY RISING.

To begin with, few query the truth
of “ Poor Eichard’s ” maxim, “ Early to

bed and early to rise makes a man
healthy and wealthy and wise,” or at

any rate will allow that the practice
reversed is an injurious one to health

;

but there are other things to be con-
sidered. We are all creatures of ex-

ample, servants and children being no
exception to the rule, and it seldom
happens that a late mistress does not
make a late household.
There is no work like morning work,

particularly household tasks, and those
we take up early in the day, when fresh
from a night’s rest and a good breakfast,

are “ trifles light as air” in comparison
with the same dragged or hurried
through later when there is not time
for their proper performance.

2 17
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Further on, wo detail the ordinary
routine of domestic work in a small
household, which can only be accom-
plished satisfactorily when early rising

and method are the order of the daj\

MANAGEMENT OF SERVANTS.

Where there is a large stall of

servants or a number proportionate to

the work that is to be done in the
house, there should be no need for the
mistress to give any assistance

;
her

duty should be only to supervise or

see that each domestic thoroughly does
his or her own work. We cannot ap-

prove of the system of continually

watching servants. Those who need
their mistress at their elbows to see

that they do their work are not worth
keeping. Let them know exactly what
they have to do, and the way and order
iu which it is to be done, being quite

sure that they have time for the per-

formance of their daily duties, show
them anything they have to learn, then
exact the strict carrying out of each
day’s programme. Do not gloss over
faults or carelessness, and never allow
one day’s work to be left for the next.

Be firm, strict, yet kind and thoughtful
for your servants, and they should
respect you and carry out your wishes.

If they will not do so after a fair trial

it is better to part with them rather
than have any discomfort in the house-
hold. A far less easy task is it to

manage where there is but one servant
to do all the work. We say all the
work, but a general servant cannot
thoroughly do all that is to be done,
unless it be in a very small house. The
question of how to help in these cases

is rather a vexed one. Some say the
mistress should do all the cooking, but
this we think a mistake, for should
she be unavoidably prevented from
going into the kitchen the servant may
not be able to take her place.

If the servant is inexperienced, her
mistress should be able to show her how
to do all that is necessary in plain

cooking, and let her do that part of It

every day, reserving for herself the
task of making pastry or any other

troublesome or fanciful dish that a
general servant would not have time to

undertake.
There are many ways iu

_

which a

mistress can help without being much
in the kitchen. Say in the turning out

of a room. The hard work may be the

sweeping and scrubbing, but the time
absorbed is in the preparation of the

room for sweeping and the dusting and
arranging afterv/ards. Leaving the
harder part to the servant, the mistress
might well do the other

; also she might
lay the cloth and do very many other
little tasks that vary in every house-
hold, only remembering that her
servant should know how to do all that
she herself undertakes, in case she
may on occasion be prevented from
rendering assistance.

TASTE.

Independent of tiecessary household
duties, such as keeping a house clean
and tidy and having the food properly
cooked and served, there are others
that no good housekeeper should
neglect. In every household these
vary, but there is one rule that may be
equally applied to all, that of making
the home as attractive and pretty as

possible.

One need not be rich to have pretty
surroundings, particularly in these
times, when there are so many ways of

adding to the decoration of our rooms
at a small cost. With determination
to have her house as elegant as it

should be clean, the young housewifo
will find that, with her heart in her
work, a little labour and a very small

outlay of money will achieve wonderful
results.

As a good heart and sweet disposi-

tion will shine out of and glorify the
plainest, homeliest face, so will a few
artistic touches, a little labour given to

improve and beautify even a humble
home, give to it that charm that is

found in “ beauty less seen than felt.”

HOUSEHOLD WOBK.

METHOD.

Whether cottage or mansion, whether
there are many servants or only_ one

or none, there need be but little differ-

ence in the way household duties are

performed.
Cleanliness, neatness, and regularity

should be the ruling qualities oi tho

good housekeeper and her subordinates,

and there may be as much comfort and
order in homes where but little labour

can be hired as in those where there is

a full stafi of servants.

A great deal, of course, hinges upon
the management; and if this is good

there is always time for everything.
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We have spoken of the help that the
housekeeper can give to the servants,
also we have lightly touched upon her
duties, which must vary in every home

;

yet, before giving a little advice to
servants, we may be allowed to say a
few woras to those who do not actually
do the work themselves.
Let us take anything in hand for the

first time and do it thoroughly, and in
nine cases out of ten it occupies more
time than we thought it would.

Servants are no quicker than we are,

and we should know for ourselves ex-
actly how long it takes to do every
household task, so that we need not
allow laziness, or expect too much from
those we employ.
Knowing then the time it takes to

scrub a floor, sweep a room, Szc., let the
mistress reckon up the weekly work
of the house and divide it as well as
she can, so that all can be got through
without hurry or fuss. Should it be
found in this reckoning of time against
labour that they will not balance, and
there is more than her help or helpers
can accomplish unaided, let her assign
to herself certain duties, and carefully
and regularly perform them, thus set-

ting a good example. In every day’s
work, allow a margin of time for delay
caused by interruptions or accidents,
and remember that servants need, and
should have, a little time to call their
own.

RESPONSIBILITIES OP SERYANTS.

According" to their duties and position
in a household so are the responsibili-
ties of servants, but in every situation
there are responsibilities. A cook has
to a great extent the health of the
family in her hands. Ill-cooked food
is not only wasteful and distasteful, it

is positively injurious
;
pots and pans

not properly cleaned have often caused
illness, if not death. Want of cleanli-

ness in a kitchen is not only bad for
the cook herself, but for those who
have to share the room.
A housemaid has a great deal to do

with the comfort, if not health, of the
household. Fresh, cleanly rooms, well-
made beds, dust conspicuous by its

absence, are healthful and pleasant.
A nurse has the highest responsibili-

ties of all servants, generally having
the care of those who are helpless ; and
in no part of the house is meanliness
more necessary than in the nursery,
for it is absolutely essential to the
health of children.

ADVICE TO COOKS AND
KITCHENMAIDS.

Cleanliness is the most essential in-

OTedient in the art of cooking
; a dirty

kitchen being a disgrace botn to mis-
tress and maid.
Be clean in your person, paying par-

ticular attention to the hands, which
should always be clean.

Constant washing of the hands and
thorough drying not only keeps them
softer and whiter, but prevents them
chapping in cold weather.
Do not go about slipshod. Provide

yourself with good, well-fitting boots.

You will find them less fatiguing in

a warm kitchen than loose, untidy
slippers.

Provide yourself with at least a dozen
good-sized, serviceable cooking-aprons,
made with bibs. These will save your
gowns, and keep you neat and clean.
Have them made large enough round
so as to nearly meet behind.
Never waste or throw away anything

that can be turned to account. In
warm weather any gi-avies or soups
that are left from the preceding day
should be just boiled up, and poured
into clean pans. This is particularly
necessary where vegetables have been
added to the preparation, as it then so
soon turns sour. In cooler weather,
every other day will be often enough to

warm up these things.
Every morning, visit your larder,

change dishes and plates when neces-
sary, empty and wipe out the bread-
pan, and have all in neatness by the
time your mistress comes down to
order the dinner. Twice a week the
larder should be scrubbed out.

In hot weather keep fish and meat
covered with wire screens or muslin to
keep ofl flies. A large porous flower-
pot wrapped in a wet cloth and turned
over the butter, or some fresh cabbage
leaves wrapped round it, will keep it

firm.

If you have a spare kitchen cup-
board, keep 5’our baked pastry in it ; it

reserves it crisp, and prevents it from
ecoming wet and heavy, which it is

liable to do in the larder.

In cooking, clear as you go
;
that is

to say, do not allow a host of basins,
plates, spoons, and other utensils to
accumulate on the dressers and tables
•whilst you are engaged in preparing
the dinner. By a little management
and forethought, much confusion may
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be saved in this way. It is as easy to

S
ut a thing in its right place when it is

one with, as it is to keep continually
moving it, to find room for fresh
requisites. For instance, aftermaking a
pudding, the flour-tub, rolling-pin, and
the pasteboard, should be put away,
and any basins, spoons, &c., taken to

the scullery, neatly packed up near the
sink, to be washed when the proper
time arrives. Neatness, order, and
method should be observed.
Much time is saved by putting all

pots and pans away clean and ready
for further usage, and all meat and
other food should be placed on clean
dishes or plates before they are con-
signed to the larder.

Never let your stock of spices, salt,

seasonings, herbs, &c., dwindle down
so low that, some day, in the midst of

preparing a large dinner, you find

yourself minus a very important ingre-

dient, thereby causing much confusion
and annoyance. Think of all you re-

quire, and acquaint your mistress in

the morning, when she is with you, so

that she can give out any necessary
stores.

If you live in the country, have your
vegetables gathered from the garden at

an early hour, so that there is ample
time to make your search for cater-

pillars, &c. These disagreeable addi-

tions need never make their appear-
ance on table in cauliflowers or cab-
bages, if the vegetable in its raw state

is allowed to soak in salt and water for

an hour or so. Of course, if the vege-
tables are not brought in till the last

moment this precaution cannot be
taken.
Be very particular in cleansing all

vegetables free from grit. Nothing is

so unpleasant, and nothing so easily

avoided, if but common care be ex-

ercised.

When you have done peeling onions,

wash the knife at once, and put it away
to bo cleaned, and do not use it for any-
thing else until it has been cleaned.

Nothing is nastier, or more indicative

of a slovenly and untidy cook, than to

use an oniony knife in the preparation
of any dish where the flavour of the
onion is a disagreeable sui’prise.

Thrusting the knife once or twice
into the earth will take away the
smell.
After you have washed your sauce-

g
ans, fish-kettle, &c., stand them
efore the fire for a few minutes, to

get thoroughly dry inside, before

putting them away. They should then
be kept in a dry place, in order that
they may escape the deteriorating in-

fluence of rust, and thereby be quickly
destroyed. Never leave saucepans dirty
from one dav’s use to be cleaned the
next; it is slovenly and untidy. Be
careful that the lids are kept clean, a
dirty cover will often spoil the flavour
of a dish.

Empty soups or gravies into a basin
as soon as they are ready

;
never allow

them to remain all night in the stock-
pot.

In copper utensils, if the tin has
worn off, have it immediately re-

placed.
Pudding-cloths and jelly-bags should

have your immediate attention after
being used : the former should be well
washed, scalded, and hung up to dry.
Let them be perfectly aired before
being folded up and put in the drawer,
or they will have a disagreeable smell
when next wanted.
After washing up your dishes, wash

your dish-tubs with a little soap and
water and soda, and scrub them often.

Wring the dishcloth, after washing
this also, and wipe the tubs out.

Stand them up to dry after this opera-
tion. The sink-brush and sink must
not be neglected. Do not throw anj’-

thing but water down the sink, as the
pipe is liable to get choked, thereby
causing expense and annoyance to your
mistress.
Do not be afraid of hot water in

washing up dishes and dirty cooking
utensils. As these are essentially
greasy, lukewann water cannot pos-
sibly have the effect of cleansing them
effectually. Do not be chary also of

changing and renewing the water
occasionally. You will thus save your-
self much time and labour in the long
run.
Clean your coppers with turpentine

and fine brick-dust, rubbed on with
flannel, and polish them with a leather
and a little dry brick-dust.

Clean your tins with soap and
whiting, rubbed on with a flannel,

wipe them with a clean, dry, soft cloth,

and polish with a dry leather and
powdered whiting. Mind that neither
the cloth nor leather is gi'easy.

Do not scrub the inside of your
frying-pans, unless they be of enamelled
iron, as, after this operation, any
preparation fried is liable to catch
or Durn to the pan. If the pan has
become black inside, rub it with a hard
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crust of bread, and wash in hot
water, mixed with a little soda. It is a
good plan to have one regular day in

the week upon which every culinary
utensil should have a thorough clean-

ing, those that can be polished being
cleaned as directed.

Puiaotuality is a quality indispen-
sable in a cook

;
tnerefore, if the

kitchen be not provided with a clock,

beg your mistress to purchase one.
There can then be no excuse for dinner
being half an hour behind time.

If you have a large dinner to prepare,
much may be got ready the day before,

and many dishes are a great deal better
for being thus made early. To soups
and gravies this remark is particularly
applicable. Ask your mistress for the
bill of fare the day before, and see

immediately what you can commence
upon.
A general servant has of necessity

some of the responsibilities and the
work of housemaid, parlour-maids, and
cook piled upon her shoulders

;
but it

does not always follow that her work
is harder than that of any of the other
three. Change of work is said to be,

to a certain extent, a rest, and we know
many good general servants who say
they absolutely could not settle to only
one branch of domestic work.

ORDER OF Y/ORK.

We give the following routine of the
work of an imaginary small house,
where there would be one or two
servants only to wait upon and serve a
family of four or six persons.
Monday .—The home washing.

' Tuesday .—Sweeping and cleaning of

servants’ bedroom or one or two other
rooms, and stairs cleaned down to lower
floor. =

Wednesday. — The sweeping and
cleaning of best bedroom, and win-
dows.
Thursday .—Cleaning and turning

out of cupboards, and cleaning of
passages and remaining stairs.

Friday .—Sweeping and cleaning of
drawing-room, and cleaning of silver.

Saturday .—Sweeping and cleaning
of dining-room and kitchen, tins, cop-
pers, &c.
Besides these daily tasks mentioned,

must be reckoned the bed-making, the
dusting, the cooking and washing-up,
and all the hundred and one things
that have to be accomplished in the

smallest of households, these generally
coming in the following order : the
shutters and windows must first be
opened, then the kitchen range must
be brushed and cleaned, the fire lighted
and the kettle put on. Next comes the
sitting-room in daily use to be get
ready for breakfast

;
the rug must be

rolled up, the table cover shaken and
folded, the room swept (using tea-

leaves), the grate cleaned (if in winter)
and the fire lighted, then the room
must be dusted and the cloth laid for

breakfast. Next in order comes the
hall

;
which must be swept, the door-

steps cleaned, and the brass handles of

the door polished. Boots and knives
must also be cleaned before the break-
fast is cooked. Directly the servants’
breakfast Is over, beds should be
stripped and bedroom windows opened.
Then will come the clearing away of

the breakfast things and the washing-
up

;
then the slops should be taken

from the bedrooms, the jugs filled, the
beds made and the rooms tidied and
dusted

;
and between the time that this

w^ork is finished and the midday meal
time, the cooking (if any) can be done,
and the cleaning of whatever rooms
arranged for on that day accomplished.
Where there are two servants, one of

whom is a housemaid, she wull have to
be dressed by the midday meal; but
where there is only a general servant
she is not expected to change her gown
till after she has washed up and tidied
her kitchen.
Then comes the getting of the tea or

dinner, the clearing awaj^ and washing-
up of this, the emptying of any slops in
the bedroom, and the taking up of hot
water for the night.
Thus, very roughly sketched, the

day’s work has to be done in the oi'di-

nary small household. Further on we
give some useful recipes for house-
work.

KITCHEN MAXIMS.

“ There is no work like early
work.”

“ A good manager looks ahead.”
“ Clear as you go : muddle makes

more muddle.” -

“ Not to wash plates and dishes soon
after using makes work.”

“ Spare neither soda nor hot water
in washing up greasy articles.”

“Dirty saucepans filled with hot
water begin to clean them'^elves.”
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“ Wash well a saucepan, but clean a

frying-pan with a piece of bread.”
“Never put the handles of knives

into hot water.”
“ Thrust an oniony knife into the

earth to take away the smell.”
“ Search for the insects in greens

before putting them in soak.”
“ Green vegetables should be boiled

fast with the lid off.”
“ Bread or vegetables left in stock

turns it sour.”
“ Baked meat should start in a hot

oven.”
“ When pastry comes out of the

oven, meat may go in.”
“ Fish, boiled, should be done slowly,

with a little vinegar in the water.”
“A spoonful of vinegar will set a

poached egg.”
“ Wafer boils when it gallops, oil

when it is still.”
“ A stew boiled is a stew spoiled.”
“Take away nearly all fat before

making a stew.”
“ Save all pieces of fat to try down

for frying or pastry.”
“ Only dry frying can be done with-

out plenty of fat.”
“ Pour boiling water over frying fat

to clarify it, and set it aside for using
again.”

“ Fat used for frying fish must only
again be used for that purpose.”

“ Melt a teaspoonful oi fat in a fry-
ing-pan before putting in bacon.”

“ Put spare crusts in the oven to
grate for breadcrumbs.”

“ Make mint sauce two hours before
serving it.”

“ For making fish sauce use some of
the water in which the fish has been
boiled.”

“ Pare potatoes as thinly as pos-
sible.”

“ Never put salt in salad.”
“ Salt or cold water makes scum to

rise.”
“ Scum as it rises in boiling should

be taken off.”
“ No more water than is needed for

gravy should be put in the pan.”
“ Salt brings out other flavours.”
“ When using ketchup be sparing

with salt.”
“ A handful of salt will clear the fire

for broiling.”
“ Salt meat should go into cold water

and be brought slowly to the boil.”
“ Always save the liquor in which a

joint of meat has boiled.”
“ One egg well be^iten js worth two

not beaten,”

“Boiled puddings should fill the
basin.”

“ Put fresh water in the kettle to boil
for tea or coffee.”

“ Make the tea directly the water
boils.”

“ Pour, nothing but v/ater down the
sink.”

“ When washing-up is over for the
day, wash the tea-cloth

; it saves the
cloths and cleanses the hands.”

WASHING AT HOME.

As in so many households it is

necessary that a portion, if not all, the
family washing should bo done at
home, any suggestions and help that
can be offered here will no doubt bo
welcome to our readers.

It is so customary to quote the reasons
against home washing that we often
lose sight of its real advantage, particu-
larly to those who have to study
economy.
Perhaps the greatest saving that is

effected by doing this branch of

domestic labour ourselves is not that
of the laundress’s bill, but that of the
wear and tear of clothes.

Where there are children, who should
never be stinted in their supply of

clean underclothing, it is easily proved
that the little garments carefully
washed at home will last twice the
time that they would if sent to a laun-
dx'y, where certainly in nine cases out
of ten, chemicals are used to make the
linen a good colour and save labour at

the expense of the clothing.

Few ordinarj’- laundresses wash
flannels as they should be washed, so

that when clean and dry they retain
their original softness and clearness,

while if nothing more destructive than
soda be used in washing white articles,

too much of this generally finds its

way into the laundry tubs, and if baby
clothing be put in soda-water the
effect is fatal to the delicate infant
skin.

In olden days it was not thought
derogatory to the dignity of mistress or
daughters of the house to assist with as

well as superintend the home washing^
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and now, in households where only
one or two servants are kept, it is most
essential that the housekeeper should
consider whether they have really time
to do the washing properly if no aid is

given, also if they really understand
hoio it should be done, for both know-
ledge and patience are absolutely
essential to make washing at home a
satisfactory process.
The hardships of washing should

belong to the past, with our many
labour-saving machines and cleansing
soaps of the present day, but opinions
vary considerably about their ad-
vantages.
Many argue that machines destroy

the linen and drag off the buttons, but
it depends more upon the washer than
the machine whether the former does
damage or saves labour.
Where there is not room in kitchen

or scullery for a washing machine, or
where it is preferred to do the washing
by hand, then a small wringer and
mangier will be found invaluable. This
can be fixed to tub, shelf, or table, and
it is wonderful how much time and
labour it saves, particularly in the case
of heavy articles such as blankets and
quilts. We give recipes for the wash-
ing of various articles, but a word of

advice as to the management of the
wash may perhaps be useful.
Washing day should be one on which

there is no large amount of household
work to be done. If there are several
hands to do the work, the boiling,
wringing-out, &c., may be done on the
same day, but if one pair of hands have
to accomplish the task, then it is a
good plan to get through with the
actual washing on the first day and
have the copper lighted early oh the
following one, so that the linen may be
put out to dry betimes, thus leaving
the washer free to attend solely to the
blueing, rinsing, hangi]ig-out, and
bringing-in of the clothes

;
for if this is

steadily attended to much time is

saved, as the linen is brought in just
when it is ready for folding, and no
damping is needed except in the case
of starched things. Try to arrange
that some simple cookery should be all

that need be done, or better still, have
a stew or soup prepared the day before,
or cold meat and salad, according to
the season, so that the work is not
delayed

; and in no case let it extend to
the evening, when it is bound to caiise

inconvenience to some member of the

BECIPE8 FOB WASHINQ
CLOTEES.

WASHING OF WHITE ARTICLES.

The day before these are washed sort

them as follows :—Put the fine things.,

such as cuffs, collars, &c., into a small
pan, the ordinary body linen into
another, and the rougher and dirtier

kind into a third, then soak them thus

:

Fill the pans with lukewarm water,
and rub over the dirty parts with Sun-
light soap, and leave the articles in
“ soak ” till the following day.
Let all small pieces of soap be put in

the copper, and having first rinsed out,

then washed the clothes, put them in
in their order, putting such small
things as collars and handkerchiefs
into a bag or old pillow case. About
twenty minutes’ boiling should suffice,

when the next panful should be ready
to go into the copper, this being re-

plenished with hot water. As the
clothes are boiled have ready some cold
water, ready blued, in which rinse out
the clothes in their order.

The water for washing white clothes
should be about 100° Fahr., and for

dirty clothes a small quantity of soda
should be put into it.

WASHING OF COLOURED AND
WOOLLEN ARTICLES.

To wash these make a soap jelly by
dissolving and boiling in hot water ail

small pieces of soap, or some sliced up,
this when cold forming a firm jelly, and
put enough of this into hot water to
make it of a creamy consistency. In
this wash the coloui'ed things as
quickly as possible, and hang them out
directly they-ai'e rinsed.

The more quicldy coloured things are
washed and dried the less likely are the
colours to run.
In washing flannels and blankets

make the water thicker with the soap
jelly, and having rubbed or scrubbed
them well, rinse in several waters and
hang out at once.
Blankets and white flannels should

. not be vu’ung much, but allowed to

drip, and they should not hang in a
strong sun as it makes them yellov/.

Recipes for Starch and “
to Glaze

Linen ” will be found amongst
“ Recipes for Housework.”
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liECIPES FOB HOUSEWOBK.

BRASS, TO CLEAN.
Mode .—Mix pulverised rottenstone

to a liquid state with turpentine, rub
on with a piece of washleather, leave
it for a few minutes, then wipe oil with
a soft cloth. Now and again a little

stronger treatment may be necessary,
when oxalic acid may be used in the
proportion of one ounce to a pint of soft

water. This should be rubbed on the
brass with a piece of flannel, and
polished with another dry piece.

The bottle should be well shaken
before the liquid is used, and it should
be labelled “poison.”

CARPETS, TO CLEAN.
Ingeedients.—J Ih. of washing soda,

1 lb. of yellow soap, 1 oz. of nitric

acid, 1 gallon of water.

Mode .—Melt the soap and soda in
the oven

;
then mix with the water and

add the acid; with a clean scrubbing-
brush wash the carpet from seam to
seam with this, doing only a small
piece at a time, and rinsing and drying
it as quickly as possible.

CARPETS, TO SCOUR.

Ingredients.—1 pint of ox-gall, 3
gallons of soft warm water.

Mode .—After the carpets have been
well beaten and freed from dust and
grit, lay and nail them and scour them
quickly with the mixture, which should
both extract the grease and refresh the
colours. It is best to mix but a small
quantity and wash a small piece at a
time, then as the water gets cold and
dirty it can be thrown away.

FLOORCLOTH, TO CLEAN.

Ingredients.—^ oz. of beeswax, tur-

pentine.

Mode .
—Shred the beeswax into a

saucer, pour over enough turpentine
to cover it, and set in the oven till

melted. Wash the floorcloth in the
ordinary way, wait till dry, and rub
lightly over with the wax and tur-

pentine, then with a dry cloth.

Another way in which linoleum or

floorcloth may be cleaned is by
rubbing it over with milk when dried
after washing.

FURNITURE, POLISHED, TO CLEAN.

Ingredients.—1 oz. of white wax.
3 oz. of beeswax, 1 oz. of curd soap,

1 pint of turpentine, 1 pini of ivatcr
boiled and allowed to get cold again.

Mode ,—Mix all the ingredients to-

gether, bottle, shake often, and do not
use for two days. Dust the furniture
well, rub the mixture on with a
flannel, then polish with a duster and
afterwards with an old silk handker-
chief. A good furniture cream bought
ready for use may be found to save
trouble.

LOOKING-GLASS, TO CLEAN.
First take off fly stains or any other

soils with a sponge damped with spirits

of wine, or any other spirit, then dust
over the glass with fine sifted powder
blue and polish with an old silk hand-
kerchief or very soft dry cloth.

MARBLE, TO CLEAN.
Ingredients.—i lb. of soda, 4 oz. of

chalk, 4 oz. of finely powdered pumice-
stone, water.

Mode .—Powder the soda, add to it

the pumicestone and chalk, and sift

through a fine sieve. Mix to a paste
with water, which, by rubbing over the
marble, should remove all stains

;
then

wash with soap and water.

PAINT, TO CLEAN.
' Dirty paint should have the dust
removed first with the bellows, after-

wards with a brush; it should never
be wiped with a cloth, and the great
secrets in cleaning paint are not to use
much water and to dry quickly. The
water used should have a little soda or
pearlash dissolved in it; and after

dipping the flannel used in this, it

should be wrung almost dry before
being applied to the paint. Directly
this is done (a small piece only being
done at a time, unless two are at work,
and one can rinse as the other washes)
it must be rinsed with clean water and
dried with a clean cloth.

There are several widely advertised
brands of soap especially intended for

paint cleaning.

PLATE, TO CLEAN.

Few things add more to the neat
and comfortable appearance of a dinner
'table than well-polished plate

;
indeed,

'the state of the plate is a certain

indication of a well-managed or ill-

managed household. Nothing is easier

than to keep plate in good order,

though many servants make it the

greatest trouble of all things under
their care. It should bo remembered
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that it is utterly impossible to make
greasy silver take a polish

;
and that

as spoons and forks in daily use are
continually in contact with grease,

they must require good washing in
soap - and - water, or with washing
owder, to remove it._ Silver should
e washed with a soapy flannel in one

water, rinsed in another, and then
wiped dry with a clean cloth. Once a
week all the silver should receive a
thorough cleaning with plate powder.
Plate-powdeb.—Many of the ordi-

nary plate-powders sold in boxes con-
tain more or less quicksilver, and this,

in course of time, is sure to make the
plate brittle. A thoroughly effective
article may be made by well mixing
J lb. of jeweller’s rouge with | lb. ef

prepared chalk or burnt hartshorn.
When all the grease has been removed
from the plate as directed above, mix
as much of the powder as will be
required into a thick paste with cold
water

; smear this lightly over the
plate with a piece of soft rag, and leave
it for some little time to dry. When
perfectly dry brush it ofi quite clean
with a soft plate brush, and polish the
plate with a dry leather. If the plate
be much tarnished, spirits of wine will
be found to answer better than water
for mixing the paste. Silversmith’s
soap is excellent for brightening as
well as cleansing plate, and there are
several well advertised brands of polish-
ing paste.

STARCH, COLD-WATER.
Ingeedients.—A teacuj)ful ofstarch,

a dessertspoonful of borax, a tea-

spoonful of turpentine, water.

Mode.—Mix the starch to a cream
with cold water, then add the boi'ax
dissolved in a little boiling water, next
add the turpentine, and rub all well
together.

STARCH, HOT-WATER.

Ingeedients.—2 tablespoonfuls of
starch, i pint of cold water, a quart
of boiling water.

Mode .—Mix the starch in a good-
sized basin with the cold water till

smooth, stirring it with a wooden
spoon, and, putting the basin close
to the fire, pour over the boiling
water, stirring all the time. Put in

a little borax or stir with a wax
candle, then cover the basin, and when
the starch is cool enough for the hand
to be put in, use it. A few drops of

turpentine and a tiny piece of sper-

maceti are sometimes used to prevent
the starch from sticking when ironing.

TINS AND COPPERS, TO CLEAN.

If whiting is used for this purpose it

is simply made into a paste witli

water (to which, if the tins are very
dirty, a little spirit should be added), is

applied with a rag and rubbed off again
with a leather. The handles of covers
or any chased part require a brush.
A less dusty way of cleaning tins and

coppers is to use one of the good polish-
ing pastes sold for this purpose.

TO GLAZE LINEN.

The gloss upon shirt fronts, collars,

&c., which so improves their appear-
ance, is produced mainly by the friction

of a warm iron. The linen to be glazed
should first receive as much strong
starch as it is possible to charge it

with and then be dried. In making the
starch a piece of sperm or white wax
about the size of a walnut should be
added to each pound. When ready for
ironing the linen should bo laid upon
the table, slightly moistened with a
clean wet cloth, and first ironed in
the usual way with a fiat-iron, or box-
iron. After this is done a different
kind of iron rounded at the bottom,
very heavy and very bright, is used for

the glossing process, which consists
merely of rubbing with force just in the
same way as one would polish any
other surface.

Y/ALL PAPER, TO CLEAN.

If not very dirty tie a soft clean cloth
over a long soft broom and brush the
walls wdth it in straight lines

;
if, how-

ever, the paper be very much soiled,

stale bread should be used to cleanse it.

Cut a stale quartern loaf in thick slices

and rub the paper very lightly with it,

going always in one direction and dis-

carding the bread when dirty. Dough
may be used instead of bread ; and in
either case it is best first to take ofi all

the dust from the paper with a broom,
in the way described above.
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The importance of a good kitchen can
hardly be exaggerated—it is the great
laboratory of the household, and it

ought to be remembered that not only
the comfort but the health of the family
also is greatly dependent upon the
manner in which food is prepared.

A kitchen should be proportioned to

the size of the house, reasonably large,

with a good height of ceiling, well
lighted and properly ventilated. It

should also be easy of access without
passing through the house, and suffi-

ciently remote from the principal apart-

ments, so that neither the members,
visitors, nor guests of the family may
hear the noise or detect the odours
of culinary operations. The scullery,

pantry, store-room and coal-cellar

should be so arranged as to offer the
least possible trouble in reaching them.
Unfortunately these considerations are

too often insufficiently attended to in

the erection of even lirst-class houses
;

in smaller residences they are fre-

quently altogether neglected, and it

remains only to make the best use of

such accommodation as architects and
builders have thought proper to afford.

Kitchens abroad are in many coun-
tries prettier and more dainty than our
own, partly due to the fact of their

being kept in such perfect order, with
the many pots and pans so brightly
polished and burnished that they are

really ornamental, forming a brilliant

contrast to our (too often) black and
dingy looking saucepans and utensils.

In the majority of kitchens of mod-
erate size, however, we have not the
same facilities for keeping our cooking
utensils bright and clean, by reason of

our stoves and ranges. On some of

these it is next to impossible to cook
Y/ithoiit dirt cau,scd by sm oke and bad

coal, while their stoves (particularly
those in which charcoal is burned) can
be kept in order with so little trouble.
Fortunate is the housekeeper who can
choose the range she prefers, one that
she has seen tried and tested; but
there have been very great improve-
ments made in these most important
features of the kitchen, and in the
majority of cases we may find a good
and suitable stove even in the smallest
house.
Where we find a stove or range

faulty, it is more than likely it is the
way in which it is “set.” However
good and perfect a range may bo
supplied by the manufacturers, it is

often made unfit for use by reason of

its being fixed by incompetent work-
men. We later on describe the ranges
with which we need run no risk of this

kind.
A gas stove as a supplement to a

fuel-burning grate is invariably a great
advantage, particularly in summer-
time, and the slot system applied to

them in payment for the gas is an ex-

cellent one, though perhaps somewhat
expensive. There are very different

opinions as to the merits of gas stoves
versus those burning fuel, many still

urging that they are extravagant and
cost more than an ordinary range or
kitchener, but we contend that properly
irnderstood and used they cost less for

cooking than the fuel ones. Their
great merit lies in the fact that no gas
whatever need be wasted. The oven
retains its heat for a long time, and if

well heated before the article to bo
cooked goes in, the gas can be quickly
lowered and the temperature will

remain the same, while in many cases
the cooking can be completed with the
gas turned quite opt.
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A saucepan once boiling can be kept
so with a very tiny glimmer of gas,

and the very moment the cooking is

over we can put it out as wo cannot a

fire, which in hot weather often burns
to waste.
Another great merit a gas stove has,

is its certainty. We can be sure of the
temperature of the oven remaining
the same once it is regulated to the
required heat, and there is no fear of its

burning the meat or pastry, or losing

its heat so that the cooking is retarded.
The best gas stoves are those with

white enamelled lining to the oven, as

these are so very easily kept clean, and
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are non-absorbent, so that no disagree-
able odour remains after cooking.
Many of the little oil cooking stoves

will be found very useful as supple-
mentors of the range or kitchener, but
unless they are used with more care
than they would be by many ordinary
servants, objection will be taken to the
smell of the oil. Our neighbours across
“ the silver streak ” have simpler, and
in many respects, superior stoves to
those employed here, and it seems a
pity that we do not introduce their
charcoal stoves, which are neat in
appearance, easily set up, and cost but
little for fuel.

KITCHEN BANGES

The chief considerations in choosing a

range are that its qualifications should
be—economy with regard to fuel

; that
it will serve for every mode of cooking

;

that it should be labour-saving by not
causing dust and dirt by smoke.
One that combines these advantages

should be acquired. A range supplied
with iron flues carefully regulated and
suitable for every size made, does away
with the evil we have spoken of with
regard to the setting of brick ovens.
In many cases a fire in the kitchen

is not only needed for cooking, but for

warming the room, and some ranges are
very easily converted from a close to an
open fire. Another very great advan-
tage that a stove should possess is that
it should be possible to increase or
diminish the size .of the fire at will.

In some stoves, when the front of the
fire, and that a large one, is not required
for roasting, by raising a grating the
fire is brought close to the top of the
grate

; where a very small one is sxifQ-

cient to keep the oven hot and sauce-
pans boiling.

The baking of pastry is often a trial

to the cook or housekeeper, for the
reason that the heat does not circulate
in the ordinary oven as it does in those
of the bakers

; but in many patent
ranges the heat is equalised, or as re-
quired

; we may have the top or bottom
of the oven hotter or cooler, and the
flues conduct the heat entirely round
the oven, so that much trouble caused

by having to open the doors and turn
the tins or dishes is obviated. Ovens
can be fitted with transparent doors,
through which we can watch the pro-
gress of baking, and save endless
trouble by not having to open the oven
continually to see that the food is not
scorching or burning.
There are many most useful and

suitable ranges for ordinary use in
“ medium ” sized kitchens advertised.
One of these 3 feet in width has
a large oven, a saddle-back boiler,

which supplies house and bath-room
with hot water, a rack for warming
plates, and a door to close up the fire

when cooking.
These ranges, when kept well cleaned

and in order, will do all the cooking
needed in a household of moderate
size, and will burn cheap coal that can
be mixed with coke.

Stoves with a setting of fancy tiles

are very ornamental.

SELF-SETTING RANGES.

These, as their name implies, are not
fixtures, and where a house is rented
the tenant who purchases them has the
right to remove them. They are fitted

as other ranges with good ovens, and
as desired, with or without boilers.

They have the recommendation of

being of moderate price, and cost

nothing for bricklayers’ or masong’
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labour to set them up. On the whole
they are useful and serviceable ranges,
and a close or open fire can be hau at
will. There are so many good makes
advertised that it is impossible to single
oiit any for special recommendation.
The boilers should be loose and they
can then easily be replaced, should they
be injured or wear out.

GAS COOKEBS.

The easiest and surest methods of

cooking are by gas. A good stove, well
kept, in the hands of a person who
thoroughly understands it, is the most
economical stove of all, but it miLst be a
good stove and must be kept clean.
There is a good deal of risk in taking
an old stove with a house, for it may
have been imperfectly cleaned, and the
food cooked in it will, in that case, ac-
quire a nasty smell that by those who
do not understand the stoves, is often
put down to the gas itself. Gas com-
panies are always willing to supply new
stoves on the hire or slot system, so one
can always have a stove with all the
newest improvements. By the slot

s}"stem we may also have gas fittings

supplied throughout the house free of

charge, and though we pay more for the
gas supplied in this manner, it is an
excellent plan.
A bill for a quarter’s supply of gas is

practically an unknown quantity, and
there are but few housewives who do
not often exclaim at the amount of their
liabilities when the gas account comes
in, thinking so much as calculated
could not have been consumed. Now
with the slot arrangement not only do
we avoid all gas bills, but the fact of

paying ready money for light and fire

makes us more economical. We know
what a pennyworth of gas will do, and
get our full value for our money.
For a small family of three or four

pei'sons a small gas kitchener costing
from 28s. to 36s. will be found sufficient

for an ordinary amount of cooking.
These have handy little ovens with two
slides, grill, and boiling appliance
above.
A treble-cased indestructible gas cook-

ing range, with new patent removable
lining can bo bought for five guineas.
These are made in eight different sizes,

and are adapted for roasting, baking.

and all modes of cooking. Boilers can
be fitted to these stoves, and are heated
by the waste gas from the ovens.
To supplement a kitchen range there

is a very useful stove with an oven
and griller advertised. On this a
kettle can be boiled in five minutes, and
two rounds of toast made in two
minutes, while the oven cooks well and
consumes but little gas. These cost
about and are excellent breakfast
stoves.

OIL-BUBNING STOVES.

In small houses, and in places where
gas is unobtainable, oil stoves are in-
valuable, particularly in summer when
fires are not needed.
With careful usage these stoves are

very economical ones, for as with gas
stoves there need be no waste. The
objection made to them by some per-
sons that they have a disagreeable
odour of the oil, can only be ux'ged when
there is carelessness or neglect on the
part of the person whose duty it is to
trim the wicks, for a good stove, pro-
perly looked after, emits no disagi'eeable
smell whatever.
The cost of these stoves is less than

that of gas ones. A most handy little

one, with meat tray, grid, kettle, stew-
pan, steamer, and fiying-pan, can bo'

had complete for from 13s. 6d. For
a very small family or for two or three
persons living in apartments, where,
majffie, the cooking has to be done in a
living room instead of a kitchen, a
stove of this kind is a boon.
Larger stoves to burn oil, suitable for

the cooking for a family, fitted with the
utensils we have before mentioned, can
be bought fi'ora 29s. These are fitted

with patent dampers and extinguishers.
A stove which will bake bread, cakes,
meat, &c., and has ornamental cast iron
top and feet, and two 6 in. burners, is

an excellent family one, and costs only
41s., or fitted with kettle, boiler, stew-
pan, and frying-pan, 49s. A very supe-
rior one fitted with patent central
draught flat wick burners, 275 candle-
power, costs only 75s, and is suitable
for the cooking for a large faxnily. A
gallon kettle, a gallon stewpan, a
steamer, a frying-pan with cover, and
a toast hanger for this, cost about 10s,
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KITCHEN UTENSILS, out severally a tea, dessert, and table-

ItEQUISITES, AND FUBNITUBE. spoonful.

KITCHEH UTENSILS.

To supply lists of these to meet the

requirements of everybody would he
almost impossible. There are so many
things to be taken into consideration

in furnishing a kitchen.

To begin with our own personal re-

quirements for cookery, which will

depend upon the way in which we live,

whether plainly or the reverse, the

number there are to be cooked for, the

number of hands to do the cooking and
to keep the utensils clean and in order,

and the size and scope of the kitchen
itself.

All these things should be remem-
bered ere we start buying, and all the
articles that are absolutely necessary

should be bought first. As other needs
make themselves felt,we may endeavour
to supply them, but it is no use crowd-
ing into a kitchen a host of things that

may be required, however useful they
may appear to be. There are two
golden rules, however, in buying culin-

ary articles that should not be forgotten,

namely, that they should be of good
quality, and that there should be sufii-

cient to prevent it being necessary to

use any for purposes for which they
were not intended. The truest economy
is studied by observing these rules, for

by so doing our hatterie de cuisine

will be long before it needs renewing.
Those furnishing cannot do better than
pay a visit to Messrs. Benetfink of

Cheapside, London, who supply every
requisite for the home at prices lower
than most stores.

We give later a list of the articles

that would probably be needed in the
kitchen of a house of moderate size,

W’here good but not elaborate cooking
was the order of the day

;
and here we

may particularise a few iitensils and
requisites that are indispensable to the
cook. One of the first needed and most
important is a good set of scales and
weights, for though an experienced
cook soon learns to guess pretty accu-
rately at quantities there are many
things that must be weighed, and the
meat as it comes from the butcher
should always be put in the scale.

Measures, too, should be at hand, at

any rate pint and half-pint ones, with
three spoons or small measures that can
be relied upon for accuracy, to mete

UTENSILS FOR BOILING AND
STEWING.

A stock-pot should be found in every
kitchen, for by its use every scrap of

bone, gristle, or trimming that in its

absence would probably be thrown
away, will be made to yield stock or

gravy, and obviate any necessity for

soup meat.
The pot should be boiled up very

slowly, cold water being put with the
bones and trimmings, itmay then simmer
the day through ;

when the stock is cold

it should be skimmed free of fat.

In hot weather the stock should be
boiled up every day, and unless there is

a chance of its being used very quickly

it is better to omit the vegetables. Very
greasy bones, such as those from salt

pork, are better boiled separately to

serve for pea, lentil, or other vegetable
soups.
Draw ofi the stock at the end of the

day, and when the pot has been washed
and dried put back only such scraps of

bone, &C-, as those from which the
virtue has not been sufficiently ex-

tracted.

A good boiling-pot of sufficient size

to boil a ham or leg of mutton is a most
useful utensil in a household where
there are manj to cook for, as it can
be not only used for the purposes
named, but for boiling large puddings
or making soup.
A fish kettle should be considered a

necessary utensil, for W’ithout it and a
strainer, by which the fish may be
lifted out and drained when ready,
none can be properly boiled.

A porridge pot will be found very
useful, and it can be used with advan-
tage for custard.

- A braising pan is rather an expensive
article, and is one not absolutely indis-

pensable, but is superior to a stewpan
for extracting the finest gravy from the
meat, wLich cooked by it is most
delicious. The lid of it is hollow, to

allow of its being filled with hot
cinders. ^A stewpan is always required for
steak, haricot, &c., as it is almost im-
possible to make such dishes properly
in a saucepan. *'

A good supply of saucepans of various
sizes saves much time in cooking a large
dinner, and there should be always two
fitted with steamers to save room upon
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tlie stove, steaming being one of the
best, easiest, and most approved pro-
cesses of cooking.

It is well to have one or two moulds
for boiled puddings, and a copper pan
if jam be made at home

UTENSILS FOR ROASTING AND
BAKING.

Perhaps the best method for roasting
meat is to use a bottle-jack and screen,
and hang the meat from the former in
front of the fire

; but this is but seldom
found in any but very large kitchens,
most persons baking or roasting their
meat in the oven, by which much saving
of fuel or gas is effected. Baking tins
should therefore be provided, and two
square ones of different sizes and one
oval one will be, as a rule, sufficient.

A double dripping-pan with well is

excellent for baking, and meat cooked
in it does not smell so strongly during
the baking. .

'

For baking puddings and pies, besides
several white earthenware dishes it is

well to have one or two enamel tin ones,
particularly for use in nursery and
Idtchen.
For baking cakes the ordinary cake

tins should be provided, but it is easier

to turn one out from a cake ring such
as bakers and confectioners use. This
is placed on a plain baking sheet
covered with buttered paper, and the
mixture poured in. 'For an open tart

a tin one with fluted edge, such as that
shown iii illustration, is best, and for

tartlets a sheet with hollows for the
tartlets or patties obviates the per-
petual shifting that small separate
patty-tins require. Some small pans,
however, as shown, should find a ifiace,

also a few small fancy tins for baking
little puddings and cakes.

An open mould in which the crust for

a game or other raised pie can bo
moulded is very useful.

UTEN3IL3 FOR GRILLING, COILING,
03 FRYING.

A revolving gridiron is a very con-
venient one, for as the part on which
the meat rests turns round, the necessity
of frequently moving it is obviated. It

lias fluted bars lined with enamel, and
the gravy from the meat flows from
them into a small receptacle in the
centre. The ordinary gridiron is made
in all sizes, and one is usually provided
with gas stoves.

For broiling an excellent thing is a
hanging broiler

; the fish or meat to be
thus cooked being fixed between the
double wires

; but the ordinary Dutch
oven answers well for broiling small birds
and is quite the best thing for making
a Welsh rarebit. For dry frying, by
which such things as eggs, bacon,
sausages, &c.,are cooked, a frying-pan of
iron or enamelled tin will be needed,
but this should not be used for omelettes
or pancakes, these requiring a small
enamelled pan.
For fryin" those things which should

be immersed in fat, a frying kettle with
wire drainer is most convenient, or a
deep pan may be used when a frying
basket is a necessity. This is a very
simple, inexpensive little article, and
should always be used for such things
as rissoles or croquettes, and without it

it is impossible to cook whitebait pro-
perly.

The above-named utensils are those
most needed in an ordinary kitchen, but
there are a great many adjuncts re-

quired if we v^ant our cookery to be
successful. These will be mentioned
in the list given, but a few may bo illus-

trated here.
To prevent the juices of the steak

from being lost by pricking the meat
with a fork in turning it about on the
gridiron, steak-tongs are brought into
requisition for handling the steaks
during the grilling process. By making
use of these, the gravy is kept in the
meat.

MEAT CHOPPER.

Used for chopping and disjointing
bones. In cases where a little gravy
is to be made for a hash, the bones of
the joint should always be chopped in
a few places to get as much goodness
out of them as possible.

SUET-CIIOPPEB, OR MINCING-KNIFE.

A tool like this is convenient for

chopping suet, and any ingredient that
requires to bo finely minced. Being
made with a firm wooden handle, the
hand does not get so fatigued as by
using an ordinary knife, and the busi-

ness of mincing is accomplished in a
much shorter time. These utensils
should be kept nice and sharp, and
should be ground occasionally.

COPPER PRESERVING-PAN.

Jams, jellies, marmalades, and pre-

serves are made in these utensils,
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which should be kept scrupulously
clean, and well examined before being
used.

BEEAD-GEATEE.

Nicely grated bread crumbs rank as

one of the most important ingredients
in many puddings, seasonings, stuffings,

forcemeats, &c., and add much to the
appearance of nicely fried fish. For
the purpose of crumbling the bread
smoothly and evenly, the bread-grater
is used, which is perforated on both
sides with holes.

Pestles and mortars are made in

iron, brass, marble, and Wedgewood
ware. The two latter kinds are de-

cidedly to be preferred, as they can be
so easily kept clean. This utensil is

used for pounding sugar, spices, &c.,

required in many preparations of the
culinary art.

VEGETABLE CUTTEE.

Vegetables are cut out in fanciful
shapes, by means of these little

cutters. Stewed steaks, and such-
like dishes, where the vegetables form
an important addition, are much im-
proved in appearance by having them
shaped.

CUCUMBEE-SLICE.

For shredding cucumbers into the
thinnest possime slices, this little

machine is used. It is made of wood,
with a steel knife running across the
centre. After the cucumber is pared
and levelled, it should be held upright,
and worked backwards and forw^ards on
the knife, bearing sufficiently hard to
make an impression on the cucumber.

PASTE-BOAED AND EOLLING-PIN.

This is so familiar a piece of kitchen
furniture that very little description
will be required of it. The best kinds
of paste-boards are made in hard wood,
and require to be very nicely kept.
They should not hang in a damp place,
as then they are liable to get mildewed,
which will very seldom scrub out. The
best rolling-pin is one made of glass.

PASTE-JAGGEE.

Used for trimming and cutting
pastry. The little wheel at the end
is made to revolve, and is useful for
marking pastry which has to be
divided after it is baked.

WIEE DISH-COVEE.

This is an article belonging strictly

to the larder, and is intended for cover-
ing over meat, pastry, &c., to protect it

from flies and dust. It is a most neces-
sary addition to the larder, especially

in summer time.

KNIEE-BASICET.

This is made of wicker outside, lined
with tin, and is a very clean and neat-
looking knife-basket. It is very easily

washed and kept in proper order,

which is not always the case with the
w'^ooden boxes. Cheaper kinds are
lined with baize.

COFFEE AND TEA CANISTEES.

Japanned tin is the metal of which
these canisters are composed. The
flavour of the tea and the aroma of
the coffee are much preserved by keep-
ing them in tin canisters like that
illustrated.

HOT-WATEE DISH.

In cold weather such joints as veni-
son, a haunch, saddle, or leg of mutton
should always be served on a hot-
v/ater dish, as they are so liable to
chill. This dish is arranged with a
double bottom, which is filled v/itli

very hot water just before the joint
is sent to table, so keeping that and
the gravy deliciously hot. Although
an article of this description can
scarcely be ranked as a kitchen
utensil, still the utility of it is obvious.
The following lists, drawn horn the

catalogues of the principal Loudon
Stores will show at a glance the articles

required for the kitchens of families
ranging from those for whom a small
cottage affords sufficient accommoda-
tion, to those sufficiently rich to occupy
a large house where accommodation
could be found for a large stock of
kitchen utensils.

KITCHEN BEQUIBEMENTS.
Furniture— Utensils—Crochery—Linen.

FURNITURE.

Chairs (Windsor), oiled, 2s. 6d. to 3s. Gd.

eacn.
Chairs (Windsor), polished, 2s. 9d. to

4s. 9d. each.
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Chairs CVVindsor), arm, 5s. lid., 6s. lid.
each.

Clocks (kitchen), from 2s. 6d. to 10s. Gd.

Coal-scuttles, Is. 9d. to 3s. 6d.

Fenders (iron), from 3s. to 10s. 6d.

Fire-irons, per set, from 2s. 6d. to

4s. 6d.

Hearthrugs, suitable for kitchens, from
2s. 6d. to 6s.

Linoleum (printed), from Is. lid. per
square yard.

Linoleum (plain), from Is. 9d. per
square yard.

Mats (cocoa), from Is. 7d. to 3s. 3d.

Tables with drawers

—

4 ft. by 2 ft. 9 in., 15s. 6d.
;

better
quality, £1 .

5 ft. by 3 ft., £1 2s. 6d.
;

better
quality, £1 7s. 6d.

KITCHEN UTENSILS.

Tin, Ikon, and Coppee Wake.

Bacon dishes, 10 in.. Is. 9d.
;
12 in.,

2s. 3d. Hot-water : 8s. 9d. to 18s. 6d.

Bain Marie (copper), with utensils,

£3 3s.

Baking sheets (tin), from 6d. each.
Basting ladles, Is. and Is. 3d.

Boiling pot, from 2s. 3d.

,, „ (wrought iron), 7s. 6d. to
15s. 6d.

Braising pan (steel), 23s. to 31s.

,, „ (copper), 48s. to 58s. 6d.

Brass bottle-jacks, 4s. 6d., 6s. 3d., 7s. 3d.

Bread graters, 5d., 7d.

Bread pan (jap. steel), from 5s. 6d.

Broilers, from 2s. to 3s. 6d.

Cake tins, 3gd. to Is.

Candlesticks (tin), 6Jd. to Js. 3d.

Cinder shovels. Is. to 2s.

Coal hammers (iron), G-Jd.

„ „ (steel). Is. 4^-d.

„ scuttles, 2s. to 4s.

,,
shovels, 93 d., Is. 4|d., 2s.

Coffee mills, 3s., 3s. 6d.

,,
pot (tin). Is. to 2s. 6d.

Colanders, 7d., Is. 6d., 2s. 9d.

Cook’s forks. Is. to Is. 9d.

,, ,,
(for beef). Is. 6d,

„ knives, from Is. Gd. to 2s. 6d.

Corkscrew, Gd. to Is.

Disli covers (tin), set of 3—10 in., 14 in.,

18 in., 14s.

Dish covers (block tin, plated handles),
£1 Is.

Dish covers (wire), from 9d. each.
Dripping-pan and stand, from 4s. Gd.

Dustpan, Gd. to Is. Gd.

Egg beaters. Is. 3d. each.

,, poachers, 3Id. to 7^d.

„ slices, Gd. and 9d.

Egg whisks, 4^d. to Is.

Fish fryer and drainer, from 6s.

„ kettle (tin), 2s. lOd. to 6s.

,, slicers, 9d. and Is.

Flat irons, from 5d. to Is. 3d. each.

„ iron stands, 3d. each.
Flour bins, 2s. Gd. to 6s. Gd.

,,
dredger, 5^d. to Is.

Forks (nickel silver), from 7d. each.
Fx’eezing machines (Marshall’s), 16s.

Frying baskets, from lOj^d. to Is. Gd.

,, pans, from G^d.
Funnels, 2d. and 4d. each.
Game skewers, 5^d, the set.

Gravy strainers, 9d. to Is. 5d.
Gridiron (double, hanging). Is. to 2s. Gd.

Gridiron (fluted), from Is.

„ (revolving). Is. G^d., Is. ll|d.,

2s. Gd. the set.

Hand bowls, from Is.

Hot-water cans. Is. Gd., 2s. Gd.

,, dishes, from 2s. 9d.
House pails. Is., Is. 3d.

Ice cream freezers, from 10s. Gd.

Kettles (tin), from Is. to 3s.

„ (wrought iron), from 2s. 8d.
Knife cleaners, from 12s. 9d.

„ trays, from Is. Gd.

Knives (kitchen), from 6s. dozen.
Larding needles. Is. Gd. the set.

Mackerel saucepan, 2s. to 3s. Gd.

Meat chopper, from Is. 2d.

„ graters, 9d.

,, screen (block tin), from 11s. 9d.

„ ,, (wooden, lined), 49s.

,, saw, from Is. G^d.

Mincing knives, lO^d., Is.

„ machines, 4s. Gd. to 21s.

Moulds (copper), from 4s. Gd. to 8s. each.

„ (tin), from lOd. to Is. 9d.

Nutmeg graters, Id. and 2d. each.

Omelette pans (steel). Is. 2d., Is. 9d.

„ „ (copper), from 3s. 9d.

Oyster knives, from Gd.

Paste cutters. Is. Gd. the set.

„ j
aggers, 9d. the set.

Pastry slabs (marble), 6s. to 10s. Gd.

Patty pans, per doz., 4d. to Is.

Pepper box (tin), 3id. to Gd.

Pestle and mortars, marble, from 5s. Gd.

,, ,,
compo, from Is. 4d.

to 3s. 3d.

Plates (hot-water), from Is. 3Jd.
Preserving pans (copper), from 13s.

Pudding moulds, 2s., 2s. Gd. each.
Refrigerators, from 43s. Gd.

Root knives. Is. each.
Salamanders (iron), from 3s. Gd.

Salt cellars. Is. 2d. each.

Saucepans (enamelled), from Is. 4d.

„ (iron), from Is. 3d. to 6s.

„ with steamers, from 3s. Gd.

,, (wrought iron), 3s. Gd. to 9s.





KITCHEN UTENSILS.

i Tart Pans—B Patty Pans—C Raised Pie Mould—D Paste Jagger E

'egeSble gutters and Case-F Vegetabk Scoops-G
^ Plain Charlotte Pudding Mould-/ Gr.diron-J hlangle or

^
A

lined Wicker Knife Basket-F Coffee Canister—.U Biead Grater.
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Saucepans (wrought iron), with steam-
ers, 7s. and 9s. 9d.

„ (porridge), 3s. 6d. to 6s. 6d.

„ sanitary, seamless, steel,

„ (patent), from 2s. 2d. to 10s
Saute-pans (steel), from 2s. 4d.

Stewpans (copper), from 5s. 3d.

„ (iron), from Is. 3d. .

,, enamelled, from Is.

Skewers, 8jd. and lOd. per set.

Slop-pails (galvanized), 3s. 3d.
;
(japan

ned), 3s. 6d., 4s.

Spice boxes, from 2s.

Spoons (iron), from 3d. to 9d. each.

„ (nickel-silver), table, lOd. each.

„ • / „ ,, .
dessert,7^d.each.

„ „ „ tea, 4d. each
Steak beaters, from 8d.

„ tongs, Is. 6jd.
Stock-pots (copper), from 20s.

;
(wrought

iron), 13s. 3d.

Sugar canisters, from 8d.

„ dredger, 9d.

„ nippers. Is. 3d.
Tart tins, from IJd.
Tea canisters, lOd., Is.

Teapots (tin). Is. 6d.

j, (metal), 2s. 6d
Tea trays, from Is.

Tin openers, 9d. to Is. each.
Toasting forks (wire), 5^d.
Turbot kettle (block tin), from 3s. 6d. to

10s. 9d.

Vegetable cutters. Is. 6d. the set.

„ scoops. Is. each.
Washing-up pans (zinc). Is. 6d. to 6s.

Water cans, 2s. 6d. to 4s.

Weighing machines, with weights,
' from 7s. 6d.

Spring balance family scales to weigh
14 lbs., from 5s. 9d.

Yorkshire pudding tins, 5|d. to Is.

TURNERY, &c.

Butter pats, 3d. to lOd. per pair.

,, prints, 3d. to Is.

Bellows, 9d. to 5s.

Bowls, 3d. to 3s.

Chopping boards. Is. to 3s.

Cinder sifters. Is. 6d., 5s. 6d.
Clothes horses. Is. to 5s.

Knife boards (India rubber), 6d. to Is.

„ „ (leather), 2s. 3d. to 6s.

Lemon squeezers, 5d. to Is.

Pails, lO^d. to 2s. 6d.

Pastry boards. Is. 9d. to 3s. 6d.
Potato mashers, 4d.
Pegs (clothes), 9d. per gross.
Rolling pins, from 3d. to 8d.
Sieves, from 4Jd. to 2s.

Spoons (wooden), from Id. to 4Jd.
Steps (house), 2s. 6d. to 8s. 6d.
Tubs (flour), Is. to 4s.

Towel rollers, 8d. to Is.

Washleathers, from 5d. to Is. 6d.

BROOMS AND BRUSHES.
Brooms.

Bass brooms, 9^d. to Is. 6^d.

Soft hair sweeping brooms, Is. 6d. to

6s. lid.

Stifl hair sweeping brooms, 2s. 6d. td

4s. 6d.

Brushes.
Banister brush. Is O^d. to 3s.

„ ,, (double), 2s. 6d. to 5s. 6d.

BlacMead brushes, 2d. and 6d.

Plate brushes, 5d. to Is. 6d.

Saucepan brushes, 4d.

Scrubbing brushes (cocoa), 7^d., 9Jd.

„ ,, (hair). Is., 2s. 6d.

Sink brushes, 4d., 6d.

Stove brushes (bent), 7^d. to 2s,

„ „ (double winged) lO^d.,

2s. 3d.

„ ,, (sets), 2s., 4s. 6d.
’ Sweep’s brushes, 4Jd. to Is.

CROCKERY AND GLASS,

Butter dishes, from 4Jd. to Is. 6d.

Dishes (fireproof), 6d. to 2s.

,, (kitchen) 6d. to Is. 6d. each.
Egg poachers (fireproof), 4d. to 8d.

Jelly moulds. Is. to 2s.

Jugs for kitchen use, from Is., set of 3,

,,
(milk), from 4^d. to Is,

Kitchen plates, from 2s. to 5s. doz.

Milk bowls, with spouts, 3d. to Is.

„ saucepans (fireproof), 6d. to Is.

Pastry bowls, 4d, to Is. 3d.

Pie dishes, 2d. to lOd.
Pudding basins, from 2d. to Is.

Ramakin cases (fireproof), 4d. and 6d.

Salt cellars, from Id. each.
Shells for scallops (fireiDroof), 4d. and

6d.

Souffle dishes (fireproof), lid. to Is. 6d.

Sugar basins, 6d. to Is,

Tumblers for kitchen use, from 2s. doz.

It is worth remembering that break-

ages of earthenware will occur in all

households; and that to buy sets of

tableware that cannot be matched, is

to run unnecessary risk of vexation
and expense. Unless economy is no
object, those should be purchased that

can be matched without much trouble.

A breakage is then of less consequence
as the articles can be replaced.

KITCHEN CLOTHS, &C.

Cooks’ cloths (shambro), 7|d., 10|d.

Dish cloths (knitted, white) 3s. Gd. doz.

„ (knitted, brown) 4s. 6d. doz.

3
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Dresser cloths, from 9d. per yard.
Dusters, blue and white checked, Is. 6d.

to lOs. per doz.

Dusters, twill, 2s. lid. to 10s. per doz.

Glass cloths (checked), 3|d. to 10|d.

„ (plain), 3|d. to lOfd.
Hearth cloths, from 6|d. per yard.
House cloths, 32 in. wide, 4-|d., S-^d.

,, flannel, 3|d. to 8|d. per yard.
Kitchen cloths, 27 in. wide, 5|d. ; 36 in

wide, 8|d.
Knife cloths, 2s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per doz.

Pudding cloths, 3|d. to 8|d. per yard.

Roller towels (Barnsley), 16 in., 3|d.,

. 7|d. per yard; 20 in., 4|d., 8|d.

per yard.
Roller towels (crash) 2|d. to 6d. per

yard.
Table cloths (bleached), li yards square,

Is, 6d. to 4s. 3d.
; 1| yards square,

2So 6d, to 4s. lid.

Table cloths (unbleached), IJ yards
square. Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. ; 1| yards
square, 2s. to 3s. 6d.

Tea cloths (Barnsley) 4|d. to Is. 0|d. per
yard.

Tea cloths (linen), 3|d. to 10|d. per
yard.

The following price list includes all

that would be needed by persons of

small incomes starting housekeeping.

FURNITURE FOR SMALL KITCHEN.
s. d.

3 chairs (Windsor), 2s. Gd. each - 7 6

1 clock ^2 6

1 coal-scuttle 2-6
Fender 2 6

Set fireirons . . . . . . . . 2 0
Hearthrug '2 6

Linoleum at Is. 6d. square yard,
about 9 yards 14. 6

Table with drawer 16 0

£2 9 0

KITCHEN UTENSILS. .

2 baking tins for cakes, 4^d.,

CJd
2 baking tins for meat, 6i,d.

each
2 baking tins for tarts, 3;^d.,

6id.
1 baking sheet
1 bread grater
1 broiler

Butter dish (glass)

Chopping board
Coffee mill

„ pot
Colander

0 11

0 11

0 9
0 6

0 6

2 0
0 6
.1 0
3 0
1 0
0 11

s. d.

Cook’s knife and fork . . .

.

2 0
Corkscrew 0 6

1 dish (fireproof) 0 9
Dish tub 1 0
3 dishes for kitchen use .

.

2 0
Dutch oven 0 9

Egg whisk 0 6

,,
poacher 0 3

,, slice 0 6
Fish kettle 3 6

,, slice 0 9

Flour dredger 0 5J
,, tub 2 0

3 forks for kitchen use . , .

.

1 6'

Frying basket 0 m
pan 0 10^

Funnel 0 2
Gravy strainer 0 9
Gridiron (wire) 0 9

3 jugs for kitchen use . . .

.

1 0

1 jug for milk 0 6

1 kettle (iron) 3 0
1 kettle (small, tin) 0 9
Knife board 0 9

,, sharpener - 0 9

» tray 1 6
3 knives for kitchen use . . .

.

1 6
Lemon squeezer 0 6

Meat chopper 1 2

„ saw 1 Ci
Mincer 3 0
2 moulds for puddings or jellies 1 0
Mustard pot (glass) 0 3
Nutmeg grater 0 1

Omelette pan . . , 1 2
Oyster knife 0 3

Paste j
agger 0 G

Pastry board 1 9

2 pastry bowls, 6d. and Is. 1 6

6 patty pans 0 6
Pepper pot 0 2

3 pie dishes, 4d., 5d., 8d. 1 6
Pint and half-pint measures

(glasses) 1 0
Plate basket 1 9

6 plates for kitchen use .

.

2 0
Potato masher . . 0 4

3 pudding basins . .
'

. . .

,

0 10
Rolling pin 0 6

Salt cellar 0 2
3 saucepans (iron). Is. 3d.,

Is. 9d., 2s. 3d 6 3

1 saucepan (enamel) 2 0
Set of skewers 0 6

Two sieves, 4id., 7Jd 1 0
2 spoons (dessert) 1 0

2 ,, (table) 1 3

2 „ (tea) . . - 0 9

2 ,, . (metal) 0 9

2 ,,
(wooden). Id., 2d. 0 3

Steak tongs — 1 3

1 stewpan 3 0
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s. d.

Steamer to fit saucepan . . . . 2 0
Stock-pot 10 0
Sugar basin (glass) 0 6

,,
dredger 0 6

Teapot (earthenware) . . . . 0 9
Tin opener 0 6
Toasting fork (wire) 0 3

2 tumblers 0 4
2 wash-up pans (zinc) Is. and

2s 3 0
Weights and scales . . . . . . 7 0

^5 5 1

BROOMS, BRUSHES, &C.

Broom (bass) 0

,, hair, soft 2 6

„ hair, stifi 3 0
Brushes 1 0|
1 cook’s brush 0 6

1 dusting brush 0 9

1 plate brush 0 9
1 stair brush (double, soft and

hard) 2 6
1 scrubbing brush (cocoa) . . 0 9
1 sink brush 0 4
2 stove brushes 16
1 stove brush for black lead . . 0 3

s. d.

Clothes horse 10
1 slop-pail 3 0
2 pails for house 2 0
2 washleathers 13

£1 1 11

KITCHEN CLOTHS, &c.

2 dish cloths, 3J each .... 07
2 dresser cloths. Is. each . . 2 0
4 dusters, 2d. each 0 8

6 glass cloths 2 0
2 hearth cloths 0 7
2 house flannels 0 8
6 kitchen cloths 3 0
2 knife cloths 0 6

2 pudding cloths 0 6
2 roller towels 16
2 table cloths, IJ yards square 3 0
6 tea cloths 19

16 9

Furniture T2 9 0
Kitchen utensils . . . . 6 5 1

Brooms, briishes, &c. . . 1 1 11
Kitchen cloths, &c 0 16 9

i;9 12 9
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A THRIFTY housekeeper will find it ad-
vantageous to do the marketing for the
household herself, instead of simply
ordering the butcher’s meat and other
provisions. By carefully observing the
state of the market and judiciously
selecting what is wanted, she will secure
three advantages, variety, excellence,

and economy. It is not sufficient to

bear in mind what is in season, as the
market is not necessarily fully stocked
with every description of seasonable
food, and.it will thus frequently happen
that an order sent to the tradesman,
irrespective of the temporary abun-
dance or scarcity of particular joints,

&c,, will result, either in disappoint-
ment from their inferior quality, or vexa-
tion at the enhanced price. We are,

indeed, sorry to say that there are too

many tradesmen who have two scales

of prices, one for persons who do their

own marketing, and another, per-

ceptibly higher, for those who “ order.”

The first class, if they are careful

buyers, may always secure the benefit

of a fall in the market price, the other
must not expect to receive any ad-

vantage from tempoi*ary fluctuations.

Those who live in or near London will

find that a big saving can be effected

by buying from one of the wholesale
and retail butchers in Farringdon
Market. Messrs. Gunton Bros., of 334,

Farringdon Hoad, are one of the best

known firms there.

. If not possible to do .daily marketing
for fish, flesh, -and vegetable foods,

most housekeepers could find time to

go about once a week to the tradesfolk,

when, if the day chosen be a Saturday,

the time for the visits should be early.

The importance of variety should
always be borne in mind in providing

for a household
;

it is essential alike to

health and comfort. ' Variety in the
methods of preparation may be secured

by attention to the recipes supplied in

the following pages. Variety in the
selection of the articles of diet must be
the care of the housekeeper. When
marketing, she should endeavour to

provide a succession of different kinds
of food, both animal and vegetable. We
do not know any point on which, gene-
rally speaking, English management
has hitherto been more at fault than
this, nor one in which reform is more
imperatively required. Unfortunately,
it IS often imagined that variety in-

volves expense, whereas the very oppo-
site is true, as the wider the range of a
housekeeper’s ideas in marketing, the
greater the opportunity of purchasing
to advantage.
In addition to the special directions

given below, it may be useful to observe
that moderately fat meat is the best in

every respect. If it is very lean, the
animal has been underfed, and the
meat will probably be tough and taste-

less
;

if there is an excess of fat, it

renders the joint costly, when pur-

chased at current rates. Lean meat is

dear at any price.

BEEF.

Beef should have an open ' grain,

smooth and juicy
;
should be soft to

the touch, and of a rich carnation
colour, the fat of a fine cream colour.

When the animal has been fed upon
oil-cake, the fat will be of a deeper
colour. The bone should bo small and
the flesh full.

Hind-quabter.

Contains

:

Leg of beef (for stewing) ;
round

(prime boiling piece)
;
aitch-bone (boil-

ing or roasting)
;
rump (finest part for

steaks) ;
thick flank (prime boiling

piece) ;
thin flank (boiling)

;
sirloin

(roasting).
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Fore-quae'ter.

Fore-rib* (prime roasting piece)

;

middle-ribs (economical joint for roast-

ing)
;
brisket (for salting and boiling)

;

chuck and leg-of-mutton piece (used for

second quality steaks)
;
clod and stick-

ing (used for soups, gravies, stocks, pies,

and trimmings for sausages) ;
shin

;

cheek.
The following is a classification of

the qualities of meat, according to the

several joints of beef, when cut up in

the London manner :

—

First-class—includes the sirloin, with
the kidney suet, the rump-steak piece,

the fore-rib.

Second-class—the buttock, the thick

flank, the middle-rib.

Third-class—the aitch-bone, the thin

flank, the chuck, the leg-of-mutton
piece, the brisket.

Fourth-class—the neck, clod, and
sticking-piece.

Fifth-class—the hock, the shin.

MUTTOlf.

Mutton should be of a rich red colour,

close in the grain, and juicy
;
whitish

in the fat, but not slimy and tallowy.

The flesh should pinch tender, and
rise again when dented with the finger.

The

Hind-quabtee.

is divided into the leg; the loin—the
two loins, when cut in one piece, being
called the saddle. The

Foke-quabtee.

is divided into the shoulder ; the neck,

the upper part being called, for dis-

tinction, the scrag, which is generally

afterwards separated from the lower
and better joint; the breast. The
haunch of mutton, so often served at

public dinners and special entertain-

ments, comprises all the leg and so

much of the loin, short of the ribs or

lap, as is shown in the engraving.

LAMB.

In lamb the flesh should bo of a
faintish white in colour, smooth and
firm to the touch ;

the fat white and
light in appearance. ' It is cut up into
rib, breast, shoulder, loin, leg, fore-

quarter.

PORK.

In the best pork the meat is fine and

close grained, without a superabun-
dance of fat. The fat itself is firm,
solid, and of a pinkish white.
In a sucking pig the tongue should

be clean, the flesh pinkish in hue, and
the skin clear and fresh.

Small pork to cut for table in Joints
is cut up, in most places throughout
the kingdom, as represented in the en-
graving.
The side Is divided with nine ribs to

the fore-quarter; and the following is

an enumeration of the joints in the
two respective quarters :

—

Hinb-quabtee.

Hind-loin, leg, belly or spring.

Foee-quaeteb.

Hand, fore-loin.

HAM AND BACON.

It is difficult to give special directions
for the selection of ham and bacon.
As a general rule, moderate sized hams
are best

; when small they are fre-

quently lean, tough, and salt
;
when

very large they are commonly too fat.

The ordinary method ' of testing the
sweetness of a ham is to run a sharp
knife or skewer into it close to the bone,
and if when withdrawn they have an
agreeable odour, the ham is good

;
if

the blade has a greasy appearance and
an offensive smell, the ham is bad. In
small families it is sometimes con-
venient to purchase half a ham instead
of a whole one ; when thus divided it is

easy to judge of the quality. The lean
should be firm and bright, the fat
white, and the smell a^eeable. As the
upper half of a divided ham will of
course contain the most fat and the
least bone, and the knuckle end less fat

and more bone, the purchaser will
select the one or the other according to
taste.

Large bacon is almost always coarse,
and lean bacon is seldom good. When
it is intended to be eaten with lean
meat it can scarcely be too fat

;
when

boiled as a separate dish, a fair amount
of lean is required. As in ham, the fat

should he white, the lean bright red and
firm, but not hard.

YEAL.

Veal must be fresh killed to be good.
The lean should be white, smooth, and
jtiicy; the fat, white, firm, and abun-
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dant. Stale veal is moist and clammy,
the joints are flabby, and there is a faint
musty smell.

Hind-quaetee.

Hind knuckle or hock, fillet, loin,

chump end, do., best end.

Foee-quaetee.

Breast, neck, shoulder, fore-knuckle.

YESISON.

In venison the fat should be clear,

bright, and thick, and the cleft of the
haunch smooth and close.

GAME AND POULTRY.

In selecting a tubkey see that the
legs are smooth and black, its spurs
short, breast full, and neck long. The
eyes should be bright and full, and the
feet supple. If the eyes are sunk and
the feet dry the bird is stale.

In a young fowl the spurs are short
and the legs smooth. When fresh the
vent is close and dark. White-legged
fowls are generally preferred—for no
special reason, however, except that
the flesh is whiter.

A young goose has a yellowish bill

and xdiable feet, with few hairs on
either. If the bill and feet are reddish,

with many hairs, the bird is old, and if

the feet are dry it is stale.

Ducks also (wild and tame) should
have pliable feet, the breast should be
full and hard, and the skin clear.

Pigeons. The vent should be close

and hard, and the feet pliable.

In selecting game pluck a few feathers

from the under part of the leg
;

if the
skin is not discoloured the bird is fresh.

M. Soyer says, “ The age may be known
by placing the thumb into the beak,

and holding the bird up with the jaw
liart ;

if it breaks it is young
;

if not, it

is old, and requires keeping longer
before cooking to be eatable.”

A HABE when fresh killed is stiff and
whitish ;

when stale, the body is supple
and the flesh in many jiarts black. If

the hare be old the ears will bo tough
and dry, and will tear readily. Kabbits
may be judged in the same manner.
In both the claws should be smooth and
sharp. In a young hare the cleft in the
lip is narrow, and the claws are readily

cracked if turned sideways.

FISH.

In every kind of fish the flesh should
be thick and firm, the gills red and the
eyes bright. If, on pressing the fingers
on the flesh, the impression remains,
the fish is stale. Freshness is best indi-

cated by the smell. Medium-sized fish

are generally preferable to those which
are very large or very small.

VEGETABLES
should be procured as fresh as pos-
sible. In this respect the inhabitants
of the metropolis suffer some disad-
vantage. Cabbages, cauliflowers, broc-
coli, spinach, peas, beans, lettuces,

cucumbers, &c., &c., sold in London
and other big cities have always lost

some of their flavour by being packed
and brought to market. If in addi-
tion they are allowed to get stale by
lengthened exposure, they are scarcely
worth eating.

Carrots, turnips, and parsnips are not
so quickly spoiled, but are best when
fresh. Carrots and jiarsnips are jpre-

served by being “pitted” in sand.
Potatoes, when proiierly stored, do

not lose much of their flavour by keep-
ing. There are a great many varieties

sold, but the confusion of names, and
the deterioration of the best qualities

when grown in unsuitable soils, render
it impossible to recommend any par-
ticular kind. Medium-sized potatoes
are generally the best.

EGGS, BUTTER, AND MILK.

In choosing eggs, apply the tongue
to the large end of the egg, and, if it

feels warm, it may be relied on as
fresh. Another mode of ascertaining
the freshness of eggs is to hold them
before a lighted candle or to the light,

and if the egg looks clear, it will be
tolerably good

;
if thick, it is stale

;
and

if there is a black spot attached to the
shell, it is worthless. No egg should be
used for culinary xnirposes with the
slightest taint in it, as it wdll render
perfectly useless those with which it

has been mixed. Eggs may, however,
be preserved for a considerable time
without any further special precaution
than that of keexiingthem in a cool place.

A very effective method of preserving
eggs for winter use is to rub a little

melted lard over each to close the x>ores,

and then to pack the eggs in bran or

sawdust, not allowing them to touch
each other. Or they may be packed in

a vessel, and covered with a mixture of
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freshly slaked lime in water mixed to

the consistency of cream. Eggs so pre-

served will keep for months, but the
process renders the shells very brittle.

Butter and muK are the despair of

housekeepers who live in large towns ;

for, although Parliamentary enact-
ments have done much to protect the
public from imposition, both articles

are still frequently adulterated.
Butter, with regard to its properties,

as food, may be regarded nearly in the
light of vegetable oils and animal fats ;

but it becomes sooner rancid than most
other fat oils. - When fresh, it is very
wholesome ; bfit it should be quite free

from rancidity. If slightly salted when
it is fresh, its wholesomeness is prob-
ably not at all impaired, but should it

begin to turn rancid, salting will not
correct the rankness. When salt butter
is put into casks, the upper part next
the air is very apt to become rank, and
this rancidity is also liable*to-afEect the
whole cask.

Fresh butter comes to London from
Buckinghamshire, SuHolk, Oxfordshire,
Yorkshire, Devonshire, &c. Cambridge
butter is esteemed next to fresh;
Devonshire butter is nearly similar in

quality to the latter ;
Irish butter sold

in London is all salted, but is generally
good. Our best salt butter is Dorset.

Danish butter is excellent. Dutch
butter is in good repute all over
Europe, America, and even India

; and
no country in the world is more suc-
cessful in the manufacture of this
article. Large quantities of butter are
now imported to this country from the
United States.

,
At certain seasons of the year Austra-

lian butter which is good and pure will

be found in the market, and is sold .at

a lower rate than our own. Brittany
butter is invariably good and of pleasant
davour, and may be bought at the.
same price as English butter.
The adulteration of milk is usually

limited to the addition of water, but as
it is more or less injured by being con-
veyed long distances, it is seldom to be
obtained in London of equal quality 'to

that procured in the country. Wliere
a supply of really pure and fresh milk
is not available, the condensed milk,
sold in tins, .is invaluable, and under
most circumstances it is worth while
to keej:) a can or two in the house to
meet any sudden requirements. One
canful mixed with warm water is

equivalent to nearly tioo .quarts of
ordinary milk. The condensed milk is

made by evaporating nearly the whole
of the water of the milk from which it

is prepared, and.adding sugar.



TIMES WHEN THINGS ABE IN SEASON

Januaky.

Bloaters, brill, cod, cray-fish,

dorys, eels, -flounders, haddock, hake,
halibut, herrings, lobsters, mussels,
oysters, plaice, prawns, scallops, skate,

smelts, soles, sprats, turbot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton,

pork, veal. —
Poultry. — Capons, fowls, geese,

pigeons, rabbits, turkeys.

Game.—Hares, partridges, pheasants,
snipe, wild fowl, woodcock.

Vegetah les.—Artichokes (Jerusalem)

,

beetroot, broccoli, cabbages (green and
red), carrots, celery, endive, leeks,

lettuces, onions, sprouts (Brussels),

parsnips, potatoes, seakale, savoys,
spinach, watercress. •

Fruit. — Apples, bananas, grapes
(foi-eign), nuts, oranges, pears, dried
fruits.

February.

Fish.—Bloaters, brill, cod, crayfish,

dorys, eels, flounders, hake, halibut,

herrings, lobsters, mussels, oysters,

plaice, prawns, shrimps, skate, smelts,

soles, sprats, turbot, whitebait, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, house lamb,

veal.

Poultry.—Capons, chickens, ducks,

fowls, geese, pigeons, rabbits, turkeys.

Game.—Hares, partridges, pheasants,
plovers, snipe, woodcock.

Vegetables.—Beetroot, broccoli, Brus-
sels sprouts, cabbages, carrots, celery,

cresses, endive, lettuces, parsnips,

potatoes, savoys, seakale, spinach, tur-

nips.

Fruit.—Apples,grapes (foreign), nuts,

oranges, pears, rhubarb, dried fruits.

March.

Fish.—Bloaters, brill, crabs, crayfish,

cols, flounders, hake, halibut, herrings,

lobsters, mullet, mussels, oysters, plaice,

prawns, salmon, scallops, skate, smelts,

soles, sturgeon, turbot, whitebait, whit-

ing.

Meat.—Beef, house lamb, mutton,
pork, veal.

Poultry.—Capons, chickens, duck-

lings, rabbits.

Game.—Snipe, woodcock.
Vegetables. — Asparagus, beetroot.

broccoli, cabbage, carrots, celery, en-
dive, lettuces, onions, parsnips, pota-
toes, savoys, seakale, spinach, sprouts,
watercress. '

Fruit.—Apples,grapes (foreign), nuts,
oranges, pears, rhubarb, dried fruits.

April.

Fish.—^Brill, crabs, dorj'^s, flounders,
lobsters, mackerel, mullet (red and
grey), mussels, oysters, prawns, salmon,
shad, smelts, shrimps, skate, trout, tur-

bot, whitebait, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal.

Poultry.—Capons, chickens, duck-
lings, fowls, guinea fowls, pigeons,
rabbits.

Vegetables.—Asparagus, broccoli,cab-
bages, carrots, lettuces, onions (spring),

parsnips, potatoes, seakale, sprouts,
•spinach, watercress.

Fruit.—Apples, nuts, pears, rhubarb.

May.

Fish.—Crabs, crayfish, dory, lobsters,

mackerel, mullet (rod and grey), plaice,

prawns, salmon, shad, smelts, soles,

trout, turbot, whitebait, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal.

' Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls,

green geese, guinea fowls, pigeons, rab-
bits.

Vegetab les.—Asparagus, broccoli,cab-

bage, carrots (new), cauliflower, cu-

cumbers, lettuces, onions (spring), po-
tatoes (new), radishes, spinach.
Fruit.—Apples, gooseberries (green),

rhubarb.

June.

Fish.—Crayfish, eels, halibut, her-

rings, lobsters, mackerel, mullet, plaice,

prawns, salmon, sturgeon, soles, trout,

turbot, whitebait, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, lamb, mutton, veal,

buck venison.
Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls,

green geese, pigeons, rabbits.

Vegetables.—Artichokes, asparagus,

broccoli, cabbage, carrots (new), cauli-

flower, cucumbers, lettuces, onions,

peas, potatoes (new), radishes, spinach,

tomatoes.

40
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Fruit.—Apples, apricots, cherries,

currants, gooseberries, melons, rhubarb,
strawberries.

July.

Fish.—Crabs, crayfish, dory, floun-

ders, hake, halibut, herrings, lobsters,

mackerel, mullet (red and grey), prawns,
salmon, soles, sturgeon, trout, turbot,

whitebait, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, Jamb, . mutton, veal,

buck venison.
Poultry.—Chickens, ducklings, fowls,

green geese, guinea fowl, pigeons, rab-
bits.

Vegetables.—Artichokes, asparagus,
beans (broad and French), broccoli,

cauliflower, carrots (new), cabbages,
cucumbers, lettuces, onions, peas, pota-
toes, tomatoes, vegetable marrows.

.

* Fruit.—Apricots, cherries, currants
gooseberries, melons, strawberries.

August.

Fish.— Brill, crayfish, cod, crabs,

dorys, eels, flounders, hake, halibut,

lobsters, mullet, prawns, salmon, soles,

sturgeon, trout, turbot, whitebait, whit-
ing. , .

Meat.—^Beef, lamb, mutton, veal,

buck venison.
Poultry.— Chickens, ducks, fowls,*

green geese, pigeons, rabbits.

Game.—Grouse, leverets, snipe, wood-
cock.

Vegetables.—Artichokes,beans (broad
and French), cabbages, carrots, cauli-

flowers, cucumbers, lettuces, onions,

peas, potatoes, radishes, spinach, toma-
toes, vegetable marrow.

-Apricots, currants, goose-
berries, greengages, plums, straw-
berries.

Septejiber.

Fish.—Brill, cod, crabs, dorys, eels,

flounders, hake, halibut, lobsters, mul-
let, mussels, oysters, plaice, prawns,
salmon, soles, turbot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, pork, veal,

buck venison.
Poultry.—Chickens, ducks, fowls,

geese, larks, pigeons, rabbits.

Game. — Blackcock, grouse, hares,

partridges, ptarmigan, snipe, wood-
cock.

Vegetables.—Beans (French), beet-
root, Brussels sprouts, cabbages, car-
rots, cauliflowers, cucumbers, lettuces,

onions, potatoes, spinach, tomatoes,
vegetable marrow.
Fruit.—Apricots, damsons, grapes.

greengages, melons, nectarines, peaches,

plums, quinces.

October.

Fish.—Brill, cod, crabs, eels, floun-

ders, haddocks, hake, halibut, herrings,

lobsters, mullet, mussels, oysters, plaice,

prawns, skate, smelts, soles, turbot,

whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, pork, veal,

doe venison.
Poultry.—Ducks, fowls, geese, larks,

pigeons, rabbits, turkeys.
Game.—Black game, grouse, hares,

partridges, pheasants, plovers, ptar-

migan, snipe, wild duck, woodcock.
Vegetables.—Beetroot, broccoli, Brus-

sels sprouts, cabbages, carrots, celery,

lettuces, onions, parsnips, potatoes,

savoys, spinach, tomatoes, vegetable
marrow.

Fruit.—Apples, bullaces, damsons,
grapes, medlars, melons, nectarines,

peaches, pears, pines, plums, quinces.

November.
Fish.—Brill, cod, crabs, eels, floun-

ders, haddocks, hake, halibut, herrings,

lobsters, mussels, oysters, soles, sprats,

smelts, turbot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, pork, doe veni-

son.

Poultry.—Ducks, fowls, geese, larks,

pigeons, rabbits, turkeys.
Game.—Black game, grouse, hares,

partridges, pheasants, plovers, ptar-

migan, snipe, wdld duck, woodcock.
Vegetables.—Artichokes (Jerusalem),

beetroot, broccoli, Brussels sprouts,

cabbages, carrots, celery, onions, par-
snips, potatoes, savoys, spinach, toma-
toes.

Fruit.—Apples,grapes (foreign), med-
lars, melons, oranges, pears.

December.
Fish.—^Brill, bloaters, cod, eels, had-

docks, hake, halibut, herrings, lobsters,

oysters, plaice, prawns, skate, smelts,
soles, sprats, turbot, whiting.
Meat.—Beef, mutton, pork, doe veni-

son.

Poultry.—Ducks, fowls, geese, larks,

pigeons, rabbits, turkeys.
Game.—Black game, hares, part-

ridges, pheasants, plovers, snipe, wild
duck, woodcock.
Vegetables. — Beetroot, Brussels

sprouts, cabbages, carrots, celery, en-
dive, onions, parsnips, potatoes, savoys,
spinach, tomatoes.
Fruit.—Apples, grapes (foreign),

medlars, oranges, pears, dried fruits.
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HINTS TO PREVENT WASTE.

When fuel and food have been pro-
cured, the next considei'ation is, how
the latter may be best preserved, with
a view to its being suitably dressed.

Much waste is often occasioned by the
want of judgment or of necessary care
in this particular. In the absence of

roper places for keeping provisions a
anging safe, suspended in an airy

situation, is the best substitute.

A well-ventilated larder, dry and
shady, is better for meat and poultry
which require to be kept for some
time; and the utmost skill in the
culinary art will not compensate for

the want of proper attention to this

particular.

In favourable weather (that is, when
the atmosphere is cool, clear, and dry)

BEEP may be kept to advantage from
two to four days

;
mutton, under the

same circumstances, may, with cax’e,

bo kept still longer, and vdll hang for

some time without deterioration. When
the atmosphere is at all thick and
moist, meat will soon turn. It should
then be wiped every day with a cloth.

Veal, lamb, and roiiic ought not to

be kej)t moi’e than a day or two.
Though it is advisable that animal

food should bo hung up in the open air

till its fibres have lost 'some degree of

their toughness, yet, if it is kept till it

loses its natural sweetness, its flavour
has become deteriorated. As soon,
therefore, as the slightest trace of pu-
trescence is detected, it has reached its

highest degree of tenderness, and should
bo dressed immediately. During the
sultry summer months it is difficult to

procure meat that is not either tough
or tainted. It should, therefore, be
well examined when it comes in, and
if flies have touched it, the part must
be cut • off,

,
and the remainder well

washed.,
Game may be hung for two or three

weeks, but this is a question of in-

dividual taste. When the feathers
come out very easily they are con-
sidered by some persons just fit for

cooking, while others prefer them
almost as fresh as a chicken or fowl
should be. Birds with the feathers on,
or fowls, will keep for a week ;

turkeys
for a fortnight; geese not more than

eight or nine days. Hares should be
paunched before they are hung.

Fish, with the exception of salmon
and turbot, should be cooked as fresh

as possible. Salmon and turbot will

be improved if kept for a day or so.

Flat fish generally do not spoil so soon
as most other kinds.
In very cold weather, meat and vege-

tables touched by the frost should be
brought into the kitchen early in the
morning, and soaked in cold water.
In loins of meat, the long pipe that
runs by the bone should be taken out,

as it is apt to taint. Bumps and aitch-

bones of beef, when bruised, should not
be purchased.

All these things ought to enter into

the . consideration of every household
manager; and great care should be
taken that nothing is thrown away or

suflered to be wasted in the kitchen
which might, by proper management,
bo turned to a good account. The
shank-bones of mutton, so little es-

teemed in general, give richness to

soups or gravies, if well soaked and
crushed before they arc added to the
boiling. They arc also particularly

nourishing for sick persons. Boast-
beef bones, or shank-bones of ham,
make excellent stock for pea-soup.
When the whites of eggs are used for

jelly, confectionery, or other purposes,

a pudding or a custard should be made,
that the yolks may be used.

All things likely to be wanted should
be in readiness: sugars of diflerent

sorts ;
currants washed, picked, and

perfectly dry
;
spices pounded and kept

in very small bottles closely corked, or

in canisters. Much w^aste is always
prevented by keeping every article in

the place best suited to it. '

Vegetables keep best on a stone-floor,

if the air be excluded
;
meat in a cold,

dry place; as also salt, sugar, sweet-
meats, candles, dried meats, and hams.
.Bice, and all sorts of cereals for puddings,
should be closely covered, to preserve
them from insects

;
but even this will

not prevent them from being affected

by tnese destroyers, if they are long
and cax'clessly kept. Pears and grapes
should be strung, and hung up in a

cold, dr-y place. Apples should be laid

on straw, after being carefully wipedj.

and should not touch each other.



COOKEEY

NECESSITY FOR COOKING.
In all ages and in all countries the
pleasures of the table have been appre-
ciated and cultivated. They are those
that we taste the oftenest, and the first

and last that we enjoy. In spite of

all that is said in favour of our being
content without luxuries and taking
only what is absolutely necessary in
the way of food and drink, the majority
of us are quite ready to accex^t the fact

that the good things of this earth were
sent for our use (not abuse)

;
and the

more carefully and pleasantly these
good things are prepared for our delec-

tation the better.

It is a great mistake to think that
oiir great men do not appreciate good
cooking as well as dainty fare. Apropos
of them, we recall the saying of Des-
cartes, the French philoso]pher. One of

the French noblesse, whose rank was
superior to his brains, seeing the philo-

sopher engaged upon an epicurean
repast, exclaimed: “What! do you
philosophers eat dainties ? ” and
received the rebufi from Descartes,
“ Do you think that God made all the
good things for fools ?

”

Dr. Johnson used to hold in contempt
those who did not, or pretended not to
care for good eating and drinking, and
used to consider the consumption of

good food a pleasurable part, but still

a part of his work.
He was perfectly right, for it may be

said the stomach is the mainspring of

our system, and unless sufficient

nourishment is given to it in the shape
of good and digestible food, it cannot
support either nerves or circulation.

To quote a great man of this present
day, Buskin says :

“ Cookery means
much tasting and no wasting

;
it means

English thoroughness, French art, and
Arabian hospitality

;
it means the

knowledge of all the fruits and herbs
and balms and spices, it means

carefulness, inventiveness, and watch-
fulness

;
the economy of our great-

grandmothers and the science of

modern chemistry.”
Animal and intellectual organs are

more nearly connected than many
would believe. A well nourished per-
son is not only capable of better work,
either mental or bodily, but is less

liable to temptations of drink or excess
of any kind than one who is badly fed.

French people are proverbially light-

hearted and temperate, and this we
think might well be attributed to the
fact that, no matter to what rank they
belong, they eat heartily at few meals
of well-cooliecl food.

Quantities and even qualities are
secondary considerations compared
with the cooking of our food. It is

possible to eat a large meal of well
jmepared food and digest it perfectly,
whereas a much smaller quantity, in-

differently cooked, would disagree with
us

;
and while a meal of the lightest

description may afford nourishment for
hours, a heavy one may be as equally
unsatisfactory.
No better motto could be found for a

cook than to “make the best of every-
thing,” and that is where the science
of cookery comes in, teaching us, as it

does, the constituents and properties
of foods, looking upon them in the
light of medicines and blending them
accordingly, so that out of the mini-
mum of material we may get the
maximum of good.

THE SCIENCE OF COOKERY.
Till lately, chemistiy has not been in

active growth, but day by day it is

now adding to our physiological know-
ledge, and is fa-st becoming a more
popular science. With it and by its

aid, advances the science of cookery.
A dietary cure is now as common, if

not more so, than a medicinal one for
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even the greatest disorders, particularly
iu cases of mental aberration

;
and to

this reason may be partly owing the
giant strides that cookery has taken
during the last few years.

It is argued by some who object to

the term “ science of cookery ” that
people lived as long before such a thing
was heard of. So they did, just as they
lived before they knew the laws of

gravitation or elementary mathematics,
ibefore the days of wonderful machinery
'or steam. But as we are ready to
acknowledge the fact that these dis-

coveries have done much good, specially

that science applied to agricultui’e

enables us to support a larger popula-
tion in greater comfort, why should
we not be ready to say whether science
in cookery will not aid us in the feeding
of our starving millions, inasmuch
as its very backbone is economy—

•

economy in the use of the digestive
organs as well as in the preparation of

the food itself.

-We venture to assert that gradually
but surely our methods of cooking and
oiir combinations of foods will be based
upon the most carefully tested scientific

discoveries, and that from laboratory
to kitchen, through, it may be, treatise

or -lecture, the information will be
handed down.

It stands to reason that we should
study and learn for ourselves the
properties of the foods we consume
every day of our lives, even before we
know those of the medicines we occa-
sionally take, and not test them at the
expense of our bodily health, as we may
do, not knowing of what they are com-
posed.

REASONS FOR COOKERY.

We may say there are five good
reasons for cooking: to make it plea-
sant to taste, to render mastication
easy, to facilitate digestion, to combine
foods, and to economise them by eating
them warm.
To take the first reason. No one

can enjoy and many cannot even be
healthily nourished by a monotonous
diet. Tasteless food is not simply
unpleasant; it is not healthful; and
the same food taken day after day,
although it may contain all the
necessary constituents, looking at it

from the point of view of chemical
analysis, does not give the requisite
siistaining power.

It has been actually pointed oiat how
a great improvement has been effected

in the inmates of large public institu-

tions by a change in the dietary.

We cannot give too much importance
to this reason for good cooking, which
is never monotonous, for it affects so
materially the health as well as the
comfort of us all.

The second reason, that of making
mastication easier, is apparent without
much consideration. The act may be
said to be that of dividing and sub-
dividing the food so that it exposes a
greater surface to the action of the
digestive juices with which it after-

wards comes in contact
;
and it can

easily be seen how the sufficient cook-
ing of food facilitates this. Some of

our greatest and strongest animals,
chiefly carnivorous ones, can swallow
their food raw and without mastica-
tion, but their digestion is very
different from our human one, and we
should require to devote a great deal
longer time to our meals had we to
accomplish all the grinding and sub-
dividing by our teeth alone.
By cooking, fibre is softened, starch

hydrated, dough vesiculated, albumen
coagulated, and a very large portion of

indigestible matter, or matter difficult

of mastication, removed
;
so half our

work is done for us in the kitchen.
To the action of heat upon food may

be ascribed the most important results

of cookery. Cooking may not alter the
chemical constitution of food, but it

may utterly change its value, turning it

from indigestible to digestible matter
as well as rendering it pleasant to the
taste. Some of the changes VTought
by heat are easily explained : whether
fibre is shrivelled or swelled

;
whether

gelatine is brittle or dissolved, we do
not require science to discover, but
science tells us why these things are,

and so enables us to more easily bring
our food into the conditions wc require
it.

The fourth reason we have for cook-
ing is the combination of foods, which
should be carefully done in the right

proportions, so that by supplying
deficiencies and counteracting siiper-

abundant qualities in varioiis foods, we
may materially help digestion and
supply the body with aJl its needs.
In many cases this has been done

from an early period in cookery by
natural instinct. Such as that which
prompts us to serve peas with bacon,
egg sauce with salt. fish, or butter and
milk with rice

;
but this has probably

been done long bcfoi-e we could give
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the reasons, not knowing the constitu-

ents of the foods—that peas contain
the starch, or floury matter, necessary
to combine with fat bacon, or that egg
sauce would supply the lack of nourish-
ment in salt fish. Daily, cooks learn
these things, but there is still a wide
field for their discoveries.

The fifth reason for cooking is the
economising of our food by heating it.

Part of what we eat is heat-giving food
to keep the heat of our bodies at a
certain point. So long as we are in
health we should be always 98® on a
Fahrenheit thermometer—warm but
not hot : a higher or lower temperature
shows that something is amiss.
A simple illustration may serve to

show why warm food is more nourish-
ing than cold. When we put fresh coals

on the fire the temperature of the room
is lowered at once, because some of the
heat from the live coals is absorbed in-

to the fresh coals. This is just the
case with the cold food, for some of the
heat of our bodies must be employed to

heat it.

There are gas burners that give a
brilliant light and are yet economical,
because the spare heat of the flame is

used to heat the gas that will be pre-
sently burnt, and we warm our food on
the same principle, the coals saving
the heat of our bodies. It should be
a known fact that whereas hot food is

not wholesome, warm food is not only
more nourishing than cold, but it goes
farther, and is, therefore, as we have
said, more economical.
Cookery now in England is one of

the most popular arts of the day, and
where we had one, we have now
twenty writers on the subject. We
owe a debt of gratitude to many Con-
tinental authorities for the information
we have been able to gain from their
works upon Cookery, and as we give
many recipes for French, German,
American and Indian dishes, we may
well devote a page or two to the con-
sideration of

—

FOREIGN COOKERY.

FRENCH COOKERY.
The cooking of the French people

ranks deservedly higher than that of
any other nation

; and^ not only is a
French chef considered the best cook in
the world, but the peasantry and lower
ranks in the country are remarkable for

their talent in the culinary art. Early
cultivation is the secret of the fact that
so many French women can cook well

;

even the little children have toy kit-

chens in which to commence their
studies, and cookery has always been a
part of the education of the young
French girls as it is now amongst
English ones.

One decided advantage the French
have over us is that they know how to
make the most of everything in the way
of food. Any good plain cook in Eng-
land can send up an excellent leg of

mutton with plain vegetables, and, may
be, a Yorkshire pudding cooked to

perfection
;

but a French woman
would make a comparatively elaborate
dinner out of the same material, or
less.

It is said by many English people
(who may have not had the happiness
of enjoying good cooking) in disparage-
ment of the French, that they think so

much of their eating. But why not ?

They have but two to our three or four
meals a day, and they like to have
plenty of variety at these two meals

—

to have vegetables cooked in many
different ways, appetising yet not
extravagant soups, and dainty dishes
from half the meat that we use for our
plain dinners.
The French rise early and come to

their dejeunervfith. hearty appetite, and
this meal takes the place of what used
to be in England, in olden times, an
early dinner, just as their late dinners
do for the old-fashioned supper. Almost
every provision is to be had in France
in abundance, and we want no stronger
roof of this than the quantity imported
ere. Condensed milk, butter, cheese,

eggs and poultry we have from France
in very great quantities, and we also
depend upon her for a large supply
of fruit and vegetables. Fruit is, in
fact, so plentiful in France, that the
pigs are often fed upon melons and
pomegranates in the South. There is

a good supply of fish, too, and on the
Western Coast the catching and pre-
serving of sardines finds emplo5^ment
for a great many people. Besides
sardines, w'e are indebted to France
for other luxuries in the shape of
truffles, olives, wines and pates, among
the latter the celebrated “/oie gras.”

Fish, eggs, vegetables and sweets are
some of the best of the good dishes in
France, perhaps from the fact that
these must form the only fare on one, if

not two days a week
;
and looking at
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the question of this prescribed diet

from a healthful and not a religious

point of view, it almost seems a pity we
cannot observe the same custom here,

and not think meat an absolutely essen-

tial element in our daily food. French
bread, as well as most other cookery,

is known well in England, and in this,

like all the other branches of the art,

there is much more variety than we can
boast.

GERMAN COOKERY.

In these days it is so easy to travel
that many of us have had opportunities
of trying foreign dishes and testing the
merits of foreign cookery

;
but, unless

they have been a good deal abroad,
English people are too apt to find fault

with the dishes placed before them,
merely from the fact that the food is

prepared in a way totally different from
the form in which they are accustomed
to see it.

This is a mistake, for one may thus
often lose a dainty dish from the fear of

not liking it or from prejudice, the
recipe for which we might have found
a valuable addition to our cookery
books.
Germans should be good cooks, for in

no other country is it so much a part of

the education of the girls as there. It

is considered absolutely necessary for

the German hausfrau in the middle
and upper middle class, besides those in

a lower station in life, to thoroughly
Tinderstand the cooking of their country.
In many cases where the income would
not warrant the keeping of a good cook
the German housewife will take the
head of the kitchen herself; and in
establishments where a cook, as well as
other servants, is kept, it is no Unusual
thing for a mistress to spend her morn-
ings in personal supervision of the chief

meal of the day.
Germans rise earlier than we do, and

therefore are accustomed to take an
earlier breakfast, which with them is a
very informal meal. The cloth is laid

without either plates or knives
;
and

the breakfast itself consists only of hot
rolls and cofiee. If, as it sometimes
happens, this breakfast is served be-
tween 6 and 7, about 10 there is a sort

of snatch luncheon consisting only of

fruit and cakes
;
for not later than one

o’clock arrives the chief meal of the
day, the early dinner.
At this is ordinarily served soup,

bouilli, with sauces and pickles, a roast,

two vegetables and a sweet. After

this meal comes the 4 o’clock cofiee,

with its accompanying substantial
cakes. It must be remembered that,

rising so early, the work in a German
household is almost or quite done
before the principal repast

;
and there-

fore, they are more in a position to

enjoy it than wo should be so early in
the day.
At between 7 and 8 comes supper,

which is either hot or cold according to

the season of the year, and in summer
this sometimes consists of an extremely
nice dish called “ thick milk.” The
milk is taken fresh and put into large
stone jars in a cold cellar, and after

three or four days comes out quite solid.

The cream is first taken ofi and made
quite smooth with a wooden spoon in a
tureen, then the milk is broken up and
added, spoonful by spoonful, until the
whole mass is perfectly smooth. It is

then served with grated bread-criimbs,
powdered sugar and cinnamon. In
winter hot soups are commonly served,

and after that the inevitable “sausage ”

in some form or other. Late dinners
are not a common thing in German}^,
and in place of these, guests are more
bidden to suppers, which are sometimes
quite elaborate meals, equivalent to

late dinners and served on tables

decorated as our own.
One of the branches of German

cookery most esteemed by the English
is the making of cakes and sweets, in

which we must confess ourselves most
behind-hand. Here it is only in com-
paratively few households that we find

people capable of making the more
elaborate kinds of fancy cakes or

pastry ;
and should we desire such, it is

too often the fact that we huy them.
But in Germany every household can
supply its own sweets, be they rich or

plain; although, strange to say, it is

not a common thing to find the making
and baking of bread done at home.
One of the greatest contrasts between

German cookery and our own is in the
seasoning of the meats and vegetables.

What we are accustomed to enjoy in a
plain form, such as a well roasted joint

and plainly boiled vegetables, they
would consider only half prepared for

table. Trxie it is that our meat is

superior to that of most foreign

countries and does not so much need
the seasoning of herbs, &c., used in

Germany; but we must acknowledge
we might, with advantage, make our
cooked vegetables more savoury. These
are most daintily prepared and serve
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for dishes in themselves, instead of

being merely belongings of the joint

with no more individuality than its

gravy.
The greatest lesson we can learn from

cookery in G-ermany as in Prance, is,

however, economy. When butter is at

its cheapest, it is bought in quantities,

clarified and stored; eggs when most
plentiful are rubbed over with salad
oil, to form a supply for winter’s use ;

apple parings are made into jelly and
the fruit used for tarts, and so on ad
infinitum.
Two great institutions in German

cookery are nudeln (a sort of macaroni),
and sausages ;

while the pickled fish of

the country are deservedly esteemed..
We give a recipe for nudeln^ so we need
only say that it is used in a very large

number of dishes of all kinds—soup,

meat and sweets. The sausages of

Germany are now so well known
in England ; suffice it to say that they
are of infinite variety and size; and
their pates, brawns and galantines are
extremely good.

AMERICAN COOKERY.

Now that we receive American provi-
sions in such good condition, it is as
well we should know something about
American cookery. We give, therefore,
some recipes . for the cooking of those
provisions with which, we are already
familiar, together with some for purely
American dishes that as yet we have
not had an opportunity of trying here,
feeling sure that ere long means will
be found to bring the required ingre-
dients within our reach.
Amongst the plentiful supply of fresh

provisions in America, fish takes a pro-
minent place, and forms a larger diet

than here. The immense extent of the
American coasts, Atlantic and Pacific,

supplemented by the large lakes and
rivers, yield an ample supply of not
only those fish familiar to us, but many
others as yet unknown, amongst which
are those named from their colour,
such as the blue and the white fish, and
the celebrated clam, while oysters are
extremely plentiful and far too cheap
to be considered a luxury. Game
(although notpreserved as here) ,poultry
vegetables and fruit are all found in
abundance in America.
One lesson we might learn from the

Americans, and that is to make a
greater variety in our bread and break-
fast and tea-cakes. There is a terrible

sameness in this branch of bakery in
England, and we seldom rise above
white or brown bread, tea-cakes, muf-
fins or hot rolls; while at American
breakfast - tables breads of various
flours (often blended), dainty biscuits,

crackers, and many other nice substi-

tutes for these will be found to vary
the monotony of these necessary ad-
juncts of the meals.
American drinks, candies, and ice

creams we scarcely need speak of here,

for they have come to us and been
appreciated by most English people.
We ought to be grateful to Americans
for having introduced us to the fluid

beef, and other preparations of meat
that form such good substitutes for

alcoholic drinks in the cold weather,-

putting strength as well as life into our
bodies when at all overcome by cold or
fatigue. The iced drinks for summer
we think are far less valuable, for,

though very refreshing for the time,
they have, when partaken of very freely,

an injurious effect.

INDIAN COOKERY.

The English housekeeper in India
cannot undertake the personal supervi-
sion of the kitchen, which, in many
cases, may be some ^stance away from
the house or bungalow, but she will

soon learn that it is impossible to treat
or to trust Indian servants as we can our
English ones. The cook, having the
marketing to do, will in all probability
try to make out of it some profit for

himself
;

it is, therefore, necessary that
the mistress of the household should
make herself acquainted with the regu-
lar prices for all provisions, as also the
value of the various coins, so as to have
to some extent a check upon undue
expenditure. A sensible relief to an
English housekeeper going to India is

the fact that she has only to provide for
herself and family, and not for the
large number of servants required for
the daily duties, whose wages are
always given to include their board.
Meat in India, having to be eaten so

soon after it is killed, is never very
good, the beef especially being very
coarse and tasteless

; but in an Indiarv
cook’s hands it is made to form very-

tasty dishes. These cooks are generally
very clever, and will turn out a good
dinner from m^aterials that would not
serve for the plainest one in ordinary
houses. Poultry is good and plentiful,
and game is the latter, but rather want-
ing flavour. Chickens, fowls and rabbits
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are quite staple foods, and snipe, teal

and quail (particularly the last named
bird) are excellent in India. In such a

thirsty climate drink is often a seidous

item in housekeeping, and English
people are too apt to give way to what
is after all more of a habit than of

necessity, and take more liquid than
call do them good
The water, unfortunately, is generally

very bad, so filled with animalculse that
it has to be boiled and filtered, and so
rendered more flat and unpalatable as
a beverage. To take its place there are
some most refreshing drinks made from
the juice of the lime and- other fruits,

and iced tea is another pleasant one,

but unfortunately the predilection is in
favour of alcoholic drinks, and these
are very expensive. Amongst them
bottled beer, soda and brandy have the
largest consumption.
The quantity and variety of the fruit

in India is well known, but to many
English persons the lack of the quality
of our fruit at home prevents their due
appreciation of them. Amongst the
best of Indian fruits are generally
considered mangoes, bananas, dates,

melons, and cocoa-nuts. Vegetables are
not so plentiful as fruit, and the cooks
make too often a substitute for them of

rice; but with proper care English
vegetables will grow, and Indian cooks
soon learn to prepare them in the form
most preferred.

INVALID GOOKEBY.

There is no form of cookery that
requires more thought and care than
that intended for the diet of the sick.

The choice of the food alone is a
difficult question—to select what will
nourish each particular individual in
each particular case, for what is good
for one person is not necessarily good
for another, even if they be suffering
from the same complaint.

It would be well for those who nurse
the sick, whether amateur or pro-
fessional, to know for themselves the
value and the constituents of the food
they have to administer.
A sick person’s diet is as important

as his physic, in fact, in many cases
it is his physic—in the dietary cures of

which we have before spoken. It

should, therefore, be prepared as care-

fully as medicine would be mixed, and

administered with the gl’eatest con*
sideration and punctuality.
A sick-room diet, particularly in the

case of long and serious illness, should
be one that will give the least possible
work to that part of the digestive canal
that is least able to bear it

; to com-
pensate for the waste and drain upon
the system. To ensure this, the doctor
will prescribe the diet as well as the
medicine, and his instructions should
’be faithfully carried out. It is cruel
kindness to give whatever a sick person
craves for, in defiance of doctors’
opinions. For example, after a fever a
person ma}’’ develop an abnormal
appetite which it would be dangerous
to gratify.

LITTLE AND OFTEN.

A much more common difficulty in
dealing with the sick is to get them to
take enough food; but this is some-
times the fault of the nurse. With the
kindest intentions, she will bring a
plateful of jelly or a basin of beef-tea
to her patient, and he will reject it with
disgust, because, in his weak state, the
sight of so much food is most distaste-

ful to him
;
whereas, did she but bring

a few spoonfuls at a time, he might
rouse himself to make the slight

exertion that the swallowing of a small
quantity would entail.

Give little food and often. What is

taken willingly and with relish, if even
a very little, does more good than
double the amount swallowed with
disgust.

PUNCTUALITY.

In some cases it is absolutely essential
that to get the patient to take any food
at all, it must be only given exactly
when he chooses to take it, but as a
rule there are times and hours dic-

tated. In these cases, punctuality is of

the utmost importance. Never let the
patient wait for a meal or even a
spoonful beyond the appointed time,

unless asleep and it is undesirable to

wake him. Most essential is this in

the small hours of the morning, when
the patient’s strength is at its lowest
ebb. This, is the most trying time for

the amateur nurse, but, feeling as she
will probably feel theh, weak and worn
out, she must remember that so will

her patient be, and be careful that both
food and medicine be punctually given.
If kept waiting, most patients lose

their desire to eat, and will reject the
food when brought. When there is no
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appetite, give such food as affords the

most nourishment with the least

amount of exertion either to teeth or

digestion. Put the greatest amount of

nourishment into the smallest space,

and let the food, if solid, be divided.

LEAVING FOOD IN THE ROOM.

Never leave food in a sick-room. If

the patient cannot eat it, take it away
out of the room, and bring it again
after a due interval.

Miss Nightingale says, “ To leave

the patient’s untasted food by his side

from meal to meal, in hopes that he
will take it in the interval, is simply to

prevent him taking food at all. I have
known patients literally incapacitated

from taking any one article of food
after another from this piece of ignor-

ance. Let the food come at the right

time, and be taken away, eaten or

uneaten, at the right time ; but never
let a patient have ‘ something always
standing by him,’ if you don’t wish to

disgust him with everything.”

IN CASES OP INFECTION.

When disease is infectious, no one
should take any of the food that comes
from the sick-room

;
anything that re-

mains should be burnt. In acute
diseases the diet is generally limited to

liquids, such as milk and beef-tea. The
former is the best food of any in such
cases, and it is a most fortunate thing
if the patient is able to take it. If he
cannot digest it as it is, he may pos-
sibly be able to do so if it be boiled and
given warm, or if it be mixed with
lime-water or soda-water.
When every preparation of fresh

milk has been used in vain, whey is

sometimes found useful, also koumiss,
or fermented milk may be tried. In
many illnesses the patient suffers from
sickness and nausea, when all food
should be given iced or as cold as pos-
sible. Milk may be stood on ice for a
long time, and if no ice is at hand it is

a good plan to wrap a wet cloth round
the jug containing it and stand it out-
side window or door in a draught; it

can also be made cooler by setting the
jug in a pan of salt and water.

KEEPING FOOD HOT.

There is often a difficulty in keeping
food hot in a sick-room. The best
thing we know to do this is a Norwe-
gian cooking apparatus, a box thickly
padded with a non-conducting material

containing a double tin receptacle, the
outer for the hot water and the inner
for the food that has to be kept hot.

In this, beef-tea. or other preparations
may be kept hot for some hours.

BEEF TEA.

A word about beef-tea may not be
out of place. It is the most common
of all invalid food, but it is really not
a very nourishing one, for there is not
more than half an ounce of solid in a

whole pint of beef-tea
;
yet it is some-

thing of a stimulant and is very
generally prescribed by medical men. If

it can be varied, and given alternately
with other food, it is better. We give
recipes for beef-tea, but we may remark
here that it should never be made in an
iron saucepan

;
nor should milk be

heated in one. The best beef-tea is

that made in the oven. For patients
suffering from acute disease it is better

to omit the salt or other flavouring, for

if the tea be made as strong as possible

it will, in all probability, when the
organs of taste are in an extremely sen-

sitive condition, taste too salt from the
presence of the saline matter in the
meat. A nourishing food can be made
of raw beef, scraped free from fibre,

seasoned with a little pepper and salt,

and served as sandwiches between thin
bread and butter, or, if for very young
children, it may have a little sugar or
jam instead of the savoury flavouring.

A quickly prepared beef-tea can be
made by rubbing raw beef through a
sieve and warming it in a little of one of

the advertised extracts.

It is generally considered right to

skim off every particle of fat from beef-

tea, but if the patient does not object
to a little being left, it aids in the di-

gestion of the food.

IN CONVALESCENCE.
In convalescence, invalid diet is com-

paratively easy to manage, though it

may take longer to prepare the food
from the fact that it should be as
varied as possible.

Never make a large quantity of any-
thing at one time, thinking that what
the invalid has liked he may continue
to like, for in nine cases out of ten his
appetite will be very capricious. Never
let him get tired of any food.

In convalescence eggs are valuable,
and are easily digested if beaten to a
froth with a little sugar, if liked, and a
spoonful of brandy, if desirable. If they
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are cooked, they should be done very
lightly. Sago, tapioca, and bread pud-
dings are generally acceptable to the
invalid after a long course of beef-tea,

broth, arrowroot, and jelly. The nest
step is generally to fish, of which the
first shoiild be whiting, as it is of all

fish the easiest of digestion. It is con-
demned by many as tasteless, but this

can bo remedied if a nice sauce be served
with it, the foundation of which may bo
melted butter.

Mutton is generally the first meat an
invalid is allowed to take

; but, if in

season, lamb is more delicate. Which-
ever meat it is, it should not be fat, nor
should it be fx-ied for the first meat
meal. The most digestible v/ay of cook-
ing it is by stewing. We give a vei’y

nice recipe for an invalid’s cutlet in our
recipes for invalid cookery. In every-
thing prepared for a sick-room the
greatest attention must be paid to
cleanliness. If the kitchen utensils
are not scrupulously clean, some dis-

agreeable flavour may be imparted to

the preparation. A flavour, it may be,

imperceptible to the healthy palate, but
pei'fectly obvious to the sick person.
It is safer to use china or earthenware
than metal for very delicate cookery.

GENERAL REMARKS.
A good nurse will always serve a

patient’s food in the most dainty and
tempting way possible, and will see
that everything the invalid uses is ex-

quisitely clean. Glass will be bright,
silver burnished, napkin unsoiled,
saucers free from slops. Although
the sick person may not be able to

comment upon the way his food is

served, he will most likely notice every
detail; and, in a weak state, there is

actual pain or pleasure in them to him.
Let the food itself be made to look as

tempting as possible—garnished as

prettily as taste may devise. In health
we like to see our food nicely and
daintily served, but in sickness it is

absolutely necessary that it should be
so, and while we do not grudge the
trouble of cooking the food, we need
not mind that of arranging it as care-

fully as possible to suit the tastes of

our invalids.

One or two little things in connection
with serving invalid’s food we must not
forget to mention. In the first place
see that his position is as comfortable
as it can be made to pai'take of the
meal or draught ;

take care that there

be nothing spilt in a saucer from which

he has to lift a cup, so that sheet or
dress may not be soiled, also be careful
that no crumbs are left in the bed.

VARIOUS FOODS.

The most abundant and the cheapest
are the starch and floury foods. Bread,
potatoes, rice, barley, and other floury
foods contain a large proportion of
starch, while cornflour, arrowroot, sago,
and tapioca contain but very little
else.

There is starch in beans and peas,
but they also contain a large amount
of casein, and are, therefore, usually
spoken of as albuminoids, or flesh-
foi’ming foods.
There is no starch in milk, but it is,

nevertheless, as a single food, the most
perfect, and said to sustain life alone
longer than any other.
Sugar is a good food and replaces

starch, but it is apt to produce acidity
if used too freely.

Fats, starches and sugars are called
heat-givers because they are oxydised
in the body to keep it up to its proper
temperature. From the starch and
sugars fat is deposited, if more is con-
sumed than is required to burn, there-
fore those W'ho wish to get thin should
eat little or none of these, or take suffi-

cient exercise to burn them up.
Fat is a very necessary element in

food, and should be eaten in some form
or other by every one. By fat we mean
not only the fat of meat, but butter,
cream, oil, or dripping. Of these the
most easily digested are cream and
oil

;
hence the ordering of these for

delicate or consumptive persons who
have often a very great dislike to, or
who cannot digest the fat of fresh meat
or bacon.
Fat and starch, to a certain extent,

replace one aixother. Carbonate and
salts include besides common salt, pot-
ash, phosphates of lime aixd iron.

Iron is genei'ally looked upon as a
medicine rather than a food, but all

others are necessary foods. Lime is

wanted to make bone, and should be
found in milk for the young. When it

has been absent we often see weak and
rickety limbs and broken and decayed
teeth. Potash salt is found in all fresh
vegetables and fruits

; and a common
defect in diet is the lack of these.

Common salt, being xised for dried fish

and flesh, finds too lai'ge a place in the
diet of the pooixr classes.

Albuminoids, or flesh formers, are

supplied by lean meat, poultry, game,
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fish, cheese, eggs, gelatine, gluten in

flour, fibrine in oats and in beans, peas,

and lentils. Albumen, which exists

most largely in eggs, is also found in
meat, the blood of animals containing
it also. It may be discovered in vege-
table juices as well as in seeds and nuts.
Flesh formers being as a rule more

expensive than the starchy foods, the
poor often suffer from the want of them.

It is reckoned that a good diet for a
healthy man, doing a moderate amount
of work, should consist of 22^ oz. in the
following proportions by avoirdupois.

Albuminoids 3

Fats, starch, sugar, fee.. . 14
Salts 1

Water 4^

22^

For a woman the ration should be
about 3 oz, smaller, but the propor-
tions the same. The various consti-

tuents of a healthy diet being yielded
alike by both the animal and the vege-
table world, it is clear that we can
draw our supplies from either; and
those who prefer what is termed a
vegetarian diet need not find it less

nourishing than another in which
animal food enters.

FRESH PROVISIONS AND THEIR COST.

Under the head of “ Times when
things are in Season,” we give a list of

all the fresh provisions to be obtained
in each month

;
but as to many of us a

more important question is the cost of

the article, we give the following price
list in addition.

TABLE OF SEASONS AND PBICES OF FBESII

PEOVISIONS.

MEAT.

{Meat, with the exception of early lamh, varies hut little in price the year round.)

SEASONS AND PRICES OF BEEF, DIFFERENT JOINTS AND PARTS.

Pabt. In Season. Best. Avekage Peice.

Aitch-bone All the year During Y/inter .

.

7d. per lb.

Brisket n • •
7 7

• • 7d. „
Buttock n • • 9d. „

,, (in Steaks) ,

.

jj • * »» • • Is. „
Fillet

17 • • • • Is. 2d. „
Neck

7 7
• • 6d.

Rump
7 7

• • 9d. „
,, (in Steaks)

fi • • Is, Id. „
Silverside

7 7
• • 9d.

Sirloin
7 7

• • lid. „
Ox-cheek

7 7
• • 6d. „

Heart
77 • • 2s. each

Kidney
>> • • 7 7

• • lOd. per lb.

Tail
77 • •

7 7
• • From 2s. 6d. each

Tongue
77 • . 77 • •

% ^

From 3s. 6d. each
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SEASONS AND PRICES OF VEAL, DIFFERENT JOINTS AND PARTS.

Part. In Season. Best. Average Price.

Breast .

.

Feb. to Nov. Summer .

.

8d. per lb.

Cutlet .

.

M * • n • • , * Is. 2d. per lb.

Fillet . . .

.

)) • • Is. per lb.

Knuckle .

.

J )
• •

)) • • 7d. per lb.

Loin . . 4

.

) >
• • >) * • lOd. per lb.

Shoulder n • • • • * , 8-Jd. per lb.

Head (half) .

.

)) • • n • • * * 3s. 6d. each
Heart .

.

)) • • >> • • 8d. to Is. each
Sweetbread .

.

)) • • j) • • • • From 3s.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF MUTTON, DIFFERENT JOINTS AND PARTS.

Part. In Season. Best. Average Price.

Breast All the year Sept, to April .

.

5d. per lb.

Leg M • • • « « • lOd. „
Loin

>) • • 1 « • • 9^d. „
Neck (Best End) .

.

M • • II • • 9^d, „
„ (Scrag)

))
• • m • • 7d. „

Saddle
II • • lOd. „

Shoulder 1) • • 9d. „
Head II • • Is. each
Heart )) • • II • • 4d. to 5d. each
Kidneys M • •

II • • 3d. each
Chops M • • II • • lOd. per lb.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF LAMB, DIFFERENT JOINTS AND PARTS.

Part. In Season. Best. Average Price.

Breast March to Sept..

.

May to July 9d. per lb.

Fore-quarters . . .

.

M • • lOd. per lb.

Hind-quarters J) • • Is. per lb.

Le^ JJ • • Is. per lb.

Loin ))
• • >) * * Is. per lb.

Neck (Best End) .

.

n lid. per lb.

n (Scrag) .. .. n • • 8d. per lb.

Shoulder • • lOd. per lb.

Fry j) • • >)
• • About 8d. per lb.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF PORK, DIFFERENT JOINTS AND PARTS.

Part. In Season. Best. Average Price.

Hand Sept, to April .

.

Nov. to March .

.

7iVd. per lb.

Fore-loin II • • n • * 9d. „
Hind-loin n • • 9d. „
Leg ))

• * n • “ 8^d. „
Spare rib }) • • ))

• • 8d. „
Spring 1) • • >) • • 8d. „

„ (salted) . . .

.

n • • >>
• • 8d. „
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FISH.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF FISH OF VARIOUS KINDS.

Name op Fish. In Season.
Best

AND Cheapest. Average Price.

Bloaters Sept, to April .

.

In Winter .

.

Is. to 2s. per doz.

Bream All the year Autumn « • 8d. each
Brill Aug. to May In Winter .

.

* , Is. to 6s. each
Carp Nov. to March .

.

Jan. & Feb. 4d. to Is. per lb.

Cockles All the year Summer .

.

• • 2d. to 4d. per quart
Cod Aug. to April .

.

Nov. to Jan. • • 4d. to Is. per lb.

Chub June to Dec. Summer .

.

4d. to 6d. per lb.

Crabs April to Oct. J5 * • • « Is. to 3s. each
Crayfish All the year t)

• • « • Is. to 3s. per doz.

Dory Winter • • Is. to 5s. each
Eels June to March .

.

Sept, to Nov. 9d. to Is. 2d. per lb.

Flounders All the year Aug. to Nov. Id. to 3d. each
Haddocks Aug. to Feb. Winter * , 4d. to Is. each
Hake June to March .

.

n • • Gd. to 8d. per lb.

Halibut Aug. to March .

.

>»
• • , , 4d. to Is. per lb.

Herrings May to Jan. June to Sept. • • Cd. to Is. per doz.

Ling Aug. to March .

.

Autumn • • 4d. to 6d. per lb.

Lobsters All the year Summer 9d. to 4s. each
Mackerel March to Sept. .

.

April to July * , 4d. to 6d. each
Mullet (Grey) Nearly all the yr. Winter • • 4d. to Is. each

n (Red) April to Oct. lOd. to Is. 6d. each
Mussels Sept, to April .

.

Winter • • Id. to 3d. per quart
Oysters Aug. to April .

.

n • • • • Is. to 4s. per doz.

Plaice All the year Maj'' to Nov. • « 6d. to Is. per lb.

Prawns May to Dec. Gd. to Is. per doz.
Salmon Feb. to Sept. .

.

Spring, Summer Is. to 4s. per lb.

Shad
>j • • May to Aug. • • Gd. to 9d. per lb.

Shrimps All the year April to Nov. « • 3d. to 4d. per pint
Skate Sept, to April ,

.

Oct. to March • • 4d. to Is. per lb.

Scallops . . Spring Jan. to June • • Gd. to Is. per doz.
Smelts Oct. to May Winter • • Gd. to 2s. per doz.
Soles All the year April to July • • Is. to 2s. per lb.

Sprats Nov. to Feb. Nov. & Dec. • , Id. to 3d. per lb.

Sturgeon April to Sept. .

.

Summer .

.

• • 9d. to Is. Id. per lb.

Troul; April to July • • Is. to 2s. per lb.

Turbot All the year Spring, Summer 3s. to 15s. each
Whitebait Jan. to Sept. .

.

Feb. to May Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd. pint
Whiting All the year Spring, Summer 3d. to 9d. each

POULTRY.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF POULTRY OF VARIOUS KINDS.

Poultry. In Season. Best
AND Cheapest. Average Price.

Chickens Feb. to Oct. • • June to Sept. .

.

2s. to 8s. Gd. each
Ducklings March to Aug. • • May to July 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each
Ducks Aug. to Feb. • • Sept. & Oct. 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each
Fowls All the year • • June to Oct. 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each
Geese Sept, to Feb. • • Sept, to Nov. .

.

Gs. to 10s. each
„ (green) . . ,

.

May to Aug. • • June Gs. to 9s. each
Guinea Fowl Feb. to Aug. Summer .

.

3s. to 4s. each
Larks Sept, to Dec. November .

.

2s. to 3s. per doz.
Pigeons Aug. to April Winter 9d. to Is. each

,, (Bordeaux) .

.

All the year • . M • • • • Is. to Is. 4d. each
Rabbits Oct. to Feb. Is. to Is. Gd. each

,, (Ostend)
»? • • >1 • • 7d. & 8d. per lb.

Turkeys Oct. to March • • Nov. to Jan. 10s. to 21s. each
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GAME.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF GAME OF VARIOUS KINDS.

Game.
A

. In Season.
Best

AND Cheapest. Avekage PnicE.

^
5 »

Blackcock .

.

Aug. to Nov. • .

.

Sept. & Oct. •
.

.

3s. to 4s. brace
Ducks (wild) .

.

Oct. to Dec. A .

.

Nov. & Dec.
^

.

.

3s. to 4s. brace
Grouse Aug. to Nov. .

.

September ®
.

.

3s. 6d. to 5s. brace
Hares Sept, to March.

.

October . . .

.

3s. 6d. to 6s. each
Leverets • Aug. to Sept. .

.

August . . .

.

3s. to 4s. each
Partridges Sept, to Feb. .

.

Oct. & Nov. 3s. t© 5s. brace
Pheasants Oct. to Feb. Winter . . .

.

5s. to 7s. brace
Plovers . . .... M • • >) • * • • Is. to Is. 6d. each
Ptarmigan Sept, to April .

.

September.

.

Is. to Is. Gd. each
Quail Sept, to Feb. .

.

Sex)t. & Oct. Is. to Is. 6d. each
Snipe - Aug. to Feb. Oct. & Nov. 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. brace
Teal Winter Is. to Is. Gd. each
Venison ffiuck) . . .

.

June to Sept. .

.

July & Aug. Is. to 2s. per lb.

,, (Doe) . . .

.

Oct. to Dec. November .

.

Is. to 2s. per lb.

Widgeon Got. to Feb. Sept. & Oct. Is. to Is. Gd. each
Woodcock n • • M • • 3s. Gd. to 6s. brace

VEGETABLES.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF VEGETABLES OF VARIOUS KINDS.

Vegetables. In Season./'
Best

AND Cheapest. Avebage Pbice.

Artichokes (Globe) ,

.

June to Oct. T. .

.

August . . .

.

3d. to Gd. each

,, (Jerusalem) Nov. to Feb. '

.

.

December .

.

l^d. to 2d per lb.

Asparagus March to July .

.

April & May Is. Gd. to 4s. Gd. bundle
Beans IFrencb) . . .

.

May to Nov. Sept. <fe Oct. 2d. to 4d. per lb.

„ (Broad) .. .. June to Aug. .

.

August . . .

.

Gd. to 8d. per peck
^

,, (Runner) . . .

.

July to Oct. . .

.

Aug. & Sept. .

.

2d. to 4d. per lb.

Beetroot All the year Autumn . . .

.

Id. to 3d. each
Broccoli,diHei'ent kinds )f • . • • • • 2d. to 3d. each.

Sprouts Jan. to May April Id. to 2d. per lb.

,, (Brussels) Sept, to Feb. .

.

Oct. to Dec. 2d. to 4d. per lb.

Cabbages All the year Spring, Summer Id. to 2d. each

„ (red) . . .

.

Oct. to Feb. Nov. & Dec. 4d. to Gd. each
Carrots . . All the year Autumn 4d. to Gd. per bunch
Cauliflower May to Aug. J uly 2d. to Gd. each
Celery Oct. to March .

.

Oct. to Dec. Id. to Gd. per stick

Cucumbers May to Oct. Summer .

.

2d. to Is. 4d. each
Endive Sept to March .

.

Oct. & Nov. Id. to Gd. each
Horseradish All the year Winter Id. to 2d. per stick

Leeks Oct. to May Oct. & Nov. 4d. to Gd. per bunch
Lettuces May to Nov. July & Aug. Id. to 2d. each

„ (French) Dec. to May Winter 2d. to 4d. each
Onions All the year Slim. & Aut. Id. to 2d. per lb.

„ (Spring) March to June .

.

April & May .

.

Id. & 2d. per bunch
Parsnips Oct. to i^ril .

.

Winter . . . • Id. & 2d. each
Peas June to Sept. .

.

July & Aug. Gd. to 2s. per peck
Potatoes All the year Autumn . « .

.

9d. to Is. per peck

„ (new) . . .

.

May to Sept. .

.

June & July 8d. to 8d. per lb.

Radishes June to Aug. .

.

Id. per bunch
Savoys Oct. to March .

.

Nov. to Jan. Id. to 4d. each
Sea Kale Jan. to May Feb. & March .

.

Is. to 2s. Gd. per basket
Spinach All the year Summer . . .

.

2d. to 4d. per lb.

Tomatoes Jiiiie to Deo. Sept. & Oct. 4d. to 8d. per lb.

Vegetable Marrow June to Oct. Aug. & Sept. .

.

Id. to 6d. each
Watercress All the year Summer .

.

Id. per bunch
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FRUIT.

SEASONS AND PRICES OF FRUIT OF VARIOUS KINDS.

Fbuit. In Season.
Best

AND Cheapest.

Apples All the year Oct. to Dec.
Apricots June to Sept. .

.

August
Bullaces Autumn October
Cherries June to Aug. .

.

July
Currants July to Sept. .

.

August
Damsons Sept, to Oct. October . . .

.

Figs July to Sept. .

.

August . . .

.

Gooseberries . . .

.

July to Sept. .

.

August
,,

(Green) .

.

May to July June
Grapes (Foreign) All the year Autumn

,, (Hothouse) .

.

Sept, to Dec. .

.

October . . .

.

Greengages July to Sept. .

.

August . . .

.

Medlars Oct. to Jan. Oct. & Nov.
Melons June to Nov. .

.

October - .

.

Nectarines Sept. & Oct. • 4 • •

Oranges All the year Winter
Peaches Sept. & Oct. October
Pears Oct. to March .

.

Oct. & Nov.
Pines Sept, to Deo. .

.

October . . .

.

„ (Foreign) .. ,. June to Nov. ,

.

September
Plums Aug. to Oct. Sept. & Oct.
Quinces Sept. & Oct. October
Bhubarb Jan. to July April & May
Strawberries . . .

.

June to Sept. .

.

July

Avebage Pbice.

2d. to 6d. per lb.

Is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. doz.
Id. to 3d. per lb.

4d. to 8d. per lb.

3d. to 8d. per lb.

Id. to 4d. per lb.

Id. to 3d. each.
4d. to 8d. per quart
3d. to 6d. per quart
4d. to 8d. per lb.

2s. per lb. & upwards
3d. to 6d. per lb.

4d. to 8d. per lb.

Is. to 3s. each
3s. to 4s. per doz.

From 4d. per doz.

4s. to 8s. per doz. ^

Id. to 6d. each
5s. to 15s. each
Is. to 3s. each
2d. to 6d. per lb.

2s. to 3s. per doz.
4d. to 8d. per bunch
4d. to Is. per lb.

DAIRY PRODUCE, ETC.

BUTTER; CHEESE, BACON, do.

Akticle.

Butter, Fresh
,, English .

.

,, Foreign .

.

,, Dorset

,, Salt ,

.

,, Margarine
Cheese, American

,, Cheddar .

.

„ Cheshire .

.

,, Cream
,, Dutch
,, Gorgonzola

„ Grugere .

.

,, Stilton .

.

Eggs, Hens’ . . .

.

,, Ducks’

Avebage Pbice.

Is. to Is. 3d. per lb.

1 s. 2d. to Is. 4d. per lb.

Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per lb.

Is. 2d. to Is. 4d. per lb.

lOd. to Is. per lb.

6d. to 8d. per lb.

7d. to 9d. per lb.

lOd. per lb.

lOd. per lb.

6d. each
7d. per lb.

lOd, & Is. per lb.

lOd. & Is. per lb.

Is. per lb.

Is. to 2s. 6d. per doz.

Is. to 3s. per doz.

Abticle.

Eggs, Geese’s

,, Guinea fowls’

,, Plovers’ .

.

,, Turkeys’ .

.

Milk, New .

.

,, Separated
Cream
Whey
Bacon, best parts

,, Boiled .

.

Ham, English .

.

,, American
Lard
Pork, Pickled
Sausages . . .

.

Avebage Pbioe.

3s. to 4s. per doz.
Is. to 2s. per doz.

4s. to 5s. per doz.
3s. to 4s. per doz.
3d. & 4d. per quart
l|d. to 2d. per quart
2s. to 3s. per pint
2d. per pint
lOd. and lid. per lb.

7d. per lb.

lid. & Is. per lb.

6d. to 8d. per lb.

6d. to 8d. per lb.

8d. per lb.

9d. to Is. per lb.

These prices are the ordinary ones charged at good shops in London and other
large towns for the best provisions. Cheaper and inferior ones are to be pur-
chased, as, for example, American meat, and that and poultry, which is imported
in a frozen state; also French eggs ; but the articles named in our lists, with the
exception of some of the cheeses, are fresh home produce. In our Chapter on
“ Marketing” will be found instructions for choosing all sorts of fresh provisions,
how to judge of their quality and freshness, and other hints for getting the best
value for our money,



THE VAEIOUS MODES OE COOKING AND
PEEPAEING FOOD

Boasting—Baking—Boiling—Stewing—Frying—Braising—Broiling—Grilling—
Sauteing—Steaming—Larding—Barding—Browning.

ROASTING.

Of the various methods of preparing
meat this is the most generally appre-
ciated in this country, but it is not the
most economical or advantageous, and
is not to be recommended for small
joints. It is effected by hanging the
meat before the fire, and keeping it in
motion to prevent the scorching of any
particular part. When meat is pro-
perly roasted the outer layer of its

albumen is coagulated, and thus the
natural juices are prevented from
escaping. In roasting meat the heat
must be strongest at first, and it should
then be much reduced. To have a
good juicy roast, therefore, the fire

must be red and vigorous at the very
commencement of the operation. In
the most careful roasting some of the
juice is squeezed out of the meat, and
evaporating on its surface, gives it a
dark brown colour, a rich lustre, and a
strong aromatic taste. Besides these
effects on the albumen and the ex-

pelled juice, roasting melts the fat out
of the fat cells.

Constant basting is necessary when
roasting meat.
Very good roasts can bo made in gas

ovens.
In stirring the fire, or putting fresh

coals on it, the dripping-pan should
always be drawn back, so that there
may be no danger of the coal, cinders,

or ashes falling down into it.

Under each particular recipe there
is stated the time required for roasting
each joint

;
but, as a general rule, it

may bo here noted that for every
pound of meat, beef or mutton, in
ordinary-sized joints, a quarter of an
h-)ur should be allowed,

White meats, and the meat of young
animals, require to be very well
roasted, both to be pleasant to the
palate and easy of digestion. Thus
veal, pork, and lamb should be
thoroughly done to the centre, and
require more time than red meats.

Slutton and beef, on the other hand,
do not, generally speaking, require to
be so thoroughly done, and they shoiild

be dressed to the point that, in carving
them, the gravy should just run, but
not too freely. Of course, in this, as
in most other dishes, the tastes of

individuals vary
;
and there are many

who cannot partake, with satisfaction,

of any joint unless it is what others
would call overdressed.

BAKING.

The principal difference oetween
roasting meat and baking it is that, in
baking, the fumes caused by the opera-
tion are not carried off in the same
way as in roasting. Much, however, of

this disadvantage is obviated by the
improved construction of modern
ovens, and especially those in connec-
tion with the best kitcheners and gas-

cooking stoves, in wdiich meat, as
before stated, can be roasted in the
oven. With meat baked in the gene-
rality of ovens there is undoubtedly a
peculiar taste, which does not at all

equal the flavour developed by roasting
meat.
Should the oven be very brisk, it will

be advisable to cover the joint with a

piece of white paper, to prevent the
meat from being scoi'ched outside

before the heat can penetrate into the
inside. This paper should be removed
half an hour before the time of serving
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dinner, so that the joint may take a
good colour.

By means of a jar many dishes may
be economically pi'epared in the oven.
The principal of these are soups,
gravies, jugged hare, beef tea ; and
this mode of cooking may be advan-
tageously adopted with a ham, pre-
viously covered with a common crust
of flour and water. There are some
dishes which are at least equally well
cooked in the oven as by roasting;
thus, a shoulder of mutton and baked
potatoes, a flllet or breast of veal, a
sucking-pig, a hare well basted, will be
received by connoisseurs as well w'hen
baked as if they had been roasted.
Indeed, the baker’s oven, or the family
oven, may often, as we have said, be
substituted with greater economy and
convenience.

BOILING.
Boiling, though one of the easiest

processes in cookery, requires careful
management. Boiled meat should be
tender, savoury, and full of its own
juice, or natural gravy; but, through
carelessness, it is too often sent to
table hard, tasteless, and innutritions.
To ensure a successful result the heat
of the fire must be judiciously regu-
lated, the proper quantity of water
kept up in the pot, and the seum
which rises to the surface carefully
removed. Only sufficient water to
cover the meat should be used in
boiling unless the flesh is boiled for
the purpose of soup-making.
Many writers on cookery assert that

the meat to be boiled should be put
into cold water, and that the pot
should be heated gradually

;
but Liebig,

the highest authority on all matters
connected with the chemistry of food,

has shown that meat so treated loses

some of its most nutritious consti-
tuents. “ If the flesh,” says the great
chemist, “ be introduced into the boiler
when the water is in a state of brisk
ebullition, and if the boiling be kept
up for a few minutes, and the pot then
placed in a warm place, so that the
temperature of the water is kept at
158° to 165°, we have the united condi-
tions for giving to the flesh the quali-
ties which best fit it for being eaten.”
When a piece of meat is plunged into
boiling water, the albumen which is

near the surface immediately coagu-
lates, forming an envelope, whieh pre-
vents the escape of the internal juice,

and most eflectually excludes the

water, which, by mixing with this

juice, would render the meat insipid.

Meat treated thus is juicy and well-

flavoured when cooked, as it retains
most of its savoury constituents. On
the other band, if the piece of meat be
set on the fire wdth cold water, and
this slowly heated to boiling, the flesh

undergoes a loss of soluble and nutri-

tious substances
;
while, as a matter of

course, the soup becomes richer in
these matters. The albumen is gra-

dually dissolved from the surface to

the centre; the fibre loses, more or
less, its quality of shortness or tender-
ness, and becomes hard and tough

;

the thinner the piece of meat is the
greater is its loss of savoury consti-

tuents. This does not, however, apply
to salted meat, which is best cooked
by putting in cold water, and being
brought very slowly to the boil.

In order to obtain well-flavoured and
eatable meat, we must relinquish the
idea of making good soup from it, as
that mode of boiling which yields the
best soup gives the driest, toughest,
and most vapid meat. Slow boiling
whitens the meat

;
and we suspect that

it is on this account that it is in such
favour with the cooks. The whole-
someness of food is, however, a matter
of mueh greater moment than the
appearance it presents on the table.

It should be borne in mind that the
whiteness of meat that has been boiled
slowly is produced by the loss of some
important alimentary properties.
The objections raised to the practice

of putting meat on the fire in cold
water, apply with equal force to the
practice of soaking meat before cook-
ing it, which is so strongly recom-
mended by some cooks. Fresh meat
ought never to be soaked, as all its

most nutritive constituents are soluble
in water Salted and dried meats,
however, require to be soaked for some
time in water before they are cooked
if they are over salted and hard.
For boiling meat, the softer the

water is the better. When spring
water is boiled the chalk, which gives
to it the quality of hardness, is pre-
cipitated. This chalk stains the meat,
and communicates to it an unpleasant
earthy taste. When nothing but hard
water can be procured it should be
softened by boiling it for an hour or
two before it is used for culinary pur-
poses.
The fire must be watched with great

attention during the operation of boil-
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ing, so that its heat may be properly
regulated. As a rule the pot should be
kept in a simmering state, and this

cannot be done without vigilance.

The temperature at which water
boils, under usual circumstances, is

212° Fahr. Water does not become
hotter after it has be^n to boil, how-
ever long or with whatever violence
the boiling is continued. This fact is

of great importance in cookery, and
attention to it will save much fuel.

Water made to boil in a gentle way by
the application of a moderate heat is

just as hot as when it is made to boil

on a strong fire with the greatest pos-
sible violence. When once water has
been brought to the boiling point the
fire may be considerably reduced, as a
very gentle heat will suffice to keep
the water at its highest temperature.
The scum which rises to the surface

of the pot during the operation of boil-

ing must be carefully removed, or it

will attach itself to the meat, and
thereby spoil its appearance. The cook
must not neglect to skim during the
whole process, though by far the greater

I)art of the scum rises at first. The
practice of wrapping meat in a cloth

may be dispensed with if the skim-
ming be skilfully managed. If the
scum be removed as fast as it rises,

the meat will be cooked clean and
pure, and come out of the vessel in
which it was boiled, much more deli-

cate and firm than when cooked in a
cloth.

When taken from the pot the meat
may bo wiped if necessary with a clean
cloth, or a sponge previously dipped in

water and wrung dry. The meat
should not be allowed to stand a
moment longer than necessary, as

boiled meat cannot be eaten too hot.

The time allowed for boiling must
be regulated according to the size and
quality of the meat. As a general rule,

a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes,
reckoning from the moment when the
boiling commences, may be allowed for

every pound of beef or mutton. Veal
requires from 20 to 25 minutes per lb.,

and pork 25 to 30 minutes.
A few observations on the nutri-

tive value of salted meat may be pro-

perly introduced in this place. Every
nousewife knows that di’y salt in con-
tact with fresh meat gradually becomes
fluid brine. The application of salt

causes the fibres of meat to contract,
and the juice to flow out from its

pores. Now, as this juice is pure

extract of meat, containing albumen,
osmazome, and other valuable pidn-
ciples, it follows that meat which has
been preserved by the action of salt

can never have the nutritive proper-
ties of fresh meat.

Fish, to be boiled, should as a rule
be put into cold water, and the white-
fleshed ones take less time to cook
than the red.

Salmon should be put into boiling
water.
Poultry should be put into warm

water, and be simmered very slowly.
The skimming must not be neglected,
or the flesh will lose its whiteness.
The vessels used for boiling should

be made of cast iron, well tinned
within, and provided with closely
fitting lids. They must be kept scru-
pulously clean, otherwise they will
render the meat cooked in them un-
sightly and unwholesome. Copper
pans, if used at all, should be re-

served for operations that are per-
formed with rapidity

; as, by long
contact with copper, food may become
dangerously contaminated. The kettle
in which a joint is dressed should be
large enough to allow room for a good
supply of water ; if the meat be
cramped and be surrounded with but
little water, it will be stewed, not
boiled.

STEY/IUG.

In stewing it is not requisite to have
so great a heat as in boiling. A gentle
simmering in a small quantity of

water, so that the meat is stewed
almost in its own juices, is all that is

necessary. The great merit that this

process of cooking possesses is that it

will render palatable and nutritious
parts of meat that could not be eaten
if cooked by any other mode, and it is

one of the most (if not the most),
economical ways of cooking.

It has been said of a frying-pan and
a stewpan, that the foi'mer is “the
poor man’s enemy,” the latter “ his
friend.”
Too often stewing is confounded with

boiling, but they are actually diflei’ent

modes. A stew should never boil, as
the meat will harden. Cook slowly and
long. A large fire is not needed, and
there is no process of cooking so easy
as stowing. With a gentle heat under
the pan wo may leave a stow, as one
cannot a roast or boil, to take care
of itself. According to the quality of

the meat, so must the heat of the
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water used for stewing be regulated.

For hard, gristly parts, or for an old

fowl, cold water to start with is best,

but it may be brought to boiling point

before a prime steak or other good
piece of meat be put in.

FHYraa.

This very favourite mode of cooking

may be accurately described as boiling

in fat or oil. Substances di’essed in

this way are generally well received,

for they introduce an agreeable variety,

possessing, as they do, a peculiar

flavour. By means of frying, cooks

can soon satisfy many requisitions

made on them, it being a very ex-

peditious mode of preparing dishes

for the table, and one which can be
employed when the fire is not suf-

ficiently large for the purposes of

roasting and boiling. The great point

to be borne in mind in frying is that

the liquid must be hot enough to act

instantaneously, as all the merit of

this culinary operation lies in the

invasion of the boiling liquid, which
carbonises or burns, at the very instant

of the immersion of the body placed
into it. It may be ascertained if the

fat is heated to the proper degree by
cutting a piece of bread and dipping
it in the frying-pan for five or six

seconds
;
and if it be firm and of a

dark brown when taken out, put in

immediately what you wish to prepai'e

;

if it is not, let the fat be heated until

of the right temperature. This having
been effected, moderate the fire, so that
the action may not be too hurried, and
that by a continuous heat the juices of

the substance may be preserved and
its flavour enhanced. A frying basket
or kettle must be used for fish and
other things that do not supply any
fat in themselves. They should be
immersed, in the fat used for frying
them, and such things as rissoles and
croquettes cannot be properly cooked
by dry frying. The oil, butter, or lard
used need not be wasted, but can be
strained and put away for another
frying. All dishes fried in fat should
be placed before the fire on a piece of

blotting-paper or sieve reversed, and
there left for a few minutes, so that
any superfluous greasy moisture may
be removed.

BRAISING.

One of the most delicious ways of

cooking meat, &c., is this. Heat given
below by means of the stove on which

the braising-pan is placed, and heat
above with the hot cinders with which
the upper part of the vessel is filled,

produces the effect that is obtained by
first browning, then stewing.
The meat t^o be cooked is placed in

the pan with sufficient water just to

cover it, and vegetables, seasoning,
herbs, and spice to thoroughly well
flavour it, then the lid is set on, and
the whole may be left, as a stewpau,
almost to take care of itself. The
vegetables, &c., are to help form and
flavour the gravy, and when dry meats
are cooked in this %vay they may be
larded with advantage, the larded side

being uppermost ; crispness to the
lardoons will be given by the heat
above.
The gravy obtained by this method

of cookery should be strained, a little

browning, thickening, and seasoning
added if necessary, and served poured
,over the meat.

The nearest approach to a braise
may be made by first browning chops
or steak with some onions and a little

butter in a stewpan, then adding some
few cut-up vegetables, seasoning, a
bouquet of herbs and enough water
to cover, and simmering till the meat
is tender, when it should be lifted out
upon a hot dish, a little thickening of

cornflour or ordinary flour added to

the gravy, this boiled for two minutes
then strained over the meat

BROILING.

This may be done over the fire, but
the orthodox W'ay is to enclose the
article to be cooked in a broiler, which
is hung in front of the fire. This
should be heated and the wires greased
before using. An old-fashioned Dutch
oven may be used for this mode of
cooking.

GRILLING.

When by such a simple process as
this a chop or steak may be so perfectly
cooked, it seems strange that any one
should destroy both flavour and quality
by/ryt'ny such things.
To grill successfully much depends

upon the fire, which should be clear
and hot. A little coke put with the
coal makes the red, bright heat so
essential for the grill, and it is better
to cook in any other way than to
attempt grilling over a dull or smoky
fire. Well hung, juicy meat is served
to perfection by grilling.

The grid should first be well heated,
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then rubbed over with perfectly sweet
suet, and meat laid upon this, exposed
at once to a fierce beat, will retain its

flavour and juices. Beef and mutton
are generally preferred with some little

red gravy left in, but veal cutlets or
pork chops, after the first exposure to
the red heat, should be lifted higher
from the fire, as they need cooking
through. The meat should be turned
often upon the grid so as to avoid
burning, hut not with a fork : if steak
tongs are not at hand sugar tongs will

suffice.

SAUTEING.

This mode of cooking is a sort of

combination of frying and stewing.
The pan used is a very shallow kind of

stewpan, in which a little butter or
very well clarified fat is melted, then
the chop, kidney, or whatever is to be
cooked is put into this, and when
nearly done the fat is drained ofE

and the article finished in sauce or
stock.

This mode of cooking makes a
savoury dish of mutton or lamb cut-
lets or olives.

STEAMING.

The great importance and usefulness
of this mode of cooking has till of late

been overlooked, but now we begin to
realise that steaming is one of the
most economical ones known — eco-

nomical in more than one sense. Not
only is a saving of fuel effected by
putting, say a steamer full of potatoes
over a boiling cabbage, thus using only
one space on a stove for two vegetables,
but the saving in the actual bulk and
worth of articles steamed is great. It

is such an easy, simple mode of cooking
that it should be a popular one. Take,
for example, a pudding, say a batter
one. This is placed in the steamer
over a boiling saucepan containing
something not too strong in flavour to

impart smell or taste to the steam
given out, and there can be no anxiety
on the part of the cook as to the result

of the cooking of the pudding, no' fear

of its being watery or heavy as it may
be if boiled, provided it bo taken out
directly it is done.
For some months of the year before

new potatoes are within the reach of

the majority, the old ones are almost
invariably best when cooked by steam.
Meat cooked by steam is delicate in

flavour, but unlike vegetables it must
be put in a tin of a smaller size than

the bottom of the steamer, as it is

necessary to preserve the gravy. Slow
cooking of this gives more gravy than
could be obtained from the water in
which a joint is boiled. Double and
treble steamers are sometimes used,
but for ordinary family cooking two
fitted saucepans would be found suf-

ficient.

The rules for steaming are simple
enough : To keep the pot underneath
that supplies the steam boiling, and to

only cook such viands by means of the
combination as are not likely to affect

one another by smell or taste. Steam-
ing is most useful for re-heating cooked
vegetables or other foods.

LARDING.

Dry meats and poultry are far better
if larded, and with very little practice
larding will not be difficult.

Bacon sold specially for the pur[)ose
must be sliced thinly, not more than a
quarter of an inch thick, and this must
be again cut in strips about three to the
inch for a large surface or narrower for

a small bird or pieces of meat. The
lardoons must then be put into the
split end of the needle and drawn
through the flesh «s W'e should draw
an ordinary cotton through, leaving
eqiial quantities projecting where the
needle enters and is drawn out.

The usual length jor lardoons is from
to 2 inches, but long strips may

be used run in and out again several

times as we use cotton, but this is more
difficult, particularly in hot weather
when the bacon is apt to get soft and
break. It should be always kept in a
cool place to render it hard and firm,

and if it can be laid on ice for a time
so much the better. A guinea fowl
sliould always be larded, and the breast

of a turkey is better for lieing so treated

;

veal also gains much in flavour by
larding.

When the larding is completed if the
pieces look at all uneven or ragged,

they may be snipped into equality with
a sharp pair of scissors.

A much simpler method is called

BAEDING,

this consisting of placing thin slices of

larding bacon with little incisions in

them completely to cover that which
should be otherwise larded. The
bacon may be left on baked or roast

articles when the bird or meat is sent

to table, when if a little glaze is at

hand it should be brushed over with it,
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but it should be removed from boiled
foods. A string should be used to tie

these sheets of bacon upon the article

barded, and this way of treating poultry
and game saves a great deal of time in

the basting that must otherwise be
done.

BROWNING.
Namely, to give a bright brown colour

to the upper part of many baked dishes,

must be done with a salamander or,

failing this, a hot shovel. Either one
or the other is made red hot and held

for a few moments over the dish till a
bright brown colouring is gdven.
Such things as scalloped oysters and

macaroni cheese are often quite cooked
without being brown on the top, and
if they are allowed to remain in the
oven till the required colour is reached,
they will become too dry.

Gas ovens are fitted so that no
salamander is needed, but articles

cooked in a kitchener or range oven
very often require one to make them
look inviting in appearance.

THE COOK’S TIME TABLE.

Times to Allow for Cooking.

When consulting these tables the followhig facts must be borne in mind :

—

In every instance the times allowed for Cooking have been estimated by good
average fires, properly kept up and suitable for each particular thing.

That during roasting or baking the joints, dc., have been carefully basted
and looked after.

That in boiling the times stated have been after the water boils, and that the
skimming has not been neglected.

From these tables it should be found easy to reckon the times to allow for
cooking joints of different weights to those give7i, bty adding or deducting in -^xo^ox-

tion to that stated. Thus, if a joint of ribs of beef weighing 8 lbs. takes 2 hours to

roast, and one of 10, 2J hours, the time allowed will be found 15 minutes to the lb.

between those weights, therefore a joint ofd lbs. should take 2^ hours if cooked in
the same manner.

T/MES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING BEEF BY VARIOUS MODES.

JOINT.
How

Cooked. Weight. Time. Weight. Time. Weight. Time.

Aitch-bone Boiled
lbs. h. m.
8 .. 2 0

lbs. h. m.
10 . . 2 30

lbs. h. m.
12 . . 2 45

Brisket . . Boiled 7 .. 2 0 8 . . 2 15 10 . . 2 30
Bibs Boasted 8 .. 2 0 10 . . 2 30 12 . . 2 45

„ (Boned) Boasted 7 .. 2 0 9 . . 2 30 11 . . 2 50
Bound Boasted 6 . . 1 30 9 . . 2 10 12 . . 2 45
Bump-steak Grilled 1 .. 0 5 2 .. 0 8 3 . . 0 12
Bump-steak Fried 1 .. 0 8 2 . . 0 10 3 .. 0 14
Shin Stewed 6 .. 3 80 8 .. 4 0 10 .. 4 15
Silverside (Salt) . . .

.

Boiled 7 .. 2 0 10 . . 2 30 14 .. 3 15
Sirloin Boasted 10 . . 2 85 13 . . 3 15 16 .. 4 0
Heart Baked 4 .. 1 45 5 .. 1 30 • •

Tail Stewed li.. 1 30 2 .. 1 50 ' “ • •
' '

Tongue Boiled 6 .. 3 15 • • ' • •
* “
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TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING VEAL BY VARIOUS MODES.

JOINX. How
Cooked. Weight. Time. 'Weight. Time. W'eight. Time.

lbs. h. m. lbs. h. m. lbs. h. m.
Breast Stewed 6 .. 2 15 8 . . 2 30 10 .. 3 0
Cutlet Fried 1 . . 0 12 2 . . 0 15 3 . . 0 18
Fillet Roasted 9 . . 3 45 12 . . 4 15 14 . . 4 30
Knuckle Stowed 8 . . 2 30 5 . . 2 45 6 .. 3 0
Loin Roasted 10 . . 2 50 12 . . 3 10 16 . , 3 20
Shoulder Roasted 8 . . 3 15 10 .. 3 30 12 .. 4 0
Shoulder Stewed 8 . . 3 30 10 .. 8 50 12 . . 4 10
Head Boiled 12 . . 2 30 13 . . 2 45 14 .. 3 0
Head . . Stewed 12 . . 4 40 13 . . 4 60 14 .. 5 0
Heart Roasted 1 . . 0 40 U.. 0 50 • •

Sweetbread Stewed 1 . . 0 25 1^. 0 30 • t

TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING MUTTON BY VARIOUS MODES.

Joint.
How

Cooked. Weight. Time. W^EiGHT. Time. V/EiGHT. Time.

Breast Boiled
lbs. h. in.

3 .. 1 30
lbs. h. m.
4 .. 1 45

lbs. h. m.
5 .. 2 0

Haunch Roasted 10 . . 3 20 12 .. 4 0 16 .. 4 30
Leg Boiled 7 .. 2 0 10 . . 2 30 12 .. 3 0
Leg Roasted 7 .. 2 0 10 . . 2 80 12 . . 2 45
Loin Roasted 6 . . 1 40 7 .. 1 50 8 . . 2 10
Neck iBest End) Roasted 3 . . 0 50 4 .. 1 6 6 . . 1 20

„ (Scrag) Stewed 1 . . 1 45 1^.. 2 0 2 . . 2 10
Saddle Roasted 12 .. 3 0 14 .. 8 15 16 . . 3 35
Shoulder Roasted 6 .. 1 30 8 . . 1 45 9 .. 2 0
Head Boiled 6 .. 1 30 6 . . 1 45 7 .. 2 0
Heart Roasted Oh.. 0 30 — • .

— — . ,
—

Kidney Grilled 1 .. 0 6 ' • •
' • •

TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING LAMB BY VARIOUS MODES.

Joint.
How

Cooked. Weight. Time. Weight. Time. Weight. Time.

Breast Stewed
lbs. h. ni.

1 .. 1 10
lbs. h. in.

2 .. 1 20
lbs. li. m.
3 .. 1 30

Fore-quarter Roasted 6 .. 1 20 7 .. 1 35 8 . . 1 45
Hind-quarter Roasted 7 .. 1 35 ^ . 1 45 9 .. 1 50
Leg Roasted 8 .. 1 20 4 . . 1 30 6 . . 1 40
Loin Roasted 3 . . 0 50 4 .. 1 5 6 .. 1 15
Neck (Best End) . . .

.

Baked 2 . . 0 40 3 . . 0 50 4 .. 1 0
Shoulder Roasted 8 . . 0 50 4 .. 1 0 6 .. ! 10.

TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING PORK BY VARIOUS MODES.

Rmit.
How

Cooked. Weight. Time. Weight. Time. Weight. Time.

Ham (Smoked) Baked
lbs. h. ni.

8 . . 3 45
lbs. li. in.

10 .. 4 0
lbs. h. in.

12 . . 4 20

Ham Boiled 8 . . 3 60 10 . . 4 15 12 . . 4 80

Hand Boiled 3 .. 2 0 4 . . 2 15 6 . . 3 25

Fore-loin Roasted 6 .. 2 15 8 . . 2 40 10 .. 3 0
Hind-loin Roasted 6 . . 2 15 8 . . 2 40 12 .. 3 0
Leg Boiled 6 .. 3 0, 8 . . 3 30 10 .. 4 0

Leg . . . . Roasted 6 . . 2 15 8 . . 3 10 10 . . 3 30

Bacon Boiled 2 . . 1 30 4. .. 2 0 6 . . 2 20

Face (half) Boiled 2 . . 1 30 3 . . 1 40 4 . . 1 60
,
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TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING FISH BY VARIOUS MODES.

Name. How
Cooked.

Size or
Quantity.

Name. How
Cooked.

Size or m
Quantity.

Bloaters .

.

Grilled
h. m.

Medium.. 0 5 Plaice .

.

Broiled
h. m.

Small . . 0 6

Brill . . .

.

Boiled Medium .. 0 20 „ (Fillets) Fried Large . . 0 5

Cod (Head) Boiled Medium.. 0 30 Salmon .

.

Boiled 8 lbs. ..1 0

„ (Middle) Boiled 3 lbs. .. 0 30 ,,
(Head)

3 lbs 0 24
„ Steaks
John Dory

Fried
Boiled

Thick . .
—

Medium . . 0 25
Sho’ld’rs)

j

„( Middle) Boiled 8 lbs. . . 0 SO

Eels .

.

Souche 2 lbs. .. 0 35 „ (Tail) Boiled 3 lbs. . . 0 28

Eels .

.

Stewed 2 lbs. .. 0 45 ,, Cutlets Fried Thick ..0 7

Flounders Fried Small ..0 5 Shad .

.

Boiled Medium 0 40
Haddocks Baked Large .. 0 45 Smelts .

.

Fried 1 doz. . . 0 5

„ Dried Broiled Medium . . 0 5 Soles Boiled Large . . 0 9

Herrings .

.

Baked Medium . . 0 30 Soles Fried Medium 0 7

Lobster .

.

Boiled Large .. 0 40 Sprats .

.

Fried Medium 0 3

Lobster .

.

Boiled Small .. 0 30 Trout Baked Medium 0 80
Mackerel .

.

Boiled Large . . 0 13 Trout .

.

Stewed Medium 0 40
Mackerel .

.

Broiled Small .. 0 10 Turbot .

.

Boiled Large . . 0 30
Mullet (Red) Baked Medium . . 0 25

,,
(Cut).. Boiled 2 Ihs. . . 0 15

„ (Grey) Baked Medium . . 0 30 „ (Fillet’d) Fried Medium 0 10
Oysters .

.

Scallop’d Small tin 0 16 Whitebait Fried 1 quart . . 0 1-|

Plaice Fried Medium.. 0 5 Whiting.

.

Fried Small . . 0 G

TIMES TO ALLOW FOR COOKING POULTRY AND GAME BY
VARIOUS MODES.

Name. How
Cooked.

Size or
Quantity. Name. How

Cooked.
Size or

Quantity.

Ducklings Roasted
h. m.

Medium . . 0 35 Guinea Fowl Roasted
h. ni.

Medium 1 0
Ducks Roasted Large ..10 Larks Baked 1 doz. . . 0 15
Fowl . . .

.

Boiled Large ..10 Pigeon .

.

Grilled Medium 0 15
Fowl . . .

.

Boiled Medium . . 0 46 Pigeon .

.

Stewed Medium 0 30
Fowl.. .. Roasted Medium . . 0 50 Rabbit .

.

Boiled Medium 0 40
Goose Roasted Large .. 1 50 Rabbit .

.

Roasted Large . . 0 50
Goose Roasted Small .. 1 25 Turkey .

.

Turkey .

.

Boiled Medium 1 45
Blackcock Roasted Large .. 0 50 Roasted Large . . 2 40
Duck (Wild) Roasted Medium.. 0 25 Plover .

.

Roasted Medium 0 12
Grouse Roasted Medium . . 0 30 Ptarmigan Roasted Medium 0 35
Hare .

.

Jugged Medium.. 3 30 Quail Roasted Medium 0 25
Hare .

.

Roasted Large . . 1 65 Snipe Roasted Medium 0 20
Leveret .

.

Roasted Medium . . 0 45 Teal Roasted Medium 0 12
Partridge.

.

Roasted Medium . . 0 30 Venison, ) Roasted Large . . 4 30
Pheasant.

.

Roasted Large .. 0 60 Haunch j Roasted Small . . 3 0
Green Goose Roasted Medium . . 0 50 Woodcock Roasted Medium 0 25



IIECIPES

It will he seen hy reference to the folloioing Becipes that

an entirely original and most intelligible system has been

pursued in explaining the preparation of each dish. We
iDould recommend the young househeeper, cooJe, or lohoever

may be engaged in the important task of '^getting ready''

the dinner, or other meal, to practically follow'precisely the

order in lohich each Becipe is given. Thus, let them first

place on their table all the Ingredients necessary ; then the

Mode ofpreparation will be easily managed. By a careful

reading, too, of the Becipes, there ivill not be the slightest

difficulty in arranging a repast for any number of persons,

and an accurate notion will be gained of the Time the cooking

of each dish ivill occupy, of the periods at which it is

Seasonable, as also of its Average Cost.

Speaking specially of the recipes for soups, it may be added

that when stock is used, according to its quality so will the

quality and cost of the soups be proportionately increased or

lessened.

A similar remark may be made with respect to many of

the recipes for other dishes which, when economy is an

object, may be prepared somewhat more frugally than they

are indicated in the book. The ingredients enumerated are

required for producing each dish in the best manner
;
but it

must be obvious that considerable latitude must be allowed

to meet diversities of tastes and circumstances.





KITCHEN UTENSILS.

Household Weighing Machine.

Oval Boiling Pot.

Turbot Kettle
Copper Preserving

Bain Marie Pans.
Fish Kettle.

Sipisl

mm
' ' -S

Iron Stockpot, with tap.



SOUPS
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING

SOUPS.

Lean, juicy beef, mutton, and veal
form the basis of all good soups

;
there-

fore it is advisable to procure those
pieces which afford the richest succu-
lence, and such as are fresh-killed.

Stale meat renders soups bad, and fat

is not well adapted for making them.
The principal art in composing good
rich soup is so to proportion the several
ingredients that the flavour of one shall

not predominate over another, and that
all the articles of which it is composed
shall form an agreeable whole. Care
must be taken that the roots and herbs
are perfectly well cleaned, and that the
water is proportioned to the quantity
of meat and other ingredients, allowing
a quart of water to a pound of meat for

soups,and half that quantity for gravies.

In making soups or gravies, gentle
stewing or simmering is absolutely
necessary. It may be remarked, more-
over, that a really good soup can never
be made but in a well-closed vessel,

although, perhaps, greater wholesome-
ness is obtained by an occasional
exposure to the air. Soups will, in
general, take from four to six hours
doing, and are much hetter prepared
the day before they are wanted. When
the soup is cold, the fat may be easily
and completely removed; and in poiir-

ing it off, care must be taken not to
disturb the settlings at the bottom of
the vessel, which are so fine that they
will escape through a sieve. A very
fine hair sieve or cloth is the best
strainer, and if the soup is strained
while it is hot, let the tamis or cloth
be previously soaked in cold water.
Clear soups must be perfectly trans-
parent, and thickened soups about the
consistency of cream. To obtain a
really clear and transparent soup, it is

requisite to continue skimming the
liquor until there is not a particle of

scum remaining, this being commenced
immediately after the water is added
to the meat. To thicken and give body
to soups and gravies, potato-mucilage,
arrowroot, bread - raspings, isinglass,

flour and butter, barley, rice, or oat-

meal, are used. A piece of boiled beef
pounded to a pulp, with a bit of butter
and flour, and rubbed through a sieve,

and gradually incorporated with the
soup, will be found an excellent addi-
tion. When soups and gravies are
kept from day to day in hot weather,
they should be warmed up every day,
put into fresh-scalded pans or tureens,
and placed in a cool larder. In tem-
perate weather, every other day may
be sufficient. Stock made from meat
only keeps good longer than that
boiled with vegetables, the latter being
liable to turn the mixture sour, particu-
larly in very warm weather.

STOCKS FOR SOUPS.

In England too little importance is

given to soup as a food, though it is

really an economical and valuable
article of diet, but one too rarely seen
on the tables of the middle class.

Perhaps the reason is that an old-

fashioned idea still remains amongst
many English cooks that a stock
requiring in its making a good deal
of meat is necessary in the preparation
of soup.
We readily admit that a first-class

stock is needed for some of the best
soups, but for those for daily fare the
cost of stock may be an item of small
consideration.

If more housekeepers who have to
be very careful in their household
expenditure could realise how much
could be saved by turning to account
all bones, trimmings, &c., to form good
stock by the use of the stock-pot, they
would esteem it one of the most useful

of kitchen utensils. In a large house-

65
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hold there should be very seldom
necessity for the making of stock, for

the stock-pot should be at hand to

supply it for soups, sauces, and gravies,

and even in small households, by
wasting nothing, there may always
be a foundation for soup, &c., in a
stock-pot, properly treated.

We say advisedly “ properly treated,”

for many persons fall into the error

of day by day adding to its contents
and emptying it but seldom, whereas
in reality a stock-pot should have its

stock drawn off every day, should be
washed out, dried out of doors if

possible, if not before the fire.

Should a good deal of stock remain
from previous days, drain it off and
put in the fresh bones, &c., and when
these have had a fair stewing, the stock
drawn off may be added.
To start the pot going, boil some

plain water in it, drain this off and put
in all the bones, gristle, and trimmings
at hand with a little salt and a few
vegetables (none in summer) and cover
with cold water. Let the contents come
slowly to the boil. Just before boiling-

point is reached, strain well. A little

salt and a spoonful of cold ‘water will
bring the scum up quickly. A day is

not too long to let the stock boil, filling

up with water as it boils away, and in
this manner a good stock is gained at
an almost nominal cost, and with but
very little trouble.
The liquor in which a joint or poultry

has been boiled is excellent as stock for
pea, lentil, and plain vegetable soups,
but if it is from pork or other fat meat
it should be allowed to cool before it

is used that the fat may be removed.
Should this stock by long simmering
of the meat be fairly strong and good,
the lentils, peas, &c., may be boiled till

tender in plain water with onions or
any vegetable needed, then simmered
in the soup : this being a very good
plan when the liquor is from salt beef
or pork, liable to be salt. Excellent
stock can be made from the bones of

fresh meat, bought at a very small
price from the butchers, these requiring
very long stewing to extract the
gelatine.

STOCKS FOB ALL KINDS
OF SOUPS.

RICH STRONG STOCK.

Ingredients.—3 lbs. shin of beef, 8 lbs.

hnuclile ,of veal, i lb. lea,n ham, any

pouUry trimmings, 2 oz. butter, 3 onions,
3 carrots, 2 turnips {the latter should be
omitted in summer, lest they ferment),
1 head of celery, a few chopped mush-
rooms when obtainable, 1 tomato, a
bunch of savoury herbs, not forgetting
parsley

;

1§ oz. salt, 3 lumps sugar,
12 white peppercorns, 6 cloves, 3 small
blades mace, 4 quarts water.

Mode .—Melt the butter in a deli-

cately clean stewpan, put in the ham
cut in thin broad slices, trimming off

all its rusty fat

;

cut the beef and veal
in pieces about 3 inches square, and
lay them on the ham; set it on the
stove, and stir frequently. When the
meat is browned, put in the beef and
veal bones, the poultry trimmings, and
pour in the cold water. Shim well, and
occasionally add a little cold water, to

stop its boiling, until it becomes quite
clear; then put in the other ingredients,
and simmer slowly for 5 hours. Strain
through a very fine hair-sieve or cloth,

and the stock will be fit for use next
day.
Time, 5 hours. Average cost. Is. 4d.

per quart.

MEDIUM STOCK.

Ingredients.—3 lbs. shin of beef, or
3 lbs. hyiuchle of veal, or 2 lbs. of each;
any bones, trimmings ofpoultry orfresh
meat

;

J lb. lean bacon or ham, 2 oz.

butter, 2 large onions, each stuck with
^cloves; 1 turnip, d edrrois, ^ a leek,

1 head celery, 2 oz. salt, 3 lumps sugar,

i a teaspoonful whole pepper, 1 large
blade of mace, 1 small bunch savoury
herbs, 4 quarts and | a pint of cold
water.

Mode .—Cut up the meat into pieces
about 3 inches square

;
rub the butter

on the bottom of the stewpan
;
put in

J pint of water and the meat, cover the
stewpan, and place it on a sharp fire,

occasionally stirring its contents. When
the bottom of the pan becomes covered
with a pale firm gravy, add the 4 quarts
of cold water, with the other ingredients,
and simmer for 5 hours. Eemove every
particle of scum whilst it is doing, and,
before putting it away, strain it through
a fine hair-sieve.

This stock is the basis of many of

the soups afterwards mentioned.
Time, 5 hours. Average cost, lOd.

ner quart.

ECONOMICAL STOCK.

Ingredients.—The liquor in which
a joint of meat has been boiled, say
^quarts; trimmings of fresh meat or
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poultry, shank-hones, &c., roast hecf
bones, any pieces the larder may
furnish; vegetables, spices, and season-
ing as in the foregoing recipe.

Mode.—Let all the ingredients sim-
mer for 5 hours, taking care to skim
carefully at first. Strain and put it by
for use.

Time, 5 hours. Average cost, 3d. per
quart.

WHITE STOCK (to be used in the
Preparation of White Soups).

Ingredients.—4 lbs. knuckle of veal,

any poultry trimmings, 4 slices lean
ham, 1 carrot, 2 onions, 1 head celery,

12 white peppercorns, 1 oz. salt, 1 blade
mace, 1 oz. butter, 4 quarts water.

Mode.—Cut up the veal, and put it

with the bones and trimmings of

poultry, and the ham, into the stewpan,
which has been rubbed with the butter.

Moisten with J a pint of water, and
simmer till the gravy begins to flow.

Then add 4 quarts of water with the
remainder of the ingredients, and
simmer for 5 hours. Skim and strain
carefully through a very fine hair-

sieve.

Time, 5| hours. Average cost, lOd.
per quart.

Note.—When stronger stock is desired
double the quantity of veal, or put in an
old fowl. The liquor in which a young
turkey has been boiled is an excellent
addition to all white stocks or soups.

FISH STOCK.

Ingredients.—The bones and trim-
mings of fish, or the liquor in which
fish has been boiled, to which, if not
strong enough, some cheap white fish
may he added, and to each quart 1

onion, 1 carrot, and a few herbs.

Mode .—Cut up the fish and put with
the vegetables, prepared in the usual
way, in the stock or water, and simmer
for 2 hours, carefully skimming the
while, then strain.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost (if made
with fish), 3d. per quart. Seasonable at
any time.

BROWNING FOR STOCK.

Ingredients.—2 oz. powdered sugar,
and I a pint of water.

Mode .—Place the sugar in a stewpan
over a slow fire until it begins to melt,
keeping it stirred with a wooden spoon
until it becomes black, when add the
water, and let it dissolve. Cork closely,
and use a few drops when required.

Burnt onions may also be used to

give colour to soup, or a piece of bread
toasted a dark colour, but not burnt,
can be put into the cold stock, heated
in it, and taken out when suf&cient
colour is imparted. It must not be
put into boiling stock, as in that it

would crumble.

THICKENING FOB SOUPS.

FLOUR (BROWNED).

Ingredients.—J lb. flour.

Mode. — Put the flour through a
sieve, then spread it on a tin and place
in a cool oven. Turn it over occa-
sionally till it is all a nice dark browm

;

again sieve it, and when cold store it

in bottles.

ROUX (BROWN).

Ingredients.—J lb. fine flour, | lb.

butter.

Mode. — Oil the butter in an ena-
melled pan, and after skimming it

lightly pour it off into another pan,
leaving any sediment behind. Shake
in the flour slowly, stirring all the
while, and when boiling and beginning
to take colour, stir more quickly, and
occasionally take the pan off the fire

if it boils too fast. One or two slices

of onion may be added if the flavour
be liked. These should be thrown in

when the mixture is boiling, then take
the pan off the fire, stirring, however,
till the bubbling ceases.

Pour off the thick liquid, and when
cold put in small jars. Average cost,

4d.

ROUX (Y/KITE).

Ingredients.—i lb. flour, | lb. butter.

Mode.—Make this in precisely the
same manner as the brown rouse, but
cook a little more slowly, and remove
the pan from the fire before the mix-
ture takes colour. Average cost, 4d.

These two preparations are excellent
thickenings for brown and white soups
respectively, and a large teaspoonful to

a pint of soup is an average allowance.

TO CLARIFY STOCK.

Ingredients.—2 quarts of stock, 4
eggs, § lb. lean raw beef.

Mode.—Let the stock be cold, when
very carefully remove every speck of
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fat, and pour it off through a strainer,

leaving any sediment behind. Chop
the meat finely, and put it, with the

.j

whites of the eggs whisked, and their
shells crushed, into the stock, adding a
little flavouring if needed. AVhisk the •*

stock over the fire until the scum
rises, when leave it to simmer very
gently for an hour with the lid half off

the pan.
Strain very carefully through a

tammy cloth laid over the edges of

a deep pan, and when the liquid has
run through lift the cloth liglitly away
without squeezing it. It may be
necessary to strain the stock a second
time, but once should be sufficient if

these directions are followed.

RECIPES FOR sours GIVEN HERE.
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Bouille baise
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.
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Gravy
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Kale brose
Lentil
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Mutton broth
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ARTICHOKE SOUP (JERUSALEM)
(Palestine Soup).

Ingredients.—3 slices lean hac&n or
ham, J head celery, 1 turnip, 1 onion,
3 oz. butter, 4 lbs. artichokes, 1 pint
boiling milk or J pint boiling cream ;
salt and cayenne to taste, 2 lumps
sugar, 2J quarts white stock.

Mode .—Cut the vegetables into thin
slices, put them with the bacon and
the butter into a stewpan and braise
for i hour, keeping them well stirred.

Wash and pare the artichokes, cut
them into thin slices, and add with a
pint of stock to the other ingredients.
Stew gently to a smooth pulp arid
add the remainder of the stock. Stir ;

add the seasoning
; simmer for 5

minutes and pass it through a strainer.
Pour back into the stewpan, simmer
for 5 minutes, skim well, and stir in
the boiling milk or cream. Serve with
small sippets of bread fried in butter.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost. Is. 2d.

per quart. Seasonable, June to Oc-
tober. Sufficient for 10 persons.

ASPARAGUS SOUP.

Ingredients. — A bundle of aspa-
ragus {about 50 to 100 heads, accordmg
to size), a pint of milk, 2 tablespoon-
fuls each of cream, flour, and butter,

1 pint medium stock, seasoning of ivhite

pepper and salt.

Mode .—Cut off the tips of the aspa-
ragus and put them in cold water.
Slice the remainder, all but the hard
ends, and boil in water till tender,
then press through a sieve. Put in
the butter melted, the milk thickened
with flour, and the cream

;
stir till boil-

ing, then add the asparagus tips, the
stock and seasoning, and simmer for

about 10 minutes, till the tips are
cooked, but not broken.
Serve with or without fried croutons,

according to taste.
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Time, i hour. Average cost, 2s.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable
in spring.

BARLEY SOUP.

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. shin of beef, ^ lb.

pearl barley, 4 onions, 4 good-sized
potatoes, a bunch of parsley, pepper
and salt, 4 quarts water.

Mode .—Cut up the beef and break
the bones

;
put it with the vegetables,

prepared in the usual way, the barley,

parsley, and seasoning in the water,
and simmer for hours. Take out the
bones, and serve with fried croutons.

Time, hours. Average cost, 4d. per
quart. Seasonable in winter. S^iffii-

cient for 8 persons.

BEEP SOUP.

Ingee®ients.—5 lbs. leg or shin beef,

2 heads celery, 5 carrots, 3 onions, 4
turnips, 2 tomatoes, bunch ofsweet herbs,

1 gallon water, teaspoonful salt.

Mode .—Cut the beef into two or three
pieces, lay them in the stewpan with
the water and salt, simmer gently and
remove the scum as it rises. Stew for
about 4 hours; then add the celery,

turnips, carrots (cut small), tomatoes,
the onions sliced and fried, and the
sweet herbs tied up in muslin. What-
ever meat is required for table should
be taken out a couple of hours before
dinner. Strain the soup through a hair-

sieve.

Time, 4| hours. Average cost, 3s.

Suflcient for 12 persons.

EOUILLE BAISS.

Ingeedtents.—3 lbs. of fish of any
hind, such as plaice, whiting, haddoch,
or macherel, according to the season, a
bouquet of herbs, a clove of garlic, a
pinch of saffron, a dessertspoonful of
olive oil, half a lemon, 2 tomatoes or a
little tomato sauce, 3 pints of water or
weah stock, a glass of sherry, seasoning
of salt and cayenne, a little parsley.

Mode .—Cleanse the fish and cut it

up in small pieces and put it in a pan.
Add a few slices of lemon, the oil, the
sauce, tlie herbs tied in a piece of muslin,
the garlic, the saffron, the wine, and the
seasoning, and cover with the stock or
water. Boil till the fish is done, well
skimming frequently, and when ready
to serve throw in a tablespoonful of
finely chopped parsley.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes. Average
cost, Is

.
9d. Suffiicient for 6 persons.

Seasonable at any time.

CARROT SOUP.

Ingeedients.

—

4 quarts of liquor in
which some mutton or beef has been
boiled, a few beef bones, 6 large carrots,

2 large onions, 1 turnip, salt andpepper
to taste, 3 lumps of sugar, cayenne.

Mode.—Put the liquor, bones, onions,
turnip, pepper and salt into a stewpan,
and simmer 3 hours. Scrape and ciat

the carrots thin, strain the soup on
them, and stew them till soft enough
to pulp through a hair-sieve or coarse
cloth

;
then boil the pulp with the soTip,

which should be of the consistency of

pea soup. Add cayenne. Make this

soup the day before it is wanted.
Time, 4J hours. Average cost, IJd.

per quart. Seasonable from October to

March. Suffiicient for 12 persons.

CELERY SOUP.

Ingeedients.—9 heads celery, 1 tea-

spoonful salt, nutmeg to taste, 1 lump
sugar, J pint strong stock, a pint cream,
or ^ pint each 7nilk and crea^n, 2 quarts
of boiling water.

Mode.—Cut the celery into small
pieces

;
throw into the water, seasoned

with the nutmeg, salt, and sugar. Boil
till tender

;
pass it through a sieve, add

the stock, and simmer for half an hour

;

put in the cream and milk, bring it to

the boiling-point, and serve.
Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 9d. per

quart. Seasonable in winter. Suffi-
cient for 10 persons.

CEREAL SOUP.

Ingeedients.—2 oz. French semolina,
2 oz. potato flour, IJ pints of milk, the
same of vegetable stock, a blade of
mace, a little nutmeg, 3 eggs, pepper
and salt.

Mode.—Bring the stock to the boil,

and with one hand sprinkle in the
semolina crushed), while stirring with
the other, as in making porridge. When
the soup gets clear add the seasoning

;

thicken the milk with the potato flour,

and beat up the yolks of the eggs. Boil
the milk and slowly add the eggs; when
thickened put into the tureen, and add
the soup boiling.

Time, about 20 minutes. Average
cost, lOd. Sufficient for 8 persons
Seasonable at any time.

CLEAR SOUP.

This is onade from good rich stock,

clarified (see recipe ‘^To Clarify Stock ’V>
and is very commonly served with tiny
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dice of savoury custard, as below, and
a few brightly coloured vegetables, cut
as peas, boiled in plain water and
added to the soup at the time of
serving.

CUSTARD (SAVOURY) FOR SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 eggs, a teacupful of
water, a small spoonful of Lemco.
Mode .—Beat the eggs and mix with

the Lemco dissolved in water
;
put into

a small basin and steam for about 15 to

20 minutes. It should be well set. When
cold cut it in thin slices and stamp out
tiny fancy shapes with a cutter, or, to
be more economical, cut it in diamonds,
when none will be wasted.

Time, 15 minutes. Average cost, 3d.

Sufficient for a tureen of soup.

COCK-A-LEEXIE.

Ingredients.—A large old fowl,
trussed for boiling, 2 or 3 bunches of
leeJcs, 5 quarts stock, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Well wash the leeks (if old,

scald them), taking off the roots and
part of the heads, and cut them into
lengths of about an inch. Put the fowl
into the stock with, at first, one half
the leeks, and simmer gently. In half

an hour add the remaining leeks, and
simmer for 3 or 4 hours longer.

Skim carefully and season to taste.

In serving take out the fowl and carve
it neatly, placing the pieces in a tureen
and pouring over them the soup, which
should be very thick of leeks.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost. Is. per
quart. Seasoyiable in winter. Sufficient
for 12 persons.

Note .—Without the fowl the above,
which would then be called a leek soup,
is very good and economical.

COTTAGE SOUP.

Ingredients.—1 lb. meat, 2 onions,

2 carrots, 2 oz. rice, a pint of wholepeas,
pepper and salt, gallon of water.

Mode .—Slice the meat and lay one or
two slices at the bottom of an earthen-
ware jar or pan, lay on it the onions
sliced, then meat again, then the carrots

sliced, and the peas previously soaked
all night, and the gallon of water. Tie
down the jar and put it into a hot oven
for 3 or 4 hours.

Time, 3^ hours. Cost, about 9d.

Sufficient for 8 or 10 persons.

COWHEEL SOUP.
Ingredients.—2 heels, 2 onions, 1

carrot, 1 turnip, a bunch of herbs,

pepper and salt.

Mode .—Very carefully cleanse the
heels. Cut them in four and put them in
cold water with a little salt, then bring
them slowly to the boil, skimming well.

Next add the vegetables and the herbs
tied in muslin, and simmer till the meat
drops from the bones. When vegetables
and meat are done strain the soup, bring
it again to boiling-point, and thicken
with cornflour, sago, or rice, and season
to taste. Some of the meat from the
heels may be cut in neat pieces and
returned to the soup. The remainder,
with a little of the soup and i oz.

gelatine, makes an excellent dish of

brawn.
Time, 4 to 5 hours. Average cost,

lOd. Sufficient for 8 or 10 persons.
Seasonable at any time.

CRAYFISH SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 doz. freshly boiled

crayfish, a French roll, 2 oz. btUter, an
onion, cloves, a bayleaf, cayenne, salt,

a glass of sherry.

Mode .—Having removed the shells

of the fish and cleaned the latter, break
them up in a mortar, pound them as

smooth as possible (with a shell of a

lobster if at hand), and put them on
with the butter, the crunib of the roll

grated, the onion stuck with 3 or 4
cloves, and a seasoning of cayenne and
a little salt, in 1§ pints of water or

weak stock, and boil gently for 2 hours.

Set aside the tails of the fish, pound
the remainder, and heat well in the
soup, then rub through a sieve. Put
the soup back in the pan to get

thoroughly hot, then add the tails and
wine, and in 6 minutes serve with
fried croutons.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost with-

out the fish, which vary in price, 7d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at

any time.

FAMILY SOUP.

Ingredients.—Bemains of a cold

tongue, 2 lbs. shin of beef, any cold

pieces of meat or beef-bones, 2 turnips,

2 carrots, 2 onions, 1 parsnip, 1 head
celery, 4 quarts water, i teacupful rice,

salt and pepper to taste.

Mode .—Put the ingredients in a

stewpan, and simmer for 4 hours, or

until the goodness is drawm from the

meat. Strain off the soup, and let it

stand to get cold. When the soup is

wanted, skim off the fat, put in the

kernels and soft parts of the tongue.
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slice in a small quantity of fresh

carrot, turnip, and onion
;
stew till the

vegetables are tender, and serve with
toasted bread.
Time, 6 hours. Average cost, 6d. per

quart. Seasonable at any time. Su-ffi-

cient for 10 persons.

GAME SOUP.

Ingredients.—The remains of any
cold game, 2 carrots, 2 onions, a hunch
of sweet herbs, 2 eggs, a little milk, 1
quart of stock, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Take the meat from the
bones, put them with the trimmings
into the stock with the vegetables.
When the latter are tender rub them
through a sieve and add to them the
meat taken from the bones, first minced,
then pounded in a mortar with a little

stock. Strain the soup and add the
pounded meat and vegetables, and
when slightly cool add the eggs beaten
with a little milk and the seasoning.
Heat again, but do not let the soup boil.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost (ex-

clusive of the cold game). Is. 6d. Sea-
sonable in autumn and winter. Suffi-

cient for 4 or 5 persons.

GRAYY SOUP.

Ingredients.—4 lbs. shin of beef, 3
lbs. knuckle of veal, a few pieces of
trimmings of meat or poultry, 3 slices

lean ham, 2 oz. butter, 2 onions, 4
carrots, 1 turnip, nearly a head of
celery, 1 blade mace, 6 cloves, a bunch
savoury herbs, salt and pepper to taste,

3 lumps sugar, 5 quarts of boiling soft
water. Flavour with ketchup, Leam-
ington sauce (see Sauces) and a little

soy.

Mode .
—^Brown the meat and ham in

the butter, but do not let them burn

;

pour to it the water, put in the salt,

and as the scum rises take it off ; add
then the other ingredients, and simmer
slowly by the fire for 6 hours without
stirring it any more from the bottom

;

take it off, and pass it through a sieve.

When cold, all the fat should be re-

moved, leaving the sediment untouched,
which serves very nicely for thick
gravies, hashes, &c. Flavour when the
soup is heated for table.

Time, 7 hours. Average cost. Is. per
quart. Sufficient for 12 persons.

GREEN-CORN SOUP (American Recipe).

Ingredients.—A fowl {one that is

too tough for boiling or roasting will

do), 12 ears of green corn, 4 oz. of rice,

a bunch of herbs, 2 quarts of water,
pepper and salt.

Mode .—Cut the fowl into joints, put
them in a stewpan with the water, and
boil 1| hours. Cut the corn from the
cob, add it to the soup, and stew for

another hour. Take out the joints of

fowl when perfectly tender, cut the
meat from the bones, then into dice,

and add it with the parsley chopped,
and the rice and seasoning, and boil 20
minutes. This should make a very
thick soup, and it may be necessary to

add more water.
Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 3s. 6d.

Sufficient for 8 persons. Seasonable
from July to September.

HARE SOUP.

INGREDIENTS.—A hare fresh-killed,

1 lb. lean gravy-beef, a slice of ham, 1

carrot, 2 onions, a faggot of savoury
herbs, J oz. whole black pepper, a little

browned flour, J pint port wine, the
crumb of 2 French rolls, salt and
cayenne to taste, 3 quarts of loater.

Mode .—Skin and paunch the hare,

saving the liver and as much blood as

possible. Cut it in pieces, and put it

in a stewpan with the ingredients, and
simmer gently for 5 or 6 hours. When
the prime joints of the hare are suffi-

ciently cooked take them out. This
soup should be made the day before it

is wanted. Strain through a sieve, put
the best parts of the hare in the soup,
and serve.

Time, 5 or 6 hours. Average cost.

Is. 9d. per quart. Seasonable from
September to February. Sufficient for

8 persons.

HODGE-PODGE.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. shin of beef, 3
quarts water, 1 pint table-beer, 2 onions,

2 carrots, 2 turnips, 1 head celery,

pepper and salt, thickening of butter
and flour.

Mode .-—Put the meat, beer, and
v/ater in a stewpan ;

simmer for a few
minutes, and skim. Add the vege-
tables and seasoning; stew gently till

the meat is tender. Thicken with
butter and flour, and serve with tur-

nips and carrots, or spinach and celery.

Time, 3 hours, or rather more. Aver-
age cost, 6d. per quart. Sufficient for

10 persons.

JULIENNE.

Ingredients.—2 quarts good clear
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stock, 2 carrots, 1 turnip, 1 leek, or
some small spring onions.

Mode.— Cut the vegetables into
narrow fine strips about inches
long, or cut them in thin slices and
stamp them out with a cutter. Stew
till tender in plain water, then strain
and add them to the soup already
heated, adding a glass of sherry if

liked.

Time, hours. Average cost. Is.

per quart. Seasonable all the year.

Sufficient for 8 persons.

Note.—When fresh vegetables are scarce
Chollet’s Julienne is an excellent sub-
stitute for them, containing all the vege-
tables needed, together with herbs and
seasoning, mixed according to Soyer’s
reciiie.

KALE BROSE.

Ingredients.—Half an ox-head, or a
cowheel, teacupful toasted oatmeal,
salt to taste, 2 handfuls sprouts, 3 quarts
xoater.

Mode.—Make a broth of the ox-head
or cowheel, and boil it until oil floats

on the top of the liquor, then boil the
sprouts, slired, in it. Put the oatmeal,
with a little salt, into a basin, and mix
with it a teacupful of the fat broth

;
it

should not run into one doughy mass,
but form knots. Stir it into the whole,
give it one boil and serve very hot.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 6d. per
quart. in winter. Sufficient
for 10 persons.

LENTIL SOUP (German Recipe).

Ingredients.

—

1 pint of green Ger-
man lentils, 1 quart of liquor in lohich
a piece ofpickled pork has been boiled,

2 oz. of butter, 2 or 3 cloves of garlic,
pepper and salt.

Mode.—Put the lentils in a lined
saucepan and boil them in water for

\ of an hour
;
then pour off the water,

add a little fresh, with the butter and
seasoning, and simmer till the lentils
are perfectly soft. Stir in the liquor
and the garlic (for which a few fried
onions may be substituted if preferred),
and serve hot, with or without fried
bread.
Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 6d. per

quart. Sufficient ffior 4 or 6 persons.
Seasonable in winter.

LOBSTER SOUP.
Ingredients.

—

2 large lobsters, crumb
of a French roll, 2 anchovies, 1 onion,
1 small bunch of sweet herbs, 1 strip

lemon peel, 2 oz. butter, a little nut-

meg, 1 teaspoonful flour, 1 pint cream,
1 pint milk, forcemeat balls, mace, salt

and pepper to taste, breadcrumbs, 1
egg, 2 quarts ivater.

Mode .—Pick the meat from the lob-
sters and beat the fins, chine, and small
claws in a mortar, previously taking
away the brown fin, and the bag in the
head. Put it in a stewpan with the
crumb of the roll, anchovies, herbs,
lemon-peel, and the water

;
simmer

until the goodness is extracted, and
strain off. Pound the spawn in a
mortar with the butter, nutmeg, and
flour, and mix with it the cream and
milk. Give a boil up, at the same time
adding the flesh from the tails cut in
pieces. Make the forcemeat balls with
the remainder of the lobster, seasoned
with mace, pepper, and salt, adding a
little flour and a few breadcrumbs

;

moisten them with the egg, heat them
in the soup, and serve.

Time, 2 hours, or rather more. Aver-
age cost, 2s. 6d. per quart. Seasonable,
April to October. Sufficient for 10 per-
sons.

MACARONI SOUP.
Ingredients.—3 oz. of macaroni, a

piece of butter the size of a ivalnut,
salt to taste, 2 quarts clear stock.

Mode .—Throw the macaroni and
butter into boiling water, with a pinch
of salt, and simmer for ^ an hour.
When tender, drain and cut into thin
rings or lengths, and drop it into the
boiling stock. Stew gently for 5
minutes, and serve grated Parmesan
cheese with it.

Time, hour. Average cost, lOd.

per quart. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.

MAIGRE SOUP (without meat).

Ingredients.—4 oz. butter, 6 onions
sliced, 4 heads celery, Q, lettuces, a small
hunch parsley, 2 handfuls spinach, 3
pieces bread crust, 2 blades mace, salt

and pepper to taste, the yolks ofH eggs,

3 teaspoonfuls vinegar, 2 quarts water.

Mode .—Melt the butter in a stew-
pan, and put in the onions, to stew
gently for 3 or 4 minutes

;
then add the

celery, spinach, lettuces, and parsley
cut small. Stir well for 10 minutes.
Now put in the water, bread, season-
ing, and mace. Boil gently for 1^ hours,
and at the moment of serving beat in

the yolks of the eggs, but do not let it

boil or the eggs will curdle.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 8d.

per quart. Sufficient for 8 persons.
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MOCK TURTLE.

I.

Ingredients.—i a calf's head, J Ih.

hatter, | lb. lean ham, 2 tablespoonfuls

of mincedparsley, a little minced lemon
thyme, sweet marjoram, basil, 2 onions,

a few chopped mushrooms {when obtain-
able), 2 mallots, 2 tablespoonfuls of
flo^ir, 2 glasses madeira or sherry, force-
meat balls, cayenne, salt and mace,
juice of 1 lemon and 1 Seville orange,
1 dessertspoonful of pounded sugar, 3
quarts of good strong stock.

Mode .—Scald the head with the skin
on, remove the brain, tie the head up
in a cloth, and boil for 1 hour. Then
take the meat from the bones, cut it into
small square pieces, and throw them
into cold water. Now take the meat,
put it into a stewpan, and cover with
stock

;
let it boil gently for an hour, or

until quite tender, and set it on one
side. Melt the butter in another stew-
pan, and add the ham, cut small, with
the herbs, parsley, onions, shallots,

mushrooms, and nearly a pint of stock

;

simmer slowly for 2 hours, and then
dredge in as much flour as will dry up
the butter. Fill up with the remainder
of the stock, add the wine, stew gently
for 10 minutes, rub it through a sieve,

and put it to the calf’s head
;
season

with cayenne, and, if required, a little

salt; add the juice of the orange and
lemon

; and when liked, J teaspoonful
of pounded mace, and the sugar. Put
in the forcemeat balls, simmer 5
minutes, and serve very hot.

Time, 4A hours. Average cost, 2s. 6d.
per quart, or 2s. without wine or force-

meat balls. Seasonable in winter.
Sufficient for 10 or 12 persons.

Note .—The bones of the head should be
well stewed in the liquor it was first
boiled in, and will make good white stock,
flavoured with vegetables, &c.

II.

{More Economical.)

Ingredients.—6 or 6 lbs. knuckle of
veal, 2 cowheels, 2 large onions stuck
with cloves, 1 bunch sweet herbs, 3
blades mace, salt, 12 peppercorns, 1
glass sherry, ^4: forcemeat balls, a little

lemon-juice, 4 quarts water.

Mode .—Put all the ingredients, ex-
cept the forcemeat balls, lemon-juice,
and wine, in an earthen jar, and stew
for 6 hours. Do not open it till cold.
When wanted, skim off all the fat.

strain
;
place the liquor on the fire, cut

up themeat intoinch-and-a-h alf squares,

put it, with the forcemeat balls, lemon -

juice, and wane, into the soup, and
when it has simmered for 5 minutes,
serve. Flavour with tablespoonful of

Worcester sauce.
Time, 6 hours. Average cost, Is 2d.

per quart. Seasonable in winter. Sufi-
cient for 10 persons.

MULLAGATAWNY SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 tablespoonfuls curry
powder, 6 onions, 1 clove garlic, 1 oz.

pounded almonds or grated cocoanut,
lemon-pickle, or mango-juice, to taste ;

1 fowl or rabbit, 4 slices lean bacon, 3
quarts stock.

Mode.—Slice and fry the onions ;
line

the stewpan with the bacon
;
cut rabbit

or fowl into small joints, and slightly

brown them
;
put in the fried onions,

the garlic, and stock; simmer till the

meat is tender; skim carefully, and
when the meat is done, rub the currj'-

powder to a smooth batter with a little

stock
;
add it to the soup with the

almonds (pounded), or the cocoanut,
with a little of the stock. Season and
serve w’ith boiled rice.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost. Is. lOd.

per quart. Seasonable in winter. Suffi-

cient for 8 persons.

Note.—This soup can be made with
breast of veal or calf’s head. Vegetable
mullagatawny is made with veal stock,
by boiling and pulping chopped vegetable-
marrow, cucumbers, onions, and toma-
toes, and seasoning with curry-powder
and cayenne. Nice pieces of meat, good
curry-powder, and strong stock are neces-
sary to make this soup good.

MUTTON BROTH (SCOTCH).

Ingredients.—5 quarts water, J lb.

barley, 1 small turnip, 2 carrots, a little

parsley, 1 onion, 4 lbs. scrag of mutton,

I peck green peas when in season, 1 tea-

spoonful of salt, 1 teaspoonful ofpepper.
'

' Mode.-—Put the meat into the pot and
take off the scum as it rises

;
then add

the vegetables (the turnip, carrot, and
onion, cut into small pieces) and simmer
altogether for 3 hours.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, about
8d. per quart.

OX-CHEEK SOUP.

Ingredients.—An ox-cheek, 2 oz.

butter, 3 or 4 slices lean ham or bacon,

1 parsnip, 3 carrots, 2 onions, 4 heads
celery, 2 blades mace, 4 cloves, a faggot
savoury herbs, 1 barjleaf, a teaspoonful
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salt, half that of pepper, hrotuning, the
crust of a French roll, 5 quarts water.

Mode.—Lay the ham in the bottom
of the stewpan, with the butter

;
break

the bones of the cheek, wash it clean,
and put it on the ham. Cut the vege-
tables small, add them, with the excep-
tion of one head of celery, and set the
whole over a slow fire for J of an hour.
Now put in the water, and simmer till

it is reduced to 4 quarts
;
take out the

fieshy part of the cheek, and strain the
soup into a stewpan

;
thicken with flour,

put in a head of sliced celery, and sim-
mer till tender. Cut the meat into small
square pieces, pour the soup over, and
serve with the crust of a French roll.

A glass of sherry much improves this
soup.
Time, 3 to 4 hours. Average cost, 7d.

per quart. Seasonable in inter. Suff-
cient for 12 persons.

OX-TAIL SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 ox-tails, 2 slices ham,
1 oz. butter, 3 carrots, 2 turnips, 3 onions,
1 leeli, 1 head celery, 1 b^inch savoury
herbs, 1 bayleaf, 12 whole peppercorns,
4 cloves, a tablespoonful salt, 3 small
lumps sugar, 2 tablespoonfuls ketchup,

4 glass port wine, 3 quarts water.

Mode.—Cut the tails into joints
;
wash

and put into a stewpan, with the butter.
Put in i pint of water, and stir them
over a sharp fire till the juices are
drawn. Fill up the stewpan with the
water

;
when boiling, add the salt.

Skim
;
cut the vegetables in slices, add

them, with the peppercorns and herbs,
and simmer gently for 4 hours, or until
the tails are tender. Take them out,

skim and strain the soup, thicken with
Hour, and flavour with ketchup and
wine. Put back the tails, simmer for

5 minutes, and serve.

Time, 4^ hours. Average cost. Is. 3d.

per quart. Seasonable in winter. Sufji-

cient for 8 or 9 persons.

OYSTER SOUP.

Ingredients.— 1 dozen blue-point
oysters, 1 tin oysters, f pint of milk, a
teaspoonful anchovy sauce, % pint plain
white stock, thickening of vAiite roux,
a little white pepper.

Mode.—Open the oysters and put the
liquor in a small pan, add that from
the tin, and heat. In this plump the
fresh oysters, but do not let them boil,

or they will get hard
;
then take them

out. Cut up the tinned ones and rub
them through a sieve, then add them

to the liquor with the stock
;
next add

the milk boiling to this. Boil up alto-
gether, put in the flavoming of anchovy
and a little pepper, and thicken with
the roux. Lastly, add the oysters, let
them just get hot through, and serve.

Time, about 20 minutes. Average
cost, 2s. Seasonable, September to
April. Sufficient for 4 persons.

PEA SOUP (Green).

Ingredients.—3 pints green peas, i
lb. butter, 2 or 3 thin slices ham, 4 onions
sliced, 4 shredded lettuces, the crumb of
2 French rolls, 2 handfuls spinach, 1
lu7np sugar, 2 quarts medium stock.

Mode .—Put the butter, ham, 1 quart
of the peas, onions, and lettuces to a
pint of stock, and simmer for an hour

;

then add the remainder of stock, with
the crumb of the rolls, and boil for

another hour. Now boil the spinach,
squeeze it dry, and rub it, with the soup,
through a sieve, to give the preparation
a good colour. Have ready a pint of

young peas boiled; add them to the
soup, put in the sugar, give one boil,

and serve. If necessary, add salt.

Time, 2J hours. Average cost. Is. 6d.

per quart. Seasonable, June to the
end of August. Sufficient for 8 persons.

PEA SOUP (Yellow).

Ingredients.—1 quart split peas, 2
lbs. shin beef, trimmings of meat or
poultry, slice of bacon, 2 large carrots,

2 turnips, 5 large onions, 1 head celery,

seasoning to taste, 2 quarts soft water,
bones left from roast 'meat, 2 quarts
common stock, or liquor in which meat
has been boiled.

Mode.—Fut thepeas to soak over night
in soft ivater, and float ofi such as rise

to the top. Boil till tender; add the
ingredients mentioned above, simmer
for 2 hours, stirring the soup occasion-
ally. Press through a sieve, skim,
season, and serve with fried bread, cut
in dice, and dried mint.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 8d. per
quart. Most suitable for cold weather.

Sufficient for 10 persons.

A quicker and equally good way of

preparing this soup is to use Syming-
ton’s pea-flour in place of the split peas,

in the proportion of 2 oz. to every quart
of liquoi'.

PEA SOUP (Inexpensive).

Ingredients.—J lb. onions, J lb. car-

rots, 1 head celery, 1 qxiart split peas, a
little mint shred fine, 1 tablespoonful
coarse brown sugar, salt and pepper, 4
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quarts water, or liquor in tvhich a joint

of meat has been boiled.

Mode .—Cut the vegetables into small
ieces and fry for 10 minutes in a little

utter or dripping
;
pour the water on

them, and when boiling, add the peas
(soaked over night, as in the preceding
recipe). Simmer for nearly 3 hours, or

until the peas are thoroughly done.

Add the sugar, seasoning, and mint;
boil for i of an hour.

Time, 3^ hours. Average cost, lid.

per quart. Seasonable in v^inter. Suffi-

cient for 10 persons.

POT AU FEU.

Ingeedients.—1| lbs. beef, 3 quarts

of water, 2 carrots, 2 turnips, 2 leelis, 1

head of celery, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Take the bones out of the
beef, break them up and put them in

a stewpan. Tie the meat into a neat
shape and lay it on them, adding salt

and the water. When it has boiled till

the scum rises take it off and add a
little cold water; repeat this twice,

then add the vegetables cut in large

pieces, and after boiling up again,

gradually lessen the heat and simmer
very gently. Take out all vegetables
and pour in a tureen. The meat and
vegetables should form a second course.

Time, 3 hours to simmer. Average
cost. Is. 3d. Seasonable at any time.

Suffi,cient for 6 persons.

POTATO SOUP.

Ingeedients.—4 lbs. mealy potatoes
boiled or steamed very dry, pepper and
salt, 2 quarts of medium stock.

Mode .—Mash boiledpotatoes smoothly
with a fork, and gradually put them to
the boiling stock; pass it through a
sieve, season, and simmer for 5 minutes.
Skim well, and serve with fried bread.
Time, i hour. Average cost, lOd. per

quart. Seasonable from September to
March. Suffiicient for 8 persons.

P0TA6E A LA CONDE (French Recipe).

Ingeedients.—1 quart of red haricot
beans, 2 quarts of common stock, 2
onions, a little chervil, pepper and salt,

2 oz. of butter.

Mode .—Soak the beans over night,
putting them in cold water with a little

salt. Boil them till perfectly tender
in a little water

; then add the stock,
butter, onions, sliced, and the season-
ing, and simmer for 2 hours. Pass
through a sieve, then pour boiling
over some fried crofftons.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost, lOd. a
quart. Sufficient for 10 persons. Sea-
sonable in V,'inter.

RABBIT SOUP.

Ingeedients.—1 rabbit, a Spanish
onion, a stick of celery, a turnip, some
ivhite stock, a bunch of herbs, thickening

of cornflour, a little cream if at hand,
pepper, salt.

Mode .—Skin and wash the rabbit,

and set aside the head, liver, and
kidney for gravy. Boil the rabbit in
water, then strain it off and add the
vegetables and herbs, &c. Cook in the
stock till the meat drops off the bones.
Take it out, cut the meat into small,
neat pieces, putting^ back the bones
and odds and ends into the soup. Boil
for another hour, then strain and
thicken to a cream-like consistency
with the cornflour. One rabbit should
make nearly 2 quarts of soup, and milk
will answer in it as well as stock ; more
of whichever is used can be added to

make up the required quantity after
the soup is strained. When thickened
add the pieces of rabbit to the soup to

heat through.
Time, about 3 hours. Average cost,

Is. 6d. Sufficient for 6 persons. Sea-
sonable in winter.

RICE SOUP.

Ingeedients.—4 oz. rice, salt, cay-
enne, and pounded mace to taste, 2
quarts white stock.

Mode .—Throw the rice into boiling
water, let it remain 5 minutes

;
then

pour it into a sieve, and allow it to
drain. Now add it to the stock boiling,

and allow it to stew till tender
; season

to taste.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, lOd.
per quart. Seasonable all the year.

Sufficient for 8 persons.

SHEEP’S HEAD SOUP, OR BROTH.

Ingeedients.—A sheep's head, | lb.

pearl barley, 2 oz. rice, 2 oz. each car-
rots, turnips, and onions, a leek, a
bunch of herbs, pepper and salt, and a
little ketchup if liked.

Mode .—Thoroughly cleanse the head
by soaking and washing, take out the
brains, and put on the fire in a pan of

cold water. Skim till it reaches boil-

ing point, when add the vegetables and
other ingredients. (Other vegetables,
such as green peas or cabbage, may be
added if at hand.) Stew the head till

perfectly done, the meat readily leaving
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the bones, then take it out and cut
the best parts into neat, small pieces.

Remove the tongue and put back the
scraps of meat into the soup. Thicken
with a little roux or flour, and flavour
with a little ketchup or sauce. Boil
up, then add the small pieces of meat
to heat through. The brains and
tongue will form another dish, that
may be served separately, as with the
soup.
Wash and blanch the brains and

boil them till perfectly tender in milk.
Chop them with the sheep’s tongue,
previously skinned, add a cupful of

flne breadcrumbs, seasoning of pepper
and salt, and a dessertspoonful of

chopped parsley. Moisten with beaten
egg and make into little flat cakes.

Dredge these with flour, dip them in

beaten egg, then into breadcrumbs,
and fry a bright golden brown in hot
fat.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost of soup.
Is. 6d., with brain cakes, 2s. Sufficient

for 6 persons. Seasonable in winter.

SKATE SOUP.

Ingredients.—1 large skate, 2 onions,

'parsley, 2 oz. butter, salt and pepper to

taste, dessertspoonful ketchup, 1 wine-
glassful sherry, 2 quarts water.

Mode .—Clean the skate thoroughly,
let it hang a day (two days in cold
weather), skin, cut the thick part in

fillets, about 2 inches square. Boil the
head and trimmings with the onion
and parsley, and reduce until only 1

quart is left; skim, strain, brown the
butter and colour the soup with it.

Put in the fillets and boil for | hour,
adding seasoning and ketchup.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost. Is. 8d.

per quart. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable, August to April.

SORREL SOUP (French Recipe).

Ingredients.—Ipint of sorrel leaves,

4 oz. of butter, yolks of A eggs, 2 quarts

of common or medium stock, salt and
pepper.

Mode .—Blanch the leaves and chop
them fine, then put them in a stewpan
with the butter, seasoning, and stock.

As soon as the soup boils, put in the
yolks of the eggs, beaten up, with a
little milk. Slice a French roll into
a tureen, and pour the soup, when
boiling, over.

Time, i hour. Average cost. Is. 3d.

a quart. Sufficient for 8 persons. Sea-
sonable fi’om May to December.

SPRING SOUP.

Ingredients.—J a pint green peas, a
little chervil, 2 shredded lettuces, 2
onions, a very small bunch of parsley,
2 oz. butter, the yolks of 3 eggs, 1 pint
water, seasoning to taste, 2 quarts
medium or clear stock.

Mode .—Put in a clean stev'pan the
chervil, lettuces, onions, parsley, and
butter, to 1 pint water, and simmer till

tender. Season with salt and pepper.
Strain the vegetables and put two-
thirds of the liquor they were boiled
in to the stock. Beat up the yolks of

the eggs with the other third, give it a
toss over the fire, and add, with the
vegetables which have been strained
off, to the soup. If a clear soup is to

be made prepare the vegetables as for
“ Julienne,” and add none of the liquor
in which they have been boiled to the
stock, a little of which can be used in
beating the eggs.

Time, | of an hour. Average cost.

Is. per quart. Seasonable from May
to September. Sufficient for 6 or 8
persons.

TAPIOCA, SAGO, or SEMOLINA SOUP.

Ingredients.—5 oz. tapioca, 2 quarts

of medium stock.

Mode .—Put the tapioca into cold

stock, bring it gradually to the boil.

Simmer till tender, and serve.

Time, rather more than 1 hour.

Average cost, lOd. per quart. Season-
able all the year. Sufficient for 8 per-

sons.

Sago and Semolina soups are made
in the same manner as the above.

TOMATO SOUP (German Recipe).

Ingredients.— 3 large tomatoes, 2
French rolls, 1 onion, 3 oz. of butter,

1 quart of common or medium stock,

salt and pepper.

Mode.—Peel, stir, and fry the onion
in the butter

;
cut the tomatoes in four

and the rolls in slices, and add, wdth
the seasoning and a quart of w’ater,

and boil for hours. Strain through a

tammy and add the stock, boiling.

Time, li hours. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable
in autumn.

TURKEY SOUP (a Seasonable Dish at
Christmas).

Ingredients. — 2 quarts medium
stock, the remains of a cold roast

turkey, 2 oz. rice-flour or arrowroot,
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salt and pepper, 1 tab!espoonfid sauce,

and the same of ketchup.
Mode. — Cut the turkey in small

pieces, and put it in the stock ;
simmer

slowly until the bones are quite clean.,

Take the bones out, w'ork the soup
through a sieve ;

when cool, skim well.

Mix the rice-flour or arrowroot to a
batter w’ith a little of the soup

;
add it,

with the seasoning and sauce, or ketch-

up ;
give one boil, and serve.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost. Is. 2d.

per quart. Seasonable at Christmas.
Sufficient for 8 persons.

Note.—Instead of thickening this soup,
vermicelli or macaroni may be served
in it.

USEFUL SOUP FOR BENEVOLENT
PURPOSES.

Ingbedients. — An ox-cheek, any
pieces of trimmings of beef {say 4 lbs.),

a few bones, any pot-liquor the larder
may furnish, J peck onions, 6 leeks, a
large bunch herbs, 3 heads of celery
{the outside pieces, or green tops do
very well), 6 carrots, 6 turnips, | lb.

coarse brown sugar, J a pint of beer,

4 lbs. common rice or pearl barley, ^ lb.

salt, 1 oz. black pepper, a few bread-
raspings, 9 gallons of water.

Mode.—Cut the meat in small pieces,
break the hones, put them in a copper,
with the 9 gallons of water, and stew
for ^ an hour. Cut up the vegetables,
put them in with the sugar and beer,
and boil for 4 hours. Two hours
before the soup is wanted, add the
rice and raspings, and keep stirring
till it is well mixed in the soup, which
simmer gently. If the liquor reduces
too much, fill up W’ith w^ater.

Time, hoims. Average cost, l|d.
or 2d. per quart

VEGETABLE SOUP.

Ingbedients.—6 potatoes, 2 carrots,
2 onions, 4 turnips, a head of celery,
a few mushrooms {if obtainable), a
large slice of bread, 2 teaspoonfuls
sauce, salt, pepper, 4 quarts of water.

Mode.—Peel and prepare the vege-
tables, cutting them up small, toast
the bread browm, and simmer with the
w’ater and seasoning till they are re-

duced to a pulp, then pass through a

sieve. Warm up again and add the
sauce.

Time, hours. Average cost, 8d.

Seasonable at any time. Sufficient for

12 persons.

VENETIAN SOUP (Italian Recipe).

Ingbedients.—6 eggs, ^ a lemon, 1

French roll, pepper and salt, 2 quarts

of medium stock.

Mode .—Beat up the yolks of the eggs
in a saucepan wdth a little lemon-juice,
and a seasoning of salt and pepper.
Stir in the cold stock slowly, then place
over a slow fire and continue stirring

till thick without letting the soup boil.

Slice the roll in a tureen and pour over
'it the soup.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost,

2s. 6d. Sufficient for 8 persons. Sea-
sonable at any time.

VERMICELLI SOUP.

Ingbedients.—1 lb. vermicelli, 2
quarts clear medium stock.

Mode .—Put the vermicelli in the
boiling soup

;
simmer gently for I hour,

and stir frequently.
Time, J hour. Average cost, lOd.

per quart. Seasonable all the year.

Sufficient for 8 persons.

WHITE SOUP.

Ingbedients.—J lb. sweet almonds,

J lb. cold veal or poultry, a thick slice

of stale bread, a piece of fresh lemon-
peel, 1 blade mace pounded, | pint
cream, the yollcs of 2 hard-boiled eggs,

2 quarts of white stock.

Mode .—Reduce the almonds in a

mortar to a paste, with a spoonful of

water, and add to the meat, which
should be previously pounded with the
bread. Beat altogether, add the chopped
lemon-peel and the mace. Pour the
boiling stock, and simmer for an hour.
Rub the eggs in the cream, put in the
soup, bring it to the boiling-point, and
serve.

Time, hours. Average cost. Is. 8d.

per quart. Sufficient for 8 persons.

Note .—A more economical white soup
may be made by using common veal
stock, and thickening with roux or flour,

and milk. Vermicelli should be served
with it. Average cost, 5d. per quart.



FISH
CLASSIFICATION OF FISH.

There are three classes of fish—white
fish, red fish, and shell-fish.

The first named, the principal kinds
of which are cod, soles, turbot, brill

soles, whiting, plaice, &c., considered
the most digestible of this class of food,

are lacking in fat, but have plenty of

nitrogenous matter. Of these whiting
and soles rank first as the lightest diet
for invalids

; cod, plaice, and turbot are
more satisfying and more substantial,
but not so easily digested as the two
first named.
The richer fishes are salmon, macke-

rel, herrings, and eels, the latter having
a large proportion of fat. These are
all solid, nourishing fish, that might
more often than they do take the place
of meat, but many delicate persons
cannot digest them.
Amongst shell-fish comes the most

digestible of all, the oyster, one of the
most valuable of articles of diet when
uncooked, and it may be here remarked
that it is often abused in the cooking
and hardened by being allowed to boil,

or baked too long when scalloped.
Other shell-fish, such as crabs and
lobsters, are generally considered very
palatable and enjoyable foods, and can
be eaten with impunity by the ma-
jority; but the small shell-fish, such
as prawns, cocldes, and periwinkles,
may be partaken of by the few without
risk, mussels being sometimes a dan-
gerous food, as they are often collected
from the iron upon ships, and when so
are poisonous.
No hard and fast rule, however, can

be laid down as to what fish should be
eaten, because it so entirely depends
upon the individual digestive powers
of each person what may be partaken
of with safety.

TO CHOOSE FISH.

The general rules 'for choosing fish

are these : The eyes should be full and
bright, the fiesh elastic to the touch,
when pressed with the finger it should
rise again and not remain indented,
the scales should not be rubbed off, the
gills should be red. Pish to be whole-
some must be perfectly fresh, and the
young or inexperienced housekeeper
must beware of that offered, as it

sometimes very temptingly is at a
much lower price than it generally
obtains.
The head and shoulders of cod should

be thick, the flesh very white, and the
skin a light clear silver.

On plaice the spots should be of a
bright colour, and a thick fish is better
than a thin one.
Eels are so generally sold alive that

there is but little fear in choosing them
fresh.

Smelts when fresh have always a
faint perfume like cucumber, and, like
whitebait, they must he perfectly ire^h.^

glittering like silver. They will not
keep.
Salmon and turhot, on the contrary,

are better for keeping a day or two. in
the former the head and tail should be
small, the scales very light and bright,
and the flesh a deep pink.
The flesh of soles should be a cream

colour.

Lobsters and crabs should be heavy
when weighted in the hand, and the
tails of the former when pulled out
should spring sharply back.

TO KEEP FISH.

Cleanse the fish, thoroughly dry it,

lay it on a dish, and put over a little
salt and a few drops of vinegar. Keep
it in a cool place.

Pei'fect cleanliness and careftU dry-
ing are essential for fish, particularly
if they are to be kept.

TO PREPARE FISH FOR COOKING.
Where the skin is not removed in
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some cases the scales should be rubbed
off, and this should be done with an
ivory paper-knife, as with a steel one
one is liable to cut the flesh. Where it

is very difficult to scrape off the scales
they may_ be more easily removed if

the
_

fish is dip]^d for a moment in
boiling water. Fish should be scaled
and skinned at a sink where the tap
can be running over them.
To skin a sole or other flat fish, make

a slit across just above the tail, and
run the finger round to loosen the skin,
then, holding it with a cloth, drag off

the skin from tail to head. Next trim
fins and tail. Reverse this process with
a whiting, and pull the skin from head
to tail.

To fillet a plaice, sole, or other flat

fish, first remove the head, then make
an incision down the backbone, and
another each side just at the fins. A
sharp knife is necessary, and with this
kept firmly and flat against the bone,
cut off the fillet on the left side, then
turn round the fish and take off the
other. Treat the other side the same
way. In rolling them up put the skin
side inwards.

If fish is to be fried be very careful
that it is perfectly dry, and after flour-
ing it may be kept in a v/arm place for
a little time before cooking.
To egg and crumb fish, dip them first

in the well-beaten egg (the whole of
which may be used, but if economy is

not an object the yolk alone is better),
then, having put your breadcrumbs
into a large sheet of paper, and laying
the fish one by one in this, shake the
paper from side to side till a good
coating of crumbs is obtained. White-
bait should be shaken in a cloth with
flour.

RECIPES FOPv FISH GIYEH HESS.
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Carp, baked.. ..
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.
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.
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.
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BLOATERS.

Ingredients. — Bloaters^ a little

blitter.

Mode,—Make incisions in the skin
across the flesh, or split them open;
lay them over a greased gridiron, and
cook over a clear fire. Rub over with
a little piece of butter before serving.
If very dry soak for an hour and di-y

before grilling. The hard roe, which
is seldom liked plain, may be taken out
and pounded with a little anchovy and
cayenne, heated and spread upon toast.

Time, about 5 minutes. Average
cost, Id. each. Seasonable at any
time.

Note.—Red herrings require soaking for
a night to suit most tastes, and may then
be cooked in hot water.

BRILL.

Ingredients.— lb. salt to each gal-

lon of water ; a little vinegar.

Mode .—Clean the brill, cut oil the
fins, and rub it over with a little lemon-
juice, to preserve its whiteness. Set
the fish in sufficient cold water to cover
it ;

throw in the salt and a little vinegar,
and bring it gradually to boil

;
simmer

gently till the fish is done—in about 10
minutes, according to its size. Serve
on a hot napkin, and garnish with cut
lemon, parsley, horseradish, and a little

lobster coral sprinkled over the fish.

Send lobster or shrimp sauce or plain
melted butter to table with it.

Time, after the water boils, a small
brill, 10 minutes

; a large brill, 15 to 20
minutes. Average cost, from 3s. up-
wards. Seasonable from August to

April.

To Choose Brill.—The flesh of this
fish should be of a yellowish tint, and
should be chosen on account of its thick-
ness. If it has a bluish tint it is not good.

CARP (BAKED).

Ingredients. — 1 carp, forcemeat,
breadcrumbs, IJ oz. butter, ^ pint stock,

i pint port wine, 6 anchovies, 2 onions
sliced, 1 hayleaf, faggot of sweet herbs,

flour to thicken, juice of 1 lemon,
cayenne and salt to taste, J teaspoonful
pounded sugar.

Mode .

—

Stuff the carp with delicate
forcemeat, after thoroughly cleansing it,

and sew it up to prevent the stuffing

from falling out. Rub it over with an

egg, and sprinkle with breadcrumbs

;

lay it in a deep earthen dish, and drop
the butter oiled over the breadcrumbs,
Add the stock, onions, bayleaf, herbs,
wine, and anchovies, and bake for an
hour. Put 1 oz. butter into a stewpan,
melt it, dredge in sufficient flour to dry
it up, put in the strained liquor from the
carp, stir frequently, and when it has
boiled add the lemon-juice and season-
ing. Serve the carp on a dish garnished
with parsley and cut lemon, and the
sauce in a boat.

Time, 1| hours. Seasonable, June to
October.

CARP (STEWED).

Ingredients.—1 carp, salt stock, 2
onions, 6 cloves, 12 peppercorns, 1

blade mace, \ pint port wine, juice of i
lemon, cayenne and salt to taste, faggot
of savoury herbs.

Mode.— Scale the fish, clean care-

fully, and if very large divide it ; lay it

in the stewpan, after having rubbed a
little salt on it, and put in sufficient

stock to cover
;
and the herbs, onions,

and spices, and stew gently for an hour
or more. Dish up the fish -with great
care

;
strain the liquor, add the port

wine, lemon-juice, and cayenne, give
one boil, pour it over the fish, and
serve.

Time, IJ hours. Seasonable, June to

October. Sufficient for 1 or 2 persons.

Note .—This fish may be boiled plain
and served with parsley and butter.
Chub and Char, Dace and Roach may
be cooked in the same manner.

CLAM CHOWDER (American Recipe).

Ingredients.— 1 doz. clams, 3 oz.

salt pork or bacon, 3 onions, 1^ pints
milk, pepper, salt.

Mode .—Cut the bacon or pork into

small pieces, and frizzle for a minute
or two in a stewpan, then add the
onions sliced very thinly, the liquor

from the fish, and h pint of milk.

When the pork and onions are quite

done, add the pint of milk, seasoning,

and the clams. Bring to boiling-point,

but do not boil or the clams, like

oysters, will harden. Cook for about
15 minutes and serve hot. Clams may
also be scalloped as oysters, or fried.

Time, | hour. Average cost, seldom
bought in England. Suficient for 3

persons.

COD (CURRIED).

Ingredients.—2 slices large cod, or

the remains of any coldfish, 3 oz, butter,
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1 onion sliced, a teacupful white stock,

thickening of butter and flour, 1 table-

spoonful curry-powder, j pint milk, salt

and cayenne to taste.

Mode.—Flake the fish, and fry of a
nice brown colour with the butter and
onions

;
put this in a stewpan, add the

stock and thickening, and simmer for

10 minutes. Stir the curry-powder into

the milk; put it, with the seasoning,

to the other ingredients
;
give one boil,

and serve with boiled rice.

Time, f hour. Average cost, with
fresh fish, 2s. Seasonable from No-
vember to March. Sufficient for 4
persons.

COD DRESSED IN THE NEAPOLITAN
FASHION (Italian Recipe).

Ingredients.—4 lbs. of cod, 3 oz. of
butter, some mushroom buttons pre-
served in oil, a bunch of sweet herbs,

2 glasses of Marsala, a teacupful of
Neapolitan sauce, a teacupful of cream.

Mode.—Having cleansed the fish, cut
it in slices and put it in a stewpan with
the butter, herbs, mushrooms, and wine.
Simmer till the same is reduced, then
pour in the Neapolitan sauce. When
the cod is done take it out and arrange
it on a dish, with a garnish or border of

macaroni stewed in stock. Stir the
cream with the reduced stock and,
when quite smooth, pour over the fish.

Time, i to | hour. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 8 to 10 persons. Season-
able from November to March.

COD PIE (Economical).

I.

Ingredients.—Any remains of cold
cod, 12 oysters or half a tin, sufficient

melted butter to moisten it; mashed
potatoes enough to fill up the dish.

Mode.—Flake the fish from the bone,
and take away the skin. Lay it in a
pie-dish, season with pepper and salt,

pour over the melted butter and oysters
(or oyster sauce, if there is any at hand),
and cover with mashed potatoes. Bake
for

^ an hour.
Time, ^ hour. Seasonable from

November to March.

II.

Ingredients.—2 slices cod, pepper
and salt, J teaspoonful grated nutmeg,
1 large bladepounded mace, 2 oz. butter.

J pint of medium stock, a paste crust
(see Pastry). For sauce, 1 tablespoon-
ful of stock, J pint of milk, thickening

offlour and butter, chopped lemon-peel
to taste, 12 oysters or \ a tin.

Mode .— Lay the cod in salt for 4
hours

;
then wash it and place it in a

dish; season, and add the butter and
stock: cover with the crust, and bake
for 1 hour, or rather more. Now make
the sauce, with ingredients as above;
give it one boil, and pour it into the pie
by a hole at the top of the crust, which
can be covered by a piece of pastry cut
and baked in any shape—such as a leaf
or otherwise.

Time, IJ hours. Average cost, with
fresh fish, 2s. 6d. Seasonable from
November to March. Sufficient for G
persons.

Note.—The remains of cold fish may be
used for this pie.

COD (SALTED), COMMONLY CALLED
“ SALT-FISH.”

Ingredients.—3 lbs. fish, sufficient
water to cover the fish.

Mode .—Wash the fish, and lay it all

night in water, with J pint of vinegar.
See that it is perfectly clean, and put it

in the fish-kettle with sufficient cold
water to cover it. Heat it gradually,
and do not let it boil fast, or the fish

will be hard. Skim, and when done,
drain the fish and put it on a napkin,
with hard-boiled eggs cut in rings.

Time, about 1 hour. Average cost, 6d.
per lb. Seasonable in the spring. Suf-
ficient for 8 persons.

Note,—Serve with egg sauce and pars-
nips. This is an especial dish on Ash
Wednesday.

COD SOUNDS.

These, which are considered a great
delicacy, may be either broiled, fried, or
boiled. They should be well soaked
for § hour in salt and water, and well
scraped before dressing, and if they are
boiled,, a little milk should be mixed
with the water. Serve on a napkin
with egg sauce. To broil or fiy, first

give them a gentle boil, then dry and
fiour them, sprinkle with a little salt
and pepper. They will then he ready
for the frying-pan or gridiron. Serve
with any sauce that may he preferred.

Time, ^ hour. Average cost, 6d. per
lb. Seasonable from November to
March.

COD STEAKS (BROILED).

Ingredients.—3 slices cut from the
middle of the fish, 2 eggs, a few capers,
oil, vinegar, pepper and salt.

Mode ,—Clean and dry the fish, warm,
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then grease, a gridiron, and broil the
steaks upon it till thoroughly done.
Break the yolks of the eggs into a
basin, adding oil enough to make a
thick cream. When these are well
blended, add a little vinegar, the capers
chopped, a seasoning of pepper and
salt, stir well, and pour this sauce over
the fish. Serve garnished with lemon
and parsley.
Time, 15 minutes to grill the steaks.

Average cost, Is. 8d. Sufficient for G
persons.

COD’S HEAD AND SHOULDERS.
Ingbedients. — Sufficient water to

cover the fish; 5 oz. salt to each gallon
of water.

Mode .—Cleanse the fish, rub a little

salt over the thick part and inside of

the fish, 1 or 2 hours before dressing it,

as this very much improves the flavour.

Lay it in the fish-kettle, with sufficient

hot water to cover it. Keep it just
simmering. If the water should boil

away, add a little by pouring it in at the
side of the kettle, and not on the fish.

Add the salt, and bring gradually to

a boil. Skim carefully, and draw it to
the side of the fire, and let it simmer
till done. Serve on a hot napkin, and
garnish with cut lemon, horseradish,
and the liver.

Time, according to size, J an hour,
more or less. Average cost, from 4d.

to 8d. per lb. Sifficient for 6 or 8
persons. Seasonable from November
to March.
Note.—Oyster sauce or plain melted

butter should be served with this.

To Choose Cod.—Cod should be plump
and round near the tail, the hollow behind
the head deep, and the sides undulated as
if they were ribbed. The glutinous parts
about the head lose their delicate flavour
after the fish has been twenty-four hours
out of the water. Although the flesh of
the cod is not firm when it is alive, its

quality may be arrived at by pressing
the finger into the flesh. If this rises
immediately the fish is good ; if not, it is

stale. Another sign of its goodness is, if

the fish, when it is cut, exhibits a bronzo
appearance, like the silver side of a round
of beef.

COD’S ROE.

Ingbedients.—1 roe, lard for frying,
1 egg, flour, milk, a little vinegar, salt.

Mode .—Boil the roe in water with a

little vinegar for 10 minutes, take it

out, drain and dry. Make a thin batter

with the egg, fiour, and milk, and a

little salt. Cut the roe in slices, dip
in the batter, and fry a bright brown.

Time to boil and fry about 20 minutes.
Average cost. Is. 3d. Sufficient for a
good breakfast dish.

CRAB (DRESSED).

Ingbedients.—1 good-sized crab, 2
tahlespoonfuls vinegar, 2 ditto oil, i
teaspoonful made mustard ; salt, white
pepper, and cayenne to taste, a large
cup of breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Empty the shells, mix the
meat with the above ingredients, and
put it in the large shell. Garnish with
lobster coral and parsley.
Average cost, from lOd. to 2s. Season-

able all the year, but not so good in
May, June, and July. Sufficient for 6
persons.

To Choose Cb.\b.—The middle-sized
crab is the best ;

and the crab, like the
lobster, should be judged by its weight

;

for if light, it is watery.

CRAB (HOT).

Ingbedients.—1 crab ; nutmeg, salt,

and pepper to taste; 3 oz. butter, J lb.

breadcrumbs, 3 tablespoonfuls vinegar.

Mode.—Boil the crab, pick the meat
out from the shells, and mix with it the
nutmeg and seasoning. Cut up the
butter in small pieces, and add the
breadcrumbs and vinegar. Mix, put
the whole in the large shell, and brown
before the fire, or with a salamander.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, from
lOd. to 2s. Seasonable all the year,
but not so good in May, June, and
July. Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons

DABS, OR SLIPS (FRIED).

Ingbedients.—1 doz.fish flour, some
clarified dripping.

Mode.—Cleanse the fish, and take off

the heads, dry, and flour well. Melt
some dripping in a pan, and wffien

quite hot put in the fish and fry a
bright brown. Serve with melted
butter and lemon.

Ti77ie, about 5 minutes, according to
size. Average cost, Gd. to Is. doz.
Seasonable all the year. Sujficient for

3 persons.

EEL PIE.

Ingbedients.— 1 lb. eels, a little

chopped parsley, 1 shallot, grated oiut-

meg, pepper a7ul salt to taste, the juice

of \a lemo7i, S7nall quantityforce7neat,

J pint good gravy, puff-paste.

Mode.—Skin and wash the eels, cut
into pieces 2 inches long, and line the
bottom of the pie-dish with forcemeat.
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Put in the eels, and sprinkle with the
parsley, shallot, nutmeg, seasoning, and
lemon-juice, and cover with puff-paste.

Bake for 1 hour, or rather more
;
make

the gravy hot, pour into the pie, and
serve.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, Is. Gd.

Seasonable from June to March.

EELS (BOILED).

Ingredients.—2 lbs. eels, sufficient

water to cover them, a large bunch of
parsley.

Mode.—Put the eels in a stewpan
with the parsley, and sufficient boiling

water to cover
;
simmer till tender.

Take them out, pour a little parsley
and butten»over them, and serve some
in a tureen.
Time, J hour. Average cost, lOd. per

lb. Seasonable from June to March.
Suffiicient for 4 persons.

EELS (FRIED).

Ingredients.—1 lb. eels, 1 egg, a few
breadcrumbs, hot lard.

Mode.—Wash the eels, cut them into
pieces 3 inches long, trim, and wipe
them dry

;
dredge with flour, rub them

over with egg, and cover with bread-
crumbs

;
fry to a nice brown in hot lard.

If the eels are small, curl them round,
instead of cutting them up. Garnish
with fried parsley.
Time, 20 minutes, or rather less.

Average cost, lOd. per lb. Seasonable
from June to March.

EELS (STEWED).
Ingredients.—2 lbs. middling-sized

eels, 1 pint medium stock, J pint port
wine ; salt, cayenne, and mace ; 1 tea-

spoonful essence of anchovy, thejuice of
J a lemon.

Mode.—Skin, wash, and clean the
eels

; cut them into pieces 3 inches long,
and put them into strong salt and water
for 1 hour

; dry them well with a cloth,
and fry brown. Put the stock on with
the heads and tails of the eels, and
simmer for J hour; strain it, and add
the other ingredients. Put in the eels,

stew gently for nearly J hour.
Time, including the hour for soaking,

2 hours. Average cost, 2s. 6d. Season-
able from June to March.

FISH CAKE.
Ingredients.—The remains of any

cold fish, 1 onion, 1 faggot sweet herbs,
salt and pepper, 1 pint water, equal
quantities of breadcrumbs and, cold

potatoes, i teaspoonful parsley, 1 egg,

breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Pick the meat from the bones
of the flsh, and the latter put, with the
head and fins, into a stewpan with the
water

;
add pepper and salt, the onion

and herbs, and stew slowly for gravy
about 2 hours

;
chop the fish fine, mix

it well with breadcrumbs and cold
potatoes, parsley and seasoning

;
make

the whole into a cake with the white of

an egg, brush it over with egg, cover
with breadcrumbs, and fry of a light

brown
;
strain the gravy, pour it over,

and stew gently for J hour, stirring it

once or twice. Serve hot, and garnish
with slices of lemon and parsley.

Time, J hour after the gravy is made.
Average cost, 4d., without fish.

FISH AHD OYSTER PIE.

Ingredients.—Any remains of cold

fish, such as cod or haddock, dozen
oysters, or ^ tin, pepper and salt, suffii-

cient breadcrumbs, J teaspoonful grated
nutmeg, 1 teaspoonful finely chopped
parsley, some made melted butter.

Mode .—Clear the fish from the bones,
and put a layer of it in a pie-dish,

sprinkle with pepper and salt ; then a
layer of breadcrumbs, oysters, nutmeg,
and chopped parsley. Bepeat this till

the dish is full. Cover either with
browned breadcrumbs or puff-paste

;

the latter should be cut into strips, and
laid in cross-bars over the fish, with a
line of paste first laid round the edge.
Before putting on the top, pour in some
made melted butter, or a little thin
white sauce, and the oyster-liquor, and
bake.

Time, if made of cooked fish, i to I

hour; if made of fresh fish and puff-

paste, I hour. Seasonable from Sep-
tember to April.

Note.—A nice little dish may be made
by flaking any odd fish, adding a few
oysters, seasoning with pepper and salt,

and covering with mashed potatoes
; J to

I hour will bake it.

FISH PUDDING.
Ingredients.—1 lb. of the flesh of

any white fish, or cold boiled fish, ^ lb.

breadcrumbs, a little anchovy sauce,
cayenne, 2 eggs, J lb. suet, a little of the
liquor in which the fish was boiled, or
milk.

Mode .—Take the flesh from the bones
of fresh fish, and pound it, or flake the
cold. Put it with the breadcrumbs and
the suet, finely chopped, into a basin,
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adding anchovy and cayenne. Mix
with the liquids, put in a buttered dish,

and steam for an hour.
Time, 1 hour. Average cost, Is.

Sufficient for 3 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

FLOUNDERS (FRIED).

Ingredients.—Flounders, egg, and
breadcrumbs ; boiling lard.

Mode.—Cleanse the fish, and, 2 hours
before they are wanted, rub them in-

side and out with salt, wash and wipe
them dry, dip them into egg, sprinkle

over with breadcrumbs
;
fry in boiling

lard, dish on a hot napkin, and garnish
with crisped parsley.

Time, from 5 to 10 minutes, according
to size. Average cost, from Id. each.

Seasonable from August to November.
Sufficient, 1 or 2 for each person.

HADDOCK (BAKED).

Ingredients.—A nice forcemeat (see

Forcemeat), butter to taste, egg, and
breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Scale and clean the fish, with-
out cutting it open much

;
put in a nice

delicate forcemeat, and sew up the slit.

Brush it over with egg, sprinkle over
breadcrumbs, and baste frequently
with butter. Garnish with parsley and
cut lemon, and serve with a brown
gravy, plain melted butter, or anchovy
sauce.
Time, large haddock, | hour

;
moder-

ate size, i to ^ hour. Seasonable from
August to February. Average cost,

from 6d. upwards.

HADDOCK (BOILED).

Ingredients. — Sufficient water to

cover the fish

;

J lb. of salt to each
gallon of water.

Mode.—Scrape the fish, take out the

inside, wash it, and lay it in a kettle,

with enough water to cover, adding salt

as above. Simmer gently from 16 to

20 minutes, or more. For small had-

docks, fasten the tails in their mouths,
and put them into boiling water. Serve

with plain melted butter or anchovy
sauce.
Twic, large haddock, i hour; small,

i hour, or rather less. Average cost,

from 6d. upwards. Seasonable from
August to February.

HADDOCK (DRIED).

Ingredients. — 1 haddock, water,

butter.

Mode.—Trim the haddock, and lay it

in a frying-pan of boiling water. Cook
for about 3 minutes, take it out, drain,
and rub over with a little butter.

Time, 3 minutes. Average cost, from
4d. each. Seasonable, best in winter.

Sufficient for—allow 1 good-sized had-
dock for 2 persons.

HADDOCK (DRIED)

{Another mode.)

Ingredients.—1 large thick haddock,
2 bay-leaves, 1 small bimch of savoury
herbs, not forgetting parsley, a little

butter and pepper ; boiling water.

Mode.—Cut the haddock into small
pieces. Lay the fish in a hot basin,
with the bay-leaves and herbs

;
cover

with boiling water
;
put a plate over to

keep in the steam, and let it remain for

10 minutes. Take out the slices, rub
over with butter and pepper, and serve
on a hot dish.

Time, 10 minutes. Seasonable at any
time, but best in winter.

HAKE (BAKED).

Ingredients.—Hake, veal stuffing,
egg, and breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Clean the fish and stuff it

with veal stuffing, sew it up with a
needle and fine pack-thread. Brush it

over with egg, sprinkle with bread-
crumbs

;
and bake in a hot oven.

Time, according to size. Seasonable
from November to March.

HALIBUT STEAKS.

Ingredients.—3 or 4 slices of a fish,

2 eggs, crackers {here we should substi-

tute breadcrumbs), lard or drijjping for
frying, salt, flour.

Mode.—Wash and dry the steaks,

roll out the crackers into powder, and
beat the eggs. Dredge the steaks with
flour, shake over a little salt, then dip
them first in the egg and then in the
powdered crackers, and fry in plenty
of hot fat. They can also be broiled

upon a greased gridiron (seasoning them
first) in the same manner as cod or
salmon steaks.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes. Seasonable
at any time.

HERRINGS, FRESH (BAKED).

Ingredients.—12 herrings, 4 bay-
leaves, 12 cloves, 12 allspice, 2 small
blades of mace, cayenne pepper and
salt, sufficient vinegar to fill up the

dish.

Mode,—Cut oS the heads of the
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herrings and gut them ;
put them in a

pie-dish, heads and tails alternately,

and, between each layer, sprinkle over
some of the above ingredients. Cover
with the vinegar, and bake for i hour,
but do not use it till quite cold. The
herrings may be cut down the front,

the backbone taken out, and closed
again. Sprats done in this way are
very delicious.

Time, i an hour. Average cost, from
4d. per doz. Seasonable from July to
March.
To Choose the Heebing.—The more

scales this fish has, the surer its freshness.
If red about the head, it has been dead for
some time.

HERRINGS, FRESH (FRIED).

Mode.—Clean, scale, and dry the fish ;

fry to a bright colour with a little butter
j

garnish with crisp parsley.
Time, about 8 minutes. Average cost,

from 4d. per doz.

HERRINGS, FRESH (BOILED).

Ingbedients. — Herrings, scraped
horseradish, vinegar and salt.

Mode.—Clean, wash, and dry the fish

in the usual manner. Rub over a little

vinegar and salt, and lay them on a
strainer in a stewpan of boiling water,
and simmer for 20 minutes. Serve wdth
parsley and butter sauce, and garnish
with scraped horseradish.

Time, 20 minutes.

JOHN DORY.

Ingbedients.—J lb. salt to each gal-
lon of water.

Mode.—This fish, which is esteemed
as a delicacy, is dressed as a turbot.
Cleanse it ; cut off the fins ; lay it in a
fish-kettle, cover it with cold water, and
add the salt. Bring it gradually to a
boil, simmer gently for J hour, or
longer. Serve on a hot napkin, and
garnish with cut lemon and parsley.
Lobster, anchovy, or shrimp sauce, plain
melted butter, should be sent to table
with it.

Time, after the water boils, | to ^
hour, according to size. Average cost,

from 2s. to 3s. Seasonable all the year,
but best from September to January.
Note .—Small John Dories are very good

baked.

KIPPERS.

Ingbedients.—Kippers, water, butter.

Mode.—Trim the kippers and plunge

them into boiling water, then take them
out, drain, and rub over with a little

butter. Kippers may also be fried or
grilled, but are then somewhat hard
and dry.

Time, 3 minutes. Average cost, 2d.
per pair. Seasonable, best in winter.
Sufficient for—allow a pair for each
person.

LING.

Ingbedients. — Ling, breadcrumbs,
herbs, butter, pepper and salt.

Mode.—Wash the fish and cut it in
slices. Butter a shallow dish, put over
some breadcrumbs, lay over the slices

of fish. Season well with herbs, pepper,
and salt, and add a little vinegar and
water. Cover with a layer of crumbs,
put small pieces of butter over the top,
and bake in a slow oven from | to 1

hour.
Time, | to 1 hour.

LOBSTER (POTTED).

Ingbedients.—2 lobsters; seasoning
of nutmeg, pounded mace, whitepepper,
and salt

;

J lb. butter, or 4 bay-
leaves.

Mode.—Take out the meat from the
shell, but do not cut it up. Put some
butter at the bottom of a dish, lay in
the lobster as evenly as possible, with
the bay-leaves and seasoning between

;

cover with butter, and bake for | hour
in a gentle oven. Drain the whole on a
sieve, and lay the pieces in potting-jars,
with the seasoning about them. When
cold, pour over it clarified butter, and,
if highly seasoned, it will keep some
time.
Time, | hour. Average cost for this

quantity, 4s. 4d.

LOBSTER SALAD.

Ingbedients.—1 hen lobster, lettuces,

endive, small salad {whatever is in
season), a little chopped beetroot, 2 hard-
boiled eggs, a few slices of cucumber.
For dressing, see salad dressing.

Mode .—Wash the salad, and dry it

by shaking it in a cloth. Cut up the
lettuces and endive, pour the dressing
on them, and lightly throw in the small
salad. Mix all weU together with the
pickings from the body of the lobster

;

pick the meat from the shell, cut it up,
into nice square pieces

;
put half in the

salad, the other half reserve for garnish-
ing. Separate the yolks from the whites
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of 2 hard-boiled, eggs
;
chop the whites

fine, rub the yolks through a sieve, and
afterwards the coral from the inside.

.Put the salad lightly on a glass dish,

and garnish, first with a row of sliced
cucumber, next with the pieces of
lobster, then the yolks and whites of
the eggs, coral, and beetroot placed
alternately.

Average cost, 3s. 6d. Sufficient for 5
or 6 persons. Seasonable from April to
October

;
may be had all the year

; but
salad is scarce and expensive in winter.

Note.—A few crayfish make a pretty
garnishing to lobster salad.

LOBSTER (to boil and dress).

Ingkedients. — A lobster, boiling
water, salad oil.

Mode.—Put the lobster head down-
wards into fast boiling water. When it

is boiled, rub it over with a little salad-
oil, which wipe off again

;
separate the

body from the tail, break ofi the great
claws, and crack them at the joints,

without injuring the meat
;

split the
tail, head, and body in halves, and
arrange all neatly in a dish, with the
body upright in the middle, and garnish
with parsley.

MACKEREL (BAKED).

Ingredients.—4 middling-sized mac-
kerel, a delicate forcemeat (see Force-
meat), 3 oz. butter ; pepper and salt.

Mode.—Clean the fish, take out the
roes, fill up with forcemeat, and sew up
the slit. Flour, and put them in a dish,

heads and tails alternately, with the
roes

; between each layer put some
little pieces of butter, and pepper and
salt. Bake for ^ an hour, and serve
with plain melted butter or a maitre
d’hdtel.

Time, J hour. Average cost for this

quantity, 2s. Seasonable from April to
July. Sufficient for 8 persons.

Note.—Baked mackerel may be dressed
in the same way as baked herrings, and
may also bo stowed iu wine.

MACKEREL (BOILED).

Ingredients.

—

i lb. of salt to each
gallon ofzvater.

Mode.—Cleanse the inside of the fish,

and lay them in the kettle with sufficient

water to cover
;
add salt as above ;

bring
them gradually to boil, skim, and sim-
mer gently tiU done; dish them on a

hot napkin, heads and tails alternately,
and garnish with fennel. Serve with
plain melted butter; caper or anchovy
sauce is sometimes preferred.

Time, after the water boils, 10
minutes

;
for large mackerel, allow more

time. Average cost, 4d. each. Season-
able from April to July.

Note.—Nfh.cn variety is desired, fillet the
mackerel, boil it, and pour over parsley
and butter ; send some of this to table iu
a tureen.
To Choose Mackerel.—If it have a

transparent, silvery hue, the flesh is good
;

but if it be red about the head, it is stale.

MACKEREL (BROILED).

Ingredients — Pepper and salt to
taste ; a small quantity of oil.

Mode.—Mackerel should never be
washed when intended to be broiled,
but merely wiped clean and dry, after
taking out the gills and insides. Open
the back, and put in a little pepper,
salt, and oil

;
broil it over a clear fire,

turn it over on both sides, and also on
the back. When sufficiently cooked
the flesh can be detached from the bone.
Chop a little parsley, work it up in the
butter, with pepper and salt, and a
squeeze of lemon-juice, and put it in the
back. Serve before the butter is quite
melted, with a maitre d'httel sauce in a
tureen.
Time, small mackerel 10 minutes.

Average cost, 4d. each. Seasonable from
April to July.

MACKEREL (PICKLED).

Ingredients.— T2 peppercorns, 2 bay-
leaves, ^ pint of vinegar, 4 mackerel.

Mode .—Boil the mackerel as in the
recipe given, and lay them in a dish

;

to half the liquor they were boiled in
add as much vinegar, and the above
proportion of peppercorns and bay-
leaves; boil for 10 minutes, and when
cold pour it over the fish.

Time, J hour. Average cost, Is. 6d.

MULLET (GREY).

Ingredients.—I lb. salt to each gallon
of water.

Mode.—If the fish be large it should
bo laid in cold water, and gradually
brought to a boil

; if small put it into
boiling water. Serve with anchovy
sauce and melted butter.

Time, according to size, i to | hour.
Average cost. Is. each. Seasonable from
July to October.
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MULLET (RED).

Ingeedients.— Oiled paper, thicken-

ing of butter and flour, J teaspoonful of
anchovy sauce, 1 glass sherry ; cayenne
and salt to taste.

Mode .—Clean the fish and take out the
gills, but leave the inside

;
fold in oiled

paper, and bake them gently. When
done take the liquor that fiows from
the fish, add a thickening of butter
kneaded with flour, put in the other
ingredients, and boil for 2 minutes.
Serve the sauce in a tureen, and the
fish either with or without the paper
cases.

Time .—About 25 minutes. Average
cost. Is., often much dearer. Seasonable
at any time.

Note .—^Red mullet may be broiled folded'
in oiled paper as above, and seasoned with
pepper and salt. Serve with melted butter,
Italian or anchovy sauce.

OYSTER PATTIES.

Ingredients.—2 doz. oysters, i pint
thick white sauce, | pint cream, season-
ing ofnutmeg, cayenne, lemon-peel, and
anchovy sauce. Puffpaste.
Mode .—Put the oyster liquor with

the beards into an enamelled pan with
a piece of lemon-peel and flavouring of

cayenne, sauce and nutmeg. Boil for

about 10 minutes, then strain and mis
with the cream and sauce, boiling,

adding a little more seasoning if neces-
sary. Cut each oyster in four pieces
and steam by putting them in a small
strainer over boiling water for about a
minute. If the patties are to be served
hot the cases should be ready at the
same time as the filling. Make them
in the following manner :—Stamp out
some rounds of paste rolled very thin,
with a fluted cutter about 3 in. in
diameter, and the same number from
the paste J-in. thick. Stamp the
thicker ones again with a plain and
rather smaller cutter, so as just to
leave a ring. Lay the rings over the
rounds, joining them with a little white
of egg, fill the cavities with bread and
put the small rounds on the top of each.
When the cases are baked take out
the bread, fill with the mixture to
which the steamed oysters have been
added, replace the rounds on the
top and return for a minute to the
oven.
Time, 25 minutes. Average cost,

3s. 6d. Seasonable from September to
April. Sufficient for 12 patties.

OYSTERS (SCALLOPED).

Ingredients.—2 doz. oysters, 1 oz.

butter, flour, 2 tablespoonfuls of white
stock, 2 tablespoonfuls cream or milk ;

pepper and salt to taste; breadcrumbs,
oiled butter.

Mode.—Scald the oysters in their

own liquor; take them out, beard them,
and strain the liquor free from grit.

Put 1 oz. of butter into a stewpan
;

when melted, dredge in sufficient flour

to dry it up
;
add the stock, cream or

milk, and strained liquor, and give one
boil. Put in the oysters and seasoning

;

let them gradually heat through, but
do not allow them to boil. Have ready
the scallop shells buttered ; lay in the
oysters, and as much of the liquid as

they will hold
;
cover them with bread-

crumbs, over which drop a little oiled

butter. Brown them in the oven, or
before the fire, and serve quickly and
very hot.

Time, altogether, i hour. Average
cost, 3s. Sufficient for 5 or G persons

-

OYSTERS (SCALLOPED).

{Another mode.)

Prepare the oysters as in the pre-

ceding recipe, put them in a scallop
shell or saucer, and between each layer
sprinkle over a few breadcrumbs,
pepper, salt, and grated nutmeg. Put
sufficient breadcrumbs on the top to
make a smooth surface, as the oysters
should not be seen, and put small pieces
of butter over. Bake in a Dutch oven.

Time, about i hour. Seasonable from
September to April.

OYSTERS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—2 doz. oysters, 1 oz.

butter, flour, \pint milk, cayenne and
salt to taste, 1 blade pounded mace.

Mode.—Scald the oysters in their
own liquor

;
take them out, beard them,

and strain
;
put the butter into a stew-

pan, dredge in sufficient flour to dry it

up, add the oyster liquor and mace,
and stir it over a sharp fire with a
wooden spoon

;
when it comes to a boil,

add the milk, oysters, and seasoning.
Simmer for 1 or 2 minutes, but not
longer, or the oysters would harden.
Serve on a hot dish, and garnish with
croutons or toasted sippets of bread.
A small piece of lemon-peel boiled with
the oyster-liquor, and taken out before
the milk is added, will be found an
improvement,
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Time, altogether 15 minutes. Season-
able from September to April. BuJlfi-

dent for 6 persons.

OYSTERS (TO KEEP).

Put them in a tub, and cover them
with salt and water. Let them remain
for 12 hours, when they are to be taken
out, and allowed to stand for another
12 hours without water. If left without
water every alternate 12 hours, they
will be much better than if constantly
kept in it. Never put the same water
twice to them

PIKE (BAKED).

xNGBEDiENTS.—1 OT 2 pike, a nice
delicate stuffing, 1 egg, breadcrumbs
J lb. butter

Mode .—Scale and clean the fish,

take out the gills, wash and wipe it

thoroughly dry, stuff it with forcemeat,
sew it up, and fasten the tail in the
mouth by means of a skewer ;

brush it

over with egg, sprinkle with bread-
crumbs, and baste with butter before
putting it into the oven, which should
be well heated. As soon as the fish is

of a nice brown colour cover it with
buttered paper, as the outside would
otherwise become too dry. Serve
anchovy or Dutch sauce and plain
melted butter with it.

Thne, according to size, 1 hour or
more. Seasonable from September to
March.

PIKE (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—I lb. of salt to each
gallon of water : a little vinegar.

Mode .—Scale and clean the pike, and
fasten the tail in its mouth by means
of a skewer. Lay it in a saucepan of

water, put it on the fire, and when it

simmers throw in the salt and vinegar.
A middling size pike will take about

J hour. If the water is allowed to pass
beyond the most gentle simmer pos-
sible the fish will be spoiled. Serve
with Dutch or anchovy sauce and
melted butter.

Time, according to size, from J hour
to 1 hour. Seasonable from September
to March.

PIKE (FRIED).

Ingeedients. — Tigg, breadcrumbs,'
olive oil.

Mode .—Scale the fish carefully, re-

move the entrails, rub salt well within
and without, take out the backbone,
and divide the fish into fillets. Place
them separately under a dish or any
flat surface with a weight thereon, leave
them a night, then rinse them in fresh
water, glaze thinly with white of egg,
strew them with breadcrumbs, and fry
in boiling olive oil. Many of the most
recherche dishes made from eels may
be closely simulated with slips of the
belly part of pike, which will be found
not to possess the rich and oily flavour
of the former fish, so objectionable to

some persons. With the coarser por-
tion of the pike—the back—excellent
rissoles may be made.
Seasonable from September to March.

Note .—The above is given on the autho-
rity of Mr. G. Fennell, as a Jewish recipe.
As that gentleman vOry properly remarks,
the quality of a pike depends greatly upon
where it has been fed and what it has
eaten. If taken out of stagnant and foul
water it should be kept for a couple of
days in a large tub of pure water.

PLAICE, FILLETED (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—2 good sized fish,
vinegar, salt.

Mode .—Fillet the fish, making 4 or 8
fillets of each fish according to size.

Wash them in salt and water, roll them
up inside out, and skewer. Have ready
a kettle with sufficient water to cover
the fish, salted in the proportion of a
tablespoonful to a quart of water, with
a dessertspoonful of vinegar, and boil

for about 10 minutes. Serve with
melted butter flavoured with an-
chovy.
Time, about 10 minutes. Average

cost from 6d. to Is. each. Seasonable
from May to November. Sufficient for

4 persons.

PLAICE (FRIED).

Ingeedients.—Hot lard or clarified
dripping, egg, and breadcrumbs.

Mode .—Wash and wipe the fish dr}’’,

and let them remain in a cloth until it

is time to dress them. Brush them
over with egg, and cover with bread-
crumbs mixed with a little flour. Fry
of a nice brown in hot dripping or
lard, and garnish with parsley and cut
lemon. Serve with plain melted butter
or anchovy sauce.
Time, about 6 minutes. Average

cost from 4d. lb. Seasonable from May
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to November. Sufficient, 4 plaice for

6 persons

Note .—Plaice may be boiled plain, and
served with melted butter. Garnish with
parsley and cut lemon.

SALMON (BOILED).

xNGEEBiENTS.—6 oz. Salt to each
gallon of water ; sufficie^it water to

cover the fish.

Mode .—Scale and clean the fish, and
be particular that no blood is left inside

;

lay it in the fish-kettle with sufficient

boiling water to cover, adding salt as
above. Bring it quickly to a boil, take
off the scum, and let it simmer till the
fish is done, which will be when the
meat separates easily from the bone
Drain it, and if not wanted for a few
minutes, keep it warm by means of
warm cloths laid over it. Serve on hot
napkin, garnish with cut lemon and
parsley, and send Tartare or Dutch
sauce, or plain melted butter to table
with it. A dish of dressed cucumber
usually accompanies this fish.

Time, 8 minutes to each lb. for large,
thick salmon

; 6 minutes for thin fish.

Average cost, in full season. Is. to
3s. 6d. per lb. Seasonable from April
to August. Sufficient, J lb., or rather
less, for each person.

To Choose Salmon.—-The belly should
be firm and thick, which may readily be
ascertained by feeling it with the thumb
and finger. The circumstance of this
fish having red gills is not at all to be
relied on, as this quality can be easily
given them by art.

SALMON CUTLETS.

Ingeedients.—2 slices of salmon,
butter.

Mode .—Cut the slices l inch thick,
season with pepper and salt ; butter a
sheet of white paper, lay each slice
on a separate piece, with the ends
twisted

;
broil gently over a clear fire,

and serve with anchovy, caper, or any
piquant sauce.
Time, 5 to 10 minutes. Average cost,

2s. 6d. Seasonable in summer. Suffi-
cient for 4 persons.

SALMON (FRICANDEAU OF).

(French Recipe.)

Ingeedients.

—

2^ lbs. of the middle
cut of a Salmon, 2 onions, 2 carrots,

sliced fine, some lardoons, 2 bay-leaves,

1 pint of stock, some white pepper, salt

and grated nutmeg.

Mode .—Scale and thoroughly wash
and dry the salmon. Lard it carefully,

and put it in a stewpan with the other
ingredients, and allow it to simmer
very gently for 2 hours. Strain the
sauce, skim off the fat, reduce it to a
glaze and glaze the fricandeau. Dilute
what remains of the glaze with a little

stock, and serve poured round the
salmon.
Time, 2i hours. Average cost, 5s.

Sufficient for 6 to 8 persons. Season-
able in summer.

SALMON (MAYONNAISE OF).

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. cold boiled sal-

mon, 2 lettuces, some small salad, a
little beetroot, a very little oil and
vinegar, rather less than J pint
mayonnaise sauce, hard-boiled eggs.

Mode .—Clean and dry the lettuces
and take the outer leaves dipped in oil

and vinegar to lay on the dish as a
foundation. On this lay a ring of

cutlets cut from the salmon and well
masked with the sauce. Round these
and in the centre put the salad, cut up
and arranged nicely, then pour over
the remainder of the sauce and garnish
with the eggs cut-up, beetroot, or any
other pretty garnish.
Average cost, 3s. 6d. Seasonable in

spring and summer. Sufficient for 8
persons.

SALMON (PICKLED).

Ingeedients.—Salmon, J oz. whole
pepper, \ oz. whole allspice, 1 teaspoon-

ful salt, 2 bay-leaves, equal quantities

of vinegar and the liquor in which the

fish was boiled.

Mode .—After the fish comes from
table, lay it in a dish, take away the
bone, and cover so as to exclude the
air

;
boil the liquor and vinegar with

the other ingredients for 10 minutes,
and let it stand to get cold; pour it

over the salmon, and in 12 hours it will

be fit for the table.

Time, 10 minutes, to boil the liquor

and vinegar.

SCALLOPS (FRIED).

Ingeedients. — Scallops, egg, and
breadcrumbs ; pepper and salt, sprig
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of minced parsley, flour, spoonful of
lemon 'pickte.

Mode .—Take out the scallops, trim
them and divide each into 4 pieces,

cover with egg and crumbs, season
with pepper, salt, and parsley, and fry.

Pour a little water into the pan to
make gravy, thicken with the flour,

and season with pepper and salt,

adding the lemon piclde. Pour this

over the scallops and serve.

Time, | an hour. Average cost from
6d. to Is. dozen.

SCALLOPS (SCALLOPED).

Ingredients.—| dozenscallops, bread-
crumbs, butter, § pint milk, seasoning
of cayenne and salt.

Mode .—After trimming the scallops
stew them in the milk for 10 minutes.
Take them out, cut them in small
pieces, clean and butter the shells (the
deeper ones). Put in each a layer of

breadcrumbs, then fill with the fish,

adding seasoning and suflicient of the
milk to moisten them. Cover with
crumbs, put some oiled butter over,
and bake brown in a quick oven.
Time, about 15 minutes to bake.

Average cost, 9d. Sufficient for 4
persons.

SKATS (CRIMPED).

Ingredients.—^ lb. salt to each gal-
lon of water.

Mode.—Clean, skin, and cut the fish

into slices, which roll and tie round

;

put the fish into highly salted water
and boil till it is done. Drain well,

remove the string, dish on a hot
napkin, and serve with melted butter,
caper, or anchovy sauce

;
or dished

without a napkin, and the sauce poured
over.
Time, about 20 minutes. Average

cost, 6d. per lb. Seasonable from
August to April.

To Choose Skate.—This fish should
be chosen for its firmness, breadth, and
thickness, and should have a creamy
appearance. When crimped, it should
not bo kept longer than a day or two, as
all kinds of crimped fish soon become
sour. Skate should never be eaten out of
season.

SMELTS (BAKED).

Ingredients. — 12 smelts, bread-
crumbs, I lb, fresh butter, 2 blades

pounded mace; salt and cayenne to

taste.

Mode. — Wash and dry the fish

thoroughly in a cloth, and arrange in
a flat baking-dish. Cover with fine

breadcrumbs, and place little pieces
of butter all over them. Season and
bake for 15 minutes. Before serving,
add a squeeze of lemon-juice, and
garnish with fried parsley and cut
lemon.

Time, i hour. Average cost, 6d. to Is.

per dozen. Seasonable from October
to May. Sufficient for 6 persons.

To Choose Smeets.—When good this
fish is of a fine silvery appearance, and
when alive their backs are of a dark
brown shade, which, after death, fades to
a light fawn. They ought to have a re-

freshing fragrance, resembling that of a
cucumber.

SMELTS (FRIED).

Ingredients. — Egg and bread-
crumbs, a little flour, boiling lard.

Mode .
—Smelts should be very fresh,

and not washed more than is necessary
to clean them. Dry them in a cloth,

lightly flour, dip them in egg, spi'inkle

with very fine breadcrumbs. Fry of

a nice pale brown in boiling lard, and
be careful not to take ofE the light

roughness of the crumbs. Dry before

the fire on a drainer, and serve with
plain melted butter. This fish is often

used as a garnish.
Time, 5 minutes. Average cost, 6d.

to Is. per dozen. Seasonable from
October to May.

SOLE A LA RORMANDE.

Ingredients.—1 large sole, about a J
pint cider, 1 dozen oysters, \ pint ivhite

sauce, 1 onion, a little thyme and
parsley, cayenne, salt, butter.

Mode .—Cleanse and skin the sole.

Finely mince the onion and parsley,

and scatter them wuth the thyme over

the bottom of a well-buttered shallow
pie-dish, dust over a little seasoning,

and lay in the sole. Cover with cider

and bake gently till the fish is w’ell

done. Beard the oysters and cook
them by steaming, then lay them over

the sole. Put the oyster liquor, and a

little from the sole with the sauce, and
return it over the fire till it is very

thick, then coat the fish and return to

the oven for a few minutes to get
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thoroughly hot. It is best to send the

sole to table in the dish in which it is

cooked, if it be a presentable one.

Time, 15 minutes. Average cost, 3s.

Seasonable at any time. Sufficient for

4 persons.

SOLE AU GRATIN.

Ingeedients.— A pair of medium-
sized soles, 1 onion, 6 to 12 mushrooms
according to size, afew sprigs ofparsley,

a glass of white wine, salt, cayenne,
breadcrumbs, butter.

Mode ,—Mince the onion and cook it

in a little butter for about 6 minutes,
then add to it the mushrooms and
parsley also minced, and cook for

another few minutes, adding the
seasoning Put this mixture at the
bottom of a fireproof dish End lay
over it the soles filleted. Dust over
a little cayenne and salt, pour in the
wine, and cover with grated bread-
crumbs, dotted over with small pieces

of butter. Bake for about 15 minutes,
and if the crumbs are not browned
use a salamander or hot shovel ; serve
in the dish.

Time, 15 minutes to hake. Average
cost, 3s. Seasonable at any time.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

SOLES (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—Soles, | lb, salt to each
gallon of water.

Mode .—Cleanse and wash the fish,

but do not skin it, and place in a stew-
pan or kettle with enough hot water to
cover them. Bring slowly to the boil
and keep simmering till done. Drain
the fish, dish it on a napkin heated on
the dish, garnish with cut lemon and
parsley, and send to table with shrimp,
parsley, or anchovy sauce.

Time, about 6 to 10 minutes after the
water boils. Average cost, from Is. lb.

Sufficient—allow 1 large sole for 3
persons. Seasonable at any time.

SOLES (FRIED).

Ingeedients.—2 middling-sized soles,

hot lard or clarified dripping, egg, and
breadcrumbs.

Mode .—Skin and carefully wash the
soles

; cut ofi the fins
;
wipe very dry,

and let them remain in the cloth until
it is time to dress them. Dredge the
soles with a little flour, brush them

over with beaten egg, and cover with
breadcrumbs. Put them in a deep
pan, with plenty of clarified dripping
or lard or oil, heated, so that it may
neither scorch the fish nor make them
sodden. When sufficiently cooked on
one side, turn them carefully, and
brown them on the other; they may
be considered ready when a thick
smoke rises. Lift them out carefully,

and lay them before the fire on a
reversed sieve and soft paper, to absorb
the fat, as nothing is more disagree-

able than greasy fish. Dish the soles

on a hot napkin, garnish with cut
lemon and fried parsley, and send to

table with plain melted butter or sharp
sauce.
Time, 10 minutes for large soles,

less time for small ones. Average cost,

from Is. lb. Seasonable at any time.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

SPRATS.

Sprats should be cooked very fresh,

which can be ascertained by their
bright and sparkling eyes and silvery
appearance. Wipe them dry; fasten
them in rows by a skewer run through
the eyes

;
dredge with flour, and broil

them on a gridiron over a nice clear
fire. The gridiron should be rubbed
with suet. Serve very hot.

Time, 3 or 4 minutes. Average cost.

Id. to 1^'d. per lb. Seasonable from
November to March.

SPRATS i(Friod in Batter).

Ingeedients.—Eggs, flour, millc,

breadcrumbs; seasoning of salt ayul

pepper.

Mode .—Wipe the sprats, dip them in

a batter made of above ingredients.
Fry of a nice brown, serve very hot,

and garnish with fried parsley. Sprats
may be baked like herrings.

TROUT (FRIED).

Ingeedients.—A large trout, a few
breadcrumbs, a little butter, a few
truffies and mushrooms (if obtainable),

a teaspoonful of thyme, parsley and
chervil, minced finely. For the stock.

—

a pint of white wine vinegar, a quart

of water, a small head of celery, 2 bay-
leaves, 1 oz. butter, a bouquet of herbs,

some white wine.

Mode .—Slice the vegetables for the
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stock and put them in a ste\\^an with
the other ingredients over a strong fire.

The stock should be reduced in this

manner and as it diminishes add 2
glasses of wine i glass at a time, then
strain and set aside to cool. Stuff
the trout with the herbs, truffles, and
mushrooms, chopped and made into a
forcemeat with the breadcrumbs and
butter, tie up the head, and simmer in
the stock for 15 minutes. Take out the
fish, drain it, roll in egg and bread-
crumbs, fry a nice brown, and serve
with tomato sauce or some of the
stock.

Time, J hour. Suffi yient for 4 per-
sons. Seasonable from May to Sep-
tember.

TROUT (STEWED).

Ingredients. — 2 middling - sized
trout, I onion sliced, a little parsley,
Q, cloves, 1 blade of mace, 2 bay-leaves, a
little thyme, salt and pepper to taste,

1 pint medium stock, 1 glass port wine,
thickening of butter and flour.

Mode .—Wash the fish clean, and
wipe it dry. Lay it in a stewpan with
all the ingredients except the butter
and flour

;
simmer for i hour or more.

Take it out, strain the gravy, add the
thickening, and stir it over a sharp fire

for 5 minutes
;
pour it over the trout,

and serve.

Time, according to size, J hour or
more. Seasonable from June to Sep-
tember, best at the end of August.
Sufficient for 4 to G persons.

TURBOT (BOILED).

Ingredients.—6 oz. of salt to each
gallon of water.

Mode .—Choose a middling-sized tur-

bot; if very large, the meat will be
tough and thready. Three or four
hours before dressing, soak the fish in
salt and water to take off the slime

;

then thoroughly cleanse it, and with a
knife make an incision down the middle
of the back, to prevent the skin of the
belly from cracking. Eub it over with
lemon, and be particular not to cut off

the fins. Lay the fish in a very clean
turbot-kettle, with cold water to cover
it, and salt in the above proportion.
Let it gradually come to a boil, and
skim carefully

;
keep it gently sim-

mering, and on no account let it boil

fast. When the meat separates easily

from the bone, it is done
;
then take it

out, let it drain well, and dish it on a
hot napkin. Eub a little lobster spawn
through a sieve, sprinkle it over the
fish, and garnish with tufts of parsley
and cut lemon. Lobster, 05’’ster, or
shrimp sauce should be sent to table
with it.

Time, after the w'ater boils, about J
hour for a large turbot ;

middling size,

about 20 minutes. Average cost. Is. lb.

Seasonable at any time. Sufficient, 1
middling-sized turbot for 8 persons.

TURBOT (Italian Fashion).

(Italian Recipe.)

Ingredients.—A turbot of medium
size, 1 trout, 0, carp's roes, button mush-
rooms, a few truffles and prawns, 2 oz.

of butter, wine, sauce.

Mode .—Cleanse and prepare the fish

as usual and simmer it in white wine
for 2 hours. Drain and put on a dish,

with a garnish of the trout and carp’s

roe, fried in small pieces, and the mush-
rooms glazed. Stick in some orna-
mental skewers, decorated with truffles

and prawns, and serve with a good
sauce.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 12s.

Sufflcient for 8 persons. Seasonable
from May to September.

WHITEBAIT.

Ingredients. — Whitebait, flour, a
little salt, lard for frying.
Mode .—Drain the fish in a sieve and

pick them over. Shake them w'ell in a
floured cloth till they are coated, put
them a few at a time in a frying
basket and immerse them in boiling
lard. Take them out directly they are
done and lay them on an inverted sieve

covered with blotting paper before the
fire to thoroughly dry. When all are
cooked sprinkle over a little salt, dish
them on a very hot dish and serve with
cut lemon, and thin brown bread-and-
butter.

If the fish has to be kept at all after

it is bought, it should be laid in very
cold water.

Time, about 2 minutes to cook.

Average cost, Is. per pint. Seasonable
from April to August. Sufflcient—allow

1 pint for 3 persons.

WHITING (BOILED).

Ingredients.—I lb. salt to each gallon

of water.

Mode .—Cleonse the fish, but do not
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skin them
;
lay them in a fish-kettle,

with cold water to cover, and salt as
above. Bring gradually to a boil,

simmer gently for about 5 minutes, or
rather more should the fish be very
large. Dish on a hot napkin, and
garnish with tufts of parsley. Serve
with anchovy sauce or plain melted
butter.

Time, after the water boils, 5 minutes.
Average cost for small whiting, from
2d. each. Seasonable all the year ; best
from October to March. Sufficient, 1
small whiting for each person.

To Choose Whiting.—Choose for the
firmness of its flesh and its silvery hue.

WHITING (BROILED).

Ingredients.—Salt and water, flour.

Mode.—Wash the whiting in salt and
V, ater ;

wipe them thoroughly. Flour
them well and broil them over a very
clear fire. Serve with maitre d'hotel
sauce or plain melted butter. {See
Sauces.) Be careful to preserve the

liver, as by some it is considered very
delicate.

Time, 5 minutes for small whiting.
Average cost, from 2d. each. Season^
able all the year, but best from October
to March. Sufficient, 1 small whiting
for each person

WHITING (FRIED).

Ingredients. — Egg and bread-
crumbs, a Uttle flour, hot lard or
clarified dripping.

Mode.—Take off the skin, clean and
thoroughly wipe the fish free from all

moisture, that the egg and bread-
crumbs may properly adhere. Fasten
the tail in the mouth with a small
skewer, brush over with egg, dredge
with a little flour, and cover with bread
crumbs. Fry in hot lard or dripping,
of a nice colour, and serve on a napkin,
garnished with fried parsley. Send to
table with plain melted butter.

Time, about 6 minutes. Average cost,

2d. each. Seasonable all the year

;

best from October to March. Sufficient,
1 small whiting for each person.
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FORCEMEAT AND STUFFING.

Forcemeat and stuffing to be pleasant
additions to the dishes they are intended
for should be very carefully made. The
suet should be finely chopped, the bread-
crumbs equally finely grated, the eggs
well beaten, &c., &c., and the whole
thoroughly blended with judicious
seasoning. Forcemeat balls should be
well flavoured as they lose a little in
process of cooking, and should be firm
enough to fry without fear of breaking.

CHESTNUT FORCEMEAT (for
Turkey, &c.).

Ingredients.—2 doz. chestnuts, a slice

of ham or a pork sausage, 1 or 2 eggs
according to size, a cupful of hread-
crumbs, half an onion, 1 oz. butter, tlie

liver of the fowl or turkey, a strip of
lemon-peel, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Peel the chestnuts and boil

them with the onion and the liver in

water or a little stock. Chop the ham
finely, also theonion,orturnthesausage
out of its skin. Pound chestnuts and
liver to a paste with a little moistening
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the stock, then add the other ingre-
dients (the lemon-peel grated), and
work together thoroughly. When well
mixed add the egg and form into a
paste, adding more stock if necessary.
Time, 15 minutes to boil the chest-

nuts. Average cost, 8d. Sufficient for
large fowl or small turkey. Seasonable
in winter.

FORCEMEAT FOR FISH.

Ingredients. — A cupful of hread-
crumhs, J doz oysters, or 18 tinned ones,

a teaspoonful minced herbs, 2 oz. of
suet, pounded mace and pepper to taste,

a dessertspoonful of anchovy sauce, a
little milk, 1 large egg.

Mode .—Mince the oysters and chop
the suet finely, then thoroughly mix
all the ingredients, seasoning to taste,

and blending with the egg beaten and
a little milk. Put the forcemeat thus
made in a small ste^vpan, stir till it

thickens, when it is ready for use.

Veal forcemeat is often used for fish

such as fresh haddock and others.

Time, 5 minutes to stir over the fire.

Average cost, lOd. Sufficient for good
sized fish. Seasonable at any time.

FORCEMEAT FOR GAME PIES, &c.

Ingredients.—A teacupful of bread-
crumbs, 2 oz. each of cooked calf’s liver

and bacon, i doz. mushrooms {if obtain-
able), a teaspoonful of minced parsley
and other herbs, J teaspoonful grated
lemon-rind, seasoning of pepper and
salt, an egg.

Mode ,—Mince very finely the liver

and bacon, then pound together. Add
the breadcrumbs, the mushrooms chop-
ped, and the seasoning, and blend all

with the egg, beaten.
Time, 15 minutes to cook the liver.

Average cost, 8d. Sufficient for a pie.

Seasonable for game pies in autumn or
winter.

FORCEMEAT FOR YEAL, TURKEYS,
FOWLS, HARE, &c.

Ingredients. — 2 oz. ham or lean
bacon, J lb. suet, the rind of ^ a lemon,
1 teaspoonful minced parsley, 1 tea-

spoonful minced sweet herbs ; salt,

cayenne, and pounded mace to taste;
6 oz. bread crumbs, 2 eggs.

Mode .—Shred the ham or bacon, chop
the suet, lemon-peel, and herbs, taking
care that all be very finely minced;
season with salt, cayenne, and mace,
and blend all thoroughly together with

the breadcrumbs before wetting. Nov/
beat and strain the eggs

;
work these

up with the other ingredients, and the
forcemeat will be ready. When made
into balls, fry of a nice brown in boiling
lard, or put them on a tin and bake for
half hour in a moderate oven. No one
flavour should predominate greatly,
and the forcemeat should be of suffi-

cient body to cut with a knife, and yet
not dry and heavy. For ve y delicate
forcemeat, pound the ingredients to-

gether before binding with the egg

;

but, for ordinary cooking, mincing very
finely answers the purpose.
Average cost, 7d. Sufficient for a

tui’key, a moderate-sized fillet of veal,
or a hare.

LIVER FORCEMEAT.
Ingredients.—J lb. each veal and

calf’s liver, 2 oz. bacon or ham, 2 eggs,
a dessertspoonful butter, a tablespoon-
ful of chopped truffie {if obtainable),
parsley, bay-leaf, and lemon thyme
{a dessertspoonful altogether when
minced), pepper and salt.

Mode .—Boilthe liver, bacon, and veal,
the latter mixed with the onion, then
pound and rub through a sieve. Add
the herbs, the truffles, butter, and
seasoning, and blend with the eggs, well
beaten. Chicken or any white meat
will serve in place of the veal. This
forcemeat should be very similar in
flavour to Foie Gras.

Time, 15 minutes to boil the bacon,
&c. Average cost, Is. 6d. with truffles.

Sufficient for an entree. Seasonable at
any time.

PANADA.
Ingredients.—4 oz. of stale crumb

of bread, 1 egg, 1 oz. butter.

Mode .—Scald the bread with boiling
water, then squeeze it as dry as possible
in a cloth. Break it up in a small
saucepan, adding the butter, then stir

in the egg till the mixture leaves the
sides of t^he saucepan, when it is ready
for use.

Tisne, about 10 minutes. Average
cost, 3d.

SAGE AND ONION STUFFING FOR
GEESE, DUCKS, AND PORK.

Ingredients.— 4 large onions, 10
sage leaves, J lb. breadcrumbs, 1 oz.

butter, salt and pepper.

Mode .—Peel the onions, put them
into boiling water, simmer for 5
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minutes, or rather longer, and put in
the sage leaves for a minute or two to
take off their rawness. Chop both very
fine, add the bread, seasoning, and
butter, and work the whole together
with a little of the liquor in w'hich the
onions were boiled, when the stuffing

will be ready for use. It should be
rather highly seasoned, and the sage
leaves finely chopped. Many cooks do
not parboil the onions, but use them
raw. The stuffing then is not so mild.
When made for a goose, a portion of

the liver of the bird, simmered for a
few minutes and very finely minced, is

frequently added.
Time, rather more than 5 minutes to

simmer the onions. Average cost, for

this quantity, 3d. Sufficient for 1

goose, or a pair of ducks.

GRAVIES.

In the hands of a good cook a joint

(with the exception of one of veal) will

always yield enough gravy to serve
with it, but for game, poultry, and
other dishes, it must be made. Any of

the stocks for which recipes are given
in this book will serve as a basis for

the gravies, with the addition (if neces-

sary) of store sauces and thickening.

The goodness and strength of spices,

wines, flavourings, &c., evaporate, and
lose a great deal of their fragrance, if

added a long time before they are

wanted. If this point be attended to,

a saving of one half the quantity of

these ingredients will be effected, as,

with long boiling, the flavour almost
entirely passes away. The shank-
bones of mutton, previously well

soaked, will be found a great assistance

in enriching gravies ; a kidney or melt,

beef skirt, trimmings of meat, &c.,

answer very well when only a small
quantity is wanted. A good gravy
need not be very expensive, for econo-
mically prepared dishes are oftentimes
found as savoury and wholesome as

dearer ones. The cook should also re-

member that the fragrance of gravies

should not be overpowered by too much
spice, or any strong essences, and that

they should always be warmed in a

bain marie after they are flavoured, or

else in a jar or jug placed in a saucepan
of boiling water. The remains of roast-

meat gravy should always be saved, as,

when no meat is at hand a very ni&Q

gravy in haste may be made from it,

which, wffien added to hashes, ragouts,
&c., is a great improvement. Gravies,
like soups, are always much nicer if

made, w’ith the exception of the
flavourings, the day before they are
wanted.

BROWNING AND THICKENING FOR
GRAVIES.

The browning for soups {which
see) answers equally well for sauces
and gravies; but where they can be
made to look brown by using ketchup,
wine, browned flower, tomatoes, or any
colour sauce, it is far preferable. When
no browning is at hand, and the colour
of the gravy is to be heightened, dis-

solve a lump of sugar in an iron spoon
over a sharp fire, and drop it into the
sauce or gravy quite hot. Care must
be taken not to put in too much, as it

would impart a very disagreeable
flavour.
Thickening for gravies may be of

plain flour, but roux {see “ Recipes for

Soups ”) is far better.

BEEF GRAVY.

Ingredients.—i Ih. lean beef, 1 pint
colli water, 1 shallot or small onion, i a
teaspoonful salt, a little pepper, 1 table-

spoonful sauce, or mushroom ketchup,

J a teaspoonful arrowroot.

Mode .—Cut the beef up into small
pieces, and put it, with the water, into
a stewpan. Add the shallot and sea-

soning, and simmer gently for 3 hours.
A short time before it is required mix
the arrowroot with a little cold water,
and pour it into the gravy, which keep
stirring, adding the sauce, and just
letting it boil. Strain off the gravy in

a tureen, and serve.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 6d. per
pint.

BROWN GRAVY.

Ingredients.—2 oz. buttei’, 2 large
onions, 2 lbs. shin of beef, 2 small slices

lean bacon {if at hand), salt and whole
pepper to taste, 3 cloves, 2 quarts water.
For thickening, 2 oz. butter, 3 oz. flour.

Mode .—Put the butter into a stew-
pan

;
set this on the fire, throw in the

onions, cut in rings, and fry them a
light brown ;

add the beef and bacon,
cut into small square pieces

;
season,

and pour in a teacupful of water ;
let it

boil for about 10 minutes, or until of a
nice brown colour, occasionally stirring.

Fill up with water in the above pro-
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portion ;
let it boil up, when draw it to

the side of the fire to simmer gently
for hours; strain, and when cold,

take off the fat. In thickening this

gravy, melt 3 oz. of butter in a stew-

an, add 2 oz. of flour, and stir till of a
ght-brown colour; when cold, add it

to the strained gravy, and boil up
quickly. This thickening may be made
in larger quantities, and kept in a stone
jar for use when wanted.

Time, altogether 2 hours. Average
cost for this quantity. Is. 6d.

BROWN GRAVY WITHOUT MEAT.

Ingbedients.—2 large onions, 1 large

carrot, 2 oz. butter, 3 pints boiling

water, 1 bunch savoury herbs, a wine-
glassful of good beer ; salt and pepper.

Mode.—Slice, flour, and fry the
onions and carrots in the butter until

of a nice light-brown colour
;
add the

boiling water and remaining ingre-

dients; let the whole stew gently for

about an hour
;
strain, and when cold

skim off the fat. Thicken it as in pre-
ceding recipe, and, if necessary, add a
few drops of colouring.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 2d. per
pint.

Note.~A small quantity of ketchup or
sauce very much improves the flavour.

GRAVY (CHEAP) FOR HASHES, &C.

Ingredients.—Bones and trhnmings
of the cooked joint intended for hash-
ing, J teaspoonful of salt, J teaspoonful
whole pepper, J teaspoonful whole all-

spice, a small faggot savoury herbs, \
head celery, 1 carrot, 1 onion, I oz.

butter, .thickening, sufficient boiling
water to cover the bones.

Mode .—Chop the bones in small
pieces and put them in a stewpan, with
the trimmings, salt, pepper, spice,
herbs, and vegetables. Cover with
boiling water, and let the whole simmer
gently for or 2 hours. Slice and fry
the onion in the butter till of a pale
brown, and mix it gradually with the
gravy made from the bones : boil for J
hour, and strain into a basin

;
now put

it back into the stewpan
; flavour with

vyalnut pickle or ketchup, pickled-onion
liquor, or other sauce. Thicken with
a little butter and flour kneaded to-
gether on a plate. After the thickening
is added the gravy should just boil, to
take off the rawness of the flour.

Time, 2 hours or rather more. Aver-
age cost, 3d., exclusive of bones, &c.

GRAVY (CHEAP) FOR MINCED VEAL.

Ingredients.—Bones and trimmings
of cold roast or boiled veal, IJ pints
water, I onion, J teaspoonfiil minced
lemon-peel, J teaspoonful salt, 1 blade
pounded mace, the juice of J lemon;
thickening of butter and flour.

Mode .—Put all the ingredients into

a stewpan, except the thickening and
lemon-juice, and simmer very gently
for rather more than 1 hour, or until

the liquor is reduced to a pint, when
strain through a hair-sieve. Add a
thickening of butter and flour, and the
lemon-juice, and let it just boil up. It

may be flavoured with a little tomato
sauce, and, where a rather dark-
coloured gravy is not objected to,

ketchup, or sauce, may be added.
Time, rather more than 1 hour.

Average cost, 2d

GRAVY FOR FISH.

Ingredients.—A cupful of fish stock

{if at hand), or water, a teaspoonful or
rather more of white or brown roux, a
dessertspoonful each vinegar and ketch-
up, salt and pepper.

Mode .—If for baked fish, when the
fish is done, take it out of the tin and
make the gravy in it in the usual way,
adding the ingredients named to the
ravy that has run from the fish, then
oiling it up over the fire and straining

it into the dish. If for boiled fish use
the same ingredients, with sufficient

liquor in which the fish was boiled.

Time, 3 minutes to boil. Average
cost, 2d. Sufficient for medium-sized
dish.

GRAVY (QUICKLY MADE).

Ingredients.—| lb. shin of beef, J
onion, J carrot, 2 or 3 sprigs parsley
and savoury herbs, butter about the
size of a walnut ; cayenne and mace

;

I pint water.

Mode .—Cut the meat into very small
pieces

;
slice the onion and carrot, and

put them into a small saucepan with
the butter. Keep stirring over a sharp
fire until they have taken a little

colour, when add the water and the
remaining ingredients. Simmer for ^
hour, skim well, strain, and flavour.

Time, ^ hour. Average cost, for this
quantity, 4d.

7
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SAUCES,

There is no more important branch of

the culinary art than the making of

sauces, not only to render them plea-
sant in flavour, hut pleasant to regard.
In many cases the sauce governs the
dish. A simple serving of fish, for

example, will take its various names,
and be subservient to, the sauces with
which it is accompanied to table, and
the same may be said of many entrees

of fish and game. In other cases the
sauce has to be, not a contrast, but in
harmony with whatever it be served.
In both cases, however, the same care
and art is needed, and every sauce
should have a character of its own.
All sauces intended for masking such

things as cutlets and fish should be
made of sufficient consistency, this

applying particularly to such as
mayonnaise. Where eggs are used in

hot sauces they must not be allowed to

boil. Hot sauces cannot be served too
hot, nor cold ones too cold.

Where many sauces have to be
made, proper utensils for their making
must find a place. Copper, enamelled
iron, and fireproof china pans are con-
stantly needed, and tammy cloths are
indispensable, while a hain marie is of

the greatest service.

ANCHOYY SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—4 anchovies, 1 oz. hut-

ter, i ^int melted butter, cayenne to

taste.

Mode.— Bone the anchovies and
pound them to a paste with 1 oz.

butter. Make the melted butter hot,

stir in the pounded anchovies and
cayenne, simmer for 3 or 4 minutes,
and add a squeeze of lemon-juice. A
more general and expeditious way is to

stir in tablespoonfuls of anchovy
essence to J pint melted butter, and
season to taste. Boil the whole up for

1 minute and serve hot.

Time, 5 minutes. Average cost, 5d.

for i pint. Sufficient, this quantity, for

a brill, small turbot, 3 or 4 soles, &c.

APPLE SAUCE FOR GEESE, PORK, &c.

Ingbedients.—6 good-sized ayplcs,

sifted sugar to taste, apiece of butter

the size of g walnut, water.

Mode.—Parc, core, and quarter the

apples ;
throw them into cold water to

preserve their whiteness. Put them in

,a saucepan with sufficient water to

moisten, and boil till soft enough to
pulp. Beat them up, adding sugar and
a small piece of butter.

Time, about | hour. Average cost,

4d. Sufficient, this quantity, for a
goose or couple of ducks. Seasonable
from August to March.

ARROWROOT SAUCE FOR PUDDINGS.

Ingbedients.—2 small teaspoonfuls
arrowroot, 4 dessertspoonfuls pounded
sugar, the juice of 1 lemon, J tea-

spoonful grated nutmeg, i pint water.

Mode.—Mix the arrovTOot smoothly
with the water; put this into a stew-
pan; add the sugar, strained lemon-
juice and grated nutmeg, and stir these
ingredients over the fire until they
boil. A small quantity of wine, or any
liqueur, improves the flavour

; it is

usually served with bread, rice, cus-
tard, or any dry pudding that is not
very rich.

Time, altogether, 15 minutes. Aver-
age cost, 4d. Sufficient for G or 7
persons.

BECHAMEL SAUCE.

Ingbedients. — A cupful of good
white stock, a few drops of lemon-
juice, a grate of nutmeg, a little white
roux or cornflour, pepper and salt.

Mode.—Put the stock into a small
enamelled pan, with a small grate of

nutmeg, a seasoning of pepper and
salt (if needed), thicken it and boil up,
when add a few drops of lemon-juice.

Time, about 5 minutes. Average
cost, 2d. or 3d., according to the stock.

note .—The above sauce is made much
richer and nicer by the addition of a cup-
ful of cream, and it may be made maigre
by using vegetarian white stock, milk, &c.

BREAD SAUCE (to serve with Roast
Turkey, Fowl, Game, &c.).

Ingbedients.—1 pint milk, f lb. the

crumb of a stale loaf, 1 onion ; pounded
mace, cayenne, and salt to taste ; 1 oz.

of butter.

Mode.—Peel and quarter the onion,

simmer in the milk till perfectly ten-

der. Break the bread into small pieces,

picking out any hard outside pieces;

put it in a clean saucepan, strain the
milk over it, cover it up, and let it

remain for an hour to soak. Beat it up
with a fork very smoothly, add a sea-

soning of pounded mace, cayenne, and
salt, with 1 oz. butter

;
give the whole

one boil.

Time, altogether, 1| hours. Average
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cost for this quantity, 4d. Sufficient to

serve with a turkey, pair of fowls, or

brace of partridges.

CAPER SAUCE FOR BOILED
MUTTON, &c.

Ingbedients.—i pint melted hutter,

3 tablespoonfuls capers, 1 tahlespoonful

of their liquor.

Mode .—Chop the capers twice or

thrice, and add them, with their liquor,

to J pint of melted butter ;
keep stir-

ring well; let the sauce simmer, and
serve in a tureen. Pickled nasturtium
pods may be used as a substitute for

capers.
Time, after the melted butter is

made, 2 minutes to simmer. Average
cost for this quantity, 5d. Sufficient to

serve with a leg of mutton.

CELERY SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—2 heads of celery, i
pint of melted butter, made with milh,
a blade of mace, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Having washed the celerj”,

boil it in salted water till tender, then
cut it in small pieces and add it to the
melted butter with the pounded mace
and the seasoning, and simmer for a
few minutes.

Time, J hour. Average cost, 6d.

Swfficient for a fowl.

CRANBERRY SAUCE (American Recipe).

Ingbedients.—A quart of cranber-
ries, J pint of water, white sugar to
taste.

Mode .—Having washed and pickled
the cranberries carefully, put them in
a lined saucepan with the sugar and
enough water to cover them. Let them
stew very slowly for an hour or more,
till reduced to a pulp, stirring them
often. Take them off the fire and put
in a wetted mould or small jars to cool.
Serve in a small glass dish with roast
turkey, ducks, or game, as we serve
currant jelly with hare or mutton.

Time, about an hour. Seasonable
from October to March.

DUTCH SAUCE.
Ingbedients.—2 oz. butter, 2 table-

spoonfuls vinegar, 4 of water, yolks of
2 eggs, juice of^a lemon, a little flour.

Mode .—Put all the ingredients except
the lemon-juice into a small stewpan,
and stir over the fire till the sauce is
sufficiently thick. It must not boil or
it wiU curdle.

Time, about 10 minutes. Average
cost, 5d.

EGG SAUCE FOR SALT FISH.

Ingbedients.—4 eggs, i pint melted
butter; when liked a very little lemon-
juice.

Mode. — Boil the eggs about 20
minutes, and put them into cold water
for ^ hour. Strip off the shells, chop
the eggs into small pieces, not, how-
ever, too fine. Make the melted butter
and, when boiling, stir in the eggs

;

and serve very hoL Lemon-juice may
be added at pleasure.
Time, 20 minutes to boil the eggs.

Average cost, 6d. Sufficient for 3 or 4
lbs. of fish.

Note .—When a thicker sauce is re-
quired, use one or two more eggs.

FENNEL SAUCE FOR MACKEREL.
Ingbedients.—^ pint melted butter,

rather more than a tablespoonful of
chopped fennel.

Mode .—Make the melted butter by
recipe, and chop the fennel rather
small, carefully cleansing it from grit

or dirt, and put it to the butter when
on the point of boiling. Simmer for a
minute or two, and serve in a tureen.

Time, 2 minutes. Average cost, 3d.

Sufficie7it to serve with 5 or 6 mackerel.

GENEVESE SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—1 onion, 1 carrot, a
hunch of siveet herbs, a bay-leaf, a blade

of mace, a few mushrooms {if obtain-
able), 2 oz. butter, a glass of sherry,
pints white stock, a little flour, j a
lemon.

Mode .—Slice the onion and carrot
and put them in a stewpan with the
herbs, mushrooms, bay-leaf, and mace.
Add the butter, and simmer very slowly
over a slow fire till the onion is tender.
Add the sherry and stock, and stew
gently for an hour, then strain into
another saucepan. Put in a thickening
of butter and fiour, and stir into the
sauce, let it boil, then stir till it is quite

smooth, and then add the juice of the

i lemon.
Time, about 2 hours. Average cost,

Is. 3d. Seasonable at any time.

HOLLANDAISE SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—A small cupful of be-

chamel, the juice of i lemon, colour-

ing ofparsley-green, salt, cayenne.

Mode .—Bring the bechamel to the
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boil, and let it just simmer. Add the
seasoning and colouring, and the mo-
ment before serving, the lemon-juice.
Average cost, 3d.

Note.— The colouring is procured by
pounding parsley till the juice is ex-
tracted.

HORSERADISH SAUCE (to serve with
Roast Beef).

Ingredients.—4 tablespoonfuls grated
horseradish, 1 teaspoonful pounded
sugar, 1 teaspoonful salt, J teaspoonful
pepper, 2 teaspoonfuls made mustard,
vinegar.

Mode.—Grate the horseradish, and
mix it well with the sugar, salt, pepper,
and mustard. Moisten with sufficient

vinegar to give it the consistency of

cream, and serve in a tureen
; 3 or 4

tablespoonfuls of cream will much im-
prove the sauce. Heat it in a bain
marie, or a jar, which place in a sauce-
pan of boiling water. It will curdle if

allowed to boil.

Average cost (without cream), 3d.

HORSERADISH SAUCE (COLD), FOR
FISH.

Ingredients.—2 tablespoonfuls horse-
radish finely grated, 1 of vinegar, §
p)int cream, a dessertspoonful castor
sugar, a saltspoonful each salt and
made mustard.

Mode .—Whisk the cream still, add
the horseradish, then the other ingre-

dients, and mix well together.

Average cost, lOd.

LEMON SAUCE FOR SWEET PUD-
DINGS.

Ingredients.—The rind and juice of
1 lemon, 1 tablespoonful flour, 1 oz.

butter, 1 large wineglassful sherry, 1

wineglassful water, sugar to taste, the

yolks of 4 eggs.

Mode .—Rub the rind of the lemon on
to some lumps of sugar; squeeze out
the juice, and strain it

;
put the butter

and flour into a saucepan; stir them
over the lire, and when of a pale brown,
add the wine, water, and strained

lemon-juice. Crush the lumps of sugar
that were rubbed on the lemon ; stir

these into the sauce, which should be
very sweet. When well mixed and the

sugar melted, put in the beaten yolks

of 4 eggs
;
keep stirring the sauce until

it thickens, when serve. Do not allow

it to boil, or it will be entirely spoiled.

Time, altogether 15 minutes. Aver-

age cost, 9d. Sufficient for 7 or 8 per-

sons.

LOBSTER SAUCE, to serve with Tur-
bot, Salmon, Brill, &c. (Very Good*)

Ingredients.—1 middling-sized hen
lobster, 1 pint melted butter, 1 table-

spoonful anchovy sauce, § oz. butter,
salt and cayenne, a little pounded mace
when liked, 2 or 3 tablespoonfuls of
cream.

Mode.—Pick the meat from the shell

of a hen lobster, and cut it into small
square pieces

;
put the spawn, which

will be found under the tail, into a
mortar with | oz. of butter, and pound
it quite smooth

;
rub it through a hair-

sieve, and cover up till wanted. Make
1 pint of melted butter by recipe given,
put in all the ingredients except the
lobster-meat, and well mix the sauce
before the lobster is added to it. Put
in the meat, let it get thoroughly hot,

but do not allow it to boil, as the colour,

which should be bright red, would be
spoiled. If served with turbot or briU,

a little of the spawn (dried and rubbed
through a sieve without butter) should
be saved for garnish for the fish.

Time, 1 minute to simmer after the
lobster has become thoroughly hot
through. Average cost, for this quan-
tity, 2s. Seasonable at any time. Suf-
ficient to serve with a small turbot, a
brill, or salmon for 6 persons.

Jfofe.—Melted butter made with milk
will be found to answer very well for
lobster sauce. Less quantity may be
made by using a very small lobster, to
which add only J a pint of melted butter,
and season as above. The cream may be
dispensed with, and a lobster left from
table may be converted into a very good
sauce, if used before the fish is allowed
to become stale. Tinned lobster, if well
drained, answers very well for this sauce.

MAIGRE SAUCE, made without Meat
(Hot).

Ingredients.—^pint ofmelted butter,

a heaped tablespoonful choppedparsley,
salt and pepper to taste, the juice of §
large lemon, 2 minced shallots.

Mode.—Make the melted butter by
recipe given, stir in the above ingre-

dients, and let them just boil.

Time, 1 minute to simmer. Average
cost, 4d.

MAiTRE D’h6teL SAUCE (Hot), to serve
“'s with Calfs Head.

Ingredients.—1 slice minced ham, a
few poultry tHmmings or a little veal,

2 shallots, 1 clove garlic, 1 bay-leaf, |

pint water, 2 oz. butter, 1 dessertspoon-

ful flour, 1 heaped tablespoonful chop-

ped parsley, salt, pepper, and cayenne
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to taste, the juice of J large lemon, J

teaspoonful pounded sugar.

Mode .—Put at the bottom of a stew-
pan the minced ham, and over it the
poultry trimmings or veal, with the
shallots, garlic, and bay-leaf. Pour in

the water, and simmer gently for 1

hour (or until the liquor is reduced to J
pint). Strain this gravy, put it in

another saucepan, make a thickening
of the butter and flour, and stir it to

the gravy over a clear fire, care being
taken that the hutter does not float on
the surface. Skim well, add the re-

maining ingredients, let the sauce
gradually heat, but not boil. If in-

tended for an entree, make it of suffi-

cient thickness to adhere to what it is

intended to cover.

Time, hours. Average cost. Is.

per pint. Sufficient for rewarming the
remains of ^ calf’s head, or a small
dish of cold flaked turbot, cod, &c.

HAYONNAISE SAUCE (for Cold Chicken,
Salmon, &c.).

Ingredients.—The yolks of 2 eggs,

6 tablespoonfuls of salad oil, 2 table-

spoonfuls vinegar, salt and white pep-
per to taste, 3 tablespoonfuls cream.

Mode .—Put the yolks of the eggs into
a hasin with seasoning of pepper and
salt; have ready the above quantities
of oil and vinegar in separate vessels

;

add them very gradually to the eggs

;

continue stirring and rubbing the mix-
ture with a wooden spoon. It cannot
be stirred too frequently, and it should
be made in a very cool place, or if ice
is at hand, it should be mixed over it.

When the vinegar and oil are well
incorporated with the eggs, add the
cream, stirring all the time, and it will
be ready for use.
For a fish mayonnaise, this sauce

may be coloured with lobster spawn
pounded, and for poultry or meat, a
little parsley juice may be used. Cu-
cumber, tarragon, or any other flavoured
vinegar may be substituted for plain.
The cost for this quantity, 9d. Suf-

ficient for a small salad.

ITote .—In mixing the oil and vinegar
vnth the eggs, put in first a few drops of
oil

; then a few drops of vinegar, never
adding much at one time. Patience and
practice are required to make this sauce
good.

MELTED BUTTER.
Ingredients.—2 oz. butter, 1 dessert-

spoonful flour, salt to taste, J pint
water.

Mode.—Mix the flour and water to a
smooth batter, which put into a sauce-
pan. Add the butter and a seasoning
of salt

;
keep stirring one way till the

ingredients are perfectly smooth
;

let

the whole boil for a minute or two, and
serve.

Time, 2 minutes to simmer. Average
cost for this quantity, 2d.

MELTED BUTTER MADE WITH MILK.

Ingredients.—1 teaspoonful flour, 2
oz. butter, | pint milk, a few grains of
salt.

Mode. — Mix the butter and flour

smoothly together on a plate
;
put it

into a lined saucepan, and pour in the
milk. Keep stirring it one way over a
sharp fire

; let it boil quickly for a
minute or two, and it is ready to serve.
This is a very good foundation for
onion, lobster, or oyster sauce; using
milk instead of water makes the pre-
paration look more delicate.

Time, altogether, 10 minutes. Aver-
age cost for this quantity, 3d.

Note.—The French, in fact the real
“ melted butter,” is simply butter melted
and flavoured with lemon-juice.

MINT SAUCE (to serve with Roast
Lamb).

Ingredients. — 4 dessertspoojtfuls
chopped mint, 2 dessertspoonfuls poun-
ded white sugar, \pint vinegar.

Mode .—Wash the mint, which should
be young and fresh-gathered, free from
grit

;
pick the leaves from the stalks,

mince them very fine, and put into a
tureen

;
add the sugar and vinegar, and

stir till the former is dissolved. This
sauce is better by being made 2 or 3
hours before wanted for table. By
many persons, the above proportion of
sugar would not be considered suf-
ficient.

Average cost, 3d. Sufficient to serve
with a middling-sized joint of lamb.
Note.—Where green mint is not obtain-

able, mint vinegar may be substituted for
it, or dried mint may be used.

MUSHROOM SAUCE (BROWN).

Ingredients.—^ pint button mush-
rooms, or large mushrooms cut into
pieces, § pint good beef gravy, table-

spoonful ketchup, thickening of butter
and flour.

Mode .—Put the gravy into a sauce-
pan, thicken it, and stir over the fire

until it boils. Wipe the mushrooms
dean, cutting off the stalks

;
put them
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into the gravy, simmer gently for about
10 minutes, then add the ketchup and
serve.

Time, rather mere than 10 minutes.
Seasonable from August to October.

MUSHROOM SAUCE (WHITE).

Ingbedients.—^ pint melted butter,

made with milk, | pint button mush-
rooms, 1 dessertsp>oonful mushroom ket-

chup, cayenne and salt.

Mode .—Make the melted butter by
recipe given, and add the mushrooms,
nicely cleaned, free from grit, and the
stalks cut off. Simmer gently until

tender (about 10 minutes). Put in the
seasoning and ketchup, and let it just

boil.

Time, rather more than 10 minutes.
Average cost, 8d. Seasonable from
August to October.

MUSTARD SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—2 oz. butter, a dessert-

spoonful brown roux, the same of mus-
tard, about i wineglassful vinegar, salt.

Mode .—Put the flour, mustard, and
butter together, adding a pinch of salt

in a saucepan with a wineglass of

boiling water, simmer for a few
minutes, then add the vinegar.
Time, 6 minutes. Average cost, 3d.

NEAPOLITAN SAUCE (Italian Recipe).

Ingbedients.—J pint of white stock,

1 pint of Spanish sauce, 1 pint of
tomato sauce, J lb. of ham, ^ pint of
marsala, a few mushrooms, 2 or 3
cloves, 2 bay-leaves, 1 onion, whole
pepper, butter.

Mode .—Chop the ham and onion and
fry in butter, add the wine, the stock,
mushrooms and seasoning; cover this
and allow to simmer until the quantity
is reduced to half. Into another sauce-
pan put the Spanish and tomato sauce

;

let these reduce a little, then pour
together, boil for one minute and strain
through a tammy.

Time, about i hour. Average cost,

2s. 6d.

ONION SAUCE.

Ingbedients.—9 large onions, or 12
middle-sized ones, 1 pint melted butter,

^ teaspoonfxil salt, or rather more.

Mode .—Peel the onions and put them
into water, to which a little salt has
been added, to preserve their whiteness,
and let them remain for J hour. Then
put them in a stewpan, cover with

water, and let them boil until tender

;

and, if the onions are strong, change
the water after they have been boiling
for i: hour. Drain thoroughly, chop,
and rub them through a sieve. Make
1 pint melted butter, by recipe, and
when that boils, put in the onions with
the salt

;
stir it till it simmers.

Time, from | to 1 hour, to boil the
onions. Average cost, 6d. per pint.

Sufficient to serve with roast shoulder
of mutton or boiled rabbit. Seasonable
from August to March.

Note.—To make this very mild and
delicate, use Spanish onions, which can
be procured from the beginning of Sep-
tember to Christmas. 2 or 3 table-
spoonfuls of cream added, just before
serving, will be found to improve its

appearance. Small onions, when very
young, may be cooked whole, and served
in melted butter. A sieve or tammy
should be kept expressly for onions, as it

is liable to retain the flavour and smell.

OYSTER SAUCE (to serve with Fish,
Boiied Pouitry, &c.).

Ingbedients.—2 dozen oysters, | pint
melted butter, made with milk.

Mode .
—Open the oysters carefullj'-,

and save the liquor
;
strain into a clean

saucepan (a lined one is best)
;
put in

the oysters, and let them just come to
the boiling-point. Take them off the
fire immediately, and put the whole
into a basin. Strain off the liquor, mix
with it sufficient milk to make J pint
altogether, and follow the directions
for making melted butter. When the
melted butter is ready and very smooth,
put in the oysters, previously bearded,
if you wish the sauce to be really nice.

Set it by the side of the fire to get
thoroughly hot, but do not allow it to

boil, or the oysters will immediately
harden. Using cream instead of milk
makes this sauce extremel}’’ delicious.

Average cost, 2s. 3d. Sufficient for

6 persons. Seasonable from September
to April. Tinned oysters may be used
for this sauce.

PARSLEY AND BUTTER (to serve with
Calf’s Head, Boiled Fowls, &c.).

Ingbedients. — 2 tablespoonfuls
minced parsley, \pint melted butter.

Mode .—Put into a saucepan a small
quantity of water, slightly salted, and
when it boils throw in a good bunch of

parsley previously washed and tied in

a bunch; boil for 6 minutes, drain,

mince the leaves very fine, and put the
above quantity in a tureen

;
pour over

it i pint of smoothly made melted
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butter ;
stir once, that the ingredients

may he thoroughly mixed and serve.

Time, 5 minutes to boil the parsley.

Average cost, 3d. Sufficient for 1 large

fowl ;
allow rather more for a pair.

Note .—^When parsley leaves are not to
be had, tie up a little parsley seed in a
small piece of muslin, and boil it for 10
minutes in a small quantity of water;
use this water to make the melted butter
with, and throw into it a little boiled
spinach, minced rather fine, which will

have an appearance similar to that of
parsley.

PIQUANTE SAUCE.

Ingeedients.—i small Spanish onion,

a spoonful of capers, a tahlespoonful of
vinegar, a few drops of tarragon, J
pint hrown {meat) gravy.

Mode .—Mince the onion and cut the
capers in halves and simmer them in

the vinegar till it is nearly evaporated,
then add the gravy, with salt if neces-
sary, and serve very hot.

Average cost, 6d.

RAYIGOTE SAUCE.

Ingeedients.— oz. butter, 2 oz.

flour, a tahlespoonful each tarragon
and plain vinegar, and anchovy sauce,
a little chopped parsley, J a lemon, a
cupful of milk, cayenne.

Mode .—Bub the flour into the butter,
add to it the parsley, the lemon-juice
and a little pepper and salt, then put
into a saucepan with the milk and
simmer till on the point of boiling. In
another pan heat the sauce and vinegar,
and when the milk, butter, &c., are
slightly cool, mix the contents of the
two pans.

Time, about 15 minutes. Average
cost 6d. together.

SALAD DRESSING (Excellent).

Ingeedients.—1 teaspoonful mixed
mustard, 1 teaspoonful pounded sugar,
2 tahlespoonfuls salad oil, 4 tahlespoon-
fuls milk, 2 tahlespoonfuls vinegar,
cayenne and salt to taste.

Mode .—Put the mixed mustard into
a_ salad-bowl with the sugar, add the
oil drop by drop, and carefully mix
them well together. Proceed in this
manner with the milk and vinegar,
which must be added very gradually,
or the sauce will curdle. Put in the
seasoning. This dressing will he found
very delicious with crab, or cold fried
fish (the latter cut into dice), as well as
with salads. In mixing salad-dressings,

the ingredients cannot be added too
gradually, or stirred too much.
Average cost, for this quantity, 4d.

Sufficient for a small salad.

This recipe can be confidently recom-
mended. It was supplied by a lady noted
for her salads.

SALAD DRESSING.

Ingeedients.—4 eggs, 1 teaspoonful
mixed mustard, J teaspoonful white
pepper, half that quantity cayenne,
salt to taste, 4 tahlespoonfuls cream,
equal quantity oil and vinegar.

Mode .—Boil the eggs hard, which
will be in about J hour or 20 minutes

;

put them into cold water, take off the
shells, and pound the yolks in a mortar
to a smooth paste. Add the other
ingredients, except the vinegar, stir

until the whole is thoroughly incorpo-
rated, and pour in sufficient vinegar to

make it of the consistency of cream,
taking care to add but little at a time.
Average cost, for this quantity, lOd.

Sufficierit for a large salad.

Note.—The white of the eggs cut into
rings, will serve very well as a garnish.
Note .—In making salads, the vegetables,

&c., should never be added to the sauce
long before they are wanted ; the dressing,
however, may be prepared some hours
before required. It is a good plan to
bottle off sufficient dressing for a few
days’ consumption ;

if kept in a cool place,
it vail remain good for 4 or 5 days.

SHRIMP SAUCE (for various kinds of
fish).

Ingeedients.—^ pint melted butter,

i pint pickled shrimps, cayenne to

taste.

Mode .—Make the melted butter very
smoothly by recipe

;
shell the shrimps

(sufficient to make | pint when picked),
and put them into the butter; season
with cayenne, and let the sauce just
simmer. A teaspoonful of anchovy
sauce may be added.
Time, 1 minute to simmer. Average

cost, 6d. Sufficient for small dish of
fish.

SUPREME SAUCE.

Ingeedients.— pints very good
stock, J pint each milk and cream, a
little salt and cayenne.

Mode .—Reduce the stock by boiling
to a third of its quantity, boil the cream
and milk together with a pinch of salt,

and a very small seasoning of cayenne,
and add to the stock.

Average cost, 2s.
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SWEET SAUCE FOR PUDDINGS.

Ingredients.

—

§ pint melted hutter
made with milk, 3 heaped teaspoonfuls
pounded sugar, flavouring of grated
lemon-rind, or nutmeg, or cinnamon.
Mode.—Make ^ pint of melted butter

by recipe, omitting the salt
;
stir in the

sugar, add a little grated lemon-rind,
nutmeg, or powdered cinnamon, and
serve. The milk can be flavoured
with bitter almonds, by infusing about
half a dozen of them in it for about J
hour

;
the milk should then be strained

before it is added to the other in-

gredients. This simple sauce may be
served for children with rice, batter, or
bread puddings.

Time, altogether 15 minutes. Average
cost, 4d. Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.

TARTARE SAUCE.

Ingredients.—\pint of thick mayon-
naise sauce, a dessertspoonful of capers,
a teaspoonful of chopped parsley.

Mode.—Make the mayonnaise sauce
by the recipe and add the capers minced
and the parsley, and if liked a dash of

cayenne or nepaul pepper. This is one
of the best sauces to serve with salmon
cutlets or cold salmon.
Average cost, 9d.

WHITE SAUCE (Good).

Ingredients.—I pint white stock, J
pint cream, | pint milk, 1 dessertspoon-
ful flour, salt to taste.

Mode.—Put the stock, which should
be well flavoured with vegetables, and
rather savoury, into a delicately-clean
saucepan

;
mix the flour smoothly with

the cream, add to the stock, season with
a little salt, and boil very gently for
about 10 minutes, keeping t^hem well
stirred, as this sauce is very liable to
burn.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 9d.

Sufficient for a pair of fowls.

WHITE SAUCE (made without meat).

Ingredients.—2 oz. hutter, 2 small
onions, 1 carrot, J small teacupful flour,
1 pint new milk, salt and cayenne to

taste.

Mode.—Cut the onions and carrot
very small, and put them into a stew-
an with the butter

;
simmer till the

utter is nearly dried up
;
stir in the

flour and add the milk
;
boil the whole

gently until it thickens, strain it and
season with salt and cayenne.

Time, J hour. Average cost, 5d.

Sufficient for a pair of fowls.

WHITE SAUCE (a very Simple and
Inexpensive Method).

Ingredients.—IJ pints milk, 1§ oz.

rice, 1 strip lemon-peel, 1 small blade
pounded mace, salt and cayenne to

taste.

Mode.—Boil the milk with the lemon-
peel and rice until the latter is perfectly
tender

;
then take out the lemon-peel,

and pound the milk and rice together

;

put it back into the stewpan, add the
mace and seasoning, give it one boil,

and serve. This sauce should be of the
consistency of thick cream.

Time, about i hour to boil the rice.

Average cost, 4d. Sufficient for a pair
of fowls.

WINE SAUCE FOR PUDDINGS.

Ingredients.

—

i pint sherry, J pint
water, the yolks of 5 eggs, 2 oz.pounded
sugar, ^ teaspooyiful minced lemon-peel,
a few pieces candied citron, cut thin.

Mode.—Separate the yolks from the
whites of 5 eggs

;
beat them, and put

them into a very clean saucepan (a

lined one is best)
;
add the other in-

gredients, place them over a sharp fire,

and keep stirring until the sauce begins
to thicken

;
then take it ofi and serve.

If it is allowed to boil, it will curdle
and be spoiled.

Time—to be stirred over the fire 3
or 4 minutes; but it must not boil.

Average cost. Is, 3d. Sufficient for a
large pudding

;
half the quantity for a

moderate-sized one.

WINE OR BRANDY SAUCE FOR
PUDDINGS.

Ingredients.—J pint melted hutter,

3 heaped teaspoonfuls pounded sugar,
1 large wineglassful port or sherry, or

^ of a small glassful brandy.

Mode.—Make i pint melted butter by
recipe, omitting the salt ; then stir in

the sugar and wine or spirit, and bring
the sauce to the point of boiling. Serve
in a boat or tureen separately, and pour
a little of it over the pudding. To con-
vert this into punch sauce, add to the
sherry and brandy a small wineglassful
of rum and the juice and grated rind of

i lemon. Liqueurs, such as cura^oa,
may be substituted for the brandy.

Time, altogether 15 minutes. Average
cost, 9d. Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.
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BEEF BAKED, BOAST, AND
BOILED

BEEF, AITCH-BONE OF (TO BOIL).

Ingredients.—Beef, water.

Mode.—After this joint has been in
salt 5 or 6 days it will be ready for use.

Wash the meat, and, if too salt, soak it

for a few hours, changing the water
once or twice. Put it into a saucepan
with sufficient cold water to cover the
meat

;
set it over the fire, and wffien it

boils draw the pot to the side of the
fire, and let it remain until the water
is sufficiently cooled that the finger
may be borne in it. Then draw the
pot nearer the fire, and keep the water
gently simmering until the meat is

done
; it will be hard and tough if

rapidly boiled. Carefully remove the
scum, and continue doing this for
a few minutes after it first boils.

Carrots and turnips and suet dump-
lings may be boiled wdth the beef.

Garnish with a few of the carrots and
turnips, and serve the remainder in a
vegetable dish. Brisket of beef is

cooked in the same way.
Time, an aitch-bone of 10 lbs., 2^

hours after the water boils ; one of 20
lbs., 4 hours. Average cost, 6d. to
7d. per lb. Sufficient, 10 lbs. for 10
persons. Seasonable all the year
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round, but best from September to
March. It is more convenient to
carve if the bones ar^ removed before
boiling.

Note .—The liquor in which the meat
has been boiled may be easily converted
into a very excellent pea-soup. It will
require but few vegetables, as it will be
flavoured by those boiled with the meat.

BEEF DRIPPING (to Clarify).

Good, fresh dripping answers very
well for basting everything except game
and poifltry, and, when well clarified,

serves for frying nearly as well as
lard

;
it should be kept in a cool place,

and \vill remain good some time. To
clarify it, put the dripping into a basin,

pour over it boiling water, and keep
stirring the whole to wash away the
impurities. Let it stand to cool, when
the water and dirty sediment will settle

at the bottom of the basin. Remove
the dripping, and put it away in jars

or basins for use.

Another way.

Put the dripping into a clean sauce-

pan, and let it boil for a few minutes
over a slow fire, and skim it well. Let
stand to cool a little, then strain it

through a piece of muslin into jars for

use. Beef dripping is preferable to

any other for cooking, as with mutton
dripping there is liable to be a tallowy
taste and smell.

BEEF, FILLET OF (LARDED).

Ingredients.—About 4 lbs. inside

f ilet of the sirloin, 1 onion, a small
hunch parsley

,
salt and pepper to taste,

sujficient vinegar to cover the meat,
glaze, Spanish sauce.

Mode .—Lard the beef with bacon,
and put into the pan with sufiicient

vinegar to cover it, with an onion
sliced, parsley and seasoning, and let

it remain in this pickle 12 hours.

Roast it before a clear fire IJ hours,

and when done glaze it. Pour some
Spanish sauce round the beef, and the
remainder serve in a tureen. It may
be garnished with Spanish onions
boiled and glazed.

Time, hours. Average cost, ex-

clusive of sauce, 6s. Sufficient for 8

persons.

BEEF KIDNEY.

Ingredients.—1 lb. kidney.

Cut the kidney into thin slices, flour

them, and fry to a nice brown. When

done, make a gravy in the pan by
pouring away the fat, putting in a
small piece of butter, J pint boiling
water, pepper and salt, and a table-
spoonful mushroom ketchup. Let the
gravy just boil up, pour over the kid-
ney, and serve.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes. Average
cost, lOd. per lb.

BEEF, RIBS OF (BAKED OR ROASTED).

Ingredients.—Beef, a little salt.

Mode .—The fore-rib is the primest
roasting piece, but the middle rib is

the most economical. Let the meat
be well hung; cut ofi the thin ends
of the bones, which should be salted
for a few days, and boiled. Put the
meat down to a clear fire, or in a good
oven, with some clean dripping and a
little water in the pan

;
dredge the

joint with a little flour, and keep
basting the whole time it is cooking.
SjDrinlde fine salt over it (this must
never be done until the joint is dished,
as it draws the juices from the meat)

;

pour the dripping from the pan, put in
a little boiling water slightly salted,

and strain the gravy over the meat.
Garnish with tufts of scraped horse-
radish, and send horseradish sauce to

table with it. A Yorkshire pudding
wull be found a very agreeable addi-
tion.

Time, 10 lbs. of beef, hours
;
14

to 16 lbs., from to 4 hours. Average
cost, lOd. per lb. Sufficient, a joint of

10 lbs. for 8 to 10 persons.

RIBS OF BEEF (Boned and Rolled).

Ingredients.—1 or 2 ribs of beef.

Mode .—Choose a fine rib of beef, ac-

cording to the weight required, either

wide or narrow. Bone and roll the
meat round, secure it with wooden
skewers, and, if necessary, bind it

round with a piece of tape; put the
joint on the hook, and place it near
a nice clear fire, or in an oven, as

directed in preceding recipe. When
the outside of the meat is set, draw
it to a distance, and keep basting until

the meat is done, which can be ascer-

tained by the steam from it drawing
towards the fire. As this joint is

solid, rather more than J hour must be
allowed for each pound. Remove the

skewers, put in a plated or silver one,

and send the joint to table with gravy
in the dish, and garnish with tufts of

liorseradish. Ploi’seradish sauce is a
great improvement.
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Time, for 10 lbs. of the rolled ribs, 3

hours (as the joint is very solid, we
have allowed an extra J hour) ;

for

6 lbs., hours. Average cost, lOd. per

lb. Sufficient, a joint of 10 lbs. for 10

or 12 persons.

Note .—When the weight exceeds 10 lbs.,

we would not advise the above method of

boning and rolling. The bones should be
put on with a few vegetables and herbs
and made into stock.

BEEF, ROUND OF (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—Beef, water.

Mode .—As a whole round of beef is

very seldom required, we give the

recipe for dressing a portion of the

silver-side. Take from 8 to 10 lbs.,

after it has been in salt about 10

days
;

just wash ofE the salt, skewer
it up in a nice round-looking form,

and bind it with tape to keep
_

the

skewers in their places. Put it in a

saucepan of cold water, as in recipe

for aitch-bone, set it upon a good
fire, and when it begins to boil remove
all scum, as, if this is not attended to,

it sinks on to the meat, and presents a

very unsightly appearance. When it

is well skimmed, draw the pot to the
corner of the fire, and let it simmer
gently until done. Remove the tape
and skewers, which should be replaced
by a silver one

;
pour over a little of the

pot-liquor, and garnish with carrots.

Time, J hour per lb. Average cost,

9d. lb. Sufficient for 8 to 10 persons
Seasonable at any time.

BEEF, SIRLOIN OF (ROAST).

Ingeedients.—Beef, a little salt.

Mode .—See that the fire is well made
up about I hour before it is required,

so that when the joint is put down it is

clear and bright. Choose a nice sii"-

loin, not exceeding 16 lbs., or the out-

side will be too much done, whilst the
inside will not be done enough. Hook
it on to the jack firmly, dredge slightly

with flour, and place it near the fire

at first, as directed in the preceding
recipe. Then draw it to a distance,

and keep basting until the meat is

done. Sprinkle a small quantity of

salt over it, empty the dripping-pan of

all the dripping, pour in some boiling
water slightly salted, stir it about, and
strain over the meat. Garnish with
tufts of horseradish, and send horse-
radish sauce and Yorkshire pudding to
table with it.

Time, a sirloin of 10 lbs. 2J hours
;

14 to 16 lbs., about 4 or 4^ hours. Ave-
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rage cost, lOd. per lb. Sufficient, a

joint of 10 lbs. for 10 or 12 persons.

The rump, round, and other pieces

of beef are roasted in the sam.e man-
ner, allowing for solid joints i hour to

every lb. This joint may be baked in

a good oven.

BEEF, SPICED (to serve cold).

Ingeedients.—14 lbs. thick flank or

rump beef, J lb. coarse sugar, 1 oz. of
pounded saltpetre, J lb. pounded all-

spice, 1 lb. common salt.

Mode .—Rub the sugar well into the

beef and let it lie for 12 hours, then
rub the saltpetre and allspice over the

meat, let it remain for another 12

hours, and then rub in tlie salt. Turn
daily in the liquor for a fortnight, soak
for a few hours in water, dry with a

cloth, cover with a coarse paste, put a

little water at the bottom of the pan,
and bake in a moderate oven for 4

hours. If it is not covered with a

paste, be careful to put the beef into a

deep vessel, and cover with a plate, or

it will he too crisp. While the meat is

in the oven it should be turned once or

twice.
Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 7d.

per lb.

BEEP, OR RUMP-STEAK AND KIDNEY
PIE

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. beef, or rump-
steak, 4 sheep's kidneys, or J lb. bul-

lock’s kidney, pepper, salt, flour, a little

nutmeg, a dessertspoonful Worcester
sauce, pastry either short or puff

.

Mode .—Take ofi any superfluous fat

from the steak and put it with the kid-

neys in a saucepan, with just enougla
cold water to cover them, and a little

salt. Let them come to the boil, then
simmer gently for | hour. Take them
out and set aside, then thicken the
liquor with flour or brown roux. Cut
the steak and kidney into neat pieces,

adding pepper and salt and a grate of

nutmeg. As you fill up the pie-dish,
then add the sauce to the made gravy,
with a little more water if needed, and
pour into the pie-dish. Cover with
paste, first putting a rim round the
edge, decorate the top, and brush over
with yolk of egg. Bake till the paste
is done in a good oven.
Time altogether, 1^ hours. Average

cost, 3s. Sufficient for 6 persons.
Seasonable at any time.
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BEEF OR RUMP-STEAK AND KIDNEY
PUDDING.

Ingredients.—2 Ihs. rump-steak, 2
kidneys, seasoning to taste of salt and
hlack pepper, suet crust made with milk,
in the proportion of 6 oz. suet to each
1 Ih. offlour.

Mode .—Divide the steak into pieces
about an inch square, and cut each
kidney into 8 pieces. Line the basin
with crust made with suet and flour
in the above proportion, leaving a small
piece to overlap the edge. Cover the
bottom with a portion of the steak and
a few pieces of kidney ; season with salt

and pepper (some add a little flour to
thicken the gravy)

,
and then add another

layer of steak, kidney, and seasoning.
When the dish is full, pour in sufficient

water to come within 2 inches of the
top. Moisten the edges of the crust,

cover the pudding over, press the two
crusts together, that the gravy may not
escape, and turn up the overhanging
paste. Wring out a cloth in hot water,
flour it, and tie up the pudding

;
put it

into boiling water, and let it boil for at
least 4 hours. If the water diminishes,
replenish with some, hot, in a jug, as
the pudding should be kept covered
and not allowed to stop boiling. When
the cloth is removed, cut out a round
piece in the top of the crust, to prevent
the pudding bursting, and send it to
table in the basin, either in an orna-
mental dish or with a napkin pinned
round it. Serve quickly.
Time, for a pudding with 2 lbs of

steak and 2 kidneys allow 4 hours.
Average cost, 3s. Siificieiit for 6
persons. Seasonable all the year, but
more suitable in winter.

Note.—Beef-steak pudding may be very
much enriched by adding a few oysters or
mushrooms. The above recipe was con-
tributed by a Sussex lady, in which
county the inhabitants are noted for their
savoury puddings.

BRAZILIAN STEW.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. leg of beef, lean,

1 carrot, 1 turnip, 2 onions, G pepper-
corns, vinegar, 1 dessertspoonful Wor-
cester sauce, salt, a little nutmeg, and
lemon-juice.

Mode .—Cut the meat in thick, small
pieces, dip each of these in vinegar,
and put them in a stewpan with the
vegetables sliced rather thinly. Let
the meat and vegetables heat very
slowly as no water should be used,
then add salt, the sauce, the lemon-
juice, the peppercorns, and a grate of

nutmeg. Put the lid on, and do not
take it ofl for 3 hours, during which
simmer the contents of the pan, giving
it an occasional shake.

Time, 3;V hours. Average cost. Is. 4d.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons. Season-
able at any time, but most suitable for

a winter dish.

BULLOCK’S HEART (BAKED).

Ingredients.—1 heart, stuffing of
veal forcemeat.

Mode .—Put the heart into warm
water to soak for 2 hours

;
then wipe it

well with a cloth, and, after cutting off

the lobes, stuff the inside with a highly
seasoned forcemeat. Fasten it in by
means of a needle and coarse thread

;

tie the heart up in paper, and set it in
a good oven, and keep it well basted,
ori-t will be dry. Two or three minutes
before serving, remove the paper, baste
well, let it brown, and serve with good
gravy and red-currant jelly or melted
butter. If the heart is very large it

will require 2 hours, and, covered 'svith

a caul, may be baked as well as roasted.
Time, large heart, 2 hours. Average

cost, 2s. 8d. Sufficient for 6 or 8
persons. Seasoiable all the year.

Note.—This is an excellent family dish,
and very savoury.

MARROW-BONES.
Ingredients.—Marrow-bones, paste

offlour and water, toast.

Mode .—Saw the bones into equal
lengths, cover the ends with the paste,
tie them up in cloths, put into boiling
water, and boil for 2 hours. Take them
out, remove cloths and paste, and send
them to table quickly, with napkins
pinned round them, and a dish of hot
toast.

Time, 2 hours. Sufficient—allow one
bone to each person. Seasonable in
winter

OX-CHEEK (STEWED).

Ingredients.— 1 check, salt and
water, 4 or 6 onions, butter and flour,

G cloves, 3 turnips,^ carrots, 1 baydeaf,
1 head celery, 1 bunch savoury herbs,

cayenne, black pepper and salt to taste,

1 oz. butter, 2 dessertspoonfuls flour, 2
tablespoonfuls chili vinegar, 2 table-

spoonfuls port wine, 2 tablespoonfuls
sauce.

Mode .—Have the cheek boned, clean,

and put it to soak all night in salt and
water. The next day wipe it dry and
clean and put it into a stewpan. Just
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cover it with Water, skim well -when it

boils, and let it simmer till the meat is

nearly tender. Slice and fry 3 onions
in a little butter and flour, and put
them into the gravy; add 2 whole
onions, each stuck with 3 cloves, 3

turnips quartered, 2 carrots sliced, a

bay-leaf, 1 head of celer}'^, a bunch of

herbs, and seasoning to taste of cayenne,
black pepper, and salt. Let these stew
till perfectly tender

;
then take out the

cheek, divide into pieces fit to help at

table, skim and strain the gravy, and
thicken 1^ pints of it with butter and
flour in the above proportions. Add
the vinegar, ketchup, and port wine;
ut in the pieces of cheek

;
let the whole

oil up, and serve quite hot in a ragout
dish.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 2s. Gd.

Sufficient for 8 persons.

OX-TAIL (STEWED).

Ingredients.—2 ox-tails, 1 onion, 3
cloves, 1 blade mace, J teaspoonful whole
black pepper, J teaspoonful allspice, J
teaspoonful salt, a small bunch savoury
herbs, thickening of butter and flour, 1

tablespoonful lemon-juice, 1 teaspoonful
mushroom ketchup.

Mode .—Divide the tails at the joints,

wash, and put them into a stewpan with
sufficient water to cover, and set them
on the fire

;
when the water boils, re-

move the scum, and add the onion cut
into rings, the spice, seasoning, and
herbs. Cover the stewpan closely, and
simmer gently until tender, which will

be in about 2^ hours. Take the tails

out, make a thickening of butter and
flour, add it to the gravy, and let it boil

for i hour. Strain it through a sieve
into a saucepan, put back the tails, add
the lemon-juice and ketchup

;
let the

whole just boil up, and serve. Garnish
with crofitons or sippets of toasted
bread.

Time, 2^ hours to stew the tails.

Average cost, from Is. to 2s., according
to the season. Sufficient for 8 pei’sons.

OX-TONGUE (BOILED).

Ingredients.—1 tongue, a bunch of
savoury herbs, water.

Mode .—In choosing a tongue, select
one with a smooth skin, which denotes
its being young and tender. If dried
and rather hard, soak it for 12 hours

; if

it is fresh from the pickle, 2 or 3 hours
will be sufficient. Put the tongue into
a stewpan with plenty of cold water
and a bunch of savoury herbs; let it

gradually come to a boil
;
skim and

simmer gently until tender. Peel off

the skin, and garnish with tufts of

cauliflowers or Brussels sprouts. Boiled
tongue is frequently sent to table with
boiled poultry, instead of ham. If to
serve cold, peel it, fasten it down to a
piece of board by sticking a fork through
the root, and another through the tip,

to straighten it. When cold, glaze it,

put a paper ruche round the root, and
garnish with parsley.

Time, a large smoked tongue, 4 to 4J
hours

; a small one, 2^ to 3 hours. A
large unsmoked tongue, 3 to 3§ hours

;

a small one, 2 to 2^ hours. Average cost,

for a moderate-sized tongue, 3s. 6d.

RUMP-STEAKS AND OYSTER SAUCE.

Ingredients.—3 dozen oysters, ingre-
dients for oyster sauce (see Becipc),
2 lbs. rump-steaks, seasoning to taste

of pepper and salt.

Mode .—Make the oyster sauce by
recipe, and put it by the side of the
fire, but do not let it keep boiling.

Broil the steaks, put them on a very
hot dish, smother with the oyster sauce,
and the remainder send to table in a
tureen. Serve quickly.

Time, about 8 to 10 minutes, according
to the thickness of the steak. Average
cost, Is. 2d. lb. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable from September to April

RUMP-STEAK (BROILED).

Ingredients.—Steaks, a piece of but-
ter the size of a ivalnut, salt to taste, 1
tablespoonful good ketchup or sauce.

Mode .—The success of a good broil

depends on the state of the fire, which
should be bright and clear, and perfectly
free from smoke

;
do not add any fresh

tneljust before the gridiron is to be used.
Sprinkle a little salt over the fire

;
put

in the ketchup, and, when liked, a little

minced shallot
;
dish up the steaks, rub

them over with butter, and season with
pepper and salt. The exact time for
broiling must be determined by taste,

whether they are liked underdone or
well-done : more than from 8 to 10
minutes for a steak f inch in thickness,

we think, would spoil and dry up the
juices of the meat. To have broiled

steaks in perfection, they should not be
cooked till everything else prepared for

the meal has been dished up. Theymay
be garnished with scraped horseradish.

Oyster, tomato, onion, and many other
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sauces are usual accompaniments to
rump-steak.

Time, 8 to 10 minutes. Average cost.

Is. 2d. per lb. Sufficient—allow J lb. to
each pei'son. Seasonable all the year,
but not so good in the height of summer,
as the meat cannot hang long enough
to be tender.

RUMP-STEAK (FRIED).

Ingredients.—Steaks, butter or clari-
fied dripping.

Mode .—The steaks should be cut
rather thinner than for broiling, and
with a small quantity of fat to each.
Put some butter or clarified dripping
into a frying-pan

;
let it get quite hot,

then lay in the steaks. Turn them fre-

quently until done, which will be in
about 8 minutes, or rather more. Serve
on a very hot dish, in which put a small
piece of butter and a tablespoonful of

ketchup, and season with pepper and
salt. They should be sent to table
quickl5^

Time, 8 minutes for a medium-sized
steak

;
rather longer for a very thick

one. Average cost, Is. 2d. per lb. Sea-
sonable all the year, but not good in
summer, as the meat cannot hang to get
tender.

Note .—Where much gravy is liked, make
it in the following manner :—As soon as
the steaks are done, dish them, pour a
little boiling water into the frying-pan,
add a seasoning of pepper and salt, a
small piece of butter, and a tablespoonful
of sauce or ketchup. Hold the pan over
the fire for a minute or two, just let the
gravy simmer, then pour on the steak,
and serve.

ENTBEES AND MADE DISHES
FROM BEEF.

BEEF X LA MODE.

Ingredients.—A thick slice of beef,

about 3 lbs. without fat, ^ lb. fat bacon,

J lemon, a glass of claret, 1 carrot, 2
onions, brown roux, pepper, nutmeg
salt, a bunch of herbs, stock or water.

Mode .—With a wooden rolling-pin

beat the steak well, then lard it with
the bacon, first rolled in the seasoning.

Cut up the vegetables very small, and
tie the herbs in a piece of muslin, and
put them with the meat and the wine
in a stewpan. Squeeze over the juice

of the half lemon, and enough stock to

barely cover the meat. Cook for about
2 hours in the pan well covered, then

take out the meat and keep in a hot
place. Boil up the gra\y, and thicken
with the roux

;
add seasoning to taste,

then strain, and when re-heated, pour
it round the meat.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 3s. 9d.

Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons. Season-
able in winter.

BEEF (BAKED).

(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Ingredients.—About 2 lbs. cold roast
beef, 2 small onions, 1 large cainrot or 2
smallones, 1 turnip, smallbunchsavoury
herbs, salt and pepper to taste, 12 table-

spoonfuls gravy, 3 tablespoonfuls ale,

crust or mashed potatoes.

Mode.—Cut the beef in slices, allow-
ing a little fat to each slice; place a
layer in the bottom of a pie-dish, with a
portion of the onions, carrots, and tm’-
nips, sliced

;
mince the herbs, strew them

over the meat, and season with pepper
and salt. Then put another layer of
meat, vegetables, and seasoning; and
proceed until all the ingredients aro
used. Pour in the gravy and ale (water
may be substituted for the gravy), cover
with a crust or mashed potatoes, and
bake for ^ hour, or rather longer.

Time, rather more than i hour. Aver-
age cost, exclusive of the meat, 6d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

It is as well to parboil the carrots
and turnips before adding them to the
meat, and to use some of the liquor in
which they were boiled when there is no
gravy at hand. Cut the onions into very
thin slices.

BEEF (BAKED).

{Another way.)

Ingredients.—Slices cold roast beef,

salt and pepper to taste, 1 sliced onion,
1 teaspoonful minced savoury herbs,
about 12 tablespoonfuls gravy or sauce
of any kind, mashed potatoes.

Mode.—Butter the sides of a deep
dish, and spread mashed potatoes over
the bottom

;
on this place layers of

beef sliced thin or minced, well sea-

soned with pepper and salt, and a very
little onion and herbs, previously fried

of a nice brown ;
then another layer of

mashed potatoes, beef, &c., as before

;

pour in the gravy or sauce, cover with
another layer of potatoes, and bake for

^ hour. This may be served in the dish,

or turned out.

Time, i hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the cold beef, 4d. Suficient, a large
pie-dish full for 6 or 6 persons.
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BEEF (BRfilSED).

Ingeedients.—6 lbs rump of beef, ^
pint of sherry or other white wine, 3

each carrots, turnips, and onions, a few
peppercorns and allspice, stock, salt and
pepper, a little nutmeg.

Mode .—Take the bones from the
meat, and tie it in a neat round shape,
put it in a stewpan, with some cheap
stock or water, and cook gently for 2
hours. Prepare the vegetables, and cut
them up and place them in a hraising-

pan with the spice, peppercorns, and
seasoning. Lay in the beef, and pour
over about J pint of good stock and the
wine. Stew gently for an hour, hasting
with the stock and wine, and adding
more of the former if needed. When
cooked drain off the gravy, and if a
braising-pan is used, put some fresh

hot cinders on the top to brown the
meat. If only a stewpan is at hand,
use a salamander, or, with care, some
cinders may be put on the lid. Boil up
the gravy in a small saucepan, and
thicken it, adding more seasoning if

necessary. Some of this pour round
the meat, the rest serve separately.

For a garnish a few prettily cut vege-
tables, cooked separately, should be
used, or some bright green Brussels
sprouts. The stock in which the meat
was first cooked and the vegetables left

in the pan will serve for an excellent
soup.
Time, 3 hours. Average cost, about

7s. Sufficient for 12 persons. Season-
able at any time, but best in winter.

BEEP (BROILED) AND MUSHROOM
SAUCE (Cold Heat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—2 or 3 dozen small
button mushrooms, 1 oz. butter, salt and
cayenne to taste, 1 tablespoonful mush-
room ketchup, mashed potatoes, slices

of cold roast beef.

Mode .—Wipe the mushrooms free
from grit with a piece of 'flannel, and
salt

;
put them in a stewpan with the

butter, seasoning, and ketchup
;
shake

the pan over the fire until the mush-
rooms are done, when pour them in the
middle of mashed potatoes, browned.
Place round the potatoes slices of cold
roast beef, broiled, over a clear fire.

In making the sauce, the ketchup may
be dispensed with, if there is sufficient
gravy.

Time, J hour. Average cost, ex-
clusive of the meat, 8d. Seasonable
from August to October.

BEEP (BROILED) AND OYSTER SAUCE
(Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.— 2 dozen oysters, 3
cloves, 1 blade moxe, 2 oz. butter, ^ tea-

spoonful flour, cayenne and salt to

taste, mashed potatoes, a feiv slices

cold roast beef.

Mode .—Put the oysters in a stewpan
with their liquor strained

;
add the

cloves, mace, butter, flour, and season-
ing, and let them simmer for 3 minutes.
Have ready in the centre of a dish
round walls of mashed potatoes,

browned
;

into the middle pour the
oyster sauce, and round the potatoes
place, in layers, slices of the beef, pre-
viously broiled.

Time, 6 minutes. Average cost, ex-
clusive of the meat, 2s. 6d. Suffcient
for 4 or 5 persons. Seasosiable from
September to April.

BEEP (BROILED) SLICED (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingeedients.—A few slices cold roast
beef, 4 or 5 potatoes, a thin batter,
pepper and salt to taste.

Mode .—Peel and pare the potatoes

;

fry the parings in a thin batter sea-
soned with salt and pepper, until they
are of a light brown, and place them
on a dish over slices of beef, nicely sea-
soned and broiled. The potatoes should
be pared round and round as an apple
is, so that the parings are in rings and
twists.

Time, 5 minutes to broil the meat.

BEEP COLLOPS.

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. lean beef-steak,
about 8 potatoes, some stock or gravy,
i oz. butter, pepper and salt, sauce.

Mode .—Mince the meat and gently
stew it in a little weak stock till done.
Boil and mash the potatoes and make
a wall of them on a dish. Add to the
minced meat a little good gravy, a
dessertspoonful of sauce, and a season-
ing of salt and pepper, then pour into
the centre of the potatoes. Garnish
with bright-coloured pickles cut in
slices and laid on the wall of potato.
Should no gravy be at hand fry an
onion in a little butter, and with hot
water and thickening make a gravy in
the pan.

Time, about | hour. Average cost,
2s. Suffcient for 4 or 5 persons. Sea-
sonable at any time.
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BEEP (CURRIED).
(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Ingredients.—A feiu slices tolerably
lean cold roast or boiled beef, 3 oz.

butter, 2 onions, 1 wineglassful beer, 1
dessertspoonful curry-powder.

Mode.—Cut the beef into pieces about
1 inch square

;
put the butter into a

stewpan with the onions sliced, and fry
them of a light brown colour. Add the
other ingredients, and stir gently over
a brisk fire for about 10 minutes. More
beer, or a spoonful or two of gravy or
water, may be added

; but a good curry
should not be very thin. Place it in a
deep dish, and serve with a dish of
boiled rice.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, ex-
clusive of the meat, 5d. Seasonable in
winter.

BEEP FRICANDSAU.

Ingredients.—A fdlet of beef {about
2 lbs.), a glass of sherry, stock, 2 carrots,

1 turnip, 2 onions, a hunch of herbs,

cloves, mace, pepper and salt, bacon
for larding.

Mode.—Prepare the vegetables and
cut up small, with the exception of 1

onion, which stick with cloves, and put
these at the bottom of a stewpan with
a bunch of herbs. Lard the upper side

of the meat, sprinkle it with pepper,
salt, and powdered mace, and lay it in

the pan, pouring over the wine and
about a teacupful of stock. Cook till

the wine and stock are absorbed, then
transfer the meat to a pan in the oven
with I pint of stock and simmer gently
for li hours. Let the top of the meat
brown in the oven, then lay it on a dish
with nicely cut cooked vegetables, or a
border of spinach round. Strain the
gravy and serve separately.

Time, about 2 hours. Average cost,

8s. Gd. Sufficient for 4 persons. Sea-
sonable at any time.

BEEP (FRIED).

(Cold Moat Cookery.)

Ingredients.—A few slices cold salt

beef, pepper to taste, dripping, mashed
potatoes.

Mode.—Cut any part of cold salt beef

into thin slices, fry them gently in

dripping, and season with a little

pepper. Have ready some very hot
mashed potatoes, lay the slices of beef

on them, and garnish with 3 or 4

pickled gherkins. Cold salt beef
,
warmed

in a little liquor from mixed pickle,

drained, and served as above, will be
found good.

Time, about 5 minutes. Average cost,

exclusive of the meat, 3d.

BEEF FRITTERS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast beef, pepper and salt to taste,

I lb. flour, I pint water, 2 oz. butter,
the whites of ^ eggs.

Mode .—Mix the flour very smoothly
with the above proportion of water

;

stir in 2 oz. of butter, melted, but not
oiled

;
just before it is to be used, add

the whites of two well-whisked eggs.
Should the batter be too thick, more
water must be added. Pare the beef
into thin shreds, pepper and salt, and
mix with the batter. Drop a small
quantity at a time into a pan of boiling
lard, and fry from 7 to 10 minutes.
When done on one side, turn and brown
on the other. Dry a minute or two
before the fire, and serve on a folded
napkin. A small quantity of finely

minced onions may be mixed with the
batter.

Time, from 7 to 10 minutes. Average
cost, exclusive of the meat, 4d.

BEEF (HASHED).

(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Ingredients.—Gravy saved from the
meat, 2 teaspoonfuls tomato sauce, 1

teaspoonful good mushroom ketchup, ^
ivineglass port wine or strong ale,

pepper and salt to taste, a little flour
to thicken, 1 onion finely minced, a fev>
slices cold roast beef.

Mode .—Put all the in^edients but
the beef into a stewpan with the gravy j

simmer for 10 minutes, then take tue
stewpan o3 the fire

;
let the gravy cool,

and skim ofl the fat. Cut the beef into<

thin slices, dredge them with flour, and.
lay them in the gravy

;
simmer gently

for 3 minutes. Serve very hot, and.
garnish with sippets of toasted bread.
If there is no gravy left from the roast.

joint, a little must be made from the-

bones, as in the following recipe.

Time, 20 minutes. Avei'age cost, ex-
clusive of the cold meat, 4d.

BEEF (HASHED).

i(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Another way.

Ingredients.—The remains of ribs^

or sirloin of beef, 2 onions, 1 carrot, 1
bunch savoury herbs, pepper and salt

to taste, i blade pounded mace, thicken-
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ing of flour, rather more than 1 pint
water.

Mode .—Take off all the meat from
the bones of ribs or sirloin of beef

;
re-

move the outside brown and gristle;

place the meat on one side, and well

stew the bones and pieces, with the
above ingredients, for about 2 hours,

till it becomes a strong gravy, and is

reduced to rather more than J pint;

strain this, thicken with a teaspoonful
of flour, and let the gravy cool

; _

skim
off the fat

;
lay in the meat, let it get

hot through, but do not allow it to boil,

and garnish with sippets of toasted
bread. The gravy may be flavoured as

in the preceding recipe.

Time, rather more than 2 hours.

Average cost, exclusive of the cold

meat, 3d.

Note.—Either of the above recipes may
be served in walls of mashed potatoes,
browned, omitting the sippets. Hashed
meat must not boil, or it will be tough.

BEEP (MINCED).

(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Ingsedients.—1 oz. butter, 1 small
onion, about 12 tablespoonfuls gravy
left from the meat, | teaspoonful flour,

salt and pepper to taste, a feiv slices

lean roast beef.

Mode .—Put into a stewpan the butter
with an onion chopped fine

;
add the

gravy, and J a teaspoonful of flour;

season with pepper and salt, and stir

over the fire until the onion is a rich
browm. Cut the meat very fine, or put
through a mincer, add it to the gravy,
stir till quite hot and serve. Garnish
with sippets of toasted bread.

Time, about J hour. Average cost,

exclusive of the meat, 2d.

BEEP OLIVES.

Ingbedients.—2 lbs. rump-steah, 1

egg, 1 tablespoonful minced savoury
herbs, pepper and salt to taste, 1 pint
stock, a few very thin slices bacon, 2
tablespoonfuls of any store sauce, a
slight thickening of bxitter and flour.

Mode .—Have the steaks cut rather
thin, cut them into 6 or 7 pieces, brush
over with egg, and sprinkle with herbs
finely minced

; season with pepper and
salt, put in each a very thin slice of

bacon, roll up the pieces tightly, and
fasten with a small skewer. Put the
stock in a stewpan that will exactly
hold them, and lay in the rolls of meat.

Stew very gently for 2 hours or more.
Take them out, remove the skewers,
thicken the gravy with butter and
flour, and flavour with sauce. Give
one boil, pour over the meat, and serve.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 6 persons.

BEEP RAGOUT (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—About 2 lbs. cold roast

beef, 6 onions, pepper, salt, and mixed
spices to taste, J pint boiling water, 3
tablespoonfuls gravy.

Mode .—Cut the beef into rather
large pieces, and put them into a stew-
pan with the onions sliced. Season
well with pepper, salt, and mixed
spices, and pour over about J pint of

boiling water, and gravy in the above
proportion (gravy saved from the meat
answers the purpose) ; let the whole
stew very gently for about 2 hours,
and serve with pickled walnuts, gher-
kins, or capers just warmed in the
gravy.
Time, 2 hours. Average cost, ex-

clusive of the meat, 3d.

BEEP RISSOLES (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast beef ; to each pound of meat
allow I lb. breadcrumbs, salt and
pepper to taste, a few chopped savoury
herbs, i a teaspoonful minced lemon-
peel, 1 or 2 eggs, according to the
qieantity of meat.

Mode .—Mince the beef, which should
be rather lean, very fine, and mix with
this breadcrumbs, herbs, seasoning,
and lemon-peel, in the above proportion.
Make all into a thick paste with 1 or 2
eggs

;
divide into balls or cones, and

fry a rich brown. Garnisn with fried

parsley, and send to table some good
brown gravy in a tureen. Instead of

garnishing with fried parsley, gravy
may be poured in the dish : in this

case it will not be necessary to send
any in a tureen.
Time, from 6 to 10 minutes, accord-

ing to size. Average cost, exclusive of

the meat, 5d. Sufficient for about 12
rissoles.

BEEP ROLLS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast or boiled beef, seasoning to taste

of salt, pepper, and minced herbs, puff
paste.

Mode .—Mince the beef tolerably fine

8
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with a little of its own fat ; add pepper,
salt, and chopped herbs

;
put the whole

into a roll of puff paste, and bake for ^
hour, or rather longer, should the roll

be very large. Beef patties may be
made of cold meat, by mincing and
seasoning beef as above, and baking in

a rich puff paste in patty-tins.

Time, J hour.

’ BEEP STEWED WITH CELERY (Cold

I
Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—2 heads of celery, 1

•pint gravy, 2 onions sliced, 2 Ihs. cold

roast or boiled beef.

Mode .—Cut the celery into 2-inch
pieces, put them in a stewpan, with
the gravy and onions, simmer until the
celery is tender, let the gravy cool,

then add the beef cut into rather thick
pieces; let it just boil up, and serve
with fried potatoes.

Time, from 20 to 25 minutes to stew
the celery. Average cost, exclusive of

the meat, 6d. Seasonable from Septem-
ber to January.

BEEP STEWED WITH OYSTERS (Cold
Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—A few thick steaks of
cold, ribs or sirloin of beef, 2 'oz. butter,

1 onion sliced, pepper and salt to taste,

J glass port wine, a little flour to

thicken, 1 or 2 dozen oysters, rather
more than J pint of water.

Mode .—Cut the steaks rather thick,

from cold sirloin or ribs of beef
;
brown

lightly in a stewpan, with the butter
and a little water

;
add ^ pint of water,

the onion, pepper, and salt
;
cover the

stewpan closely, and simmer gently for

J hour
;
then mix about a teaspoonful

of flour smoothly with a little of the
liquor

;
add the port wine and oysters,

their liquor having been previously
strained and put into the stewpan

;
stir

till the oysters plump, and serve. It

should not boil after the oysters are
added.

Time, i hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the meat, 2s. 6d. Seasonable from
September to April.

BEEP STEWED WITH VEGETABLES.

Ingeedients.—About 2 lbs. beef or-

rump-steak, 3 onions, 2 turnipis, 3.

carrots, 2 oz. butter, i pint ivater,

1 teaspoonful salt, i do. pepper, 1

tablespoonful ketchup, 1 tablespoonful
flour.

Mode .—Have the steaks cut tolerably
thick, and rather lean

;
divide into con-

venient-sized pieces, and fry in the
butter a nice brown on both sides.

Cleanse and pare the vegetables, cut
the onions and carrots into thin slices,

and the turnips into dice, and fry these
in the fat the steaks were done in. Put
all into a saucepan, add J pint of water,
or rather more, and simmer gently for

2J or 3 hours
;
when nearly done, skim

well, add salt, pepper, and ketchup,
and thicken with a tablespoonful of

flour mixed with 2 of cold water. Boil
up for a minute or two after the
thickening is added, and serve. When
a vegetable-scoop is at hand, use it to

cut the vegetables into fanciful shapes.
Tomato, ordinary sauce, or walnut-
liquor may be used to flavour the
gravy. If stewed the previous day,
the fat may be taken off when cold;

and when wanted for table it will merely
require warming through.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 2s. 2d.

Snfficieyit for 6 persons.

BUBBLE-AND-SQUEAK (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingeedients.—A feio thin slices cold
boiled beef, butter or dripping, cabbage,
1 sliced onion, pepper and salt to taste.

Mode .—Fry the slices of beef gently
in a little butter or dripping, taking
care not to dry them up. Lay them
on a flat dish, and cover with fried

cabbage sprouts or green savoys. These
should be boiled till tender, well
drained, minced, and placed, till quite
hot, in a frying-pan, with butter, a
sliced onion, and seasoning.

TOAD-IN-THE-HOLE (a Homely but
Savoury Dish).

Ingeedients.—IJ lbs. rump-steak, 1

sheep's kidney, pepper and salt to taste.

For the batter, 2 eggs, 1 pint milk,
tablespoonful flour, i saltspoonful of
salt.

Mode .—Cut the steak and kidney
into convenient-sized pieces, and put
into a buttered pie-dish, with a good
seasoning of salt and pepper

;
mix the

flour with a small quantity of milk, to

prevent its being lumpy; add the re-

mainder and the 2 eggs, well beaten;
put in the salt, stir for about 6 minutes,
and pour it over the steak. Place it in
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a tolerably brisk oven, and bake for

hours.
Time, hours. Average cost, 2s. 4d.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

Note .—The remains of under-done cold
beef may be substituted for the steak, and
the smallest possible quantity of minced
onion or shallot added.

TRIPE.

Ingredients.—Tripe, onion sauce,
milk and water.

Mode.—Have the tripe cleaned and
dressed, cut away the coarsest fat, and

boil it in equal proportions of milk and
water for | of an hour. Should the
tripe be entirely undressed, more than
double that time should be allowed.
Have ready onion sauce

;
dish the tripe,

smother it with the sauce, and the re-

mainder send to table in a tureen.
Time, f hour; for undressed tripe,

2^ to 3 hours. Average cost, 7d. per
pound.

Note .—Tripe may be cut in pieces and
fried in batter, stewed in gravy with mush-
rooms, or cut into collops, sprinkled with
minced onions and savoury herbs, and
fried a nice brown in clarified butter.
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MUTTON, BREAST OF (STEY/ED).

Ingeedients.—Breast of mutto7i, 2
onioyis, salt and pepper to taste, four,
a hunch savoury herbs, green peas.

Mode.—Cut the mutton (which should
be tolerably lean) into pieces about 2
inches square, put it into a stewpan,
with a little fat or butter, and fry it

a nice brown
;
dredge in a little flour,

slice the onions, and put them with the
herbs in a stewpan; pour in sufficient

just to cover the meat, and sim-
mer until tender. Take out the meat,
strain, skim the fat, and put the meat
and gravy back into the stewpan

;
add

a quart of green peas, and boil gently
until done. 2 or 3 slices of bacon
stowed with the mutton give an ad-
ditional flavour; to insure the peas
being a beautiful green colour, they may
he boiled in water separa tely

,

and added
to the stew when served.

Time, 2\ hours. Average cost, 7d.

per lb. Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.
Seasonable from June to August.

MUTTON CHOPS.
Ingeedients.—Loin of vmtfon, pep-

per and salt, a small piece of butter.

Mode.—Cut the chops from a tender
loin, remove a portion of the fat, trim
into a nice shape

;
slightly beat and

level them
;

place the gridiron over
a bright fire, rub the bars with a little

fat, and lay on the chops. Whilst
broiling, frequently turn them, and in

116
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about 8 minutes they will be done.
Season with pepper and salt, dish them
on a very hot dish, and rub a small
piece of butter on each chop.

Time, about 8 minutes. Average
cost, Is. per lb. Sufficient—allowl chop
to each person.

MUTTON CHOPS (SAVOURY).

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. best end of neck

of mutton, 2 onions, IJ oz. butter, 2
sprigs of parsley, a little lemon thyme,
a grate of lemon-peel, pepper and salt,

breadcrumbs.

Mode .—Finely shred and chop the
onion, melt the butter in a pan, put in
the onion, the parsley chopped, the
thyme and the seasoning. Cook this

a little time, say 5 minutes, then trim
the chops neatly, removing the ends
and superfluous fat, dip each one into
the butter mixture, then into crumbs,
and fry a bright brown, or grill on
a well gi'eased gridiron. Make a little

gravy in the pan and pour over.

Time, 6 to 8 minutes. Average cost.

Is. 9d. Stiffdent for 3 persons.

MUTTON (HARICOT).

Ingeedients.—4 lbs. of the middle or
best end of the neck ofmutton, 3 carrots,

3 turnips, 3 onions, pepper and salt to

taste, 1 tablespoonful of ketchup or
sauce.

Mode .—Trim ofl some of the fat, cut
the mutton into rather thin chops, and
put them into a frying-pan with the fat

trimmings. Fry a pale brown, but do
not cook them enough for eating. Cut
the carrots and turnips into dice, and
the onions into slices, and slightly fry
them in the fat that the mutton was
browned in, but do not allow them to
take any colour. Now lay the mutton
at the bottom of a stewpan, then the
vegetables, and pour over them just
sufficient water to cover. Give one boil,

skim well, and set the pan on the side
of the fire to simmer until the meat is

tender. Skim off every particle of fat,

add a seasoning of pepper and salt, and
a little ketchup, and serve in rather a
deep dish.

Time, 2J hours to simmer gently.
Average cost, for this quantity, 3s. 8d.
Sufficient for 8 persons.

MUTTON (HARICOT).

{Another mode.)

Ingeedients. — Breast or scrag of
mutton, four, pepper and salt to taste.

1 large onion, 3 cloves, a bunch savoury
herbs, 1 blade mace, carrots and turnips,

sugar.

Mode .—Cut the mutton into square
pieces, andfry a nice colour; then dredge
over them a little flour and a seasoning
of pepper and salt. Put all into a stew-
pan, and moisten with boiling water,
adding the onion, stuck with 6 cloves,
the mace, and herbs. Simmer gently
till the meat is nearly done, skim off all

the fat, and add the carrots and turnips,
previously cut in dice and fried with
a little sugar to colour them. Let the
whole simmer again for 10 minutes;
take out the onion and bunch of herbs,
and serve.

Time, about 3 hours to simmer.
Average cost, 7d. per lb. Sufficient for

4 or 5 persons.

MUTTON, HAUNCH OF (ROAST).

Ingeedients.—Haunch of mutton, a
little salt, flour.

Mode .—Let this joint hang as long as
possible without becoming tainted, and
while hanging dust flour over it, which
keeps off the flies, and prevents the air

from getting to it. If not well hung,
the joint will not be tender. Wash the
outside well, then flour it and put it

down to a nice brisk fire, at some dis-

tance, that it may gradually warm
through. Keep basting, and about i
hour before it is served, draw it nearer
to the fire to get nicely brown. Sprinkle
a little fine salt over the meat, pour off

the dripping, add a little boiling water
slightly salted, and strain this over the
joint. Place a paper ruche on the bone,
and send red currant jelly and gravy in
a tureen to table with it.

Time, from 2^ to 3^ hours. Average
cost. Is. per lb. Sufficient for 10 to 12
persons. Seasonable, in best season
from September to March.

MUTTON HOT-POT.

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. scrag ofmutton,
6 onions, 12 potatoes {more if small),
dripping, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Parboil both' onions and po-
tatoes and slice them. Well grease
a deep baking-dish and line with the
potatoes, put over a layer of onions,
then the meat cut in small pieces with
good seasoning of salt and pepper,
another layer of onions, and fill up with
potatoes. Pour in J a pint of gravy
or stock to which a little sauce may be
added, then cover with a tin or old dish
and bake for 2 hours. Next take off the
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tin, put some dripping over the pota-
toes, and put the dish back in the oven
to brown.

Time, 2 hours to bake. Average cost.

Is. 6d. Sitjfficient for 6 persons. Season-
able in winter.

MUTTON, LEG OP (BOILED).

Ingbedients.—Mutton, water, salt.

Mode .—A leg of mutton for boiling
should not hang too long, as it will not
look a good colour when dressed. Cut
off the shank-bone, trim the knuclde,
and wash and wipe it very clean

;

plunge it into sufficient boiling water
to cover it

;
let it boil up, then draw the

saucepan to the side of the fire, where
it should remain till the finger can be
borne in the water. Then place it suffi-

ciently near the fire that the water may
gently simmer, and be very careful that
it does not boil fast, or the meat will be
hard. Skim well, add a little salt, and
in about 2^ hours, a moderate-sized leg
of mutton will be done. Serve with
carrots and mashed turnips, which may
be boiled with the meat, and send caper
sauce to table with it in a tureen.

Time, a moderate-sized leg of mutton
of 9 lbs., 3 hours after the water boils

;

one of 12 lbs., 3| hours. Average cost,

lOd. per lb. Sufficient, a moderate-
sized leg of mutton for 8 or 10 persons.
Seasonable nearly all the year, but not
so good in June, July, and August.
Note.— When the meat is liked very

thoroughly cooked, allow more time than
stated above. The liquor should be con-
verted into soup.

MUTTON, LEG OF (STUFFED).

Ingbedients.— Small leg mutton (6

or 7 lbs.), veal forcemeat, 2 shallots

finely minced.

Mode .
—Bone the leg of mutton with-

out spoiling the skin, and cut oS some
of the fat. Fill the hole with forcemeat,
adding 2 shallots finely minced, and
sew it up underneath. Bind and tie up
compactly and roast or bake for rather
over 2jSi hours.
Time, 2^ hours or more. Sufficient

for G or 7 persons.

MUTTON, LEG OP (ROAST OR BAKED).

Ingbedients.—Leg of mutton, a little

salt.

Mode. — As mutton, when freshly

killed, is never tender, flour it, and put
it in a cool, airy place for a few days, if

the weather will permit. Wash off the
flour, wipe it very dry, and cut off the

shank-bone
;
put it down to a brisk,

clear fire, or into a good oven, dredge
with flour, and keep continually basting.
About 20 minutes before serving draw
it near the fire to get nicely brown;
sprinkle over it a little salt, dish the
meat, pour off the dripping, add some
boiling water slightly salted, strain it

over the joint, and serve. If the joint
is baked let the oven be very hot at
first, then a little cooler. lieep the
meat well basted.

Time, a leg of mutton weighing 10
lbs., about 3 hours

;
one of 7 lbs., about

2§ hours, or rather less. Average cost,

lOd. per lb. Sufficient, a moderate-sized
leg of mutton for 8 to 10 persons.
Seasonable at anytime, but not so good
in June, July, and August.

MUTTON, LOIN OF (BAKED).

Ingbedients.—Loin of mutton, salt.

Mode .
—See that it is properly jointed

and trim off all superfluous fat. Put it

into a good hot oven, in a tin with
a little water in it salted'; after a short
time slacken the heat of the oven a
little and dredge the joint vuth flour.

Baste and turn the joint while it is

cooking, and when done pour off the
dripping and make some gravy in the
pan.

Time, 15 to 20 minutes per lb.

Average cost, 9d. lb. Sufficient for 8
persons. Seasonable all the year.

MUTTON, LOIN OF (BONED AND
ROLLED)

Ingbedients.—About 6 lbs. loin mut-
ton, ^ teaspoonful pepper, J tcaspoonful
pounded allspice, ^ teaspoonful mace, i
teaspoonful nutmeg, 6 cloves, forcemeat,
1 glass port tvine, 2 tablespooyifuls
mushroom hetchup.

Mode .—Hang the mutton until it is

tender, bone it and sprinkle over the
spices as above, all pounded very fine.

Let it remain for a day, then cover the
meat with veal forcerneat, and roll and
bind it up firmly. Half bake in a slow
oven, let it grow cold, take off the fat,

and put the gravy into a stewpan, flour
the meat, put it into the gravy and stew
it perfectly tender. Take out the meat,
unbind it, add the wine and gravy

jelly
; a few mushrooms may be stewed

for a few minutes in the gravy.
Time, 1^ hour to bake the meat, l.J

hour to stew gently. Average cost, 9d.

lb. Sufficient for 6 or 8 persons.
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MUTTON, NECK OF (BOILED).

Ingbedients.—4 lbs. of the middle
or best end of the neck of mutton ; a
little salt.

Mode .—Trim off a portion of the fat,

and if it is to look particularly nice, the
chine-bone should be sawn down, the
ribs stripped halfway down, and the
ends of the bones chopped off. Put the
meat into sufficient boiling water to

cover it ;
when it boils add a little salt,

and remove all the scum. Draw the
saucepan to the side of the fire, and let

the water get so cool that the finger

may be borne in it
;
then simmer very

slowly and gently until the meat is

done, which will be in about li hour,

or rather more. Serve with turnips and
caper sauce, and pour a little of it over
the meat. The turnips should be
boiled with the mutton

;
and a few

carrots will, cut into long, thinnish
pieces, also be found an improvement.
Garnish the dish with carrots and
tm-nips placed alternately round the
mutton.
Time, 4 lbs. of the neck of mutton,

about hour. Average cost, 8d. or 9d.

per lb. Siifficient for 6 or 7 persons.

HUTTON PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—About 2 lbs. chump
end of the loin of mutton, weighed after
being boned ; pepper and salt to taste,

suet crust made with milk, in the pro-
portion of 6 oz. suet to each pound of
flour ; very small quantity of minced
onion (this may be omitted when the

flavour is not liked).

Mode .—Cut the meat into rather thin
slices, and season with pepper and salt

;

line the pudding with crust
;
lay in the

meat, and nearly, but do not quite, fill

it up with water
;
when the flavour is

liked add a small quantity of minced
onion

;
cover with crust, and proceed

as directed in recipe for steak pudding.
Time, about 3 hours. Average cost,

2s. 6d. Sufficient for 6 persons. Season-
able all the year, but more suitable for

a winter dish.

MUTTON, SADDLE OF (ROAST).

Ingbedients.—Saddle of mutton; a
little salt.

Mode .— This joint should be hung
for 10 days or a fortnight if the weather
permits. Cut off the tail and flaps, &c.,
and have the skin taken off and skewered
on again. Put it down to a bright,
clear fire, and, when the joint has been

cooking for an hour, remove the skin
and dredge it with flour. It should not
be placed too near the fire, as the fat

should not be in the slightest degree
burnt. Keep constantly basting, b^oth

before and after the skin is removed.
Sprinkle some salt over the joint, make
a little gravy in the dripping-pan, and
pour it over the meat, which send to

table with a tureen of made gravy and
red-currant jelly.

Time, a saddle of mutton weighing
10 lbs., 2^ hours

;
14 lbs., 3| hours.

Average cost, lOd. per lb. Sufficient,

a moderate-sized saddle of 10 lbs. for 8
to 10 persons. Seasonable all the year;

not so good when lamb is in full

season.

MUTTON, SHOULDER OF (ROAST OR
BAKED).

Ingbedients.—Shoulder of mutton;
a little salt.

Mode .—Put the joint down to a
bright, clear fire ;

flour it well, and keep
continually basting. About J hour
before serving draw it near the fire,

that the outside may acquire a nice
brown colour. Sprinkle a little fine

salt over the meat, empty the dripping-
pan, pour in a little boiling water
slightly salted, and strain over the joint.

Onion sauce, or stewed Spanish onions,
are usually sent to table with this dish,

and sometimes baked potatoes.
Time, a shoulder of mutton weighing

6 or 7 lbs., li hours. Average cost, 9d.

per lb. Sufficient for 6 to 8 persons.

Note .—This joint may be dressed in a
variety of ways—boiled, and served with
onion sauce; boned, and stuffed with a
good veal forcemeat

;
or baked, with

potatoes, in the dripping-pan. This last-

named way is often considered the best.

SHEEP’S HAGGIS.

Ingbedients. — The large stomach
hag of a sheep, 1 of the smaller bags
known as the king's hood, sheep's pluck
{lights, liver, and heart), i lb. beef suet,

2 small teacupfuls oatmeal, pepper and
salt.

Mode .—Wash the bags thoroughly in
cold water, then plunge them into boil-

ing water and scrape, taking especial

care not to injure the larger bag, which
must also be allowed to soak in cold
water, with a handful of salt, all night.

Wash the pluck and boil. Do not re-

move the windpipe, but let the end of

it hang over the edge of the pot, that
the impurities may pass out. The
smaller bag should be boiled in the
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same pot, and both will be done in
about IJ hours. When cold, cut away
the windpipe and trim off any pieces of
skin or gristle. Grate one quarter of
the liver only, mince the heart, lights,

and small bag very small with half
a pound of beef suet. Mix these and
the grated liver wuth the oatmeal, pre-
viously dried before the fire

;
add half

a pint of beef gravy, or same quantity
of the liquor in w'hich the pluck was
boiled, black pepper and salt; stir all

together. Now take the large bag
(thoroughly cleaned), and put the
mince into it. Let it be little more
than half filled. Sew up the bag with
needle and thread

;
put it into a pot of

boiling water, with a plate placed be-
neath to prevent its sticking. Prick
the bag occasionally as it swells, to
allow the air to escape. If the bag
appears thin tie a cloth outside. Serve
in a napkin on a dish, without garnish
or gravy.

Time, hours to boil the pluck and
smaller bag, 3 hours for the haggis.
Average cost, 3s. Seasonable in winter.

SHEEP’S HEAD.

Ingredients.—1 sheep's head, suffi-

cient water to cover it, 3 carrots, 3
turnips, 2 or 3 parsnips, 3 onions, a
smalt hunch parsley, 1 teaspoonful
pepper, 3 teaspoonfuls salt, J Ih. Scotch
oatmeal.

Mode .—Clean the head well, and let

it soak in warm water for 2 hours, to

get rid of the blood
;
put into a sauce-

pan, with sufficient cold water to cover
it, and when it boils, add the vegetables,
peeled and sliced, and the remaining
ingredients

;
before adding the oatmeal,

mix it to a smooth batter with a little

of the liquor. Keep stirring till it boils

up
;
then shut the saucepan closely,

and let it stew gently for IJ or 2 hours.
It may be thickened with rice or barley
instead of oatmeal.

Time, It or 2 hours. Average cost.

Is. each. Suffiicient for 3 or 4 persons.

LAMB, BREAST OP (STEWED).

Ingredients.—1 breast lamb, pepper
and salt to taste, sufficient stock to

cover it, I glass sherry, thickening of
butter and flour.

Mode .—Skin the lamb, cut it into
pieces, and season with pepper and
salt, lay these in a stewpan, pour in
sufficient stock or gravy to cover them,
and stew very gently until tender
(about hours). Before serving.

thicken the sauce with butter and
flour

;
add the sherry, give one boil,

and pour it over the meat. Green
peas, or stewed mushrooms, may be
strewed over the meat.

Time, 1^ hours. Average cost, 9d.

per lb. Sufficient for 3 persons.

Seasonable, grass lamb, from Easter
to Michaelmas.

LAMB, FORE-QUARTERS OP (ROAST).

Ingredients.— a little salt.

Mode .—To obtain the flavour of lamb
in perfection it should not be long kept

;

time to cool is all that it requires.

Place the joint before a clear, brisk fire

at a sufficient distance to prevent the
fat from burning, and baste constantly
till the moment of serving. Lamb
should be thoroughly done, without
being dried up, and not the slightest

appearance of red gravy should be
visible. This rule is applicable to all

young white meats. Serve with gravy
made in the dripping-pan, and send to

table with it a tureen of mint sauce.
Lamb may also be baked as directed in

recipes for mutton.
Time, fore-quarter of lamb weighing

10 lbs., 2 to 2J hours. Average cost,

Is. per lb. Sufficient for 8 persons.

Seasonable, grass lamb, from Easter to

Michaelmas.

LAMB, LEG OF (BOILED).

Ingredients.—Leg of lamb ; white
sauce.

Mode. — Choose a joint weighing
about 5 lbs. Plunge it into a saucepan
of boiling water, and when it boils up
again, draw it to the side of the fire,

and let the water cool a little. Then
stew very gently for about hours.
Make some white sauce by recipe,

dish the lamb, pour the sauce over it,

and garnish with tufts of boiled cauli-

flower or carrots. Melted butter may
be substituted for the white sauce, but
it is not nearly so nice. Send to table

with it some of the sauce in a tureen,

and boiled cauliflowers or spinach, w'ith

whichever vegetable the dish is gar-

nished.
Thne, hours after the water sim-

mers. Average cost. Is. per lb. Suffi-

cient for 6 or 6 persons. Seasonable
from Easter to Michaelmas.

LAMB, LEG OF (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Lamb ; a little salt.

Mode .—Place the joint at a good dis-
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tance from the fire at first, and baste

well the whole time it is cooking.

When nearly done, draw it near to the

fire to brown. Sprinkle a little fine

salt over the meat ;
empty the dripping-

pan
;
pour in a little boiling water, and

strain over the meat. Serve with mint
sauce, and send peas, spinach, or cauli-

flowers to table with it.

Time, a leg of lamb weighing 6 lbs.,

1| hours. Average cost, Is. per lb.

Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons. Seasonable
from Easter to Michaelmas.
Note .—A shoulder of lamb requires

rather more than 1 hour to roast. A
small saddle, about 2 hours; a larger
saddle, 2A hours, or longer. Loin of lamb,

to hours. Bibs of lamb, from 1 to
l| hours.

ENTB^JES AND MADE DISHES.

BAKED MINCED MUTTON (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of any
Joint of cold roast mutton, 1 or 2
onions, 1 hunch savoury herbs, pepper
and salt to taste, 2 blades pounded mace
or nutmeg, 2 tablespoonfuls gravy,
mashed potatoes.

Mode .—Mince an onion rather fine

and fry it a light brown
;
add the herbs

and mutton, finely minced and well
mixed; season with pepper and salt,

and a little pounded mace or nutmeg,
and moisten with the gravy. Put a
layer of mashed potatoes at the bottom
of a dish, then the mutton and another
layer of potatoes, and bake for ^ hour.
Time, J hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the meat, 3d.

BROILED MUTTON AND TOMATO SAUCE
(Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—A few slices of cold
mutton; tomato sauce.

Mode .—Cut some nice slices from a
cold leg or shoulder of mutton

; season
with pepper and salt, and broil over a
clear fire. Pour tomato sauce over the
mutton, and serve very hot.

Time, about 5 minutes to broil the
mutton. Seasonable in September and
October.

COLLOPS (MUTTON).

Ingeedients.—A few slices of a cold
leg or loin of mutton, salt and pepper to
taste, 1 blade pounded mace, 1 small
hunch savoury herbs ininced very fine.

0. or ^ shallots, 2 or 3 oz. butter, 1

dessertspoonful flour, i pint gravy, 1

tahlespoonful lemon-juice.

Mode.—Cut some very thin slices

from a leg or the chump end of a loin

of mutton ;
sprinkle with pepper, salt,

pounded mace, minced savoury herbs
and minced shallot

;
fry them in butter,

stir in a dessertspoonful of flour, add
the gravy and lemon-juice, simmer
gently about 5 or 7 minutes, and serve

immediately.
Time, 5 to 7 minutes. Average cost,

exclusive of the meat, 6d.

CURRIED MUTTON (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of any
joint of cold mutton, 2 onions, 2 oz.

butter, 1 dessertspoonful curry-powder,
1 dessertspoonful flour, salt to taste,

\ pint stock or water.

Mode.—Slice the onions in thin rings,

put them in a stewpan with the butter,

and fry a light brown
;

stir in the
curry-powder, flour, and salt, and mix
well together. Cut the meat into nice
thin slices (or it may be minced) and
add it to the other ingredients

;
when

browned, add the stock or gravy, and
stew gently for about i hour. Serve
with rice.

Time, | hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the meat, 9d. Seasonable in winter.

HARICOT MUTTON (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
neck or loin of mutton, 2 oz. butter or
dripping, 3 onions, 1 dessertspoonful
floxir, \ pint good gravy, pepper and
salt to taste, 2 tablespoonfuls port wine,
1 tablespoonful ketchup, 2 carrots, 2
turnips, 1 head celery.

Mode. — Cut the cold mutton into
chops, and take oS the fat ;

slice the
onions, and fry with the chops, in a
little butter or dripping, a nice brown
colour

;
stir in the flour, add the gravy,

and let it stew gently nearly an hour.
In the meantime boil the vegetables
until nearly tender, slice them, and add
them to the mutton about J hour before
it is to be served. Season with pepper
and salt, add the ketchup and port
wine, give one boil, and serve.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the cold meat. Is.

HASHED MUTTON.

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast shoxdder or leg of mutton, 6 whole
peppers, 6 whole allspice, a faggot
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savoury herbs, ^ head celery, 1 onion,
2 oz. butter, flour.

Mode.—Cut the meat in even slices,

trimming off all superfluous fat and
gristle

;
chop the bones and fragments

of the joint
;
put them into a stewpan

with the pepper, spice, herbs, and
celery ; cover with water, and simmer
for 1 hour. Slice and fry the onion a
pale-brown colour in the butter

;
dredge

in a little flour to make it thick, and
add this to the bones, &c. Stew for |
hour, strain the gravy, and let it cool

;

then skim off every particle of fat, and
put it, with the meat, into a stewpan.
Flavour with ketchup, tomato sauce,
or any other flavouring, and let the
meat gradually warm through. To
hash meat properly, it should be laid

in cold gravy, and only left on the fire

just long enough to warm through.
Time, hours to simmer the gravy.

Average cost, exclusive of the meat, 3d.

HODGE-PODGE (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—About 1 lb. of under-
done cold mutton, 2 lettuces, 1 pint
green peas, 5 or G green oyiions, 2 oz.

butter, pepper and salt to taste, 1 tea-

cupful water.

Mode.—Mince the mutton, and cut
up the lettuces and onions in slices.

Put these in a stewpan with all the
ingredients except the peas, and let

these simmer gently for | hour, keeping
them well stirred. Boil the peas sepa-

rately, mix these with the mutton, and
serve very hot.

Time, | hour. Sufficient for 3 or 4

persons. Seasonable from the end of

May to August. Average cost, exclu-

sive of the meat. Is.

IRISH STEW.

Ingredients.—3 lbs. loin or neck of
mutton, 5 lbs. potatoes, 6 large onions,

pepper and salt to taste, rather more
than 1 pint zvater.

I Mode.—Trim off some of the fat, and
cut the meat into chops of modei’ato
thickness. Pare and halve the potatoes,

and cut the onions into thick slices.

Put a layer of potatoes at the bottom
of a stewpan, then a layer of mutton
and onions, and season with popper
and salt

;
proceed in this manner until

the stewpan is full, takiii" care to havo
plenty of vegetables at the top. Pour
in the water, and let it stew gently for

hours, keeping the lid of the stewiian

closely shut, and occasionally shaking
the pan to prevent it burning.

Time, 2 J hours. Average costfor this

quantity, 2s. 6d. Sufficient for 5 or G
persons. Seasoziable, most suitable for

a winter dish.

KEBOBBS.

Ingredients.—Remains of cold roast
mutton, about ^ lb. after mincing, a
mixture for seasoning of a small tea-

spoonful of cuz’z'y paste, a grate of nut-
zneg, salt and finely chopped herbs, 2
CQQS, fat for frying, breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Mince the mutton freed from
fat in a mincer (there should be about

i lb.), add the seasoning, which may
be varied according to taste, and make
into little flat cakes with beaten egg,
dip these into egg and crumbs, and fry

a bright golden brown. Send cut lemon
to table with them.

Time, about 6 minutes to fry the
kebobbs. Average cost, exclusive of

the meat, Gd. Sufficient for 2 or 3 per-

sons. Seasonable in winter.

KIDNEY TOAST.

Ingredients.—3 sheep's kidneys, 1 oz.

of butter, a little lemon, cazyenne and
salt, 3 slices of hot buttered toast.

Mode.—Gently stew the kidneys in a
very little water till perfectly tender,

when remove all skin and gristle and
pound them in a mortar with the butter
till they form a smooth paste. Squeeze
a little lemon into them and season
highly with the cayenne and salt

;

spi’ead the paste upon the toast and
put the slices in the oven for a few
minutes, that they may be perfectly hot
when served.
A more economical dish may be made

by substituting bullock’s kidney (about

i lb.) for the slieep’s.

Average cost (with sheep’s kidneys),

lid. Sufjlciezit for 3 persons. Season-
able in winter.

KIDNEYS (BROILED).

Ingredients.—Sheep's kidneys, pep-

2>er azid salt to taste.

Mode.—Cut the kidneys open very
evenly, lengthwise, down to the root,

but do not separate them
;
skin them,

and pass a skewer under the white part
of each half to keep them flat, and broil

over a clear fire, placing the insido

downwards
;

turn them when done
enough on one side, and cook them on
the other. Eemove the skewers, place
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the kidneys on a very hot dish, season
with pepper and salt, and put a tiny

piece of butter in the middle of each.

Serve very hot and quickly, and send
very hot plates to tables

Time, 6 to 8 minutes. Average cost,

3d. each. Sufficient—allow one for each
person.

Note.—Tho kidneys may be served each
on a piece of buttered toast cut in any
fanciful shape, with the addition of a
little lemon-juice.

KIDNEYS (FRIED).

Ingredients.—Kidneys, butter, pep-
per and salt to taste.

Mode .—Cut the kidneys open with-
out quite dividing them, remove the
skin, and put a small piece of butter in

the frying-pan. When the butter is

melted, lay in the kidneys the flat side

downwards, and fry for 7 or 8 minutes,
turning them when they are half-done.

Serve on a piece of dry toast, season
with pepper and salt, and put a small
piece of butter in each kidney; pour
the gravy from the pan over them, and
serve very hot.

Time, 7 or 8 minutes. Average cost,

3d. each. Sufficient—allow one kidney
to each person.

KIDNEYS (STEWED).

Ingredients. — 4 Iddneys, fat for
frybig, some good brown gravy, a glass

of sherry.

Mode .—Divide the kidneys, take out
the core and skin them, and fry them
lightly in butter or good dripping, then
stew them gently for about 20 minutes
in the gravy and sherry. They must
not boil or they will harden, but they
must be perfectly tender.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost, for
this quantity. Is. 9d. Sufficient for 4
persons.

MUTTON CUTLETS AND TOMATOES.

Ingredients.—Nech of mutton, best
end, sufficient for 8 cutlets, J tin
tomatoes, some brown gravy, J a lemon,
1 carrot, 1 onion, butter for frying.
Mode .—Cut the mutton into cutlets

and trim them very neatly, taking oS
the ends (but leaving a small piece of
bone on each) and most of the fat. Fry
them brown in a little butter but do
not cook them. Cut the vegetables in
thin slices and put them with the
cutlets and a seasoning of pepper and
salt, the gravy and a glass of sherry if

liked. Stew till the cutlets are tender,

then take them out and put them on a
hot dish. Heat the tomato and put it

over the cutlets, add a little lemon-
juice to the gravy and pour round.

Time, about J hour. Average cost,

2s. 6d. Sufficient iox ApBTSouB. Season-
able at any time.

HUTTON CUTLETS WITH MASHED
POTATOES.

Ingredients.— About 3 lbs. of the

best end of the nech of mutton, salt and
pepper to taste, mashed potatoes.

Mode.—Procure a well-hung neck of

mutton, saw ofl about 3 inches of the
top of the bones, and cut the cutlets of

a moderate thickness. Shape them by
chopping ofl the thick part of the
chine-bone ; beat them flat with a
cutlet-chopper, and scrape quite clean
a portion of the top of the bone. Broil
them over a nice clear fire for about 7
or 8 minutes, and turn frequently.
When the cutlets are done, season with
pepper and salt

;
arrange them with

the thick end of the cutlets downwards
round mashed potatoes, and serve very
hot and quickly.
Time, 7 or 8 minutes. Average cost,

for this quantity with potatoes, 2s. 6d.

Sufficient for 6 or 8 persons.

Note.—Cutlets may be served in various
ways ; with peas, tomatoes, onions, sauce
piquante, &c.

MUTTON PATTIES (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—Some cold roast mut-
ton, the more underdone the better, 1
onion, pepper, salt, puffpaste, 1 egg.

Mode.—Cut the meat into slices, then
mince it finely, also the onion, and
season well with the pepper and salt,

and use any gravy at hand to moisten
the mixture. EoH out the paste thin,

line some pattypans with it and stamp
out some rounds to cover them. Fill

them full of the mince, wet the edges
and put on the tojis, then brush over
W’ith beaten yolk of egg and bake in a
quick oven.
Time, about 20 minutes to bake the

patties. Average cost, IJd. each. Suffi-
cient—allow 9 for 6 persons. Season-
able at any time.

MUTTON PIS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—The remains of a cold
leg, loin, or nech of mutton, ^pepper and
salt to taste, 2 blades pounded mace, 1
dessertspoonful chopped parsley, 1 tea-

spoonful minced savoury herbs, when
Uhed, a little minced onion or shallot

;
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3 or 4 potatoes^ 1 teacupful gravy^
crust.

Mode.—Cold mutton may be made
into very good pies if well seasoned
and mixed with a few herbs; if the
leg is used, cut it into very thin slices

;

if the loin or neck, into thin cutlets.
Place some at the bottom of the dish

;

season well with pepper, salt, mace,
parsley, and herbs

;
then put a layer

of potatoes sliced, then more mutton,
and so on till the dish is full

;
add the

gravy, cover with a crust, and bake for
1 hour.
Time, 1 hour. Average cost, without

meat, 8d.

The remains of an underdone
leg of mutton may bo converted into a
very good family pudding.

MUTTOH RAGOUT (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
neck or loin of mutton, 2 oz. o utter, a
little flour, 2 onions sliced, J pint water,
2 small carrots, 2 turnips, pepper and
salt to taste.

Mode.—Cut the mutton into small
chops, and trim off the greater portion
of the fat

;
put the butter into a stew-

pan, dredge in a little flour, add the
sliced onions, and keep stirring till

brown
;
then put in the meat. When

this is quite brown, add the water, and
the carrots and turnips, cut into very
thin slices

;
season and stew till quite

tender (about | hour). Green peas may
be substituted for the carrots and tur-

nips
;
they should be piled in the centre

of the dish, and the chops laid round.
Time, | hour. Average cost, exclusive

of meat, 4d. Seasonable, with peas,

from June to August.

SHEEP’S BRAINS.

Mode.—Detach the brains from the
head without breaking them, and put
them into a basin of hot water; let

them remain for an hour. Eemove
the skin, tie up in a small cloth, put
into boiling water, and simmer for ten
minutes. Season with pepper and salt,

and serve hot, with or without melted
butter.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 3d.

Note.—Bullocks’ brains require rather
more boiling. Calves’ about the same
time as sheep’s.

SHEEP’S HEARTS.

Ingredients.—3 sheep's hearts, veal

stuffing, a little dripping or butter.

Mode.—Make a nice savoury stuff-

ing, cleanse the hearts and stuff them,
tying them round or skewering them
so that the stuffing does not fall out.
Put them in a baking-pan with a little

dripping, and bake for about | hour,
turning and basting when needed.

Time, | hour. Average cost, Is.

Sufficient for 3 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

SHEEP’S TROTTERS (Boyer’s Recipe).

Ingredients.—12 feet, J lb. beef or
mutton suet, 2 onions, 1 carrot, 2 bay-
leaves, 2 sprigs thyme, 1 oz. salt, J oz.

pepper, 2 tablespoonfuls flour, 2J quarts
water, J lb. fresh butter, 1 teaspoonful
salt, 1 teaspoonful flour, J teaspoonful
pepper, a little grated nutmeg, the juice
1 lemon, 1 gill milk, yolks of 2 eggs.

Mode.—Have the feet cleaned, and
the long bone extracted. Put the suet
into a stewpan, with the onions and

. carrot sliced, the bay-leaves, thyme,
salt and pepper, and simmer 5 minutes.
Add 2 tablespoonfuls flour and the
water, and keep stirring till it boils

;

then put in the feet. Let these simmer
for 3 hours, or until tender, then take
them out. Mix together, on a plate,
butter, salt, flour (1 tablespoonful),
pepper, nutmeg, and lemon-juice as
above. Put the feet, with a gill of

milk, into a stewpan and when very
hot add the butter, &c., and stir till

melted. Now mix the yolks of 2 eggs
with 5 tablespoonfuls of milk

;
stir this

to the other ingredients, keep moving
the pan over the fire for a minute or
two, but do not allow it to boil after

• the eggs are added. Serve in a hot
dish, and garnish with croutons, or
sippets of toasted bread.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 3s. lOd.

Sufficient for 6 or 8 persons.

TOAD-IN-THE-HOLE (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingredients.—6 oz. flour, 1 pint
milk, 3 eggs, butter, a few slices cold
mutton, pepper and salt, 2 kidneys.

Mode.—Make a smooth batter of

flour, milk, and eggs in the above
proportion

;
butter a baking-dish, and

pour in the batter. Into this place a
few slices of cold mutton, previously
well seasoned, and the kidneys cut
into rather small pieces

;
bake about

1 hour, or rather longer, and send it

to table in the dish it was baked in.

Mushrooms may be substituted for the
kidneys.

Time, rather more than 1 hour.
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Average cost, exclusive of the cold
meat, Is.

LAMB CUTLETS, a la Constance (French
Recipe).

Ingredients.— 8 cutlets, 2 oz. of
butter, the livers and cock’s combs of
2 fowls, a few mushroom buttons,

pepper and salt.

Mode .—Clean the combs, put them
for a moment in boiling water, then
rub off the outer skin, and let them lie

in water for 3 hours. Take them out,

and, having wiped them, cut them
with the livers and mushrooms into
small pieces, and stew them with a
little butter, stock, and seasoning till

all are well done. Mix this stew with
some bechamel sauce if at hand, or
with a little butter made into a paste
with flour. Shape and trim the cutlets

neatly, fry them on both sides in a
little butter, adding pepper and salt.

When done, drain and glaze the cutlets,

arrange them in a ring on a very hot
dish, and pour the stew in the centre.

Time, 10 minutes to fry the cutlets.

Average cost, 2s. 6d. Sufficient for 5

or 6 persons. Seasonable from Easter
to Michaelmas.

LAMB CHOPS.

Ingredients.—Loin of lamb; pepper
and salt to taste.

Mode .—Trim off the flap from the
loin, and cut it into chops about | inch
in thickness. Lay the chops on a grid-

iron, and broil them over a bright, clear
fire of a nice pale brown. Season v.dth

pepper and salt, and garnish with
crisped parsley, or place them on
mashed potatoes. Asparagus, spinach,
or peas are favourite accompaniments.

Time, about 8 or 10 minutes. Average
cost. Is. per lb. Sufficient—allow 2
chops to each person. Seasonable from
Easter to Michaelmas.

LAMB DARIOLES.

Ingredients.—| lb. cold lamb free
from fat, 4 eggs, a little red tongue,
and white of 1 boiled egg, some brown
gravy, a little butter, a dessertspoonful
sauce {tomato or Worcester), salt.

Mode .—Put the mutton twice through

a mincer, add to it the eggs beaten, the
sauce, seasoning, and a tablespoonful of

gravy. Butter some dariole moulds
thickly, lay in the tops of each a star
or other devise of the tongue with half
moons of white of egg round, and fill

with the mixture. Steam for half an
hour, and serve turned out on a
hot dish with a pile of green peas in
the centre. Heat the gravy and pour
round.

Time, J hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the meat. Is. Sufficient for 6 darioles.

Seasonable in spring.

LAMB (HASHED) AND BROILED
BLADE-BONE.

Ingredients.—The remains of a cold
sho^dder of lamb, pepper and salt to

taste, 2 oz. butter, about J pint stock or
gravy, 1 tablespoonful shallot vinegar, 3
or 4 pickled gherkins.

Mode.— Cut the meat neatly into
collops, season the blade-bone with
pepper and salt, pour a little oiled
butter over it, and warm through in
the oven. Put the stock into a stew-
pan, add ketchup and shallot vinegar,
and lay in the pieces of lamb. Let
these heat gradually through, but do
not allow them to boil. Take the
blade-bone out of the oven, and place
it on a gridiron over a sharp fire to
brown. Slice the gherkins, put them
into the hash, and dish it with the
blade-bone in the centre. Garnish
with croutons or sippets of toasted
bread.

Time, altogether J hour. Average
cost, exclusive of meat, 4d. Season-
able—house lamb, Christmas to March

;

grass lamb, Easter to Michaelmas.

LAMB’S SWEETBREADS.
Ingredients. — Sweetbreads, 1 egg,

breadcrumbs, fat for frxjing.

Mode .—Parboil the sweetbreads, take
them out and let them get thoroughly
cold in cold water. Dry and flour
them, then dip them in beaten egg and
crumbs, and fry a golden brown.

Time, about 5 minutes to boil and
the same to fry. Seasonable in spring
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BACON (TO BOIL).

Ingeedients.—Bacon; ivatcr.

Mode .—Soak the bacon if very salt in

warm water for an hour or two
;
then

pare oil the rusty parts, and scrape the
underside and rind clean. Put it into

a saucepan of cold water, let it come
gradually to a boil, and as the scum
rises to the surface, remove it. Let it

simmer very gently until thoroughly
done

; take it up, strip off the skin,

sprinkle over a few bread raspings

;

garnish with tufts of cauliflower or
Brussels sprouts. When served alone,

broad beans Or green peas are the usual
accompaniments.

Time, 1 lb. of bacon, | hour
;
2 lbs.

IJ hours. Average cost, lOd. to Is. per
lb. for the primest parts. Suficient,
2 lbs. for 8 persons, when served with
poultry or veal.

BOLOGNA SAUSAGES.
Ingredients.—3 lbs. lean beef, 3 lbs.

lean pork, 2 lbs. fat bacon, IJ lbs. beef
suet ; pepper, salt, 1 sprig thyme, and
ground mace.
Mode—Put the meat and suet into a

stewpan of hot water, stew for half an
hour, and then mince each sort by
itself. Season with pepper, thyme
chopped fine, and ground mace

;
fill ox

skins with it, tie them in lengths, and
put them in a beef brine for ten days

;

then smoke them the same as ham or
tongue. Rub ground ginger or pejjper
over the outside after they are smoked,
and keep them in a cool, dry place.

Average cost, for this quantity, 7s.

FRANKFORT SAUSAGES.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. of tender, lean
pork, 1 lb. of fat, mace, coriander seeds,

sauce, claret, sausage skins.

Mode .—Chop both lean and fat very
fine, add the other ingredients to taste,

mix to the consistency of sausage meat
with the claret, and fill the skins. Boil
the sausages gently in mild beer or
water, enough to cover them, for 5 of

an hour, then fry for 15 minutes in

butter. In Germany they are often
served with well-sweetened apple-sauce,
flavoured with cinnamon.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 2s. 9d.

Seasonable from September to March.

HAM (TO BAKE).
Ingredients. — Ham ; a common

crust.

Mode .—Let the ham be soaked in
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water for at least 12 hours. Wipe it

dry, trim away any rusty places, and
cover it with a common crust of suf-

ficient thickness to keep the gravy in.

Place it in a moderately heated oven,
and bake for nearly 4 hours. Take o3
the crust and skin, cover with raspings,

as a boiled ham, and garnish the knuckle
with a paper frill. This method of cook-
ing a ham is, by many persons, con-
sidered far superior to boiling it, as it

cuts fuller of gravy and has a finer

flavour, besides keeping a much longer
time good.
Time^ a medium-sized ham, 4 hours.

Average cost, lOd. per lb. for an English
ham, 6Jd. for an American one. Season-
able all the year.

HAM (TO BOIL).

Ingeedients.—Ham, water, glaze or
rasping.

Mode .—To ascertain that the ham is

perfectly sweet, run a knife into it, close

to the bone
;

if, when the knife is with-
drawn, it has an agreeable smell, the
ham is good

;
if the blade has a greasy

appearance and offensive smell, the
ham is bad. If it is very diy and salt,

let it soak for 24 hours, changing the
water frequently. This is only neces-
sary in the case of its being very hard

;

from 8 to 12 hours would be sufficient

for a Yorkshire or Westmorland ham.
Wash it thoroughly clean, and trim
away all the rusty and smoked parts.

Put it into a boiling-pot, with sufficient

cold water to cover it
;
bring it gradu-

ally to boil, and as the scum rises, care-
fully remove it. Keep it simmering
gently until tender, and be careful that
it does not stop boiling. When done,take
it out, strip off the skin, and sprinkle
over it a few fine bread-raspings, put a
frill of cut paper round the knuckle,
and serve. If to be eaten cold, let the
ham remain in the water until nearly
cold, by this method the juices are kept
in, and it will be found greatly superior
to one taken out of the hot water. The
ham must not, however, remain in the
saucepan all night. When the skin is

removed, sprinkle over bread-raspings,
or glaze it. Place a frill round the
knuckle, and garnish with parsley or
cut vegetable flowers.
Time, a ham weighing 10 lbs., 4

hours to simmer gently; 15 lbs., 5
hours

;
a very large one, about 6 hours.

Average cost, lOd. per lb. for an English
ham, 6Jd. for an American one. Season-
able all the year.

HAM (TO PICKLE).

Ingeedients.—To a ham from 10 to

12 lbs. alloio 1 lb. coarse sugar, | lb.

salt, 1 oz. saltpetre, i teacupful vinegar.

Mode .—Eub the hams well with com-
mon salt, and leave them for a day or

two to drain
;
then rub well in the

above proportion of sugar, salt, salt-

petre, and vinegar, and turn the hams
every other day. Keep them in pickle

1 month, drain, and send to be smoked
over a wood fire for 3 or 4 weeks.

Time, to remain in the pickle, 1

month; to be smoked 3 weeks or 1

month. Sufficient, the above propor-
tion of pickle to 1 ham. Seasonable—
hams should be pickled from October
to March.

HAMS (TO SALT).

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. treacle, J lb.

saltpetre, 1 lb. bay salt, 2 lbs. common
salt.

Mode .—Two daj^s before they are put
into pickle rub the hams well with salt,

to draw away all slime and blood, which
throw away, and then rub them with
treacle, saltpetre, and salt. Lay them
in a deep pan, and let them remain 1

day
;

boil the above proportion of

treacle, saltpetre, bay salt, and com-
mon salt for i hour, and pour this
pickle boiling hot over the hams

;
there

should be sufficient of it to cover them.
For a day or two rub them v/ell with it

;

afterwards they will only require turn-
ing. They ought to remain in this
pickle for 3 weeks or a month, and then
be sent to be smoked. An ox-tongue
pickled in this way is most excellent,

to be eaten either green or smoked.
Time, to remain in the pickle, three

weeks or a month ;
to be smoked about

a month. Seasonable from October to
March.

LARD (TO MAKE).

Mode .—Melt the inner fat of the pig
by putting it in a stone jar, and placing
this in a saucepan of boiling water, pre-
viously stripping off the skin. Let it

simmer gently, and as it melts, pour it

carefully from the sediment. Put it

into small jars or bladders, and keep it

in a cool place. The flead or inside fat

of the pig, before it is melted, makes
exceedingly light crust, and is particu-
larly wholesome. It may be preserved
a length of time by salting it well, and
occasionally changing the brine. When
wanted, wash and wipe it, and it will
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answer for making into paste as well as
fresh lard.

Average cost, 6d. per lb

PIG’S FRY (a Savoury Dish).

Ingredients. — lb. pig's fry, 2
onions, afew sage-leaves, 3 lbs. potatoes,
pepper and salt to taste.

Mode.—Put the lean fry at the bottom
of a pie-dish, sprinkle over it minced
sage and onion, with pepper and salt

;

put a layer of sliced potatoes on the
seasoning, then the fat fry, then more
seasoning, and a layer of potatoes at

the top. Fill the dish with boiling

water, and bake for 2 hours, or rather
longer.
Time, rather more than 2 hours.

Average cost, 7d. per. lb. Sufficient

for 3 or 4 persons. Seasonable from
October to March.

PIG’S HEAD.

Ingredients. — J oz. sage, 1 table-

spoonful salt, 1 dessertspoonful pepper.

Mode.—Boil the head until it is easy
to remove the bones. Then rub it over
with a mixture of salt, pepper, and
finely-powdered sage. Put it in a good
oven and baste well. Pour over some
good gravy, and serve with apple sauce.

Time, IJ hour or more. Average cost,

2s. 6d.

Note.—Tig’s head is frequently salted
and boiled, and served with turnii^s and
greens.

PIG’S LIVER (a Savoury and Eco-
nomical Dish).

Ingredients.—The liver and lights

of a pig, G or 7 slices bacon, potatoes, 1

large bunch parsley, 2 onions, 2 sage-

leaves, pepper and salt to taste, a little

broth or water.

Mode.—Slice the liver and lights, and
wash clean

;
parboil the potatoes

;
mince

the parsley and sage, and chop the
onions rather small. Put the meat,
potatoes, and bacon into a deep tin dish,

in alternate layers, with a sprinkling of

the herbs, and seasoning of pepper and
salt between each

;
pour on a little

water or broth, and bake in a moder-
ately heated oven for 2 hours.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 2s.

Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons. Season-
able from September to March.

PIG’S PETTITOES.

Ingredients.—A thin slice of bacon,
feet, heart, and liver of a pig, 1 onion,

1 blade mace, 6 peppercorns, 3 or 4
sprigs of thyme, 1 pint gravy, pepper
and salt to taste, thickening of butter
and flour.

Mode .—Put the liver, heart, and feet

into a stewpan, with all the other iv

gredients except the pepper and salt

and thickening. Simmer gently for J
hour; then take out the heart and
liver, and mince very fine. Stew the
feet until tender (20 minutes to i hour)

;

then put back the minced heart and
liver; thicken with butter and flour,

season with pepper and salt, and sim-
mer for 5 minutes longer (stirring the
while). Dish the mince; split the feet,

and arrange them round alternately
with sippets of toasted bread, and pour
the gravy in the middle.

Time, altogether 40 minutes. Aver-
age cost. Is. 6d. Sufficient for 4 per-

sons. Seasonable, September to March.

PORK CHIIIE ROASTED.

Ingredients.—^ pint pork stuffing,

J pijvt apple sauce.

Mode .—Score the skin deeply, stuff

the chine with pork-stuffing, and roast
it gently by a clear fire, or bake in a
moderate oven.

Time, about 20 minutes to every lb.

PORK CHOPS.

Ingredients.—Loin ofpork ; pepper
and salt to taste.

Mode .—Cut the cutlets from a deli-

cate loin of pork, bone and trim them,
taking away the greater portion of the
fat. Season with pepper

;
when the

gridiron is quite hot lay on the chops
and broil for J hour, turning them 3 or
4 times

;
and be particular that they

are thoroughly done, but not dry. Dish
them, sprinkle over a little salt, and
serve plain, or with tomato sauce,

sauce piquante, or pickled gherkins, a
few of which should be laid round the
dish as a garnish.
Time, about J hour. Average cost,

lOd. to is. per lb. for chops. Sufficient

—allow 6 for 4 persons. Seasonable
from October to March.

PORK CUTLETS.

Ingredients.—Loin, or fore-loin of
pork, egg and breadcrumbs, salt and
pepper to taste ; to every tablespoonful
breadcrumbs allow i teaspoonful
minced sage ; clarified butter.

Mode .—Cut the cutlets from a loin, or
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fore-loin of port, trim as mutton cut-

lets, and scrape the top part of the

bone. Brush over with egg, sprinkle

with breadcrumbs, mixed with minced
sage and seasoning of pepper and salt

;

drop a little clarified butter on them
and press the crumbs well down Put
the frying-pan on the fire v/ith some
lard in it

;
when hot, lay in the cutlets,

and fry them a light brown on both
sides. Take them out, put them before

the fire to dry, and dish on mashed
potatoes. Serve with any sauce that

may be preferred
;

such as tomato
sauce, sauce piquante, sauce Eobert, or

pickled gherkins.
Time, from 15 to 20 minutes. Average

cost, lOd. to Is. per lb. for chops. Suffi-

cient—allow 6 cutlets for 4 persons.

Seasonable from October to March.
Note.—The remains of roast loin of pork

may be dressed in the same manner

POEK CUTLETS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients. — Cold roast loin of
pork, 1 oz. butter, 2 onions, 1 dessert-

spoonful flour, J phit gravy, pepper
and salt to taste, 1 teaspoonful vinegar
and mustard.

Mode.—Cut the pork into nice-sized

cutlets, trim off most of the fat, and
chop the onions. Put the butter into a

stewpan, lay in the cutlets and chopped
onions, and fry a light brown

;
add re-

maining ingredients, simmer gently for

6 or 7 minutes, and serve.

Time, 5 to 7 minutes. Average cost,

exclusive of the meat, 4d. Seasonable
from October to March.

PORK, GRISKIN (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Pork; a little pow-
dered sage.

Mode .—Particular care should be
taken that this joint is well basted. Put
it down to a bright fire, and flour it.

Roast in the usual manner
;
about 10

minutes before taking it up sprinkle
over some powdered sage

;
make a little

gravy in the dripping-pan, strain it over
the meat, and serve with a tureen of

apple sauce. This joint will be done in
far less time when the skin is left on.

Time, griskin of pork weighing 6 lbs.,

1^ hours. Average cost, 7d. per lb.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons. Seasonable
from October to March.
Note.—A spare-rib of pork is roasted in

the same manner as above, and would
take at least 1^ hours for one weighing
about 6 lbs.

PORK, HASHED.
Ingredients.—The remains of cold

roastpork, 2 onions, 1 teaspoonful flour,
2 blades pounded mace, 2 cloves, 1 table-

spoonful vinegar, ^ pint gravy, pepper
and salt to taste.

Mode.—Chop the onions and fry them
a nice brown, cut the pork into thin
slices, season with pepper and salt, and
add these to the remaining ingredients.

Stew gently for about J hour, garnish
with sippets of toasted bread.

Time, § hour. Aperage cost, exclusive
of the meat, 3d. Seasonable from
October to March.

PORK, LEG OP (BOILED).

Ingredients.—Leg ofpork; salt.

Mode.—Choose a small, compact, well-
filled leg, and rub it well with salt

;
let

it remain in pickle for a week or ten
days, turning and rubbing it every day.
Put it into cold water for an hour before
dressing it, to improve the colour. If

the pork has been long in pickle, it

should be soaked more. Put it into a
boiling-pot, with cold water to cover

;

let it gradually come to a boil, and re-

move the scum as it rises. Simmer
gently until tender, and do not allow
it to boil fast. Carrots, turnips, or
parsnips may be boiled with the pork,
and some laid round the dish as a gar-
nish

;
and a well-made pease-pudding is

indispensable.
Time, a leg of pork weighing 8 lbs.,

3 hours after the water boils, and to be
simmered very gently. Average cost,

9d. per lb. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seasonable from September to March.
Note.—The liquor makes excellent pea-

soup.

PORK, LEG OF (ROAST OR BAKED).

Ingredients.—Leg of pork ; a little

oil. {For stuffing see recipe for sage
and onion stuffing.)

Mode.—Score the skin across in nar-
row strips, about J inch apart. Cut a
slit in the knuckle, loosen the skin, and
fill it with a sage-and-onion .-stuffing.

Brush the joint over with a little salad-
oil (this makes the crackling crisper,

and a better colour), and put it down
to a clear fire, not near enough to cause
the skin to blister, or put it in a good,
brisk oven. Baste well, and serve wuth
gravy made in the dripping-pan. Send
to table a tureen of well-made apple
sauce.
Time, a leg of pork weighing 8 lbs.,

9
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about 3 hours. Average cost, 9cl. per
lb. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons. Sea-
sonable from September to March.

PORK, LOIH OF (BAKED).

Ingredients.—Pork; a Utile salt.

Mode.—Score the skin in strips rather
more than \ inch apart, and place the
joint in a good oven, but not too hot a
one on account of the crackling, which
would harden before the meat would be
heated through. If vei’y lean, it should
be rubbed over with a little salad-oil,

and kept well basted. Pork should be
thoroughly cooked, but not dry. Serve
with apple sauce, and a little gravy
made in the dripping-pan

;
and a stuffing

of sage and onion, which may be made
separately, and baked in a flat dish.

Time, a loin of pork weighing 5 lbs.,

about 2 hours
;
allow more time should

it be very fat. Average cost, 9d. or lOd.

per lb Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons.
Seasonable ixom September to March.

PORK, PICKLED (TO BOIL).

Ingredients.—Pork ; ivater.

Mode.—If very salt, let the pork re-

main in water about 2 hours before it is

dressed; put it into a saucepan with
sufficient cold water to cover it, let it

gradually come to a boil, then simmer
until tender. Nothing is more dis-

agreeable than underdone pork, and
when boiled fast, the ,meat becomes
hard. May be served with boiled
poultry and roast veal, or with pease-
pudding.

Time, a piece of pickled pork, weigh-
ing 2 lbs., IJ hour; 4 lbs., rather more
than 2 hours. Average cost, 8d. per lb.

for the primest parts.

PORK STEAKS AND APPLES (American
Recipe).

Ingredients.—Some nice steaks cut

from a loin of pork, pepper and salt

hot lard, apples.

Mode.—Cut aw'ay the greater portion
of the fat fi'om the steaks and trim
them neatly; put the gridiron over the
fire, and when quite hot, slightly grease

it and lay on the steaks, well seasoned
with pepper and salt. Broil them until

thoroughly done but not dry, turning
them several times. Peel, core, and
slice the apples, fry like onions in the

hot lard, and send to table round the
steaks.

Time, about 15 minutes. Seasonable
from October to March.

PORK (TO PICKLE).

Ingredients.—Pork; i lb. saltpetre;
salt.

Mode.—Cut the pork into pieces of a
suitable size as soon as the pig is cold.

Rub them well with salt, and put them
into a pan with a sprinkling of it be-
tween each piece : as it melts on the top,

strew on more. Lay a cloth over the pan,
a board over that, and a weight on the
board, to keep the pork down in the
brine. If excluded from the air, it will

continue good for nearly 2 years.

Seasonable, the best time for pickling
meat is late in the autumn.

PORK SAUSAGES (TO FRY).

Ingredients.— Sausages; a small
piece of butter.

Mode.—Prick the sausages with a
fork (this prevents them from bursting),
and put them into a frying-pan with a
small piece of butter. Keep moving the
pan about, and turn the sausages 3 or 4
times. In from 10 to 12 minutes they
will be sufficiently cooked, unless they
are very large, wdien a little more time
should be allowed for them. Dish them
with or without a piece of toast under
them, and serve very hot. In some
counties sausages are boiled and served
on toast. They should be plunged
into boiling water, and simmered for

about 10 to 12 minutes.
Tmie, 10 or 12 minutes. Average cost,

9d. to lOd. per lb. Seasonable—good
from September to March.
Note.—To prevent sausages from turn-

ing sour in warm weather, put them in
the oven for a few minutes with a small
piece of butter to keep them moist.

PORK SAUSAGES (TO MAKE).

{Oxford Becipe.)

Ingredients.

—

1 lb. pork, fat and
lean, without skin or gristle ; 1 lb. lean
veal, 1 Ih. beef suet, § lb. breadcrumbs,
the rind of half lemon, 1 small nutmeg,
6 sage-leaves, 1 teaspoonful pepper, 2
teaspoonfuls salt, i teaspoonful savoury
herbs, J teaspoonful marjoram.
Mode .—Chop the pork, veal, and suet

finely together; add the breadcrumbs,
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the lemon-peel (well minced), and a
small nntmeg grated. Wash and chop
the sage-leaves very fine; add these

with the remaining ingredients to the
sausage-meat, and when thoroughly
mixed, either put the meat into skins,

or form it into little cakes, which should
be floured and fried.

Average cost for this quantity, 2s. 8d.

Sitffi^cient for about 30 moderate-sized
sausages. Seasonable from October to

March.

{Cambridge Becipe.)

Ingredients.—J lb. beef^ i lb. veal,

§ lb. pork, i lb. bacon, i lb. suet; pepper
and salt, a few sage-leaves, sweet herbs.

Mode .—As in preceding recipe. Aver-
age cost, Is. 7d.

SAVELOYS.

Ingredients.—6 lbs. pork, 1 lb. com-
mon salt, 1 oz. saltpetre, 3 teaspoonfuls
pepper, 12 sage-leaves, 1 lb. breadcrumhs.

Mode .—Salt the pork, after removing
the skin and bone, using both the com-
mon salt and saltpetre, and let it remain
in the pickle for three days, then mince
it up very fine, and season it with pepper,
and 12 sage-leaves, chopped as small as
possible; add the grated oread, and mix
all well together, fiS the skins, and bake
in a slow oven for ^ hour.
Average cost, 4s. 6d.

SUCKIHG-PIG (ROAST).

Ingredients.— Pig, 6 oz. bread-
crumbs, 16 sage-leaves, pepper and salt

to taste, a piece of butter the size of an
egg, salad-oil or butter to haste with,
about J pint gravy, 1 tablespoonful
lemon-juice.

Mode .—A sucking-pig should not be
more than three weeks old, and should
be dressed the day it is killed. After
preparing the pig for cooking, stufi it

with finely grated breadcrumbs, minced
sage, pepper, salt, and a piece of butter
the size of an egg, all well mixed to-

gether, and put into the body of the
pig. Sew up the slit, and truss the
legs back, to allow the inside to be
roasted, and the under-paid to be crisp.

Put the pigdown to a bright, clear fire,

not too near, and let it lie till thoroughly
dry; then rub the pig in every part
with a piece of butter tied up in a piece
of thin cloth, new. Keep it well rubbed
the whole of the time it is roasting, and
do not allow the crackling to become
blistered or burnt. When half-done,
hang a pig-iron before the middle part
(if this is not obtainable, use a flat iron),

to prevent its being scorched and dried
up before the ends are done. Before it

is taken from the fire, cut off the head,
and part that and the body down the
middle. Chop the brains and mix them
with the stuffing; add J pint of good
gravy, a tablespoonful of lemon-juice,
and the gravy that flowed from the pig

;

put a little of this on the dish with the
pig, and send the remainder to table in
a tureen. Place the pig back to back in
the dish, with one-half of the head on
each side, and one of the ears at each
end, and send it to table as hot as pos-
sible. Instead of butter, many cooks
take salad-oil for basting, which makes
the crackling crisp. The brains and
stuffing may be stirred into a tureen of

melted butter instead of gravy. Apple
sauce should be served with sucking-

piff-

Time, to 2 hours for a small pig.

Average cost, 6s. and upwards. Suffi-
cient for 9 or 10 persons. Seasonable
from September to February.

SUCKING-PIG (BAKED).

Ingredients.—Sucking-pig.

Mode .—Prepare the pig as for roast-

ing, rub it with butter, and flour it all

over. Well butter the dish in which you
intend to bake it, and put it into the
oven. When sufficiently done, take it

out and dish as in preceding recipe.

Time, or 2 hours. Average cost,

6s. and upwards.
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CALF’S FEET AND PARSLEY AND
BUTTER.

Ingeedients.—2 coifs feet, 2 slices

hocon, 1 oz. butter, 2 tablespoonfuls

lemon-juice, salt and whole pepper to
taste, 1 onion, a bunch savoury herbs,
4 cloves, 1 blade mace, water, parsley-
and-butter sauce.

Mode .—Procure 2 white calf’s feet;
bone them as far as the first joint, and
soak in warm water 2 hours. Then put
the bacon, butter, lemon-juice, onion,
herbs, spices, and seasoning into a stew-
pan

;
lay in the feet, and pour in just

sufficient water to cover. Stew gently
for about 3 hours; take out the feet,

dish, and cover with parsley-and-butter
sauce. The liquor should be strained
and put by for use as an addition to
gravies, &c.

Time, rather more than 3 hours.
Average cost, in full season, 7d. each.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable
from March to October.

CALF’S HEAD (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—Golfs head, water, a
little salt, 4 tahlespoonfulsmelted butter,

1 tablespoonful minced parsley, pepper
and salt to taste, 1 tablespoonful lemon-
juice.

Mode .—Clean the head, remove the
brains, and soak it in warm water to
blanch it. Soak the brains also in warm
water for about an hour. Put the head
into a steAvpan, with sufficient cold
water to cover it, and when it boils, add
a little salt

;
take oS the scum as it

rises, and boil the head until perfectly
tender. Boil the brains, chop them, and
mix with melted butter, minced parsley,

pepper, salt, and lemon-juice in the
above proportion. Take up the head,
skin the tongue, and put it on a small
dish with the brains round it. Smother
the head with parsley-and-butter, and
send some also to table in a tureen.

Bacon, ham, pickled pork, or a pig’s

cheek, is indispensable with calf’s head.

The brains are sometimes chopped with

132
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hard-boiled eggs, and mixed with a little

Bechamel or white sauce.

Time, from IJ to hours. Average
cost, according to the season, from 4s.

6d. to 7s. 6d. Sufficient for 6 or 7
persons. Seasonable from March to

October.

Note.~The liquor should be saved for
soup, gravies, &c. Half a calf’s head is

cooked in the same manner, and serve<l
with the same sauces, as in the preceding
recipe.

CALF’S LIYER AND BACON.

Ingbedients.—2 or 3 lbs. liver, bacon,
pepper and salt to taste, a small piece

of butter, flour, 2 tablespoonfuts of
lemon-juice, § pint of water.

Mode .—Divide the liver into thin
slices, and cut nearly as many slices of
bacon as there are of liver; fry the
bacon and put that on a hot dish before
the fire. Fry the liver in the fat which
comes from the bacon, after seasoning
it with pepper and salt and dredging
over it a very little flour. Turn the
liver occasionally to prevent its burning,
and when done, lay it round the dish
with a piece of bacon between each.
Pour away the bacon fat, put in a small
piece of butter, dredge in a little flour,

add the lemon-juice and water, give one
boil, and pour in the middle of the dish.
Garnish with slices of cut lemon or
forcemeat balls.

Time, according to the thickness of
the slices, from 5 to 10 minutes. Aver-
age cost, 8d. per lb. Sufficient for 6 or
8 persons.

GALANTINE OF VEAL.

Ingbedients.—Small breast of veal,
lbs. of sausage-meat, J lb. of cooked

tongue or ham, a few truffies, gherkins
and pistachio-nuts.

Mode .—Take the bones out of the
meat and flatten it out on a board

; lay
over it a thick layer of sausage-meat,
and if this is not already well flavoured
with herbs, add some, finely minced.
Over the sausage-meat lay small dice
cut from the tongue, the nuts chopped,
some slices of gherkin and the truffles
cut in small pieces

;
then over these

put another layer of sausage-meat.
Roll up the meat in a cloth as a jam-
pudding and boil for 6 hours. When cool
tie up tight with broad tape and press
with a heavy weight upon the top.
Glaze a nice dark brown when cold and
serve garnished with parsley and aspic
jelly. It is better to cut off the first
slice before sending to table, that the

pretty marbled appearance given by the
truffles, tongue, &c., may be shown.
The jelly may be made from the stock
in which the veal was boiled, and can
be either cut in lozenges or roughed
v/ith a fork for garnish.

Time, 6 hours to boil the meat. Aver-
age cost, 6s. 6d. Sufficient for supper or

luncheon dish. Seasonable in summer.

YEAL AND HAM PIE.

Ingbedients.—2 lbs. veal cutlets, J lb.

boiled ham, 2 tablespoonfuls minced
savoury herbs, i teaspoonful grated nut-
meg,^ bladespounded mace, pepper and
salt to taste, a strip lemon-peel finely
minced,^ hard-boiled eggs, \pint water,
nearly | pint good strong gravy, puff-
crust.

Mode .—Cut the veal into nice square

E
ieces, and put a layer of them at the
ottom of a pie-dish; sprinkle over a

portion of the herbs, spices, seasoning,
lemon-peel, and the eggs cut in slices

;

cut the ham very thin, and put a layer
of this in. Proceed until the dish is

full, so arranging it that the ham comes
to the top. Lay a puff-paste on the
edge of the dish, and pour in about J
pint of water

;
cover with crust, orna-

ment it with leaves, brush over the
yolk of an egg, and bake in a well-heated
oven for 1 or IJ hours, or longer should
the pie be very large. When it is taken
out of the oven, pour in at the top,

through a funnel, nearly § a pint of

strong gravy. This pie may be very
much enriched by adding a few mush-
rooms, oysters, or sweetbreads.

Time, 1| hours, or longer should the
pie be very large. Average cost, 4s.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons. Season^
able from March to October.

YEAL, BREAST OF (ROAST).

Ingbedients.—Veal; a little flour.

Mode .
—^Wash the veal, well wipe and

dredge it with flour
;
put it down to a

bright fire, but not too near
;
or it may

be put in a fairly quick oven and baked.
Baste it plentifully until done ;

dish it,

pour over the meat some melted butter,
and send to table w’ith it a piece of boiled
bacon and a cut lemon.

Time, from’lj to 2 hours. Average
cost, 8d. per lb. Sufficient for 5 or 6
persons. Seasonable from March to
October.

YEAL, BREAST OF, AND PEAS.

Ingbedients.

—

Breast of veal, 1 oz.
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butter, a hunch savoury I erhs, including
parsley ; 2 bladespounded mace, 2 cloves,

5 or 6 young onions, 1 strip lemon-peel,

J teaspoonfulpepper, 1 teaspoonful salt,

thickening of butter and flour, 1 table-

spoonful lemon-juice, 2 tablespoonfuls
mushroom ketchup, green peas.

Mode .—Removethe bone underneath,
cut the breast in half, and divide into
convenient-sized pieces. Put the butter
into a frying-pan, lay in the pieces of
veal, and fry a nice brown. Place these
in a stewpan with the herbs mace,
cloves, onions, lemon-peel, allspice, and
seasoning; pour over just sufficient
boiling water to cover the meat, well
close the lid, and simmer gently about
2 hours. Strain off as much gravy as
is required, thicken with butter and
flour, add the remaining ingredients,
skim well, let it simmer about 10
minutes, then pour over the meat.
Boil some green peas separately;
sprinkle these over the veal, and serve.
Garnish with forcemeat balls, or rashers
of bacon curled and fried. Many per-
sons prefer the meat dressed whole;
in that case it should be half-roasted
before the water, &c., are put to it.

Time, 2J hours. Average cost, 8d. per
lb. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons. Sea-
sonable from March to October.

YEAL, FILLET OF (ROAST).

Ingrediexts. — Veal, forcemeat,
melted butter.

Mode .—Take out the bone, and after

raising the skin from the meat, put
under the flap a nice veal forcemeat.
Prepare sufficient of this, as there should
be some left to eat cold, and to season
and flavour a mince if required. Skewer
and bind the veal up in a round form

;

dredge well with flour, put it down at

some distance from the fire at first, or
bake in an oven hot at first but
slackened afterwai'ds, and baste con-
tinually. About i hour before serving,

draw it nearer the fire, that the outside

may acquire a rich brown colour. Dish
it, I’eplace the skewers by a silver one

;

pour over some melted butter, and servo

with boiled ham, bacon, or pickled pork.

Never omit to send a cut lemon and
some good gravy to table with roast

veal.

Time, a fillet of veal weighing 12 lbs.,

about 4 hours. Average cost. Is. per lb.

Sufficient for 9 or 10 persons. Season-
able from March to October.

YEAL, FILLET OF (TO RE-HEAT).

Ingredients.—A small fillet of veal,
Ipint ofgood gravy, afew breadcrumbs,
clarified butter.

Mode .—A fillet of veal roasted the
preceding day may be dressed as fol-

lows :—Take the middle out rather deep,
leaving a good margin round, from
which to cut nice slices, and should
there be any cracks, fill them up with
forcemeat. Mince finely the meat taken
out, mixing with it a little of the force-
meat, and stir to it sufficient gravy to
make it of a proper consistency. Warm
the veal in the oven for about an hour,
taking care to baste it well

;
put the

mince in the place where the meat was
taken out, sprinkle a few breadcrumbs
over, and drop a little clarified butter
on the breadcrumbs; put it into the
oven for J hour to brown, and pour
gravy round the sides of tlie dish.

Time, altogether, IJ hours. Season-
able from March to October.

YEAL, KNUCKLE OF (STEWED).

Ingredients.—Knuckle of veal, 1
onion, 2 blades mace, 1 teaspoonful salt,

i lb. rice.

Mode .—Choose a knuckle just large
enough to be eaten the day it is dressed,
as cold boiled veal is not a tempting
dish. Break the shank-bone, wash it

clean, and put the meat into a stewpan
with sufficient water to cover it. Let
it gradually come to a boil, put in the
salt

; remove the scum as it rises. When
it has simmered for about f hour, add
remaining ingredients, and stew gently
for 2i hours. Put the meat into a deep
dish, pour over it the rice, &c., and send
boiled bacon and a tureen of parsley-
and-butter to table with it.

Tiyyie, a knuckle of veal weighing G
lbs., 3 hours’ gentle stewing. Average
cost, 8d. per lb. Sufficient for 5 or 6
persons. Seasonable from March to
October.

Macaroni, instead of rice, will be
found good ; or the rice and macaroni may
bo omitted, and the veal sent to table
smothered in parsley-and-butter.

YEAL (ROAST LOIN).

Ingredients.—Veal; melted butter.

Mode .—Paper the kidney fat
;
roll in

and skewer the flap, which makes the
joint a good shape; dredge well with
flour, and put it down to a bright fire.

Should the loin be very large, skewer
the kidney back for a time to roast

thoroughly. Keep it well basted, and
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before serving remove the paper from
the kidney, and allow it to acquire a

nice brown colour. Put some melted
butter into the dripping-pan after it is

emptied, pour it over the veal, and serve.

Garnish with slices of lemon and foi’ce-

meat balls, and send to table with it

boiled bacon, ham, pickled pork, or
pig’s cheek.

Ti}ne, a large loin, 3 hours. Average
cost, lOd. per lb. Sufficie'ut for 7 or 8
persons. Seasonable from March to

October.

YSAL OLIVE PIE (Cold Heat Cookery).

Ingredients.—A fexv thin slices of
coldfillet of veal, afew thin slices bacon,
forcemeat, a cupful of gravy, 4 table-

spoonfuls cream, puff-crust.

Mode.—Place the slices of veal on thin
slices of bacon, and over them a layer
of forcemeat, with an additional sea-

soning of shallot and caj^enne ;
roll

them tightly, and fill up a pie-dish
with them

;
add the gravy and cream,

cover with a puff-crust, and bake for 1

to IJ hours : should the pie be very
large, allow 2 hours. The pieces of

rolled veal should be about 3 inches in
length, and about 3 inches round.
Time, moderate-sized pie, 1 to hours.

Seasonable from March to October.

YEAL SAUSAGES.

Ingredients.—Equal quantities fat
bacon and lean veal; to every p>ound
meat allow 1 tcaspoonful minced sage ;
salt and pepper to taste.

Mode.—Chop the meat fine, and mix
with the minced sage; add seasoning of
pepper and salt. Make into flat ca&s,
and fry.

Average cost, lOd. per lb. Seasonable,
March to October.

YEAL, SHOULDER OF (BAKED).

Mode .—Remove the knuckle for boil-
ing, and bake what remains in the same
manner as the fillet, with or without
veal stuffing. If not stuffed, serve with
oyster or mushroom sauce. Garnish
v/ith sliced lemon.
Average cost, 8d. per. lb.

CALF’S HEAD (HASHED).

INGREDIENTS.—The remains of cold
boiled calf’s head, 1 quart of the liquor
in which it was boiled, a faggot of
savoury herbs, 1 onion, 1 carrot, strip
of lemon-peel, 2 blades pounded mace,
salt and white pepper, a little cayenne.

rather mors than 2 tablespoonfuls of
sherry, I of lemon-juice, 1 of mushroom
ketchup, forcemeat balls.

Mode.—Cut the meat into neat slices

;

put the bones and trimmings into a
stewpan with the above proportion of
liquor that the head W'as boiled in.

Add a bunch of savoury herbs, 1 onion,
1 carrot, a strip of lemon-peel, and 2
blades of pounded mace

; let these boil
for 1 hour, or until the gravy is reduced
nearly half. Strain into a clean stew-
pan, thicken with butter and flour,

and add a flavouring of sherry, lemon-
juice, and ketchup as above; season
with pepper, salt, and cayenne; put in
the meat, let it ^ra^Z^^a7/?/ warm through,
but not boil more than two or three
minutes. Garnish the dish with force-

meat balls and pieces of bacon rolled
and toasted, placed alternately, and
send it to table very hot.
Time, altogether, hours. Average

cost, exclusive of the remains of the
head, 9d. Seasonable from March to
October,

CURRIED YEAL (Cold Meat Cookery).

- Ingredients.—Cold roast veal, 4
onions, 2 apples sliced, 1 tablespoonful
curry-powder, 1 dessertspoonful flour, J
pint broth or water, 1 taolespoonful
lemon-juice.

Mode.—Slice the onions and apples,
and fry in a little butter

;
take them

out, cut the meat into neat cutlets, and
fry these of a pale brown

; add the
curry-powderand flour, put in the onion,
apples, and a little broth or water, and
stew gently till tender

;
add the lemon-

juice, and serve with a dish of boiled
rice. The curry may be ornamented
with pickles, capsicums, and gherkins
arranged prettily on the top.

Time, | hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the meat, 4d. Seasonable fx’om March
to October.

FRIED PATTIES (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—Cold roast veal, a few
slices cold ham, 1 egg boiled hard,
pounded mace, ptepper and salt to taste,

gravy, cream, 1 teaspoonful minced.,

lemon-'peel, good puff-paste.

Mode.—Mince a little cold veal and
ham—one-third ham to two-thirds veal

;

add an egg boiled hard and chopped,
and a seasoning of pounded mace, salt,

pepper, and lemon-peel; moisten with
a little gravy and cream. Make a good
puff-paste

;
roll it very thin, and cut it
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into round or square pieces
;
put the

mince between two of them, pinch the
edges, and fry a light brown. They may
be also baked in patty-pans : in that
case, they should be brushed over with
the yolk of an egg before they are put
in the oven. Oysters may be substituted
for the ham.

Time, 15 minutes to bake. Average
cost, exclusive of the veal. Is.

LIVER DUMPLINGS (German Recipe).

Ingredients.—A calf's liver, 2 oz.

of bacon, 4 eggs, 7 oz. of bread, grated
nutmeg, suet, onions, flour, jpepper and
salt.

Mode .—Skin the liver and rub it

through a sieve
;
put it in a basin, with

the bacon finely chopped, the bread cut
into dice and fried in butter and suet,

the eggs, the onions minced, and sea-

soning to taste. Mix well with a little

cold water, and enough flour to bind the
dumplings. Test the mixture by throw-
ing a small piece into boiling water ;

it

should hold together, but be very light

;

if it break, add a little more flour.

Make the dumplings about the size of

an ordinary apple and boil them in salt

and water for 15 minutes. Serve them
with fried breadcrumbs and a sauce of

melted butter thickened with grated
potatoes.
Time, J hour. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 8 persons. Seasonable in

summer.

MINCED VEAL.

Ingredients.—The remains of cold

roast fillet or loin of veal, rather more
than \pint water, 1 onion, i teaspoonful
minced lemon-peel, salt and whitepepper
to taste, 1 blade pounded mace, 2 or 3

young carrots, a faggot of sweet herbs,

thickening of butter and flour

;

1 table-

spoonful lemon-juice, 3 tablespoonfids
cream or milk.

Mode .—Take about 1 lb. of veal, and
should there be any bones, dredge them
with flour, and put them into a stewpan
with the brown outside, and a few meat
trimmings

;
add rather more than a

pint of water, the onion cut in slices,

lemon-peel, seasoning, mace, carrots,

and herbs; simmer for rather mox’e

than 1 hour, and strain the liquor.

Rub a little flour into some butter;
add to the gravy, set it on the fire,

and, when it boils, skim well. Mince
the veal finely by and not chop-
ping it

;
put it in the gravy

; let it get

warmed through gradually; add the
lemon-juice and cream, and serve.
Garnish with sippets of toasted bread
and slices of bacon rolled and toasted.
Forcemeat balls may be added. If more
lemon-peel is liked, put a littlo very
finely minced to the veal after it is

warmed in the gravy.
Time, 1 hour to make the gravy.

Average cost, exclusive of cold meat, 6d.
Seasonable from March to October.

MINCED VEAL AND MACARONI.

Ingredients.—| lbs. of minced cold
roast veal, 3 oz. ham, 3 or 4 tablespoon-
fuls gravy, pepper and salt to taste, i
teaspoonful grated nutmeg, | lb. bread-
crumbs, J lb. macaroni, 1 or 2 eggs to

bind, a small piece of butter.

Mode .—Cut some nice slices from a
cold fillet of veal, trim oS the brown
outside, and mince the meat finely with
the above proportion of ham : should
the meat be very dry, add 3 or 4 spoon-
fuls of good gravy. Season with pepper
and salt, add the grated nutmeg and
breadcrumbs, and mix these ingredients
with 1 or 2 eggs well beaten, which
should bind the mixture and make it

like forcemeat. Boil the macaroni in
salt and water, and drain it ;

butter a
mould, and line it with the macaroni
at the bottom and sides ; mix the re-

mainder with the forcemeat, fill the
mould up to the top, put a plate or

small dish on it, and steam for i hour.
Turn it out, and serve with good gravy
poured round, but not over, the meat.

Time, 5 hour. Average cost, exclusive
of the cold meat, 8d. Seasonable fi'om

March to October.

Note.—To make a variety, boil some
carrots and turnips separately in a little

salt and water; when done, cut them into
pieces about inch in thickness ; butter an
oval mould, and place these in it, in white
and red stripes alternately, at the bottom
and sides. Proceed as above, and be care-
ful in turning the preparation out of the
mould.

MOULDED MINCED VEAL (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingredients.—| lb. of cold roast

veal, a small slice of bacon, i teaspoonfu I

of minced lemon-peel, i onion chopped
fine, salt, pepper, and pounded mace to

taste, a slice of toast soaked in milk,

1 egg.

Mode .—Mince the meat very fine,

after removing the skin and outside
pieces, and chop the bacon ; mix these
well together, adding the lemon-peel,
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onion, seasoning, mace, and toast, and
bind the mixture with an egg beaten up.
Butter a shape, put in the meat, and
bake for f hour; turn it out of the
mould carefully, and pour round it a
good brown gravy. A sheep’s head
dressed in this manner is an economical
and savoury dish.
Time, | hour. Average cost, exclusive

of the meat, 3d. Seasonable from March
to October.

RAGOUT OF COLD VEAL (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
veal, 1 oz. butter, ^ pint gravy, thicken-
ing of butter and flour, pepper and salt
to taste, 1 blade pounded mace, 1 table-

spoonful mushroom ketchup, 1 table-

spoonful sherry, 1 dessertspoonful
lemon-juice, forcemeat balls.

Mode.—Cut the meat (any part of
veal) into nice-looking pieces, put them
in a stewpan with 1 oz. of butter, and
fry a light brown

;
add the gravy (hot

water may be substituted for this),

thicken with a little butter and flour,

and stew gently about J hour
;
season

with pepper, salt, and pounded mace

;

add tne ketchup, sherry, and lemon-
juice; give one boil, and serve. Garnish
with forcemeat balls and fried rashers
of bacon.

Time, altogether, J hour. Average
cost, exclusive of the cold meat. Is.

Seasonable from March to October.
Note.^—The above recipe may be varied,

by adding vegetables, such as peas, cucum-
bers, lettuces, green onions cut in slices,
a dozen or two of green gooseberries (not
seedy), all of which should be fried a little
with the meat, and then stewed with the
gravy.

SAVOURY DISH OP VEAL.

Ingredients.—3 or 4 lbs. the loin or
neck of veal, 15 young carrots, a few
green onions, 1 pint green peas, 12 nexo
potatoes, a bunch savoury herbs, pepper
and salt to taste, 1 tablespoonful lemoxi-
juice, 2 tablespoonfuls tomato sauce, 2
tablespoonfuls mushroom ketchup.

Mode.—Dredge the meat with flour,
and roast or bake it for about | hour.
Put the meat into a stewpan with the
carrots, onions, potatoes, herbs, pepper
and salt

;
pour over it sufficient boiling

water to cover it, and stew gently for
2 hours. Take out the meat and herbs,
put the former into a deep dish, skim
off all the fat from the gravy, and
flavour it with lemon-juice, tomato

sauce, and mushroom ketchup in the
above proportion. Put a pint of green
peas, boiled separately, with the meat,
pour over it the gravy, and serve.

Garnish with a few forcemeat balls.

The meat may be cut into chops, and
floured and fried, instead of being
roasted.

Ti/me, 3 hours. Average cost, lOd. per
lb. Sujflcient for 6 or 7 persons.
Seasonable, with peas, from June to

August.

SCOTCH COLLOPS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—Cold roast veal, a
little butter, flour, ^pint water, 1 onion,
1 blade pounded mace, 1 tablespoonful
lemon-juice, ^ teaspoonfulfinely minced
lemon-peel, 2 taMespoonfuls sherry, 1

tablespoonful ketchup.

Mode.—Cut the veal the same thick-
ness as for cutlets, rather larger than a
crown-piece

;
flour the meat well, and

fry a light brown in butter; dredge
again with flour, and add J pint of

water by degrees; set it on the fire,

and when it boils, add the onion and
mace, simmer very gently about |
hour; flavour with lemon-juice, peel,

wine, and ketchup, as above
;
give one

boil, and serve.

Time, | hour. Average cost, exclu-
sive of the meat, 6d. Seasonable from
March to October.

SCOTCH COLLOPS, WHITE (Cold Meat
Cookery).

Ingredients.—Cold roast veal, ^ tea-

spoonfal grated nutmeg, 2 blades
pounded mace, cayenne and salt, a
little butter, 1 dessertspoonful flour, J
pint water, 1 teaspoonful anchovy
sauce, 1 tablespoonful lemon-juice, J
teaspoonful lemon-peel, 1 tablespoonful
mushroom ketchup, 3 of milk, 1 sherry.

Mode.—Cut the veal into thin slices

about 3 inches in width; score them
with a knife

;
grate on the nutmeg,

mace, cayenne, and salt, and fry them
in a little butter. Dish, and make a
gravy in the pan by putting in the
remaining ingredients; give one boil,

and pour it over the collops. Garnish
with lemon and slices of toasted bacon,
rolled. Forcemeat balls maybe added.

Time, about 6 or 7 minutes. Season-
able from March to October.

SWEETBREADS A LA MaItRE D’HOTEL.

Ingredients.—3 siveetbreads, egg,

and breadcrumbs, I lb. butter ; salt and
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pepper to taste, rather more than J
pint ofmaitre d’hotel sauce.

Mode .—Soak the sweetbreads in
warm water for an hour

;
boil them 10

minutes; cut in slices, egg-and-brcad-
crumb them, season with pepper and
salt, and put them into a frying-pan
with the butter. Keep turning them
until done (about 10 minutes)

;
dish

and pour over them a maitre d’hGtel

sauce {see recipe “ Sauces ”). Garnish
with slices of cut lemon.

Time, to soak 1 hour, to be boiled 10
minutes, to be fried about 10 minutes.
Average cost, 3s. 6d. to 5s., according
to the season. Sufficient for an entree.

Seasonable from IVIay to August.
Note.—T\xQ egg and breadcrumbs may

bo omitted, and the slices of sweetbread
dredged with a little flour instead, and a
good gravy may be substituted for the
maitre d’hotol sauce.

SWEETBREADS (BAKED).

Ingredients.—3 sweetbreads, egg,

and breadcrumbs, oiled butter, 3 slices

toast, brown gravy.

Mode .—Put the sweetbreads into
warm water ; let them remain rather
more than 1 hour ; then put them into
boiling water, and simmer for about 10
minutes, which renders them firm.
Take them up, drain, brush over the
egg, sprinkle with breadcrumbs; dip
them in egg again, and then into more
breadcrumbs. Drop on them a little

oiled butter, and put the sweetbreads
into a moderate oven, and bake for

nearly | hour. Place the sweetbreads
on toast, and pour round, but not over
them, a good brown gravy.

Time, to soak 1 hour, to be boiled 10
minutes, baked 40 minutes. Average
cost, 3s. 6d. to 5s. Sufficient for an
entree. Seasonable from May to

August.

SWEETBREADS IN CASES (Franch
Recipe).

Ingredients.—3 sivcetbreads, 1 oz. of
bacon-fat, 1 oz. of butter, a teaspoonful

of olive oil, a few chopped mximrooms,
a lesser quantity of ^lallots, a little

chopped parsley, salt, pej>per, nutmeg,
and breadcrumbs.

Mode .—Soak the sweetbreads in
water for an hour, boil them 10
minutes, put them in cold water for

another 10 minutes, then cut them into
small neat pieces. Chop the bacon-fat
fine, and make a forcemeat with that,

the butter, shallots, mushrooms, oil, and

breadcrumbs. Hold this in a small
pan over the fire for 5 minutes, then
add the parsley and seasoning, and
hold for two or three minutes more,
and set aside to cool. Butter some
small paper cases, put a little of the
forcemeat in each, then some pieces of

the sweetbread, with a little seasoning,
then cover with more forcemeat and
breadcrumbs. Boil very gently for 15
minutes, and brown vuth a salamander
or before the fire.

Time, J hour. Sufficient for an
entree. Seasonable from May to
August.

SWEETBREADS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—3 siveetbreads, 1 pint
good white stock, thickening of butter
and flour, 6 tablespoonfuls cream, 1
tablespoonful lemon-juice, 1 blade
pounded mace, white pepper atid salt

to taste.

• Mode.—Soak the sweetbreads in
warm water for 1 hour, and boil them
for 10 minutes

;
put them into cold

water for a few minutes
;
lay them in

a stewpan with the stock, and simmer
gently for rather more than i hour.
Dish them; thicken the gx*avy with a
little butter and flour

;
let it boil up,

add the remaining ingredients, allow
the sauce to get quite hot, but not boil,

and pour it over the sweetbreads.
Time, to soak 1 hour, to be boiled

10 minutes, stewed rather more than J
hour. Average cost, from 3s. Gd, to 5s.

according to the season. Sufficient for

an entree. Seasonable from May to
August.
Note.—A few muslirooms stewed with

the sweetbreads improve the dish.

YEAL A LA BOURGEOISE (Excellent).

Ingredients.—2 or 3 lbs. loin or neck
of veal, 10 or 12 young carrots, a bunch
reen onions, 2 slices lean bacon, 2
lades pounded mace, 1 bunch savoury

herbs, pepper and salt to taste, a few
new potatoes, \pint green peas.

Mode.—Cut the veal into cutlets,

trim them, and put the trimmings into
a stewpan with a little butter

;
lay in

the cutlets and fiy them a nice brown
colour on both sides. Add the bacon,
carrots, onions, spice, herbs, and season-
ing

;
pour in about a pint of boiling

water, and stew gently for 2 hours on a
slow fire. When done, skim off the
fat, take out the herbs, and flavour the
gravy with a little tomato sauce and
ketchup. Boil the peas and potatoes
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separaiehj

;

put them with the veal,

and serve.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 4s.

Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons. Season-
able from June to August with peas

;

rather earlier when these are omitted.

VEAL (BAKED).
(Gold Meat Cookery.)

Inguedients.

—

§ lb. cold roast veal,
2 slices bacon, 1 pint breadcrumbs, §
pint good veal gravy, | teaspoonful
minced lemon-peel, 1 blade pounded
mace, cayenne and salt to taste, 3 eggs.

Mode.—Mince finely the veal and
bacon ; add the breadcrumbs, gravy,
and seasoning, and stir these ingredients
well together. Beat up the eggs

;
add

these, mix the whole well together, put
into a dish, and bake from | to 1 hour.
A little good gravy may be served in a
tureen as an accompaniment.

Time, from f to 1 hour. Average
cost, exclusive of the cold meat, 9d.
Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons. Season^-
able from March to October.

VEAL CAKE (a Convenient dish for a
Picnic).

Ingredients.—A few slices cold roast
veal, a few slices cold ham, 2 hard-
boiled eggs, 2 tablespoonfuls minced
parsley, pepper, good gravy.

Mode.—Cut off all the brown from
the veal

;
cut the eggs into slices, lay

veal, ham, eggs, and parsley in layers,
with a little pepper and salt between
each, in a mould, and when the mould
is full, get some strong stock, and fill

up the shape. Bake for J hour, and
when cold, turn it out.

^

Time, § hour. Average cost, exclu-
sive of the meat, 6d. Sufficient for 4
or 5 persons. Seasonable at any time.

VEAL CUTLETS.

Ingredients.— 3 lbs. of the
prime part of the leg of veal, 1 lb.

bacon, egg and breadcrumbs, 3 table-
spoonfuls minced savoui'y herbs, salt
and pepper to taste, a synall piece
butter.

Mode.—Have the veal cut into slices
about I of an inch in thickness, and
level the meat with a cutlet-bat or
rolling-pin. Shape and trim the cutlets,
and brush them over with egg. Sprinkle
with breadcrumbs, mixed with minced
herbs and a seasoning of pepper and
salt, and press the crumbs down. Fry
of a delicate brown in fresh lard or

clarified dripping. They should bo
very thorougnly done, but not dry. If

the cutlets be thick, keep the pan
covered for a few minutes at a good
distance from the fire, after they have
acquired a good colour. Lay the cut-

lets in a dish with the bacon cut in
slices and curled round, and make
a gravy in the pan as follows :—Dredge
in a little flour, add a piece of butter
the size of a walnut, brown it, then
pour as much boiling water as is

required over it, season with pepper
and salt, add a little lemon-juice, give
one boil, and pour it over the cutlets.

Time, for cutlets of a moderate thick-

ness, about 12 minutes
;

if very thick
allow more time. Average cost. Is.

per lb. Sufficient for 6 persons. Sea-
sonable from March to October.

Note.—Veal cutlets may be merely
floured and fried of a nice brown

; the
gi’avy and bacon as in the preceding
recipe. They may also be cut from the
loin or neck.

VEAL RISSOLES (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—A few slices cold roast
veal, a few slices ham or bacon, 1 table-

spoonful minced parsley, 1 tablespoon-
ful minced savoury herbs, 1 blade
pounded mace, a very little grated
nutmeg, cayenne and salt to taste, 2
eggs well beaten, breadcrumbs.

Mode.—Mince the veal fine with a
little ham or bacon ;

add the parsley,
herbs, spices, and seasoning; mix into
a paste with an egg ; form into balls or
cones

; brush these over with egg,
sprinkle with breadcrumbs, and fry a
rich brown. Serve with brown gravy,
and garnish with fried parsley.

Time, about 10 minutes to fry the
rissoles. Seasonable from March to
October.

VEAL ROLLS (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingredients.—The remains of a cold
fillet of veal, egg and breadcrumbs, a
few slices offat bacon, veal forcemeat.

Mode.—Cut a few slices from a cold
fillet of veal J inch thick

;
i-ub them over

with egg
;
lay a thin slice of fat bacon

over each piece of veal ;
brush these

with the egg, and over this spread the
forcemeat, thin

;
I’oll up each piece

tightly, egg-and-breadcrumb them, and
fry them a rich brown. Serve with
mushroom sauce or brown gravy.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes to fry the
rolls. Average cost, exclusive of the
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meat, 8d. Seasonable from March to
October.

VEAL SCALLOPS (American Recipe).

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast veal, crackers, 2 eggs, a little

butter, milk, lemon-juice, pepper and
salt.

Mode .—Mince the veal very fine, and
season it. Butter a pudding-dish, and
put a layer of the mince next a la5^er of

crackers crumbled, then put over a few

hits of butter, and wet with a little

milk. Proceed in this way till the dish
is full. If there be any gravy left from
the veal, dilute this with warm water,
and add the lemon-juice. If there be
no gravy, use warm water and a little

sauce, and fill up the dish. Put a layer
of crumbs at the top, and over these
small pieces of butter.

Time, about J an hour to bake the
scallop. Average cost, exclusive of the
meat, 6d. Seasonable from May to

October.
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POULTEY

PREPiBATIOH AND TBUSSINO.

This may be said to be one branch of

the art of cookery about which too
little is known. It is so usual in
London and other large towns to have
the game and poultry sent in ready for

cooking, that ordinary cooks in such
places do not take the trouble to learn
what they believe they need never
practise.

A really good cook, however, one who
took an interest in her work, would
think differently, and would not rest

content till she had mastered the diffi-

culties of this part as well as of all

other parts of her work.
To teach to draw, truss, and prepare

different birds and animals for various
modes of cooking by written instruc-
tions have been found so difficult that
we have had a series of photographs
taken by the courtesy of W. Bellamy,
Esq., head of the well-known firm of

West End poulterers (Messrs. Bellamy
Brothers, of 118, Jermyn Street,

London, W.C.), showing the various
stages, and these will be found of

great service to those wishing to leai’n

the art. Mr. Bellamy is one of the
judges at the Annual Poultry Show,
and probably the best authority on
trussing.

TO PLUCK AND SINGE POULTRY.

To pluck a bird hold it up by the left

hand by the wing and commence to

pluck from underneath the wing
;
do

the same the other side, removing all

feathers except the down. To singe
the bird, hold it by the neck and pass
a lighted paper quickly over it. Be
careful to thoroughly singe those parts
that will be hidden when the bird
is trussed; for when this has been
done, it is usual to give a second
singeing. Not only is singeing to
be carefully done, the bird must be
well looked over to see that no

feathers, left in after careless plucking,
remain.

TO BONE A TURKEY OR FOWL.
(Miss Acton’s Recipe.>

Cut through the skin down the centre
of the back and raise the flesh carefully
on either side, with the point of a sharp
knife, until the sockets of the wings
and thighs are reached. Till a little

ractice has been gained it will perhaps
e best to bone these joints before pro-

ceeding further
;

but after they are
once detached from it, the whole of the
body may easily be separated from the
flesh, and taken out entire; only the
neck bones and merrythought will

then remain to be removed. The bird
thus prepared may either be restored

to its original form, by filling the legs

and wings with forcemeat and the body
with the livers of 2 or 3 fowls mixed
with alternate layers of parboiled
tongue freed from the rind

;
fine

sausage-meat or veal forcemeat, or thin
slices of nice bacon, or anything else

that is liked which will give a marbled
appearance to the bird when it is

carved, may be added
;
and then be

sewn up and trussed as usual; or the
legs and wings may be drawn inside
the body, and the bird, first flattened

on a table, may be covered with sausage-
meat, and the various other ingredients
we have named, so placed that it shall

be of equal thickness in every part,

then tightly rolled, bound firmly to-

gether with broad tape, wrapped in a
thin pudding-cloth, closely tied at both
ends, and dressed.

TO DRAY/ A FOWL.
Lay the fowl back downwards upon

the table, and cut off the ends of

the pinions. Then turn the bird breast
downwards, and cut a slit in the skin
of the neck about two inches from
the shoulders in the manner shovrn
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in illustration (Fig. 1), pass the knife
under the skin, and cut through the
neck at its junction with the body,
taking care not to cut through the
under skin of the neck in this motion.
Then cut through the skin of the back
of the neck at the place where the first

incision was made and through the
underneath skin about three inches
from the breast, leaving the two flaps

of neck skin to fold over the jagged
opening (see Figs. 2 and 3), and m'aw
out the neck. Then take out the crop,

and well loosen the entrails by placing
the forefinger inside the body, and
working it round from left to right (see

Fig. 4). Put the fowl on the table tail

upwards and make a deep cut straight

across the body betv/een the tail and
the vent. The vent can then be easily

cut out, and the opening will be found
sufficiently large to enable the fingers

to be put inside the bird to take hold
of the gizzard, &c. (see Fig. 5), and if

the loosening at the other end has been
properly performed, the whole of the
inside of the fowl can be easily drawn
away in one mass. Care should be
taken not to draw away the fat on
gizzard. This can be felt with the
fingers and may bo easily left inside

the bird.

Be very careful not to break the gall-

bladder, for this accident may ruin the
bird by imparting a very bitter taste to

the flesh. Now wipe out the inside

with a clean cloth, and should any part
of the inside have been broken in

drawing, wash out the bird and dry it,

not forgetting the flap of the neck
;
dip

the legs of the bird in boiling water,
scrape them, and cut off the claws.

TO TRUSS A FOWL FOR ROASTING.

To truss a fowl in the best and easiest

way a trussing-needle (perfectly straight

and about nine inches long) and a piece

of strong string are required. Place the
fowl upon the table as shown in illus-

tration, and pass the needle and string

through the centre of the fowl, just

above the thigh-bone, exactly in the
centre of the two joints (see Fig. 6),

leaving the end of the string protruding
from the place where the needle enters

the bird. Turn the fowl over on to its

breast, and carrying the twine on, pass it

in a slanting direction between the two
centre bones of the wing, catching the
underneath part of the pinion (see

Fig. 7), and then over the bird through
the pinion and then the wing of the
other side, and the string will come out

near the point where it first entered
the fowl; then tie the two ends to-

gether, but not too tightly or the bird
will not lay flat on the dish (Fig. 8).

Next take the fowl in the left hand,
breast downwards, and pass the needle
and twine through the back, close to
the end of the thigh-bones (Fig. 9) ;

put
the legs into position shown, turn the
fowl on its back, and carry the string
over the leg and then through the
breast, catching up a small portion of

the bone as the needle passes through.
Take the string on over the other leg
and tie the ends together, and the bird
will be ready for roasting (see Fig. 10).

Now again singe the bird, going over
it very carefully, so that no feathers
remain

;
then, after cleaning and wash-

ing the gizzard and liver, put one in
each of the pinions. A duck is trussed
in the same manner, but the feet are
left on, and placed under the bird.

TO TRUSS A FOWL FOR BOILING.

Draw the fowl as directed. Then
loosen the skin of the leg by placing
the two first fingers of the hand inside
the body, and working round the leg as
shown (Fig. 1, Plate 2). Make a cut in

the drumstick of the fowl, about half an
inch from the hock (Fig. 2), to prevent
the bone from breaMng under the next
operation. Turn the shank inward on
to the back of the fowl (Fig. 3), and
draw the skin of the leg over the hock,
tucking the joint into the body (as in

Fig. 4). Next cut off the shank about
half an inch above the foot, c.g., cutting
off all the leg and foot that shows in

Fig. 4. Sew with needle and string as

for roasted fowl (see Fig 5).

TO TRUSS A GOOSE.

Having well plucked and singed the
bird, cut off the feet at the joint, the
pinions at the first joint, and the neck
close to the back as directed for fowls,

leaving enough skin to turn over the

back. Next loosen the inside at the
throat end. Cut the bird open between
the vent and the rump and draw ;

then
wipe out the bird and very carefully

flatten the breastbone with a rolling-

pin, taking care not to break the bone
into splinters. Put a skewer through
the under part of one wing and bring it

through the other, as shown in Fig. 7.

Skewer the legs by passing the skewer
through the first joint and carrying it

through the body so as to secure the

other. Always remove the merry-
thought from a duck or a goose.
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Cut off the end of the vent and make
a hole large enough for the passage of

the rump, in order to keep in the season-

ing, then stuff and fasten up as Fig. 8.

TO TRUSS A PIOEON.

Having plucked and drawn the bird,

wash and wipe it perfectly dry.

Cut off the neck and head and the
toes at the first joint. With the truss-

iug-ncedle run a piece of twine through
the breast, fasten the pinions as directed
for fowl, and having placed the legs in

E
osition shown, tie the string on the
ack of the bird (see Fig. 11).

For stewing, twist the legs up on
each side as in illustration and fasten
up in the same way (see Fig. 12).

TO TRUSS A TURKEY.

First pluck and singe the bird, next
draw the sinews. To do this break the
leg bones close to the feet, run them on
a hook placed in the wall [above you, so

that weight as well as strength can be
brought to bear), and draw out the
sinews as shown in Fig. 9. This is some-
times rather a hard task, but it must be
done or the legs would be uneatable.
Next cut off the neck close to the back,

leaving enough skin to turn over it, and
loosen the liver and the rest of the in-

side at the throat end. Cut off the vent,
take out the gut and draw the bird with
a hook sold for this purpose.
Great care is needed to do this not to

break the gut joining the gizzard, for

fear of grit, or the gall bladder, w'hich,
if broken, would make the flesh bitter.

Next dry the inside thoroughly. Cut
the breastbone through at each side
close to the back, beat it flat with a
wooden rolling-pin, then place the
pinions as shown in illustration (Fig.

10), and skewer.
Press the legs close to the body and

skewer at first and second joints, and the
turkey will now be ready for stuffing.

Having filled the bird with the
forcemeat (the fuller the better and
neater it will look), skewer over the
flap of skin, also that at the neck.
Turn the bird back uppermost and

put a string across and across as shown

;

except in the case of a very small
turkey, when it will not be required.

_

As a fowl, a boned turkey has some-
times the legs put inside so that less
stuffing is needed

;
and the aim is not

to preserve its form, but to make it

present a broad smooth surface that is

easy to carve.
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CAPON (BAKED OR ROASTED).

Ingeedients.—A capon, stuffing oj
veal or chestnut forcemeat, oiledpaper,
gravy, watercress.

Mode.—Truss as a fowl for roasting,
and fasten some oiled paper over the
breast. Put in a good forcemeat, suffi-

cient to fill the bird, one of those named
or an oyster forcemeat. Place in a
good oven or before a bright fire and
cook from an hour to an hour and a
half according to size. Baste well, and
serve with good gravy and a garnish of
watercress.

Time, 1 to IJ hours. Average cost,

4s. 6d. to 6s. Sufficient for 6 persons,
Seasonable at any time.
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CHICKENS (GERMAN FASHION)
(German Recipe.)

Ingredients.—A jjair of chic7ce7is,

lardoo7is, FreTicJi rolls, h7'eadcru7nbs,
3 oz of butter, wiZ/c, 1 onion, 1 egg,
parsleiy, thtjme, grated lemon-peel, 2
tablespoonfuls of cream.

Mode.—Stuff the birds with a force-

meat made of the rolls, the onion minced
fine, the parsley, thyme, and grated
lemon-peel, with a little butter and the
egg. Stuff the chickens with this and
lard them, put some breadcrumbs over
and then a piece of fat on the breasts,
that they may not become too brown.
Place the chickens in a stewpan with
1 oz of butter, and leave uncovered
for a short time, then bake for 1 J hours.
Half an hour before serving, baste with
a little milk over a hotter fire.

Time, IJ houi’s. Average cost, 5s.

Sufficient for 8 persons. Seaso7iahle at
any time

DUCKS (BAKED OR ROASTED).

Ingredients.—A couple of ducJcs,

sage-a7id-onio7i stuffing, a little flour.

Mode.—Never dress the ducks the
day they are killed

;
and if the weather

permits, let them hang a day or two.
Put them down to a brisk, clear fire, and
keep them well basted. Before serving,
dredge them lightly with flour, to make
them froth and look plump, and when
the steam draws towards the fire, send
them to table hot and quickly, with a
good brown gravy poured 7‘0U7id, but
not over the ducks, and a little of the
same in a tureen. When in season
green peas should invariably accom-
pany the dish. Ducks may be equally
well cooked in a good oven.
Time, full-grown ducks from | to 1

hour
;
ducklings, from 25 to 35 minutes.

Average cost, from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d.

each. S7ifficie7xt— a couple of ducklings
for 6 or 7 persons. Seasonable—duck-
lings from April to August

;
ducks from

November to February.
Note.—Ducklings are trussed, cooked,

and served in the same manner. When
in season, apple sauce must not be
omitted.

DUMPOKE (Indian Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 chicken, good veal
forcexneat, mixed with double the gxiaxi-

tity of boiled rice.

Mode.—Bone the chicken, and stuff

it with the forcemeat, and either roast

or boil it. If roasted and served cold.

it should be glazed. It is cut through
in slices, and makes a nice and conve-
nient supper dish.

Time, J hour to boil or roast the
fowl. Average cost, 3s. Seasonable
at any time.

FOWLS (BOILED).

Ingredients.—A pair of fowls;
water.

Mode.—Pick, draw, singe, wash, and
truss the fowls. When trussed, put
them into a stewpan with plenty of hot
water; bring it to the boil, and remove
all the scum as it rises. Simmer very
gently until the fowl is tender; the
slower it boils the plumper and whiter
will the fowl be. Many cooks M^rap
them in a floured cloth to preserve the
colour, and to prevent the scum from
clinging to them

;
in this case a few

slices of lemon should be placed on the
breast, over these a sheet of buttered
paper, and then the cloth: cooking
them in this manner renders the flesh
very white. Boiled ham, bacon, tongue,
or pickled pork, are the usual accom-
paniments to boiled fowls, and they
may be served with Bechamel, white
sauce, parsley-and-butter, oyster, lemon

,

liver, celery, or mushroom sauce. A
little should be poured over the fowls,
and the remainder sent in a tureen to
table.

Time, large fowl, 1 hour
;
moderate-

sized one, I hour; chicken, from 20
minutes to J hour. Average cost, in
full season, 5s. the pair. Sufficie7it for

7 or 8 persons. Seasonable ail the year,

but scarce in early spring.

FOWLS (BOILED) WITH OYSTERS.

Ingredients.—1 young fowl, 1 doz.

oysters, the yolks of 2 eggs, \p>i7xt crea7n,

b7’eadcru77ibs.

Mode.—Truss as for boiling; fill the
inside with oysters bearded and washed
in their own liquor

;
breadcrumbs and

seasoning ;
secure the ends of the fov, 1,

put it into a jar, and plunge the jar

into a saucepan of boiling water. Boil
for li hours, or rather longer; then
take the gravy that has flowed from
the oysters and fowl, stir in the cream
and yolks of eggs, add a few oysters

scalded in their liquor; let the sauce
get quite hot, but do not allow it to

boil; pour some of it over the fowl,

and the remainder send to table in a

tureen. A blade of pounded mace
added to the sauce will be found an
improvement,
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Time, 1^ hours. Average cost, 4s. 6d.

Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons. Season-
able from September to April.

fOWL (BRAISED).

Ingeements.—Afowl, ^ tin tomatoes,
thick tvhite sauce, some tongue, a glass

of light white wine, roux, J lemon, some
peppercorns, a little cochineal, a pinch
of ginger, cayenne, salt, 3 tablespoon-
fuls cream, a clove of garlic.

Mode .—Truss the chicken or fowl in
manner directed for “ Fowl for Boiling ”

and put a buttered paper over the
breast. Bub a stewpan well with the
garlic, then lay in the fowl with a few
strips of lemon-peel, the ginger, cayenne,
peppercorns, a little salt, and the wine.
Put over the fire and give an occasional
shake till the liquor is absorbed, then
add a little stock or water and cook the
fowl till done. Next thicken the liquor
in the pan with white roux, add the
tomatoes, and boil up. Take out the
fowl and keep it hot. Strain the gravy,
add to it the cream hot, more seasoning
if needed, and colour a pretty pink with
cochineal. Cut some thin slices of

cooked tongue and heat them in a little

stock or w^ater. Coat the fowl with the
white, sauce, lay the slices of tongue
round it, and send the sauce made in
cooking to table in a tureen. A little

of it may be put round the fowl if liked.

Time, from 1 hour to hours to
cook the fowl. Average cost, 4s. 6d.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons. Season-
able at any time.

FOWLS (ROAST).

Ingeedients.—A pair offowls, a little

flour.

Mode .—Put the fowls down to a clear
fire, paper the breasts with a sheet of

buttered paper, and keep well basted.
Boast for | hour, more or less, according
to size, and, 10 minutes before serving,
remove the paper, dredge with a little

fine flour, nut a piece of butter into the
basting-ladle, and as it melts baste the
fowls with it

;
when nicely frothed and

of a rich colour, serve with good brown
gravy, a little of which should be poured
over the fowls, and a tureen of well-
made bread sauce. Mushroom or oyster
sauce are suitable accompaniments to
roast fowl. Chicken is roasted in the
same manner. Should the fowl be a
very large one it is a good plan to steam
it for about | hour, then transfer it to
a good quick oven for another § hour.

Time, a very large fowl, quite 1 hour

;

medium-sized one, | hour; chicken, J
hour, or rather longer. Average cost,

in full season, 6s. the pair. Sufficient
for 8 persons. Seasonable all the year,
but scarce in early spring.

GIBLET PIE.

Ingeedients.—A set of duck or goose
giblets, 1 lb. of rump-steak, 1 onion, J
teaspoonful whole blackpepper, a bunch
of savoury herbs, plain crust.

Mode .—Clean and put the giblets
into a stewpan, with an onion, whole
pepper, and a bunch of savoury herbs ;

add rather more than a pint of water,
and simmer for about 1^ hours. Take
them out, let them cool, and cut them
into pieces

;
line the bottom of a pie-

dish with a few pieces of rump-steak

;

add a layer of giblets and a few more
pieces of steak

;
season with pepper and

salt, and pour in the gravy (strained)
that the giblets were stewed in

;
cover

with a plain crust, and bake for rather
more than IJ hours in a brisk oven.
Cover a piece of paper over the pie, to
prevent the crust taking too much
colour.

Time, IJ hours to stew the giblets,

about 1 hour to bake the pie. Average
cost, exclusive of the giblets. Is. 8d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

GOOSE (ROAST).

Ingeedients.—Goose, 4 large onions,
10 sage-leaves, J lb. breadcrumbs,!^ oz.

butter, salt and pepper to taste, 1 egg.

Mode .—Make a sage-and-onion stuf-
fing of the above ingredients; put it

into the body of the goose, and secure
it firmly at both ends, by passing the
rump through the hole made in the
skin, and the other end by tying the
skin of the neck to the back. Put it

down to a brisk fire, keep it well basted,
and roast from to 2 hours. Bemove
the skewers, and serve with a tureen of
good gravy, and one of apple sauce.
Should a very highly flavoured season-
ing be preferred, the onions should not
be parboiled, but minced raw. A ragout,
or pie, should be made of the giblets,

or they may be stewed down to make
gravy. Only a small quantity of gravy
should be poured round the goose, and
the remainder sent in a tureen. A
goose may be baked in a good oven, but
must be basted as in roasting.

Time, a large goose. If hours; a
moderate-sized one, to IJ hours.
Average cost, from 5s. upwards each.

Sufficient for 8 or 9 persons. Season-
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able from September to March
;
but in

perfection from Michaelmas to Christ-
mas.

PIGEON PIE (Epsom Grand-Stand
Recipe).

Ingbedients.—1^ lbs, rump-steah, 2
0 ?" 3 pigeons, 3 slices ham, pepper and
salt to taste, 2 oz. butter, 4 eggs, pujf-
crust.

Mode.—Cut the steak into pieces
about 3 inches square, and with it line
the bottom of a pie-dish, seasoning it

well with pepper and salt. Clean the
pigeons, rub them with pepper and
salt inside and out, and put into the
body of each rather more than ^ oz. of
bxitter

;
lay them on the steak, and a

piece of ham on each pigeon. Add the
eggs, boiled and sliced, and half fill the
dish with stock; place a border of puil-
paste round the edge of the dish, put on
the cover, and ornament it in any way
that may be preferred. Clean three of the
feet, and place them in a hole made in
the crust at the top. Glaze the crust

—

that is to say, brush it over with the
yolk of an egg—and bake it in a well-
heated oven for about hours. A
seasoning of pounded mace may be
added.
Time, IJ hours, or rather less. Suffi-

cient for 5 or 6 persons.

PIGEON (GRILLED).

Ingredients. — 2 pigeons, butter,
pepper, salt.

Mode.—Cut the pigeons evenly in
half lengthways, heat and grease a
gridii'on, lay them on it breast down-
wards, and as they cook occasionally
add a tiny piece of butter, and a season-
ing of pepper and salt.

Time, about 8 minutes. Average
cost. Is. Q>d. Sufficient for 2 persons.
Seasonable from April to September.

PIGEONS (ROAST).

Ingredients.—2 birds, pepper, salt,

butter.
' Mode.—Wipe the birds very dry,
season inside with pepper and salt, and
put about i oz. butter into the body of
each. Put them down to a bright fire,

and baste them well the whole of the
time they are cooking (they will be
done_enough in from 20 to 30 minutes)

;

garnish with fried parsley, and serve
with a tureen of parsley and butter.
Bread sauce and gravy, as for roast
fowl, are usual accompaniments to roast-
pigeons,

Time, from 20 minutes to § hour.
Average cost, 9d. to Is. each. Season-
able from April till September ; but in
the greatest perfection from Midsum-
mer to Michaelmas.

PIGEONS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—2 pigeons, 2 or 3 small
onions, afew mushrooms {if obtainable),

J pint of stock, thickening of brown
roux, a bunch of herbs, a teaspoonful
grated lemon-peel, a tablespoonful of
sherry, a little butter, pepper and salt.

Mode.—Pare and slice the onions and
after cleansing, cut the pigeons in
neat pieces, then fry in a stewpan with
a little butter. Add the stock, herbs,
mushrooms, and lemon, and stew gently
till the pigeons are done. When stewed
keep the birds hot, thicken the gravy,
add the seasoning and sherry, and
serve very hot with the pigeons.

Time, about ^ hour to stew. Average
cost, 9d. to Is. each. Sufficient for 3
persons. Seasonable from April to
September.

TURKEY (BAKED).
(Italian Recipe.)

Ingredients.—A turkey, J lb. of
sausage meat, Q prunes, Spears, a glass

of white wine, ^ pint of peeled and
boiled chestnuts, afeiv slices of bacon.

Mode.—Blanch and stone the prunes,
peel and quarter the pears, then fry

with the chestnuts in a little butter.

Mince the liver of the turkey fine, mix
with it the sausage, add to the other
ingredients to make a forcemeat for the
turkey, with which stuff it, first slightly

salting it inside. Bake in a tin in a
slow oven, with the butter and a little

salt, basting occasionally. Serve with
the gravy in a tin.

Time, about 2 hours. Average cost,

8s. Sufficient for 10 persons. Season-
able nearly all the year.

TURKEY (BOILED.)

Ingredients.—Turkey ; forcemeat,

Mode.—Having drawn and trussed
the turkey, fill it with forcemeat
(chestnut or veal), and put it into suffi-

cient hot water to cover it
; let it come

to a boil, and then carefully remove all

the scum
;

if this is attended to, there
is no occasion to boil the bird in a
floui'ed cloth

;
but it should be well

covered with the v'ater. Let it simmer
very gently for about 1^ hours toll hours,
according to the size, and serve with
either white, celery, oyster, ormushroom
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Bauce, or parsley-and-butter, a little of

which should be poured over the turkey.
Boiled ham, bacon, tongue, or pickled
pork should accompany this dish

;
and

when oyster sauce is served, the turkey
should be stuffed with oyster force-

meat.
Time, a small turkey, hours; a

large one. If hours. Average cost, 7s.

upwards each, but more expensive at

Christmas on account of the great
demand. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seasonable from December to February.

TURKEY (BRAISED).

Ingeedients.—A turlcey, | lb. fat
bacon, 2 onions, 1 carrot, 1 turnip, a
bouquet of herbs, a few cloves and
pejypercorns, stock or water, seasoning.

Mode .—Prepare the bird as for boil-

ing, and pare and slice the vegetables.
Put a few slices of fat bacon at the
bottom of a stewpan, over these put
the vegetables, lay in the turkey wdth
the giblets, J pint stock, the herbs tied
in a piece of muslin, the peppercorns
and the cloves, and a little salt. Keep
the pan over the fire for J hour, shaking
it now and then ;

next put in the pan
enough stock to nearly cover the bird,

and cook from 3 to 4 hours according to
the size and age of the turkey. Place
the turkey on a dish, if the breast be
not brown enough use a salamander or
put it in a quick oven

;
strain off nearly

all the ^avy and keep hot
; reduce the

remainder to a glaze, with which cover
the bird. Serve with the bacon round
the turkey and the sauce in a tureen.
For this dish the turkey maybe stuffed
wuth chestnut or veal forcemeat.
Time, about 4 hours. Average cost,

7s. and upwards. Sufficient for 8
persons. Seasonable in winter.

TURKEY (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Turkey ; veal or chest-
nut forcemeat, or sausage-meat.

Mode .—Choose cock turkeys by their
short spurs and black legs

;
if the spurs

are long, and the legs pale and rough,
they are old. If the bird has been long
killed, the eyes will be sunk and the
feet very dry

;
if fresh, the contrary

will be the case. Middle-sized, fleshy
turkeys are superior to those of an
immense growdh. They should never
be dressed the day they are killed, but,
in cold weather, should hang at least 8
days

;
if the weather is mild 4 or 5

daj'S. Stuff W'ith sausage-meat, or veal
or chestnut forcemeat. Fasten a sheet

of buttered paper on to the breast of

the bird, put it dow'n to a bright fire,

at some little distance at first (after-

w^ards drawing it nearer), and keeping
it well basted the whole of the time.
About i hour before serving, remove
the paper, dredge lightly with flour,

and put a piece of butter into the
basting ladle

;
as the butter melts,

baste the bird with it. When of a nice
browm and well frothed, serve W'ith a
tureen of good brown gravy and one of
bread sauce. If the turkey is not
stuffed with sausage-meat, fried sau-
sages should be put round it when
served, or a ham or bacon should be
sent to table with it.

Time, from to 3 hours according to
size. Average cost, from 7s. upAvards.
Sufficient for 8 to 12 persons. Season-
able in winter.

ENTBiJES AND MADE DISHES.

CHICKEN CREAM.
Ingredients.—J lb. the white meat of

a raw chicken, thick white sauce, 3 oz.

panada, 4 eggs, a little red tongue, a
scrap of truffie if obtainable, white
pepper, salt.

Mode. — Scrape and pound the
chicken, add the panada and the eggs
w-ell beaten and a few spoonfuls of
white sauce ; season and mix all tho-
roughly and smoothly. Butter a mould,
decorate the top with tongue and
truffle, put in the mixture and steam
for i hour. Turn the cream out of the
mould, and serve wdth w'hite sauce
poured round. Game cream can be made
in the same way, but brown instead of
white sauce should be used, with a
little sherry.

Time, J hour. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable
at anj' time.

CHICKEN CUTLETS.

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast or boiled fowl, fried bread, clari-

fied butter, the yolk of 1 egg, bread-
crumbs, J teaspoonful finely minced
lemon-peel ; salt, cayenne, and mace to
taste. For sauce—1 oz. of butter, 2
minced shallots, a few slices carrot, a
small bunch ofsavoury herbs, including
parsley, 1 blade pounded mace, 6 p/ep-
pereorns, h pint gravy.

Mode .—Cut the fowls into cutlets;
take a corresponding number of sippets^
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all cut one shape; fry them a pale
brown, put them before the fire, then
dip the cutlets into clarified butter,

mixed with the yolk of an egg, covered
with breadcrumbs seasoned in the
above proportion, with lemon-peel,
mace, salt, and cayenne

;
fry them for

about 5 minutes, put each piece on one
of the sippets, pile them in the dish,

and serve with the following sauce :—
Put the butter into a stewpan, add
the shallots, carrots, herbs, mace, and
peppercorns

;
fry for 10 minutes or

rather longer; pour in ^ pint of good
gravy, made of the chicken bones, stew
gently for 20 minutes, and strain.

Time, 5 minutes to fry the cutlets

;

35 minutes to make the gravy. Average
cost, exclusive of the chicken, 9d.

Seasonable from April to July

CHICKEN OR FOY/L SALAD.
Ingbedients.—The remains of cold

roast or boiled chicJcen, 2 lettuces, a
little endive, 1 cucumber, a few slices

boiled beetroot, salad-dressing, 2 eggs.

Mode.—Trim neatly the remains of

the chicken
;
wash, dry, and slice the

lettuces, and place in the middle of a
dish

;
put the pieces of fowl on the top,

and pour the salad-dressing over them..
Garnish the edge with hard-boiled eggs
cut in rings, sliced cucumber, and
boiled beetroot or tomato cut in slices

;

or the yolks of the eggs may be rubbed
through a hair sieve, and the whites
chopped very fine, and arranged on the
salad in small bunches, 3^ellow and
white alternately. This salad should
not be made long before it is wanted
for table.

Average cost, exclusive of the cold
chicken, 8d. Sufficient for 4 or 5
persons.

FOWL OR CHICKEN (CURRIED).
(Cold Poultry Cookery.)

Ingbedients.—Itemains of cold roast

fowl, 2 lojrge onions, 1 apple or a stick

of rhubarb, 2oz. butter, 1 dessertspoon-

ful curry-powder, 1 teaspoonful flour,

i pint gravy, 1 tablespoonful lemon-
juice.

Mode.—Slice the onions, peel, core,
and chop the apple, cut the fowl into
neat joints and fry in the butter a
nice brown

;
then add the curry-powder,

flour, and gravy, and stew for about 20
minutes. Put in the lemon-juice, and
serve with boiled rice, placed in a ridge
round the dish, or separately. Two or
three shallots or a little garlic may be
ftddecl,

Time, altogether, ^ hour. Average
cost, exclusive of the cold fowl, 4d.

Seasonable in winter.

FOWL (CURRIED).

Ingbedients.—1 fowl, 2 oz. butter, 3
onions sliced, 1 pint white veal gravy, 1

tablespoonful curry-powder, 1 table-

spoonful flour, 1 apple or a stick of
rhubarb, 4 tablespoonfuls cream, 1
tablespoonful lemon-juice.

Mode.—Put the butter into the stew-
pan, with the onions sliced, the fowl
cut into small joints, and the apple
peeled, cored, and minced. Fry of a
pale brown, add the stock, and stew
gently for 20 minutes

;
rub down the

curry-pow^der and flour with a little of

the gravy, and stir this to the other
ingredients; simmer for rather more
than h hour, and just before serving,
add the hot cream and lemon-juice.
Serve with boiled rice, heaped lightly

on a dish by itself, or put round the
curry as a border.
Time, 50 minutes. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons. Season-
able in winter.

DUCK (HASHED).
Ingbedients.—The remains of cold

roast duck, rather more than 1 pint
weak stock or water, 1 onion, 1 oz.

butter, thickening of butter and flour,
salt and cayeniie to taste, ^ teaspoonful
minced lemon-peel, 1 dessertspoonful
lemon-juice, ^ glass port wine.

Mode.—Cut the duck into nice joints

;

and put the trimmings into a stewpan
;

slice and fry the onion in a little butter,
add these to the trimmings, pour in the
weak stock or water, and stew gently
for 1 hour. Strain the liquor, thicken
it with butter and flour, season with
salt and cayenne, and add the remain-
ing ingi'edients

;
boil it up and skim

well
;

la}’^ in the pieces of duck, and let

them get thoroughly hot, but do not
allow them to boil

;
they should soak

in the gravy for about § hour. Garnish
with sippets of toasted bread. A little

spice or pounded mace ma.y be added.
Time, hours. Average cost, exclu-

sive of the cold duck, 5d. Seasonable
from November to February; duck-
lings from May to August.

DUCK (STEWED), with peas.

Ingbedients.—The reanains of cold
roast duck, 2 oz. butter, 3 or 4 slices of
lean ham or' bacon, 1 tablespoonful
flour, 2 pints thin gravy, 1 large onion,

or a small bunch green onions, 3 sprigs
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jparsley, 3 cloves, 1 pint young green
peas, cayenne and salt to taste, 1 tea-

spoonful pounded sugar.

Mode.—Put the butter into a stew*
pan

;
cut up the ducks into joints

;
lay

them in with the slices of lean ham or
bacon

;
make it brown

;
then dredge in

a tablespoonful of flour, and stir this

well in before adding the gravy. Put
in the onion, parsley, cloves, and gravy,
and when it has simmered for i hour,
add a pint of young green peas, and
stew gently for about i hour. Season
with cayenne, salt, and sugar

;
take oiit

the duck, place it round the dish, and
the peas in the middle.

Time, | hoxir. Average cost, exclu-
sive of the cold duck. Is. Seasonable
from June to August.

DUCK (STEWED), with turnips.

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast duch, ^pint good gravy, ^shallots,

a few slices carrot, a small hunch
savoury herbs, 1 blade pounded mace,
1 lb. turnips, weighed after being peeled,
2 oz. butter, pepper and salt to taste.

Mode.—Cut the ducks into joints, fry
the shallots, carrots, and herbs, and put
them, with the duck, into the gravy

;

add the pounded mace, and stew gently
for 20 minutes or ^ hour. Cut about
1 lb. of turnips, weighed after being
peeled, into ^ inch squares, put the
butter into a stewpan, and stew about
J hour or rather more; season with
pepper and salt, and serve in the centre
of the dish, with the duck, &c., laid
round.

Time, rather more than | hour to
stew the turnips. Average cost, exclu-
sive of the cold duck, 9d. Seasonable
from November to February.

FOWLS (FRIED).
(Cold Poultry Cookery.)

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast fowls, vinegar, salt, and cayenne
to taste, 3 or 4 minced shallots. For the
batter, J lb. flour, | pint hot water, 2
oz. butter, the whites ofQ, eggs.

Mode.—Cut the fowls into nice joints
;

steep them for an hour in a little
vinegar, with salt, cayenne, and minced
shallots. Make the batter by mixing
the flour and water smoothly together

;

melt in it the butter, and add the whites
of eggs beaten to a froth

; take out the
pieces of fowl, dip them in the batter,
and fry, in boiling lard, a nice brown.
Pile them in the dish, and garnish with
fried parsley or rolled bacon. A sauce
or gravy may be served with them.

Time, 10 minutes to fry the fowl.

Average cost, exclusive of the cold fowl,

6d.

FOWL (FRICASSEED).
(Cold Poultry Cookery.)

Ingredients.—Bemains of cold roast

fowl, 1 strip lemon-peel, 1 bladepounded
mace, 1 bu7ich savoury herbs, 1 onio7i,

pepper and salt to taste, 1 phit water,
1 teaspoonful flour, J pint 7nillc, yolks

of 2 eggs.

Mode.—Carve the fowls into nice
joints; make gravy of the trimmings
and legs, by stewing them with the
lemon-peel, mace, herbs, onion, season-
ing, and water, until reduced to i pint

;

then strain, and put in the fowl. Warm
it through, and thicken with a tea-

spoonful of flour
;
stir the yolks of the

eggs into the cream
;
add these to the

sauce, let it get thoroughly hot, but do
not allow it to boil, or it will curdle.

Time, 1 hour to make the gravy, |
hour to warm the fowl. Average cost,

exclusive of cold chicken, 5d.

FOWL (HASHED).
(Cold Poultry Cookery.)

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast fowl, Ipint water, 1 onion, 2 or 3
small carrots, 1 blade pomided mace,
pepper and salt to taste, 1 small bunch
savoury hei'bs, thickening of butter aiid

flour, 1^ tablespoonfuls ketchup.

Mode.—Cut off the best joints, and
make the remainder into gravy, by add-
ing to the bones and trimmings a pint
of water, an onion sliced and fried

brown, the carrots, mace, seasoning,
and herbs. Let these stew for

hours
;

strain the liquor, and thicken
with a little flour and butter. Lay in
the fowl, thoroughly warm it through,
add the ketchup, and garnish wdth
sippets of toasted bread.
Time, altogether, 1| hours. Average

cost, exclusive of the cold fowl, 5d.

FOWL (HASHED).
(Indian Recipe.)

Ingredients.—The remahxs of cold
roast fowl, 3 or 4 sliced oxxions, 1 apple,
2 oz. butter, pounded mace, pepper and
salt to taste, 1 tablespooxxful curxp-
powder, 2 tablespoonfuls vmegar, 1
tablespoonful flour, 1 teaspoonful
pounded sugar, 1 pint gravy.

Mode.—Cut the onions into slices,

mince the apple, and fry these in the
butter; add the pounded mace, pepper,
salt, curry-powder, vinegar, flour, and
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sugar
;
when the onion is hrown, pnt

in the gravy, previously made from the
bones and trimmings of the fowl, and
stew for i hour; add the fowl, cut into

nice-sized joints, let it warm through,
and serve. Garnish with an edging of

boiled rice.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, exclusive

of the fowl, 6d.

FCY/L (MINCED).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold

roast foivl, 2 hard-hoiled eggs, salt cay-
enne, and pounded mace, 1 onion, 1

faggot savoury herbs, 6 tablespoonfuls
cream, 1 oz. butter, 2 teaspoonfuls flour,

^ teaspoonful finely-minced lemon-peel,

1 tablespoonful of lemon-juice.

Mode.—Cut out all the white meat,
and mince it fine

;
put the bones, skin,

and trimmings into a stewpan with an
onion, a bunch of savoury herbs, a blade
of mace, and nearly a pint of water;
stew for an hour, then strain the liquor.

Chop the eggs small; mix them with
the fowl

;
add salt, cayenne, and poun-

ded mace
;
put in the gravy and remain-

ing ingredients; let the whole just

boil, and serve w’ith sippets of toasted
bread.
Time, rather more than 1 hour. Aver-

age cost, exclusive of the fowl, Is,

FOWL RAGOUT.

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast fowl, 3 shallots, 2 blades mace, a
faggot savoxiry herbs, 2 or 3 slices lean
ham, 1 pint stock or water, pepper and
salt to taste, 1 onion, 1 dessertspoonful
flour, 1 tablespoonful lemon-juice, i tea-

spoonful pounded sugar, 1 oz. butter.

Mode .—Cut the fowl into neat pieces,

as for a fricassee
;
put the trimmings

into a stewpan with the shallots, mace,
herbs, ham, onion, and stock (or water).
Boil slowly for 1 hour, strain the
liquor, and put a small piece of butter
into a stewpan ; when melted, dredge
in sufficient flour to dry up the butter,

and stir it over the fire. Put in the
strained liquor, boil for a few minutes,
and strain it again over the pieces of

fowl. Squeeze in the lemon-juice, add
the sugar, pepper, and salt, make it

hot
;
lay the fowl on the dish, and

garnish with croutons.
Time, altogether, hours. Average

cost, exclusive of the cold fow'l, 9d.

FOWL SAUTE WITH PEAS (an Entree).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast fowl, 2 oz. butter, pepper, salt,

and pounded mace to taste, 1 dessert-

spoonful flour, ^ pint weak stock, 1 pint
green peas, 1 tcaspoonful pounded
sugar.

Mode.—Cut the fowl into nice pieces

;

put the butter into a stewpan
; saute

or fry the fowl a nice brown, previously
sprinkling it with pepper, salt, and
pounded mace. Dredge in the flour,

shake the ingredients well round, then
add the stock and peas, and stew till

the latter are tender (about 20 minutes)

;

put in the pounded sugar, and serve,

placing the chicken round, and the
peas in the middle of the dish. Mush-
rooms may be substituted for the peas.

Time, altogether, 40 minutes. Aver-
age cost, exclusive of the fowl, with
peas, lOd. Seasonable from June to

August.

GOOSE (HASHED).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast goose, 2 onions, 2 oz. butter, 1 pint
boiling loater, 1 dessertspoonful flour,
pepper and salt to taste, 1 tablespoonful
port 7vine, 2 tablespoonfuls ketchup.

Mode.—Cut up the goose into pieces
;

the inferior joints, trimmings, itc., put
into a stewpan to make the grav3’

;

slice and fry the onions in the butter to

a very pale brown
;
add these to tho

trimmings, and pour over about a pint
of boiling water

; stew these gently for

I hour, then skim and strain the liquor.

Thicken it with flour, and flavour with
port wine and ketchup; add pepper
and salt, and put in the pieces of goose

;

let them get thoroughly hot through,
and serve with sippets of toasted bread.

Time, altogether, rather more than 1

hour. Average cost, exclusive of tho
cold goose, 5d. Seasonable from Sep-
tember to March.

PILAU (Indian Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 chicken, 6 large
onions, 2 mangoes, 6 oz. of butter, rice,

seasoning.

Mode.—Peel and chop tho onions, and
slice the mangoes, ancf put them in a
stewpan with 4 oz. of the butter and
the seasoning. Cut the chicken into
joints, and fry in the other 2 oz. of but-
ter, then put it in the stewpan, and lot

the whole stew for an hour. Boil some
rice, as for curry, lay it on a hot-water
dish over this the joints of fowl, and
again over this pour the sauce. Instead
of preparing the rice in the ordinary
way, it may be dressed as follows :—

•

Wash i lb. of rice and boil it gently for
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i hour in a pint of stock, then pour o£E

the gravy, add 3 oz, of butter, and stir

over a bright fire until the rice is nicely
coloured; then moisten with a little

stock, and season with a pinch of

minced herbs and nutmeg and the
finely grated rind of ^ a lemon. Simmer
again until the rice is quite tender
without being broken, and add a little

thick cream. Spread half the rice on a
hot dish, lay the joints of chicken on it,

squeeze over a little lemon juice, put
over the remainder of the rice, and
garnish with hard-boiled eggs. This
is a most excellent way of preparing
rice for other dishes besides pilau.

Time, 1 hour. Average coat, 3s. 6d.

Sufficient for 4 persons

POOLOOT (Indian Recipe).

Ingredients.—A fowl, 1 Ih. of rice,

1 quart of stock, 8 onions, 1 tablespoon-
ful of ground ginger, 6 hard-boiled
eggs, a few thin rashers of bacon, 1
lemon, butter for frying, peppercorns,
cardamoms, salt.

Mode .—Truss the fowl as for boiling,
and boil the rice for 5 minutes, and
drain. Put both with the stock into a
stewpan over a slow fire. Bruise 4 of

the onions, and squeeze out the juice,

and add with the ginger tied in a piece
of muslin, and the lemon-juice. When
the fowl is sufficiently done, take it out
and keep hot while the rice is drying
before the fire. Slice and fry the rest
of the onions, then cut up the fowl and
fry it in the same hutter. Pile the rice
in the centre of a dish with the joints
of fowl on the top, and over these the
onions. Strew the peppercorns and
cardamoms over the rice, and garnish
with the bacon, fried, and the eggs cut
in slices.

Time, to boil the fowl, ^ hour. Average
cost, 4s. Seasonable at any time.

TURKEY CROQUETTES.
Ingredients.—The remains of cold

turkey ; to every J lb. of meat allow 2
oz. of ham or bacon, 1 shallot, 1 oz.

butter, 1 teaspoonful flour, the yolks
of 2 eggs, egg and breadcrumbs.
Mode .—The smaller pieces, that will

not do for a fricassee or hash, answer
very well for this dish. Mince the
meat finely with the ham or bacon

;

make a gravy of the bones and trim-
mings, well seasoning it

;
mince the

shallots, put them into a stewpan with
the butter, add the flour; mix well,
then put in the mince, and add about J
pint of gravy made from the bones.

When just boiled, add the yolks of 2
eggs

;
put the mixture out to cool, and

then shape it in a wineglass. Cover
the croquettes with egg and bread-
crumbs, and fry them a delicate brown,
and serve with rolled bacon cut very
thin.

Time, 8 minutes to fry the croquettes.
Seasonable from December to Feb-
ruary.

TURKEY (FRICASSEED).
Ingredients.—The re?nains of cold

roast or boiled turkey, a strip lemon-
peel, a bunch savoury herbs, 1 onion,
pepper and salt to taste, 1 ^vater,

4 tablespoonfuls cream, the yolk of an
egg-

Mode .—Cut some nice slices from the
remains of a cold turkey, and put the
bones and trimmings into a stewpan
with the lemon-peel, herbs, onion,
pepper, salt, and the water

;
stew for

an hour, strain the gravy, and lay in
the pieces of turkey. When warm
through, add the cream and the yolk of

an egg; stir it well round, and, when
getting thick, take out the pieces, lay
them on a hot dish, and pour the sauce
over. Garnish the fricassee with sip-

pets of toasted bread. Celery (boiled)

or cucumbers, cut into small pieces,

may be put into the sauce.
Time, 1 hour to make the gravy.

Average cost, exclusive of the cold
turkey, 6d. from December
to February.

TURKEY (HASHED).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
roast turkey, 1 onion, peptper and salt ta

taste, rather more than 1 pint water, 1

carrot, 1 turnip, 1 blade mace, a bunch
savoury herbs, 1 tablespoonful mush-
room ketchup, 1 tablespoonful port
wine, thickening of butter and flour.

Mode .—Cut the turkey into neat
joints; the best pieces reserve for the
hash, the inferior joints and trimmings
put into a stewpan with an onion cut
in slices, pepper and salt, a carrot, tur-

nip, mace, herbs, and water in the above
proportion

;
simmer for an hour, then

strain the gravy, thicken it with butter
and flour, flavour with ketchup and port
wine, and lay in the pieces of turkey to
warm through

; if there is any stuffing

left, put that in also. When it boils,

serve and garnish with sippets of

toasted bread.
Time, 1 hour to make the gravy.

Seasonable from December to Feb-
ruary.
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PBEPABATION AND TBUSSING.

TO SKIN AND TRUSS A HARE.

Cut the hare open lengthwise and the
fore legs at the first joint. Raise the
skin of the back and draw it over the
hind legs, leaving the tail whole

;
then

draw it over the back and slip out the
fore legs, easing it over the neck and
head with a knife, if necessary, and
being very careful not to injure the
ears This is the most difficult part of

skinning a hare, but when it is roasted
it is considered spoilt if the ears are
torn or damaged. It is far more con-
venient to hang the hare to be drawn
on a hook, when both hands are free to
ease off the skin, but the hind legs
must first be drawn out. Next, cut
open the hare and paunch it, clean
the vent, and wash and wipe the inside
thoroughly; after this has been done,
if the hare is an old one, it is better to
wash it in vinegar and water.
Having cut the sinews of the legs,

bring them forward, pressing well
against the body

;
then with 2 skewers

fix firmly the two fore and the two hind
legs.

Put the head well back between the
shoulders and skewer it there, putting
the skewer through the shoulders, and
making sure that it is firm. Next
butter two pieces of white paper and
pin carefully over the ears.

TO TRUSS A RABBIT FOR ROASTING.

Empty, skin, and wash the rabbit
thoroughly, then take out the eyes, put
in some stuffing (if liked) and sew it up.
Cut off the fore joints of the shoulders

and legs, and, after bringing them close

to the body, skewer firmly. Lastly,
raise the head, put it well back between
the shoulders, and skewer it there like

that of a hare.

TO TRUSS A RABBIT FOR BOILING.
Empty, skin, and wash the rabbit

well. Take out the eyes and cut off the
fore joints of both shoulders and legs.

Draw the legs forward, lay them close

to the body, bring the head round to

the side and skewer through all.

TO TRUSS A SNIPE.
Pluck the birds and wipe them with a

cloth, remove the gizzard, but do not
draw them; twist the legs as shown,
then put them close to the body.

Skin the neck and head and bring
the beak round under the wing, as in
illustration.

Plovers and woodcock are treated in

the same way and cooked upon toast

to preserve the trail.

Quails are trussed in the same
manner as pigeons, except that they
should be drawn from the side and not
the vent.

TO TRUSS GROUSE.
The skin of this bird is tender, there-

fore it is better to leave the breast
feathers on as a protection whilst truss-

ing.

Having plucked the rest of the bird,

cut off the head, leaving enough skin to

skewer back; loosen the inside of tho
bird, then wipe it out. Bring the legs

close to the breast between it and the
side bones, and pass the needle and
thread thi'ough the pinions and the
thick part of the thighs

;
then remove

the breast feathers by the aid of a knife

to avoid breaking the skin.

Partridges and pheasants are dressed
in the same manner, but the latter are
large enough to be drawn like a fowl.

COOKING GAME.

PAOE
Blackcock, roast 163
Grouse, roast 163
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GROUSE (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Grouse^ butter, a thicfc

slice of toasted bread.

Mode.—Let the birds hang as long as

possible
;
pluck and draw them ;

wipe,
but do not wash them, inside and out,

and truss them without the head, as for

a roast fowl. Put them down to a
sharp, clear fire

;
keep them well basted

the whole time they are cooking, and
serve on a buttered toast, soaked in the
dripping-pan, with a little melted butter
poured over them, or with bread sauce
and gravy.
Time, I hour, or 35 minutes. Average

cost, 5s. to 7s. 6d. the brace
;
but seldom

bought. Suficient, 2 ioro. dish. Season-
able from the 12th of August to the
beginning of December.

Entrees and Made Dishes.

Game, hashed 157

„ pie 157

„ rissoles 157

Grouse pie 158

Hare, hashed . . 158

n jugged 158

,, „ another mode . . . . 158
Larks in onions . . . . 159
Lark pudding 159
Rabbit, curried . . . . 159

„ pie 159
Salmi of partridge, or other game 159
Venison, hashed 160
Wild duck, hashed 160

GUINEA FOWL (LARDED).

Ingredients.—A guinea fowl, some
fat bacon, flour, a larding-needle.

Mode.—Truss the bird as a pheasant,
cut some thin narrow strips of bacon-
fat about IJ inches long and draw
them through the skin of the breast of

the bird at equal distances apart,

making them look as even as possible.

Bake in a good oven, basting well, and
shortly before it is done fiour it and
let it froth before serving. A good
gravy must be sent to table with it.

Time, about IJ hours. Average cost,

3s. 6d. Suflicieyit for 3 or 4 persons.
Seasonable in winter.

BLACKCOCK (ROAST).

Ingredients. — Blackcock, butter,

toast.

Mode.—Let these birds hang for a few
days, or they will be tough and taste-

less. Pluck and draw them, and wipe
the insides and outsides with a damp
cloth, as washing spoils the flavour.
Cut off the heads and truss them, as a
roast fowl, cutting oS the toes, and
scalding and peeling the feet. Put
them down to a brisk fire, well baste
them with butter, and serve with a
piece of toast under, and a good gravy
and bread sauce. After trussing, some
cooks cover the breast with vine-leaves

and slices of bacon, and then roast

them.
Time, 45 to 50 minutes. Average cost,

from 5s. to 6s. the brace; but seldom
bought. Sufficient, 2 or 3 for a dish.

Seasonable from the middle of August
to the end of December.

HARE (ROAST).

Ingredients. — Hare, forcemeat, a
little milk, butter.

Mode.—Choose a young hare
;
which

may be known by its smooth and sharp
claws, and by the cleft in the lip not
being much spread. To be eaten in
perfection, it must hang for some time

;

and, if properly taken care of, it may
be kept for several days. It is better
to hang without being paunched; but
should it be previously emptied, wipe
the inside every day, and sprinkle over
it a little pepper and ginger, to prevent
a musty taste. When ready for cooking
wipe the inside well out, fill with
the forcemeat. The hare should be
kept at a distance from the fire when it

is first laid down. Baste it well with
milk for a short time, and afterwards
with butter

;
particular attention must

be paid to the basting. When it is

almost roasted enough, flour and baste
well with butter. When nicely frothed
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dish it, remove the skewers, aud send it

to table with a little gravy in the dish,
and a tureen of the same. Red-currant
jelly is an indispensable accompaniment
to roast hare. Good beef dripping may
be substituted for the milk and butter
to baste with

; but the basting must be
continued without intermission. If the
liver is good, it may be parboiled,
minced, and mixed with the stuffing;
but it should not be used unless quite
fresh.

Time, a middling-sized hare, hours

;

a large hare, lA to 2 hours. Average
cost, from 4s. upward. Sufficient for 5
orG persons. (SeasonniZe from Septem-
ber to the end of February.

LARKS (BAKED).

Ingredients.—1 dozen larhs, butter,
toast.

Mode,—Pluck, cleanse, and draw the
larks, cut off the feet, and run the birds
on a skewer. Put them in a tin in the
oven with a little butter and ba.ste

them well with it. They should be
done in about 12 minutes in a good
oven, when they should be served on
slices of hot buttered toast with a little

gravy made in the tin.

Time, 12 minutes. Average cost, 2s.

doz. Sufficient for 3 persons. Season-
able in autumn.

LEVERET (ROAST).

Ingredients. — A leveret, butter,

flour.

Mode .—Leverets should be trussed in

the same manner as hare, but do not
require stuffing. Roast before a clear
fire, and keep them well basted. A few
minutes before serving, dredge lightly
with flour, and froth them nicely.

Serve with plain gravy in the dish,

and send red-currant jelly to table.

Time, J to | hour. Average cost, in
full season, from 3s. each. Sifficient
for 5 or 6 persons. Seasonable, May to
August.

ORTOLANS.

Ingredients. — 6 ortolans, 6 slices

toast, vine-leaves, J lb. butter.

Mode. — Keep them until tender
;

pluck, truss, and wipe carefully, but do
not draw them. Wrap each bird in a
freshly-gathei'ed vine-leaf, and tie them
m a bird-spit

;
roast or bake for 25

minutes, or less if very small. Place
the slices of toast in the dripping-pan
to catch the trail

;
as soon as the butter

melts, begin to baste, and never leave
the birds until they are done. Dish up

the toast, aud serve very hot with
orange gravy, made of white stock,
flavoured with the juice of a Seville
orange, or a lemon and ia glass of port
wine.

Time, 25 minutes to roast. Season-
able from November to February.

PARTRIDGE (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Partridges ; butter.

Mode. — Choose young birds wdth
dark-coloured bills and yellowish legs,

and let them hang a few days. The
time they should be kept entirely
depends on the taste of those for whom
they are intended, as some persons
would consider delicious what would
be to others disgusting and offensive.

When trussed, roast them before a nice
bright fire, or bake in a hot oven

;
keep

them well basted, and a few minutes
before serving flour and froth them well.

Serve with gravy and bread sauce, and
send to table hot. A little of the gravy
should be poured over the birds.

Time, 25 to 35 minutes. Average cost,

3s. 6d. upwards a brace. Sufficient, 2
for a dish. Seasonable from the 1st of

September to the beginning of Februaiy.

PARTRIDGES (STEY/ED).
(Italian Recipe.)

Ingredients.— 'partridges, I lemon,
2 slices offat bacon, 2 carrots, 3 onions,

cloves, thyme, parsley, 2 hay-leaves, 1

glass of white wine, J pint of stoclc,

butter, pepjwr and salt.

Mode .—Draw the birds, cut off the
heads. Truss them

;
putting a piece of

butter inside, and skewering the skin

of the nock over this. Cut some slices

of the lemon and lay on the breasts,

covering with a slice of the bacon. Put
the birds into a stewpan with the
carrots and two of the onions sliced,

the other stuck with cloves, the stock,

wine and seasoning, and simmer for

1 hour, and skim off the fat. Strain

the gravy and thicken with a little

butter and flour. Just before serving,

I'oraove the lemon. A few stewed mush-
rooms or a puree of green peas are a

nice accompaniment to this dish.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 4s.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable,
September to klarch.

PHEASANT (ROASTED).

Ingredients. — Pheasant ; flour,

butter.

Mode .—Old pheasants may be known
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by tbe length and sharpness of their

spurs
;
in young ones they are short

and blunt. The cock bird is the best.

They should hang some time before
they are dressed, as if cooked fresh the
flesh will be dry and tasteless. After
the bird is plucked and drawn, wipe
the inside with a damp cloth, and
truss it as directed. If the head is left

on, bring it round under the wing, and
fix it on to the point of the skewer.
Roast before a brisk fire, keep it well
basted, and flour and froth it nicely.

Serve with brown gravy (a little of

which should be poui'ed round the
bird), and a tureen of bread sauce. Two
or 3 of the pheasant’s best tail-feathers

are sometimes stuck in the tail as an
ornament. Potatoes fried in ribbons
are usually put round the dish, and a
garnish of watercress.

Time, i to 1 hour, according to the
size. Average cost, 3s. 6d. upwards
each. Sufficient, a brace for a dish.
Seasonable from the 1st of October to
the beginning of February.

PLOYERS (ROAST).

Ingredient s .—Splovers, bu tier, flour,
toasted bread.

Choosing and Trussmg. — Choose
those that feel hard at the vent, as that
shows their fatness. There are 3 sorts
—the grey, green, and bastard plover,
or lapwing. They will keep good for
some time, but if stale, the feet will
be very dry. Plovers are scarcely fit for
anything but roasting, though they are
sometimes stewed, or made into ragout.
Mode .—Pluck off the feathers, wipe

the outside of the birds with a damp
cloth, and do not draw them; truss
with the head under the wing, put
them down to a clear fire, and lay
slices of moistened toast in the dripping-
pan to catch the trail. Keep them
tvell basted, dredge lightly with flour a
few minutes before they are done, and
let them be nicely frothed. Dish them
on the toasts, overwhich the trail should
be equally spread. Pour round the
toast a little good gravy, and send
some to the table in a tureen.
Time, 10 minutes to J hour. Average

cost,^ from Is. 6d. the brace, if plentiful.
Sufficient for 2 persons. Seasonable,
in perfection from the beginning of
September to the end of February

PTARMIGAN (ROAST).
Ingredients.—2 or 3 birds, butter,

flour, fried breadcrumbs.

Mode, — The ptarmigan, or white

grouse, when young and tender, are
exceedingly fine eating, and should be
kept as long as possible, to be good.
Pluck, draw, and truss them in the
same manner as grouse, and roast them
before a brisk fire. Flour and froth
them nicely, and serve on buttered
toast, with a tureen of brown gravy.
Bread sauce, when liked, may be sent
to table with them, and fried bread-
crumbs substituted for the toasted
bread.

Time, about J hour. Average cost.

Is. 6d. to 2s. each. Sufficient, 2 for a
dish. Seasonable from the beginning
of February to the end of April.

QUAILS (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Quails, butter, toast.

Mode .—These birds keep good several
days, and may be roasted without
drawing. Truss them in the same
manner as pigeons. Roast them before
a clear fire, keep them well basted, and
serve on toast.

Time, about 20 minutes. Average
cost. Is. to 2s. each. Sufficient, 2 for a
dish. Seasonable from October to
December.

RABBIT (BOILED).

Ingredients.—Babbit ; ivatcr.

Mode .—For boiling, choose rabbits
with smooth and sharp claws ; should
these be blunt and rugged, and the ears
dry and tough, the animal is old. After
emptying and skinning it, wash it well
in cold water, and let it soak for about
J hour in warm w'ater, to draw out the
blood. Bring the head round to the
side, and fasten it there by a skewer
run through that and the body. Put
the rabbit into sufficient hot water to
cover it, let it boil gently until tender
(from i to I hour, according to size and
age). Dish it, and smother it with
onion, mushroom, or liver sauce, or
parsley-and-butter

;
the former is gene-

rally preferred. When liver sauce is

preferred, the liver should be boiled for
a few minutes, and minced very fine, or
rubbed through a sieve.

Time, a very jmung rabbit, i hour
; a

large one, | hour
;
an old one, 1 hour

or longer. Average cost, from Is. to
Is. 9d. each. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable from September to Feb-
ruary.

RABBIT (ROAST).

Ingredients.— | lb. butter, 4
dessertspoonfuls milk, 1 tablespoonful
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flour, ijullcs of 2 eggs, brown gravy, the
peel of ^ lemon grated, pepper, salt,

nutmeg.

Mode .—Truss the rabbit iu the same
Baanner as a bare, fill the paunch with
veal stuffing, and roast it before a clear
fire, basting it well with butter.
Before serving mix a spoonful of flour
with 4 of milk, stir into it the yolks
of 2 well-beaten eggs, and season with
a little grated nutmeg, pepper, and
salt

;
baste the rabbit tbicMy with this,

to form a light coating over it. When
dry, baste it with butter to froth it up,
place it on a dish, and pour round it

some brown gravy boiled up with the
liver minced, and a little grated nut-
meg. Serve with gravy in a tureen,
and red-currant jelly.

Time, | hour
;

if baked, the same
time in a good oven should be allowed.
Average cost, 2s. 8d.

ROOK PIE.

Ingredients.—4 rooks, ^ lb. puff-
paste, J lb. rump-steak, 2 oz. butter, 3
eggs hard boiled.

Mode .—Pick and clean the birds well,

remove the heads and feet, and cut out
the backbone of each. Lay the rump-
steak in the pie-dish, lay the birds on
the meat, breasts upwards, well season

;

lay the butter in Knobs, and add the
eggs hard boiled. Bake as pigeon pie.

Time, 1 hour.

SNIPE (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Snipe, butter, flour,

toast.

Mode.—These, like woodcocks, should
be dressed without being drawn. Pluck,
and wipe them outside and truss as

directed; place four on a skewer, tie

them on to the jack or spit, and roast

before a clear fire for about J hour.

Put some pieces of buttered toast into

the dripping-pan to catch the trails,

flour and froth the birds nicely, dish

the pieces of toast with the snipes on
them, and pour round, but not over
them, a little good brown gravy. They
should be sent to table very hot, or

they will not be worth eating.

Time, about \ hour. Average cost.

Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. the brace. Srifficient,

4 for a dish. Seasonable iromlSoYember
to February.

TEAL (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Teal, blitter, a little

flour.

Mode,—Choose flat, plump birds,

after the frost has set in, as they are
generally better flavoured

; truss them
iu the same manner as wild duck, roast
before a brisk fire, and keep well
basted. Serve with brown or orange
gravy, watercresses, and a cut lemon.
The remains of teal make excellent
hash.

Time, from 9 to 15 minutes. Average
cost. Is. 6d. each, but seldom bought.
Sufficient, 2 for a dish. Seasonable
from October to February.

VENISON, HAUNCH (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Venison, coarse flour-
and-water paste, a little flour.

Mode .—Keep this joint perfectly dry,
by wiping it with clean cloths till not
the least damp remains, and sprinkle
over with powdered ginger or pepper,
as a preventative against the fly. With
care it will keep a fortnight, except iu
very mild weather. When required for
use, wash it with warm water, and dry
it well with a cloth

;
butter a sheet of

white paper, put it over the fat, lay a
coarse paste about ^ inch in thickness
over this, and then a sheet or two of

strong paper. Tie the whole firmly on
to the haunch with twine, and put
down the joint to a strong close fire

;

baste immediately, and continue to do
so the whole time of cooking. About
twenty minutes before it is done, care-

fully remove the paste and paper,
dredge the joint with flour, and baste
well with butter until nicely frothed
and of a pale brown colour. Garnish
the knuckle bone with a frill of white
paper, and serve with good, unflavoured
gravy in a tureen, and red-currant
jelly, or melt the jelly with a little port
wine, and serve that also in a tureen.
The above is the best mode of preparing
the haunch for roasting, but the paste
may be dispensed with and a double
paper used instead; it will not then
require so long cooking. Hot-water
plates should be used at table.

Time, a large haunch of buck venison
with the paste, 4 or 5 hours ;

doe venison,
to 3| hours

;
less time without the

paste. Sufficient for 18 persons. Sea-
sonable, buck venison, June to Michael-
mas

;
doe venison, November to end of

January.
Note .—Neck and shoulder are roasted

in the same manner.

WILD DUCK (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Wild duck, flour,
blitter.

Mode .—Carefully pluck, draw, and
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truss them. Eoast before a quick fire,

and when first put down, let them
remain for 5 minutes without basting
(this will keep the gravy in)

;
after-

wards baste plentifully with butter
;
a

few minutes before serving dredge
lightly with flour, baste well, and send
them to table nicely frothed. If over-

done, the flavour is lost. Serve with a
good gravy in the dish, and send to

table a cut lemon. To take off the
fishy taste which wild fowl sometimes
have, baste for a few minutes with hot
water, to which has been added an
onion and a little salt

;
then take away

the pan, and baste with butter. Lemon-
juice, port, and cayenne mixed in a
spoon and poured over slashes cut in
breast improve the flavour.

Time, when liked underdressed, 20 to

25 minutes
;
well done, 25 to 35 minutes.

Average cost, 6s. 6d. the couple up-
wards. Sufficient, 2 for a dish. Sea-
sonable from November to February.

WOODCOCK (ROAST).

Ingredients.—Woodcocks, butter

flour, toast.

Mode .—^Woodcocks should not be
drawn, as the trails are considered a
great delicacy. Pluck, and wipe them
well outside

;
truss with the legs close

to the body, and the feet pressing upon
the thighs

;
skin the neck and head,

and bring the beak round under the
wing. Place slices of toast in the drip-

ping-pan to catch the trails, allowing
a piece of toast for each bird. Eoast
before a clear fire from 15 to 25 minutes

;

keep them W'ell basted, and flour and
froth them nicely. When done, dish
the pieces of toast with the birds upon
them, pour round a very little gravy,
and send some more to table in a
tureen. These are most delicious birds

when well cooked, but they should not
be kept too long: when the feathers
drop, or easily come out, they are fit

for table.

Time, when liked underdone, 15 to

20 minutes
;

if liked well done, allow
an extra 6 minutes. Seldom bought.
Sufficient, 2 for a dish. Seasonable
from November to Febniary

ENTBEES AND MADE DISHES
FBOM GAME.

GAME (HASHED).
(Cold Meat Cookery.)

Ingredients.—The remains of cold,

game, 1 onion stuck with 3 cloves, a few

whole peppers, a strip> lemon-peel, salt

to taste, thickening of butter and jiour,

1 glass port wine, 1 tahlespoonful
lemon-juice, 1 tahlespoonful ketchup, 1
pint water or weak stock.

Mode .—Cut the remains into joints,

reserve the best pieces, and put the
inferior ones and trimmings into a
stewpan with the onion, pepper, lemon-
peel, salt, and water or weak stock

;

stew for about an hour, and strain the
gravy, thicken with butter and flour;

add the wine, lemon-juice, and ketchup

;

lay in the pieces of game, and let them
gradually warm through by the side of

the fire. When on the point of sim-
mering, serve. Garnish with sippets

of toasted bread.
Time, altogether 1| hour. Seasonable

from August to March.
Note.—Any kind of game may be hashed

by the above recipe.

GAME PIE.

Ingredients.—1 pheasant, 1 part-
ridge, 3 slices cooked ham, forcemeat,
allspice, pepper, salt, gravy, raised pie
crust (see “ Pastry ”).

Mode .—Having prepared the birds,

cut them up and take away as much
bone as possible. Line the pie-mould,
which should be one that opens, with
the crust rolled out about J inch in
thickness, and be sure there are no
cracks by which the gravy may escape.
Put in the pieces of game, with the
forcemeat and seasoning and the ham
cut up very small, and a very little

gravy, put on the top of the pie, orna-
ment it, brush it over with jmlk of egg,
and bake in a moderate oven for 4
hours. Make a good strong gravy with
the bones of the birds, and when the
pie comes out of the oven pour it into
the pie (using a funnel) from a hole at
the top, which the centre ornament
should hide. The remains of cold game
and cooked steak may be used for this
pie, when not more than 2 hours baking
would be needed.
Time, 4 hours. Average cost, 6s.

Seasonable in autumn and winter.

GAMS RISSOLES.

Ingredients.—Any scraps of cold
game, \ the quantity of breadcrumbs,
some finely minced herbs and lemon-
peel, seasoning, eggs to bind, some plain
pastry, lard for frying.

Mode .—Finely mince the scraps of

game, add to them the breadcrumbs,
seasoning, &c., and bind with one or
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more e^gs, according to the quantity.
Roll out the paste as thin as possible
and stamp it in rounds or cut it in
squares. Into each of these put as
much of the game mixture as they will
hold, wet and fasten the edges, brush
over with egg, and fry in plenty of hot
fat a nice brown. The rissoles may
be made and fried without the pastry,
when the paste should be formed into
balls or rolls, dipped in egg, and rolled
in crushed vermicelli.

Time, about 5 minutes to fry the
rissoles. Seasofiahle in autumn and
winter

GROUSE PIS.

Ingredients. — Grouse; cayenne,
salt, and pej>per to taste ; 1 Ih. rump-
steak, i pint well-seasoned broth, puff-
jmste.

Mode .—Line the bottom of a pie-dish
with the rump-steak cut into neat
pieces, and should the grouse be large,

cut them into joints
;

but, if small,
they may be laid in the pie whole;
season highly Vvith salt, cayenne, and
black pepper

;
pour in the broth, and

cover with puff-paste
;
brush the crust

over with the yolk of an egg, and bake
from 3 to 1 hour. If the grouse is cut
into joints, the backbones and trim-
mings will make the gravy by stewing
them with an onion, a little sherry, a
bunch of herbs, and a blade of mace

;

tins should be poured in after the pie
is baked.

Time, | to 1 hour. Average cost,

exclusive of the grouse. Is. 9d. Season-
able from the 12th of August to the
beginning of December.

HARE (HASHED).

Ingredients.—The remains of cold
Toast hare, 1 blade pounded mace, 2 or

3 allspice, pepper and salt to taste, 1

onion, a bunch savotiry herbs, 3 table-

spoonfuls port wine, thickening of
butter and flour, 2 tablespoonfuls
ketchup.

Mode .
—Cut the cold hare into neat

slices, and put the head, bones, and
trimmings into a stewpan with 3 piiit

of water
;

add the mace, allspice,

seasoning, onion, and herbs, stew for

nearly an hour, and strain the gi’avy

;

thicken it with butter and flour, add
the wine and ketchup, and lay in the
pieces of hare, with any stuffing that
may be left. Let the whole gradually
heat by the side of the fire, and when
it has simmered for about 5 minutes,

serve, and garnish the dish with sippets

of toasted bread. Send red-currant
jelly to table with it.

Time, rather more than 1 hour.
Average cost, exclusive of the cold
hare, 8d. Seasonable from September
to the end of February.

HARE (JUGGED).

I.

Ingredients.—1 hare, 1^ lbs. gravy
beef, ^ lb. butter, 1 onion, 1 lemon, 6
cloves; pepper, cayenne, and salt to
taste, ^ pint port wine.

Mode.—Skin, paunch, and wash the
bare, cut it into pieces, dredge them
with flour, and fry in boiling butter.
Have ready li pints of gravy, made from
the above proportion of beef, and
thickened with a little flour. Put this
into a jar

;
add the fried pieces of hare,

an onion stuck with 6 cloves, a lemon
peeled and cut in half, and a good sea-
soning of pepper, cayenne, and salt

;

cover the jar down tightly, put it up to
the neck into a stewpan of boiling
water, and let it stew until the hare is

quite tender. When nearly done, pour
in the wine, and add a few forcemeat
balls, fried or baked in the oven for a
few minutes before they are put to the
gravy. Serve with red-cui*rant jelly.

Time, to 4 hours. If the hare is

very old, allow 4i houi*s. Average cost,

7s. 6d. Suijicient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seasonable from September to the end
of Februar3^

II.

A Quicker and more Econo^nical Way.
Ingredients.—1 hare, a hunch sweet

herbs, 2 onions, each stuck with 3 cloves,

G whol-e allsjjicc, i teaspoonful black
pepper, a strip lemon-peel, thickening
of butter and flour, 2 tablespoonfuls
ketchuj), \ pint port wine.

Mode .—Wash tlie hare nicely, cut it

up into joints (not too large), and flour

and brown them as in preceding recipe

;

then put them into a stewpan with the
herbs, onions, cloves, allspice, pepper,
and lemon-peel ;

cover with hot water,
and when it boils, carefully remove all

the scum, and let it simmer till tender
(li hours, or longer, should the hare bo
very old). Take out the pieces of hare,

thicken the gi'avy with flour and butter,

add the ketchup and port wine, let it

boil for about 10 minutes, strain it

through a sieve over the hare, and
serve. A few fried forcemeat balls

should be added at the moment of

serving, or instead of frying them they
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may be stewed in the gravy about 10
minutes before the hare is wanted for

table. Do not omit to serve red-currant
jelly with it.

Time, altogether 2 hours. Average
cost, 6s. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seaso7iable from September to the end
of February.
Note—Should there be any left, re-warm

iu the next day by putting the hare, &c.,
into a covered jar, and placing this jar in
a saucepan of boiling water.

LARKS IN ONIONS (Italian Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 doz. larks,12 Spanish
onions, 1 pint of stock, 3 or 4 slices of
bacon, 2 fowls' livers, 1 bujich of herbs,

^ lb. of veal forcemeat, salt aiid pep>per.

Mode .—Clean and bone the larks and
stuff them with the liver and herbs,
finely chopped. Put the bacon at the
bottom of a stewpan, lay the larks on
it and cover witn stock, simmer for

about 15 minutes. Peel and blanch
the onions

; let them cool, wipe them
dry, then take out enough of the inside
to make room for the larks

;
put a little

forcemeat in each, then a lark, salt the
onions slightl}^, then wrap them in
buttered paper and bake in the oven.
Take them out carefully, glaze, and
seiwe with Spanish sauce.

Time, J an hour. Average cost, 4s.

Sufficient for 12 persons. Seasonable
iu autumn.

LARK PUDDING.

Ingredients.—IJ doz. larks, 1^ doz.
oystei's, 1 lb. rump-steak, 3 sheep’s
kidneys, a few mushrooms,pepper, salt,

stock, a good suet crust.

Mode .—Line a buttered basin with
the crust, put in a layer of the steak
cut small rolled in flour and pepper
and salt, next one of the kidneys
treated in the same manner, then the
larks cleansed and prepared, the oysters,
the mushrooms, and fill up with the
remainder of the steak and kidney.
Pour in enough stock to fill the basin
without its running over, then cover
with the crust. Tie up and boil for
6 hours. When served, take off the
pudding-cloth and pin a serviette round
the basin. Have a little hot stock ready .

to fill up the pudding when cut.
Time, 6 hours. Average cost, 6s. to

6s. 6d. Sufficient for 6 persons. Sea-
sonable in autumn

RABBIT (CURRIED).

Ingredients.—1 rabbit, 2 oz. butter,
3 onions, 1 pint stock, 1 tablespoonful
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curry-powder, 1 tablespoonful flour,
1 teaspoonful mushroom powder, the
juice of li lemo7i, ^ lb. rice.

Mode.—^Empty, skin, and wash the
rabbit thoroughly, and cut it neatly
into joints. Put it into a stewpan with
the butter and sliced onions, and let

them acquire a nice brown colour.
Pour in the stock, which should be
boiling; mix the curry-powder and
flour smoothly with a little water, add
it to the stock, with the mushroom-
powder, and simmer for rather more
than J hour; squeeze in the lemon-
juice, and serve in the centre of a dish,
with an edging of boiled rice. Water
may be substituted for the stock, but
in this case the meat and onions must
be very nicely browned. A little sour
apple and rasped cocoa-nut may be
stewed with the curiy.
Time, altogether, | hour. Average

cost. Is. 9d. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable in winter.

RABBIT PIE.

Ingredients.—1 rabbit, a few slices

ham, salt and white pepper to’ taste, 2
blades pounded mace, J teaspoonffiil
grated nutmeg, a few forcemeat balls,

3 hard-boiled eggs, ^ pint gravy, puff
crust.

Mode .—Cut up the rabbit, remove the
breastbone, and bone the legs. Put the
rabbit, slices of ham, forcemeat balls,
and hard eggs, by turns, in layers, and
season each with pepper, salt, pounded
mace, and grated nutmeg. Pour in
about J pint water, cover with crust,
and bake in a well-heated oven for about
li hours. Should the crust acquire too
much colour, place a piece of paper over
it to prevent its burning. When done,
pour in at the top, through the hole in
the middle of the crust, a little good
gravy, which may be made of the
breast and leg-bones of the rabbit and
2 or 3 shank-bones, flavoured with
onion, herbs, and spices.

Time, hours. Sufficient for 5 or 6
persons. Seasonable from September
to Febi'uary.

Note.—The liver of the rabbit may be
boiled, minced, and mixed with the force-
meat balls.

SALMI OF PARTRIDGES OR OTHER
GAME.

{Suitable also for pheasants, moor-game,
&c.)

Ingredients.—3 young partridges,
3 shallots, a slice lean ham, 1 carrot, 3
or 4 inuslirooms, a bunch savoury herbs,
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2 cloves, 6 whole peppers, I pint stock, 1
glass sherry or madeira, a small lump
of sugar.

Mode .—After the partridges are
plucked and drawn, roast or bake them
to be rather underdone, and cover with
paper, as they should not be browned

;

cut them into joints, take off the skin
from the wings, legs, and breasts

;
put

these into a stewpan, cover them up,
and set by until the gravy is ready.
Cut a slice of ham into small pieces,
and put them, with the carrots sliced,

the shallots, mushrooms, herbs, cloves,
and pepper, into a stewpan

;
fry lightly

in a little butter, pour in the stock, add
the bones and trimming from the part-
ridges, and simmer for J hour. Strain
the gravy, let it cool, and skim oS every
particle of fat

;
put it to the legs,

wings, and breasts, add a glass of sherry
or madeira, and a small lump of sugar

;

let all gradually warm through by the
side of the fire, and when on the point
of boiling, serve, and garnish the dish
with croutons. The remains of roast
partridge may be dressed in this way.
This recipe is equally suitable for
pheasants, moor-game, &c.

;
but care

must be taken always to skin the joints.

Time, altogether 1 hour. Average
cost, 3s. 6d. and upwards a pair. Suffi-
cient, 2 or 3 partridges for an entree.
Seasonable from the 1st of September
to the beginning of February.

VENISON (HASHED).
Inghedients.—The remains of roast

venison, its own gravy, thickening of
butter and flour.

Mode .—Put neat slices cut from the
bones into its own gravy. Should there
not be enough, stew the bones and
trimmings for about an hour in a pint
of good gravy, and strain. Put a little

flour and butter into the stewpan, and
keep stirring until brown, then add the
strained gravy, and give it a boil up.
Skim and strain again. When a little

cool, put in the slices of venison
;
and

when on the point of simmering, serve.
Do not allow it to boil. Send red-
currant jelly to table with it.

Time, altogether, li hour.

Note .—If any sauce or ketchup is used,
it must be added very sparingly.

WILD DUCK (HASHED).
Ingeedients.—The remains of cold,

roast wild duck, 1 pint good brown
gravy, 2 tablespoonfuls breadcrumbs, 1
glass claret ; salt, cayenne, and mixed
spices to taste; 1 tablespoonful of
lemon or Seville orange juice.

Mode .—Cut the remains of the duck
into joints, put them into a stewpan,
with all the above ingredients

;
let

them get gradually hot, and occasion-
ally stir the contents. When on the
oint of boiling, serve, and garnish the
ish with sippets of toasted bread.
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BEEF CARVING.

AITCH-BONE OF BEEF.

A BOILED aitch-bone of beef is not a
difficult joint to carve, as will be seen
on reference to the accompanying en-
graving. By following with the knife
the direction of the line from A to b,

nice slices will be easily cut. It may
be necessary, as in a round of beef, to

cut a thick slice off the outside before
commencing to serve.

BRISKET OF BEEF.

There is but little description neces-
sary to add, to show the carving of a
boiled brisket of beef, beyond the en-
graving. The only point to be observed
is, that the joint should be cut evenly
and firmly quite across the bones, so

that, on its reappearance at table, it

should not have a jagged and untidy
look.

RIBS OF BEEF.

This dish resembles the sirloin, ex-
cept that it has no fillet or undercut.
The mode of carving is similar, viz.,

in the direction of the dotted line from
A to B.

SIRLOIN OF BEEF.

The undercut, or fillet of a sirloin, is

best eaten when hot
;
the carver should

raise the joint, and cut some slices from
the under side, in the direction of from
A to B. The upper part of the sirloin

should be cut in the direction of the
line from r to e, and care should be
taken to carve it evenly and in thin
slices. It will be found a great assis-

tance if the knife be first inserted just
above the bone at the bottom, and run
sharply along between the bone and
meat, and also to divide the meat from

the bone in the same way at the side

of the joint. The slices will then come
away more readily. Some carvers cut

the upper side of the sirloin across, as

shown by the line from c to d ;
but this

is a wasteful plan. With the sirloin,

very finely scraped horseradish is

usually served, and a little given, when
liked, to each guest. Horseradish
sauce is preferable, however, for serving
on the plate.

A ROUND OF BEEF.

To carve a round of beef properly, a
thin-bladed and very sharp knife is

necessary. Off the outside of the joint,

at its top, a thick slice should first be
cut, so as to leave the surface smooth

;

then thin and even slices should be
cleverly carved in the direction of the
line A to B

; and with each slice of the
lean a delicate morsel of the fat should
be served.

BEEF TONGUE.
Passing the knife down in the direc-

tion of from A to B, a not too thin slice

should be helped
;
and the carving of a

tongue may be continued in this way
until the best portions of the upper side

are served. The fat can be served by
turning the tongue, and cutting in the
direction of from c to d.

FISH CARVING.

The few illustrations on the “ Carv-
ing” plate indicate the method of

carving the fish they represent. John
Dory and Brill are carved as Turbot.
Soles are best cut through bone and
all, and served in convenient sized
pieces. Whiting, Pike, Haddock, &c.,
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when sufficiently large, may be carved
as Salmon, or divided lengthwise along
the back

;
when smaller they may be

cut through bone and all.

MUTTON AND LAMB CABVING.

LEG OF HUTTON.
This joint is almost invariably served

at table as shown in the engraving.
In carving, the knife should be carried
sharply down in the direction of the
lino from a to B, and slices taken from
either side, as the guests may prefer
The fat should be sought near the line

c to D.

LOIN OF MUTTON.
This joint should be thoroughly well

jointed by the butcher before it is

cooked. The knife should be inserted
at A, and after feeling your way be-

tween the bones, it should be carried
sharply in the direction of the line A
to B. As there are some people wdio
prefer the outside cut, "while others do
not like it, the question as to their

choice of this should be asked

SADDLE OF MUTTON.

This joint is usually cut in the direc-

tion of the line from a to b, quite down
to the bones, in evenly-sliced pieces. A
fashion, however, patronised by some,
is to carve it obliquely, in the direction
of the lino from c to n

;
in that case the

joint would bo turned round the other
way, having the thin end on the right
of the carver.

SHOULDER OF MUTTON.

Draw the knife from the outer edge
of the shoulder in the direction of the
line from a to b, until the bone of the
shoulder is reached. As many slices as
can be carved in this manner should be
taken, and afterwards the meat lying on
cither side of the blade-bone should be
served, by carving in the direction of c
to D and c to n. The uppermost side of

the shoulder being now finished, tlie

joint should be turned, and slices taken
off its whole length.

FORE-QUARTER OF LAMB.

In the manipulation of this joint, the
separation of the shoulder from the
breast is the first point to be attended

to
;
this is clone by passing the knife

lightly round the dotted line, as shown
by the letters a, b, c, d, and e, so as to

cut through the skin
; and then, by

raising with a little force the shoulder,
into which the fork should be firmly
fixed, it wdll come away with just a
little more exorcise of the knife. In
dividing the shoulder and breast, the
carver should take care not to cut
a"V'ay too much of the meat from the
latter, as that would rather spoil its

appearance Vv^hen the shoulder is re-

moved. The breast and shoulder being
separated, it is usual to lay a small
piece of butter, and sprinkle a little

cayenne, lemon-juice, and salt between
them; and when this is melted and
incorporated with the meat and gravy,
the shoulder may, as more convenient,
be removed into another dish. The
next operation is to separate the ribs

from the brisket, by cutting through
the meat on the line e to r. The joint

is then ready to be served to the guests

;

the ribs being carved in the direction

of the lines from i to j, and the
brisket from o to n. The carver should
ask those at the table wffiat parts they
prefer—ribs, brisket, or a piece of the
shoulder.
Leg oe Lamb, Loin op Lamb, Saddle

OF Lamb, Shouldee of Lamb, are carved
in the same manner as the correspond-
ing joints of mutton.

CABVING OF FOBK.

SUCKING-PIG

A sucking-pig is usually sent to table

in the manner shown in the engraving.
The first point to be attended to is to

separate the shoulder from the carcass,

by carrying the knife quickly and
neatly round the circular line, as shown
by the letters a, b, c

;
the shoulder

will then easily come aw'ay. The next
step is to take o3 the leg ;

and this is

done by cutting round this joint in

the direction shown by the figures 1,

2, 3, in the same way as the shoulder.

The ribs then stand fairl}^ open to the
knife, wdiich should be carried down in

the direction of the linen to e
;
and two

or three helpings will dispose of these.

The other half of the pig is served, of

course, in the same manner. Different

parts of the pig are variously esteemed;
some prpferring the flesh of the neck
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others, the ribs; and others, again, the
shoulders. The truth is, the whole of

a sucking-pig is delicious, delicate eat-

ing
;
but, in carving it, the host should

consult the various tastes and fancies

of his guests.

HA:M.

In cutting a ham the carver must be
guided according as he desires to prac-
tise economy, or have, at once, fine

slices out of the prime part. Under
the first supposition, he will commence
at the knuckle end, and cut off thin
slices towards the thick part of the
ham. To reach the choicer portion, the
knife, which must be very sharp and
thin, should be carried quite down to
the bone, in the direction of the line
A. to B. The slices should be thin and
even, and always cut down to the bone.

LEG OF PORK.

The knife should be carried sharply
down to the bone, clean through the
crackling, in the direction of the line

A to B. Sage-and-onion and apple sauce
are usually sent to table with this dish
—sometimes the leg of pork is stuffed

;

and the guests should be asked if they
will have either or both. A frequent
plan, and we think a good one, is now
pursued, of sending sage and onion to
table separately with the joint, as it is

not everybody to whom the flavour of
this stuffing is agreeable.

27ote.—The other dishes of pork do not
call for any special remarks as to their
carving or helping.

VEAL CAEVING.

BREAST OF YEAL.
The breast of veal consists of two

parts—the rib-bones and the gristly
brisket. These tv/o parts should first

be separated by sharply passing the
knife in the direction of the line a, b.
When they are entirely divided, the
rib-bones should be carved in the
direction of the lines e to f

; and the
brisket can be helped by cutting pieces
in the direction c to n. The carver
should ask the guests whether they
have a preference for the brisket or
ribs

; and if there be a sweetbread
served with the dish, as it often is with
roast- breast of veal, each person should
receive a piece,

CALF’S HEAD. .

In the first place, inserting the knife
quite down to the bone, cut slices in

the direction of the line a to b
;
with

each of these should be helped a piece
of what is called the throat sweetbread,
cut in the direction of from c to d. The
eye, and the flesh round, are favourite
morsels with many. The jawbone being
removed, there will then be found
some nice lean

;
and the palate, which

is reckoned by some a tit-bit, lies under
the head. On a separate dish there is

always served the tongue and brains,

and each guest should be asked to take
some of these.

FILLET OP YEAL.

The carving of this joint is similar
to that of a round of beef. Slices, not
too thick, in the direction of the line

A to B, are cut; and the only point to

be careful about is, that the veal be
evenly carved. Between the flap and
the meat the stuffing is inserted, and a
small portion of this should be seiwcd
to every guest.

KHUCKLE OF YEAL.

The engraving, showing the dotted
line from a to b, sufficiently indicates
the direction which should be given to

the knife in carving this dish. The
best slices are those fi’om the thickest

part of the knuckle, that is, outside tho
line A to B.

LOIN OF YEAL.

When the jointing is properly per-

formed, there is little difficulty in

carrying the knife down in the direction

of the line a to b. To each guest should
be given a piece of the kidney and
kidney-fat, which lie underneath, and
are considered great delicacies.

POULTEY CAEVING.

ROAST DUCK.
If the bird be a young duckling, it

may be carved like a fowl. If a large
bird, the better plan to pursue is to
carve it like a goose.

BOILED FOWL.

In carving a boiled fowl, fix the fork
firmly in the breast, let the knife be
sharply passed along the line shown
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from A to B
; then cut downwards from

that line to c
;
and the wing, it will

be found, can be easily withdrawn.
Let the fork be placed inside the leg,

which should be gently forced away
from the body of the fov/l

;
and the

joint being thus discovered, the carver
can readily cut through it, and the leg
can be served. The legs and wings on
either side having been taken off, the
carver should draw his knife through
the flesh in the direction of the line d
to E

;
by this means the knife can be

slipped underneath the meri'ythought,
which, being lifted up andpressedback-
W'ards, will immediately come off. The
collar or neck bones are the next to con-
sider : these lie on each side of the merr}'^-

thought, close under the upper part of

the wings
;
and, in order to free these

from the fowd, they must also be raised
by the knife at their broad end, and
turned from the body towards the
breastbone, until the shorter piece of

the bone breaks off. There will now
be left only the breast, with the ribs.

The breast can be, without difficulty,

disengaged from the ribs by cutting
through the latter, which will offer

little impediment. The side-bones are
now to be taken off

;
and, to do this,

the lower end of the back should be
turned from the carver, who should
press the point of the knife through the
top of the backbone, near the centre,

bringing it down towards the end of

the back, completely through the bone.
If the knife is now turned in the
opposite direction, the joint will be
easily separated from the vertebrae.

The backbone being now uppermost,
the fork should be pressed firmly down
on it, whilst at the same time the knife

should be employed in raising up the
lower small end of the fowl towards
the fork, and thus the back will be dis-

located about its middle. The wings,
breast and merrythought are esteemed
the prime parts of a fowl, and are

usually served to the ladies of the com-
pany, to whom legs, except as a matter
of paramount necessity, should not be
given. If the fowl is, capon like, very
large, slices may be carved from its

breast in the same manner as from a
turkey’s.

ROAST FOWL.

A roast fowl is carved in the same
manner as a boiled fowl.

ROAST GOOSE.

Evenly-cut slices, not too thick or too

thin, should be carved from the breast
in the direction of the line from b to c.

A hole should be made in the apron,
passing it round the line as indicated
by the letters a, a, a. where the stuffing

is placed, and some of this should be
served on each plate. As many slices

as can be taken from the breast being
carved, the bird should be dismembered
in the same manner as a boiled fowl.

PIGEON.

In carving a pigeon, divide the bird
lengthwise, cutting it into two precisely
equal and similar parts.

ROAST TURKEY.
The only art in carving a turkey con-

sists in getting from the breast as many
fine slices as possible. The carver
should commence cutting slices close
to the wing lengthwise, and then pro-
ceed upwards towards the ridge of the
breast-bone

;
this is not the usual plan,

but in practice will be found the best.

The legs are not often eaten the first

day, but serve, devilled, for a good
breakfast dish. A boiled turkey is

carved in the same manner.

GAME CAIiVING.

BLACKCOCK.

Begin by taking slices from the
breast, lengthwise

;
after w'hich the

merrythought may be displaced, and
the leg and wing removed, following
the directions given under the head of

boiled fowl, reserving the thigh, which
is considered a great delicacy, for the
most honoured guests, some of whom
may also esteem the brains of this bird.

WILD DUCK.

Of wild fowl, the breast alone is con-
sidered by epicures worth eating, and
slices are cut from this lengthwise

;
if

necessary, the leg and wing can be
taken off, following the directions

described for carving boiled fowl.

ROAST HARE.

The hare, havingits head to the left, as

shown in the illustration, should be first

served by cutting slices from each side

of the backbone, in the direction of the
lines from c to n. The leg should next
be disengaged by cutting round the line

indicated by the letters e to f. The
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shoulders will then he taken off by
passing the knife round from g to h.

The back of the hare should now he
divided by cutting quite through its

spine, as shown by the line a to
taking care to feel with the point of tho
knife for a joint where the back may be
readily penetrated. It is the usual plan
not to serve any bone in helping hare ;

and thus the flesh should be sliced
from the legs and placed alone on the
plate. In large establishments it is

often the case that the backbone, espe-
cially in old animals, is taken out, and
then the process of carving, is, of course,
considerably facilitated.

RABBITS.

In carving a boiled rabbit, let the
knife be drawn on each side of the
backbone, the whole length of the
rabbit, dividing it into three parts.
Now let the back be divided into two
equal parts crosswise, and then remove
the leg and shoulder.
A roast rabbit is rather differently

trussed from one that is meant to be
boiled

;
but the carving is nearly

similar. The back should be divided
into as many pieces as it will give, and
the legs and shoulders can then be
disengaged in the same manner as those
of the boiled animal.

PARTRIDGES.

There are several ways of carving
this most familiar game bird. The
more usual and summary mode is to
carry the knife sharply along the top
of the breastbone of the bird and cut
it quite through, thus dividing it into
two precisely equal and similar parts,
in the same manner as carving a pigeon.
Another plan is to cut it into three
pieces : viz., by serving a small wing
and leg on either side fi’om the body,
by following the line a to b in the upper
picture

;
thus making two helpings,

when the breast will remain for a third
plate. The most elegant manner is

that of thrusting back the body from
the legs, and then cutting through the

breast in the direction shown by the
line A to B

;
this plan will give 4 or

more small helping.

GROUSE.

Grouse may be carved in the way first

described in carving partridge.

PHEASANT,

Fixing the fork in the breast, let the
carver cut slices from it

;
then let the

legs and wings be disengaged in the
same manner as described in carving
boiled fowl.

SNIPE.

One of these small but delicious birds
may be given, whole, to a gentleman

;

but, in helping a lady, it will be better
to cut them quite through the centre,
lengthwise, completely dividing them
into equal and like portions, and put
only one half on the plate.

HAUNCH OP VENISON.

An incision being made completely
down to the bone, in the direction of
the line a to b (shown in haunch of
mutton), the gravy will then be able
easily to flow

;
when slices, not too

thick, should be cut along the haunch,
as indicated by the line n to c

;
that

end of the joint marked c having been
turned towards the carver, so that he
may have a more complete command
over the joint.

WOODCOCK.

This bird, like a partridge, may he
carved by cutting it exactly into two
like portions, or made into three help-
ings, as described in carving partridge.
This bird is served on toast which has
received its dripping whilst toasting

;

and a piece of this toast should invari-
ably accompany each plate.
Ptarmigan are carved as partridges

and pheasants.
Quail, Plovers, and Teal are carved

as wild duck.
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COOKING rEGlSTABLES.

VAGI3
Artichokes, boiled 1G6

„ fried 1G3

,, (Jerusalem), boiled . . 1G7
Asparagus, boiled 1G7

,, stewed 1G7
Aubergines, baked 167
Beans (broad), boiled 167

,, French, boiled 167
Beetroot, boiled 1G8

,,
pickled 1G3

Broccoli, boiled 1G8
Brussels sprouts, boiled 1(58

Cabbage, boiled 1G3
Carrots, boiled 1G9

Cauliflower, boiled 169

,,
fried 169

,, with cheese 169
Celery 169

,, fi’ied . . 170
Cucumbers 170
Endive . . . . 170
Haricot beans 170
Horseradish 170
Lentils, boiled 170
Lettuces 171

Mushrooms, baked 171

,,
broiled 171

„ stewed 171

„ to dry 171

Onions (Spanish), baked 172

,, stewed 172
Parsley, fried 172
Parsnips, boiled 172
Peas (green), boiled 172

,, dried green 172

Potatoes, baked 173

,,
boiled 173

,, in skins 173

,, fried 173

,, mashed 173

,, (new), boiled 173

,, steamed 174

Salad, Eussian 174

,
summer . , . . . , , . . . 174

Salad, winter
Sea-kale, boiled
Sauerkraut
Spinach, boiled
Turnip greens, boiled
Turnips, boiled

,, mashed
Vegetable marrow, boiled

rAc.n
.. 174
. . 175
.. 175
.. 175
.. 175
.. 175
.. 176
.. 176

ARTICHOKES (COILED).

Ingbedients. — To each J gallon
loater, 1 heaped tablespoonfxd salt and
a piece of soda size of a hazel nut

;

artichokes.

Mode.—Wash the artichokes well,

taking care that no insects remain,
trim away the leaves at the bottom,
and cut off the stems. Put them iiito

boiling water in which salt and soda
have been dissolved as above, boil

quickly in an uncovered saucepan until
tender

;
take them out, drain for a

minute or two, and serve in a napkin
or with a little white sauce poured
over ; a tureen of melted butter should
accompany them. Artichokes are better
for having been gathered 2 or 3 daj’s.

Time, 20 to 25 minutes after tho
water boils. Average cost, 3d. to Gd.

each. Sufficient, 5 or 6 for 4 persons.
Seasonable, July to beginning of Sep-
tember

ARTICHOKES (FRIED).

Ingbedients.—5 or 6 artichokes, salt

and water ; for the hatter, J lb. flour, a
little salt, yolk of 1 egg, milk.

Mode.—Trim and boil the artichokes,
and rub over with lemon-juice to keep
them white. When quite tender, take
them and divide the bottoms, dip each

S
iece into batter, fry in hot lard or

ripping, and garnish with crisped

parsley. Serve with plain melted
butter.

Time, 20 minutes to boil, 5 to 7 to

166
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fry. Average cost, Sc., as in preceding
recipe

ARTICHOKES, JERUSALEM (BOILED).

Ingredients, — To each ^ gallon
loater, 1 heaiged tahlespoonful of salt

;

artichokes.

Mode.—Wash and peel the artichokes,
and put them in a saucepan with sulii-

cient salted cold water to cover. Boil
gently until tender; take them up,
drain, and serve in a napkin, or plain.
Send to table with a tureen of melted
butter.
Time, about 20 minutes after the

water boils. Average cost, 2d. to 3d,
per lb. Sufficient, 10 for 6 persons.
Seasonable, September to June.
Note.—The artichokes may also be

mashed. Boil as above, drain, mash with
fork, season with white pepper and salt,
and stir up in a saucepan over the fire
with a little butter.

ASPARAGUS (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each J gallon
tvater alloiv 1 hea;ped tablespoonfiil
salt ; asjKiragus.

Mode.—Asparagus should be dressed
as soon as xiossible after it is cut, al-

though it may be kept for a day or two
by putting the stalks into cold water.
Scrape the white part of the stems, be-
ginning from the head, and throw them
into cold water; then tie them into
bundles of about 20 each, keeping the
heads all one w^ay, and cut the stalks
evenly, that they may all be the same
length

;
put them into boiling water

with the salt
;
keep them boiling quickly

until tender, with the saucepan un-
covered.

^

Dish the asparagus upon
toast, which should be dipped in the
water the asparagus v/as cooked in, and
leave the white ends outwards each w’ay,
with the points meeting in the middle.
Serve with a tureen of melted butter.
Time, 15 to 18 minutes after the

water boils. Average cost, in full sea-
son, 2s. 6d. the 100 heads. Sufficient—
allow about 50 heads for 4 or 5" persons.
Seasonable—may be had, forced, from
January, but cheapest in May, June,
and July.

ASPARAGUS (STEWED),
(German Recipe.)

Ingredients.—100 heads of aspara-
gus, 3 oz. of butter, J lb. breadcrumbs,
2 eggs, a little mace, salt.

Mode .—Having scraped the aspara
gus, cut the heads twice across into

equal portions, lay the heads aside, and
boil the other parts till half done.
Next, put the butter, mace, and salt

into a stewpan, then all the asparagus,
and simmer gently for 1§ hours. Dish
the asparagus on a hot dish, and pour
the sauce over.

Time, 1^ hours. Average cost, 3s.

Sufficient for 8 persons. Seasonable
from May to August,

AUBERGINES (BAKED).
(German Recipe.)

Ingredients. — 4 medium - sized
aubergines, a few mushroom buttons,

1| oz. of butter, 2 oz. of fat bacon, 3 or
4 minced shallots, a teaspoonful ofolivo
oil, seasoning of minced parsley, salt

and pepper, breadcrumbs.

Mode.—~Wash the aubergines and cut
them lengthwise in two ;

remove some
of the pulp, and add half that quantity
of breadcrumbs, soaked in the stock,

and half of chopped mushrooms, and
the seasoning. Fry this with the
butter, oil, shallots, and parsley. Fill

up the halves of the aubergines with
this forcemeat, smooth over and bread-
crumb the tops, and bake for half an
hour, then brown over.

Time, ^ an hour. Average cost,

Is. 4d. Sufficient for 6 persons. Sea-
sonable in autumn.

BEARS, BROAD (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each J gallon
tvater allow 1 heaped tablespoonful
salt; beans.

Mode.—After shelling the beans, put
them into boiling water, salted as above,
and let them boil rapidly until tender.
Di'ain in a colander; dish, and serve
vnth them separately a tureen of pars-
ley and butter. Boiled bacon is often
eaten with this vegetable, but the beans
should be cooked separately. It is

usually served with the beans laid
round, and the parsley and butter in a
tureen.

Time, very young beans, 15 minutes

;

moderate size, 20 to 25 minutes, or
longer. Average cost, unshelled, 6d.

per peck. Sufficient—allow one peck
for 6 or 7 persons. Seasono^ble in July
and August.
Note.— Old broad beans should have

their skins rubbed off after boiling and
be mashed and re-heated with a little

butter, pepper, and salt.

BEANS, FRENCH (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each i gallon
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water allow 1 heaped tahlespoonful
mlt ; a very small piece of soda.

Mode .—Cut off the heads and tails,

and a thin strip on each side of the
beans, to remove the strings. Then
divide each bean into 4 or 6 pieces
lengthwise in a slanting direction, and,
as they are cut, put them into cold
water, with a small quantity of salt
dissolved in it. Have ready a saucepan
of boiling water, with salt and soda as
above

;
put in the beans, keep them

boiling quickly, with the lid uncovered,
and be careful they do not get smoked.
When tender, which may be ascertained
by their sinking to the bottom of the
saucepan

;
take them up, pour them

into a colander, and drain; dish, and
stir into them a little piece of butter.
When very young, beans are sometimes
served whole.

Time, very young beans, 10 to 12
minutes

;
moderate size, 15 to 20

minutes, after the water boils. Aver-
age cost, Id. to 3d. per lb. ; but, when
forced, very expensive. Sufficient—
allow i peck for 6 or 7 persons. Sea-
sonable from the middle of July to the
end of September; but may be had,
forced, from February to the beginning
of June.

BEETROOT (BOILED).

Ingkedients. — Beetroot, boiling
water.

Mode .—^Wash the beets thoroughly,
taking care not to break or prick the
skin. Put them in sufficient boiling
water to well covei-, and boil until
tender. If served hot, rub off the peel
quickly, and cut the beet into thick
slices. For salads, pickles, &c., let the
root cool, then peel and cut into slices.

Time, small beetroot, IJ to 2 hours

;

large, 2J to 3 hours. Average cost, in

full season, 2d. each. Seasonable—may
be had at any time.

BEETROOT (PICKLED).

Ingredients.— Vinegar to cover, 2
oz. whole pepper, 2 oz. allspice to each
gallon vinegar.

Mode .—Wash carefully, taking care
not to damage the skin. Put into boil-

ing water, and simmer; when three-

parts done (li hours), take them out
and let them cool. Boil the vinegar
and spice for 10 minutes, and, when
cold, pour over the beets, previously

cut into slices § inch thick. ()over with
bladder, to exclude the air ;

in a week
they will be fit for use.

Average cost, 3s. per gallon.

BROCCOLI (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each J gallon
water allow 1 heap>ed tablespoonful
salt ; broccoli.

Mode.—Strip off the outside leaves,
and the inside ones cut off level with
the fiower

; cut off the stalk close, and
put the broccoli into cold salt and water,
with the heads downwards. When they
have remained in this for about i hour,
and they are perfectlxy free from insects,
put them into a saucepan of boiling
water, salted as above, and keep them
boiling quickly over a brisk fire, with
the saucepan uncovered. Take up with
a slice the moment they are done

;

drain well, and serve with a tureen of
melted butter, a little of which should
be poured over the broccoli. If left in
the water after it is done, it will break,
its colour will be spoiled, and its crisp-
ness gone.

Time, small broccoli, 10 to 15 minutes

;

large one, 20 to 25 minutes. Average
cost, 3d. each. Sufficient, 2 for 4 or 5
persons. Seasonable from October to
March

;
plentiful in February and

March.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each J gallon
water allow 1 heaped tablespoonful
salt ; a very small piece soda.

Mode.—Clean the sprouts from in-
sects, nicely wash them, and pick off

any dead or discoloured leaves
;
put

them into a saucepan of boiling water,
with salt and soda

; keep the pan un-
covered, and let them boil quickly over
a brisk fire until tender

;
di-ain, dish,

and serve. Another mode of serving is

when they are dished, to stir in about
J oz. of butter, and a seasoning of pep-
per and salt. They must be sent to
table very quickl5\

Time, from 9 to 12 minutes after the
water boils. Average cost, 2d. to 3d. per
lb. Sufficient—allow 3 lbs. for 6 persons.
Seasonable from November to March.

CABBAGE (BOILED).

Ingredients. — To each J gallon
water allow 1 heapedtablespoonful salt

;

a very small piece soda.

Mode .—Pick off all the dead outside
leaves, cut off the stalk, and cut the
cabbages across twice, at the stalk end;
if very large, quarter them. Wash well
in cold water, place them in a colander,
and drain

; then put them into plenty
of fast-boiling water, to which have
been added salt and soda as above,
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Stir the cabbages down once or twice
in the water, keep the saucepan un-
covered, and let them boil quickly until
tender. The instant they are done,
take them up in a colander, place a
plate over them, let them thoroughly
drain

;
dish, and serve.

Time^ large cabbages, or savoys, § to

I hour
;
young summer cabbage, 10 to

12 minutes, after the water boils.

Average cost, Id. and 2d. each in full

season. Sufficient, 1 large one for 4 or

6 persons. Seasonable, cabbages and
sprouts of various kinds at any time.

CARROTS (BOILED).

Ingbedients. — To each J gallon
water allow 1 heaped tahlespoonfulsalt

;

carrots.

Mode .—Cut off the green tops, wash
and scrape the carrots. If veiy large,
cut them in halves, divide them length-
wise into four pieces, and put them
into boiling water, salted as above

; let

them boil until tender, which may be
ascertained by thrusting a fork into
them

;
dish, and serve very hot. This

vegetable is an indispensable accom-
paniment to boiled beef. When thus
served, it is usually boiled with the
beef; a few carrots are placed round
the dish as a garnish, and the remainder
sent to table in a vegetable-dish. Young
carrots do not require nearly so much
boiling, nor should they he divided.
These make a nice addition to stawed
veal, &c.

Time, large carrots, 1| to 2J hours

;

young ones, about ^ hour. Average cost,
3d. to 6d. per bunch. Sufficient, 4
large carrots for 5 or 6 persons.
Seasonable, young carrots from April
to June, old ones at any time.

CAULIFLOWER (BOILED).

Ingeediekts. — To each I gallon
water allow 1 heaped tablespoonful
salt.

Mode .—Trim off the decayed outside
leaves, and cut the stalk off. Open the
flower a little in places, to remove the
insects, which generally are found about
the stalk, and let the cauliflowers lie in
salt and water for an hour previous to
dressing them, with their heads down-
wards

; this will effectually destroy all
the insects. Then put them into fast-
boiling water, with the addition of salt
as above, and let them boil briskly,
keeping the saucepan uncovered. The
W'^ater should be well skimmed

;
and

when the cauliflowers are tender, take

them up with a slice
;

drain, and place
them upright in the dish. Serve with
plain melted butter, a little of w^hich
may be poured over the flower.

Time, small cauliflower, 12 to 15
minutes

;
large one, 20 to 25 minutes,

after the water boils. Average cost,

for large cauliflowers, 4d. each. Suffi-

cient—allow 1 large cauliflower for 3
persons. Seasonable from the begin-
ning of June to the end of September.

CAULIFLOWER (FRIED).

Ingeediekts.—2 cauliflowers, 2 oz.

of butter, 1 teaspoonful of olive oil, 4
tablespoonfuls of flour, ^ pint of vine-

gar, the whites of 2 eggs, 1 table-

spoonful of salt, 1 bunch of parsley, 2
quarts of water.

Mode .—Clean and trim the cauli-

flowers and boil them in salt and water.
Make a batter with the butter (melted
in a little hot water), the flour, oil, and
salt, and mix with this the whites of

the eggs well beaten. Drain the cauli-

flowers well ;
then divide them into

branches and shake them well in the
vinegar, seasoned highly wdth pepper
and salt

; then fry the branches in
butter, taking care that they do not
stick together. Pile the cauliflowers in
a mound on a hot dish, garnishing with
some fried or fresh parsley.
Time, i hour. Average cost. Is. 6d.

Sufficient for 8 persons. Seasonable in
summer.

CAULIFLOWERS WITH CHEESE.

Ingeedients.—2 small cauliflowers,
grated parmesan, white sauce, bread-
crumbs, cayenne, salt.

Mode .—Cleanse and boil the cauli-

flowers till almost done, drain them,
break off the branches, put a layer in
a buttered pie-dish, sprinkle them with
a dust of cayenne and salt, then put
over some cheese. Repeat this till the
dish is full, then pour over a little

white sauce, cover with breadcrumbs
and brown in the oven.

Time, about | hour to boil the cauli-
flowers. Average cost, 8d. Sufficient
for 4 persons. Seasonable in summer.

CELERY.

This vegetable is usually served with
the cheese, and is then eaten in its raw
state. Wash the roots free from dirt,

cut off all the decayed and outside
leaves, preserving as much of the stalk
as possible, and carefully remove all

specks or blemishes. Should the celery
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be large, divide ifc lengthwise into
quarters, and place it, root downwards
in a celery-glass, rather more than
half-filled with water. The top leaves
may be curled, by shredding them in
naiTOw strips with the point of a clean
skewer, at a distance of about 4
inches from the top.

Average cost, 2d. per head. Suffi-
cient—allow 2 heads for 4 or 5 persons.
Seasonable from October to April.

Note. — Useful for flavouring soups,
sauces, &c., and makes a very nice addi-
tion to winter salad.

CELERY (FRIED).

(Italian Recipe.)

Ingiiedients.—6 heads of celery, 2 or
3 slices each of bacon and ham, ^ pmt
of stoch, 2 eggs, breadcrumbs, 'pejgiycr

and salt.

Mode. — Thoroughly cleanse the
celery, remove the leaves and cut it

into 4 inch lengths. Then put into

a stewpan -with the ham, bacon, stock
and seasoning, and simmer for about a
quarter of an hour. Let the celery cool,

then take it out, dip it in egg and
breadcrumbs and fry in butter. Arrange
it neatly on a dish and serve wuth
tomato sauce.
Time, altogether, ^ an hour. Averag

cost, 2s. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons
Seasonable in autumn and winter.

CUCUMBERS (TO DRESS
Ingredients.—3 tablespoonfuls salad

oil, 3 tablespoonfuls vinegar, salt and
popper to taste ; eucumber.

Mode . — Pare the cucumber, cut it

into very thin slices, and commence
cutting from the thick end; if com-
menced at the stalk, the cucumber will

most likely have a bitter taste. Put
the slices into a dish, sprinkle over
salt and pepper, and pour over oil and
vinegar in the above proportion, and
turn the cucumber about. This is

a favourite accompaniment to boiled
salmon, is a nice addition to all de-
scriptions of salads, and makes a pretty
garnish to lobster salad.

Average cost, from 4d. to Is. each.
Seasonable, forced from the beginning
of March to the end of June; in full

season in July, August, and September.

ENDIVE.

This beautiful vegetable makes an
excellent addition to winter salad, when
other salad herbs are not obtainable. It

is usually placed in the centre of the
dish, with slices of beetroot, hard-boiled
eggs, and curled celery placed round it.

Carefully wash and cleanse it free from
insects, wdiich are generally found near
the heart

;
remove any decayed or dead

leaves, and dry it thoroughly by shak-
ing in a cloth. This vegetable may
also be served hot, stewed in cream,
brown gravy, or butter

;
not very highly

seasoned, as that would destroy and
overpower the flavour of the vegetable.
Average cost, 2d. per head. Sufficient—1 head for a salad for 4 persons.

Seasonable from November to March.

HARICOT BEANS.

Ingredients.—Beans, a little jnece
of soda, a little butter, pepper and
salt.

Mode .— Soak the beans over night
with a small piece of soda in the water.
Drain them, throw away any that float,

then boil them till tender in fresh
water. When quite done, drain and
dish them, shaking in a seasoning of
pepper and salt, and a little butter.
Time, about 2 hours to boil the beans.

Average cost, 2d. pint.

HORSERADISH.

This root, scraped, is always served
with hot roast beef, and is used for

garnishing many kinds of boiled fish.

Let the horseradish remain in cold
w^ater for an hour

;
w'ash it well, and,

with a sharp knife, scrape it into very
thin shreds, commencing from the
thick end of the root. Arrange some
of it lightly in a small glass dish, and
the remainder use for garnishing the
joint : it should be placed in tufts

round the border of the dish, wnth 1

or 2 bunches on the meat. {See “ Horse-
radish Sauce.”)
Average cost, 2d. per stick.

LENTILS (BOILED),

Ingredients.—Lentils, a little butter,
peptper and salt.

Mode .—Put the lentils to soak in water
over niglit. Strain them in the morn-
ing and boil them in fresh w'ater till

tender but not broken. Drain them
and put them back in the pan with a
little butter, pepper, salt, and a spoon-
ful of lemon-juice or vinegar, and serve
when hot.

Time, 30 or 40 minutes to boil the
lentils. Average cost, 2d. a pint.
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LETTUCES.

These form one of the principal in-

gredients for summer salads
;
should be

nicely blanched and eaten young. They
may also be stewed and sent to tabic in
a good brown gravy, flavoured with
lemon-juice. In preparing them for

salad, carefully wash them free from
dirt, pick off the decayed and outer
leaves, and dry them thoroughly by
shaking them in a cloth. Cut ofl the
stalks, and halve or cut the lettuces
into small pieces. The manner of

cutting them up entirely depends on
the salad for which they are intended.
In France the lettuces are sometimes
merely wiped with a cloth, the cooks
there declaring that the act of washing
them injures the pleasant crispness of

the plant : in this case scrupulous
attention must be paid to each leaf,

and the grit thoroughly wiped awa5^
Average cost, when cheapest, Id.

each. Sufficient—allow 2 lettuces for

4 persons. Seasonable from March to

the end of August, but may be had
all the year.

MUSHROOMS (BAKED).

xNGEEDiENTS.— IG to 20 mushroom-
flaps, butter, pe'pper to taste.

Mode .—For this mode of cooking, the
mushroom-flaps are better than the
buttons. Cut off a portion of the stalk,

peel the top, and wipe the mushrooms
carefully with a piece of flannel and a
little fine salt. Pat them into a tin
baking-dish, with a very small piece of
butter placed on each

;
sprinkle a little

pepper, and let them bake about 20
minutes, or longer should the mush-
rooms be very large. Pile the mush-
rooms high in the centre of a very hot
dish, pour the gravy round, and send
them to table quickly, with very hot
plates.

Time, 20 minutes
;
large mushrooms.

^ hour. Average cost, from 9d. to Is.

6d. lb. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.
Seasonable, meadow mushrooms in
September and October; cultivated
mushrooms may be had at any time.

MUSHROOMS (BROILED).

(A Breakfast, Luncheon, or Supper Dish.)

Ingredients.—Mushroom-flaps, pep-
per and salt to taste, butter, lemon-
juice.

Mode .—Wipe the mushrooms with a
piece of flannel and a little salt ; cut

off a portion of the stalk, and peel the
tops

;
broil them over a clear fire,

turning them once, and arrange them
on a very hot dish. Put a small piece

of butter on each mushroom, season
with pepper and salt, and squeeze over
a few drops of lemon-juice. Place the
dish before the fire, and when the
butter is melted, serve very hot and
quickly. Moderate sized flaps are better

than the buttons, which are more
suitable for stews.
Time, 10 minutes for medium-sized

mushrooms. Average cost, 9d. to Is. 6d.

lb. Sufficient—allow 5 or (j mushrooms
to each person. Seasonable, meadow
mushrooms in September and October;
cultivated mushrooms may be had at

any time.

MUSHROOMS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—1 pint mushroom but-

tons, 3 oz. fresh butter, ivhite pepper
and salt to taste, lemon-juice, 1 tea-

spoonful flour, cream or milk, \ tea-

spoonful grated nutmeg.

Mode .—Cut off the ends of the stalks,

and pare neatly a pint of mushroom-
buttons

;
put them into a basin of

water, with a little lemon-juice as they
are done. When all are prepared, take
them from the water with the hands,
to avoid the sediment, and put them
into a stewpan with the fresh butter,

white pepper, salt, and the juice of ^

lemon
;
cover the pan close!}’’, and let

the mushrooms stew gentl}- from 20 to

25 minutes ;
then thicken the butter

with the flour, add gradually sufficient

cream
;
or cream and milk, to make the

sauce of a proper consistency, and put
in. the grated nutmeg. If the mush-
rooms are not perfectly tender stew
them for 5 minutes longer, remove
every particle of butter which may be
floating on the top, and serve.

Time, h hour. Average cost, from
9d. to 2s. per pint. Sufficient for 5 or
G persons. Seasonable, meadow mush-
rooms in September and October.

MUSHROOMS (TO DRY).

Mode .—Wipe them clean, take away
the brown part, and peel off the skin

;

lay them on sheets of paper to dry in a
cool oven. Keep them in paper bags
in a dry place. When wanted for use,
put them into cold gravy, bring them
gradually to simmer, and it will be
found they will nearly regain their
natural size.
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ONIONS, SPANISH (BAKED).

Ingredients.—4 or 5 Spanish onions^

salt, and water.

Mode .—Put the onions, with their

skins on, into a saucepan of boiling

water slightly salted, and boil quickly
for an hour. Take them out, wipe them
thoroughly, wrap each in a separate

piece of paper, and bake them in a

moderate oven for 2 hours, or longer.

They may be served in their skins, and
eaten with a piece of cold butter and a

seasoning of pepper and salt
;
or they

may be peeled, and a good brown gravy
poured over them.
They are also very nice with a little

forcemeat baked in the centre of each.

Time, 1 hour to boil, 2 hours to bake.

Average cost. Id. lb. Sufficient for 5

or 6 persons. Seasonable from Sep-

tember to January.

ONIONS, SPANISH (STEWED).

Ingredients.—5 or 6 Spanish onions,

1 2)int good broth or gravy.

Mode .—Peel the onions, taking care

not to cut away too much of the tops

or tails, or they would then fall to

pieces
;
put them into a stewpan capable

of holding them without piling one on
the top of another

;
add the broth or

gravy, and simmer very gently until

the onions are perfectly tender. Dish
them, pour the gravy round, and serve.

Or they may be stewed very gradually
over a slow fire with a large piece of

butter ; they will produce plenty cf

gravy.
Time, to stew m gravy, 2 hours, or

longer if very large. Average cost,

Id. lb. Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.

Seasonable' from September to Jan-

uary.

Note .— Stowed Spanish onions ai*o a
favourite accompaniment to roast
shoulder of mutton.

PARSLEY (PRIED).

Ingredients.—Parsley ; hot fat.

Mode .—Thoroughly cleanse and dry
the parsley, put it in a frying-basket

and plunge it for a minute in hot fat,

lifting it out the instant it is crisp, and
drain before the fire.

PARSNIPS (BOILED).

Ingredients.—Parsnips; to each J

gallon water allow 1 heaped tablespoon-

ful of salt.

Mode ,—Wash the parsnips, scrape

thoroughly, remove any black specks,
and, if very large, cut the thick part
into quarters. Put them into a sauce-
pan of boiling water salted as above,
boil rapidly until tender ; take them
up, drain them, and serve in a vege-
table dish. Parsnips are usually served
v.dth salt fish, boiled pork, or boiled
beef : when sent to table with the
latter, a few should be placed alter-

nately with carrots round the dish as
a garnish.
Time, large parsnips, 1 to 1 J hours

;

small ones, ^ to 1 hour. Average cost,

Id. each. Sufficient—allow 1 for each
person. Seasonable from October to

May.

PEAS, GREEN (BOILED).

Ingredients.—Green peas; to each
i gallon water allow 1 small teaspoon-

ful moist sugar, 1 heaped teaspoonful
salt, a few sprigs of mint.

Mode.—Green peas should be young,
and not gathered or shelled long before
they are dressed. Shell the peas, wash
them w'ell in cold water, and drain :

then put them into a saucepan with
plenty of fast-boiling water, to which
mint, salt, and moist sugar have been
added in the above proportion; boil
quickly over a brisk fire, with the lid of

the saucepan uncovered. When tender,
pour them into a colander; put them
into a hot vegetable dish, and in the
centre of the peas place a piece of

butter the size of a walnut.
Should the peas be very old, and

difficult to boil a good colour, a very
tiny piece of soda may be thrown in
the water previously to putting them
in

;
but this must be very sparingly

used, as it causes the peas to have a
broken appearance.

Time, young peas, 10 to 15 minutes

;

the large sorts, such as marroAvfats,
&c., 18 to 20 minutes

;
old peas, i hour.

Average cost, when cheapest, 6d. per
peck

;
when first in season. Is. to Is. 6d.

per peck. Sufficient—allow 1 peck of

unshelled peas for 4 or 5 persons.
Seasonable from June to the end of

August.

PEAS (DRIED GREEN).

Ingredients. — 1 pint of Prepared
Peas, a little soda, a pinch of carbon-
ate of soda, a tablespoonful of brown
sugar, salt, a sprig of mint, § oz. of
blitter.

Mode.—Soak the peas overnight in

water with a little soda
;
cook in fresh
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\cater in a pudding dish in the oven,

with the carbonate of soda, mint, salt,

and sugar. Serve with butter sUrred

in.

Time, about § an hour to boil the

peas. Average cost, 3d. Sufficient for

3 persons. Seasonable at any time.

POTATOES (BAKED).

Ingeedients.—Potatoes.

Mode .—Choose large potatoes, as

much of a size as possible
;
wash in

lukewarm water, and scrub them well,

for the browned skin of a baked potato

is by many persons considered the
better part of it. Put them into a

moderate oven and bake for 2 hours,

turning them three or four times whilst

they are cooking. Serve in a napkin
immediately they are done. Potatoes
may also be roasted before the fire in

an America,n oven ;
but when thus

cooked they must be done very slowly.

Do not forget to send to table with
them a piece of cold butter.

Time, large potatoes, in a hot oven,

to 2 hours ;
in a cool oven, 2 to 2,^

hours. Average cost, 3s. 6d. per bushel.

Sufficient, allow two potatoes to each
person. Seasonable all the year, but
not good just before and w'hilst new
potatoes are in season.

POTATOES (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—10 to V2, potatoes ; to

each i gallon water allow 1 heaped
tablespoonful salt.

Mode .—Choose potatoes of an equal
size, pare them, take out the eyes and
specks, and as they are peeled throw
them into cold water. Put them into
a saucepan, with sufficient cold water
to cover them, with salt in the above
proportion, and let them boil gently
until tender. Drain away the water,
ut the saucepan by the side of the
re, with the lid partially uncovered,

to allow the steam to escape, or put a
cloth over, and let the potatoes get
thoroughly dry. Send them to table
very hot, and with an opening in the
cover of the dish, that the steam may
not fall back on the potatoes.
Time, moderate-sized old potatoes,

15 to 20 minutes after the water boils
;

large ones, J hour to 35 minutes. Aver-
age cost, 3s. 6d. per bushel. Sufficient
for 6 persons. Seasonable all the year,
but not good just before and whilst
new potatoes are in season.

POTATOES (Boiled in their Skins).

Potatoes if boiled in their skins re-

quire about 5 minutes more than peeled
potatoes. The^^ should be previously
well washed, ana, if necessary, scrubbed
with a clean brush. When done, peel

quickly, and serve in a hot vegetable
dish, either with or without a napkin,
or with the skins on, putting a small
plate beside each guest.

POTATOES (FRIED).

Potatoes may be fried in several

ways. Cold potatoes sliced and fried

are a nice accompaniment to bacon or

steak. Mashed with a little butter,

seasoning, and chopped parsley, they
can be fried as rissoles. Raw potatoes
peeled and pared as an apple, fried in

boiling lard, are the potato ribbons so

usually served with game and small
birds.

POTATOES (MASKED).

Ingeedients.—Potatoes; to every lb.

mashed potatoes allow 1 oz. butter, 2
tablespoonfuls milk, salt to taste.

Mode.—Boi] the potatoes in their

skins
;
w'hen done, drain, and let them

get thoroughly dry bj’’ the side of the
fire

;
then peel them, and, as they are

peeled, put them into a clean saucepan,
and, with a large fork, beat them to a
light paste

;
add the butter, milk, and

salt, and stir all the ingredients well
over the fire. When thoroughly hot,
dish them lightly and draw the fork
backwards over the potatoes, to mako
the surface rough, and serve. They
may be browned at the top with a
salamander, or before the fire. Some
cooks press the potatoes into moulds,
then turn them out, and brown them
in the oven : this is a pretty mode of

serving, but it makes them hea\y.
Time, from i to | hour to boil the

potatoes. Average cost, 3s. 6d. per
bushel. Sufficient—11b. mashed pota-
toes for 3 persons.

POTATOES, NEW (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—Potatoes; to each h

gallon water allow 1 heaped tablespoon-

ful salt ; mint.

Mode .—Get the potatoes as fresh as
possible; they are never good when
they have been out of the ground some
time. Well wash them, rub ofi the
skins with a coarse cloth, and put them
into boiling salted in the above
proportion, with a little mint. Let
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them boil until tender
;
try them with

a fork, and when done pour the water
away from them; let them stand by
the side of the fire with the lid of the
saucepan partially uncovered, and when
the potatoes are thoroughly dry put
them into a hot vegetable dish witn a
piece of butter the size of a v/alnut

;

pile the potatoes over this, and serve.

If the potatoes are too old to have the
skins rubbed off, boil them in their

jackets ;
drain, peel, and serve them as

above, with a piece of butter placed in

the midst of them.
Time, J to J hour, accorc’ing to the

size. Average cost, in full season. Id.

per lb. Sufficient—allow 3 lbs. for 5 or

6 persons. Seasonable in May and
Juno, but may be had, forced, in March

P0TAT0S3 (STEAMED).

Ingredients. — Potatoes ; boiling
zvater.

Mode .—Pare the potatoes, throwthem
into cold water as they are peeled, then
put them into a steamer. Place the
steamer over a saucepan of boiling
water, and steam the potatoes from 20
to 40 minutes, according to the size and
sort. When a fork goes easily through
them they are done.

Time, 20 to 40 minutes. Average
cost, 3s. 6d. per bushel. Suffiicient—
allow 2 large potatoes to each person.
Seasonable all the year, but not so good
whilst new potatoes are in season.

SALAD (RUSSiAn).

Ingredients.—Equal quantities of
any cold vegetables except potatoes or

parsnips, a few boned and filleted

anchovies, some stoned olives, any cold

fish fiahed, mayonnaise sauce, asp>ic

jelly.

Mode .—Chop all the vegetables fine,

add the fish, then the sauce, sufficient

to coat all
;
mix well in a bowl, then

turn out and arrange on a dish, garnish-

ing with the olives and the jelly.

A prettier way of serving this salad

is to use the aspic jelly for a border-

mould, coating it first, then laying in

small jiieces of fish and a little finely-

cut beetroot, then more jelly and fish

till the mould is full. When turned
out the salad should be piled in the

centre as in illustration.

Seasonable at any time.

SALAD (SUMMER).

Ingredients.—3 lettuces, 2 handfuls

mustard and cress, 10 young radishes,
a few slices cucumber, dressing.

Mode .
—Let the herbs be as fresh as

possible, and, if at all stale or dead-
looking, let them lie in water for an
hour or two to refresh them. Wash
and carefully pick them over, remove
any decayed or worm-eaten loaves, and
drain thoroughly by swinging them
gently in a clean cloth. With a silver
knife cut the lettuces into small pieces,
and the radishes and cucumbers into
thin slices

;
arrange these ingredients

lightly on a dish, with the mustard and
cress, and pour under, but not over the
salad, dressing, and do not stir it up
until it is to be eaten. Garnish with
hard-boiled eggs, cut in slices; sliced

cucumbers, nasturtiums, and many
other things that taste will always
suggest to make a pretty and elegant
dish. Young spring onions, cut small,
are by many persons considered an im-
provement to salads

; but before these
are added the cook should always con-
sult the taste of her employer. Slices
of cold meat or poultry added to a
salad make a convenient and quickly-
made summer luncheon dish

;
or cold

fish flaked will also be found exceed-
ingly nice mixed with it.

Average cost, 9d. for a salad for 5 or

6 persons; but more expensive when
the herbs are forced. Suffiicient for 5

or G persons. Seasonable from May to

September

SALAD (Y/INTER).

Ingredients.—Endive, mustard and
cress, boiled beetroot, 3 or 4 hard-
boiled eggs, celery, dressing, oil, and
vinegar.

Mode .—Shred the celery into thin
pieces, having carefully v/aslied and
cut away all vrorm-eaten pieces

;
cleanse

the endive and mustard and cress, and
arrange these high in the centre of a

salad-bowl or dish
;
garnish with the

hard-boiled eggs and beetroot, both of

which should be cut in slices, and pour
into the dish, but not over the salad.

Never dress a salad long before it is

required for table, as, by standing, it

loses its freshness and pretty crisp and
light appearance

;
the sauce, however,

may always be prepared a few hours
Deforehand, and, when required for use,

the herbs laid lightly over it.

Average cost, 9d. for a salad for 5 or

6 persons. Sufficient for 5 or G persons.

Seasonable from the end of September
to March.
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SEA-KALE (BOILED).

Ingiiebients—To each i gallon icater

alloio 1 heaped tablespoonful salt.

Mode.—Well wash the kale, put away
any worm-eaten pieces, and tie it into

small hunches
;

put it into boiling

water, salted in the above proportion,

and let it boil quickly until tender.

Take it out, drain, untie the bunches,

and serve with plain melted butter or

white sauce, a little of which may be
poured over the kale. Sea-kale may
also be parboiled, and stewed in good
brown gravy

;
it will then take J hour

altogether.

Time, 15 minutes
;
when liked very

thoroughly done, allow an extra 5

minutes. A.verage cost, in full season,

9d. per basket. Sufficient—allow 12

heads for 4 or 5 persons. Seasonable
from February to June.

SAUERKRAUT.

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. of sauerhraut
{it can be bought in England in small
barrels), 2 oz. each of lard, butter, and
suet, juniper berries, carraivay seeds,

salt.

Mode.—Melt the lard, butter, and
ETiet over the fire in a stewpan with a

little water and salt
;
add the berries

and seeds tied in a bag, and the sauer-

kraut
;
cover close, and boil quickly for

hours. Before serving, thicken with
boiled peas or grated potato.

Ti/me, hours. Sufficient for 6 per-

sons. Seasonable in late autumn and
winter.

SPINACH (BOILED).

Ingeedients.

—

2 pailfuls spinach, 2
heaped tablespoonfuls salt, 1 oz. butter,

fepper to taste.

Mode.—Pick the spinach carefully,

and see that no stalks or weeds are left

amongst it. Plave ready two large
pans or tubs filled with water, put
the spinach into one of these, and
thoroughly wash it

;
then, with the

hands, take out the spinach and put it

into the other tub of water (by this

means all the grit will bo left at the
bottom of the tub)

;
wash it again, and

should it not be perfectly free from
dirt, repeat the process. Put it into a
very large saucepan, wuth about A pint
of water, just sufficient to keep the
spinach from burning, and the above
proportion of salt. Press it down fre-

quently with a wooden spoon, that it

may be done equally
; and when it has

boiled for rather more than 10 minutes,

or until perfectly tender, drain it in a

colander, squeeze it quite dry and chop
it fine. Put the spinach into a clean

stewj)an, v/ith the butter and a season-

ing of pepper
;
stir over the fire until

quite hot, then put it on a hot dish,

and garnish with sippets of toasted

bread.
Time, 10 to 15 minutes to boil the

spinach, 5 minutes to warm with the

butter. Average cost for the above
quantity, 8d. Suffeient for 5 or 8

persons. Seasonable—spring spinach
from March to July ;

winter spinach
from November to March.
Nofe.—Grated nutmeg, pounded mace,

or lemon-juice may also be added to en-
rich the flavour ; and poached eggs avo
also frequently served with spinach

;
they

should be placed on the top of it, and it

should be garnished with sippets of

toasted bread.

TURNIP GREEKS (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—To each § gallon luater

allow 1 heaped tablcspoonful salt;

turnip greens.

Mode.—"Wash the greens w^cll in two
or three v.'atcrs, and pick off all the
decayed and dead leaves ; tie them in

small bunches, and put them into

plenty of boiling water, salted in the
above proportion.. Keep them boiling

quickly, with the saucepan uncovered,
and when tender, pour them into a

colander
;
drain, arrange in a vegetable

dish, remove the string, and serve.

Time, 15 to 20 minutes. Average
cost, 3d. for a dish for 3 persons.

Seasonable in March, April, and May.

TURNIPS (BOILED).

Ingeedients.—Turnips; to each i
gallon water allow 1 heaped tablespoon-

ful salt.

Mode.—Pare the turnips, and, should
they bo very large, divide them into
quarters. Put them into a saucepan of

boiling water, salted in the above pro-
portion, and let them boil gently until

tender. Try them with a fork, and,
when done, take them up in a colander

;

let them thoroughly drain, and serve.

Boiled turnips are usually sent to table
with boiled mutton, and are nicer wffien

mashed than served whole.
Time, old turnips, | to 1J hours ;

young
ones, 18 to 20 minutes. Average cost,

4d. per bunch. Suffeient—allow abunch
of 12 turnips for 5 or 6 persons. Sea-
sonable—may be had all the year

;
but

in spring only useful for flavouring
gravies, &c.
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TURNIPS (MASHED).

Ingredients.—10 or 12 large turnips;
to each ^ gallon water allow 1 heaped
tahlespoonful salt, 1 oz. butter, cayenne
or lohite pepper to taste.

Mode .—Pare the turnips, quarter
them, and put them into boiling water,
salted in the above proportion ; boil

until tender, drain them in a colander,

and squeeze as dry as possible by press-

ing them with the back of a large plate.

When quite free from water, rub the
turnips with a wooden spoon through
the colander, and put them into a clean
saucepan

;
add the butter, white pepper,

or cayenne, and, if necessary, a little

salt. Keep stirring them over the lire

until the butter is well mixed with
them, and the turnips are thoroughly
hot ;

dish, and serve. A little cream or
milk, added after the turnips are pressed
throughthe colander,is an improvement.
Time, from J to | hour to boil the tur-

nips
;
10minutes to warm them through.

Average cost, 4d. per bunch. Sufficient

for 4 or 5 persons. Seasonable—maybe
had all the year, but in spring only good
for flavouring gravies.

VEGETABLE MARROW (BOILED).

Ingredients.—To each I gallonwater

allow 1 heaped tablespoonful salt ; vege-
table marroiv.

Mode .—Have ready a saucepan of
boiling water, salted in the above pro-
portion, put in the marrows after peel-
ing, and boil until quite tender; take
them up with a slice, halve, and, if very
large, quai’ter them. Dish on toast,

and send to table with them a tureen
of melted butter, or small pat of salt

butter. Large vegetable marrows may
be preserved throughout the winter by
storing them in a dry place. When
wanted for use, a few slices should be
cut and boiled in the same manner as
above

;
but, when once begun, the mar-

row must be eaten quickly, as it keeps
but a short time after it is cut. Vege-
table marrows are also very delicious
mashed; they should be boiled, drained,
and mashed smoothly with a wooden
spoon. Heat them in a saucepan, add
a seasoning of salt and pepper, and a
small piece of butter, and garnish with
a few sippets of toasted bread.
Time, young vegetable marrows, 10

to 20 minutes
;
old ones, ^ to | hour.

Average cost, in full season, 2d. to 3d.

each. Sufficient—allow 1 moderate-
sized marrow for 4 persons. Seasmi-
able in July, August, and September;
but may be preserved all the winter.



JOINTS AND VEGETABLES

Roast Forequarter of Lamb

Tomatoes Farcies.

Roast Beef and Horseradish

Spinach and Eggs.
Flageolettes.
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VEGETAEIANISM

It would not be possible in this book
to consider and treat of all the argu-
ments in favour or disfavour of a
vegetarian diet.

There are some who think it right to

abstain from meat from a moral view

;

others, and a lai’ger number, perhaps,
because they consider a vegetarian diet

a more healthy one than one in which
meat is consumed.
No one will deny that the foods we

are apt to eat too much of are those
absent from a purely vegetarian fare,

such as meat, game, fish, eggs, &c.,

upon which materials the culinary art

seems exercised to tempt us beyond
the satisfying of the appetite. It is also

a fact that in England we have not made
sufficient use of vegetable food, being
equally ignorant of its nutritive value
and the modes of preparing it in the
most attractive manner.
Vegetarianism has worked an im-

provement in this direction, and its

many restaurants in London show the
fact how the taste for this diet has
been on the increase of late. One very
great and undeniable advantage in the
teaching of this school, is the showing
us how many foods we possess and
how few, comparatively speaking, we
have used. Also, it proves to us how
much cheaper we could live by utilising

all the foods at our command except
meat, and abstaining from the latter.

Even at a restaarant, wdiere something
must be put down for the ordinary
expenses of an hotel, besides profit on
the food itself, we can get a good dinner
of three courses for 6d. Surely at home
one should be able to have the same for
about half the price.

Far be it from us to argue against
the use of meat

;
but where an income

is small the butcher’s bill forms a heavy
item in the expenditure, and might be
lessened by an occasional vegetarian
dinner.

Amongst the poorer classes in Eng-
land, the variety of foods in use is

lamentably few
;
and they are not only

ignorant of the value of others mostly
cheaper than the ones they are accus-
tomed to, but also of any knowledge
how they should be cooked, excei)t in

the simplest way.
Say in the country amongst labourers.

They have potatoes and they boil them,
milk and they drink it, with no know-
ledge how pleasantly they might vary
their fare by turning the two, with the
small addition of a little vegetables
and seasoning, into a new soup. Soup
%vithout meat ! they w'ould scorn the
idea of it

;
nor could they imagine a

savoury pie (one of the nicest of the
vegetarian dishes) in which it did not
occur.
Eut to return to ourselves : there

are very few houses where a good
vegetarian dinner would be served

;

and those who, from religious scruples,

abstain from meat in Lent, or who, at

any time, are ordered to do so by
medical authority, often have but a
course of starvation while their absti-

nence lasts.

This need not be the case. Vege-
table food, looked at from the old-

fashioned standpoint, used to mean an
addendum to the meat course only

;

now it may compose a healthy diet

which wnll give us all we need, in its

constituents of water, starch, sugar,
fat, salts, and flesh-formers, and be a

pleasant and varied one as well.

We have used the word vegetarian as
applying to those who simply abstain
from animal food

;
and, strictly speak-

ing, it is not right to include under
that classification those who consume
eggs, cream, butter, and cheese. Still,

as it is the common term, we must
accept it ; and as these animal foods are
not open to the same objections as meat,
it would be a pity to lose the nourish'
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ment they contain. The}^ enter into
our recipes, as well as in many of those
in good vegetarian cookery books, and
therefore all the recipes in this book
that do not contain animal food may
be esteemed as equally vegetarian ones
as the following.

BECIPES FOB VEGETABIAN
COOKEBY.

PAGE
Scalloped tomatoes 184
Vegetable goose 184

„ pie .. 184

Sweet Dishes.

Gingerbread pudding 184
Pastry without butter 184
Plum-pudding , . 184
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SOUPS.

STOCK FOR VEGETABLE SOUPS.

Ingeedients.—2 oz. of haricot beans,
the same of splitpeas, 1 carrot, 1 07iion,

the outside leaves of a stick of celery, a
hunch of parsley and herbs, 4 cloves

{stuck hi the onion), a blade of mace,

2)epper and salt, water.

Mode .
—Boil all the above vegetables

and seasoning in 2 quarts of water for

3 to 4 hours, then strain. This will

serve for the basis of a great many
soups and sauces, just as stock from
meat is used. All good cooks know
that if there be no gravy at hand when
required, the liquor in which any vege-
tables have been boiled (except pota-

toes) is better to make it v.dth than
water.

Time, 3 to 4 hours. Average cost,

for this quantity, 3d.

COUNT RUMFORD’S SOUP.

Ingeedients.—J lb. of Scotch barley,

3 oz. of spilit peas, i lb. of potatoes, 2
tablespoonfuls of vinegar, \ lb. ofbread,
sweet herbs, pepper, salt, 2 quarts of
ivater.

Mode .—Boil the barley and peas in

the water very slowly for 2 hours
;
then

add the potatoes, peeled and sliced, the
vinegar and the seasoning, and simmer
for another hour. Put in the bread
just before serving.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, for

this quantity, 4d. Sufjicient for 6 per-

sons. Seasonable at any time.

GREEN-PEA SOUP.

Ingeedients.—1 pint of freshly
gathered peas with their shells, a small
lettuce, a few sprigs of parsley and
mint, hpint of milk, a leek, a teaspoon-

full of sugar, a small piece ofsoda, salt

and pepper, 2 quarts of water.

Mode .—Put the peas, shelled, and
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theix’ shells, and the othei' vegetables
and herbs, into the water, which should
be boiling, with the soda. In about 20
minutes, when the peas are cooked,
take out a few for a garnish, then pour
the soup into a pan through a sieve,

through which imb the rest of the
vegetables, and as far as possible the
shells of the peas. Boil the soup again,
adding the seasoning and the milk, then
put in the whole peas and serve with
croutons of fried bread.

Time, ^ an hour. Average cost, 8d.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

HOTCH-POTCH.

Ingredients.

—

3 oz. of pearl . barley,
1 small cabbage, 2 carrots, 2 onions, 1
turnip,parsley and herbs, 2 oz. of butter,
pepper and salt, 3 qttarts of water.

Mode.—Put the barley on the fire in
the water. Scrape one of the carrots and
put it aside in a little w^ater. Chop all

the rest of the vegetables very small,
and when the water boils put them in
with the butter and seasoning. There
should be enough vegetable to make
the soup thick. Boil the soup for 2
hours, then put in the scraped carrot
and boil another ^ hour.

Thne, 2J hours after the water boils.

Average cost, 6d. Sufficient for 8 per-
sons. Seasonable in winter.

POTATO SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. of potatoes, 1
leek, 1 stick of celery, 1J pmts of milk,
2 oz. of butter, 2 oz. of sago or tapioca,
salt and pepper, 2 quarts of water.

Mode.—Cut up the vegetables, using
only the white part of the leek, and put
them in a lined saucepan with the butter.
Let them cook for about 10 minutes but
not take colour

;
then add the milk and

water, and boil about | of an hour, or
till it is soft enough to rub through a
fine sieve. Boil it again, adding more
milk if necessary, and the sago, which
should simmer, till transparent.

Time, IJ hours or rather more.
Average cost, lOd. Sufficient for 6
persons. Seasonable in winter.

VEGETABLE SOUP (BROWK).

Ingredients.—1 cabbage, 1 turnip, 2
onions, 2 carrots, 2 potatoes, a little

parsley, pepper, salt, a tablespoonful of
oil, 2 quarts of water, a slice of bread.

Mode.—Fry one of the onions, sliced,

in the oil at the bottom of a lai'ge sauce-
pan. When it is brown, add the water,

the bread toasted, the vegetables cut up
small, and the seasoning. Boil 3 or 4
hours, then mash the soup through a
colander, or in the saucepan, wdth a
wooden spoon, and boil another 10
minutes. If too thick, add more water

;

and boil for 10 minutes ;
if it is thin, boil

fast with the lid off the pan until thick
enough. Any vegetables can be used.

Time, 4 hours. Average cost, bdi. Suffi-

cient for 6 persons. Seasonable any time.

WHITE SOUP.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. weight of any
white vegetables of several kinds—say
onions, turnips, artichokes,potatoes and
celery, i pint of milk, 1 dessertspoonful

of cornflour, 1 oz. of butter, whitepepper
and salt, 3 pints of water.

Mode .—Cut the vegetables in small
pieces, and boil them in the water wuth
the butter and the seasoning till quite
soft. Rub through a colander, put back
in the saucepan, and boil with the milk.
Mix the cornflour smooth with a little

• water or milk, add it to the soup, and
boil once. Serve with dice of fried
bread.
Time, altogether 1 hour. Average cost,

6d. for 4 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

POBItIDGE.

H0HIN7 PORRIDGE.

Ingredients. — Hominy, water, a
piece of butter.

Mode .—Pour boiling water over the
hominy at night and let it stand till

morning. If it has absorbed too much
water add more, and boil for not less
than I an hour. Stir in the butter just
before serving.
Time, i an hour.

HOMINY FRITTERS.

Ingredients.—Any remains of cold
hominy porridge, a little flour, fat for
frying.

Mode .—Cut the cold porridge into
slices about an inch thick, flour, and
fry them in butter or oil.

Time, 6 minutes. Average cost, for

3 persons, 3d.

LENTIL PORRIDGE.

Ingredients.—3 oz. of lentil flour,

J oz. of butter, 1 pint of water, salt.

Mode.—Vvii the flour and salt in a
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basin with a little cold water, add the
rest of the water, boiling, put it on the
fire and boil 10 minutes, stirring in the
butter just before serving. Half lentil

and half barley or wheat flour also
makes a nice porridge, resembling
closely Revalenta Arabica.
Time, 10 minutes to boil the porridge.

MAIZE MEAL PORRIDGE.

Inobedients.—Indian meal, water,
salt.

Mode .—Boil a saucepan half full of

water, strew in meal with one hand
and stir with the other. Thicken
according to taste, and boil 6 to 10
minutes. Stir in a piece of butter and
serve very hot.

Tune, 6 to 10 minutes.

OATMEAL OR WHEATMEAL PORRIDGE.

Ingbedients.—To each pint of water
allow about 4 oz. of meal, cold milk,
salt or sugar.

Mode .—Three qualities of meal are
sold—fine, medium, and coarse, either
can be used, but the coarse needs longer
boiling. There are also several dif-

ferent ways of making porridge, but
the usual one is that pursued with
maize meal, boiling the water with
salt, then strewing in the meal with
one hand while stirring constantly with
the other. When thick enough, and on
this point opinions differ, set it by the
side of the fire to simmer for half an hour.
An easier way to ensure no lumps in
the porridge is to pour cold water on
the meal in a basin and stir it smooth
before boiling

;
while a third way is to

f

)our boiling water over the meal and
et it soak all night, then in the morn-
ing boil until of the required thickness.
Servo with cold milk, and either salt or
sugar according to taste.

Tune, i an hour to simmer the por-
ridge.

QUAKER OATS PORRIDGE.

Ingbedients. — Quaker oats, water,
milk, salt or sugar.

Mode .—Make as in preceding recipe,
using oats instead of meal.

Time, i hour to simmer the porridge.

OATMEAL SCONES.

Ingbedients. — Cold oatmeal por-
ridge, flour, butter.

Mode .—Knead into the cold porridge
as much flour as will make a paste that
can be rolled out. Roll it about i of an
inch thick, cut it into three-cornered

pieces, and bake on a greased griddle
or in the oven. Serve hot, split open
and buttered.

Time, 16 minutes.

PEA FRITTERS.

Ingbedients.—Cold lentil porridge
or p>ease brose, breadcrumbs, herbs,
onions, seasoning, butter or oil for
fmying.

Mode .—Mix with w'hat remains of
some cold porridge the same quantity
of breadcrumbs, add a seasoning of

pepper and salt, chopped onion and
herbs

;
shape into flat cakes, flour them,

and fry a nice brown.

PEASE BROSE.

Ingbedients. — 2 tablespoonfuls of
pease meal, rather less than J a pint
of water, 1 oz. of butter, salt.

Mode .—Prepare and cook as directed
in lentil porridge.

GFiAVY AND SAUCES.

BROWN GRAVY.

Ingbedients.—1 onion, 4 a carrot
and a turnip, a bunch of herbs, a bay-
leaf, 1 oz. of butter, 1 dessertspoonful

of vinegar, a lump of sugar, spice and
seasoning, a dessertspoonful of sauce, 1

pint of water, 1 tabtespoonful of flour.

Mode .—Chop the vegetables and fry

them in the butter till they are of a
dark brown

;
add the flour and water

and stir till it boils ;
then put in the

herbs, vinegar, sugar, spice, and sea-

soning. Let it simmer by the side of the
fire for an hour. Strain it and add the
sauce. If it is not dark enough it can
be coloured with burnt sugar or brown-
ing. Let the onions be fried with their
skins, as they give a nice colour.

Tune, 1 hour to simmer Average
cost, 4d.

SHARP SAUCE.

Ingbedients. — A wineglassful of
salad oil, a tablespoonfxd of vinegar, 3

mxishrooms, a scrap of garlic, 1 tomato,
1 onion, 1 oz. of pour, sxoeet herbs,

pepper, salt, nutmeg, f ynnt of water.

Mode .—Put into a saucepan the oil,

tomato, onion, the mushrooms and gar-

lic, all finely chopped. After about 10

minutes add the flour, then the water
(for which a weak stock makes a good
substitute), and stir till the sauce boils.
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Put in the vinegar and the herbs, sim-
mer for a few minutes, then strain and
serve.

Time, about ^ hour. Average cost, 6d.

TOMATO SAUCE.

Ingredients.—1 lb. of tomatoes, | oz.

of butter, J oz. offlour, ^ pint of water,
seasoning of pepper and salt.

Mode.— Put the tomatoes in just
enough water to prevent them burning,
and cook them in the oven till soft.

Pass them through a sieve and warm
them again, adding the seasoning.
Make melted butter with the flour,

water, and butter
;
add the tomatoes to

it and give one boil. They may be
warmed again, after going through the
sieve, "svithout the melted butter, and
should be served so for chops or any-
thing at all greasy.

WHITE SAUCE FOR PUDDINGS.

Ingredients.—1 lemon, 2 tablespoon-
fuls of milk, 1 teaspoonful of corn-
flour,the same of white sugar, ^ pint
of water.

Mode .—Boil the lemon-rind in the
water, mix the cornflour with milk to
a smooth paste, and pour the boiling
water on. Put it back in the saucepan
wdth the sugar and let it boil

;
add the

juice of the lemon and serve. This is

a very nice sauce for many different
kinds of puddings, and it could be
flavoured with a little wine if liked.

Time, about 15 minutes. Average
cost, 2ci. Sufficient for 1 pudding.

SAVOUBY DISHES.

BEAN CROQUETTES*
Ingredients. — Beans previously

boiled, breadcrumbs, salt, pepper,
onion, flour, milk, oil to fry.

Mode .—Take some cold boiled hari-
cot beans, mash them, add enough
breadcrumbs to make them stiff

enough to mould, a little chopped
onion and a seasoning of pepper and
salt. Form into flat cakes, dip them
into milk and flour, and fry in hot oil.

Croquettes of peas or lentils can be
inade in the same way, and the addi-
tion of a little lemon-peel or the sub-
stitution of it for the onion is thought,
by some people, an improvement.
Time, about 5 minutes to fry the

croquettes.

BEANS AND TOMATOES.

Ingredients.—1 oz. of flour ^ oz. of
butter, baked or boiled haricot beans,

§ pint of the water in which they were
cooked, 2 tablespoonfuls of tomato
sauce.

Mode .—Strain the water from the
beans and thicken it with flour and
water, add the tomato sauce and let it

boil. Put in the beans, and serve as

soon as they are hot.

BEANS (POTTED).

Ingredients.—| a pint of haricot
beans, 2 oz. of grated breadcrumbs,
2 oz. of butter, 2 oz. of strong cheese,

grated, cayenne, pepper, salt, and nut-
meg to taste.

Mode .—Bake the beans in a slow
oven, pound them smooth in a mortar,
adding the other ingredients gradually.
Put into pots, and run a little melted
butter over them. This makes very
good sandwiches between thin slices of

buttered bread or toast.

Average cost, for this quantity, 6d.

BREAD CUTLETS.

Ingredients.—Slices of stale bread,
milk, egg, seasoning of chopped parsley,
herbs, lemon-peel, pepper and salt, a
few breadcrumbs, oil for flaying.

Mode .—Cut the slices about | of an
inch thick, soak them in milk, but not
long enough to break, and mix the
seasoning together with the crumbs.
Beat the egg on a plate, dip each slice

in, then in the seasoning, and fry a
nice brown in hot oil.

Time, about 3 minutes to fry the
slices. Average cost. Id. for a large
slice.

CHITCHKEE CURRY.
Ingredients.—Any cold vegetables,

the greater the variety the better, fresh
onions, butter, curry-powder, gravy,
rice.

Mode. — Slice the onions and fry
them brown in some butter, mix the
curry-powder to a paste with a little

gravy, and stir in, then the vegetables,
chopped fine, and seasoned with pepper
and salt. Simmer until thoroughly
done, and serve with boiled rice.

CROQUETTES OF HOMINY.
Ingredients.—1 breakfastcupful of

hominy, 1 quart of milk, 1 oz. of butter,
2 eggs, cayenne and salt to taste, bread-
crumbs, oil for frying.
Mode .—Soak the hominy overnight
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iu water, then boil it in the milTc till

tender. Let it cool, then add the
butter, 1 egg, and the seasoning. When
cold, form into balls of equal size, egg-
and-breadcrumb them, and fry in a
saucepan of oil. (The oil can be used
again.)

Time, 6 minutes to fry the croquettes.
Average cost, Is. Sufficient for a dish.
Seasonable at any time.

CARROT PUDDING.

Ingeedients.— Boiled carrots, half
their bulk in breadcrumbs, 1 or 2 eggs,

according to the quantity of carrots,
butter, pepper and salt, white sauce.

Mode .—Boil some carrots until soft,

rub them through a sieve, add the
crumbs and butter, with egg enough
to bind the mixture, and seasoning to

taste. Butter a pudding-basin, piit in

the pudding, and steam for an hour to

an hour and a half, according to size.

Serve with a savoury white sauce
poured round.
This pudding can be made with other

or mixed vegetables.
Tune, 1 to hours. Average cost,

for a small pudding, 6d. Sufficient for

4 persons. Seasonable when carrots

are good.

BEANS (CURRIED).

Ingeedients. — J pint of haricot
beans, 1 sour apple, 1 onion, i a carrot,

a tablespoonfuL of oil or butter, 1 tea-

spoonful each of curry-powder and
flour, ^ pint of water or vegetable
stock, rice.

Mode .—Bake the beans in a slow
oven with water till soft, mince the
vegetables and apple, melt the oil and
fry them in it for 5 minutes. Mix the
flour and curry-powder with a little

stock, and put in, and last of all the
stock or some of the water the beans
have been boiled in. Boil and thicken
the sauce, add the beans, make all

thoroughly hot, and serve with border
of rice, boiled by recipe.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, with
rice, 6d. Sufficient for 2 or 3 persons.

Seasonable in winter.

FORCEMEAT FRITTERS (Mrs. Brother-
ton’s Recipe).

Ingeedients.—2 oz. of breadcrumbs,
3 oz. of butter, 4 eggs, I pint of cream,

1 oz. of chopped parsleij, J oz. of leeks,

J oz. of sweet marjoram,winter savoury
and thyme mixed.

Mode, — Bub the butter into the

breadcrumbs, add tlie parsley, leeks
and herbs, season with pepper and
salt; mix the whole with the eggs, well
beaten, add the cream

;
fry in fritters,

together with a hard-boiled egg, cut iu

slices, and serve with brown sauce
poured over the whole, and currant
jelly.

Time, 5 to 10 minutes to fry the
frittei's. Average cost. Is. 4d. Suffi-
cient for 4 persons. Seasonable at any
time.

LENTIL RISSOLES.

Ingeedients.—i lb. of lentils, either
boiled or baked, ^ oz. of butter, pepper
and salt, a little parsley.

Mode .—Cook the lentils until soft

enough to mash, and add the butter
and seasoning. Boll the pastry out
very thin, and cut it in rounds with a
cutter. Into each round put a little of

the mixture, as much as it will hold to
allow of the edges being wetted and
pinched together. Egg - and - bread-
crumb the rissoles, and fry them iu
oil. Serve hot with fried parsley.
Time, 5 minutes to fry the rissoles.

Average cost, 6d.

MACARONI AND ONION FRITTERS.

Ingeedients.—| lb. of onions, 2 oz.

of macaroni, 6 oz. of breadcrumbs, 2
eggs, seasoning of pepper and salt.

Mode .—Stew the macaroni in water,
and when tender, drain and cut it in

pieces
;
add the onions, boiled and

chopped, the breadcrumbs moistened
with a little water, and the eggs well
beaten

;
season with pepper or salt, fry

in butter or oil, and serve with brown
gravy.

Time, 10 minutes to fry the fritters.

Average cost, 4d. Sufficient for 3 or 4
persons. Seasonable at any time

MUSHROOM PUDDING.

Ingeedients.—| lb. of flour, 4 oz. of
butter, a little baking-powder, \ pint of
mushrooms picked andp eeled, pepper
and salt.

Mode .—Make a crust with the flour

and 3 oz. of butter, the baking-powder,
add sufficient cold water. Line a
greased pudding-basin with this, put
in the mushrooms with the remainder
of the butter and the seasoning, and
finish the pudding in the same way as

a meat one. Boil hours.
Time, IJ hours to boil the pudding.

Average cost. Is. 3d. Suflicient for 4

persons. Seasov.nJble in autumn,
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POLENTA AND CHEESE.

Ingksdients.—Cold maize meal y)or-

ridgCf hatter^ grated cheese, cayenne,
salt.

Mode. — Cut tbe cold polenta into

squares about J an ineb thick. Arrange
a layer in a buttered baking disb or

tin, cover tbis with grated cheese and
the seasoning, then another layer of

the polenta and another of cheese.

Let the cheese be on the top, and on
this put a few pieces of butter. Bake
till brown in a quick oven and serve

hot.

Time, 15 minutes to bake.

POTATO PIE.

Ingredients.—2 Ihs. of potatoes, an
onion, ^ stick of celery, 1 oz. of butter,

1 oz. of sago, ivater or milk, paste to

cover the pie, seasoning.

Mode .—Slice the potatoes and celeiy,

fry the onion in half the butter, and
fill a pie-dish with them, strewing in

the sago and seasoning. Fill up with
water or milk, and put on a cover of

plain paste made with butter or oil.

Bake in a good oven for an hour or a
little more.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons. Season-
able at any time.

POTATO ROLLS.

Ingredients. — Potatoes, turnips,
celery, onion, parsley, sweet herbs, sea-

soning, butter, pastry.

Mode .—Cut the potatoes up small,
and to each pound allow a small turnip,

^ a stick of celery, a small onion, all

chopped with parsley, herbs and sea-

soning to taste, I oz. of butter. Roll
out the paste rather thin, and cut it in
squares. On each put as much of the
mixture as it will hold, then wet the
edges, and fold up like a sausage roll,

and bake for about i of an hour.
Time, | of an hour. Average cost,

Vv’itli 1 lb. of potatoes, 7d. Sifficient
for 4 persons. Seasonable at any time.

POTATO SANDERS.

Ingredients.—Boiled potatoes, flour,
breadcrumbs, soaked^ in a little water,
chopped parsley and herbs, | an onion,
soaked in boiling water, seasoning.

Mode .—Boil the potatoes, and while
hot work into them by mashing as
much flower as will make a stifl paste.
Boll this out and cut in squares.
Squeeze the bread dry, and make a

forcemeat with it and the other ingre-

dients. Put a little into each square
of potato paste and roll like a sausage
roll. Bake in a good oven for 20
minutes.

Thne, 20 minutes to bake the sanders.

Average cost, for a small dish, 4d.

Seasonable at any time.

POTATOES AND CHEESE.

Ingredients.—I lb. of boiled pota-
toes, 3 oz, of grated cheese, 2 table-

spoonfuls of milk, 1 oz. of butter,

breadcrumbs, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Mash the potatoes while hot,

adding the milk, the cheese, and the
seasoning, and half the butter. Butter
a pie-dish with the remainder, strew it

thickly with breadcrumbs, fill up with
potato and cheese, and bake for half an
hour in a good oven; turn it out and
serve hot.

Time, i an hour. Average cost, 5d.

Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons. Season-
able at any time.

SAVOURY RICE.

Ingredients.—| lb. of rice, I onion,
3 tablespoonfills of grated cheese, the
same of tomato sauce, a tablespconful

of chopped parsley and herbs, 1 oz, of
butter, cayenne and salt.

Mode .—Boil the rice in water, and
when tender and nearly dry, stir to it

the other ingredients. Mix well to-

gether, and make a mound of it in a
dish.
Time, J an hour. Average cost, 7d.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time

SPINACH PUDDING-.
Ingredients.—2 lbs. of spinach, 6 oz.

of veal forcemeat, 2 oz. of butter, ^
pint of Bechamel, \ pint of stock, a few
potatoes, turnips, and carrots, 3 eggs,
salt and pep>per

Mode.—Pick, ’clean, and wash the'
spinach

;
then chop, boil, drain, and

cool it. Put it in a saucepan with the
butter, sauce, and stock, and simmer for
6 minutes. When cool add the force-

meat, the yolks of the eggs, and the
seasoning. Put in a mould and cook
in a bain-marie. Turn out on to a
dish and garnish with the cooked vege-
tables, cut into fanciful shapes. Serve
v.'ith Spanish sauce.
Time, altogether about | hour. Aver-

age cost. Is. 9d. Sifficient for 7 or 8
persons. Seasonable in winter and
spi'ing.
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SUCCOTASH.
Ingredients.—Lima or string Leans,

green corn, milk, hatter, 'pe;pper and
salt.

Mode .—Shell the beans, or if string
ones are used, string and cut them in

small pieces. Cut the corn 'from the
cob and let there be about a third more
corn than beans. Put the beans in a
saucepan of boiling water and boil 20
minutes, then drain and mix with the
corn. Put them into the saucepan
with enough boiling water to cover
them, and a little salt and after stew-
ing them i an hour, stirring often, pour
off most of the water and substitute
milk. Add butter, salt, and pepper
to taste, and let the whole stew 10
minutes longer. Serve very hot.

Time, 1 hour. Seasonable from July
to October.

TOMATOES (SCALLOPED).

Ingredients. — Tomatoes, bread-
crumbs, butter, a very little sugar,
gmpper and salt.

Mode .—Peel and slice the tomatoes,
and put them in a buttered pudding-
dish in alternate layers, with a force-

meat made of the other ingredients.
Fill the dish, and let a layer of toma-
toes come at the top, on each slice of

which put a tiny piece of butter;
scatter over a few breadcrumbs and
bake covered with a tin, for \ an hour,
then take off the plate and brown the
top with a salamander or before the
fire. Finely chopped pork, green corn,

and onion may be substituted for the
forcemeat.

Thne, ^ an hour to bake. Seasonable
from June to October.

VEGETABLE GOOSE.

Ingredients.—^ lb. of bread, a tea-

spoonful of chopped p>arsley and sage,

1 onion, pepper and salt, 1 oz. of butter.

Mode .—Soak the bread in water, boil

the onion and chop it fine, squeeze the

bi'ead nearly dry, mash it, and mix
with the other ingredients. Butter a

Yorkshire-pudding dish, put the mix-
ture in, and bake for 1 hour

;
serve hot.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 2Jd.

Sufficient for 2 or 3 persons. Season-
able at any time.

VEGETABLE PIE.

Ingredients.—A small teacupful of
green peas, an onion, a carrot, a turnip,

a small stick of celei'y, J oz. of tapioca,

1 oz. of butter, a teaspoonful of flour,
pepper and salt, paste to cover the pie.

Mode .
—Stew all the ingredients

together in a very little water until
nearly cooked. Cut the vegetables into
small pieces and fill a pie-dish with
them. Cover this with a crust, as a
meat pie, and bake until the crust is

done. Any other vegetables may be
used for this pie, and a few mushrooms
are a great improvement to its flavour.

Time, | of an hour to bake the pie.
Average cost, lOd. Sufficient for 4
persons. Seasonable at any time.

SWEET DISHES.

GINGERBREAD PUDDING.

Ingredients.—J lb. of flour, the same
of treacle, 2 oz. of butter, a teaspoonful
of baking-powder, J a teaspoonful of
powdered ginger, 1 egg, a little salt.

Mode .—Mix the ginger, salt, and
baking-powder with the flour, rub in
the butter, then mix with the treacle
and the egg, well beaten. Flour a pud-
ding cloth, put in the mixture, tie up,
and boil for 1^ hours.

Time, hours to boil the pudding.
Average cost, 6d. Sufficient for 3 or 4
persons. Seasonable at any time.

PASTRY WITHOUT BUTTER.

Ingredients.—1 lb. of flour, a tea-

spoonful of baking-powder, a wineglass-

ful of salad oil, water, salt.

Mode .—Mix the baking-powder and
salt with the flour, add the oil, the water,
and stir the paste to a consistency for

rolling. Roll out two or three times
and bake without delay.

Average cost, for this quantity, 3Jd.

PLUM PUDDING (Mrs. Brotherton’s
Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 lb. of flour, J lb. of
currants, i lb. of sultanas, i lb. of
sugar, 4 oz. of butter, 3 eggs, the grated
rind of a lemon, a teaspoonful of
baking-powder, salt.

Mode .—Mix the powder and salt with
the flour, rub in the butter, and add
the currants, sultanas, and sugar, the

lemon-peel finely grated, a little nut-

meg, and the eggs, well beaten. Put
the pudding in a buttered basin, boil

or steam for 4 hours, and serve with

sweet sauce.
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Time, 4 hours. Average cost, Is. 4d,

Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons. Season-
able in winter.

MINCEMEAT (Mrs. Brotherton’s Recipe).

Inubedients.—6 lemons, § Ih. of
apples, 1 Ih. of raisins, weighed after
being stoned, 1 lb. of currants, 1 lb. of
sugar, ^ lb. of fresh butter, 4 ozs. each
of candied orange and citron.

Mode .—Grate the yellow rind, cut
the lemons in two, and squeeze out the
juice. Boil the rinds in spring water
till tender, but not soft, changing the
water 4 or 5 times to take out the
bitterness, and piitting a large table-

spoonful of salt into the water in which
they are boiled. When done, drain
the water from them, and take out the
seeds and skins, then chop them with
the raisins, in a -wooden bowl. When
finely chopped, add the currants,
sugar, the apples, previously prepared
as for sauce, the grated rind of the
lemons, the juice, i a tablespoonful of

cayenne pepper, a small teaspoonful of

mace, another of powdered cinnamon,
15 drops of almond flavour, the candied
orange and citron, cut in thin slices,

and lastly the butter, melted, and
poured in.

This mincemeat may have brandy or

other spirit added to it the same as
oi'dinary mincemeat, and it keeps it

fresh longer; but, as teetotalism and
vegetarianism so often go hand in
hand, we have not put it amongst the
ingredients.
The pastry recipe may be used for

the mince pies or ordinary puff-paste.

Average cost, for this quantity, 3s.

Seasonable at Christmas.

POTATO PUDDING.

Ingeedients.—i lb. of mashed pota-
toes, 2 oz. of butter, 2 eggs, § pint of
milk, I saltspoonful of salt, 2 oz. of
sugar, the juice and rind of a small
lemon, a few pounded siveet almonds.

Mode .—Boil sufficient potatoes to
make half a pound when mashed, and
mash them thoroughly wuth a fork,

add the butter, eggs, milk, lemon-juice,
sugar and the almonds pounded

; mince
the lemon-peel very finely and beat all

the ingredients w^ell together
;
put the

pudding into a buttered pie-dish and
bake for rather more than J an hour.
This pudding may be enriched by add-
ing one more egg and another ounce of
butter.

Time, \ an hour to bake the pudding.
Average cost, 8d. Suficient for 6 or

6 persons. Seasonable at any time.
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Such large quantities of preserved
and tinned provisions are now im-
ported into this country, that it is

necessary to find space in this hook to

give a little advice for their proper
treatment.
People differ as to the value of tinned

meats, some considering that there is

as much nourishment in them as in
fresh meat ;

others, and particularly
the hard-working poor, complain that
they are not half so satisfying, and
would rather have a few pieces of

inferior fresh meat than a tin of

American or Australian.
Whatever may be thought on the

question of nourishment, however,-
there can scarcely be any doubt that
the tinned meats are of the best quality,

and it is a thing to be wondered at

that the prejudice of many should be
so against them, specially, as we have
said, existing amongst the poorer class,

to whom they might be considered a
boon. Perhaps if there were a better
general knowledge how to prepare
them for eating, they would be more
appreciated.
The cooking of tinned meats should

be no more than just heating them
through, so that when vegetables are
used with them they must first be
cooked.

It should be remembered that the
meat has already been rather over than
under-cooked. The mode of its pre-

paration necessitates this. The tins

containing the meat are placed in a
bath of boiling chloride of zinc, the
boiling point of which is considerably
above that of water. Thus the con-
tents of the tins are heated to the
highest point, and a jet of steam or
air pours from the one small hole in

each. As soon as the air is exhausted
and only steam remains, a drop of

eol^.er closes the tin, which in cooling

collapses. If any air remains fermen-
tation takes place, and this may be
known by the bulging of the sides of

the tin

The best of all tinned provisions
are undoubtedly the soups, which we
have no hesitation in saying are, as a
rule, far nicer than an ordinary plain
cook would prepare.
In large establishments or families,

where there is a good deal of meat
cooked and a stock-pot is kept going,
tinned soups should not be needed

;

but in small households they are in-

valuable in cases of emergency. They
make a capital addition to pot liquor,

^ and a single tin of good meat soup, such
as mock turtle or ox-tail, added to the
liquor in which a joint has been boiled,

will give several quarts of cheap and
good family soup. If served without
the addition of any stock, a little

sherry will be found an improvement,
particularly to the clear soups.
Tinned fish cannot be said to be as

good—or rather we should say as
pleasant in flavour—as fresh, bi;t it is

very useful for sauces, ma5’’onnaises,

&c., and answers well for little dishes
where a good sauce can be introdiiced.

Amongst the best are the 03^sters,

which most people employ for sauce
now, and which scalloped are quite a
dainty dish.

The best tinned salmon, freed from
the moisture adhering to it, and also

lobster, come in well for a mayonnaise,
with a good sauce and some crisp

salad ;
while prawns, which are alwa3'S

costly when oought fresh, are excel-

lent curried.

Since the tinned provisions, have
come the frozen ones. A great deal of

what we should call fresh meat is

frozen perfectly hard directly it is

killed, and, in that state, put on board
ships fitted with refrigoi’ating chambers.
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where the air is kept always several

degrees below freezing point. Meat
and poultry travel perfectly fresh in

this way, but should he cooked very
soon after thawing, as they soon go
bad in an ordinary temperature.

It may he interesting to some of our
readers to see the menu of a dinner
prepared from tinned and preserved
provisions, which was decided to be a
success by those who partook of it.

Bread and milk may be called the only
fresh provision used, for eggs (those

for the sauce) and potatoes, were both
stored ones.
The pastry was made from the

tinned marrow, sold for the purpose;
the raspberries were bottled ones, the
custard was made from what is gener-
ally called egg-powder, and the com-
pote of fruit consisted of tinned pine,

apricots, and peaches, flavoured with
wine, liqueur, and sugar.
Recipes will be found below for the

dishes in this menu of eight courses,

®nd it may he said that such a dinner
would cost about one third of what
would have to be paid for the same in
which all fresh provisions were em-
ployed. Our readers will not probably
care to try the entire meal as it stands,
but it may give suggestions for one or
two courses that could be introduced
in an ordinary dinner.

Menu.
Caviare croutons.
Mock-turtle soup.

Salmon cutlets. Tartare sauce.
Curried prawns. Salmi of game.

Beef a la mode. Green peas. Mashed
potatoes.

Raspberry tart. Custard. Orange
jelly.

Macaroni cheese.
Compote of fruit.

COOKING TINNED AND PBE-
SEEVED PEOYISIONS.
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PRAY/KS (CURRIED).

Ingeedients.—1 small tin or half a
large one of prawns, ^ Ih. of rice, 1
onion, 1 apple or a stick of rhubarb or
a few gooseberries, according to the
season, ^ a lemon, a dessertspoonful of
curry-powder, a teaspoonful of flour,

^ pint of water, or stock if at hand, 1
oz. of butter, or the sa?ne of the fat
from tinned meat.

Mode .—Chop the onions and apple,
and fry in the butter or fat. Mix the
cuvr3'--powder and flour %vith the stock
or water, put all into a saucepan
and stir till it boils. Let it boil 10
minutes, then put in the prawns and
heat them through. Just before send-
ing them to table add the grated rind
and the juice of the lemon.
The rice should be boiled by the

following recipe, and may be served as
a border to the curry, or, as generally
preferred, in a separate dish.

Time, 4 hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

Note .—A tin of lobster or salmon may
be curried in the same way.

RICE FOR CURRY.

Ingredients.—Eice, water, salt.

Mode .—Wash the rice in several
waters, then leave it in cold water to
soak for 4 an hour. Strain off the
water and put it in a saucepan with
enough water to cover it, 2 inches
above the rice, add a little salt and boil
over a brisk fire. When the rice is

tender take the pan off the fire, and
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while the rice is still boiling throw in a
cupful of cold water, shake the pan,
then strain the rice and let it stand
back from the fire with a cloth over it

for a little time before serving.
It is most important in serving a

curry to have the rice well boiled. The
rains should be separated and quite
ry, although perfectly tender.

LOBSTER SALAD.

Ingeedients.—1 tin of lobster, 1

large or 2 small lettuces, a handful of
small salad, a small piece of beetroot,

salad dressing.

Mode .—Take the lobster out of the
tin, drain it from all moisture and
divide into neat pieces. Wash,
thoroughl}^ dry, and cut up the lettuce

and small salad. Make a dressing by
following recipe, mix half Muth the
salad, pile the lobster in the centre of

a dish and put the remains of the
dressing over it

;
put round it the salad

and garnish with the beetroot in slices,

or stamped with a cutter, and the white
of egg left from the dressing.

Average cost. Is. 3d., including the
dressing. Suficient for 6 persons.

Seasonable at any time.

SALAD DRESSING.

Ingeedients.—2 eggs, 1 small tea-

spoonful of raw mustard, \ a teaspoon-

ful of salt, 3 tablespoonfuls of salad
oil, Vi of vinegar.

Mode .—Boil the eggs hard, and when
cold rub the yolks smooth in a mortar
with the mustard and salt, add slowly
the oil, stirring all the while, then the
vinegar, drop by drop, and stir to a
cream.

LOBSTER (SCALLOPED).

Ingeedients.—1 tin of lobster, J lb,

of breadcrumbs, 1 oz. of butter, 1 tea-

spoonful lemon-juice, cagenne, salt.

Mode .—Butter a shallow tin, and
strew over it a layer of breadcrumbs.
Take out the lobster, drain away the
moisture, mince it, season well with
cayenne and salt and the lemon-juice ;

spread over the breadcrumbs, and
cover with the remainder, putting what
is left of the butter in small pieces over
the top. Bake in a quick oven 10
minutes, in a slow one 15, and, if neces-
sai*y, brown with a salamander or be-

fore the fire before sending to table.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes. Average
cost, Is. Sufficient for 4 persons. Sea-
sonable at any time.

OYSTERS (SCALLOPED).

Ingeedients.—1 tin of oysters, IJ oz.

of butter, breadcrumbs, salt, cayenne
or pepper.

Mode .—Butter some small tins or
saucers (4 or 5), line them with bread-
crumbs, over which shake a little salt,

divide the oysters and lay an equal
quantity in each tin, season them with
the cayenne, and put over each about
2 teaspoonfuls of the liquor; cover
thickly with breadcrumbs, and put
small pieces of butter over the top.

Bake for about 10 minutes, or cook in a
Dutch oven before the fire. It is essen-

tial that they should look a nice bright
brown. Serve on a napkin, with a cut
lemon.

Time, 10 minutes to bake. Average
cost, lOd. Sufficient for 4 persons.

Seasonable at any time.

SALMON CUTLETS.
Ingeedients.—J tin of salmon,! egg,

breadcrumbs, butterforfrying ,
chopped

parsley, seasoning ofpepper or cayenne
and salt.

Mode .—Free the salmon from skin
and bone, and, after mincing, pound it

smooth in a mortar with seasoning of

pepper or cayenne and salt. Beat the
egg, form the salmon into small cutlets,

dip in the egg, then in the crumbs, and
fry a bright, golden brown in the
butter. Place the cutlets on a piece of

blotting paper before the fire, if at all

greasy in appearance, and send to table

on a white paper or napkin, garnish
with cut lemon and parsley, with an
accompaniment of tartar sauce.

Time, 5 minutes to fry the cutlets.

Average cost, 8d. (exclusive of tho
sauce). Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons.

Seasonable at any time.

TARTAR SAUCE.

Ingeedients.—Yolks of 4 eggs, 1 tea-

spoonful of mustard, ^ teaspoonful of
salt, olive oil, equal parts of tarragon
and ordinary vinegar, pepper, cayenne,
2 shallots or 2 teaspoonfuls of chopped
pickled onions and gherkins.

Mode .—Break the yolks into a basin
with the salt and mustard, then stir in

a tablespoonful of oil, then one of the
mixed vinegars alternately, stirring

well until the sauce is of the right con-

sistency. The mixing must be done
very gradually, lastly add the chopped
shallot or pickles.

Average cost, for this quantity, Cd.

Seasonable at any time.
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SALMON MAYONNAISE.

Ingkedients.—1 tin of salmon, 2 let-

tuces, a little small salad, mayonnaise
sauce, 4 anchovies, 2 eggs.

Mode.—Free the salmon from skin
and bone, drain it from moisture, and
pile it in the centre of a dish. Put
round it the salad when M^ell washed
and shredded, and pour over a sauce
made by recipe given. Garnish with
the anchovies, filleted, and slices of

hard-boiled egg.

Average cost. Is. lOd. Sufficient for

6 persons. Seasonable at any time.

BEEF A LA MODE.

Ingredients.—A 2-lb. tin of meat, 4
dessertspoonfuls of groundrice,\\pints
of stock, 2 bay-leaves, 6 peppercorns, 1
onion, 4 cloves, 2 tablespoonfuls of
mushroom ketchup, pepper, salt.

Mode.—Take the dripping or fat from
the meat and mix it to a smooth paste
with the rice

;
add the seasoning and

stock and let it boil, then simmer from
15 to 20 minutes. Skim it, then return
it to the pan, and add a little browning.
Cut the meat into even pieces (any very
small scraps may be saved for rissoles),

and warm it in the sauce. Serve very
hot.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost,

Is. Gd. for 6 persons. Season-
able at any time.

BEEP COLLOPS.
Ingredients.—1 lb. of tinned beef, 4

oz. of butter or dripping, 1 onion, J pint
ofstock, 1 lemon, 1 teaspoonful of mush-
room ketchup orany other sauce, pepper,
salt, mashed potatoes.

Mode.—Mince the beef very fine, put
the butter or dripping into a ste%vpan,
with the onion chopped fine, till nicely
browned. Add the lemon, stock, sauce
and seasoning, and simmer 5 minutes,
then add the meat and simmer for
another 5 minutes. Make a border or
wall of mashed potatoes, and pour the
collops in the centre. If there is much
fat on the meat, it will serve instead of
the butter or dripping.

Time, 15 minutes. Average cost Is.

Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

BEEP PIE.

Ingredients.—1 tin of roast meat, i
pint of stock, 3 lbs. ofpotatoes, a dessert-
spoonful of Worcester sauce or ketchup,
pepper, salt, flour, 1 oz. of blitter.

Mode.—Cold potatoes will serve for

this dish, hut if none be at hand, fresh
ones must be boiled. Mash them with
the butter, or any fat that can be
taken from the meat, and pepper and
salt. Cut the meat into small pieces,
lay them in a deep pie-dish dredging
them with flour, put in the stock and
seasoning, cover with the potatoes and
bake for half an hour in a good oven.

Time, half an hour. Average cost,

Is. 6d. Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.
Seasonable at any time.

COLD MEAT.

Ingredients.—1 t in of meat, parsley,
beetroot.

Mode .—Tinned meat cold serves for

a breakfast or luncheon dish
;
but the

tin must he carefully opened and the
meat neatly turned out, or the appear-
ance of the dish will be spoiled. Having
turned out the meat in as compact a
form as possible, with some flat instru-

ment—a paper-knife does very well

—

clear away all the fat or dripping that
adheres to the meat, and garnish pret-
tily with the parsley and the beetroot,
cut in very thin slices or stamped out
with a cutter. Serve with pickles or
salad, and some nicely fried or mashed
potatoes.
Another way of serving the meat

without cooking it is to divide it in neat
pieces, to arrange them in a circle on a
dish, and to fill up the centre with salad,

over which a good maj^onnaise sauce
should be poured. Garnish the meat
with small piles of lettuce, hard-boiled
egg, and slices of beef.

Average cost. Is. 2d. for 2-lb. tin.

Seasonable at any time.

BEEF (CURRIED).

Ingredients.—A 2-lb. tin of Austra-
lian beef, 3 oz. of butter or the dripping
{if sufficient) from the meat, 1 onion, 1

apgile or a stiek of rhubarb, | pint of
stock or any weak broth, 1 dessertspoon-

ful of curry-powder, the same offlour.

Mode .—Slice the onion and fry it in

the fat or butter in a stewpan till a
bright brown ;

add the stock, the sour
apple or rhubarb, minced fine, and work
in gradually and smoothly the curry-
powder and flour. Keep the mixture
stirred well over the fire for a few
minutes, then pass it through a sieve ;

cut the meat into neat square pieces,

dredge them with flour, and simmer
them for five minutes keeping them
well covered with the gravy. Serve
w’ith boiled rice.
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^

Time, J hour
; 20 minutes to boil the

rice. Average cost, Is. Gd. Suficient
for 5 or 6 persons. Seasonable at any
time.

BEEF (HARICOT).

Ingeedients. — 1 pmt of haricot
beans, 1 Ih. of tinned beef, IJ oz. of
butter, 2 onions, J of stock, 1
carrot, 1 turnip, 1 glass of port or
sherry, 1 tablespoonful of Worcester
sauce, pepper, salt, flour, 1 tablespoon'
ful of ground rice.

Mode. — -Haviug soaked the beans
over-night, drain them and put them
in a saucepan with 2 quarts of water,
and boil 2 hours, or more if necessary,
for they must be thoroughly tender.
Drain off the water, and leaving the
lid of the pan slightly raised, put them
to dry by the fire

; then add § an oz. of

butter and a seasoning of pepper and
salt.

In another saucepan prepare a sauce
as follows :—Put an ounce of butter in
the pan, and after slicing the onions
fry them a nice brown

;
cut up the

carrot and turnip, add them and also

the stock in which the ground rice has
been smoothly mixed, the wine and the
sauce, and simmer for half an hour.
Take the beef from the tin, cut it in

pieces, dredge them in flour and sim-
mer them in the sauce for five minutes.
Make a border of the beans and put the
meat and sauce in the centre.

Time, 2 hours altogether. Average
cost. Is. 4d. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable at any time.

IRISH STEW.

Ingeedients.—A 2-lb. tin of Austra-
lian mutton, 4 onions, 3 lbs. ofpotatoes,

pints of stock or ivater, seasoning of
pepper and salt.

Mode. — Peel and slice the onions,
and put thorn in the stock to stew till

tender, adding the potatoes, peeled,
and cut in half if large, and a plentiful

seasoning of pepper and salt. When
the potatoes are done, add the mutton
cut into neat pieces, and simmer for

6 minutes. Serve in a deep dish.

Thne, 1 hour altogether. Average
cost. Is. 8d. Sufficient for 6 persons.
Seasonable at any time.

HEAT AND EGG TOAST.

Ingeedients.— 6 slices of bread, 2
eggs, 2 tablespoonfuls of milk, 2 oz. of

butter, 1 tablespoonful of tomato sauce,
salt, pepper, ^ tin of meat.

Mode.— Cut some rounds of bread
and fry them in half the butter. Mince
the meat finely and set aside. Put in
a saucepan the remainder of the butter,
the eggs, milk and seasoning

;
stir over

the fire, and when the eggs begin to
thicken, add the meat and the sauce.
Stir again over the fire till the mixture
is as thick as cream, then pour it over
the toast and serve very hot.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 9d.

Sufficient for 3 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

MEAT AND MACARONI.

Ingeedients.—A 2-lb. tin of meat, |
lb. of macaroni, of stock, a pinch
of powdered cinnamon, seasoning of
pepper a7id salt.

Mode .—Put the macaroni into suffi-

cient boiling water to cover it, and let

it stew till tender, chop and mince the
meat finely, add the seasoning and put
it in the stewpan with the stock and
let it got hot. Serve on a round of

toast, with the macaroni as a border.
Time, li hours. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at

any time

HEAT AND MACARONI PUDDING.

Ingeedients.—Tinned meat, maca-
roni, a slice of bacon or ham, or a
couple of pork sausages.

Mode .—Put some macaroni into a

saucepan in cold water, let it come to

the boil, then strain off the water.

Butter a basin and line it with the

macaroni. Chop some meat fine with
the bacon, season it, add a little bread
soaked in stock

;
mix all well together,

fill the basin, pressing it down and
covering it with buttered paper. Steam
for 1^ hours, and serve with a good
brown gravy poured round.

Time, IJ hours. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasoiiable at

any time

MEAT AND POTATO PIE.

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. of tinned mut-
ton, 2 lbs. of potatoes, 1 oz. of butter, i

pint of gravy, 4 onions, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Boil and mash the potatoes,

and line a buttered pie-dish with them.
Boil and slice the onions. Put a layer

of slices of meat in the dish, then one
of onions, seasoning both ;

next a layer

of potatoes. Repeat this and make the
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two layers of each fill the dish. Put
some small pieces of butter on the top

of the potatoes and bake for half an
hour.
Time, ^ an hour. Average cost, Is. 8d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at

any time.

MEAT CROQUETTES.

Ingredients.—1 lb. of meat, a few
cold potatoes, J lb. of dripping, 1 egg,

some lard for frying, a little parsley,

salt and pepper, breadcriimbs.

Mode .—Chop the meat fine, then mix
it thoroughly with the potatoes, mashed,
the dripping and the seasoning. Form
the mixture into small rolls, dip them
in beaten egg, then in the crumbs, and
fry them a nice brown in the boiling

lard. Fry the parsley also, and use it,

for a garnish. They may be served
with or without gravy.

Time, 10 minutes to fry the rissoles.

Average cost, Is. S^ifficient for 4 persons.

Seasonable at any time.

MEAT SANDERS.

Ingredients.—Cold boiled potatoes,

some tinned meat of any Jchid, or any
cold meat, 2 oz. of butter, white of 1
egg, pepper, salt, flour.

Mode .—Mash the potatoes thoroughly,
adding salt with butter and flour,

enough to make a paste that will roll

out. Roll it out evenly and cut it into
squares, about the same size as the
paste for sausage rolls. Into each of

them put some chopped and seasoned
meat, fold over and glaze with the white
of egg and bake in a quick oven till

nicely browned. Serve hot.

Time, J of an hoi r. Average cost, 8d.

Sufjicient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

CORKED BEEF (MOULDED).

Ingredients.—^ tin of corned beef,

I lb. ofsuet {Atora), spice, herbs, lemon-
peel, pepper and ralt.

Mode .—Mince the meat and suet fine,

add the seasoning, and press it into a

E
lain buttered mould

;
cover this with

uttered paper and steam for 1 hour.
Serve hot with a good brown gravy.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 3 persons. Seasonable at

any time.

MUTTON AND CAPER SAUCE.

Ingredients.—A 2-lb. tin of boiled

mutton, caper sauce.

Mode .—Take off the top of the tin

and put it in a saucepan of boiling

water that comes to within two inches
of the top of the tin. Heat the meat
thoroughly, then turn it out into a dish
and serve with caper sauce made by
recipe given.

Time, ^ an hour. Average cost. Is. 3d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

POTATO AND MUTTON PIE.

Ingredients.—A tin of roast mutton,
2 lbs. of potatoes, 2 oz. of butter, 2
onions, a little sauce, milh, bread-
crumbs, pepper and salt.

Mode.— Turn out the mutton and
remove the fat. Boil the potatoes and
mash them with butter, milk, and
seasoning

;
slice the onions and fry

them in the fat from the mutton.
Butter a deep pie-dish and lino it with
potatoes

;
then put in the mutton cut

in slices, mixed with the onions and
well seasoned and cover with a thick
layer of potatoes. Put the breadcrumbs
over the top, and over these again small
pieces of butter, and bake in a quick
oven.

Time, to bake the pie, 20 minutes.
Avei'age cost. Is. 6d. Sufficient for 6
persons. Seasonable at any time.

BEEF, ROASTED (TINNED), AND GREEN
PEAS.

Ingredients.—A Q-lb. tin of beef, 2
tins ofpeas, butter.

Mode .—Take the meat out of the tin
and remove all fat, jelly, and gravy
fi’om it, putting them into the dripping
pan. Tie the meat upw'ith wide, strong
tape, and hang it before a bright, but
not too fierce, roasting fire, basting
continually with the fat in the pan, in
which, after pouring off the fat, make
a gravy, adding a little extract of meat
and a thickening of flour. Warm the
peas in a stewpan with some butter,
and serve in a separate dish.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 4s. Cd.

Sufficient for 10 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

CHICKEN CROQUETTES,
Ingredients.—J a tin of chicken, 2

slices of lean ham or tongue, J tin of
7mishrooms, 1 oz. of coimflour, yolks
of 2 eggs, li oz. of butter, a little white
sauce, cayenne, salt and pounded inace
for seasoning, egg, breadcrumbs, and
lard for frying.

Mode .—Free the chicken from skin
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and bone and mince it finely with the
mushrooms and the ham. Put the
butter in a saucepan, let it melt, then
dredge in the flour, boil, put in the
meat, seasoning, and sauce, then stir

in the yolks of two eggs, well beaten.
Put the mixture aside to cool, and
when cold form into balls, brush them
over with egg, then dip them in crumbs
and fry a nice brown. Serve with white
sauce.

TiviCf 10 minutes to fry the cro-

quettes. Average cost, 2s. Sufficient
for a good-sized dish. Seasonable at

any time.

CURRIED RABBIT.

Ingbedients.—1 tm of rabbit, 2 oz.

of butter, 3 onions, 1 jgint of stock,

1 sour apple, a tablespoonful each of
curry-powder and flour, the juice of ^
a lemon.

Mode .—Slice and fry the onions and
apple in the butter, boil the stock and
pour it boiling into the stewpan, mix
the flour and curry-powder with a little

of the stock and simmer for ^ an hour,
add the rabbit, cut up, and warm
thoroughly, then squeeze in the lemon
and serve with a dish of rice, boiled as
in recipe given.

35 minutes. Average cosf, 2s. 6d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable in
winter.

SALMI OF GAME.

Ingbedients.—1 tin of game of any
kind, 1 onion stuck with cloves, a few
whole peppers, a strip of lemon-peel,
salt, a thickening of butter and flour, 1

glass of port, 1 tablespoonful of lemon-
juice, 1 of ketchup or sauce, 1 pint of
stock.

Mode .—Set aside the best parts of

the game, put the smaller pieces and
trimmings into a stewpan with the
stock, onion, peel, pepper and salt, and
simmer; stew for

p
of an hour, then

strain the gravy, thicken it with butter
and flour, add the ketchup, lemon-juice,
and wine, then put in the pieces of

game and let them warm through. If

the gravy is not brown enough, a little

browning should be added.
Time, 40 minutes. Average cost, 2s. 9d.

Sufficient for an entree. Seasonable in

autumn and winter.

FRUIT TARTS.

Ingbedients.—

A

wy kind of bottled

fruit, 1 lb. of flour, ^ lb. tinned marrow,
sugar, water.

Mode .—Fill the dish with the fruit
and add sugar in proportion, put the
flour in a basin and rub in the marrow
with a teaspoonful of powdered white
sugar (a little baking-powder may be
added if liked)

; wet up with enough
\vater to make a stiff paste, roll out
and cover the tart in the usual way,
and bake in a gentle oven. With some
fruits (gooseberries, for example) there
is too much juice, and a little should
be left out or it will boil over and spoil

the appearance of the tart.

Time, § an hour to bake the tart.

Average cost. Is. 3d. for a small tart.

Seasonable at any time.

ORANGE JELLY.

Ingbedients.—1 quartpacket of table

jelly, Ipmt of water.

Mode.— Put the jelly into a basin
and pour on the water nearly hoiling’,

stir the jelly till dissolved, then run it

through a jelly bag; w'et a mould
thoroughly, and pour in the jelly, and
set in a cool place. All the table jellies

are prepared in the same manner. The
orange is quite sufficiently flavoured,
but a glass of sherry is an improve-
ment added to the plain calves’ foot

jelly. If this is put, the same quantity
of water should be omitted. A little

gold leaf in tiny flakes makes these
jellies look very pretty, or they may be
moulded with preserved cherries or
grapes.

Time, jelly should always be made
the day before it is required. Average
cost, 9d. Sufficient for a quart mould.
Seasonable at any time.

COMPOTE OF FRUITS.

Ingbedients.—J tbi of each, peaches,
apricots, and pineapple {any fresh fruit
may be added if liked, the greater the
variety the better), 0, glasses of sherry,

2 glasses of liqueur, white sugar to

taste.

Mode .—Cut the slices of pine into
dice and the half peaches and apricots
in quarters, and put them in a bowl.
Take the S5wup from the three tins and
boil it with the sugar over the fire in a
lined saucepan. Set this aside to cool,

and when cold nour it over the fruit

;

add the wine ana liqueur and give all

a good stir.

Time, 15 minutes to boil the syrup.
Average cost, 3s. Suflicient for 8
persons. Seasonable at any time.
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EGGS.

EGGS AKD BACON.

Ingredients.—Bacon; eggs.

Mode .—Cut the bacon into thin slices,

trim away the rusty parts, and cut off

the rind. Put it into a cold frying-pan,
that is, do not place the pan on the
fire before the bacon is in it. Turn 2
or 3 times, and dish on a hot dish.

Poach the eggs, slip them on to the
bacon, and serve quickly.

Time, 3 or 4 minutes. Average cost,

lOd. to Is. per pound for the primest
parts. Sufficient, allow 6 eggs and 6
rashers for 3 persons.

Note.—’Fried rashers of bacon, curled,
serve as a pretty garnish to many dishes,
and answer very well as a substitute for
boiled bacon with a small dish of poultry,
&c.

EGGS AND KAH.

Ingredients.—Ham; eggs.

Mode .—Cut the ham into slices of

the same thickness in every part. Cut
off the rind, and if the ham should bo
particularly hard and salt, soak it for
about 10 minutes in hot water, and
then dry it in a cloth. Put it into a
cold frying-pan, set it over the fire,

turn the slices 3 or 4 times whilst they
are cooking. When done, place them
on a dish, which should be kept hot
while the eggs are being poached.
Poach the eggs, slip them on to the
slices of ham, and serve quickly.

Time, 7 or 8 minutes to broil the
ham. Average cost, lOd. to Is. per lb.

for the best part.

EGGS AND TOMATOES.

Ingredients.—6 medium-sized toma-
toes, Q fresh eggs, buttered toast, pepper
and salt.

Mode .—Scoop out the centre of each

19313
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tomato and with this pulp make a well-

seasoned sauce. In each of the cavities

of the tomatoes break an egg carefully

and season with salt and pepper. Put
the tomatoes in a well-buttered tin in

the oven and bake till done. Have
ready some buttered toast, on which
place the tomatoes, pouring the gravy
round.

Time, about 10 minutes. Average
cost, Is. 2d. Sufficient for 6 persons.

Seasonable when tomatoes are in

season.

EGGS AND TOMATOES.

Ingredients.—2 good-sized tomatoes,

4 eggs, a little ham or tongue, butter,

seasoning.

Mode .—Cut the tomatoes in half and
cook them in a tin with a little butter

in the oven till nearly done. Take a

little out of the middle of each, sprinkle

in some finely chopped ham and a

dash of cayenne, and break an egg into

each. Cook till the eggs are set, then
sprinkle over some finely chopped
parsley and serve on some croutons or

small rounds of buttered toast.

Time, about 15 minutes. Average
cost. Is. Sufficient for 3 or 4 persons.

EGGS A L’ESPAGNOLE.

Ingredients.—2 Spanish onions, 4

eggs, dripping, bread, pepper, salt.

Mode .—Fry some rounds of bread a

bright brown in dripping, then fry the

onions sliced, adding as they cook a

sprinkling of pepper and salt. Pile the

onion on the croutons and on each
place a nicely poached egg.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost, 8d.

Sufficient for 4 persons.

EGGS (ANCHOYY).

Ingredients.—4 eggs, 2 or 3 slices of

bread, a little anchovy paste, cayenne,

1 oz. butter, lard or clarified dripping

for frying.

Mode .
—Boil the eggs hard, shell

them when cold, and cut them in half.

Put the yolks in a mortar or basin with

the butter, anchovy paste, and cayenne,

and pound smooth. Stamp out small

I'ounds of the bread and fry them a

bright brown then set aside till cold.

Fill the halves of the eggs with the

yolk mixture, stand each one on a

crouton, and garnish with parsley.

Time, 6 minutes to fry the croutons.

Average cost, 8d. Sufficient for 3 or 4

persons. Seasonable at any time.

EGGS IN AMBUSH.

Ingredients.—6 eggs, 1 lb. sausages,
a little vermicelli, 1 beaten egg, pepper
and cayenne, fat forfrying

.

Mode .—Boil the eggs hard, and when
cold shell them. Take the sausage
meat out of the skins and add a Ettle
more seasoning to it if necessary. Roll
each egg in the meat, covering it

smoothly, then dip in egg and after-

wards crushed vermicelli and fry a
bright brown. When cold cut the eggs
in half and lay each on a fried crofiton
or round of toast, arrange neatly on a
dish, and garnish with parsley or cress.

Time, 10 minutes to fry. Average
cost. Is. 8d. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable when sausages are in
season.

EGGS (POACHED).

Ingi.edients.—Eggs, water. To every
pint of water allow I tablespoonful
vinegar.

Mode .—Eggs for poaching should be
perfectly fresh, but not quite new-laid

;

those that are about 36 hours old are
the best. If quite new laid, the white
is so milky it is almost impossible to

set it
;
and if the egg be at all stale it

is difficult to poach it nicely. Strain
some boiling water into a deep, clean
frying-pan, add the vinegar, break the
egg into a cup, and, wffien the water
boils, remove the pan to the side of the
fire, and gently slip the egg into it.

Place the pan over a gentle fire, and
keep the water simmering until the
white looks nicely set. Take it up
gently with a slice, cut away the ragged
edges, and serve on toasted bread or
on slices of fried ham, or bacon, or on
spinach, t^c. A poached egg should
not be overdone, or its appearance and
taste will be quite spoiled. When the
egg is slipped into the water, the white
should be gathered together, or the
cup should be turned over it for i
minute. To poach an egg to perfection
is rather difficult

; so, for inexperienced
cooks, a tin egg-poacher may be pur-
chased, which greatly facilitates this

manner of dressing eggs.

Time, 2.t to 3J minutes, according to

size.. Suffiicie7it, 2 eggs to each person.

Seaso7uihle at any time, but less plenti-

ful in winter.

EGGS (POACHED), WITH CREAM.

Ingredients.—1 pint of water, 1 tea-

spoonful salt, 4 teaspoonfuls vinegar, 4
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fresh eggs^ J gill cream, salt, pepper,
and pounded sugar to taste, 1 oz. butter.

Mode ,—Put the water, vinegar, and
salt into the frying-pan, and break each
egg into a separate cup, bring the water
to boil, and slip the eggs gently in.

Simmer from 3 to 4 minutes, and, with
a slice, lift them on to a hot dish, and
trim the edges. Empty the pan, put
in the cream, add a seasoning to taste,

bring the whole to the boiling-point,

add the butter, broken into small pieces,

toss the pan round till the butter is

melted, pour it over the eggs and serve.

It is a good plan to warm the cream
with the butter, &c., before the eggs are
poached, so that it may be poured over
them immediately they are dished.

Time, 3 to 4 minutes to poach the
eggs, 5 minutes to warm the cream.
Average cost, for the above quantity,

lOd. Sufficient for 2 persons.

EGGS (SCRAMBLED).

Ingredients.—4 eggs, 1 oz. of butter,

4 slices of buttered toast, pepper and
salt.

Mode .—Melt the butter in a lined

saucepan, break the eggs into a basin
and beat them up with a fork, then
pour them into the butter and stir till

set, adding seasoning of pepper and
salt to taste. Have the toast ready and
hot

;
spread on the mixture and serve

quickly.
Time, 5 minutes. Average cost, 8d.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

EGGS (TO BOIL).

Eggs for boiling cannot be too fresh,

or boiled too soon after they are laid,

but rather a longer time should be
allowed for boiling a new-laid egg than
for one that is three or four days old
if for eating hot. For boiling hard they
should not be too new laid. Put the
eggs into a saucepan of boiling water
gently with a spoon, letting the spoon
t^ouch the bottom of the saucepan
before it is withdrawn, that the egg
may not fall and crack. For lightly
boiled eggs, 3 minutes will be suffi-

cient ; 3| to 4 minutes will set the
white nicely

;
and, if liked hard, 6 or 7

minutes will not be too long. If the
eggs be unusually large, as those of

black Spanish fowls, allow an extra J
minute. Eggs for salads should be
boiled from 10 minutes to | hour, and
placed in a basin of cold water for a
few minutes; they should then be

rolled on the table with the hand, and
the shell will peel oE easily. Eggs
may be boiled by putting them in cold
water and just bringing it to the boil.

Time—to boil eggs lightly for invalids
or children, 3 minutes ; to boil eggs to

suit the generality of tastes, 3| to 4
minutes; to boil eggs hard, 6 or 7
minutes

;
for salads, 10 to 15 minutes.

OMELETTE (PLAIN).

Ingredients.—6 eggs, 1 saltspoonful
salt, J saltspoonful pepper, 3 oz. butter.

Mode .—Break the eggs into a basin,

omitting the whites of 3, and beat them
up with the salt and pepper until ex-

tremely light
;
then add 1 oz. cf butter,

broken into small pieces, and stir this

into the mixture. Put the other 2 oz.

of butter into a frying-pan, make it

quite hot, and as soon as it begins to

bubble, whisk the eggs, &c., vei-y briskly
for a minute or two, and pour them
into the pan

;
stir the omelette with a

spoon, one way, until the mixture
thickens, and becomes firm. Then
fold the edges over so that the omelette
assumes an oval form, and when it is

nicely brown on one side and quite
firm it is done. Hold the pan before
the fire for a minute or two, and brown
the upper side of the omelette with a
salamander or hot shovel. Serve expe-
ditiously on a very hot dish. The
flavour of this omelette may be very
much enhanced by adding minced
parsley, minced onions or eschallot, or
grated cheese, allowing 1 tablespoonful
of the former and half the quantity of

the latter to the above proportion of

eggs. Shrimps or 05^sters may also be
added, the latter scalded in their liquor,

and then bearded and cut into small
pieces. Omelettes are sometimes sent to

table with gravy, which should be
thickened with arrowroot or rice flour,

and served in a tureen.
Time, with 6 eggs, in a frying-pan 18

or 20 inches round, 4 to 6 minutes.
Average cost, lid. Sufficient for 4
persons.

OMELETTE (HAM).

Ingredients.—6 eggs, 3 oz. butter, §
saltspoonful pepper, 2 tablespoonfuls
minced ham.
Mode .—Mince the ham fine without

any fat, and fry it for 2 minutes in a
little butter

;
then make the batter for

the omelette, stir in the ham, and pro-
ceed as in preceding recipe. Do not
add any salt to the batter. Serve hot
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and quickly, without gravy. Cooked
lean bacon or tongue may be used
instead of ham.

Time, 4 to 6 minutes. Average cost,

Is. 6d. Sufficient for 4 persons.

_ OMELETTE (KIDNEY).

Ingredients.—6 eggs, 1 saltspoonful
salt, J teaspoonful pepper, 2 sheep's

kidneys, or 2 tahlespoonfuls minced veal
kidney, 3 oz. blitter.

Mode .—Skin the kidneys, cut them
into small dice, and toss them in a
frying-pan, in 1 oz. butter, over the fire

for two or three minutes. Mix the
ingredients for the omelette as in recipe

for plain omelette, and when the eggs
are well whisked, proceed as before.

Time, 4 to 6 minutes. Average cost,

Is. 7d. Sufficient for 4 persons.

OMELETTE (SWEET).

Ingredients.—6 eggs, 3 oz. hutter, a
pinch of salt, some apricot jam, sifted

sugar.

Mode .—Make as a plain omelette,
omitting the pepper

;
lay on a hot dish,

spread over thinly to the jam, roll up
and sift over the sugar. A little warmed
apricot juice should be poured round.
Time, 4 to 6 minutes. Average cost.

Is. Sufficient for 4 persons. Season-
able at any time.

CREESE.

CHEESE BISCUITS AND STRAWS.

Ingredients.—2 oz. each hutter,

flour, and cheese, the yolk of an egg,

cayenne.

Mode .—Pound or grate the cheese
according to whether it be hard or soft,

well season it with cayenne, rub it

with the butter into the flour and
moisten it with the egg. Boll the paste
out thin and stamp into little biscuits

with a tin-cuttcr. Bake 10 minutes in

a fairly hot oven. The same paste will

serve for cheese straws. It must be
rolled thin, and cut in very narrow
strips. These twisted and baked on a
greased paper.

If the straws are cut about 4 inches
long and about i doz. put through a
little ring of paste stamped with two
cutters, one smaller than the other,

and baked separately from the strav's,

it forms a pretty way of serving. The
straws should stand up as little sheaves.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 56L

Sufficient for a small dish.

CHEESE (MODE OF SERVING).

At well-appointed tables it is usual
to have the cheese handed by the
servants when it is cut in very small
squares, and placed in a triple dish, the
other two leaves of w’hicn are filled

respectively with tiny balls of butter
and small biscuits. When it is pre-
ferred, it should be placed upon the
table

;
if a Stilton a napkin must be

pinned round it, and in the case of
other cheeses the rind must be carefully
pared and the portion or portions, if

cut up, placed on a folded napkin in
the cheese dish.

CHEESE PUDDING.

Ingredients.— 4 oz. cheese, 2 eggs,
hutter, stale bread, mustard, 1 pint of
milk.

Mode .
—Cut some slices of thin bread-

and-butter, put a layer in a buttered
basin, put over some cheese grated or
cut in very thin slices, and sprinkle
over a dust of mustai'd. Fill the basin
in this way, then pour in a custard of

the milk and eggs and steam for |
hour.

Time, | hour. Average cost, 9d.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

CHEESE SOUFFLE.

Ingredients.—3 oz. cheese, a teacup-

ful of milk, 3 eggs, 2 tahlespoonfuls

flour, cayenne, salt.

Mode .—Put the butter over the fire,

shake in the flour, stir smooth, add the
milk and seasoning. When the mixture
has boiled, let it partly cool, then stir

in the yolks of tne eggs, the cheese
grated, and lastly the whites of the eggs
well beaten. Pour in a well-buttered
souffle tin, if there is not one, a cake tin,

either of which must have a strip of

buttered paper put round the top to

support the souffle as it rises, and bake
in a quick oven, serving immediately
with a napkin pinned round the tin.

Time, about 10 minutes. Average
cost, 6d. Sufficient for 3 persons.

CHEESE (MACARONI).

Ingredients.—^ Ih. pipe macaroni,
2 oz. hutter, 6 oz. Parmesan or Cheshire
cheese, pepper and salt to taste, 1 pi?it

milk, Splints water, breadcrumbs.

Mode .—Put the milk and water into

a saucepan with suffleient salt to
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flavour it
;
place on the fire, and when

it boils quickly drop in the macaroni.
Keep the water boiling until it is quite
tender

;
drain the macaroni, and put it

into a deep dish. Have ready the grated
cheese, either Parmesan or Cheshire

;

sprinkle it amongst the macaroni and
Rome of the butter cut into small pieces,

reserving some of the cheese for the top
layer. Season with a little pepper, and
cover the top layer of cheese with fine

breadcrumbs. Warm, without oiling,

the remainder of the butter, and pour
it gently over the breadcrumbs. Place
the dish before a bright fire to brown
the crumbs

;
turn it once or twice, that

it may be equally coloured, or brown
with a salamander, and serve very hot.
If browned in the oven, the butter
would oil and impart a disagreeable
flavour to the dish. In boiling the
macaroni, let it be perfectly tender but
firm, and the form entirely preserved.
It may be boiled in plain water, with a
little salt, instead of using milk, hut
should then have a small piece of butter
mixed with it.

Time, to 1| hours to boil the maca-
roni

;
5 minutes to brown it before the

fire. Average cost, Is. Sufficient for 6
or 7 persons.

Note .—Ribbon macaroni does not re-
quire boiling so long a time.

TOASTED CHEESE, OR SCOTCH
RAREBIT.

Ingredients.—^ Ih. good rich cheese,
1 oz. hutter, a teaspoo7ifid made mus-
tard, 2 tablespoonfiils milk or ale,
buttered toast.

Mode .—Melt the cheese and butter
chopped finely together in a lined stew-
pan, add the ale or milk and stir till

smooth, then pour over slices of hot
buttered toast and serve quickly.

Time, about 5 minutes. Average
cost, lOd. Sufficient for 3 persons.

TOASTED CHEESE, OR WELSH
RAREBIT.

Ingredients.— Slices bread, butter,
Cheshwe or Gloucester cheese, mustard,
and pepper.

Mode. — Cut the bread into slices
about ^ inch in thickness

;
pare off

the crust, toast the bread slightly, and
spread it with butter. Cut some slices
from a good rich fat cheese

; lay them
on the toasted bread in a cheese-toaster

;

be careful that the cheese does not burn,
and let it be equally melted. Spread

over the top a little made mustard and
a seasoning of pepper, and serve very
hot. The cheese may be cut into thin
flakes, or toasted on one side before it

is laid on the bread. It is a good plan
to melt the cheese in small round silver

or metal pans, and to send these pans
to table, allowing one for each guest.

Slices of dry or buttered toast should
always accompany them, with mustard,
pepper, and salt.

Time, about 5 minutes to melt the
cheese. Sufficient—allow a slice to each
person.

FISH.

FISH PIE.

Ingredients.—Bemains of any cold

fish, some mashed potatoes, anchovy
sauce, butter, breadcrumbs, cayenne.

Mode. — Butter a shallow pie-dish
and strew over a few breadcrumbs.
Flake the fish and season it with
cayenne and anchovy, lay it in the pie-

dish, fill up with the mashed potatoes,
and over them put a few breadcrumbs,
lastly some small pieces of butter.
Bake for i of an hour.

Time, 15 minutes. Average cost, ex-
clusive of the fish, 4d. Sufficient for 4
persons. Seasonable at any time.

FISH RISSOLES.

Ingredients.—Bemains of cold fish
or some tinned sahnon, breadcrumbs, 2
eggs, seasoning of cayenne and anchovy
sauce, lard or butter for frying.

Mode. — Flake and mince the fish

finely (if tinned fish be used, let it be
freed from the moisture), mix with it

one-third of its proportion of bread-
crumbs, moisten with a beaten egg, and
season to taste. Make into balls or
rolls, dip in beaten egg, then in fine dry
breadcrumbs, and fry a bright golden
brown. Serve with cut lemon and
parsley garnish

;
and a very nice ac-

companiment is some thin brown bread-
and-butter.

Time, 6 minutes to fry the rissoles.

Average cost, exclusive of the fish, 6d.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

KEDGEREE.
Ingredients. — A little cold white

fish {about i Ih.), a teacupful boiled
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rice, 2 hard-boiled eggs, 1 oz. butter,

cayenne, salt.

Mode .—Flake the fish, and chop the
eggs, and put with the rice and butter
in a stewpan. Add seasoning to taste,

make all hot, and serve quickly.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, ex-

clusive of the fish, 4d. Sufficient for

2 or 3 persons.

LOBSTER CREAM.

Ingeedients. — 1 lobster, J pint of
cream, ^ pint of milk, 3 eggs, a dessert-

spoonful of anchovy sauce, a cujffiul of
breadc7'umbs, cayenne.

Mode .—Boil the milk and pour it over
the crumbs. Mince the flesh of the
lobster fine, and when the breadcrumbs
are nearly cold mix it with them

;
then

the eggs, beaten, the seasoning of

cayenne, the sauce, a little salt if

necessary, and lastly the cream. Butter
a mould, fill with the mixture, put a
buttered paper over the top and steam
for 1 hour.
Average cost, 2s. 6d. Sufficient for 6

persons. Seasonable at any time.

LOBSTER PATTIES.

Ingeedients.— 1 lobster. Bechamel
sauce, a little anchovy, lemon-juice and
cayenne, puff-paste, 1 egg.

Mode .—Stamp out some rounds from
the paste rolled very thin, about 3
inches in diameter, and double the
number from the paste about a third of

an inch thick. Stamp these again with
a smaller cutter so as to leave a ring
only. Lay the thin rounds on a baking
sheet and over each 2 of the rings,

joined by white of egg; fill up the centre
with flour or bread and lay a little

round on the top of each
;
brush over

with the yolk of egg and bake a light

colour. Mince the lobster very fine,

add 4 tablespoonfuls of Bechamel sauce
and seasoning to taste; stir the mixture
over the fire for 5 minutes, then take
out the flour or bread from the patty
cases, fill them w’ith the lobster and
replace the tops.

Time, about 5 minutes after the cases
are ready. Average cost, 2s. 6d. Season-
able at any time. Sufficient for 12 small
patties.

SALMON MAYONNAISE.
Ingeedients. — Bemains of cold,

boiled salmon, 2 lettuces, a little small
salad and beetroot, 3 hard-boiled eggs.

a very little oil and vinegar, pepper
and salt, J pint of mayonnaise sauce.

Mode .—Wash and thoroughly dry the
lettuces and small salad, and use the
outer leaves sprinkled wuth oil and
vinegar for the foundation of the
mayonnaise. On them, in a circle over-
lapping one another, lay the salmon in
neat cutlets, w'ell masked with the
sauce. In the centre and round the
salmon put the rest of the salad cut up
finely, arranging it in groups of dark
and light colour and garnishing with
slices of the egg and beetroot.
Average cost, exclusive of the cold

fish. Is. 4d. Seasonable at any time.
Sufficient for 8 persons.

MAYONNAISE SAUCE (for above).

Ingeedients.—The yolks of 2 eggs,
6 tablespoonfuls of salad oil, 4 table-
sj)oo7ifuls of vinegar, 1 tablespoonful of
white stock, 2 of cream.

Mode .—Put the yolks of the eggs into
a basin with a seasoning of pepper and
salt

; have ready the oil and vinegar in
separate vessels, and add them, using
first the oil, very gradually to the eggs.
Keep stirring the mixture with a w’ooden
spoon, as herein lies the secret of having
a nice smooth sauce. It cannot be
stirred too frequently and should be
made in a very cool place. When the
oil and vinegar are w'ell incorporated,
add the cream and stock, stirring all

the while. If no cream is used, sub-
stitute the same quantity of oil. It

becomes thicker by keeping.
Average cost, for this quantity, lOd.

Sufficient for a good-sized salad. Sea-
sonable at any time.

SARDINE TOAST.

Ingeedients.—6 sardines, 6 croutons,
seasoning of cayenne, a dessertspoonful
of Worcester sauce, a teaspoonful of
anchovy sauce, oz. of butter, lemon-
juice, a little flour.

Mode .—Bone and scale the sardines
and pound them to a smooth paste in a
mortar w'ith the butter. Cut the bread
for the crofitons about § an inch thick,

cut oil the crust and fry a nice brown
in butter. Spread the mixture on ihe
croutons and put them in the oven.
Make a sauce of the other ingredients,
with I pint boiling water, simmering
it till the flour is properly cooked

;
then

our over the crofitons and serve very
ot.
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Time, about 16 minutes. Average
cost, Is. Sufficient for 4 persons. Sea-
sonable at any time.

SAVOURY DISHES.

cr6me de lieyre.

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast hare, breadcrumbs, ham, 2 or 3
eggs, seasoning, a little milk.

Mode.—Mince the flesh of the hare
finely mixing with it a small quantity
of grated ham, and pound to a smooth
paste. Add one-third the quantity
of breadcrumbs soaked in milk and
squeezed fairly dry, and a savoury
seasoning, and blend all with 2 or 3
eggs according to the quantity. Well-
butter a plain mould, fill it with the
mixture, cover wuth buttered paper, and
steam for 40 minutes or rather longer
if the cream be a large one. Make a
gravy from the bones of the hare, a
little thickening and browning, and
serve with the cream turned out of the
mould and red-currant jelly.

Time, 40 minutes. Average cost, ex-

clusive of the hare, 8d. Seasonable in
winter.

DEVILLED TURKEY.

Ingeedients.— Legs of cold turkey,
made mustard, salt and cayenne

Mode.—Score the legs, cutting length-
wise to the bone, and well press in the
seasoning. Grill them over a bright,

clear fire till they are crisp and brown

;

then serve quickly and very hot wdth
small pieces of cold hutter upon them.
Time about 7 or 8 minutes to grill.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable
in winter.

FOIE GRAS IN JELLY.

Ingeedients.—1'^pints of aspic jelly,

a few leaves of chervil and watercress,
a small tin of foie gras, some fresh
salad.

Mode.— Melt the jelly and thickly
coat a mould. Put in small squares of

the foie gras interspersed with leaves
of the cress and chervil, arranging them
so that they may look nice when the
jelly is turned out, then some more
jelly and some more of the foie gras

and leaves till the mould is full. The
jelly must each time be cool. Cut up
some fresh salad and dress it, if liked,

with a little oil, vinegar, pepper, and
salad, or leave it plain. Turn out the
mould and garnish with the salad made
to look bright with sliced tomatoes or

beetroot.
Average cost, 2s. 6d. Sufficient for

a quart mould. Seasonable at any
time.

HAM TOAST.

Ingeedients.—A few slices of cold
ham, 1 oz. butter, parsley, cayenne,
buttered toast.

Mode.—Melt the butter in a small
saucepan, add the ham very finely

mixed and a little chopped parsley.

Season with cayenne, make the mix-
ture thoroughly hot and spread over
slices of buttered toast.

Time, about 5 minutes.

‘INDIAN VEAL COLLOPS (Indian Recipe).

Ingeedients.—1| lbs. of fillet of veal,

cut as a cutlet, 1 small cug)ful of bread-
crumbs, 1 dessertspoonful of curry-
powder, 2 yolks of eggs, butter, gravy,
pepper and salt.

Mode.—Cut the veal into neat shaped
pieces about 3 inches across, beat them,
then dip in beaten yolk of egg, then in

breadcrumbs which should cover them
thickly, and curry-powder

;
repeat this,

then fry in hutter. Make a sauce with
a little gravy, curry-powder, and a
small piece of butter, thickened with
flour

;
squeeze in the juice of a lemon,

boil, and serve, poured round the
collops.

KALLSAH YEKHUNEE (Indian Recipe).

Ingeedients.—2 lbs. of lean mutton,
3 or 4 onions, i oz. each of ginger and
cloves, 1 tablespoonful of sugar, 2 of
lime-juice, a dessertspoonful of curry

-

poiuder, salt and cayenne, water.

Mode.—Slice the meat into a stewpan
with enough w'^ater to cover, and the
seasoning, and stew until the meat
is tender. Strain off the gravy into
another saucepan, mix the sugar, lime-
juice, and curry-powder together with a
little water; mix this again with the
gravy, pour it back to the meat, and
simmer for J hour.
Time, about 2 hours. Seasonable at

any time.
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TOMATOES AND BACON.

Ingeedients.—4 tomatoes, 4 rashers

of bacon, a little pepper, bread.

Mode .—Warm a frying-pan over tlio

fire, lay in it the rashers neatlytrimmed.
Fry, turning them several times, and
set aside. Cut some rounds of bread,
take off the crust, and fry in the bacon-
fat. Lastly fry the tomatoes in slices,

adding a seasoning of pepper and using
a little more fat if necessary. Serve
the rashers on the bread with the
tomatoes round.

Time, about 10 minutes. Average
cost, lOd. Sufficient for 4 persons.

POTTED BEEF (Cold Meat Cookery).

Ingeedients.—The remains of cold
roast or boiled beef, | lb. butter, cayenne
to taste, 2 blades pounded mace.

Mode. — Cut the meat into small
pieces and pound it well, with a little

butter, in a mortar ; add cayenne and
mace, reducing the latter ingredient to

the finest powder, or a little anchovy
sauce may be used in place of the mace.

When the ingredients are thoroughly
mixed, put into glass or earthen potting-

pots, and when cold pour on the top a
coating of clarified butter.

Note .—If cold roast beef is used, remove
all pieces of gristle and dry outside pieces.

POTTED HAM, that will keep good for

soma time.

Ingeedients.—To 4 lbs. lean ham
alloio 1 lb. fat, 2 teaspoonfuls pounded
mace, 4 nutmeg grated, rather more
than I teaspoonful cayenne, clarified

lard.

Mode .—Mince the ham, fat and lean,

in the above proportions, and pound
it well in a mortar, seasoning it with
cayenne pepper, pounded mace, and
nutmeg

;
put the mixture into a deep

baking-dish, and bake for ^ hour. Press
it well into a stone jar, fill up the jar

with clarified lard, cover it closely, and
paste over it a piece of thick paper. If

well seasoned it will keep a long time
in winter, and will be found convenient
for sandwiches, &c.

Time, | hour.
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The taste for savouries under their
names of appetisans and hors cVoeuvres
is on the increase, and we find them
seldom omitted from a good dinner
menu. But, besides these little dishes,

usually consisting of such things as
caviare, stuffed olives, devils, which are
served as preliminary or between the
courses, we have many others now
that form courses in themselves.
Salads, not the plain, old-fashioned
ones, hut most elaborate dishes, very
often served in jelly, composed of

prawns, anchovies, olives, foie gras and
other delicacies in addition to the
vegetable portion, mushrooms cooked
in various ways, eggs and cheese in

happy combinations, all go pleasantly
to vary the monotony of “ sweets.”
Many ladies now prefer such courses
to those of pastry and sweet dishes,

and gentlemen, almost without excep-
tion, choose them. We give a few
recipes for some of the nicest of the
small savouries that can be made
easily at home ; also some for some
sandwiches that are usually served at
afternoon “ at home ” teas.
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ANCHOYY CANAPl^S.
Ingredients.—Slices of stale bread,

eggs, anchovies, butter or clarified drip-
ping for frying

.

Mode ,—Cut the bread about one-third

of an inch in thickness, stamp out small
rounds from it with a cutter about the
size of half-a-crown, and fry a nice
bright brown in butter. Boil 1 or more
eggs hard, according to quantity re-

quired, and chop yok^e and white fine.

Bone and fillet the anchovies (3 will he
enough for 12 rounds of bread), curl a
fillet on each round, fill the centre with
the chopped egg, season wuth a few
grains of cayenne and arrange neatly
on a small dish, garnishing with W'ater-

cress.

Average cost, 9d. Sufficient for 6
persons.

ANCHOYY SAKDYmHCHES.

Ingredients.— Brown bread, fresh
butter, anchovy paste, mustard and
cress, cayenne.

Mode .—Cut some thin slices of bread-
and-butter; spread these thinly with
anchovy paste, chop the mustard and
cress and scatter over, then season with
a dash of cayenne. Lay the slices to-

gether and cut into neat little sand-
wiches, which pile nicely, or arrange
in a ring on a dish and garnish with
parsley.

Average cost, 7d. Sufficient for G

persons.

ANGELS ON HOESEBACK.

Ingredients.—1 doz. oysters, a few
very thinly cut rashers of bacon, some
finely minced sweet herbs, Nepaul
pejjper, 12 rounds of bread fried, a
little lemon-juice.

Mode .—Trim the bacon into little

squares just large enough to roll round
an o5"ster, sprinkle over these the herbs
and a little pepper. La}'' in each one
an oyster, squeeze over a drop or two of

lemon-juice, roll them up, run them on
a skewer and fry till the bacon is cooked

.

Have the rounds of bread nicely fried

and hot, lay on each an oyster and serve
quickly, garnished with cut lemon and
parsley.

Time, 3 minutes to fry. Average
201
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cost, 3s. Sufficient for 6 persons.
Seasonable from September to March.

CAVIARE CROtJTONS.

Ingredients. — Some small fried
rounds of bread, a little butter {'plain

or Montpellier), caviare, Nepaul
pepper.

Mode. — When the croiitons, fried

a bright brown, are cold, spread them
with the caviare, season lightly with
the pepper, and run over in a pattern
with a cone, a little butter.
Average cost, Id. each. Sufficient to

allow 2 or 3 for each person. Season-
able at any time.

CAVIARE SANDWICHES.
Ingredients.—Caviare, thin slices of

brown bread - and - butter, pepper or
cayenne, lemon-juice.

Mode .—Spread half the slices with
caviare, seasoned with a little pepper,
squeeze over a little lemon-juice, put
the slices together and cut into narrow
lingers. Arrange these, two one way,
then two another, and so on as pastry
sandwiches, and fill in the centre witli

carefully picked watercress.
Average cost. Id. each. Sufficient to

allow 2 or 3 for each person. Season-
able at any time

CUCUMBER SANDWICHES.
Ingredients.—Bread, butter, cucum-

ber, oil, vinegar, pepper.

Mode .—Cut some thin slices of bread-
and-butter, and stamp out rounds from
them the size of the rounds of cucum-
ber. Peel and slice the cucumber and
lay it a little while in a dressing made
of oil, vinegar, and pepper, then drain
from this, and lay each round between
two rounds of the bread-and-butter,
and arrange in a ring on a dish, the
sandwiches overlapping each other.

Average cost for a dish, 6d. Sufficient
for 6 persons. Seasonable in summer.

DEVILLED BISCUITS.

INGREDIENTS. — Somo milk biscuits,

butter, cayenne, salt.

Mode .—Butter the biscuits on both
sides, season them slightly with salt,

well with cayenne, and put them in the
oven to get thoroughly hot.

Average cost, 2d. Sufficient for 6

persons.

FOIE GRAS SANDWICHES.
Ingredients.—Foie gras pate as sold

VI chinapots, broiun or white bread-and-

butter, cress, a little seasoning if neces-
sary.

Mode .—Cut the bread and butter
very thin, spread half the slices with
foie gi’as, scatter over a little cress, lay
over the other slices and stamp out in
little rounds. If preferred, cut off the
crusts, and then cut the sandwiches
into neat little squares

;
serve garnished

with cress.

Average cost, l^d. each. Sufficient
to allow 3 or 4 for each person.

LOBSTER CANAPES.

Ingredients.—12 cro'utons fried in
butter, lobster butter (see recipe), the
tail of a small lobster, a few capers, oil,

vinegar, and pepper.

Mode .
—Have ready some fried rounds

of bread drained and cold. Cut small
slices of the lobster and soak in oil and
vinegar for a few minutes, spread the
croutons with lobster butter, lay on
each a slice of lobster, and over that a
few capers. Serve on a bed of very
finely cut, light green endive or lettuce.

Average cost, 9d. Sufficient for 4

persons.

OYSTER DARIOLES.

Ingredients.—1 doz. oysters, 2 eggs,

2 O.V. of flour, 1 oz of butter, ^ pint of
milk, nutmeg, salt, cayenne, lemon-
juice.

Mode .—Beard the oysters and scald
them in their liquor, strain and cut in

3 or 4 pieces. Put the flour and butter
in a saucepan, add the oyster liquor,

then the milk, and stir till boiling.

Beat the eggs well and add with the
seasoning, and lastly the oysters.

Butter some small moulds, pour in

the mixtiu’e, and steam gently for 20
minutes.
Time, 20 minutes to steam. Average

cost, 2s. Sufficient for 4 persons.

Seasonable from September to March.

OYSTER SANDWICHES.

Ingredients.—J doz. large oysters,

thin brown bread-and-butter, lemon-
juice, cayenne.

Mode .—Pound the oysters in a mor-
tar with the lemon-juice and cayenne,
lay them between the slices of bread-

and-butter, and cut into small sand-
wiches.
Average cost. Is. Suflicient for 2 or

8 persons. Seasonable from September
to March.
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OLIVES (STUFFED).

Ingredients. — 12 large Spanish
oUves, forcemeat made from sardines

or anchovies, 12 fried croutons, lobster

butter, 12 capers, a little lemon-juice.

Mode.—Free the anchovies or sar-

dines from scales and bone, and pound
them in a mortar with a few drops of

lemon-juice and a seasoning of cayenne.
Stone the olives and fill them with the
forcemeat, putting a caper on the top
of each ;

butter the croutons and stand
on each an olive. Serve garnished
with sprigs of parsley and a little aspic
jelly, if at hand.
Average cost, 9d. Sufficient for 4 or

6 persons. Seasonable at any time.

SARDINE SAVOURIES.

Ingredients.—Slices of bread, 6 sar-

dines, 1 teaspoonful of anchovy sauce,
1 teaspoonfid of Worcester sauce, IJ oe.

of butter, a dessertspoonful of flour,
cayenne, lemon-juice, and water.

Mode.—Fry the stamped-out rounds
of bread, bone the sardines, pound them
in a mortar with the butter, and spread
over the croutons. Mix the other in-

gredients with rather less than half a
pint of boiling water

;
simmer till the

flour is cooked, then pour over the
sardines.
Time, J of an hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

SAVOURY CANAPES.

Ingredients. — 1 or 2 sardines, 3
anchovies, 6 oysters, a few shrimps, a
small head of celery, 1 shallot, cress,

tarragon, 1 hard - boiled egg, Mont-
pellier butter, lobster coral, aspic jelly

^

mayonnaise sauce.

Mode.—Bone and shred the fish, cut
the celery very fine, pound the shallots
and mix with the cress in the sauce.
Fill small brioche cases with the
mixture and run a little butter round
the edges. Garnish with some lobster
coral, the egg, chopped fine, put on the
top of each, and the aspic jelly, roughed
with a fork, laid round the canapes.
Except in large establishments, such a
variety of materials would not be likely
to be at hand at once

; but then canapes
can very easily be made with only one
or two kinds of fish

;
in which case the

quantities of each must be increased.
Also the butter and coral garnish could
be dispensed with.
Average cost, 2s. Sufficient for 6

persons. Seasonable from September
to March.

ASPIC JELLY FOR SAVOURIES.

Ingredients.— oz. of gelatine, 1

tablespoonful of Lemco or other extract

of meat, whites of 2 eggs, 2 shallots, 1
carrot, 1 turnip, 1 onion, the rind of
1 lemon, 3 teaspoonfuls of vinegar, 1

glass of sherry, celery seed, bay-leaves,

cloves, water.

Mode .—Mix the extract with two
quarts of water and simmer with the
vegetables and the cloves, stuck in the
onion, the celery seed and bay-leaves,
till the stock is well flavoured. Add
the lemon-rind, cut thin, the sherry and
the vinegar

;
swell the gelatine in water,

then add it to the stock with the whites
of eggs and stir till it is dissolved

;
let

it boil up, then remove the pan to the
side of the fire and let it simmer for

half an hour. Strain through a jelly-

bag till clear.

This jelly may be set to cool in a

plain basin or soup-plate, and when it

IS required it should be cut in thin

slices and again in diamonds; or it

looks pretty for a garnish roughed with
a fork.

Average cost, 2s.

LOBSTER BUTTER.

Ingredients.— Lobster coral, fresh
butter, salt, cayenne.

Mode .—Eub down the coral smooth
in a mortar, adding butter till it is of

creamy consistency and of deep red
colour. Add cayenne to taste and a
little salt, and if wanted to keep for

some time make the seasoning stronger
than if for present use; put into pots
and tie over.

Seasonable at any time.

MONTPELLIER BUTTER FOR
SAVOURY DISHES.

Ingredients. — Watercress, fresh
butter, pepper and salt.

Mode .—Pull the leaves, which must
be very green and fresh, from the stalks
and chop them finely. Dry them in a
cloth, then mince again and knead
them up with butter till it is of a
bright green colour, seasoning with
pepper and salt.

Parsley butter may be made in the
same way, and will be found a nice
accompaniment to cold fish such as
soles, turbot, or salmon. It should be
served in tiny balls or rolls.

Seasonable at any time.
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rUFF PASTRY.

Ingredients.—1 Ih. flour, 1 lb. butter,

a few drops of lemon-juice, 1 egg, water.

Mode .—Squeeze all the water out of

the butter
;
put the flour—which should

be the best, and thoroughly dry—on a
board or slab, and make a hollow in the
centre of the heap

;
into this put a

small piece of butter, the yolk of the
egg, a small pinch of salt, the lemon-
juice, and enough water to make into a
smooth paste. Work all well together
and shape into a square piece. Roll
this out lengthways and lay on it the
butter, pressed into a square, flat cake,

and fold the paste well over it. If the
weather be hot, set the paste aside for

about 10 minutes, then roll out again
lengthways, fold in three, and again set

aside for a quarter of an hour. Repeat
this process twice, and the paste will be
ready.

It will be found impossible to make
good puff paste unless the kitchen and
larder are cool, or without ice, in very
hot weather.

It is a good plan to start the pastry-
making early in the day, and it does
not matter how long it is made before
it is used.

Time, not less than 1 hour. Average
cost. Is. 3d. for this quantity. Sufllcient
for 2 or 3 tarts.

MEDIUM PUFF PASTE.

Ingredients.—To every lb. of flour
alloiv 8 oz. butter and 3 oz. lard, not
quite J pint water.

Mode .—This paste may be made by
the directions in the preceding recipe,
only using less butter and substituting
lard for a poi’tion of it. It should be
rolled three times, and may have the
butter and lard put on in little pieces
at each rolling, the first with butter,
the second with lard, and the third
with butter.

Average cost, 7d. per lb.

COMMON PASTE, for Family Pies.

Ingredients.— lbs. flour, 'k lb. but-
ter, rather more than § pint water.

Mode .
—^Rub the butter lightly into

the flour, mix it to a smooth paste with
the water, and roll it out two or three
times. This paste may be converted
into an excellent short crust for sweet
tarts, by adding to the flour, after the
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butter is rubbed in, 2 tablespoonfuls of

fine-sifted sugar.

Average cost, 6d. per lb.

VERY GOOD SHORT CRUST FOR
FRUIT TARTS.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
allow I lb. butter,! tablespoonful sifted

sugar, J pint water.

Mode.—Rub the butter into the flour,

after having ascertained that the latter

is perfectly dry, add the sugar, and mix
the whole into a stiff paste with about

1 pint w'ater. Roll it over two or three
times, folding the paste over each time.

Average cost, 8d. per lb.

ANOTHER GOOD SHORT CRUST.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
allow 8 oz. butter, the yolks of 2 eggs,

2 oz. sifted sugar, about J pint inilk.

Mode.—Rub the butter into the flour,

add the sugar, and mix the whole as
lightly as possible to a smooth paste,
with the yolks of eggs well beaten, and
the milk. The proportion of the latter

ingredient must be judged by the size

of the eggs
;

if these are large, so much
will not be required, and more if the
eggs are smaller.
Average cost, 8d. per lb.

COMMON SHORT CRUST.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
allow 2 oz. sifted sugar, 3 oz. butter,
about I pint boiling milk.

Mode.—Crumble the butter into the
flour as finely as possible, add the sugar,
and work the whole up to a smooth
paste with the boiling milk. Roll it

out thin, and bake in a moderately hot
oven.
Average cost, 4d. per lb.

BUTTER CRUST, for Boiled Puddings.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
allow G oz. butter, i pint water.

Mode.—With a knife, work the flour
to a smooth paste with § pint of water

;

roll the crust out rather thin, place the
butter over it in small pieces, dredge
lightly over it some flour, and fold the
paste over

;
repeat the rolling once

more, and the crust will be ready.
Average cost, 5d. per lb.

SUET CRUST, for Pies or Puddings.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
allow 5 or Q oz. beef suet, i pint water.

Mode.—Free the suet from skin and
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shreds, chop it extremely fine, and rub
it well into the flour

;
woi'k the whole

to a smooth paste with the above pro-
portion of water, and roll it out. This
crust is quite rich enough for ordinary
purposes, but when a better one is de-
sired, use from J to | lb. of suet to
every lb. of flour. Some cooks, for rich
crusts, pound the suet in a mortar, with
a small quantity of butter. It should
then be laid on the paste in small pieces,
the same as for puff crust, and will be
found exceedingly nice for hot tarts.

5 oz. of suet to every lb. of flour will
make a very good crust

;
and even I lb.

will answer very well for children, or
where the crust is wanted very plain.
Average cost, 4d. per lb.

DRIPPING CRUST, for Kitchen Puddings
Pies, &c.

Ingredients.—To every lb. flour
alloiv G 02 . clarified beef dripping, \
pint water.

Mode .—Weigh the dripping, and to
every lb. of flour allow the above pro-
portion. With a knife, work the flour

into a smooth paste with the water,
rolling it out three times, each time
placing on the crust 2 oz. of the drip-
ping, broken into small pieces. If this

paste is lightly made, if good dripping
is used, and not too much of it, it will

be found very nice, and by the addition
of two tablespoonfuls of fine moist
sugar, it may be converted into a com-
mon short crust for fruit pies. -

Average cost, 4d. per lb.

BAKED APPLE DUMPLINGS (a Plain
Family Dish).

Ingredients.—6 apples, | lb. of short,

dripping, or suet crust, sugar to taste.

Mode .—Pare and take out the cores

of the apples without dividing them,
and make i lb. of crust by recipe

;
roll

the apples in the crust, previously
sweetening them by filling up the holes
left by the cores with sugar, and taking
care to join the paste nicely. When
formed into round balls, put them on a
tin, and bake them for about i hour, or
longer

;
arrange them pyramidically

on a dish, and sift over them some
pounded white sugar. These may be
made richer by using one of the puff
pastes.

Time, | to | hour, or longer. Average
cost, lj|d. each. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable from August to March, but
flavourless after the end of January.

BOILED APPLE DUMPLINGS.
Ingredients.—6 apples, | lb. of suet

crust, sugar to taste.

Mode .—Pare and take out the cores
of the apples without dividing them,
sweeten, and roll each apple in a piece
of crust, made by recipe given

; be
particular that tlie paste is nicely
joined. Put the dumplings into floured
cloths, tie them securely, and put them
into boiling water. Keep them boiling
from ^ hour to | hour, remove the
cloths, and send them hot and quickly
to table.

Time, | to 1 hour, or longer should
the dumplings be very large. Average
cost, l^d. each. Sufficient for 4 persons.
Seasonable from August to March, but
flavourless after the end of January.

BAKED APPLE PUDDING.

Ingredients.—Five moderate-sized
apples, 2 tablespoonfuls finely chopped
suet, 3 eggs, 3 tablespoonfuls flour, 1
phit milk, a little grated nutmeg.
Mode .—Mix the flour to a smooth

batter with the milk, add the eggs,
which should be well whisked, and put
this batter into a well-buttered pie-dish.
Wipe, but do not pare, the apples, cut
them in halves, and take out the cores;
lay them in the batter, rind uppermost,
shake the suet on the top, over a little

nutmeg; bake in a moderate oven for
an hour, and cover, when served, with
sifted loaf sugar. This pudding is also
very good with the apples pared, sliced,

and mixed with the batter.
Time, 1 hour. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficieyit for 6 or 6 persons.

BOILED APPLE PUDDING.

Ingredients.—Suet crust, apples,
sugar to taste, 1 small teaspoonfuZ
finely minced lemon-peel, 2 tablespoon-
fuls lemon-juice.

Mode .—Make a crust by recipe, using,
for a moderate-sized pudding, from ^
to 1 lb. of flour, with the other ingre-

dients in proportion. Butter a basin,
line it with some of the paste

;
pare,

core, and cut the apples into slices, and
fill the basin with these

;
add the sugar,

the lemon-peel, and juice, and cover
with crust

;
pinch the edges together,

flour the cloth, place it over the pud-
ding, tie it securely, and put it into

plenty of fast-boiling water. Let it boil

from li to 2J hours, according to the
size

;
then turn it out of the basin, and

send it to table. Apple puddings
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boiled in a clotli, loibhout a basin, must
be served without the least delay, as

the crust so soon becomes heavy.
Apple pudding is a very convenient
dish to have when the dinner-hour is

rather uncertain, as it does not spoil

by being boiled an extra hour, if it is

kept well covered with the vrater, and
not allowed to stop boiling.

Time, from to 2| hours, according
to the size of the pudding and the
quantity of the apples. A verage cost,

lOd. Sufficient, made with 1 lb. of

flour, for 7 or 8 persons. Seasonable
from August to March ;

but the apples
become flavourless and scarce after

the end of January.

APPLE SNOWBALLS.
Ingeedients.—2 teacupfuls of rice,

apples, moist sugar, cloves.

Mode .—Boil the rice in milk until

three-parts done, then strain it off, and
are and core the apples without
ividing them. Put a small quantity

of sugar and a clove into each apple,
ut the rice round them, and tie each
all separately in a cloth. Boil until

the apples are tender, then take them
up, remove the cloths, and serve.

Time, J hour to boil the rice sepa-
rately

; i hour to 1 hour with the apple.

Seasonable from August to March.

APPLE TART.

Ingeediekts.—Puff-paste, apples ; to

every lb. of unpared apples aXloxo 2 oz.

moist sugar, | teaspoonful of finely
minced lemon - peel, 1 tablespoonful
lemon-juice.

Mode .—Make I lb. puff-paste by either
of the recipes given, place a border of

it round the edge of a pie-dish, and fill

it with apples, pared, cored, and cut
into slices

;
sweeten, add the lemon-

peel and juice, and 2 or 3 tablespoon-
fuls of water

;
cover with crust, cut it

evenly round close to the edge of the
pie-dish, and bake it in a hot oven from
J to 5 hour, or rather longer if large.
When three-parts done, take it out of
the oven, put the white of an egg on a
plate, and, with the blade of a knife,
whisk it to a froth

;
brush the pie over

with this, then sprinkle upon it some
sifted sugar, and then a few drops of
water. Put the pie back into the oven,
and finish baking, and be careful that
it does not catch, as it is very liable to
do after the crust is iced. If made
with a plain crust, the icing may be
omitted,

Time, \ hour before the crust is iced,

10 to 16 minutes afterwards. Sufficient

—allow 2 lbs. of apples for a tart for 6

persons. Seasonable from August to

March
;
but the apples become flavour-

less after January.
JVote.—Many things are suggested for

the flavouring of apple pie ; some say 2 or
3 tablespoonfuls of beer, others the same
quantity of sherry, which very much im-
proves the taste ; whilst the old-fashioned
addition of a few cloves, or a few slices of
quince, is, by many persons, preferred to
anything else.

APPLE TART (German Recipe).

Ingeedients.—10 apples offair size,

^ lb. of flour, J lb. of butter, | pint of
milk, legg, 3 dessertspoonfuls of caster
sugar, ^ oz. of yeast, cinnamon.

Mode.—Put the flour into a basin,
make a hole in the middle, put in all

but about J oz. of the butter, a little

sugar, the milk lukewarm and the
yeast, and allow the mixture to rise

slowly. Afterwards roll out thin, and
lay on a buttered tin, spreading over a
little melted butter, pow'dered sugar,
and cinnamon

;
then lay over this the

apples, peeled, cored, and each cut into

8 pieces. Bake in a quick oven.
Time, IJ hours. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 4 persons. Seasonable
from August to March.
Note.—Tarts of other fresh fruits are

made in the same way.

CREAMED APPLE TART.

Ingeedients.—Puff crust, apples ; to
every lb. of pared and cored apples
alloiv 2 oz. moist sugar, § teaspoonful
minced lemon-peel, 1 tablespoonful
lemon-juice, i pint boiled custard.

Mode.—Make an apple tart by pre-
ceding recipe, omitting the icing. When
baked, cut out the middle of the crust,
leaving a border all round the dish.
Fill up with boiled custard, and grate
a little nutmeg over the top. This tart
is usually eaten cold.

Time, J to | hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient, made with 2 lbs. apples, for
5 or 6 persons. Seasonable from August
to March.

BAKED OR BOILED ARROWROOT
PUDDING.

Ingeedients.—2 tablespoonfuls of
arroioroot, 14 pints milk, 1 oz. butter,
the rind of ^ lemon, 2 heaped table-
spoonfuls moist sugar, a little grated
nutmeg.

Mode,—Mix the arrowroot, with cold
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milk, into a smooth batter, moderately
thick; put the remainder of the milk
into a stewpan with the lemon-peel, and
let it infuse for aboi;t J hour

;
-when it

boils, strain it gently to the batter,
stirring all the time to keep it smooth

;

then add the butter
;
beat this well in

mitil thoroughly mixed, and sweeten
with moist sugar. Put the mixture
into a pie-dish, round which has been
placed a border of paste, grate a little

nutmeg over the top, and bake from
1 to hours in a moderate oven, or boil

it the same length of time in a w^ell-

buttered basin. To enrich this pudding,
stir to the other ingredients, just before
it is put in the oven, 3 well-whisked
eggs, and add a tablespoonful of brandy.
For a nursery pudding, the latter ingre-
dients will be found quite superfluous,
as also the paste round the edge of the
dish.

Tiw£, 1 to 11 hours, baked or boiled.

Average cost, 7d. Sufficient for 5 or G
persons.

AUNT NELLY’S PUDDING.

Ingbedients. — i Ih. flour, J Ih.

treacle, ^ Ih, suet, the rind and jtiice

ofl lemon, a few strips candied lemon-
peel, 3 tahlcspoonfuls milk, 2 eggs.

Mode .—Chop the suet finely
;
mix

with it the flour, treacle, lemon-peel
minced, and candied lemon-peel

;
add

the milk, lemon-juice, and 2 well-beaten
eggs; beat the pudding well, put it

into a buttered basin, tie wdth a cloth,

and boil from 3^ to 4 hours.
Time, 3.} to 4 hours. Average cost,

Is. Sufficient for 6 or G persons.

Seasonahle at any time, but more suit-

able for a winter pudding.

BACHELOR’S PUDDING,

Ingeedients.—4 oz. grated bread, 4
oz. currants, 4 oz. apples, 2 oz. sugar, 2
or 3 eggs, a few drops essence of lemon,
a little grated nutmeg.

Mode.—Pare, core, and mince tho
apples very fine, sufficient, when
minced, to make 4 oz.

;
add the cur-

rants (well washed), the grated bread,

and sugar
;
whisk the eggs, beat these

up wdth the remaining ingredients,

thoroughly mix, put the pudding into,

a buttered basin, tie down with a cloth,

and boil for 3 hours.
Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 6d.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons. Season-
able from August to March.

BARONESS’S PUDDING (Author’s
Recipe).

Ingredients.

—

| lb. suet, f lb. raisins
weighed after being stoned, | lb. flour,

J pint milk, J saltspoonful salt.

Mode.—Chop the suet fine, stone the
raisins, cut them in halves, and mix
these ingredients with the salt and
flour

;
moisten wdth milk, stir the mix-

ture well, and tie the pudding in a
floured cloth, previously w'rung out in
boiling water. Put the pudding into a
saucepan of boiling w'ater, and let it

boil 4J hours. Serve wdth plain sifted

sugar.
Time, 4^ hours. Average cost. Is. Id.

Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons. Seasonable
in wdnter, when fresh fruit is not ob-
tainable.

Note.—This pudding is highly recom-
mended. The recipe was kindly given to
the Author’s family by a lady who bore
the title here prefixed to it. The time of
boiling should never be less than that
mentioned.

BAKED BATTER PUDDING.

Ingredients.— pints milk, 4 table-

spoonfuls flour, 2 oz. butter, 4 eggs, a
Utile salt.

Mode.—Mix the flour wdth a small
quantity of cold milk; make the re-

mainder hot, and pour it on to the
flour, keeping the mixture W'ell stirred

;

add the butter, eggs, and salt
;
beat the

wdiole wxll, and put the pudding into a
buttered pie-dish

;
bake for ^ hour, and

serve wdth sw’eet sauce, wdne sauce, or
stewed fruit. Baked in small cups, this

makes ver}^ pretty little puddings.
Time, | hour. Average cost, 8d.

Sufllcient for 5 or G persons.

BAKED BATTER PUDDING, with Dried
or Fresh Fruit.

Ingredients.— milk, 4 tablc-

sp)Oonfuls flour, 3 eggs, 2 oz. finely
shredded suet, J lb. currants, a pinch of
salt.

Mode.—Mix the milk, flour, and eggs
to a smooth batter; add a little salt,

the suet, and the currants, which should
be well W’ashed, picked, and dried

;
put

the mixture into a buttered pie-dish,

and bake in a moderate oven for

hours. When fresh fruits are in season,

this pudding is exceedingly nice wdth
damsons, plums, red currants, goose-

berries, or apples; wBen made wdth
these, the pudding must be thickly
sprinlded over wdth sifted sugar.

Boiled batter pudding, wdth fruit, is

made in the same manner, by putting
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the fruit into a buttered basin, and
filling it up with batter in the above
proportion, but omitting the suet.

Send quickly to table, and cover plen-

tifully with sifted sugar.

Time^ baked batter pudding, wuth
fruit, 1| to 1| hours

;
boiled ditto,

to 1| hours. Smaller puddings will be
done enough in | or 1 hour. Average
cost, 9d. Suficient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seasonable at any time, with dried
fruits.

BOILED BATTER PUDDING.
Ingbedients.—3 eggs, 1 oz. butter, 1

pint millc, 3 tablespoonfuls flour, a
little salt.

Mode.—Put the flour into a basin,

and add sufficient milk to moisten,
carefully rub down the lumps with a
spoon, pour in the remainder of the
milk and stir in the butter, previously
melted

;
keep beating the mixture, add

the eggs and a pinch of salt, and when
the batter is quite smooth, put it into

a well-buttered basin, tie down very
tightly, and put it into boiling water

;

move the basin about for a few minutes
after it is put into the water, to

prevent the fiour setting in any part,

and boil for IJ hours. This pudding may
also be boiled in a floured cloth that has
been wetted in hot v.^ater

;
it will then

take a few minutes less than when
boiled in a basin. Send very quickly to

table, and serve with sweet sauce, wine
sauce, stewed fruit, or jam of any kind.

Time, hours in a basin, 1 hour in a
cloth. Average cost, 7d. Svfllcient for

5 or 6 persons.

BAKED BREAD PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—J lb. grated bread, 1

pint milh, 3 eggs, 2 oz. blitter, 4 oz.

moist sugar, 2 oz. candied peel, 6 bitter

almonds, 1 tablespoonful brandy.

Mode.—Put the milk into a stewpan,
with the bitter almonds ;

let it infuse
for i hour

;
bring it to the boiling point

;

strain it on to the breadcrumbs, and
let these remain till cold

;
then add the

eggs, which should be well whisked, the
butter, sugar, and brandy, and beat the
pudding well until all the ingredients
are thoroughly mixed

;
line the bottom

of a pie-dish with the candied peel
sliced thin, put in the mixture, and
bake for nearly | hour.

Time, nearly | hour. Average cost,

Is. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

Note.—A few currants beaten in with
the mixture may be substituted for the
candied peel.

BAKED BREAD-AND-BUTTER
PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—9 thinslices bread-and-
butter, 1^ pints milk, 3 eggs, sugar to
taste, I lb. currants, flavouring of
vanilla, grated lemon-peel or nutmeg.
Mode .—Cut 9 slices of bread-and-

butter, not very thick, and put them
into a pie-dish, with currants betw'een
each layer and on the top. Sweeten
and flavour the milk, either by infusing
a little lemon-peel in it, or by adding a
few drops of essence of vanilla

;
well

whisk the eggs, and stir these to the
milk. Strain this over the bread and
butter, and bake in a moderate oven
for 1 hour, or rather longer. This pud-
ding may be very much enriched by
adding cream, candied peel, or more
eggs than stated above. It should be
sent to table in the pie-dish, and is

better for being made about 2 hours
before it is baked.

Time, 1 hour, or rather longer. Aver-
age cost, 9d. Sufficient for 6 or 7
persons.

BOILED BREAD PUDDING.
Ingbedients.—IJ pioits milk, f pint

breadcrumbs, sugar to taste, 3 eggs, 1
oz. butter, 3 oz. currants, J teaspoonful
grated nutmeg.
Mode .—Make the milk boiling, and

pour it on the breadcrumbs
;
let these

remain till cold; then add the other
ingredients, taking care that the eggs
are well beaten, and the currants well
washed, picked, and dried. Beat the
pudding well, and put it into a buttered
basin

;
tie it down tightly with a cloth,

plunge it into boiling water, and boil
for hours

;
turn it out of the basin,

and serve with sifted sugar. Any odd
pieces or scraps of bread answer for
this pudding

;
but they should be soaked

overnight, and, when used, should have
the water well squeezed from them.

Time, If hours. Average cost, 9d.

Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.

VERY PLAIN BREAD PUDDING.
Ingbedients.—Odd pieces of crust or

crumb of bread; to every guart allow
J teaspoonful salt, 1 teaspoonful grated
nutmeg, 3 oz. moist sugar, J lb. cur-
rants, li oz. butter.

Mode .—Break the bread into small
pieces, and pour on them as much
boiling water as will soak them well.
Let these stand till the water is cool

;

then press it out, and thoroughly mash
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the bread v/ith a fork. Measure this

pulp, and to every quart stir in salt,

nutmeg, sugar, and currants in the
above proportion

;
mix all well to-

gether, and put into a well buttered
pie-dish. Smooth the surface with the
back of a spoon, and place the butter
in small pieces over the top

;
take in a

moderate oven for IJ hours, and serve
very hot. Boiling milk may be sub-
stituted for the boiling water.
Time, 1^ hours. Average cost for

large pudding, 6d., exclusive of the
bread. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.

A PLAIN CABINET OR BOILED BREAD-
AND-BUTTER PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—3 oz. raisins, a feiu
thin slices bread-a7id-h utter, 3 eggs,

Ijn^it milk, sugar to taste, 1 7iutmeg.

Mode.—Butter a pudding-basin, and
line the inside with a layer of raisins
previously stoned

;
then nearly fill the

basin with slices of bread-and-butter
with the crust cut off, and in another
basin beat the eggs

;
add to them the

milk, sugar, and grated nutmeg ;
mix

all well together, and pour the whole
on to the bread-and-butter. Let it

stand J hour
;
then tie a floured cloth

over it ;
boil for 1 hour, turn out, and

serve with sweet sauce. The basin
must be quite full before the cloth is

tied over.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 9d.

Sufficient for 5 or G persons. Season-
able at any time.

CANARY PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—The iveight of 3 eggs
in sugar aiid butter, the weight of 2
eggs in flour, the rind of 1 small lemon,
3 eggs.

Mode .—Melt the butter, but do not
allow it to oil; add the sugar and
finely minced lemon-peel, gradually
dredge in the flour

;
keep the mixture

well stirred ; whisk the eggs
;
add these

to the pudding
;
beat all the ingredients

until thoroughly blended, and put them
into a buttered mould or basin

;
boil

for 2 hours, and serve with siveet sauce.
Time, 2 hours. Average cost, Is.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

BAKED OR BOILED CARROT PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—§ lb. breadcrumbs, 4
oz. suet, J lb. stoned raisins, | Ih. carrot,

J lb. currants, 3 oz. sugar, 3 eggs, milk,

J nutmeg.
Mode .

—Boil the carrots until tender
enough to mash to a pulp, add the

remaining ingredients, and moisten
with sufficient milk to make the pud-
ding of the consistency of thick batter.
If to be boiled, put the mixture into a
buttered basin, tie it down with a cloth,
and boil for 2§ hours

;
if to be baked,

put it into a pie-dish, and bake for
nearly an hour

;
turn it out of the dish,

strew sifted sugar over it, and serve.
Time, 2^ hours to boil; 1 hour to

bake. Average cost. Is. Sufficient for
5 or 6 persons. Seasonable from Sep-
tember to March.

CHEESE PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—J lb. Cheddar cheese
cut into thin slices; 1 oz. butter; 2
eggs well beaten.

Mode.—Put the cheese and butter
into a saucepan, and stir over the fire

till all is melted. Remove the sauce-
pan, add the eggs. Mix all togethei*,

put into a shallow tin, and brown
before the fire.

Tiine, 10 minutes. Average cost, 5d.

CHERRY TART.

Ingbedients.—1^ lbs. chem-ies,2small
tablespoonfuls moist sugar, J lb. short
crust.

Mode.—Pick the stalks from the cher-
ries, put them with the sugar into a
deep pie-dish, just capable of holding
them, with a small cup placed upside
down in the midst. Make a short crust
with J lb. of flour, by either of the
recipes given

;
lay a border round the

edge of the dish
;
put on the cover, and

ornament the edges
;
bake in a brisk

oven from ^ hour to 40 minutes
; strew

finely sifted sugar over, and serve hot
or cold. Make two or three tarts at
one time, as the trimmings from one
tart answer for lining the edges of the
dish for another, and so much paste is

not requii'ed as when they are made
singly. Unless meant for family use,

never make fruit pies in very large
dishes

;
select them, however, as deep

as possible.

Time, ^ hour to 40 minutes. Avei’oge
cost, in full season. Is. Sufficient for

6 or 6 persons. Seasonable in June,
July, and August.
Note.—A few currants added to the

cherries will be found to impart a nice
piquant taste to them.

A PLAIN CHRISTMAS PUDDING FOR
CHILDREN.

Ingbedients.—1 lb. flour, 1 Ih. bread-
crumbs, i lb. stoned raisins, | lb, cur-
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rants, | Ih. suet, 3 or 4 eggs, milk, 2 oz.

candied peel, 1 teaspoonful powdered
allspice, ^ saltspoonful salt.

Mode.—Let the suet be finely chop-
ped, the raisins stoned, and the cur-
rants well washed, picked, and dried.

Mix these with the other dry ingre-
dients, and stir well together

; beat and
strain the eggs to the pudding, stir

these in, and add just sufficient milk
to make it mix properly. Tie it up in

a well floured cloth, put it into boiling
water, and boil for at least 5 hours.
Serve with a sprig of holly placed in
the middle of the pudding, and a little

pounded sugar sprinkled over it.

Time, 5 hours. Average cost. Is. 9d.

Sufficient for 9 or 10 children. Season-
able at Christmas.

ROYAL COBURG PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—1 pint new milk, 6 oz.

flour, 6 oz. sugar, 6 oz. butter, 6 oz.

currants, 6 eggs; a little brandy, and
nutmeg to taste.

Mode.—Mix the flour to a smooth
batter with the milk, add the remain-
ing ingredients gradually, and when
well mixed put it into four basins or
moulds half full

;
bake | hour

;
turn

the puddings out on a dish, and serve
with wine sauce.

Time, | hour. Average cost, Is. lOd.

Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.

CRACKER PUDDING.

IxGBEDiENTS .—A breakfastcupful of
cracker in crumbs, J lb. of suet, 2 table-

spoonfuls of sugar, 3 eggs, 3 cups of
milk, a little salt.

Mode.—While preparing the other
ingredients, soak the crumbs in milk.
Chop the suet very fine, beat the eggs,
adding the sugar, mix the egg and
sugar with the cracker, then the suet,

with a pinch of salt, and work to a,

smooth paste. Butter a pudding-dish,
pour in the mixture, and bake for | of

an hour. A fruit sauce is a nice accom-
paniment to this dish.

Time, | of an hour. Average cost, 8d.
Seasonable at any time.

CURRANT DUMPLINGS.

Ingbedients.—1 lb. flour, 6 oz. suet,

^ lb. currants, rather more than ^ pint
water.

Mode.—Chop the suet fine, mix it

with the flour, and add the currants
(washed, picked, and dried) ; mix the

whole to a limp paste with the water
or milk; divide it into 7 or 8 dump-
lings

;
tie them in cloths and boil for

1^ hours. If boiled without a cloth
they should be dropped into boiling
water, and be moved about at first, to
prevent them from sticking to tbe
bottom. Serve with a cut lemon, cold
butter, and sifted sugar.
Time, in a cloth, hours

;
wdthout,

f hour. Average cost, 8d. Sufficient
for 6 or 7 persons.

BOILED CURRANT PUDDING (Plain
and Economical).

Ingbedients.—1 lb. flour, § lb, suet,

J lb, currants, milk.

Mode.— Wash, pick, and dry the
currants

;
chop the suet fine

; mix all

the ingredients together
;
make the

pudding into a stiff batter with the
milk; tie it up in a floured cloth, put
it into boiling w^ater, and boil for dh
hours

;
serve with a cut lemon, cold

butter, and sifted sugar.
Time, 3^ hours. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons. Season-
able at any time.

BLACK OR RED-CURRANT PUDDING.

Ingbedients.— 1 quart of red or
black currants, measured with the
stalks, J lb. moist sugar, suet crust, or
butter crust.

Mode.—Make, wuth | lb. flour, either

a suet crust or butter crust (the former
is usually made)

;
butter a basin, and

line it wdth part of the crust
;
put in

the currants stripped from the stalks,

and sprinkle the sugar over them
;
put

the cover of the pudding on ; make the
edges very secure

;
tie it dowm wuth a

floured cloth, put it into boiling w^ater,

and boil from 2^ to 3 hours. Boiled
without a basin, allow J hour less.

We have given rather a large propor-
tion of sugar

;
but fruit puddings are

much more juicy and palatable when
well sweetened before they are boiled.

A few raspberries added to red-currant
pudding are a very nice addition

;
about

1 pint would be sufficient for the above
quantity of fruit. Fruit puddings are
very delicious if, when they are turned
out of the basin, the crust is browned
wuth a salamander, or put into a very-

hot oven for a few minutes to colour it

;

this makes it crisp on the surface.

Time, 2| to 3 hours ;
without a basin,

2 to 2i hours. Average cost, in full

season, lOd. Sufficient for 6 or 7 per-
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sons. Seasonable in June, July, and
August.

RED CURRANT AND RASPBERRY TART.

Ingbedients.—1^ jpints picTced cur-
rants.^ i pint raspberries, 4 heaped table-

spoonfuls of moist sugar, J lb. short
crust.

Mode.—Strip the currants from the
stalks, and put them into a deep pie-

dish, with a small cup placed in the
midst, bottom upwards

;
add the rasp-

berries and sugar
;
place a border of

paste round the edge of the dish, cover
with crust, ornament the edges, and
bake from J to | hour

;
strew some

sifted sugar over before being sent to

table. This tart is generally served
cold.

Time, J to | hour. Average cost,

Is. 2d. Sufficient for 5 or C persons.
Seasonable in June, July, and August

BAKED CUSTARD PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—1 J pints milli, the rind

of i lemo7i, I lb. moist sugar, 4 eggs.

Mode.—Put the milk into a saucepan
v/ith the sugar and lemon-rind, and let

this infuse for about J hour, or until

the milk is well flavoured
;
whisk the

eggs, yolks and whites
;
pour the milk

to them, stirring all the while
;
then

have ready a pie-dish, lined at the edge
with paste ready baked ; strain the
custard into the dish, grate a little

nutmeg over the top, and hake iii a
very sloio oven for about ^ hour, or
rather longer. The flavour of this

pudding may be varied by substituting

bitter almoiads for the lemon-rind
;
and

it may be vei'y much enriched by using
half cream and half milk, and doubling
the quantity of eggs.

Time, J to | hour. Average cost, 8d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

Note.—This pudding is usually served
cold with fruit tarts.

DAMSON PUDDING.

Ingbedients.

—

jiin/s damsons, J lb.

moist sugar, | lb. suet crust.

Mode.—Make a suet crust W’ith f lb.

of flour by recipe given
;

line a

buttered pudding-basin w'ith a portion
;

All the basin with the damsons, sweeten
them, and put on the lid; pinch the
edges of the crust together ;

tie over a
floured cloth, put the pudding into

boiling water, and boil from 2} to 3
hours.

Time, 2^ to 3 hours. Average cost,

8d. Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.
Seasonable in September and October.

DELHI PUDDINGS.

Ingbedients.—4 large apples, a little

grated nutmeg, 1 teaspoonful minced
lemon-peel, 2 large tablespoonfuls sugar,
6 oz. currants, | lb. suet crust.

Mode.—Pare, core, and cut the apples
into slices

;
put them into a saucepan,

with the nutmeg, lemon-peel, and sugar

;

stir them over the fire until soft ; roll

the crust out thin, spread the apples
over the paste, sprinkle over the cur-
rants, roll the pudding up, closing the
ends properly, tie it in a floured cloth,
and boil tor 2 hours.
Time, 2 hours. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons. Season-
able from August to March.

EMPRESS PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—I lb. rice, 2 oz. butter,
3 ^ggs,jam, sufficient milk to soften the
rice.

Mode.—Boil the rice in the milk
until very soft; then add the butter;
boil it again for a few minutes, and set
it by to cool. Well beat the eggs, stir

these in, and line a dish with puff-

paste; put over this a layer of rice,

then a tliin layer of jam, then another
layer of rice, until the dish is full

; and
bake in a moderate oven for £ hour.
This pudding may be eaten hot or
cold; if cold, pour a boiled custard
over it.

Time, g hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficie7it for 6 or 7 persons.

FOLKESTONE PUDDING-PIES.

Ingbedients.— 1 pint niilk, 3 oz.

ground 7'ice, 3 oz. butter, J lb. sugar,
favouring of lemon-peel or bay-leaf, 6
eggs, puff-paste, curi'ants.

Mode.—Infuse 2 laurel or bay-leaves,
or the rind of i lemon, in the milk, and
w'hen it is well flavoured strain it, and
add the rice; boil these for J hour,
stirring all the time; then take them
off the fire, stir in the butter, sugar,
and eggs, the latter to be well beaten

;

when nearly cold line some patty-pans
with puff-paste, fill with the custard,
strew over each a few currants, and
bake from 20 to 25 minutes in a mode-
rate oven.

Time, 20 to 25 minutes. Average
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tost, Is. 6d. Sufficient to fill a dozen
patty-pans.

FRUIT TURNOVERS (suitable for

Picnics).

Ingredients.—Fuff-paste, any hind
offruit, sugar to taste.

Mode.—Make some pnfi-paste by re-

cipe ; roll it out to the thickness of about
J inch, and cut it out in circular pieces

;

pile the fruit on half of the paste,
sprinkle over some sugar, wet the edges,
and turn the paste over. Press the
edges together, ornament them, and
brush the turnovers with the white of

an egg
;
sprinkle over sifted sugar, and

bake on tins, in a brisk oven, for about
20 minutes. Instead of putting the
fruit in raw, it may be boiled down
with a little sugar, and then inclosed
in the crust

;
or jam, of any kind, may

be substituted for fresh fruit.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient—i lb. of puff-paste will make
8 turnovers.

GINGER PUDDING.

Ingredients.—§ Ih. flour, J lb. suet,

J lb. moist sugar, 2 large teaspoonfuls
grated ginger.

Mode.—Shred the suet very fine, mix
it with the flour, sugar, and ginger;
stir well together

; butter a basin, and
put the mixture in dry

;

tie a cloth
over, and boil for three hours.

Time, 3 hours. Average cost, 4d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

GOLDEN PUDDING.

Ingredients. — J lb. breadcrumbs,
i lb. suet, i lb. marmalade, J lb. sugar,
4 eggs.

Mode.—Put the breadcrumbs into a
basin

; mix them with the suet (finely

minced), the marmalade, and the sugar

;

stir these ingredients well together,
beat the eggs to a froth, moisten the
pudding with these, and when well
mixed, put it into a mould or buttered
basin; tie down with a floured cloth,
and boil for 2 hours. "When turned out
strew a little fine-sifted sugar over the
top, and serve.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 8d.
Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.
Note.—The mould may be ornamented

with stoned raisins, arranged in any fanci-
ful pattern, before the mixture is poured
in. For a plainer pudding, double the
quantity of breadcrumbs, and if the eggs
do not moisten it sufficiently, use a little
milk.

BAKED GOOSEBERRY PUDDING.

Ingredients.—Gooseberries, 3 eggs,

oz. butter, ^pint breadcrurnbs, sugar
to taste.

Mode.—Put the gooseberries into a
jar, previously cutting off the tops and
tails; place this jar in boiling water,
and let it boil until the gooseberries are
soft enough to pulp

;
then beat them

through a coarse sieve, and to evei’y

pint of pulp add 3 well-whisked eggs,

1^ oz. of butter, ^ pint of breadcrumbs,
and sugar to taste

;
beat the mixture

well, lay a border of puff-paste round
the edge of a pie-dish, put in the pud-
ding, bake for about 40 minutes, strew
sifted sugar over, and serve.

Time, about 40 minutes. Average
cost, with a quart of fruit, lOd. Suffi-
cient for 4 or 6 persons. Seasonable
from May to July.

BOILED GOOSEBERRY PUDDING.
Ingredients.—| lb. suet crust, pints

green gooseberries, | lb. moist sugar.

Mode.—Line a pudding-basin with
suet crust, rolled to about J inch in
thickness, cut off the tops and tails of

the gooseberries; fill the basin with
the fruit, put in the sugar, and cover
with crust. Pinch the edges of the
pudding together, tie over it a floured
cloth, put it into boiling water, and
boil from 2-^ to 3 hours

;
turn it out of

the basin, and serve with cream or
custard.

Time, 2^ to 3 hours. Average cost,

lOd. Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons. Sea-
sonable from May to July.

GOOSEBERRY TART.

Ingredients.— pints gooseberries,

i lb. short crust, ^ lb. moist sugar.

Mode.—With a pair of scissors cut
off the tops and tails of the goose-
berries; put them into a deep pie-dish,
pile the fruit high in the centre, and put
in the sugar

;
line the edge of the dish

with a short crust, put on the cover,
and ornament the edges of the tart;
bake in a good oven for about | hour,
and before being sent to table, strew
over it some fine-sifted sugar. A jug of
cream, or a dish of boiled or baked cus-
tard, should accompany this dish.

Time, J hour. Average cost, 7d. Suffi-
cient for 5 or 6 persons. Seasonable
from May to July.

HALF-PAY PUDDING.

Ingredients.—i lb. suet, i lb. cur-
rants, I lb. raisins, i lb. flour, J lb.
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breadcrumhst 2 tablespoonfuls treacle,

1 pint millc.

Mode.—Chop the suet fine
;
mix with

it the currants (nicelywashed and dried),

the raisins (stoned), the flour, bread-
crumbs, and treacle

;
moisten with the

milk, beat up the ingredients until
thoroughly mixed, put them into a but-
tered basin, and boil the pudding for 3-J

hours.
Time, hours. Average cost, 8d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

HUCKLEBERRY PUDDING (American
Recipe).

Inoeedients.—A pint of hucTdeber-
ries {or whortleberries, as we call them),
2 eggs, a pint of milk, a saltspoonful of
salt, i teaspoonful of soda, J teaspoon-
ful of cream of tartar, enough flour to

make a thick batter.

Mode.—Mix the cream of tartar with
the flour, and dissolve the soda in hot
water, then make into a thick batter
with the other ingredients. Pick and
mash the berries, dredge them with
flour, and stir into the batter. Pour
the mixture into a buttered mould, and
boil 1 hour. Serve with some very
sweet sauce.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 7d.

Sufficient for 4 persons.

ITALIAN PUDDING (Italian Recipe).

Ingredients. — J lb. of any plain
sweet biscuits, 6 macaroons, 2 oz. of can-
died peel, 1 oz. of sultanas, 1 oz. ofpis-
tachio nuts, 8 eggs, ^ pint of cream, a
small glass of liqueur or rum.
Mode. — Pound the biscuits and

macaroons, chop the peel, sultanas, and
nuts fine, and mix with 3 whole eggs,

the whites of the rest, the cx’eam and
liqueur. Put the mixture in a mould,
buttered and lined with paper, and cook
in a bain - marie for about 1 hour.
Punch or sweet sauce may be served
with this pudding.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 2s. 2d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

BAKED LEMON PUDDING.

Ingredients.—The yolks of 4 eggs,
4 oz. pounded sugar, 1 lemon, J lb.

butter, puff-crust.

Mode.—Beat the eggs to a froth
; mix

with them the sugar and warmed but-
ter; stir these ingredients well together,
putting in the grated rind and strained

juice of the lemon. Line a shallow
dish with puli-paste

;
put in the mixture,

and bake in a moderate oven for 40
minutes

;
turn the pudding out of the

dish, strew over it sifted sugar, and
serve.

Time, 40 minutes. Average cost, lOd.,

exclusive of crust. Sufficient for 5 or 6
persons.

BAKED LEMON PUDDING (Richer).

Ingredients.—10 oz. breadcrumbs,
pints milk, 2 oz. butter, 1 lemon, i lb.

pounded sugar, 4 eggs, 1 tablespoonful
brandy.

Mode.—^Bring the milk to the boiling

E
oint, stir in the butter, and pour these
ot over the breadcrumbs

;
add the

sugar and very finely-minced lemon-
peel; beat the eggs, and stir these in,

with the brandy, to the other ingredi-
ents; put a rim of paste round the dish,

and bake for | hour.
Time, | hour. Average cost. Is. 3d.

Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons.

BOILED LEMON PUDDING.

Ingredients.—i lb. chopped suet,

I lb. breadcrumbs, 2 small lemons, G oz.

moist sugar, ^ lb. flour, 2 eggs, milk.

Mode.—Mix the suet, breadcrumbs,
sugar, and flour well together, adding
the lemon-peel, finely minced, and the
juice (strained). Moisten with the eggs
and sufidcient milk to make the pudding
of the consistency of thick batter

;
put

it into a well-buttered mould, and boil

for 3J hours; turn it out, strew sifted

sugar over, and serve with or without
wine sauce.

Time, 34 hours. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.

Note.—This pudding may also be baked ;

it will take about 2 hours.

PLAIN LEMON PUDDING.

Ingredients.—| lb. flour, 6 oz. lard,
or i lb. dripping, the juice of 1 large
lemon, 1 teaspoonful flour, sugar.

Mode.—Make the flour and lard into
a smooth paste, and roll it out to the
thickness of about A inch. Squeeze the
lemon-juice, strain it into a cup, stir the
teaspoonful of flour into it, and as much
moist sugar as will make it into a stiff

and thick paste
;
spread this mixture

over the paste, roll it up, secure the
ends, and tie the pudding in a floured
cloth. Boil for 2 hours.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 6d.

Suffiicient for 6 or 6 persons.
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MANCHESTER PUDDING (to eat cold).

Ingredients.—3 oz. grated bread, i
pint milk, a strip lemon-peel, 4 eggs,

2 oz. butter, sugar to taste, puff-paste,
jam, 3 tablespoonfuls brandy.

Mode.—Flavour the milk with lemon-
peel, by infusing it in the milk for J
hour

;
strain it on to the breadcrumbs,

and boil it for 2 or 3 minutes
;
add the

eggs (leaving out the whites of 2), the
butter, sugar, and brandy; stir all these
well together

;
cover a pie-dish with pulf-

paste, and at the bottom put a thick
layer of any kind of jam; pour tne
above mixture, cold, on the jam, and
bake the pudding for an hour. Serve
cold, with a little sifted sugar sprinkled
over.
Time, 1 hour. Average cost. Is. 4d,

Suffcient for 5 or 6 peisons.

MILITARY PUDDING.

Ingredients.

—

1 lb. suet, 4 lb. bread-
crumbs, 4 lb. moist sugar, the rind and
juice o/l large lemon.

Mode.—Chop the suet fine, mix it

with the breadcrumbs and sugar, and
mince the lemon-rind and strain the
juice ;

stir these into the other ingredi-
ents, mix well, put the mixture into
small buttered cups, and bake for rather
more than 4 hour; turn them out on
the dish, and serve with lemon-sauce.
The above ingredients may be made
into small balls, and boded for about 4
hour.

Time, rather more than 4 hour. Aver-
age cost, 7d. Sufficient to fill 6 or 7
moderate-sized cups.

MINCEMEAT.

Ingredients.—1 lb. raisins, I5 lbs.

currants, 4 lb. raw lean beef, 1 lb. beef
suet, 2 lbs. moist sugar, 3 oz. citron, 6 oz.

candied lemon-peel, 3 oz. candied
orange-peel, 1 small nutmeg, 1 lb. apples,
the rind and juice of 1 lemon, 4 pint
brandy. Mixed spice may be added to

taste.

Mode.—Stone and cut the raisins once
or twice across, but do not chop them

;

wash, dry, and pick the currants free

from stalks and grit, and mince the beef
and chop the suet very fine

;
slice the

citron and candied peel, grate the nut-
meg, and pare, core, and mince the
apples

;
mince the lemon-peel, strain the

juice. Mix these ingredients well to-

gether, adding the brandy when the
other things are well blended; press the
whole into a jar, carefully exclude the

air, and the mincemeat will be ready for

use in a fortnight. Many persons prefer
this mincemeat without the beef.

Average cost for this quantity, 4s.

Seasonable—make this about the begin-
ning of December,

MINCE PIES.

Ingredients.—Good puff-paste {by
recipe), mincemeat.

Mode.—Make some good puff-paste by
either of the above recipes

;
roll it out

to the thickness of about 4 inch, and
line some good-sized patty-pans with it;

fill them with mincemeat, cover with
the paste, and cut it off all round close

to the edge of the tin; put the pies
into a brisk oven to draw the paste
up and bake for 25 minutes, or longer

;

brush them over with the white of

an egg, beaten with the blade of a
knife to a stiff froth; sprinkle over
pounded sugar, and put them into the
oven for a minute or two, to dry the
egg ;

dish the pies on a white d’oyley,

and serve hot. They may be merely
sprinkled with pounded sugar, instead of

being glazed. To re-warm them, put
the pies on the patty-pans, and let them
remain in the oven for 10 minutes or 4
hour, and they will be almost as good as

if freshly made.
Time, 25 to 30 minutes

;
10 minutes

to re-warm them. Average cost, 3d.

each. Sufficient, 4 lb. of paste for 6

pies. Seasonable at Christmas time.

NUDELN (German Recipe).

Ingredients.—Flour, milk, 2 oz. of
butter, 4 eggs, grated rusk.

Mode.—With the eggs and a small
cup of milk, mix sufdcient flour to make
a paste ;

knead this on a board, con-
stantly dredging with flour, until it is

a stiff dough. Cut into four pieces,

roll out as thin as possible and throw
over a pole to dry. After half an hour
again divide in four, lay the pieces one
over the other, roll them up, and cut
into strips, a quarter of an inch wide,
then shake them apart. The nudeln is

then ready for use, but it will keep
some weeks. When wanted boil till

tender, in plenty of boiling water, with
salt in it, turn into a drainer and pour
boiling water over. Serve with sauce
made with milk, salt and fresh butter,

and cover with grated rusk.
Time, boil till tender. Average

cost, lOd. Sufficient for 8 or 10 persons.
Seasonable at any time.
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PARADISE PUDDING.

Ingredients—3 eggs, 3 apples, i Ih.

hreadcrurribs, 3 oz. sugar, 3 oz. currants,
salt and grated nutmeg to taste, the
rind of ^ lemon, \ ivineglassful brandy.

Mode.—Pare, core, and mince the
apples into small pieces, and mix them
with the other dry ingredients

; beat up
the eggs, moisten the mixture with
these, and beat it well

;
stir in the

brandy, and put the pudding into a but-
tered mould; tie it down with a cloth,

boil for 1^ hours, and serve with sweet
sauce.

Time, 1^ hours. Average cost, Is.

Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

PASTRY SANDWICHES.
Ingredients.—Tuff-paste,jam ofany

hind, the white of an egg, sifted sugar.

Mode.—Roll the paste out thin
;
put

half of it on a baking-sheet or tin, and
spread equally over it apricot, green-
gage, or other preserve. Lay over this
preserve another thin paste

;
press the

edges together all round
;
and mark the

paste in lines with a knife on the sur-
face, to show where to cut it when
baked. Bake from 20 minutes to J
hour; and, a short time before being
done, take the pastry out of the oven,
brush it over with the white of an egg,
sift over it pounded sugar, and put it

back in the oven to colour. When cold,

cut it into strips
;
pile these on a dish

pyramidically, and serve. These strips,

cut about 2 inches long, piled in circu-
lar rows, and a plateful of flavoured
whipped cream poured in the middle,
make a very pretty dish.

Time, 20 minutes to ^ hour. Average
cost, with I lb. of paste, 9d. Sufficient,

J lb. of paste wull make 2 dishes of
sandwiches.

PEASE PUDDING.
Ingredients.— jnnts split 2'>eas, 2

oz. butter, 2wp)per and salt to taste.

Mode.—Put the peas to soak over-
night, in rain-water, and float oS any
that are worm-eaten or discoloured. Tie
them loosely in a clean cloth, leaving a
little room for them to swell, and jmt
them on to boil in cold rain-water,
allowing 25 hours after the water has
simmered up. When the peas are ten-
der, take them up and drain

;
rub them

through a colander with a wooden
spoon; add the butter, pepper, and salt;

beat all well together for a few minutes,
until the ingredients are well incor-
l>oratcd; then tie them tightly in a

floured cloth
;

boil the pudding for
another hour, turn it on to the dish,
and serve very hot. This pudding
should always be sent to table wuth
boiled leg of pork, and is an exceed-
ingly nice accompaniment to boiled
beef.

Time, 25 hours to boil the peas, tied
loosely in the cloth; 1 hour for the pud-
ding. Average cost, 6d. Sufficient for
7 or 8 persons. Seasonable from Sep-
tember to March.

PLUM-PUDDING OF FRESH FRUIT.

Ingredients.—I lb. suet crust, l^pinis
of Orleans or any other hind of plum,
I lb. moist sugar.

Mode.—Line a pudding-basin with
suet crust rolled out to the thickness of
about 5 inch

; fill the basin with the
fruit, put in the sugar, and cover with
crust. Fold the edges over, and pinch
them together, to prevent the juice
escaping. Tie over a floured cloth, put
the pudding into boiling water, and boil
from 2 to 25 hours. Turn it out of the
basin, and serve quickly.

Time, 2 to 25 hours. Average cost, lOd.
Sufficient for G or 7 persons. Season-
able, with various kinds of plums, from
the beginning of August to the begin-
ning of Octob^er.

BAKED PLUM-PUDDING.
Ingredients.—2 lbs. flour, 1 lb. cur-

rants, 1 lb. raisins, 1 lb. suet

;

2 eggs, 1
pint milk, a few slices candied peel.

Mode.—Chop the suet fine
;
mix with

it the flour, currants, stoned raisins,
and candied peel

;
moisten with the eggs,

well-beaten, and add sufficient milk to

make the pudding of the consistency of
very thick batter. Put it into a buttered
dish, and bake in a good oven from
25 to 25 hours

;
turn it out, strew sifted

sugar over, and serve. For a very plain
pudding, use only half the quantity of

fruit, omit the eggs, and substitute
milk or water for tlicm.

Time, large pudding, 25 to 25 hours;
half the size, I5 hours. Average cost,

2s. 4d. Sufficient for 9 or 10 persons.
Seasonable in winter.

CHRISTMAS PLUM PUDDING
(Very Good).

Ingredients.—15 Ihs. raishis, 5 lb.

currants, 5 Ih. mixed peel, f Ih. bread-
crumbs, ^ lb. suet, 8 eggs, 1 ivineglass-

ful brandy.

Mode.—Stone and cut the raisins in
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halves, but do not chop them; wash,
pick and dry the currants, and mince the
suet fine

;
cut the candied peel into thin

slices, and grate down the bread into
fine crumbs. When all these dry in-

gredients are prepared, mix them well
together

;
then moisten the mixture

with the eggs, which should be well
beaten, and the brandy

;
stir well, that

everything may be very thoroughly
blended

;
and press the pudding into a

buttered mould
;

tie it down tightly

with a floured cloth, and boil for 6 or 6
hours. It may be boiled in a cloth
without a mould, and will require the
same time allowed for cooking. As
Christmas puddings are usually made
a few days before they are required for

table, when the pudding is taken cut of

the pot, hang it up immediately, and
put a plate or saucer underneath to

catch the water that may drain from it.

The day it is to be eaten, plunge it into
boiling water, and keep it boiling for at
least 2 hours

;
then turn it out of the

mould, and serve with brandy-sauce.
On Christmas Da^/ a sprig of holly is

usually placed in the middle of the pud-
ding, and about a wineglassful of

bi'andy poured round it, which, at the
moment of serving, is lighted, and the
pudding thus brought to table encircled
in flame.

Tivie, 5 or 6 hours the first time of

boiling
;
2 hours the day it is to be served.

Average cost, 3s. Sufficient for a quart
mould, for 7 or 8 persons. Seasonable
on the 25th of December, and on various
festive occasions till March.

AN EXCELLENT PLUM-PUDDING
(Made without Eggs).

Ingbedients. — ^ lb. flour, 6 oz.

raisins, 6 oz. currants, J lb. chopped
suet, i lb. broiun sugar, J lb. mashed
carrot, J lb. mashed potatoes, 1 table-

spoonful treacle, 1 oz. candied lemon-
peel, 1 oz. candied citron.

Mode .—Mix the flour, currants, suet,
and sugar well together

;
stir the mashed

carrot and potato into the other in-
gredients

;
add the treacle and lemon-

peel
;
but put no liquid in the mixture,

or it will be spoiled. Tie it loosely in a
cloth, or, if put in a basin, do not quite
fill it, as the pudding should have room
to swell; and boil it for 4 hours. Serve
with brandy-sauce. This pudding is

better for being mixed over-night.
Time, 4 hours. Average cost. Is. 6d.

Sufficient for 6 or 7 persons. Seasotiable
in winter.

POTATO PASTY.

Ingeedients.—1§ lbs. rump-steaJc or
mutton cutlets, pepper and salt to taste,

1^ pints weak broth or gravy, 1 oz.

butter, mashed potatoes.

Mode .—Place the nieat, cut in small
pieces, at the bottom of the pan ;

season
with pepper and salt, and add the
gravy and butter broken into small
pieces. Put on the perforated plate
with its valve-pipe screwed on, and fill

up the whole space to the top of the
tube with nicely mashed potatoes mixed
with a little milk, and finish the sur-

face of them in any ornamental manner.
If carefully baked, the potatoes will be
covered with a delicate brown crust,

retaining all the savoury steam rising

from the meat. Send it to table as it

comes from the oven, with a napkin
folded round it.

Time, 40 to 60 minutes. Average
cost, 2s. 3d. Sufficient for 4 or 5
persons.

PUMPKIN PIE (Australian Recipe).

Ingeedients.—Pumpkin, 6 eggs, 3

pints of milk, flavouring of mace, nut-
meg, or lemon, as preferred.

Mode .—Pare the pumpkin, take out
the seeds, and stew till soft. Press
through a sieve, and to each quart of

the pulp allow the ingredients named
above. Mix first wdtn the pulp the
sugar, then the yolks and whites of

the eggs, beaten separately, and the
flavouriDg, and beat all together. Line
the rim of a buttered dish wdth pufi
paste, pour in the mixture, and bake in

a rather quick oven.
Time, | of an hour to bake the pie.

Seasonable in summer.

QUICKLY MADE PUDDING.

Ingeedients.—J lb. butter, J lb. sifted
sugar, J lb. flour, 1 pint milk, 5 eggs, a
little grated lemon-rind.

Mode .—Make the milk hot
;
stir in

the butter, and let it cool ;
then stir in

the sugar, flour, and eggs (well whisked),
and omit the whites of 2 ;

flavour with
a little grated lemon-rind, and beat the
mixture well. Butter some small cups,
rather more than half fill them

;
bake

from 20 minutes to J hour, and serve
with fruit, custard, or wine sauce, a
little of which may be poured over
them.

Time, 20 minutes to i hour. Average
cost, Is. Sufficient for 6 puddings.
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BAKED RAISIN PUDDING (Plain and
Economical).

Ingrediekts.—1 lb. flour, | lb. stoned
raisins, i lb. suet, a pinch of salt, 1 oz.

sugar, a little grated nutmeg, milk.

Mode .—Chop the suet finely ;
stone

the raisins and cut them in halves

;

mix with the suet, add the salt, sugar,

and grated nutmeg, and moisten the
whole with sufficient milk to make it

of the consistency of thick batter. Put
the pudding into a buttered pie-dish,

and bake for hours, or rather longer.

Turn it out of the dish ; strew sifted

sugar over, and serve. This is a very
plain recipe, and suitable where there
is a family of children. It can he im-
proved by the addition of candied peel,

and rather a larger proportion of suet

;

a few eggs would also make the pudding
richer.

Time, li hours. Average cost, lOd.

Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons. Season-
able in winter.

BOILED RAISIN PUDDING (Plain and
Economical).

INGREDIENTS.—1 Ib.flour, ^ lb. stotied

raisins, i lb. chopped suet, ^ saltspoon-

ful of salt, milk.

Mode .—Stone the raisins and chop
the suet fine, mix them with the flour,

add the salt, and when these dry ingre-

dients are thoroughly mixed, moisten
with sufficient milk to make it into

rather a stiff paste. Tie it up in a

floured cloth, put it into boiling water,

and boil for 4 hours
;
serve with sifted

sugar. This pudding may also be made
in a long shape, the same as rolled jam-
pudding, and will then require only 2i
hours’ boiling.

Time, made round, 4 hours; in a
long shape, 2^ hours. Average cost,

8d. Sufficient for 8 or 9 persons. Sea-
sonable in winter.

BOILED RHUBARB PUDDING.

Ingredients.—4 or 6 sticks fine rhu-
barb, i lb. moist sugar, | lb. suet crust.

Mode .—Make a suet crust with £ lb.

of flour in accordance with recipe, and
line a buttered basin with it. Wash
and wipe the rhubarb, and, if old,

string it, that is to say pare off the
outside skin. Cut it into inch lengths,

fill the basin with it, put in the sugar,

and cover with crust. Pinch the edges
together, tie over a floured cloth, put it

into boiling water, and boil for 2 to

2k hours. Tm'u it out of the basin, and

serve with a jug of cream and sifted

sugar.
Time, 2 to 2^ hours. Average cost,

8d. Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons. Sea-
sonable in spring.

RHUBARB TART.

Ingredients.—k lb. puff-crust, about
6 sticks large rhubarb, J lb. moist sugar.

Mode .—Make a puff-crust by recipe

;

line the edges of a deep pie-dish with
it, and wash, wipe, and cut the rhubarb
into pieces about 1 inch long. If old
and tough, string it, that is to say pare
off the outside skin. Pile the fruit

high in the dish, as it shrinks in the
cooking; put in the sugar, cover with
crust, ornament the edges, and bake
the tart in a well-heated oven from %
to I hour. If wanted very nice, brush
it over with the white of an egg beaten
to a stiff froth, then sprinkle on it some
sifted sugar, and put it in the oven just

to set the glaze: this should be done
when the tart is nearly baked. A small
quantity of lemon-juice, and a little of

the peel minced, improve the flavour.

Time, J to £ hour. Average cost,

lOd. Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

Seasonable in spring.

BAKED RICE PUDDING.

Ingredients. — 1 sjnall teacupful
rice, 2 eggs, 1 pint milk, 2 oz. fresh
butter, i lb. currants, 2 tablespoonfuls
brandy, nutmeg, J lb. sugar, the rind

of i lemon.

Mode .—Put the lemon-rind and milk
into a stewpan, and lot it infuse till the
milk is well flavoured with the lemon

;

boil the rice until tender in water, with
a very small quantity of salt, and
thoroughly drain. Beat the eggs, stir

them in the milk, which should be
strained, the butter, brandy, currants,

and remaining ingredients; add the
rice, and mix. Line the edges of the
dish with puff-paste, put in the pudding,
and bake for about f hour in a slow
oven. Slices of candied peel may be
added, or sultana raisins substituted
for currants.

Time, % hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 6 or 6 persons. Season-
able—suitable for a winter pudding.

BAKED RICE PUDDING (Plain and
Economical ;

a nice Pudding for

Children).

Ingredients.—1 ieacupful rice, 2
tablespoonfuls moist sugar, 1 quart
milk, J oz. butter or 2 small tablespoon-
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fuls of chopped suetf ^ teaspoonful
grated nutmeg.

Mode.—Wash the rice, put it into a
pie-dish with the sugar, pour in the
milk, and stir well together; add the
butter cut into very small pieces, or,

instead of this, the above proportion of

finely minced suet
;
grate a little nut-

meg over the top, and bake the pudding,
in a moderate oven, from 1^ to 2 hours.
The pudding must be very slowly
baked, to give plenty of time for the
rice to swell, and be very thoroughly
done.

Time, IJ to 2 hours. Average cost,

7d. Sufjicient for 5 or 6 children.

PLAIN BOILED RICE PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—J Ih. rice.

Mode.—Wash the rice, tie it in a
pudding-cloth, allowing room to swell,

and put it into a saucepan of cold
water; boil gently for 2 hours, and
if, after a time, the cloth seems tied too

loosely, tighten it. Serve with melted
butter, or cold butter and sugar, or
stewed fruit, jam, or marmalade.

Time, 2 hours after the water boils.

Average cost, 2d. Sufficient for 4 or 5
persons.

BOILED RICE PUDDING.
Ingbedients.—J lb. rice, 1^ pints new

milk, 2 oz. butter, 4 eggs, i saltspoonful
salt, 4 large tablespoonfuls moist sugar,
flavouring to taste.

Mode.—Stew the rice gently in the
new milk, and, when it is tender, pour
it into a basin

;
stir in the butter, and

let it stand to cool
;
then beat the eggs,

add these to the rice with the sugar,
salt, and flavouring, such as nutmeg,
powdered cinnamon, grated lemon-peel,
essence of bitter almonds, or vanilla.
When all is well stirred, put the pud-
ding into a buttered basin, tie it down
with a cloth, plunge it into boiling
water, and boil for IJ hours.

Time, IJ hours. Average cost, lOd.
Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

RICE PUDDING (with Dried or Fresh
Fruit; a nice dish for the Nursery).

Ingbedients.—\ lb, rice, 1 pint any
kind of fresh fruit that may be pre-
ferred, or ^ lb. raisins or currants.

Mode .
—^Wash the rice, tie it in a

cloth, allowing room for it to swell, and
put it into a saucepan of cold water

;

let it boil for an hour, then take it up,
untie the cloth, stir in the fruit, and
tie it up again tolerably tight, and put

it into the water for the remainder of

the time. Boil for another hour, or
rather longer, and serve with sweet
sauce if made with dried fruit

;
and,

with plain sifted sugar and a little

cream or milk, if made with fresh
fruit.

Time, 1 hour to boil the rice w ithout
the fruit

;
1 hour, or longer, afterwards.

Average cost, 5d. Sufficiefit for 6 or 7

children.

Note.—This pudding is very good made
with apples, pared, cored, and sliced thin,

BAKED OR BOILED GROUND RICE
PUDDING.

Ingbedients.—2 pints milk, 6 table-

spoonfuls ground rice, sugar to taste,

3 eggs, flavouring of lemon-rind, 7iut-

meg, bitter almo7ids, or bay-leaf.

Mode.—Put li pints of the milk into

a stewpan, with the flavouring, bring
to the boiling-point, and with the other

J pint of milk mix the ground rice to a
smooth batter

;
strain the boiling milk

to this, and stir over the fire until the
mixture is tolerably thick

;
then pour it

into a basin, and when nearly or quite
cold sweeten it to taste, and add the
eggs, previously well beaten, wdth a
little salt. Put the pudding into a
well-buttered basin, tie it down W’ith a
cloth, plunge it into boiling water, and
boil for IJ hours. For a baked pudding
proceed in the same manner, using
only half the ground rice, with the
same quantity of the other ingredients

:

an hour will bake the pudding in a
moderate oven. Stewed fruit, or pre-
serves, or marmalade, may be served
with either the boiled or baked pudding.
The eggs may be omitted for a plain
baked pudding.
Time, hours to boil, 1 hour to bake.

Average cost, 9d. Sufficient for 5 or 6
persons.

MINIATURE RICE PUDDING.
Ingbedients.—| lb. rice, pints

milk, 2 oz. fresh butter, 4 eggs, sugar
to taste ; flavouring oflemon-peel, bitter
almonds, or vanilla ; a few strips caii-

died peel.

Mode.—Let the rice swell in 1 pint
of_ the milk over a slow fire, putting
with it a strip of lemon peel ;

stir to it

the butter and the other ^ pint of milk,
and let the mixture cool. Then add
the eggs, well-beaten, and a few drops
of essence of almonds or essence of
vanilla

;
butter well with small cups or

moulds, line them with a few pieces of

candied peel, sliced thin, fill them three-
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parts full, and bake for about 40
minutes

;
turn them out of the cups on

to a white d’oyley, and serve with sweet
sauce. Stewed fruit or preserve may
be served with these puddings, omitting
the flavouring and candied peel.

Tivie, 40 minutes. Average cost,

Is. 2d. Sufficient for 6 puddings.

ROLY-POLY JAM PUDDING.
Ingredients.—| lb. of suet-oi'ust, |

lb. of any kind ofjam.
Mode .—Make a suet crust by recipe,

and roll it out to the thickness of about
^ inch. Spi’ead the jam equally over it,

leaving a small margin where the paste
joins. Boll it up, fasten the ends, and
tie it in a floured cloth

;
put the pudding

into boiling water, and boil for 2 hours.
Mincemeat or marmalade may be sub-
stituted for the jam.
Thne, 2 hours. Average cost, Id.

Sifficient for 5 or 6 persons. Season-
able—suitable for winter puddings
when fresh fruit is not obtainable.

SAGO PUDDING (BAKED).

Ingredients.— pints milk, 3 table-

spoonfuls sago, rind of i lemon, 3 oz.

sugar, 3 eggs, oz. butter, grated nut-
meg, puffi-paste.

Mode .—Put the milk and lemon-rind
into a stewpan by the fire until the
milk is flavoured. Strain

;
mix with it

the sago and sugar and simmer for 15
minutes. Let the mixture cool a little,

and stir to it the eggs, well beaten, and
the butter. Line the edges of a pie-

dish with puff-paste, pour in the pud-
ding; grate a little nutmeg over, and
bake for 2 hour or 1 hour.

Time, | to 1 hour, or more if the oven
is very slow. Average cost. Is. Suffi-

cient for 6 or 6 persons.

SAGO PUDDING (BOILED).

Ingredients and Mode as preceding
recipe, allow 2 extra spoonfuls of

sago, and boil in buttered basin from
l.i to 12 hours.

SUET PUDDING (to serve with Roast
Meat).

Ingredients.—1 lb. flour, 6 oz. finely
ckopped suet, ^ saltspoonful salt, J pint
milk or water.

Mode .—Chop the suet very fine, and
mix it well with the flour

;
add the salt

and pepper, and make the whole into

a smooth paste with the milk or water.
Tie the pudding in a floured cloth, or

put it into a buttered basin, and boil

from 2J to 3 hours. To enrich it, sub-
stitute 3 beaten eggs for some of the
milk or water, and increase the suet.

Time, 2§ to 3 hours. Average cost,
6d. Suflicient for 5 or 6 persons.
Note.—When there is a joint roasting or

baking, this pudding may be boiled in a
long shape, and cut into slices a few
minutes before dinner is served; these
slices should be laid in tho dripping-pan
for a minute or two, and then browned
before the fire. Where there is a large
family of children it is a most economical
plan to servo up the pudding before tho
meat, as, in this case, the consumption of
tho latter article will be much smaller
than it otherwise would be.

SEMOLINA PUDDING (BAKED).

Ingredie iTS.—3 oz. semolina, ll^pinis
milk, 2 lb. sugar, 12 bitter almonds, 3
oz. butter, 4 eggs.

Mode .—Flavour the milk by infusing
the bitter almonds in it for ^ hour by
the side of the fire

;
strain and mix it

with the semolina, sugar, and butter.
Stir over the fire for a few minutes,
then take them off and mix in the eggs,
well beaten. Line a buttered pie-dish
with puff-paste, put in the pudding,
and bake in a rather slow oven, 40 or
60 minutes. Serve either plain, or with
custard sauce or stewed fruit, a little of

which may be poured over the pudding.
Time, 40 to 50 minutes. Average

cost, Is. Sufficient for 5 or 6 pex'sons.

TAPIOCA PUDDING (BAKED).

Ingredients.—3 oz. tapioca, 1 quart
milk, 2 oz. butter, J lb. sugar, 4 eggs,

flavo^tring of vanilla, grated lemon-
rind, or bitter almonds.

Mode .—Wash the tapioca and stew
it gently in the milk for | of an hour,
occasionally stirring it

;
then let it cool

a little, and mix with the butter, sugar,
and eggs, well beaten; flavour with
about 12 drops of either essence of

almonds or vanilla. Butter a pie-dish,

line the edges with puff-paste; put in

the pudding, and bake, in a moderate
oven, for an hour.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost. Is.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

TAPIOCA PUDDING (BOILED).

Ingredients, Ac., as in preceding
recipe, allowing a little more tapioca,

and li hours to boil.

ROLLED TREACLE PUDDING.

Ingredients.—1 lb. suet crust, J lb.

treacle, | teaspoonful grated ginger.

Mode .
—Make with 1 lb. of flour a
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suet crust by recipe given
;
roll it out to

the thickness of ^ inch, and spread the
treacle equally over it, leaving a small
margin where the paste joins

;
close the

ends, tie the pudding in a floured cloth,

plunge it into boiling water, and boil

for 2 hours. This pudding is economical,
and a favourite one with children; it

is, of course, only suitable for a nursery,
or very plain family dinner. Made
with a lard, instead of a suet, crust, it

would be very nice baked, and would
be suflSciently done in from IJ to 2
hours.
Time, boiled pudding, 2 hours

;
baked

pudding, 1| to 2 hours. Average cost,

7d. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

YEAST DUMPLINGS.

Ingredients.—J quartern dough,
boiling water.

Mode.—Make a light dough 'as for

bread, using, to mix it, milk, instead of

water; divide it into 7 or 8 dumplings
;

plunge them into boiling water, and
boil them for 20 minutes. Serve the
instant they are taken up; and in
eating them do not touch them with a
knife, but tear them apart with two
forks. They may be eaten with meat,
gravy, or cold butter and sugar. If

not convenient to make the dough, a

little from the baker’s answers as well,

only it must be placed for a few minutes
near the fire, in a basin, with a cloth

over it ;
let it rise again before it is

made into dumplings.
Time, 20 minutes. Average cost,

2^d. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.

YORKSHIRE PUDDING (to serve with
hot Boast Beef).

Ingredients— pints millc, 6 large

tablespoonffids flour, 3 eggs, 1 salt-

spoonful salt.

Mode.—Put the flour into a basin
with the salt, and stir gradually to this

enough milk to make into a stiff batter.

When perfectly smooth, add the re-

mainder of the milk and the eggs, well
beaten. Beat the mixture for a few
minutes, and pour it into a shallow tin,

previously well rubbed with beef drip-
ping. Put the pudding into the oven,
and bake for an hour

;
then, for another

J hour place it under the meat, to
catch a little of the gravy. Cut the
pudding into small square pieces, put
them on a hot dish, and serve. If the
meat is baked, the pudding may at
once be placed under it, resting the
former on a small three-cornered stand.

Time, I^ hours. Average cost, 7d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.
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In ancient times bread was a very
different kind of food to what it is

now. The Assyrians, Egyptians, and
Greeks used to make it with oil and
spices, more like a cake than a loaf,

for leavened bread was then a thing
unknown. The ai’t of making it was
discovered by the following accident :

—

The slave of an Archon at Athens had
left some wheaten dough in an earthen
pan, and forgotten it till he found it

some da5’’s afterwards turning sour.

His first impulse was to throw it

away, but his master appearing at the
moment he hastily mixed it with some
fresh dough at which he was then
Avorking. The bread thus produced
by the introduction of the fermented
dough was found delicious by the Ar-
chon and his friends, and the slave

was summoned to tell the secret. This
secret spread all over Athens, and,
everybody Avanting leavened bread,
some persons set themselves to make
it, and then the trade (before unknoAvn)
of a baker began. In a very short

time bread-making became quite an
art with the Athenians, and theirs was
quoted all over Greece as the best bread
to be had.
Bread has now become an article of

food of the first necessity, and pro-

perly so, for it contains in itself all

the necessary classes of food—gluten,

fibrin, fat, phosphates, starch, and
sugar. The finest and most whole-
some bread is that made from wheaten
flour

;
next to this comes rye bread,

then that made with barley, rice,

maize, oats, potatoes, &c.
Here in England it is not regularly

the custom to bake at home, except
when living far from towns and bakers

;

but it seems a pity that we should be
so dependent upon the honesty of these

tradesmen for the “ staff of life,” when
it is so easy to have our own bread

made of the best flour and yeast, free
from adulteration, at a smaller cost
than if AA'’e bought it.

Some people argue against home
baking on the ground that flour can be
adulterated as well as bread, and this
is quite true

;
but the adulteration can

be far more easily detected in the flour
than the bread.
Good flour is dry, and does not lose

more than 12 per cent, in weight when
heated in the oven. It should be v'hite
with a yellowish tinge, adherent, so
that a handful squeezed together keeps
its shape, and it should, above all,

make a good loaf of bread. If, with
care and good yeast, the flour aauII not
do this, it cannot be as pure as it

should be, and it is always best to test

it before bu5ung a large qiiantity.

Yeast for making bread is of various
kinds. In the East Indies, “toddy ” (a

liquor which flows from the Avounded
cocoanut trees, and in the West Indies,
“ dunder,” the refuse of the distilla-

tion of rum) is used
;
but here AA^e have,

as a rule, breAA’er’s yeast, or the dried
yeast imported from France and Ger-
many. It may not be known to every
one that yeast is a living plant, but
such is the fact. Under a microscope
the plants can easily be seen, and put
into flour and Avater they grow and
multiply, producing more yeast plants
like themselves. This for cooks is a
thing to be remembered, because, given
a little good yeast, it is easy to increase
the quantity; another fact being that
if brewer’s 5’’east, as often happens, is

bitter, it will soon grow some new
yeast that is not.

Baking powder is often used in the
place of yeast, but whereas this makes
a nice loaf to vary other kinds of

bread, it is not so good for a large

quantity for every-day consumption.
There are many patent breads, that are
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manufactured by machinery and are

too well known to need description

here
;
and one of the best fancy breads

is Messrs. W. Hill & Sons’ “ German
Bread.”
For home-made bread the utensils re-

quired are simple, and the trouble less

than those who have yet hesitated to

undertake the task would imagine. It

is necessary to have a trough or pan of

a size suitable for the quantity of bread
to be made, deep enough to allow for

the dough to be mixed without spilling

the flour, and to rise without running
over the pan. Besides this tnere should
be a sieve for straining the yeast and
a large, strong spoon. If there is a
good place to keep the bread, three
bakings a week should be sufficient in
an ordinary family (in many country
places it is not unusual to have only
two), for home-made bread does not so
soon get stale as that made by the
bakers. The best way of keeping
bread fresh is to put it in a covered
earthen pan, raised a little from the
ground so that a current of air can
pass underneath

;
if kept till rather

stale, it can be freshened by being
warmed through in a gentle oven.
Very plain cakes and buns for chil-

dren can be made from the bread dough
with the addition of a little sugar,
currants or raisins, and dripping

;
and,

while on the subject of baking, we
may here give a few hints respecting
the oven for both bread and cakes.
For bread, the oven should be quick
and the heat so regulated as to pene-
trate the dough without hardening the
outside. The drawback to many ovens
in ordinary ranges is that the heat is

often nearly all at one side, thus ne-
cessitating the constant opening of the
door to turn the loaves; and this has
not at all a good effect upon the bread.
Some ovens, however, are so con-
structed that the heat circulates, and
baking is compai’atively easy. In any
case, bring the oven to the right heat
before putting in the bread, instead of
rel5dng upon its getting hot enough,
and perhaps too hot, afterwards. For
cakes, the heat of the oven is of great
importance. If a cake is put in one
not sufficiently hot it is certain to
become heavy, when trouble in making
it is lost and good materials spoiled.
It is well, therefore, to think of the
oven before the cake, and see that it
will be safe to cooTc it before you decide
to make it. Ovens for both cakes and
pastry must be hot to start with.

To ascertain whether bread and
cakes are sufficiently done, the best
plan is to thrust a sharp knife into

them ;
and if it comes out all sticky it

is certain they are not sufficiently

cooked.
When the oven is very hot and the

tops of the cakes are taking too much
colour, put over clean sheets of white
paper.
We have spoken of materials for

bread, and it may not be out of place
to say a word here about the ingre-
dients for cakes and buns, though our
recipes for the former appear in the
body of the book.

It is a fact that a little carelessness
in the preparation of the materials
often ruins the cakes.

Currants, after being well washed,
should be thoroughly dried and freed
from grit and stones.
Good butter should be used for cakes.

If this is too expensive, it is better to
use clarified dripping than butter that
is in the faintest degree rancid.
Eggs should also be perfectly good,

although they need not be new laid.

They should be broken one by one into
a cup in case one might be bad, in
which case, if put into the same basin,
all would be spoiled.

For sponge cakes it is necessary to
beat the yolks and whites separately

;

for other cakes it is advisable, as it

makes them lighter. Flour should be
dry and of the best quality. The dif-

ference in price between the best flour
and an inferior kind is not worth reck-
oning in the matter of a cake.
Soda should be thoroughly mixed

with the water or milk used for a cake,
for nothing can be more disagreeable
than to taste it. Baking powder should
be mixed with the flour before adding
other ingredients. Cakes or buns should
be put into the oven directly they are
ready.
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HOME-MADE BREAD.

Ingredients.—1 quartern of flour, 2

tahlespoonfxds of yeast, 1| tablespoon-

fuls of salt, IJ pints of warm water.

Mode .—Mix the salt with the flour in

a pan, and make a hole in the middle.

Mix the yeast wflth pint of water very
smoothly, pour into the flour and mix
W'ith it, in the centre, till a thin batter

is obtained. Take some flour from the

sides and sprinkle thickly over, and set

near the fire for an hour to rise, with a

cloth throwm over the top of the pan.

It will be known when it has risen

sufficiently by the yeast rising and
breaking through the flour, and the

bubbles rising to the surface ;
but an

hour is a fair average time to allow.

Now pour in the remainder of the water,

and stir into it as much of the flour as

you can with a wooden spoon. Next
the dough must be kneaded, and to do

this the flour should be gradually

w'orked in from the sides of the pan,

and kneaded with the knuckles of both

hands. This must be done thoroughly,

till there is no flour or lumps remaining

and the dough does not stick to the

hands. Cover again with a cloth and
leave to rise a second time, and in

about S of an hour it should have
swollen sufficiently to show cracks on

the surface, when it is ready for baking.

Now turn it on to a pasteboard or table

and makeup into loaves, wdiich put nito

the oven with as little delay as possible.

It may be baked in mould tins oi' flat

ones, but in any case it is as well to

make a few incisions at the tops of the

loavek, as they will rise sooner if this be

done. When done the bread should be

removed from the tins, and laid on one

side or upside down, to allow the steam
to escape.

Time, to rise 1 hour first time, | hour
second

;
to bake IJ to 1| hours. Suf-

flent for 2 or 3 loaves.

BROWN BREAD.

Mix three parts of wholemeal flour
with four parts of household, and make
as directed for home-made bread.
Browm bread, however, should not be
so stiff as white bread, and does not
require so much kneading.

HOME-MADE BREAD FOR LARGE
FAMILY.

Ingredients.—1 peek of flour, 3 lbs.

of potatoes, J pint of brewer's yeast, 2
oz. of salt.

Mode .
—Peel and boil the potatoes

and make them perfectly smooth wffiile

w'arm, strain through a colander and
add to it the yeast, which should have
been put in water overnight to take off

any bitterness.

Put the flour in a large pan and
hollow it out in the centre, and having
stirred the potatoes and j’east well
together pour them in, mix with suffi-

cient flour to make a light batter, shake
over some flour and, covering the pan,
place it near the fire for about an hour.
Next add the w'ater lukewarm, with the
salt, and make up into a light dough.
Set this again in a warm place for

about 2 hours, then make up the dough
into loaves, -which bake in a good oven.

Time, hours to bake.

BAKING-POWDER BREAD.

Ingredients. — 4 lbs. of floxir, 3

dessertspoonfuls of baking-powder, 2
teaspoonfuls of salt, 1 quart of milk.

Mode,— Mix the pow'der and salt

thoroughly with the flour, add the milk
and, with as much expedition as pos-

sible, Vork into a light dough. Bake
in a well-heated oven.

Time, 1 hour.

RICE BREAD.

Ingredients.—2 lbs of wheat flour,

4 lb. of rice, 3 dessertspoonfuls of yeast,

1 teaspoonful of salt.

Mode .—Soak the rice in hot water till

tender, pour off the water and add the

rice to the flour. Mix in with the

yeast salt and sufficient w-arm w^ater to

make a smooth dough. Let this rise by
the fire, form it into loaves and bake



PASTRY,

Apricot Fritters.

Rice Pudding.

Vanilla Cream.

Genoa Cake.

Pancakes.

Mince Pies.

Meringue Cake.

Jam PudJing.

Marmalade Tart

Apple Tart.
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from 1| to 1| hours, according to their Timcy from 20 minutes to \ an hour
size. to bake them. Average cost, to buy, Id.
Time, to 1| hours. each. Seasonable in winter.

AMERICAN BREAD.

Ingredients.—2 breahfastcupfuls of
Indian meal, 1 of flour, 3 eggs, 2| cups
of milk, 1 tablespoonful of butter, 1 oz.

of white sugar, 1 teaspoonful of carbon-
ate of soda, 2 oz. of cream of tartar, 1
dessertspoonful of salt.

Mode .—Put the meal in a basin, add
to it the sugar and salt, and work in
the butter, melted, with the milk, the
eggs, yolks and whites beaten separately,
and the soda dissolved in a little hot
water. Mix the cream of tartar with
the flour and add last. Bake steadily,

but not too fast, in a well-greased mould;
turn out when done and serve at once,
hot.

In cutting corn bread it must be re-

membered that the knife must be held
perpendicularly, so as not to crush the
spongy interior.

Time, | of an hour. Average cost, 7d.

ROLLS.

Ingredients.—To every lb. of flour
allow 1 oz. of butter, 1 pint of milk, 1
large teaspoonful of yeast, and a little

salt.

Mode .
—^Warm the butter in the milk

and add to it the yeast and salt, mixing
all well together. Put the flour in a
pan and stir in the milk, &c., and let

the dough rise in a warm place. Knead
it well and make into rolls, and after
they have again risen for a few minutes
bake in a quick oven. Richer rolls may
be made by doubling the quantity of

butter, and adding an egg to each lb. of

flour.

Time, 1 lb. of flour from 15 to 20
minutes. Average cost, Id. each.

MUFFINS.
Ingredients.—1 quart of milk, oz.

of German yeast, salt, flour.

Mode .—Warm the milk, add to it the
j^east and salt, and mix well together.

Put in a pan and add enough flour to
make a soft dough, cover with a cloth
and put in a warm place to rise. When
light and nicely risen, divide the dough
into pieces and round them to a proper
shape

;
place them in a layer of flour 2

inches thick, on a wooden tray and let

them rise again. Then put them on a
hot plate or stove and bake until slightly

browned, turning them when they are
done on one side.

MUFFINS (TO TOAST).

Mode .—Divide the edge of the muffin
all round, about an inch deep, by pull-
ing it open with the fingers. Toast
them before a clear fire a nice light
brown on both sides

;
not too quickly,

or the muffin, being thick, will not get
warmed through. When done, pull
them apart, butter the outside lightly,

and the inside more thickly, put the two
pieces together and cut in halves.

Time, 6 minutes to toast.

CRUMPETS.

Ingredients.—1 quart of milk, 1^ oz.

of German yeast, salt, flour.

Mode. — Make these in the same
manner as muffins, but let the mixture
be much thinner—more like batter than
dough. Let it rise for ^ an hour

;
pour

into iron rings, which should be ready
on a hot-plate

;
bake them, and when

one side appears done turn tliem quickly
on the other. Toast them before a clear
fire on both sides and butter them well.

Do not send them to table on the same
dish as the muffins.

Time, 10 or 12 minutes to bake tlie

crumpets. Average cost, ^di. eo,ch. Suffi-
cient, allow 2 crumpets to each person.
Seasonable in winter.

HOT CROSS BUNS.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. of flour, 1 wine-
glassful of yeast, about Ipint ofwarmed
milk, 6 oz. of butter, | teaspoonful of
salt, 1 teaspoonful of mixed spice, J lb.

of currants.

Mode .—Mix the flour, sugar, spice,

salt, and currants together
;
make a

hole in the flour and pour in the yeast
mixed with ^ pint of warm milk

;
make

a thin batter and set to rise. When
sufficiently risen add the butter melted
and sufficient milk to make the whole
into a soft dough; cover this with a
dust of flour and set to ris again for h

an hour. Shape the dough into buns
and set on tins to rise for another §
hour; then mark them with a cross
with the back of a knife and bake in a
quick oven for from 15 to 20 minutes.
They may be glazed as directed in plain
buns.
Time, 15 to 20 minutes to bake.

Average cost. Is. 4d. Sufficient to make
18 buns. Seasonable on Good Friday

15
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LIGHT BUNS.
Ingredients.—^ teaspoonful tartaric

acidy ^ teaspoonful of hicarhonate of
soda, 1 Ih. fioicr, 2 oz. butter, 2 oz. loaf
sugar, J lb, currants or raisins; when
liked, a few caraway seeds, ^ pint cold
new milk, \ egg.

Mode .—Rub the tartaric acid, soda,
and flour all together through a hair
sieve

;
work the butter into the flour

;

add the sugar, currants, and caraway
seeds. Mix all these well together;
make a hole in the middle of the flour,

and pour in the milk, mixed with the
egg, which should be well beaten

;
mix

quickly, and set the dough, with a fork,

on baking-tins, and bake the buns for
about 20 minutes. This mixture makes
a very good cake, and if put into a tin,

should be baked hours. The same
quantity of flour, soda, and tartaric
acid, with J pint of milk and a little

salt, will make either bread or teacakes,
if wanted quickly.

Time, 20 minutes for the buns
;

if

made into a cake, 1^ hours. Sufficient
to make about 12 buns.

PLAIN BUNS.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. offlour, ^ gill of
yeast, 6 ozs. of moist sugar, about 1 pint
of milk, \ lb. butter, salt.

Mode .—Mix a little salt and the sugar
with the flour and put it in a pan,
making a hole in the centre. Make a
pint of milk lukewarm, mix wuth the
yeast and pour in the centre of the flour,

stirring enough in to make a thick
cream. Cover the pan with a cloth and
set the sponge to rise in a warm place
for about hours. Melt, but do not
oil the butter

; stir it into the other
ingredients with enough warm milk to

make the whole into a soft dough.
Make into buns and lay them on floured
tins about 3 inches apart, and set them
again in a warm place till they have
risen to double their size

;
then put

them in a good brisk oven, and, just
before they are done, brush them over
with a little milk and put them back in

the oven to brown. These will be found
very nice buns for children, and they
can be varied by the addition of a few
caraway seeds, sultanas, or currants.

Time, 15 to 20 minutes to bake.
Average cost. Is. for this quantity.

Sufficient for 18 buns.

TO MAKE GOOD PLAIN BUNS.

Ingredients.— 1 lb. flour, G oz. good
butter, i lb. sugar, 1 egg, nearly i pint

milk, 2 small teaspoonfuls baking-pow-
der, a few drops essence of lemon.

Mode.— Warm the butter, without
oiling it

;
beat it with a wooden spoon

;

stir the flour in gradually with the
sugar, and mix well together. Make
the milk lukewarm, beat up with it the
yolk of the egg and the essence of
lemon, and stir these to the flour, &c.
Add the baking-powder, beat the dough
well about 10 minutes, divide it into 24
pieces, put them into buttered tins or
cups, and bake in a brisk oven from 20
to 30 minutes.
Time, 20 to 30 minutes. Average cost,

Is. Sufficient to make 12 buns.

MADEIRA BUNS.

Ingredients.

—

1 Ih. of flour, 6 oz. of
butter, 2 eggs, 6 oz. of lump sugar, 1

teaspoonful of powdered ginger, 1 des-

sertspoonful of caraway seeds, a little

nutmeg, 1 wineglassful of sherry, salt.

Mode.—Mix the dry ingredients to-

gether, beat the eggs and butter to a
cream

;
then add to the flour, <fec., and

beat for half an hour, lastly add the
wine. Bake in tins in a moderately
quick oven.

Time, 50 minutes to 1 hour. Average
cost. Is. 4d. Sufficient to make 12 buns.
Seasonable at any time.

VICTORIA BUNS.

Ingredients.—1 egg, IJ oz. ofground
rice, 2 oz. of caster sugar, L} oz. of
currants, 2 oz. of butter, a little candied
peel, flour.

Mode.—Whisk the egg and stir to it

the sugar, beating well together. Beat
the butter to a cream, stir in the ground
rice, currants, peel, and as much flour

as will make the mixture into a soft

dough. Make into buns and put into

the oven at once, or they will become
heavy. The oven should be quick.

Time, about 40 minutes. Average
cost, Gd. Sufficient to make 8 buns.
Seasonable at any time.

COMMON CAKE, suitable for sending to

Children at School.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. flour, 4 oz. but-

ter or clarified dripping, § oz. caraway
seeds, J oz. allspice, i U>. pounded sugar,

1 lb. currants, 1 pmtmilk, 3 tablespoon-

fuls fresh yeast.

Mode.—Rub the butter lightly into

the flour; add the dry ingredients, and
mix well together. ,

Make the milk
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warm, but not hot
;

stir in the yeast,
and with this liquid make the whole
into a light dough ; knead well, and line

the cake-tins with strips of buttered
paper, about 6 inches higher than the
top of the tin. Put in the dough

;
stand

it in a warm place to rise for more than
an hour

;
then bake the cakes in a well-

heated oven. If this quantity be di-

vided in two, it will take from to 2
hours’ baking.
Time^ 1| to 2| hours. Average cost,

Is. 4d. Sufficient to make 2 moderate-
sized cakes.

A NICE PLAIH CAKE FOR CHILDREN.

Ingbediekts.—1 quartern dough, J lb.

moist siigar, | lb. butter or good beef
dripping, ^ pint warm milk, | grated
nutmeg or J oz. caraivay seeds.

Mode .—If the dough is procured from
the baker’s, put it into a basin as soon
as it comes in, near the fire

;
cover the

basin with a thick cloth, and let the
dough remain a little while to rise.

Beat the butter to a cream, and make
the milk warm; and when the dough
has risen, mix with it thoroughly all the
above ingredients, and knead the cake
well for a few minutes. Butter some
cake-tins, half fill them, and stand them
in a warm place, to allow the dough to

rise again. When the tins are three
parts full, put the cakes into a good
oven, and bake them from 1| to 2 hours.
A few currants might be substituted for

the caraway seeds.

Time, 1| to 2 hours. Average cost,

lOd.

A NICE PLUM CAKE.

Ingredients.—1 Ih. flour, | lb. butter,

i lb. sugar, ^ lb. currants, 2 oz. candied
lemon-peel, J pint milk, 1 teaspoonful
ammonia or carbonate of soda.

Mode .—Put the flour into a basin with
the sugar, currants, and sliced candied
peel

;
beat the butter to a cream, and

mix these ingredients together with the
milk. Stir the ammonia into 2 table-

spoonfuls of milk ;
add it to the dough

and beat the whole well, until every-

thing is thoroughly mixed. Put the
dough into a buttered tin, and bake the
cake from IJ to 2 hours.

Time, 1^ to 2 hours. Average cost.

Is.

POUND CAKE.

Ingredients.—1 lb. butter, lbs.

flour, 1 lb. pounded loaf sugar, 1 lb.

currants, 9 eggs, 2 oz. candied peel, i oz.

citron, ^ oz. sweet almonds ; when liked,
a little pounded mace.
Mode .—Work the butter to a cream,

dredge in the flour, add the sugar, cur-
rants, candied peel, cut into neat slices,

and the almonds, which should bo
blanched and chopped, and mix these
well together; whisk the eggs, and let

them be thoroughly blended with the
dry ingredients. Beat the cake well for
20 minutes, and put it into a round tin,

lined at the bottom and sides with a
strip of white buttered paper. Bake
from to 2 hours, and let the oven be
well heated when the cake is put in, or
the currants will all sink to the bottom.
To make this preparation light, the
yolks and whites of the eggs should be
beaten separately, and added sepa-
rately. A glass of wine is sometimes
added to the mixture.

Time, 1| to 2 hours. Average cost,

3s. Sufficient, the above quantity di-

vided in two, will make 2 nice-sized
cakes.

RICE CAKE.

Ingredients.—J lb. ground rice, k lb.

flour, ^ lb. loaf sugar, 9 eggs, 20 drops
essence of lemon, or the rind of 1 lemon,

J lb. butter.

Mode .—Separate the whites from tho
yolks of the eggs

;
whisk them well, and

add to the latter the butter beaten to a
cream. Stir in the flour, rice, and
lemon (if the rind is used, it must be
very finely minced), and beat the mix-
ture well

;
then add the whites of the

eggs, beat the cake again for some time,
put it into a buttered mould or tin, and
bake it for nearly hours. It may
be flavoured with essence of almonds.

Time, 1 to li hours. Average cost.

Is. 6d.

SAUCER-CAKE FOR TEA.

Ingredients.—i lb. flour, i lb. tous-

les-mois, J lb. pounded white sugar, |
lb. butter, 2 eggs, 1 oz. candied orange
or lemon-peel.

Mode .—Mix the flour and tous-les-

mois together
;
add the sugar, the can-

died peel, cut into thin slices, the butter,

beaten to a cream, and the eggs, well
whisked. Beat the mixture for 10
minutes, put it into a buttered cake-tin

or mould, or a soup-plate, lined with a
piece of buttered paper. Bake the cake
in a moderate oven from 1 to hours,

and when cold, put it away in a covered
canister. It will remain good some
weeks, even if it be cut into slices.
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Timo^ 1 to IJ hours. Average cost,

Is. Id.

SEED CAKE.

Ingbediekts.—^ quartern dough, J
Ih. good dripping, 6 oz. moist sugar,

2 oz. caraway seeds, 1 egg.

Mode .—If the dough is sent in from
the baker’s put it in a basin, covered
with a cloth, and set it in a warm place
to rise. Then, with a wooden spoon
beat the dripping to a liquid

;
add it,

with the other ingredients, to the dough,
and beat it until everything is tho-

roughly mixed. Put it into a buttered
tin, and bake the cake for rather more
than 2 hours.
Time, rather more than 2 hours.

Average cost, 7d.

SPONGE CAKE.

Ingkedients.—The weight of 8 eggs
in pounded loaf sugar, the weight of 5
in Jlour, the rind of 1 lemon, 1 table-

sptoonful brandy, 8 eggs.

Mode .—Put the eggs into one side of

the scales, and take the weight of 8 in

pounded loaf sugar, and the weight of 5

in good dry flour. Separate the yolks
from the whites of the eggs; beat the
former, put them into a saucepan with
the sugar, and let them remain over the
fire until milh-warm, keeping them well
stirred. Then put them into a basin,

add the grated lemon-rind, mixed with
the brandy, and stir well together,

dredging in the flour gradually. Whisk
the whites of the eggs to a stiff froth,

stir to the flour, &c., beat the cake for j
hour, and put it into a buttered mould
strewn with a little fine sifted sugar.

Put the cake immediately into a quick
oven andbakeforlt}hoiirs. The flavour-

ing may bo varied by adding a few
drops of essence of almonds, instead of

the lemon-rind.
Time, IJ hours. Average cost. Is. 3d.

Sufficient for 1 cake.

BREAKFAST CAKES.

Inoeedients.—1 lb. of flour, 1 oz. of
pounded sugar, 2 eggs, \pi71t of milk, J

a tcaspoonful each of salt and baking-
powder.

Mode .—Mix the flour, powder, salt,

and sugar well together. Beat the
eggs, add the milk, and with these work
the flour into a light dough. Divide
into small cakes and put them in the
oven immediately.

Time, 20 minutes to bake the cakes.

Average cost, 6d. Sufficient for 6 per-
sons. Seasonable at any time.

BOSTON BREAKFAST CAKES.
Ingkedients.—1 quart of milk, 1 oz

of sugar, a teacupful of yeast, 2 eggs,

salt, flour.

Mode .
—Mix the ingredients to form

a thick batter over-night
;
make up into

cakes and bake in tins in the morning
for i an hour. Should the batter, as
sometimes happens, turn sour, add i

a teaspoonful of soda, dissolved in a
little milk.

Time, J an hour to bake. Average
cost, 9d. Sufficient for 8 persons.
Seasonable at any time.

BUCKWHEAT CAKES.
Ingeedients.—1 quart of buckwheat

flour, h pint of Indian corn meal, 2
tablespoonfuls of molasses, 4 oz. of
yeast, 1 teaspoo7iful of salt, enough
water to make a thin batter.

Mode .—Mix together the buckwheat
and meal; make a hole in the centre
and pour in the yeast and salt, adding
enough warm water to make a thin
batter. Beat well the mixture, and set

to rise, covered with a cloth in a warm
place. W’^hen risen high and covered
with bubbles, it is fit to bake. Heat
and grease a griddle, and dip out
enough batter to make 3 cakes each
baking. These must be browned on one
side, then turned with a broad knife
and the other side browned. Serve hot
with molasses.

Time, about 4 hours to rise. Season-
able at any time.

RICE BREAD OR CAKES.
Ingeedients.—3 lbs. offlour, £ lb. of

rice, 2 tablespoonfuls of yeast, salt to

taste.

Mode .—Boil the rice in water till

quite tender, then before it is cold
strain off the water and add it to the
flour, mix with the yeast and salt,

with enough warm water to make a
smooth dough. Let it stand by the
fire to rise

;
then form into small loaves

or cakes, and bake them from | to

hours, according to size. A nice cake is

made by substituting milk for the
water in which the rice is boiled, in
which case there is no need to strain
the rice before mixing it with the flour.

Time, | to IJ hours to bake the cakes.
Average cost for this quantity, if made
with water, lOd. Sufficient for six
small loaves. Seasonable at any time.
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TEA-CAKES (TO TOAST).

Cut each tea-cake into three or four
slices, according to thickness, toast
them both sides before a clear fire, and
as each slice is done spread it with
butter on both sides. When a cake is

toasted, pile the slices one on the top of
the other, cut them into quarters,
put them on a hot plate, and send
them in to table as they are wanted, as,

if allowed to stand they spoil, unless
kept in a muffin-plate over a basin of
boiling water.

DESSERT BISCUITS, which may be Fla-
voured with Ground Ginger, Cinna-
mon, &c.

Ingredients.—1 lb. flour, J lb.

butter, J lb. sifted sugar, the yolks of 6
eggs, flavouring to taste.

Mode .—Put the butter into a basin
;

warm it, but do not allow it to oil;

then, with the hand, beat it to a cream.
Add the flour by degrees, then the
sugar and flavouring, and moisten the
whole with the yolks of the eggs,
previously well beaten. When all the
ingredients are thoroughly incor-
porated, drop the mixture from a
spoon on to a buttered paper, leaving a
distance between each cake, as they
spread as soon as they begin to get
warm. Bake in a slow oven from 12
to 18 minutes, and do not let the
biscuits acquire too much colour. In
making the above quantity, half may
be flavoured with ground ginger, and
the other half vrith essence of lemon,
or currants. With whatever the pre-
aration is flavoured, so are the
iscuits called, and an endless variety
may be made in this manner.

Time, 12 to 18 minutes, or rather
longer, in a very slow oven. Average
cost. Is. 6d. Sufficient to make from 3
to 4 dozen cakes.

RAISED BISCUITS.

Ingredients.—1 quart of milk, J lb.

of lard, a small cup of yeast, stable-
spoonfuls of white sugar, 1 teaspoonful

of soda, lard for frying ,
salt.

Mode .—If wanted early in the morn-

ing, the ingredients should be mixed
overnight, melting the lard and warm-
ing the milk. In the morning roll
out the dough and form into biscuits.
Put the cakes into a baking-pan, let
them rise 20 minutes, then bake
them for another 20 minutes to | an
hour.
Time, about 40 minutes. Seasonable

at any time.

CRULLERS.

Ingredients.—i lb. of sugar, 1^ oz. of
butter, 3 oggs, flour, 1 tablespoonful of
sweet milk, 1 teaspoonful of soda, lard
for frying, salt.

Mode .—Make the lard hot in a lined
saucepan, and meanwhile mix the other
ingredients with enough flour to make
a thick dough. Roll this out, and stamp
out little cakes, which drop into the
hot lard, and when brown and puffed
they are done.
Seasonable at any time.

RUSES.
Ingredients.—1 lb. of flour, | pint

of milk, 2 oz. of white sugar, 2 eggs,
1 tablespoonful of yeast, salt, 2 oz. of
butter.

Mode .—Put the butter with the
milk into a saucepan and shake till the
former is melted. Put the flour into a
basin, with the sugar and a teaspoonful
of salt, and mix well together. Beat
the eggs, stir them to the milk and
butter, with the yeast

;
and, v/ith this

liquid, make the flour into a smooth
dough. Cover the basin containing the
dough with a cloth and set it to rise by
the side of the fire

;
then knead and

divide into 12 pieces, which bake in a
quick oven for about 20 minutes.
Take the rusks out of the oven when
done, break them in halves and put
them back again to get crisp on the
other sides. When cold put them in
tin canisters to keep. If wanted to eat
wuth cheese, omit the sugar.

Time, 20 minutes to bake the rusks,

5 minutes to crisp them. Average
cost, 8d. Sufficient to make 12 rusks.

Seasonable at any time.



SWEET DISHES

Apple charlotte .

.

„ custard

„ ginger . . .

.

» jelly

,, snow
Apples and custard .

.

„ „ rice . . .

.

„ iced

„ in red jelly .

.

Apricots and rice

Arrowroot blanc-mange
Cheap blanc-mange .

.

Coruhour blanc-mange
Lemon blanc-mange.

.

Rich blanc-mange
Jelly, calf’s foot .

.

,, ,, stock
Chocolate creain
Compote of fruit

Custards
Celatine jelly

Gooseberry fool .

.

„ trifle
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APPLE CHARLOTTE.

Ingredients.—8 good sized apples,

sugar, some sponge finger biscuits or

some bread-and-butter, a lemon, or a
few drops of lemon essence.

Mode .—Peel and core the apples,

£tnd stew them till done, with enough
sugar to sweeten them, and the rind
and juice of the lemon. Thoroughly
butter a basin, put in a piece of bread-
and-butter to fit the bottom of it, and
line the sides with strips of bread-and-
butter to overlap one another, and
form a case. Or use Savoy biscuits for

the purpose of lining. Fill in with the
apple marmalade, and put a buttcx'ed
round of bread upon the top. Lay a
tin plate on the top of the basin, and
bake in a good oven about A hour.

Time, about ^ hour. Average cost.

Is. Sufficient for 4 persons. Season-
able in autumn or winter.

APPLE CUSTARD (BAKED).

Ingredients.—8 large apples, moist
sugar to taste, 1 small teacupful cold
water, the grated rind of 1 lemon, 1
pint milk, 3 eggs, 2 oz. loaf sugar.

Mode.—Peel, cut, and core the apples 5

put them into a lined saucepan, with
the cold water, and as they heat, bruise
them to a pulp

; sweeten with moist
sugar, and add the grated lemon-rind.
When cold, put the fruit at the bottom
of a pie-dish, and pour over it a custard
made with the above milk, eggs, and
sugar; grate a little nutmeg over the
top, place the dish in a moderate oven,
and bake from 25 to 35 minutes.
Time, 25 to 35 minutes. Average

cost. Is. 3d. Sufficient for 6 or 7
persons. Seasonable from July to

March.

APPLE GINGER (a Dessert Dish).

Ingredients.—2 lbs. any hind of
hard apples, 2 lbs. loaf sugar, 1 J pints
water, 1 oz. tincture of ginger.

Mode .—Boil the sugar and water
230
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into a rich syrup, adding the ginger
when it boils. Pare, core, and cut the
apples into pieces

;
dip them in cold

water to preserve the colour, and boil

in the syrup until transparent
;
do not

let them break. Put the pieces of

apple into jars, pour over the syrup,
and exclude the air by well covering
them. It will remain good some time
if kept in a dry place.
Time, from 5 to 10 minutes to boil

the syrup
;
about i hour to simmer the

apples. Average cost, Is, 2d, Sufficient
for 7 or 8 persons. Seasonable—make
this in September, October, or Novem-
ber.

APPLE JELLY OR MARMALADE (for
Entremets or Dessert Dishes).

Ingredients. — Apples ; to every
pound ofpulp allow | Ih. sugar, \ tea-

spoonful minced lemon-peel.

Mode.—Peel, core, and boil the
apples, with only sufficient water to

prevent them from burning
;
beat them

to a pulp, and to every pound of pulp
allow the above proportion of sugar in
lumps. Dip the lumps into water

;

put these into a saucepan, and boil till

the syrup is thick, and can be well
skimmed

;
than add this syrup to the

apple pulp, with the minced lemon-
peel, and stir it over a quick fire for

about 20 minutes, or until the apples
cease to stick to the bottom of the pan.
The jelly may then be poured into
moulds previously dipped in water,
when it will turn out nicely. A little

custard may be poured round, and it

should be garnished with strips of

citron, or stuck with blanched almonds.
A little cochineal or carmine will
improve the appearance of this jelly.

Time, from \ to | hour to reduce the
apples to a pulp

; 20 minutes to boil
after the sugar is added. Sufficient—

•

lbs. apples sufficient for a small
mould. Seasonable from July to
March, but is best in September,
October, or November.

APPLE SNOW (a pretty Supper Dish).

Ingredients.—10 good-sized apples,
the whites of 10 eggs, the rind of a
lemon, J lb. pounded sugar.

Mode.—Peel, core, and cut the
apples into quarters, and put them into
a saucepan with the lemon-peel and
sufficient water to prevent them from
burning, rather less than | a pint.

When tender, take out the peel, beat

them to a pulp, let them cool, and stir

them to the whites of the eggs, pre-

viously beaten to a strong froth. Add
the sifted sugar, continue the whisking
until the mixture becomes quite stiff,

and either heap it on a glass dish, or
serve it in small glasses. The dish
may be garnished with preserved bar-
berries, or strips of bright-coloured
jelly

;
and a dish of custard should be

served with it, or a jug of cream.
Time, from 30 to 40 minutes to stew

the apples. Average cost. Is. 6d.

Sufficient to fill a moderate-sized glass

dish. Seasonable from July to March.

APPLES AND CUSTARD (a pretty Dish
for a Juvenile Supper).

Ingredients.—7 good-sized apples,

the rind of J lemon or 4 cloves, ^ lb.

sugar, | pint water, ^ pint custard.

Mode .—Pare and take out the cores
of the apples, without dividing them,
and, if possible, leave the stalks on

;

boil the sugar and water together for

10 minutes
;
then put in the apples

with the lemon-rind or cloves, which-
ever flavour may be preferred, and
simmer gently until tender, taking care
not to let them break. Dish them
neatly on a glass dish, reduce the
syrup by boiling it quickly for a few
minutes

;
let It cool a little, then pour

it over the apples. Have ready quite

^ pint of custard
;
and pour it round,

but not over, the apples when they are
quite cold. A few almonds blanched
may be cut into strips and stuck in the
apples.

Time, from 20 to 30 minutes to stew
the apples. Average cost, Is. Sufficient
to fill a large glass. Seasonable from
July to March.

APPLES AND RICE (a Plain Dish).

Ingredients.—8 good-sized apples, 3
oz. butter, the rind of J lemon minced
very fine, 6 oz. rice, I J pints milk, sugar
to taste, i teaspoonful grated nutmeg.
6 tahlespoonfids apricot jam.
Mode .—Peel the apples, halve them,

and take out the cores
;
put them into

a stewpan with the butter, and strew
sufficient sifted sugar over to sweeten,
and add the minced lemon-peel. Stew
the apples very gently until tender,
taking care they do not break. Boil
the rice, with the milk, sugar, and
nutmeg, and, when thoroughly done,
dish it, piled high in the centre

;
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arrange the apples on it, '^’arni the
apricot jam, pour it over the whole,
and serve hot.

Time^ about 30 minutes to stew the
apples very gently

;
about | hour to

cook the rice. Average cost, Is. 6d.

Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons. Season-
able from July to March.

ICED APPLES, 03 APPLE HEDGEHOG.
Ingredients.—About 8 good boiling

apples, J lb. sugar, J pint water, the

rind of | lemon minced very fine, the

^uhites of 2 eggs, 3 tahlesyoonfuls
pounded sugar, a few sweet almonds.

Mode.-—Peel and core a dozen of the
apples without dividing them, and stew
them very gently in a lined saucepan
with ^ lb. sugar and J pint wa,ter, and,
when tender, lift them carefully on to a
dish. Have ready the remainder of

the apples, pared, cored, and cut into
thin slices

;
put them into the syrup

with the lemon-peel, and boil gently
until they are reduced to a marmalade ;

they must be kept stirred, to prevent
them from burning. Cover the bottom
of a dish with some of the marmalade
and over that a layer of the stewed
apples, in the insides of which, and
between each, place some of the
marmalade

;
then place another layer

of apples, and fill up the cavities with
marmalade as before, forming the
whole into a raised oval shape. Whip
the v/hites of the eggs to a stiff froth,

mix with them the pounded sugar,
and cover the apples very smoothly
all over with the icing; blanch and
cut each almond into 4 or 5 strips

;

place these strips at equal distances

over the icing, sticking up ;
strew over

a little rough pounded sugar, and place

the dish in a very slow oven, to colour

the almonds, and for the apples to get

warm through. This entremct may
also be served cold, and makes a pretty
supper-dish.
Time, from 20 to 30 minutes to stew

the apples. Average cost. Is. 9d.

Sufficient for 6 or 8 persons. Season-
able from July to March.

APPLES IN RED JELLY (a pretty
Supper Dish).

Ingredients.— 6 good-sized apples,

12 cloves, pounded sugar, 1 lemon, 2
teacupfuls water, 1 tablespoonful Swin-
borne’s gelatine, a feiv drops prepared
cochineal.

Mode.—Peel the apples and take out

the cores with a scoop, and put into
each apple 2 cloves, and as much sifted
sugar as it will hold. Place them,
without touching each other, in a large
pie-dish

;
add more white sugar, the

juice of 1 lemon, and 2 teacupfuls
water. Bake in the oven, with a dish
over them. Look at them frequently,
and, as each apple is cooked, place it

in a glass dish. They must not be left

in the oven after they are done, or they
will break. Strain the liquor in which
they have been stewing into a lined
saucepan

;
add to it the rind of a lemon

and a tablespoonful of Swinborne’s gela-

tine previously dissolved in cold water,
and, if not sweet, a little more sugar, and
6 cloves. Boil till quite clear

;
colour

with a few drops of prepared cochineal,
and strain the jelly through a double
muslin into a jug

;
let it cool a little,

then pour it into the dish round the
apples. When quite cold garnish the
tops of the apples with a bright-
coloured marmalade, or jelly, or the
white of an egg, beaten to a strong
froth, with a little sifted sugar.

Time, from 30 to 50 minutes to bake
the apples. Average cost, lOd., with
the garnishing. Sufficient for 4 or

5 persons. Seasonable from July to

March.

APRICOTS AND RICE (Australian
Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 breahfastcupful of
Hce, 1 quart of milk, 1 breakfastcupful

of sugar, a small piece of butter, 3

eggs, 18 fresh ripe apricots, a little

apricot jam, 1 lemon.

Mode .—Put the rice, milk, butter
and 2 tablespoonfnls of sugar in a
lined saucepan, with half the rind of the
lemon, and simmer gently till the milk
is all absorbed and the rice tender

;

then add the eggs, beaten up, and boil

again, stirring well till the eggs are
cooked. Take out the lemon-rind, and
having put a small jam-pot in the
centre of a glass dish, put the rice

round it and make it smoothly slope

from the edge of the pot to that of the
dish. Pare and stone the apricots,

make a syrup of the remainder of the
sugar and the lemon-juice, andwhen it

is boiling put in the fruit, with a few
of the kernels for flavoming, and boil

quickly for a few minutes. Take out

the pot from the rice and put the jam
at the bottom of the dish, then a little

of the syrup and pile the apricots care-
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fully as show. The kernels or some
almonds may be used for a garnish.
Time to boil the apricots, 5 minutes.

S^tJJicient for 6 or 8 persons.

ARROY/ROOT BLANC-MANGE (an inex-
pensive Supper Dish).

Ingeedients.—4 heaped tablespoon-

fuls arrowroot, pints milk, 3 laurel-

leaves or the rind of ^ lemon, sugar to

taste.

Mode.—Mix to a smooth batter the
arrowroot with ^ pint of the milk

;
put

the other pint on the fire, with laurel-

leaves or lemon-peel, whichever may be
preferred, and let the milk steep until
well flavoured. Strain the milk and
add it, boiling, to the mixed arrowroot

;

sweeten it with sifted sugar and let

it boil, stirring all the time, till it

thickens sufiiciently to come from the
saucepan. Grease a mould with salad
oil, pour in the blanc-mange, and,
when quite set, turn it out on a dish,

and pour round it a compote of fruit,

or garnish with jam. A tablespoonful
of brandy may be stirred in just before
the blanc-mange is moulded.

Time, altogether, ^ hour. Average
cost, 6d., without the garnishing.
Sufficient for 4 or 5 persons.

CHEAP BLAKC-MANGE.
Ingeedients.—J Vo. sugar, 1 quart

milk, 1^- oz. of Sivinborne’s isinglass
or gelatine, the rind of ^ lemon, 4 hay
laurel-leaves.

Mode.—Put the ingredients into a
lined saucepan and boil gently until
the isinglass is dissolved, and keep
stirring the mixture over the fire for
about 10 minutes

;
take the laurel-

leaves out %vhen it is sufficiently

.

flavoured
; strain through a fine sieve

into a jug, and, w’hen nearly cold, pour
into a well-oiled mould, omitting the
sediment at the bottom. Turn it out
carefully on a dish, and garnish with
preserves, bright jelly, or a compote of
fruit.

Time, altogether J hour. Average
cost. Is. Sufficient to fill a quart
mould.

CORNFLOUR BLANC-MANGE.

Ingeedients.— 4 tahlespoonfuls of
cornflour, pints milk, ^ Hnd of lemon,
sugar.

Mode. —- Mix the cornflour into a

smooth batter with some of the milk,

boil the rest and the peel
;
strain on to

the cornflour, add the sugar and boil 8

minutes, stirring briskly. Pour into a
mould and turn out when cool.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost, 6d.

LEMON BLANC-MANGE.

Ingeedients.—1 quart milk, the yolk

of 4 eggs, 3 oz. ground rice, 6 oz.

pounded sugar, 1| oz. fresh butter, the

rind of 1 lemon, the juice of 2, | oz.

gelatine.

Mode.— Make a custard v/ith the
yolks of the eggs and i j)int of the
milk, and put it into a basin

;
put half

the remainder of the milk into a sauce-
pan with the ground rice, fresh butter,

lemon-rind, and 3 oz. of the sugar,
and let -these ingredients boil until the
mixture is stiff, stirring continually

;

when done, pour it into the bowl where
the custard is, mixing both well to-

gether. Put the gelatine with the rest

of the milk into a saucejpan, and let it

stand by the side of the fire to dis-

solve
;

boil for a minute or tvro, stir

carefully into the basin, adding 3 oz.

more of pounded sugar. When cold,

stir in the lemon - juice (carefully-

strained) and pour the mixture into
a v/ell-oiled mould, leaving out the
lemon-peel, and set the mould in a
pan of cold w^ater until w^anted for
table. Should the w’eather be very
warm, rather a larger proportion of

gelatine must be allowed.
Time, altogether ^ hour. Average

cost. Is. 6d. Sufficient to fill 2 small
moulds.

RICE BLANC-MANGE.

Ingeedients.—J lb. ground rice, 8 or.

loaf sugar, 1 oz. fresh butter, 1 quart
milk, flavouring of lemon-peel, essence

of almonds or vanilla, or laurel-leaves.

Mode .—Mix the rice to a smooth
batter w'ith about h pint of the milk,
and the remainder put into a saucepan,
with the sugar, butter, and flavouring

;

bring the milk to the boiling point,
quickly stir in the rice, and let it boil

for about 10 minutes, or until it comes
easily away from the saucepan, keep-
ing it well stirred. Grease a mould
with pure salad-oil

;
pour in the rice,

and let it get perfectly set, when it

should turn out quite easily; garnish
it with jam, or pour round a compote
of any kind of fruit. This blanc-mange
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is better for being made the day before
it is wanted, as it then has time to
become firm. If laurel-leaves are used
for flavouring, steep 3 of them in the
milk, and take them out before the rice
is added

; about 8 drops of essence of
almonds, or from 12 to 16 drops of
essence of vanilla, would be required
to flavour the above proportion of milk.

Time, from 10 to 15 minutes to boil
the rice. Average cost, 7d. Sufficient
to fill a quart mould.

CALF’S FEET JELLY.

Ingredients.— 1 quart calf’s feet
stock, ^ lb. sugar, J pint sherry, 1 glass
brandy, the shells and lohites of 5 eggs,
the rind and juice of 2 lemons, ^ oz.

isinglass.

Mode .—Prepare the stock as directed
in recipe. Put it into a saucepan cold,

without clarifying, add the remaining
ingredients, and stir them well to-

gether before the saucepan is placed
on the fire. Then simmer the mixture
gently for \ hour, but do not stir it

after it begins to %oarm. Throw in a
teacupfnl of cold water, boil for another
5 minutes, and keep the saucepan
covered by the side of the fire for

about i hour, but do not let it boil

again. In simmering, the head or
scum may be carefully removed as it

rises, but it must not be stirred in the
slightest degree after it is heated. The
isinglass should be added when the
jelly begins to boil. Wring out a jelly-

bag in hot water, fasten it on to a stand
or the backs of two chairs, place it near
the fire with a basin underneath it, and
run the jelly through it. Should it not
be perfectly clear the first time, repeat
the xirocess. Soak the moulds in water,
drain them for half a second, poirr in
the jelly, and jiut it in a cool iilace to

set. If ice is at hand, surround the
moulds with it, and the jelly will set

sooner and be firmer when turned out.

In summer it is necessary to have ice

in which to put the moulds, or the cook
will be, very likely, disappointed by
her jellies being in too liquid a state to

turn out properly, unless a great deal

of isinglass is used. When wanted for

table, clip the moulds in hot water
for a minute, wipe the outside with a

cloth, lay a dish on the top of the
mould, turn it quickly over, and the
jelly should slip out easily. It is

sometimes served broken in square
lumps, and piled high in glasses.

Earthenware moulds are preferable
to those of pewter or tin, for red
jellies, their colour and transparenc3q
being often spoiled by using the latter.
To make this jelly more economicalljq

raisin wine may be substituted for the
sherry and brandy, and the stock made
from cowheels.

Time, 20 minutes to simmer the
jelly.

TO MAKE THE STOCK FOR JELLY, AND
TO CLARIFY IT.

Ingredients.—2 calfs feet, 6 pints
water, eggs.

Mode .
—The stock for jellies should

be made the day before it is required
for use, as the liquor has time to cool,
and the fat can be more easily re-
moved. Procure 2 nice calfs feet

;

scald them to take o3 the hair; slit

them in two, remove the fat from
between the claws, and wash the feet
W'ell in warm water

;
put them into a

stewpan wuth the cold water, bring it

gradually to boil, and remove every
particle of scum as it rises. When
well skimmed, boil very gently' for G or
7 hours, or until the liquor is reduced
rather more than half

; then strain it

through a sieve into a basin, and put it

in a cool place to set. As the liquor is

strained, measure it, to ascertain the
proportion for the jelly, allowing some-
thing for the sediment and fat at
the top. To clarify it, carefully re-

move all the fat from the top, pour
over a little warm water, to wash away
any that may remain, and wipe the
jelly with a clean cloth

;
remove the

jelly from the sediment, jiut it into a
saucepan, and, supp)osing the quantity
to be a quart, add to it G oz. of loaf
sugar, tbe shells and well - whisked
whites of 5 eggs, and stir these ingre-
dients together cold

;
set the saucepan

on the fire, but do not stir the jelly

after it begins to warm. Let it boil

about 10 minutes after it rises to a
bead, then throw in a teacupful of

cold water
;
let it boil 5 minutes longer,

then take the saucepan off, cover it

closeljq and let it remain J an hour
near the fire. Dip the jelly-bag into
hot water, wring it out quite dry, and
fasten it on to a stand or the backs of

two chairs, which must be placed near
the fire, to prevent the jelly from set-

ting before it bas run through the bag.
Place a basin underneatb to receive

the jell^q then pour it into the bag, and
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should it not be clear the first time,

run it through the bag again. This
stock is the foundation of all really

good jellies, which may be varied in

innumerable ways by colouring and
flavouring with liqueurs, and by mould-
ing it with fresh and preserved fruits.

To ensure the jelly being firm when
turned out, J oz. of isinglass clarified

might be added to the above proportion
of stock. Substitutes for calf’s feet,

which lessen the expense and trouble,

are now nearly always used in making
jellies—isinglass and gelatine being two
of the principal materials employed.
Swinborne’s Patent Refined Isinglass

and gelatines are the best known, and
careful analysis has shown that their

p^atent isinglass is vastly superior to

Russian isinglass of the first quality.

Time, about 6 hours to boil the feet

for the stock; to clarify it—| hour to

boil, J hour to stand in the saucepan
covered. Average cost—calf’s feet may
be purchased for 6d. each when veal is

in full season, but more expensive
when it is scarce. Sufficient—2 calf’s

feet should make 1 quart of stock.

Seasonable from March to October,
but may be had all the year.

CHOCOLATE CREAM.

Ingredients.—3 eggs, oz. of gela-

tine. 3 oz. of grated chocolate, J Ih. of
loaf sugar, 1 pint of milk, J pint of
cream.

Mode .—Reat the eggs well and add
to them the chocolate, the sugar
pounded, and the milk

;
stir these

together and put in a jug in a saucepan
of boiling water ;

stir one way till the
mixture begins to thicken, but do not
allow it to boil

;
then strain through a

sieve into a basin. Have the gelatine
soaked in a little boiling water and add
it with the cream whipped. Oil a
mould, and having stirred the mixture
well, pour it in and set in a cool place
on ice.

Time, about 10 minutes to stir the
mixture over the fire. Average cost,

2s. Sufficient for large mould. Sea-
sonable at any time.

COMPOTE OP FRUIT.

Ingredients. — J pint of syrup
(Recipe, “ To Clarify Sugar” ), anyfresh
fruit, about a quart, or a tin ofpeaches
or pine, 1 glass of liqueur, 2 glasses of
sherry.

Mode .—Prepare the fruit according

to its kind, by stoning or stemming,
slicing such fruits as apricots or

peaches, and put in a bowl. Mix the
liqueur and sherry with the syrup and
pour over

;
then set on ice.

If tinned fruit is used half the quan-
tity of the syrup only will be needed.
Average cost, with fresh fruit, 2s. 3d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable
in summer.

BOILED CUSTARDS.

Ingredients.—1 pint milk, 3 eggs,

3 oz. loaf sugar, 3 bay laiirel-leaves, cr
the rind of J lemon, or a few drop)s

essence of vanilla, 1 tablespoonful
brandy
Mode .—Put the milk into a lined

saucepan, with the sugar, and lemon-
rind or other flavouring, and let the
milk steep by the side of the Are until
it is well flavoured. Bring it to the
oint of boiling, then strain it into a
asin

;
whisk the eggs well, and when

the milk has cooled a little, stir in the
eggs, and strain this mixture into a
jug. Place this jug in a saucepan of

boiling water over the fire; keep stir-

ring the custard one way until it

thickens
;
but on no account allow it to

reach the boiling-point. Take it off

the fire, stir in the brandy, and, when
this is well mixed with the custard,
pour it into glasses, each rather more
than three-parts full; grate a little

nutmeg over the top, and the dish is

ready for table. Ducks’ eggs add very
much to the flavour and richness of

custards, and so many are not requii’cd

as of the ordinary eggs, 2 ducks’ eggs
to the pint of milk making a delicious

custard. When desired extremely rich

and good, cream should be substituted
for the milk, and double the quantity
of eggs used, omitting the whites. The
brandy should be omitted for a plain
custard.

Time, ^ hour to infuse the lemon-
rind, about 10 minutes to stir the cus-

tard. Average cost, lOd. Sufficient to

fill 8 custard-glasses.

ISIKGLASS OR GELATINE JELLY (Sub-
stitutes for Calf’s Feet).

Ingredients. — 3 oz. Swinborne's
isinglass or gelatine, 2 quarts water.

Mode .—Put the isinglass or gelatine

into a saucepan with the cold water;
bring it quickly to boil, and let it boil

very fast, until the liquor is reduced
one-half. Carefully remove the scum
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as it rises, then strain it through a
jelly-bag, and it will be ready for use.

If not required very clear, it may be
merely strained through a fine sieve,

instead of being run through a bag.
Rather more than J oz. isinglass is

about the proper quantity to use for

a quart of strong calf’s-feet stock, and
rather more than 2 oz. for the same
quantity of fruit juice. The larger the
mould the stiller should be the jelly,

and where there is no ice, more isin-

glass must be used than if the mixture
were frozen. This forms a stock for all

kinds of jellies, which may be flavoured
in many ways.

Time, hours. Sufficient, with
wine, syrup, fruit, &c., to fill two
moderate-sized moulds.
Note .—The above, when boiled, should

be perfectly clear, and may be mixed
warm with wine, flavourings, fruits, &c.,

and then run through the bag.

TO MAKE GOOSEBERRY FOOL.

Ingredients. — Green gooseberries ;

to every pint of pulp add 1 pint milk,

or i pint cream and ^ pint milk; sugar
to taste.

Mode .—Cut the tops and tails oil the
gooseberries, put them into a jar, with
2 tablespoonfuls of water and a little

good moist sugar; set this jar in a
saucepan of boiling water, and let it

boil until the fruit is soft enough to

mash. When done beat to a pulp,

work through a colander, and stir to

every pint the proportion of milk, or

equal quantities of milk and cream.
Put in plenty of sugar, or it will not

be eatable ;
in mixing the milk and

gooseberries add milk gradually. Serve
in a glass dish.

Time, from | to 1 hour. Average
cost, 4d. per pint, with milk. Suffi-

cient, a pint of milk and a pint of

gooseberry pulp for 5 or 6 persons.

Seasonable in May and June.

GOOSEBERRY TRIFLE.

Ingredients.—1 quart of gooseber-

ries, sugar to taste, 1 pint of custard,

a plateful whipped cream.

Mode .—Put the gooseberries into a

jar, with moist sugar to sweeten, and
boil them until reduced to a pulp.

Put this pulp at the bottom of a trifle-

dish; pour over a pint of very good
custard, and, when cold, cover with
whipped cream. The cream should be
whipped the day before it is wanted
for table, as it will then be so much

firmer and more solid. Garnish as
fancy dictates.

Time, about | hour to boil the goose-
berries. Average cost. Is. 2d. Sufficient
for 1 trifle. Seasonable in May and
June.

HULLUAH (Indian Recipe).

Ingredients. — J pint of tons les

mois, 6 oz. of butter, a few almonds,
pounded, and raisins stoned and
chopped, some Hpe cardamoms, a stick

of cinnamon, a pint of tvater.

Mode .
—Soak the tons les mois in

w^ater, in summer for 12 and in winter
for 18 hours, strain through a duster.
Add the sugar, and put in a lined
saucepan over the fire. As it comes to
the boil add the plums, almonds, butter
and flavouring, stirring all the time
till it thickens. Oil a shape or some
small ones, pour in the mixture, and
w^hen cold turn out.

INDIAN FRITTERS (Indian Recipe).

Ingredients.—3 tablespoonfulsflour,
boiling u-ater, the yolks of 4 eggs, the
whites of 2, hot lard or claHJied drip>-

ping, jam.
Mode .—Put the flour into a basin,

and pour over it suflicient water
to make it into a stiff paste, taking
care to stir and beat it well, to prevent
it getting lumpy. Leave it time to
cool, and then break into it {without
beating them at first) the yolks of 4 eggs
and the whites of 2, and stir and beat
all well together. Have ready some boil-

ing lard or butter, drop a dessertspoon-
ful of batter in at the time, and fry the
fritters of a light brown. Serve on a
dish, with a spoonful of preserve or
marmalade droiiped in between each
fritter. This is an excellent dish for a
hasty addition to dinner if a guest
unexpectedly arrives

;
it being so easily

and quickly made, and it is always a
great favourite.
• Time, from 5 to 8 minutes to fry
the fritters. Average cost, exclusive
of the jam, Gd. Sufficient for 4 or 5
persons.

INDIAN PANCAKE.
Ingredients.—Ipint of milk, 3 eggs,

J a teacupful of rice, i lb. of sugar,
flavouHng of cinnamon, cmystallised
cherries, preserved ginger, butter for
frying.

Mode .—Boil the rice in the milk and
beat it to a pulp, beat the eggs well,
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and add with the flavouring of cinna-
mon, or any other if preferred. Form
the paste into a flat, round cake, and
fry on one side only in butter. When
done, lift it on to a hot dish, and gar-
nish with the ginger in neat pieces,

and the cherries.

Time, 7 or 8 minutes to fry. Season-
able at any time.

INDIAN TRIFLE.

Ingeedients. — 1 quart viillc, the
rind of ^ large lemon, sugar to taste,

5 heaped tablespoonfuls 'rice-flour, 1 oz.

sweet almonds, ^ pint custard.

Mode.— Boil the milk and lemon-
rind together until the former is well
flavoured

;
take out the lemon-rind and

stir in the rice-flour, first moistened
with cold milk, and add sufficient loaf

sugar to sweeten. Boil gently for 5

minutes, and keep the mixture stirred

;

take it off the fire, let it cool a little,

and pour it into a glass dish. When
cold, cut the rice out in the form of a
star, or any other shape that may be
preferred

;
take out the spare rice, and

fill the space with boiled custard.
Blanch and cut the almonds into
strips, stick them over the trifle, and
garnish it with pieces of jelly, or pre-
served fruits, or candied citron.

Time, J hour to simmer the milk, 6
minutes after the rice is added. Ave-
rage cost, lOd. Suficient for 1 trifle.

JELLIES (BOTTLED), HOW TO MOULD.

Uncork the bottle • place it in a
saucepan of hot water until the jelly is

reduced to a liquid state ; ascertain
whether it is sufficiently flavoured,
and if not, add a little wine. Pour
the jelly into moulds which have been
soaked in water, let it set, and turn it

out by placing the mould in hot water
for a minute

;
then wipe the outside,

put a dish on the top, and turn it over
quickly. The jelly shoxild then slip
easily away from the mould, and be
quite firm. It may be garnished as
taste dictates.

JUNKET.

Ingeediekts. —A quart of milk, 2
teaspoonfuls of rennet, sugar, brandy
{if liked), cinnamon, Devonshire cream.
Mode .—Put about 2 dessertspoonfuls

of sugar (pounded) in a dish, add a

little cinnamon to flavour, a.nd pour
over J wineglass of brandy. Warm
the milk, stir in the rennet, and pour
in the dish. Stir this to the sugar and
brandy, set aside in a cool place for 2
hours, then put a few spoonfuls of

cream over.

Time, 2 hours. Average cost. Is. 2d.

Stifficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at

any time.

LEMON CREAM (ECONOMICAL).

Ingeedients.—1 quart milk, 8 bitter

almond.s, 2 oz. Swinborne’s gelatine or
isinglass, 2 lo^rge lemons, | lb. lump
sugar, the yolks o/6 eggs.

Mode .—Put the milk into a lined
saucepan with the almonds (well

pounded in a mortar), the gelatine,

lemon-rind, and lump sugar, and boil

for about 6 minutes. Beat up the yolks
of the eggs, strain the milk into a jug,

add the eggs, and pour the mixture
backwards and forwards until nearly
cold

;
then stir briskly to it the lemon-

juice (strained), and keep stirring until
the cream is almost cold

;
put it into an

oiled mould. The lemon-juice must not
be added to the cream when it is warm,
and should be well stirred after it is

put in.

Time, 6 minutes to boil the milk.
Average cost, 2s. Suficient to fill two

pint moulds.

LEMON SPONGE.

.

aNgeedients. — 1 oz. gelatine, 2
lemons, 2 eggs, 6 fo 8 oz. sugar, water.

Mode. — Simmer the gelatine, the
lemon-juice and rind, and the sugar
in rather more than a pint of w^ater
till the gelatine is quite dissolved.
Take out the lemon-rind and when
nearly cold, whisk with the whites of

2 eggs, well beaten till the mixture
becomes quite spongy in appearance.
Put in a wet mould and turn out when
cold, or in rough lumps in a glass dish.
Time altogether about 1 hour. Ave-

rage cost, 9d. Seasonable, at any time.

MACARONI AND PINEAPPLE.

Ingeedients.—1 pint of clear gela-
tine jelly, J tin of preserved pineapple,
6 oz. of loaf sugar, 6 oz. of macaroni,
I pint of custard, milk.

Mode. — Having wetted a border
mould, coat it with the jelly

;
cut the

pineapple in dice and put in, then pour
in the remainder of the jelly, which
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would look prettier if colo’ired with a
few drops of cochineal. Boil the
macaroni in milk till quite tender,
sweeten and drain it and set it aside to
cool. When the jelly is firmly set turn
it out and fill with the macaroni, pour-
ing over it a good custard made by
recipe for Boiled Custards.
Average cost, 2s. Sufficient for 6

persons. Seasonable at any time.

MERINGUES.

Ingredients.—| lb. ofpounded tvldte

sugar, the ivhite of 4 eggs, 1 pint of
cream, flavouring of vanilla.

Mode .—Whisk the whites of egg to

a stiff froth, then with a wooden spoon
stir in the sugar quickly before the
froth goes down. Have some boards
thick enough to prevent the meringues
from browning when baked upon them,
put in tlie oven. Cut some strips of

white paper and lay on the boards and
on this drop a tablespoonful at a time
of the beaten egg and sugar, dropping it

in the form of the spoon with some two
inches of space between

;
strew over a

little sifted sugar and bake for J an
hour in a moderate oven. As soon as

they begin to colour take them out

;

take each slip of paper by the two ends
and turn the meringues on to a boai'd.

Bemove the soft part wdth a wooden
spoon, put some fresh paper on the
board, lay the meringues on it upside
down and replace in the oven to harden.
Whip the cream, slightly sweeten it,

and flavour with vanilla, then fill the
meringues when cold with this, putting
two together so as to take the form of

an egg. The meringues must be put in

the oven direetly they are dropped upon
the board, or they will lose their shape.
They can be kept in a dry place for

some time and can be filled with cream
when required.

Time, ^ an hour to bake. Average
cost, 2s. Sufficient for a good-sized
dish. Seasonable at any time.

NORMANDY PIPPINS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—4 lb. Normandy p^ip-

pins, 1 quart ivater, J teaspoonfulqjoiv-
dered cinnamon, J teaspoonful ground
ginger, 1 lb. moist sugar, 1 lemon.

Mode .—Well wash the pippins, and
put them into 1 quart of water with the
cinnamon and ginger, and let them
stand 12 hours

;
then put these alto-

gether into a stewpan, with the lemon

sliced thinly, and half the moist sugar.
Boil slowly until the pippins are half
done

;
then add the remainder of the

sugar, and simmer until quite tender.
Serve on glass dishes for dessert.
Time, 2 to 3 hours. Average cost,

Is. Seasonable—suitable for a winter
dish.

PANCAKES (TO MAKE).

Ingredients.—iEggs, flour, milk ; to

every egg allow 1 oz. flour, about 1 gill

milk, § saltspoonful salt.

Mode .—Whisk the eggs well in a
basin, add the flour, salt, and a few
drops of milk, and beat the whole to a
perfectly smooth batter; then pour in
by degrees the remainder of the milk.
The batter should be of the consistency
of thick cream. Place a small frying-
pan on the fire to get hot

;
let it be

delicately clean, and, when quite hot,

j)ut into it a small piece of butter,

allowung about A oz. to each pancake.
When it is melted, jiour in the batter,

about i teacupful to a pan 12 inches in

diameter, and fry it for about 5 minutes,
or until it is nicely brown on one side.

By only pouring in a small quantity of

batter, and so making the pancakes
thin, the necessit}’’ of turning them (an

operation rather difficult to unskilful
cooks) is obviated. When the pancake
is done, sprinkle over it some pounded
sugar, roll it up in the pan, take it out
wdth a large slice, and place it on a
dish before the fire. Pancakes are
never good unless eaten almost imme-
diately tliey come from the frying-pan.
The batter may be flavoured wdth a
little grated lemon-rind, or the pancakes
may have preserve rolled in them, in-

stead of sugar. Send sifted sugar and
a cut lemon to table wdth them. To
render the pancakes very light, the
yolks and wdiites of the eggs should be
beaten separately, and the wffiites added
the last thing to the batter before fry-

ing.

Time, from 4 to 5 minutes for a pan-
cake that does not require turning

;

from G to 8 minutes for a thicker one.

Average cost, for 3 persons, 6d. Suf-
ficient—allow' 3 eggs w'ith the other in-

gredients in proportion for 3 persons.

Seasonable at any time, but specially

served on Shrove Tuesday.

PEARS (BAKED).

Ingredients.—12 piears, the rind of
1 lemon, 3 cloves, 10 ivhole allspice; to
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every pint of water allow J Ih. loaf
sugar.

Mode .—Pare and cut the pears into
halves, or if very large, into quarters

;

leave the stalks on, and carefully re-

move the cores. Place them in a clean
baking-jar, with closely-fitting lid

;
add

the lemon-rind, cut in strips, the juice
of ^ lemon, the cloves, pounded all-

spice, and sufficient water to cover the
whole, with the sugar. Cover the jar

down closely, put it into a very cool
oven, and bake the pears from 6 to 6
hours. To improve the colour of the
fruit, a few drops of prepared cochineal
may be added.

Time, large pears, 5 to 6 hours, in a
very slow oven. Average cost, Id. to
2d. each. Sufficient for 7 or 8 persons.
Seaso7iahl6 from September to January.

PEARS (STEWED).

Ingredients.—8 large 5 oz.

loaf sugar, 6 cloves, 6 ivhole allspice,

I pint water, | pint poi't wine, a few
drops prepared cochineal.

Mode .—Pare the pears, halve them,
remove the cores, and leave the stalks

on
;

put them into a lined saucepan,
with the other ingredients, and simmer
very gently until tender, which will be
in from 3 to 4 hours. They should be
Watched, and, when done, carefully
lifted out on to a glass dish without
breaking. Boil up the syrup quickly
for 2 or 3 minutes; allow it to cool a
little, and pour it over the pears. To
improve the colour of the fruit, a few
drops of prepared cochineal may be
added, which rather enhances the
beauty of this dish. The fruit must
not be boiled fast, but only simmered,
and watched that it be not too much
done.

Time, 3 to 4 hours. Average cost,

Is. 4d. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.
Seasonable ivova September to January.

RICE SOUFFLE.

Ingredients. — 1 pint of millc, 3

tablespoonfuls of groxmd rice, 6 eggs,

loaf sugar to taste, a dessertspoonful of
butter, vanilla flavouring

.

Mode .—Mix the rice thoroughly with
some of the milk

;
then put it in a lined

saucepan with the remainder and the
butter and stir over the fire until the
mixture thickens. Take the whites and
yolks of the eggs separately, beat the
latter and add to them the rice, the

flavouring, and enough pounded sugar
to sweeten, bearing in mind that the
less sugar there is used the lighter will
be the soufiie. Whisk the whites of
the eggs to a perfectly stiff froth

;
mix

them with the other ingredients and
pour at once into a soufiie dish, which
place instantly in the oven. Bake
about i an hour, then take out and
hold a salamander or hot shovel over
the top

;
sprinkle sifted sugar over and

send to table with a napkin pinned
round the dish in which it has been
baked.
Other souffles can be made in the

same way, and one of the nicest is that
made with cheese

; but the excellence
of the dish depends upon the perfect
Avhisking of the eggs, the manner of

baking, and the expedition with whicii
it is served. If the soufiie be not served
instantly it is taken from the oven it

will sink and its appearance be spoiled.

Time, ^ an hour. Average cost, lOd.

Sifficient for 4 persons. Seasonable at
any time.

RICE SHOWBALLS (a pretty dish for
Juvenile Suppers).

Ingredients. — 6 oz. rice, 1 guai't

7nilk, flavouring of esse?ice of almoxids,
sugar to taste, 1 pmt custard inade by
recipe.

Mode .—Boil the rice in the milk, with
sugar and a flavouring of essence of

almonds, until the former is tender,
adding, if necessary, a little more milk,
should it dry away too much. When
the rice is quite soft, put it into teacups,
or small round jars, and let it remain
until cold; then turn the rice out on
a deep glass dish

;
pour over a good

boiled custard, and on the top of each
ball place a small piece of bright-
coloured preserve or jelly. Lemon-peel
or vanilla may be boiled "with the rice,

instead of the essence of almonds
;
but

the flavouring of the custard must cor-

respond Avith that of the rice.

Time, about | hour to sAvell the rice

in the milk. Average cost, with the
custard. Is. 6d. Sufficient for 5 or 6

children.

TIPSY CAKE.

Ingredients.—A stale syonge cake,

rather more than a pint of custard, J
bottle of sherry or orange wine, a wine-
glassful of brandy, 4 lb. sweet almoxxds.

Mode .—Mix the wine and brand}’',

make a fcAV holes in the cake with a
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skewer and pour the liquor over. Let
the cake thoroughly soak, pouring the
wine over as it I'uns from the cake,
then stick it with the almonds, blanched
and divided, and pour over the custard.

Time, 2 or 3 hours to soak the cake.
Average cost, 3s. Sufficient for 6 per-
sons.

TRIFLE.

Ingredients.—6 sponge cakes, | Ih.

ratafias, J Ih. macaroons, apricot jam,
a pint of custard, J pint cream, sherry,
brandy.

Mode .—Slice the sponge cakes and
put them in a glass dish, with layers
of jam between, and over them place
the macaroons and ratafias in layers.

Soak them in sherry and brandy, then
pour over the custard, and, lastly, pile

up the cream, whipped stiffly with a
little sugar.

Time, about 2 hours to soak the

cakes. Average cost, 3s. 6d. Sufficient
for supper dish.

VICTORIA SANDWICHES.
Ingredients.—4 eggs; their weight

in pounded sugar, butter, and flour

;

i saltspoonful salt, a layer of any kmd
ofjam or marmalade.
Mode .—Beat the butter to a cream;

dredge in the flour and pounded sugar

;

stir well together, and add the eggs,
previously well whisked. When the
mixture has been beaten about 10
minutes, butter a Yorkshire-pudding
tin, pour in the batter, and bake in a
moderate oven for 20 minutes. Let it

cool, spread one-half of the cake with
a layer of preserve, place over it the
other half, press the pieces together,
and then cut into finger-pieces; pile
these in cross-bars on a glass dish, and
serve.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost.

Is. 4d. Sufficient for 5 or 6 persons.
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ENTREES, &c.

Plovers* Eggs. Lamb Cutlets. ialad.

Raised Game Pie with Jelly.

Piped Ham. Raised Perigord Pie.

Cutlets and Peas. Dish Meat Pie.

Mushrooms.



CONFECTIONEEY AND ICES

The very highest branches of confec-
tionery, such as modelling in paste and
the more elaborate kinds of decorative
pastry, are seldom attempted in private
houses

;
partly because of the time they

take, and partly because so many ex-
pensive utensils and tools (if we may be
allowed the word in speaking of cookeryl
are needed in their preparation. Still

there is no reason "why we should not
have verypretty sweets upon our tables

;

nor is it unusual for either mistress or
daughter of a house to undertake the
making of all fancy dishes where no
professed cook is kept.
Young girls generally enjoy a morning

in the kitchen devoted to the task of

making pretty dishes; and might we
suggest that their culinary education
should not end with these ? It is far
more important to know how to boil a
potato, to roast a joint, or to fry fish,

than to be able to clear a jelly or deco-
rate a cream

;
yet many girls will not

try to learn the homely useful division
of cookery. But to return to our sub-
ject. Confectionery is not sufficiently

thought of in our homes. Sweets are
so cheap now that no one thinks of

making them in their own kitchens,
not realisinghow much purer and more
wholesome the home-made ones would
be, made from the best sugar and free
from the colouring matter which ren-
ders bought sweetmeats so pretty and
so injurious.
As far as children are concerned,

sweets of ordinary kinds are a great
deal too cheap

;
for, in many house-

holds the little ones have too many
opportunities of eating them. The idea
of sugar being injurious to the teeth is

an exploded one, yet a child can easily
eat too many sweetmeats, and thus load
its stomach till it does not enjoy more
wholesome food. We all know that
sugar is very cheap, yet we cannot be-
lieve that with all the preparation, that

must cost both time and money, really

pure sweets can be bought at the low
rate at which all kinds of sugar-plums
are sold. It is far better to make our
own, and we trust the few recipes

we give may be useful. But there is

another branch of confectionery that
might well be attempted at home,
such as the icing and cone decoration
of cakes, and the ornamenting and
making of such little things as the
small rout cakes or petit fours that
we pay so much for to adorn our supper
tables.

Birthday and other cakes for children
are far more appreciated and liked by
the little folks if a little time has not
been grudged to ice and decorate them.
The icing is a very simple affair, not too
difficult for any amateur to accomplish

;

and the only things needed for the cone
decoration that makes the raised pat-
terns and names on the cakes, consist
of the simplest materials—white of egg,
sugar, and a piece of paper.
The white of egg must be well

whipped, mixed to a paste, with the
powdered wffiite sugar, and may ba
coloured wdth a few drops of cochineal,
when required to make designs uj)on
wffiite cakes.

This cone decoration makes a great
improvement upon the appearance of

cold glazed dishes, such as tongue or
ham, when fresh butter, instead of

icing, must be used, and this can also

be colomred if liked.

Some years ago the employment of
ice in the kitchen was not usual, except
in the establishments of the wealth}-,

but now it is cheap and easily obtained/
and a freezing machine is not a very
expensive article to buy, while it is a
most convenient thing to possess, and
often in hot weather or illness invalu-
able.

Even where we have not a freezing
machine, in most of our kitchens we

16 241
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need ice, and it not be out of place
here to suggest that the best way of

preserving it is to wrap it well in flan-

nel, cross two sticks over a basin or
pan and lay it on these so that it may
not lie in water, which quickly melts
it.

For freezing, the ice is powdered and
mixed with half its quantity of baysalt,

or it may be put in alternate layers
with the salt, in th e machine, in its

outer receptacle, the inner being left

for what has to be frozen. Different
machines are differently managed, but
the above are the simple directions for

all. Instead of the ice and salt, freezing
mixtures may be used, these being
generally considered cheaper than the
ice and snow

;
as, if evaporated to

dryness, they can be used again and
again

;
but they waste in the using,

even with the greatest care, and most
cooks prefer the better known ice and
salt. Given a machine there is nothing
in the way of sweets more easy to

make than ices (for which we give some
recipes), and it is very pleasant in
summer to be able to make our own
ices, particularly where fresh fruit and
cream are home products.
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CLOVE DROPS.

Ingredients.—1 oz. of cloves^ 1 Ih. of

finely-pounded sugar, the whites of 2
eggs, whisked to a froth, i pint of
water.

Mode .—Pound the cloves in a mortar,
then sift the powder through a hair
sieve

;
mix with the other ingredients.

Take the mixture up in a teaspoon and
drop it on stiff white writing paper,
bake in a very cool oven, and take
them off when cool.

Ginger, cinnamon, and other flavour-
ings may be used.

STRAWBERRY DROPS.

Ingredients. — ^ Ih. of finely
powdered sugar, J pint of juice, 2
whites of eggs, whisked to a very stiff

froth.

Mode .—Mix all together and drop on
tins. Bake or dry i,a a very cool oven.
Any other fruit may be used.

APPLE PASTE.

Ingredients.—Equal quantities of
apple pulp and sugar.

Mode.— Peel and core some ripe
sound apples and put them in water
till they are quite soft

;
then rub them

through a hair sieve with a w'ooden
spoon. Put the pulp, with an equal
weight of sugar, into a preserving pan,
boil for 20 minutes, then pour out on
tin plates or into moulds.
This paste may be coloured with a

little cochineal, and if the apples be
at all tasteless a little lemon is an im-
provement.

APRICOT PASTE.

Ingredients.—J Ih. of sugar to each
Ih. ofpulp.

Mode. — Put the apricots, which
should be ripe, into a preserving pan,
with a little sugar, placing them at the
side of the fire till they are reduced to

a paste, then rub them through a hair-

sieve, allowing J lb. of sugar to each 1

lb. of fruit. Put again on the fire and
boil 10 minutes. Spi'ead it on tins to

dry.

ORANGE PASTE.

Ingredients.—2 Ihs. of sugar to each
Ih. of pulj).

Mode .—Squeeze the juice of 5 Seville

oranges and boil the rinds till they are

perfectly soft. With a thin wooden
spoon scoop out the pulp, then pound
the rinds in a mortar with half the

juice; rub all through a sieve, then
keep it on the fire till it becomes like
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marmalade. Empty it out then, and
weigh it, allowing to each 1 lb. 2 lbs.

of sugar; boil it for 10 minutes, then
spread it on tin plates to dry. Cut it

in any shape liked and keep in boxes.
Lemon paste may be made in the same
way, with the omission of the juice.

LEMON PRALINES.

Ingbedients.—Lemons^ sugar.

Mode .— Pare some lemons and cut

the rinds into pieces about an inch
long, and very narrow. Boil some
syrup till it almost comes to a caramel,
put in the shreds of lemon and stir

them about with a wooden spoon till

cold. Put them on a sieve and shake
off the loose sugar and keep dry in

boxes.

BARLEY SUGAR

Ingbedients.—2 Ihs. of sugar, 1

of water, 1 egg, lemon.

Mode .—Put the sugar (pounded) into

a well-lined saucepan, with the water,
and, when the former is dissolved, set

it over a moderate fire, adding the
white of the egg well beaten before the
mixture gets warm, and stir it well to-

gether. When it boils remove the
scum as it rises and keep it boiling

until no more appears, and the syrup
looks perfectly clear; then strain it

through muslin and put it back in the
saucepan. Boil it again till brittle

when a little is dropped into cold

M'ater. Add for flavouring, a little

essence of lemon and a little lemon-
juice, and let it stand for a minute or
two. Have ready a marble slab, or

large dish well rubbed over with salad

oil
;
pour the sugar on it and cut it in

strips with a pair of scissors. Twist
these strips, set to harden, then store

in a very dry place.

EYERTON TOFFEE.

Ingbedients.—1 Ih. of treacle or
golden syrup, 1 Ih. of moist sugar, | Ih.

of butter.

Mode. — Have a saucepan large

enough to allow of fast boiling, over
a clear fire. Put in the butter, rubbing
it well over the bottom of the pan;,

then add the treacle and sugar, stirring

gently with a knife. When it has
boiled about 10 minutes, drop a little

off the knife into a basin of cold water,
when, if sufficiently done, it will be
crisp. If not brittle, boil a little

longer. Butter thoroughly or oil a
large shallow tin or dish, and into this

pour the toffee. When beginning to
set mark it out in squares to make it

easier to divide when cold.

Time, 10 to 15 minutes. Average
cost, 9d. Sufficient for 2 lbs. of toffee.

ALMOND TOFFEE.

Ingbedients.—2 lbs. of brown sugar,

i lb. of butter, 1 teacupful of water, 1
lemon, ^ lb. of almonds.

Mode .—Butter a shallow tin or dish,
blanch the almonds and divide them
in halves, and lay them flat side down-
wards on the dish. Boil the sugar,
butter, water, and J the rind of the
lemon, and when sufficiently done
(trying it as in previous recipe), let it

stand aside till the boiling has ceased,
then stir in the juice of the lemon.

Time, about 10 minutes. Average
cost. Is. 4d. Sufficient for 2§ lbs. of

toffee.

CANDIED CHESTNUTS OR WALNUTS.
Ingbedients. — Nuts, lemon-juice,

syrup.

Mode.— Take off the outer skin or
shell, then put the nuts into a pan of

boiling water for a minute or so till the
skin comes off easily

;
then throw them

into another pan of boiling water and
boil till tender. Squeeze the juice of a
lemon into a basin of lukewarm water,
and put the nuts, when done, into this.

When cool, dry them, dip each in clari-

fied sugar and lay on a slab to dry.

CHOCOLATE CREAMS.

Ingbedients.—3 oz. of best arrowroot,
1 Ih. of white sugar, about | pint of
water, chocolate, essence of vanilla.

Mode .—Mix the arrowroot with the
W’ater smoothly, put into a lined sauce-
pan, add the sugar, and boil about 10
minutes, stirring all the while, then
take it off the fire and stir till it

begins to cool. Flavour with the
essence, and roll into little balls

;
melt

some chocolate, roll each ball in this,

and lay on a buttered slab to cool.

COCOANUT CANDY.

Ingbedients.—^ lb. of grated cocoa'

nut, 1^ lb. of sugar, \pint of water.

Mode .—Put the sugar with the water
into a pipkin and let it dissolve

;
boil 5

minutes then strain. Put in the grated
nut, set the pipkin again on the fire and
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stir till the candy rises
;
then spread on

sheets of writing-paper warmed before
the fire, and before the candy is quite
cold, take it off the paper and cut it into
squares. See that it is perfectly dry
before it is put away.

MOLIISSES CANDY (American Recipe),

Ingredients.—1 quart of molasses]
a gill of vinegar, a cup ''of sugar oz.

of butter, 1 teaspoonful of soda.

Mode.— Dissolve' the' sugar in the
vinegar, then mi£ with ' the molasses
and boil, stirring often till the mixture
hardens when a 'little is dropped in
cold water. Stir in the batter with the
soda, dissolved in hot water, flavour
with any essence, boil up, stirring all

the w'hile, afid pour into buttered tins.

Time, about | an hour.
t /

ALMOXip PASTE FOR CAKES, &C.

Ingredients.—1 lb. of sweet almonds,
G bitterpfies, 1 lb. of caster sugar, the
zvhite 2 eggs.

Mods.— Blanch the almonds, dry
them ^lOroughly and pound them in a
morta^ whetting them gradually with
the wmtes of the eggs till they form a
smootM paste. Put them in a small
presejwing pan, with the sugar, over a
clear fire, or a hot-plate, and keep
stirring-till the paste is dry

;
then take

it out of the pan and cool between two
dishes.^' It can then be spread over the
top of H cake, or it may be cut into
small f^noy shapes and ornamented
with cr3^<itallised cherries, or iced and
served with rout cakes for dessert.

Time, ^"Vah hour. Average cost for

quantity, Is,. 6d.

ICINQ FOR CAKES.

Ingredients.— 1 lb. of loaf sugar,
whites of 4 &ggs, 1 oz. of starch.

Mode.—Be£^t the whites of eggs to a
stiff froth, gradually sift in the sugar,

poAvdered as fine as possible,- then the
starch, also finely poAvdei’ed. Beat the
mixtui'e until the sugar is smooth, then,
with a broad flat knife (a paper knife

answers well for this purpos(^, spread
the icing over the cakes. They should
then be put in a very cool oven to dry
and’ harden

;
but care must be taken

that they do not colour.

If the icing be put upon the cakes
directly they are taken out of the oven
it will bo dry and hard before the cakes
are cool.

On very rich cakes, such as wedding

and christening ones, it is well to put a
layer of almond paste before the icing.
The cakes may be ornamented with a
little of the icing coloured wdth cochi-
neal and squeezed out of a paper cone
in a pattern over the cake. Other
pretty decorations may be made with
small crystallised fruit, such as cher-
ries, leaves cut out of angelica,-diamonds
cut from candied peel and the like,
these being put on before the icing is

dry, so that they may stick.

TO CLARIFY SUGAR FOR SYRUP.
Ingredients.—To every lb. of sugar

alloiv I pint of loater and ^ the white of
an egg.

Mode .—Put the ingredients (the white
of egg, well-beaten) into a lined sauce-
pan, and when it is dissolved put the
pan on the fire. When it boils, throiv
in a teacupful of water, and do not stir

the sugar after this is added. Bring it

to the boiling point again, then place
the pan by the side of the fire for the
preparation to settle. Remove all scum
and the sugar will be ready for use.
Time, 20 minutes for the sugar to dis-

solvers minutes to boil.

Note .—To make candy sugar clarify it
by the above recipe, then put it over the
fire and let it boil till smooth; dip the
hand into cold water, and the skimmer
into the sugar, touch it with the thumb
and finger and instantly open them, when
a fine short thread should form.

CARAMEL SUGAR.

Ingredients.— 1 lb. of loaf sugar, J
qnzit of spring water.

Mode .—Boil the sugar and the water
together very quickly over a clear fire,

skimming it very carefully as soon as it

boils. Keep it boiling until the sugar
is brittle when a little is dropped into
cold water; then squeeze in a little

lemon-juice and let it remain an instant
longer on the fire; then set the pan
into another of cold water and the cara-

mel is ready for use. This preparation
should be cai’efully watched and taken
up directly it is done, but it is a ver}- in-

expensive and a very pretty decoration
for sweet dishes. - Any .kind of pastry,

a compote of fruit or a tipsy cake can
have this spun sugar to ornament it, it

being drawn out in long threads with a
fork and laid lightly to cover but not
hide the sweet.

APRICOT ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.— | lb. of apricot jam,
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1 pint of cream, 1 lemon, 6 hitter

almonds.

Mode .—Pound the almonds to a paste,

add the strained Juice of the lemon,
then the cream; mix thoroughly and
rub through a hair sieve. Furnish the
outer receptacle with layers of ice and
bay-salt as directed

;
then put the mix-

ture to be frozen in the inner one,
letting it be well covered with the
freezing mixture. Stir or shake till the
ice begins to set. If it is to be served
in a mould, it must now be put into one
and returned to the machine; but if

only in rough pieces on plates, then,
when the ice begins to set, there is

nothing more to do.

Time, 25 minutes. Average cost, 1 s.

6d. Sufficient for 8 persons.

CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.—1 pint of new milk, i
pint of cream; 6 oz. of chocolate, ^ Ih.

of sugar.

Mode. — Scrape the chocolate and
blend it thoroughly, first with the milk,
then with the cream; add the sugar,
strain and freeze as directed in recipe.

Time,- 25 minutes. Average cost, Is.

6d. Suficient for 8 persons. Season-
able at any time.

, COFFEE ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.—1 pmt of milk, § pint
of cream, 1 oz. of arrowroot, 6 oz. of
roasted coffee berries, ^ lb. of sugar.

Mode .—Put the berries in the oven
for 5 minutes and at the same time boil

-the milk and cream together; put in
4'. the berries, pour into a jug and cover

till cold. Strain the mixture, add the
arrowroot and sugar, and stir over the
fire in a pan of water as a custard.
Freeze as directed in recipe.

Time, 25 minutes. Average cost. Is.

3d. Sufficient for 8 persons. Season-
able at any time.

FRUIT ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.—Any fresh fruit, milk,
and cream in the proportion of | a pint
of each to a pint of fruit-juice, sugar
to taste according to the fruit used.

Mode .—Pick over some ripe fruit, as

for a tart, into an earthen pan, am
mash it ;

then, with the back of a
wooden spoon, rub it through a hair-

sieve. Sweeten the juice to taste wfith

pounded white sugar; whip the cream,
add it to the milk, then to the juice,

and whisk all for a few minutes. Freeze
as directed in recipe.

All fresh fruit creams can be made in

the same manner, fresh raspberries and
strawberries making the ones most
generally preferred

;
and a little sugar

scattered over them helps to extract
the juice. In winter jam may be sub-
stituted for the fresh fruit, this being
melted and run through a sieve before
being added to the cream and milk.
And if the colour is dull, then a little

cochineal will make an improvement
in the appearance of the ice.

Thne, 25 minutes. Average cost, 2d.

each ice. Seasonable, with fresh fruit,

in summer.

PINEAPPLE ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.

—

J lb. of tinned pine-
apple freed from every bit of rind, | of
a pint of milk, ^ pint of cream, the
juice of i lemon, 6 oz. of sugar.

Mode. — Cut the pine into small
pieces, which bruise in a mortar to
extract the juice, add the other in-

gredients, strain through a sieve and
freeze as directed in recipe.

Time, 25 minutes. Average cost, Is.

4d. Sufficient for 8 persons. Season-
able at any time.

YANILLA ICE CREAM.

Ingredients.—A vanilla bean or any
other flavouring

,
pint each of milk

and cream, ^ lb. of loaf sugar.

Mode.—Break the bean into pieces,

and boil with the milk till sufficiently

flavoured
;

if essence be used, put with
the milk cold. Add the cream and
sugar, beat well together, and freeze in
a mould.

Time, ^ an hour. Seasonable in hot
weather.

CLARIFIED SUGAR FOR WATER
ICES.

Ingredients.—6 Ibs.yof loaf sugar,

6 pints of water, the white of 1 egg.

Mode.—Put the sugar in the water,
place the pan over a gentle fire and
bring to the boil

;
well beat the white

of the egg, add it to the water, boil for

10 minutes, then strain and bottle for

use.

FRUIT WATER ICES.

Ingredients.—To everypint offruiu
juice allow 1 pint of syrup, made by
previous recipe.

Mode.— Take any ripe fresh fruit,

such as currants, raspberries, or straw-
berries, pull ofi the stalks and mash it

well in an earthen pan with a wooden
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spoon, adding a little sugar to help ex-

tract the juice; then rub it through a
sieve. Take 1 pint of syrup, or make a
pint in the same way fresh, omitting
the white of the egg, let it cool, add and
mix this with the juice, and freeze by
recipe.

Time, I an hour to freeze. Average
cost, 2d. each ice. Seasonable, with fresh
fruit, in summer.

LEMON WATER ICE.

Ingredients.—1 pint of syrup made
by Cla7'ified Sugar'' recipe, omittmg
the white of egg, rather more than \ of
a pint of lemon-juice, rinds of 4 lemons.

Mode .—Rub the sugar on the rinds of

the lemons and make syrup with it, as

directed
;
let it cool, strain the lemon-

juice, and add and stir well. Freeze by
recipe.

Time, J an hour to freeze. Average
cost, 2d. each ice

GINGER WATER ICE.

Ingredients. — 1 quart of lemon
water ice, 6 oz. of preserved ginger.

Mode.— Pound half the ginger in a

mortar and cut the others in small thin

slices; add the lemon-water ice, mix
well and freeze.

Time, J an hour to freeze. Average
cost. Is. 6d. Sufficient for 8 persons.

Seaso7iable at any time.

ICES (To Mould).

Ices and iced puddings must not be
frozen too hard in the first instance, or
they will not fill the crevices of the
mould. The moulds should be filled as

full as possible, then a piece of writing
paper should be put round the edges
and the top and bottom cover shut over
it.

Time, about 1 hour to freeze a moulded
ice.

NOUGATS WITH CREAM (Frenc
Recipe).

Ingredients.—1 lb. of sweet almonds
with a few bitter ones amongst them,
1 lb. of caster sugar, 1 pint of cream,
some crystallised cherries.

Mode.—Blanch, peel and dry the al-

monds, cut them in thin slices length-
wise, and dry them in a very slow oven,
without allowing them to change colour.
Put the sugar in a preserving-pan or a
lined saucepan, and stir gently till it is

melted. When a nice yellow colour,
throw in gradually the almonds, warm
as they come from the oven, stirring all

the time; then take oS the fire and
complete the mixing thoroughly. Have
ready a flat tin and some small patty-
pans oiled thoroughly. Take the nougat
a spoonful at a time on the baking-tin,
flatten it as thin as possible, using a
lemon for this purpose, and line a patty-
pan with each spoonful, pressing it well
against the sides. When cold turn out
of the pans and fill with cream.
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APPLE JAM.

Ingeedients.—6 lbs. good cooking
apples {weighed after paring and cor-

ing), 5 lbs. sugar, 2 or 3 lemons accord-
ing to the sweetness of the apples, a
teaspoonful of ground cloves, water.

Mode.—Peel, core, and quarter the
apples, and put them with the sugar,
the juice of the lemons, and the cloves
into a stewpan with enough water to
barely cover them. Stew gently for an
hour, or till the fruit is in a pulp. When
cold put in pots and tie down.

Time, about 1 hour. Average cost

for this quantity, 2s. 6d. Seasonable
—make in autumn.

APRICOT JAM.

Ingeedients.

—

6 lbs. apricots, skinned
and stoned, 4^ lbs. sugar.

Mode.—Put the halved apricots on a

large dish overnight, and cover with the
sugar. In the morning put in the pre-

serving-pan with the k^ernels blanched
and halved, and boil gently for about |

hour till the fruit is done.
Time, | hour. Average cost, 4s. 6d.

Seasonable—make in summer.

BLACKBERRY JAM.

Ingeedients.—6 lbs. of blackberries

weighed after being picked over, 3 lbs.

of sugar, the juice of 2 lemons.

Mode.—Pick over the berries, re-

moving the stalks and any unripe ones,

put them in the pan with the sugar
and the juice of the lemons, and boil

for about an hour, or till the fruit is

done. Cool, and put into pots in the
usual way.

Time, about 1 hour. Average cost

for sugar, 6d. Seasonable—make in

autumn.

BLACK-CURRANT JAM.

Ingeedients.—6 lbs. currantsweighed
after picking and stemming, 4-J lbs.

sugar.

Mode.—After preparing the currants
put them in a preserving-pan, adding
the sugar gradually. Boil till the jam
stiffens when a little is poured upon a
plate. Skim and stir well during the
boiling.

Time, about 1 hour or more after the
jam boils. Average cost, 2s. 9d. Sea-
sonable—make in summer.

CARROT JAM TO IMITATE APRICOT
PRESERVE.

Ingeedients.— Carrots ; to every

pound carrot pulp alloiv 1 lb. pounded
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sugar, the grated rind of 1 lemon, the

strained juice of 2, 6 chopped hitter

almonds, 2 tahlespoonfuls brandy.

Mode.—Select young carrots
;
wash

and scrape, cut them into round pieces,

put them into a saucepan with water to

cover, and simmer until soft
;
then beat

them through a sieve. Weigh the pulp,
and to every pound allow above ingre-
dients. Put the pulp into a preserving-
pan with the sugar, and boil for 5

minutes, stirring and skimming all the
time. When cold, add the lemon-rind
and juice, almonds and brandy

;
mix

well with the jam; then put it into

pots, well covered, and keep in a dry
place. The brandy may be omitted,
but the preserve will then not keep.
With the brandy it will remain good
for months.

Time, about | hour to boil the carrots

;

5 minutes to simmer the pulp. Average
cost. Is. 2d. for 1 lb. of pulp, with the
other ingredients in proportion. Suffi-
cient to fill 3 pots. Seasonable from
July to December

RED-CURRANT JAM.

Ingredients.—To every pound of
fruit alloio | lb. loaf sugar.

Mode.—Let the fruit be gathered on a

fine day
;
weigh it, and then strip the

currants from the stalks
;
put them

into a preserving-pan with the sugar,

stir and boil for about f hour. Care-
fully remove the scum as it rises. Put
the jam into pots, and when cold cover
with oiled papers; over these put a

E3 of tissue-paper brushed over on
sides with the white of an egg

;

press the paper round the top of the
pot, and when dry the covering will

be hard and air-tight. Black-currant
jam should be made in the same
manner.

Time, i to | hour, reckoning from the
time the jam boils all over. Average
cost for a 1-lb pot, from 6d. to 8d. Suffi-

cient—allow from 6 to 7 quarts of

currants to make 12 1-lb. pots of jam
Seasonable—make this in July.

RED-CURRANT JELLY.

Ingredients.— Bed currants ; to

every pint of juice allow | lb. of loaf
sugar.

Mode.—Have the fruit gathered in

fine weather; pick it from the stalks,

put it into a jar, and place this jar in

a saucepan of boiling water over the

fire, and let it simmer until the juice is

well drawn from the currants; then
strain them through a jelly-bag or fine

cloth, and if the jelly is wished very
clear, do not squeeze them too much,
as the skin and pulp from the fruit will

be pressed through with the juice, and
BO make the jelly muddy. Measure the

j nice, and to each pint allow | lb. loaf

sugar
;
put these into a preserving-pan,

set it over the fire, and keep stirring
the jelly until done, carefully removing
the scum as it rises, using a wooden or
silver spoon, as metal or iron spoils the
colour of the jelly. When it has boiled
from 20 minutes to J hour, put a little

of the jelly on a plate, and if firm when
cool, it is done. Pour it into small gal-

lipots, cover each with an oiled paper,
and then with a piece of tissue paper,
brushed over on both sides with the
white of an egg. Label the pots, and
store away in a dry place. A jam may
be made with the currants if they are
not squeezed too dry, by adding a few
fresh raspberries, and boiling all to-

gether, with sufficient sugar to sweeten.
As this preserve is not worth storing

away, a smaller proportion of sugar will

be found enough. It answers very w’ell

for children’s puddings, or for a nursery
reserve. Black-currant jelly can also

e made from the above recipe.

Time, from | to 1 hour to extract the
juice

;
20 minutes to 4 hour to boil

the jelly. Average cost, from 8d. to

lOd. per A-lb. pot. Sufficient—8 quarts
of fruit will make from 10 to 12 pots of

jelly: Seasonable—make this in July.

BAKED DAMSONS FOR WINTER USE.

Ingredients.—To evenj pound of
fruit allow 6 oz. pounded sugar ; melted
mutton suet.

Mode .—Choose sound fniit, not too

ripe, and pick off the stalks. Pat the
fruit into large dry stone jars, sprink-

ling the sugar amongst it; cover the

jars with saucers, place them in a rather

cool oven, and bake the fruit until it is

quite tender. W”hen cold, cover the

top of the fruit with a piece of white
paper cut to size; pour ever this melted
mutton suet about an inch thick, and
cover the tops of the jars with thick

brown paper, well tied down. Keep the

jars in a cool, dry place, and the fimit

will remain good till the following

Christmas, but not much longer.

Time, from 6 to 6 hours to bake the

damsons, in a very cool oven. Season-

able in September and October.
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FRESH FRUIT, TO BOTTLE WITH
SUGAR.

Very useful in Winter.

Ingredients.—Any kind of fresh
fruit ; to each quart bottle allow J Ih.

of pounded sugar.

Mode.—^Let the fruit be gathered in
dry weather. Pick it carefully, and
drop it into clean and very dry quart
glass bottles, sprinkling over it the
ounded sugar. Put the corks in the
ottles, and place them in a copper of

cold water up to their necks, with small
hay-wisps round, to prevent the bottles

from knocking together. Bring the
water gradually to boil, and let it

simmer until the fruit in the bottles is

reduced nearly one-third. Extinguish
the fire, and let the bottles remain in
the water until it is perfectly cold ; then
take them out, make the corks secure,

and cover them with melted resin or
wax.
Time, about J hour from the time the

water commences to boil.

greengage jam.

Ingredients.—To eveh'y pound of
fruit, weighed before being stoned, allow

I lb. lump sugar.

Mode.—Divide the greengages, take
out the stones, and put them into a
preserving-pan. Bring the fruit to a
boil, add the sugar, and keep stirring

it over a gentle fire until melted. Re-
move the scum as it rises, and just

before the jam is done, boil it rapidly
for 5 minutes. To ascertain when sufii-

ciently boiled, pour a little on a plate,

and if the s^up thickens and appears
firm, it is done. Have ready half the
kernels blanched; put them into the
jam, give them one boil, and pour
the preserve into pots. "When cold,

cover down with oiled papers, and over
these, tissue-paper, brushed over on
both sides with the white of an egg.

Time, | hour after the sugar is added.
Average cost, from 6d. to 8d. per 1-lb.

pot. Sufficient, allow about pints
of fruit for every 1-lb. pot of jam. Sea-
sonable—make this in August or
September.

MARMALADE (ORANGE).

Ingredients.—Equal quantities of
Seville and sweet oranges, to every
lb. pulp li lbs. loaf sugar

Mode.—^Boil the oranges whole till

tender, in just enough water to cover
them, changing it two or three times.

Drain them, take off the rind and take
out the pips, and allow sugar as directed
and ^ pint of water in which the fruit

was boiled to each lb. of pulp. Boil
the sugar and water 20 minutes, then
with the pulp another 10 minutes, and
again with the peel out fine 10 minutes.
Pour into jars and when cool tie down.

Time, 2 houi's. Average cost, 5d. per
pot. Seasonable—make in March.

PRESERVED MELON-RIND.

Ingredients.—Water melon, syrup
made from loaf sugar, lemon-juice,
ginger, vine-leaves, water, alum.
Mode.—Pare off the skins and mince

the rind of the melon, cut it in pieces,
and lay it in a stewpan between two
layers of vine-leaves, strewn with a
little powdered alum, with enough
water to barely cover the upper layer
of leaves. Cover the pan and let it

steam, but not bod, for 2^ hours, then
take out the rind and put in cold water
for 3 or 4 hours. The water should be
changed twice. Make some rather
thick syrup, put in the rind, and simmer
for about an hour

;
take out the rind,

lay it on a large dish in the sun, and
when cold repeat the process. Some
hours later put the syrup again into the
pan, flavouring it wnth the lemon and
ginger, and boil till thick. Fill some
jars with the rind, fill up v/ith the
syrup, and when cool tie down.
Seasonable—make this in summer.

PLUM JAM.

Ingredients.—To every pound of
plums, iveighed before being stoned,
allow I lb. loaf sugar.

Mode.—The quantity of sugar for each
pound of fruit must be regulated by the
quality and size of the fruit, some plums
requiring much more sugar than others.
Divide the plums, take out the stones,
and put them on to large dishes, with
roughly-pounded sugar sprinkled over
in the above proportion, and let them
remain for one day

;
then put them into

a preserving-pan, stand them by the
side of the fire to simmer gently for
about i hour, and then boil them rapidly
for another 16 minutes. The scum must
be carefully removed as it rises, and
the jam be well stirred all the time, or
it will burn at the bottom of the pan,
and so spoil the colour and flavour of

the preserve. Some of the stones may
be cracked, and a few kernels added
to the jam just before it is done. The
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above proportion of sugar would answer
for Oi'leans plums

;
the Imperatrice,

Magnum-bonum, and Winesour would
not require quite so much.

Time, ^ hour to simmer gently, J hour
to boil rapidly. Best plums for pre-
serving : Violets, Mussels, Orleans, Im-
peratrice, Magnum-bonum, and Wine-
sour. Seasonable from the end of July
to the beginning of October.

RASPBERRY JAM.

Ingbedients.—To every pound of
raspberries, allow 1 lb. sugar, J pint
red-currant juice.

Mode .—Let the fruit be gathered in
fine weather, and used as soon after

as possible. Take ofi the stalks, put
the raspberries into the preserving-pan,
break them well with a w^ooden spoon,
and boil for J hour, keeping them well
stirred. Then add the currant-juice and
sugar, and boil again for ^ hour. Skim
the jam well after the sugar is added,
or the preserve will not be clear. The
addition of the currant-juice is a very
great improvement to this preserve.

Thne, i hour to simmer the fruit

Vvdthout the sugar; J hour after it is

added. Average cost, from 8d. to Is.

per 1-lb. pot. Sufficiemt—allow about 1

pint of fruit to fill a 1-lb. pot. Sea-
sonable in July and August.

RHUBARB JAM.

Ingredients.—To every pound of
rhubarb allow 1 lb. of loaf sugar, the

rind of i lemon.

Mode .—Wipe the rhubarb perfectly
dry, take off the string or peel and
weigh it

;
put it into a preserving-pan

with the sugar
;
mince the lemon-rind

very finely, add it to the other ingre-
dients, and place the preserving-pan by
the side of the fire

;
keep stirring to pre-

vent the rhubarb from burning; and
when the sugar is well dissolved, put
the pan more over the fire, and let the
jam boil until it is done, taking care to

keep it well skimmed and stirred with
a wooden or silver spoon. Pour it into
pots, and cover down with oiled and
egged papers.

Time, if the rhubarb is young and
tender, | hour, reckoning from the time
it simmers equally; old rhubarb, IJ to

li hours. Average cost, 5d. per 1-lb. pot.

Suffcient—about 1 pint sliced rhubarb
to fill a 1-lb. pot. Seasonable from
February to April,

STRAWBERRY JAM.

Ingredients.—10. lbs. offruit, 0 pints
red-currant juice, 14 lbs. loaf sugar.

Mode .
—Put the currants, freed from

their stalks, in a jar, and this jar into
hot water, and simmer till the juice is

drawn. Strain the currants and put
the juice into a preserving-pan with
the sugar. When the sugar is dissolved
put in the strawberries, picked, and
simmer for from: J to f hour, removing
the scum as it rises. Be careful in
stirring to avoid the jam burning, and
not to break the fruit. Put into jars,

and when cold cover in the usual way.
Time, from J to | hour. Average

cost, 7d. lb. Seasonable—make in June
or July.

PICKLED RED CABBAGE.

Ingredients.—Bed cabbages, salt

and ivater ; to each quart of vinegar,

i oz. ginger, well bruised, 1 oz. ivhole

black pepper, and, when liked, a little

cayenne.

Mode .—Take ofi the outside deca3*ed

loaves of a nice red cabbage, cut it in

quarters, remove the stalks, and cut it

across in very thin slices. Lay these
on a dish, strew them plentifully with
salt, and cover them with another dish.

Let them remain 24 hours
;
turn into a

colander to drain, and, if necessaiy,
wipe lightly with a clean, soft cloth.

Put them in a jar; boil up the vinegar
with spi(^s in the above proportion,
and, when cold, pour it over the cab-

bage. It will be fit for use in a week
or two. Tie down with bladder, and
keep in a dry place.

Seasonable in July and August; b:it

the picklo will be much more crisp if

the frost has just touched the leaves.

MIXED PICKLE (Very good).

Ingredients.—To each gallon vine-

gar allow i lb. bruised ginger, i Ih.

mustard, J lb. salt, 0 oz. mustard-seed,
oz. turmeric, 1 oz. ground black

pepper, J oz. cayenne, cauliflowers,

onio7i3, celery, sliced cucumber, gher-
kins, French beans, jiasturtiuyns, cap-
sicums.

Mode .—Have a large jar, wdth a
tightly fitting lid, * in which put as

much vinegar as is required, reserving
a little to mix the various powders
to a smooth paste. Put into a basin
the mustard, turmeric, pepper, and
cayenne; mix with vinegar, and stir

until no lumps remain
;
add the ingre-
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dients to the vinegar, and mix well.

Keep in a warm place, and thoroughly
stir every morning for a month with a

wooden spoon, when it will be ready
for the different vegetables to be added
to it. As these come into season, have
them gathered on a dry day, and after

wiping them with a cloth, put them
into the pickle. The cauliflowers must
be divided into small bunches. Put all

these into the pickle raw, and at the
end of the season store it away in jars,

and tie over with bladder. As none of

the ingredients are boiled, this pickle

will not be fit to eat till 12 months
have elapsed.
Seasonable—make the pickle liquor

in May or June, to be ready as the sea-

son arrives for the various vegetables

to be picked.

PICKLED NASTURTIUMS (a very good
Substitute for Capers).

Ingeedients.—To each pint of vine-

gar 1 oz. salt, 6 peppercorns, nastur-
tiums.

Mode .—Gather the nasturtium seeds
on a dry day, when they are quite
young and soft, and wipe them clean
with a cloth

;
put them in a dry glass

bottle, with vinegar, salt, and pepper
as above. If you cannot find enough
ripe to fill a bottle, cork up what you
have got until more are fit : they may
be added from day to day. Bung up
the bottles, and seal or resin the tops.

They will be fit for use in 10 or 12
months

;
and the best way is to make

them one season for the next.
Seasonable—look for nastiirtium

seeds from the end of July to the end
of August.

PICKLED ONIONS (a very Simple
Method, and exceedingly Good).

Ingeedients.—PicJcling onions ; to

each quart vinegar, 2 teaspoonfuls all-

spice, 2 teaspoonfuls whole black pep-
per.

Mode .—Gather the onions when quite
dry and ripe, and, with the fingers, take
off the thin outside skin

;
then with a

silver knife (steel spoils the colour of
the onions) remove one more skin,
when the onion will look quite clear.

As fast as the onions are peeled put
them into dry bottles or jars. Pour
over sufficient cold vinegar to cover
them, with pepper and allspice in
above proportions, taking care that
each jar has its share of the latter
ingredients. Tie down with bladder.

and put them in a dry place, and in a

fortnight they will be fit for use. This

is a most simple recipe and very deli-

cious. Onions should be eaten within

6 or 8 months after being done, as they

are liable to become soft.

Seasonable from the middle of July

to the end of August.

PICKLED WALNUTS (Very Good).

Ingeedients.— walnuts, salt and
water. To each quart vinegar allow 2

oz. whole black pepper, 1 oz. allspice, 1

oz. bruised ginger.

Mode. — The walnuts should be
young, and not woody. Prick them
well with a fork; put them into a

strong brine (4 lbs. of salt to each
gallon of water), letting them remain
9 days, and changing the brine every
third day

;
drain them off, put them on

a dish, and place it in the sun until

they become perfectly black, which will

be in 2 or 3 days
;
place the walnuts

into dry jars, which should not be quite

filled. Boil sufficient vinegar, for 10

minutes, with spices in the above pro-

portion, and pour it hot over the wal-

nuts, which must be quite covered with
the pickle

;
tie down with bladder, and

keep in a dry place. They will be fit

for use in a month, and will keep good
2 or 3 years.

Time, 10 minutes. Seasonable—
make this from the beginning to the
middle of July, before the walnuts
harden.
Note.—

A

few shallots may be boiled
with the vinegar.

BENGAL RECIPE FOR MAKING MANGO
CHETNEY.

Ingeedients.—li lbs. moist sugar, f

lb. salt, i lb. garlic, J lb. onions, 2 lb.

powdered ginger, J lb. dried chillies, |

lb. mustard-seed, | lb. stoned raisins, 2
pints best vinegar, 30 large unriq^e

sour apples.

Mode .—The sugar must be made into

syrup
;
the garlic, onions, and ginger

finely pounded in a mortar
;
the mus-

tard-seed washed in cold vinegar, and
dried in the sun

;
the apples peeled,

cored, and sliced, and boiled in a bottle

and a half of vinegar. When all this

is done, and the apples are quite cold,

put them into a large pan, and gradu-
ally mix the rest of the ingredients,

including the remaining half-bottle of

vinegar. It must be well stirred until

the whole is thoroughly blended, and
then put into bottles for use. Tie a
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piece of wet bladder over the mouths of

the bottles, after they are well corked.

Note .—This recipe was given by a native
to an English lady, long resident in India,
and who, since her return to her native
country, has become quite celebrated
amongst her friends for the excellence of
this Eastern relish.

LEAMINGTON SAUCE (an Excellent
Sauce for Flavouring Gravies,
Hashes, Soups, &c.).

(Author’s Recipe.)

Ingbedients.—Wahiuts. To each
quart of ivalniit-juice allow 3 quarts
vinegar, 1 pint Indian soy, 1 oz. eay-
enne, 2 oz. shallots, | oz. garlic, J pint
port loine.

Mode.—Choose the walnuts as soon
as they appear in the market

;
for they

are more easily bruised before they be-

come hard and shelled. Pound them
well in a mortar, strew some salt over
them, and let them remain thus for two
or three days, occasionally stirring and
moving them about Press out the
juice, and to each quart of w^alnut-

liquor allow the above proportion of

vinegar, soy, cayenne, shallots, garlic,

and port wine. Pound each dry ingre-

dient separately in a mortar, then mix
them well together, and store away in

small bottles. The corks- should be
well sealed.

Seasonable—this sauce should be
made as soon as walnuts are obtain-

able, from the beginning to thj3 middle
of July.

MUSHROOM KETCHUP.

Ingredients.—To each peek mush-
rooyns, i Ih. salt ; to each quart mush-
room liquor J oz. cayenne, A oz. all-

spice J oz. ginger, 2 blades pounded
mace.
Mode.—Choose full-^’own mushroom

flaps, fresh gathered in tolerably dry
weather. Put a layer of them in a

deep pan, sprinkle salt over them, and
then another layer of mushrooms, and

so on. Let them remain for a few
hours, when break them up \vith the
hand, put them in a cool place for. three
daj’^s, occasionally stirring and mashing
them well to extract the juice. Ascer-
tain the quantity of liquor without
straining, and allow to each quart the
above proporti on of spice, &c. Put all

into a stone jar, cover it up closel}", put
it into a saucepan of boiling water, set
it over the fire, and boil for 3 hours.
Turn the contents of the jar into a
clean stewpan, and simmer for J hour

;

pour into a jug and stand it in a cool
place till next day

;
then pour ofi into

another jug and strain into very
dry clean bottles. Do not squeeze
the mushrooms To each pint of
ketchup add a few drops of brandy.
Be careful not to shake the contents,
but leave all the sediment behind in
the jug; cork well, and seal or resin
the cork. The ketchup should be
examined occasionally after it has been
put by, and if it is spoiling it should be
reboiled with a few peppercorns.

Seasonable—this ketchup should be
made between the beginning of Sej)-

tember and the middle of October.

Note.—The sediment may bo bottled
for immediate use.

MUSTARD, HOW TO MAKE.

Make the powder into a thick paste
by the addition of cold water. Mix
well while in this condition, taking care

to break up all lumps and to work in

all powder that may be adhering to the
sides of the pot. Then add gi-adually

sufficient cold water to enable the mix-
tiu'e to be stu’red to the consistency of

cream.
N.B.—After mixing allow the mus-

tard to stand for about 10 minutes
before using. Mustard should be made
fresh for every meal, and should never
be allowed to stand for more than a
day. Warm water should never bo
used in the making.
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The beverages drunk in our country
maybe divided into three classes : those
of the simplest kind, neither efferves-

cent nor fermented, generally infusions
or decoctions of various substances,
such as tea and coffee

;
those consisting

of water containing a considerable
quantity of carbonic acid, such as soda-
water and lemonade

;
those containing

alcohol, such as wine or spirit. To
whichever class the beverages belong,
however, there is one basis, namely
water

;
and there is nothing more im-

portant in a household than to obtain
a good supply of sufficiently pure water.
Absolutely pure water, consisting of
two parts of hydrogen to one of oxygen,
does not exist in nature; and when
made so by distillation it is flat and
distasteful.

Water as we get it is never pure;
but it is absolutely essential that we
free it from impurities dangerous to
health, if they exist.

There is only one way to treat really
had water, and that is by boiling as
well as filtering it, and to both of these
there is the objection of rendering the
water flat and unpalatable. The best
way to remedy this is to use an aerating
filter, by running it through very small
apertures

;
or if only a small quantity

has to be treated by pouring it from
one jug to another, each method having
the effect of aerating and thus freshen-
ing the water.

TEA, COFFEE, AND COCOA.

_

Considered now almost a necessity of
life, the most popular non-alcoholic
beverage in this country is tea. For
more than three centuries it has been
in use in England, during which time
its prices have descended from ^3 per
lb. to Is.

;
while the rate of consump-

tion has increased from 500 lbs. to
100,000,000 lbs.

In China, as is well known, tea is

indigenous, and it flourishes best in
temperate regions. A great deal is

sent from India, and in both countries
it is very largely cultivated. The
leaves are gathered at four different
times of the year, and the younger they
are the finer and dearer the tea. For
its adulteration in this country, leaves
of the sloe, whitethorn and others have
been, in fact, are still used

;
and in the

purchase of tea, therefore, it is well to
see that it possesses an agreeable
odour, and that the leaves be as whole
as possible.

Coffee, we are told, has been culti-
vated in Abyssinia from time imme-
morial, but its introduction into this
country is of comparatively recent date.
The first coffee-house in England was

in London, in George Yard, Lombard
Street, and was established by a Greek
named Pasgua, the servant of a Turkey
merchant named Daniel Edwards, and
coffee was then sold at as much as £5
the pound. Soon after that a duty was
laid upon it, as a beverage, of 4d.
the gallon. In two centuries, coffee,
before unknown, has made its way
through the civilised world, and the
demand for it in the British Isles is on
the increase. Of all coffees, those of
Arabia are most esteemed for their
beautiful flavour, and from that coun-
try we obtain our favourite Mocha.
After these, in quality, are reckoned
the Java and Ceylon coffees, then those
of Bourbon and Martinique, and after
them those of Jamaica and St. Domingo.
Much of the quality of coffee depends

on the roasting of it. To do this v/ell

requires great nicety, and there can be
no question between the flavours of
freshly roasted and ground coffee and
that which has been kept some time.
Haw, it can be kept for a year or more
without deterioration, but it should be
used very soon after roasting

; while to
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have it in perfection it must always be
freshly ground.

Cocoa, which, unlike tea and coffee,

is a nourishing food as well as drink, is

an article for which the demand is fast

growing larger in this country. It is

prepared from the seeds of a tree grown
in America, Asia, and Africa. The nut
is roasted and the husk removed, and
the kernel, roughly ground, is sold as
cocoa nibs, the only pure form. Pre-
pared cocoa is the kernel ground with
some starchy matter and sugar, which
thicken the water or milk in which it is

made as a beverage and render it more
pleasant to taste than that made with
the nibs. Chocolate is prepared from
the finest cocoa beans, ground, sweet-
ened, and flavoured, and may be con-
sidered, if of the best quality, one of

the most nourishing and pleasant
drinks.

MINERAL WATERS AND EFFERVES-
CENT DRINKS.

To meet the demand of teetotalers
and those with whom stimulating be-
verages do not agree, the name of the
non-alcoholic drinks has become legion.

Many of them are extremely refreshing,
with a pleasant evanescent flavour

;
but

taken in excess, or even as everyday
drinks, they are not considered so good
for the health as milk, water, and
home-made lemonade, &c.

Soda-water is often an invaluable
beverage in sickness, and is considered
as a rule better than any other mineral
water for the preparation of cups and
vai'ious summer drinks. This, as well
as seltzer, lemonade, and others, is

largely used to mix with spirits, instead
of water; but connoisseurs say that
only a pure mineral water, with no
taste, should be used for this purpose,
and that the manufactured mineral
waters destroy the flavour of the spirit,

having too much of their own.

WINES.

It is too seldom now the practice to

make wine at home
;
those who want

some stimulant in this form and cannot
afford good wines, being content with
cheap sherry or claret in preference to

the good, wholesome, old-fashioned
wines. Gooseberry or cowslip many
laugh at the idea of

;
giving their

friends, instead, too often some inferior

sherry or cheap champagne, against
which, both in flavour and quality, the
home-made ones may well compare.

Of foreign wunes (except how to serve
them) it would be impossible to speak
here. As medicine they would be pre-
scribed by a doctor

;
as a luxury

individual taste must guide the
selection. Only one word of advice we
could give to the inexperienced : not to

risk having inferior wine of any kind.
By inferior we do not mean a light
claret or anything of the sort, which
common sense wmuld tell us need not
be costly; but such things as port or
champagne, which cannot be bought
both cheap and good. Far better give
a good glass of beer to our friends, or
even one of lemonade, if we cannot
afford more, than injure their digestions
and our own by unsound wine. Good
stimulants, when needed and taken
with discretion, may do us good

; but
bad ones will be just as likely to do us
harm as the inferior food w'hich almost
every one thinks it necessary to avoid.
In decanting wines great care is

needed. Some throw a deposit the
whole length of the bottle as they lie

in their bins; these, therefore, should
be brought from the cellar a day or two
before they are wanted and stood
upright, so that the deposit may fall

and settle at the bottom of the bottle.

The wine must then be carefully poured
into the decanter; for if any of the
sediment go wuth it, it will assuredly
spoil its appearance, and may also

aflect the flavour.

Port and claret of good quality should
be disturbed as little as possible, and
very great care should be taken in
drawing the corks. If not drawn and
decanted in the cellar, they should still

be kept in the same position during the
process, or tne crust will be shaken
into the wine.
When such wines as claret or madeira

are brought from a cold cellar, they
should be put in a warm place for some
time before tliey are required If

needed in a hurry, the decanters can
be made warm by putting them in

warm water before the wine is put in,

but in no case should these wines be
served as cold as they wmuld be in a
good cellar.

Except for cups and summer drinks
icing is seldom needed, and inex-

perienced persons are too apt to ice

wanes whose quality is fine and bouquet
delicate, and thereby spoil them.
One essential in serving wines that

no good housekeeper should forget is

that, no matter what the quality or
kind may be, its receptacles, decanters
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or glasses, should be above reproach, as
clear and brilliant as it is possible to

have them. Fortunately for those who
cannot afford to have very expensive
cut or engraved glass, the nicest (and
in our opinion the prettiest) of all

wine-glasses, namely the perfectly
plain thin ones, are not so very expen-
sive. In these you lose none of the
beauty of the wine, as one may with
cut glass, and they are extremely nice
to drink from, while to the housewifely
mind, the fact that they can be more
easily matched than those with a pat-
tern is a very great recommendation.

PACE
Almond milk 255
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Cocoa 255
Coffee, to make . . 255
Tea, to make 256
Cow'slip wine 256
Elder wine 256
Ginger wine 256
Gooseberry wine 257
Rhubarb wdne 25"^

Lemon syrup 25'^

Mead 257
Ginger beer 257
Lemonade 258

,, an easy way 258

,, to keep 258
Raspberry vinegar 258
CheiTy brandy 258

,, lic[ueur 259
Clove liqueur 259
Noyeau 259
Orange liqueur 259
Vanilla liqueur 259
Bishop 259
Egg flip 259
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,, hot 260
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,, claret 260
Nogus 260
Champagne cup 260
Cider cup 260
Claret cup 260
Loving cup 260
Gin sling 261
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Lime-juice drink 261
May drink 261
Pomegranate drink 261
Mint julep 261
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Sherry cobbler 261

ALMOND MILK.

Ingeedients. — 2 oz. of Jordan
almondSt i oz. of hitter almonds, 2 oz.

of white sugar, 1 tahlespoonful of
orange-flower water, 1 pint of spring
water.
Mode .—Blanch the almonds and

pound them with the sugar in a mortar,
with the orange-flower water. When
the mixture gets creamy and smooth,
put it in a basin, add the water and
stir it up with a silver spoon. Leave
it for 2 hours, then strain and keep it

in a very cool place, as it soon turns
sour. This is a very nice drink for
invalids, served with an equal quantity
of cold water.
Time, 2 hours. Average cost, 4d. per

pint.

CHOCOLATE.

Ingeedients.—3 oz. of chocolate, IJ
pints of milk, the same of water.

Mode .—Make the milk and v/ater
hot, scrape the chocolate into it and
stir quicMy till it is dissolved

; bring
to the boiling point, stir well and serve
directly. Chocolate looks and is very
nice if done in the foreign way wuth a
mill. The milk is made boiling, is

poured over the scraped chocolate, and
is then whisked with the mill till

dissolved and the mixture very frothy.
Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 6d.

Sufficient for 6 persons. Seasonable
at any time.

COCOA (TO MAKE).

Ingeedients.—3 dessertspoonfuls of
prepared cocoa, ^ of a pint of milk, | of
a pint of water.

Mode .—Put a teaspoonful of cocoa
into each cup, add enough milk to make
it into a smooth paste, boil the milk
and water together and fill up the cups,
stirring the while. Rock cocoa should
be scraped and well-rubbed down

; then
put into the hot milk and boiled with
it for a minute or so.

Average cost, 3d. Sufficient for 3
large cups.

COFFEE (TO MAKE).

Ingeedients.—3 oz. of ground coffee
\\ pints of water.

Mode .—There are many different
kinds of percolators and other coffee-
pots, for the making in which the in-
structions vary, but there are certain
rules that apply to all. To have good
coffee, the berries should have been
lately roasted and quite freshly ground,
as it should never be boiled. As a rule
the ground coffee has the boiling water
forced through it by hydrostatic pres-
sure

;
and directly this is done (a
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process of about 5 or 6 minutes after

the water has been made boiling) it is

ready. In an ordinary coffee-pot the
process is a very simple one. A small
iron ring should be made to fit the top,

and to this a small bag of muslin should
be sewn. Fit this bag into the pot and
pour boiling water in. When the pot
is warmed pour this ofi, put the coffee

in the bag; pour over the boiling water
and close the lid, and when the water
has filtered through it will be ready.
Remove the bag before serving. Hot
milk and plenty of it should always be
an accompaniment to good coffee, un-
less it be the cafe noir, or black coffee,

served with tiny glasses of brandy after

dinner.
Time, about 5 to 10 minutes. Average

cost, 3d. Sufficient for 4 or 5 breakfas
cups.

TEA (TO MAKE).

Ingbeuiekts.—1 teaspoonful of good
tea to each person.

Mode .—Warm the teapot with hot
water, then pour it away and put in

the tea. On this pour about ^ cf a pint

of boiling water, let it stand to draw
for 5 minutes, then fill up with boiling

water. It may be said there is little

art in making tea, yet it is no exception

to have it served weak and flavourless

;

this being generally caused by the water
being put off the boil. It should be
put over the tea the instant it boils and
the teapot should be quite hot before.

When green tea is used as well as

black, unless it has been bought mixed,

the usual proportion is 1 teaspoonful of

green to 4 of the black.

Time, about 6 minutes. Average
cost, from Is. 6d. to 3s. per lb.

COWSLIP WINE.

Ingredients.—4 gallons of cowslip

heads, 14 Ihs. of lump sugar, 8 lemons,

1 Seville orange, 1 bottle of brandy, 4

allons of water, li tablespoonfuls of
reiver's yeast.

Mode.—Boil the sugar and water for

J an hour, removing the scum as it

rises. Cut the rind from the lemons
and orange and squeeze the juice of 4

lemons, and on these pour the boiling

syrup. W^hen cooled to luke wai'm,

add the cowslip flowei-s picked from the

stalks and seeds, and the yeast. Let it

ferment 3 or 4 days ;
then put in a cask

with the brandy, let it remain for 2

months, then bottle.

Time, i an hour to boil the syrup, 3
or 4 days to ferment, 2 months in cask.
Average cost, 2s. per gallon.

ELDER WINE.

Ingredients.—To every pccTc of elder-
berries allow 3 gallons of water, 3 lbs.

of sugar, J oz. of ground ginger, 6 dry
cloves, 1 lb. of raisins j \pint of brandy
to every gallon of wine; to every 9
allons 3 or 4 tablespoonfuls of fresh
rewer's yeast.

Mode .
—Pick the berries from their

stalks and pour upon them the water
quite boiling and let them stand covered
for 24 hours

;
then strain through a

sieve, squeezing all the juice from the
fruit. Measure the liquor and allow
the proportion of sugar named, then
boil with the other ingredients (except
the yeast and brandy) for an hour,
skimming all the time. Let it stand
cill milk warm, then put it with the
yeast into a clean cask. Let it ferment
for a fortnight, then add the brandy,
bung up the cask, and let it stand some
months before bottling the wine.

This, though now a somewhat old-

fashioned beverage, is still liked by
many persons, served hot with grated
nutmeg and toast or dry biscuits.

Time, to stand 24 hours
;
to be boiled

1 hour, to remain in the cask 3 or 4
months. Average cost, exclusive of the
elderberries. Is. Gd. per gallon. Sea-
sonable—make this in September.

GINGER WINE.

Ingredients.—12 oz. of bruised un-
bleached ginger, 28 lbs. of loaf sugar,
12 lemo'ns, 12 lbs. of raisins, 12 gallons

of spring water, 6 tablespoonfids of
east, 1 oz of isinglass. 3 pints of
randy may be added or not.

Mode .—Chop the raisins and put
them in a p tn. Boil together the water,
ginger, sugar and lemon-peel for J an
hour and pour over the raisins; add
the lemon-juice and the yeast; stir

every day for a fortnight, then add the
i*^inglass, strain, and put in the cask.

This it will be seen is a recipe for a
large quantity, but it will be easy to

see the proportions to allow for a lesser

one.
Average cost, without the spirit,

Is. 2d. per gallon. Seasonable— to

make in March or September ; to

drink in summer or winter.

Note.—M&de in March this wine will be
fit to bottle in June.



POULTRY AND GAME

Roast Wild Duck. Creme Chicken in Aspic.

Roast Gosling,

Roast Fowls.

Stuffed Larks. Capon with Sauce.
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GOOSEBERRY WINE.
Ingredients.—To every 12 Ihs. of

green gooseberries allow 2 gallons of
water and 6 lbs of lump sxigar.

Mode .—The fruit should he selected

just before it has attained its full

growth, before it shows any tendency
to ripen

;
and bruised, decayed, or very

small berries should not be used. The
fruit should be prepared as for a tart,

then bruised in small quantities, so

that every berry may be broken without
crushing the seeds, in a tub or pan.
Pour the water, warm, on the fruit,

squeeze and stir it with the hand until

all the pulp is removed from the skins
and seeds, and cover the whole closely

for 24 hours
;

after which strain it

through a coarse bag, pressing with as

much force as possible to extract the
whole of the juice of the fruit. A little

more hot water (in the proportion of 1

quart to 10 lbs. of fruit) may be put
through the husks and then strained
and pressed. The juice must now be
put into a tub or pan and the sugar
added. Stir well till the sugar is dis-

solved, place the pan in a warm place
closely covered, and let it ferment for

a day or two. It must then be drawn
oS into clean casks, placed a little on
one side for the scum that rises to be
thrown out, and the casks kept filled

with the remaining “must” that
should be reserved for that purpose.
When the active fermentation has
ceased, the casks should be plugged
upright, again filled up if necessary,
the bungs be put in loosely, and after a
few more days when the fermentation
is not so strong (this will be known by
the cessation of the hissing noise) the
bungs should be driven tight and a
spill-hole made. About November or
December, choosing a clear fine day,
the wine should be racked from its lees
into clean casks rinsed out with brandy.
A month later it should be examined
for bottling

;
but if not sufficiently

clear it may be fined with isinglass,

which may be dissolved in some of the
wine. In March or April, when the
bushes are in blossom, it should be
bottled to ensure its being effervescing.

Time, 1 year. Average cost, 2s. per
gallon. Seasonable—make this wine
the end of May or the beginning of
June, before the berries ripen.

middle of May
;

take off the leaves,

wipe it with a wet cloth, put it in a

large wooden tub and bruise it w'ell

with a mallet or rolling-pin. When
reduced to a pulp weigh it, and to

every 5 lbs. add 1 gallon of cold spring

water; let these remain for three days,

stirring 3 or 4 tim.es each day, and on
the 4th press the pulp through a hair

sieve. Put the liquor into a tub and to

every gallon add 3 lbs. of sugar, stirring

till quite dissolved, then add to every
gallon the rind of a lemon. Let the
liquor remain in the tub and in from
4 to 6 days the fermentation will begin
to subside and a crust wull be formed,
which should be skimmed off. Put the
liquor in a cask, and if it still ferments,
rack it off into another cask and in a
fortnight stop it down with the isin-

glass, i oz. to a gallon. If the wine
be not quite sweet enough add a little

more sugar, taking care that the cask
is full. Bottle the wine in February
or March, and in the summer it should
be ready to drink.

Time, 13 or 14 months. Average
cost, Is. 3d. per gallon. Seasonable,
make this wine about the middle of

May.

LEMON SYRUP.

Ingredients.—2 lbs. of loaf sugar, 1

oz. citric acid, J drachm of essence of
lemon, 2 pints of water.

Mode .—Boil the sugar in the water
for 15 minutes, and put it in a basin
to get cold. Pound the citric acid, mix
the essence of lemon with it, then add
to the syrup and bottle for use.

Average cost, 9d. Sufficient, 2 table-

spoonfuls to a glass of cold water.

MEAD.

Ingredients.—7 lbs. of honey, 2 gal-
lons of water, 2 tablespoonfuls ofyeast.

Mode .—Boil the honey and water
for an hour, straining very carefully;
drain the skimmings through a sieA'e

and return to the pan. When nearly
cold, stir in the yeast and put in a cask
in a cool place. In a year’s time,
bottle

;
and use 3 months afterwards.

Time, 15 months. Average cost.

Is. 6d. per gallon. Seasonable at any
time ; useful for a summer drink.

RHUBARB WINE. GINGER BEER.

^
Ingredients. Bhubarb,ivhite sugar, Ingredients.—1^ oz. of bruised gin-

isinglass, lemon. p cream of tartar, 2i lbs. of
Mode .

—

Gather the rhubarb in the loaf sugar, 2 lemons,^ gallons of ivater,

17
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2 large tablespoonfuls offresh hreivcr's

yeast.

Mode .—Peel the lemons, squeeze and
strain the juice, and put both in a largo
earthen pan, with the ginger, cream of

tartar, and sugar. Pour over these the
</ater boiling, let stand till just warm,
then add the yeast, which should be
thick and perfectly fresh. Stir the
contents of the pan well, cover it with
a cloth, and leave it near the fire all

night. Next day, skim ofi the yeast
and put the liquor into another pan,
pouring carefully so as to leave the
sediments behind; then bottle imme-
diately and tie the corks firmly down.
In three days the beer should be ready
to drink. If to be used at once, the
proportion of sugar need not be so
large.

Time, 4 days. Average cost, Is. 2d.

Sufficient for 4 doz. bottles. Season-
able in summer.

LEMONADE.

Ingredients.—The rind of 2 lemons,
the juice of 4, | lb. of loaf sugar, 1

quart of boiling water.

Mode .—Eub the rind of two of the
lemons on some of the lumps of sugar,
and put it with the remainder of the
sugar in a jug, add the lemon-juice,
and pour over the whole the water
boiling. When the sugar is dissolved,

strain through a piece of muslin. When
cold the lemonade will be ready for

use. For children, 3 pints of water
may be used for this proportion of

lemons and sugar, and for older persons
it may be improved by the white of an
egg beaten up and 2 glasses of sherry.

Average cost, 6d. per quart. Season-
able in summer.

LEMONADE (AN EASY WAY TO MAKE).

Ingredients.—1 oz. of citric acid, 1

lc7iion, 1 lb. loaf sugar.

Mode .—Put the sugar, acid, strained
juice, and peel of lemon into a largo

jug, and pour over a quart of boiling
water. Stir occasionally till the sugar
and acid are dissolved, and when cool

take out the peel and bottle for use.

When needed put a little in a glass

and add water to taste.

Thne, 1 hour. Average cost, 6d.

Sufficient for 3 to 4 quarts lemonade.

LEMONADE (TO KEEP).

Ingredients.—1 oz. ofpowdered tar-

taric acid, 1 drachm of esse^ice of lemo7i,
6 oz. ofpowdered white sugar.

Mode .—Mix the ingredients together
and let them dry in the sun, then put
in a small bottle, or if wanted while
travelling, when it is a handy thing to
have, divide it into 24 parts, and wrap
each in a piece of white paper as a seid-
litz powder. Each powder will make a
glass with water.

Time, 12 hours. Average cost, 6d.

RASPBERRY VINEGAR.

Ingredients.—To every 4J pmts of
raspberries allow 3 pints of the best
vinegar ; to each phit of liquor allozo
1 lb. of loafsugar and 1 glass of brandy.
Mode .—Pick the raspberries (which

must be freshly gathered) free from
stalks. Put pints of fruit into a stone
jar and pom- the vinegar over; let

them remain 24 hours
; then strain

over another 1^ pints of raspberries;
again stand for 24 hours, and again
pour over the same quantity of fruit
and stand the 24 hours. It will bo
seen that only pints of raspberries
must be picked each day. Wet a jelly-

bag with vinegar and pass the liquor
through this, and to each pint put 1 lb.

of powdered loaf sugar and stir together.
When the sugar is dissolved, cover the
jar and put it in a saucepan of boiling
water on the fire. Let it boil for an
hour, removing the scum as it rises.

When cool, add to each pint 1 glass of

brandy; bottle, and seal the corks.
This makes a refreshing drink in illness

or hot weather.
Time, 3 days to make, 1 hour to boil.

Average cost, 4s. Suficient—this quan-
tity to make 2 quarts. Seasonable—
make this in summer when the fruit is

plentiful.

CHERRY BRANDY.

Ingredients.—Moi'ella cherries, good
French brandy ; to every lb . of cherries

allow half the quantity of loaf sugar.

Mode .—Have ready some clean glass

bottles which must be perfectly dr}’.

Have the cherries freshly gathered, ripo

and dry, and cut off nearly all the stalk

of each. Put a little pounded sugar in

a bottle, then some chenues, and nearly
fill, strewing the sugar in between the
cherries in the proportion named. Pour
in the brandy till it reaches just below
the corks, put the corks in and tie over
with bladder

;
store in a dry place. A

few blanched bitter almonds improve
the flavour of the brandy.
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Time, should be ready in 2 or 3 , into water,
_

and, when it has absorbed

months, Average cost, about 2s. per all the moisture it can, put it into a

quart bottle. Seasonable, make this ii spirit. Cork tightly, and store in a

August and September. warm place for a month. Filter and

When a liqueur is more desired bottle.
, o i

than the brandy cherries, put them in a Time, 1 month. Average cost, ds. fad.

large jar with 6 oz. of sugar to the lb., and Seasonable—make this in winter,
the third of a bottle of brandy or good gin.

CHERRY LIQUEUR.

Ingredients.—1 lb. each of Morelia
and black cherries, 12 cloves, J oz. of
cinnamon, J lb. of sugar, 1 quart of
brandy.

Mode.—Split the cherries and take

out the stones, crack the latter, and
ut the cherries, stones, the cloves,

raised, the cinnamon and the sugar
in a large bottle. Over these pour the
brandy (which should be good). Cork
tightly, let it stand for a fortnight, then
strain and bottle.

Time, 14 days. Average cost, 5s.

Seasonable—make in August.

CLOVE LIQUEUR.

Ingredients.—4 oz. of cloves, 4 oz. of
coriander seed, J lb. of loaf sugar, 24
black cherries, 1 quart of gin.

Mode.—Bruise the cloves and cori-

ander seed, then infuse the whole ingre-

. dients for a month, after which time
strain and bottle.

Time, 1 month. Average cost, 3s. 6d.

Seasonable—make this in summer time.

NOYEAU.

Ingredients.—J lb. of bitter almonds,
2 oz. of sweet, 2 lbs. of jpowdered white
sugar, 6 lemons, 2 quarts of gin, 1 pint

of new milk, 2 tablespoonfuls of clari-

fied honey.

Mode.—Blanch and pound the
almonds and mix with the sugar

;
boil

the milk, let it stand till cold
;

then
mix all the ingredients together and
let them remain for 10 days, shaking
them every day. Filter through blot-

ting-paper, bottle ofi in small bottles,

and seal the corks.

Time, 10 days. Average cost, 6s.

Sufjicientior 5 pints. Seasonable—may
be made at any time.

ORANGE LIQUEUR.

Ingredients.—4 Seville oranges, 1

lb. of loaf sugar, a pinch of saffron, a
bottle of gin.

Mode.—Cut the peel from the oranges
very thin, and put it with the saffron

in the gin. Drop each lump of sugar

VANILLA LIQUEUR.

Ingredients.—2 sticks of vanilla, 3
pints ofproof gin, 1 lb. of sugar.

Mode .—Break the vanilla into the
gin, and let it infuse for a fortnight.

Boil the sugar in a quart of water to a

clear syrup, pour in the spirit and
vanilla, and simmer for 10 minutes.
Filter and bottle.

Time, 14 days. Average cost, 6s. 6d.

BISHOP.

Ingredients.—1 bottle of port, 2
lemons, 2 oz. of loaf sugar, | p>int of
water, spice to taste, cloves.

Mode .—Stick one of the lemons with
the cloves and hake it, boil the spice in

the water, mull the wdne, taking off

some of the spirit with a lighted paper,
add the water and baked lemon, and
stand the pan near the fire. Rub the
sugar on the rind of the other lemon,
and put it in a howl previously warmed,
squeeze in the juice, add a little spice,

then pour in the hot wine.
Average cost, 3s. 6d. Sufficient for

6 persons. Seasonable in winter.

EGG FLIP.

Ingredients.—5 eggs, 3 oz. of sugar,

2 glasses of rum, 3 pints of ale, spice
and ginger to taste.

Mode .—Break the eggs into a jug
and heat well with the sugar and spice,

heat the ale and pour it on the eggs,
beating w^ell all the time, then heat
altogether and add the spirit.

Average cost. Is. lOd. Sufficient for

6 persons. Seasonable in winter.

PUNCH (COLD).

Ingredients.—1 bottle of rum, 1 of
champagne, 2 glasses of curacoa or
other liqueur, i lb. of pounded sugar,
1 large or 2 smaller lemons, '^^int of
water, ice.

Mode .—Put the sugar into a howl
wuth the w'ater, into which slice the
lemon. When the sugar has dissolved
add the spirit, liqueur and water, and,
just before serving, the champagne.
Ice before putting this' last in, or if
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more convenient, break in small pieces
of ice and omit ^ pint of the water.

Time, i an hour. Average cost, 7s. 6d.

Sufficient for 12 persons. Seasonable in
summer.

PUNCH (HOT).

Ingredients.—| ffint of rmn, J phit
of brandy, 3 fo 4 oz. of loaf sugar,
according to taste, 2 lemons, a pinch of
nutmeg, pints of boiling water.

Mode .—Rub the lumps of sugar on
the lemons until they have absorbed the
oil, then put them in the bowl, adding
the lemon-juice strained, and mix. Pour
over the boiling water, next add the rum,
then the brandy and nutmeg, and stir

well. Save, before squeezing the lemons,
3 or 4 rounds to float at the top of the
bowl. Serve very hot.

Average cost, 2s. 6d. Sufficient for 6

persons. Seasonable in winter.

MULLED ALE.

Ingredients.—2 pints of ale, 1 glass

of rum, 2 tablespoonfuls of pounded
sugar, nutmeg, cloves.

Mode .—Heat the ale with the sugar
and a few cloves

;
make a jug hot and

pour it in with grated nutmeg to taste,

and the rum.
Average cost. Is. Suffiicient for 4

persons. Seasonable in winter

MULLED CLARET.

Ingredients.—1 bottle of claret, J the

quantity of water, sugar and spice to

taste.

Mode .—Boil the spice (a few cloves

and half a teaspoonful of mixed spice

would be a fair allowance) in the water
till the flavour is extracted

;
add the

sugar and wine and bring to boiling

point. The quantity we have suggested

is enough flavouring for most people,

and 6 oz. of sugar would make it sweet
enough, but as tastes so difler on both
these points we can give no rule. The
wine should be heated in a mull or a

lined saucepan.
Average cost, 2s. Sufficient for 4 per-

sons. Seasonable in winter.

NEGUS.

Ingredients.—1 bottle of sherry or

port, 1 glass of brandy, 1 lemon, 1 quart

of water, sugar and nutmeg to taste.

Mode .—Warm the wine before the

fire, slice the lemon into a jug pre-

viously heated, put the wine over it and
the sugar, and pour over the water boil-

ing
;
add a grate of nutmeg and serve

very hot.

Average cost, 3s, 6d. Sufficient for 6
persons. Seasonable in winter.

CHAMPAGNE CUP.

Ingredients.—1 bottle ofchampagne,
2 glasses of liqueur, 1 Seville orange, a
few slices of cucumber, sugar, a little

verbena or borage, 2 bottles of soda
water.

Mode .—Cut the rind of the orange
very thin into a jug, with the sugar and
sliced cucumber, and pour over the
champagne, set in ice for a little while,
then take out the cucumber and rind.
Add the liqueur and soda water, stir

well, pour into a bowl, and serve with
the verbena, or borage, floating on the
top.

Average cost, 5s. 6d. Sufficient for 6
persons. Seasonable in summer or for

a dance at any time.

CIDER CUP.

Ingredients.—1 quart bottle of cider,
1 of seltzer, § a glass of brandy, 1
lemon, 2 tablespoonfuls of pounded
suyar, a few slices of cucumber.
Mode .—Put the lemon rind, half the

juice and the cucumber, with the sugar
in a jug; pour over the brandy, then
the cider and set in ice. When sufii-

ciently flavoured, take out the peel and
cucumber and add the seltzer. Pour
into a glass jug, and add a few sprigs of

borage if obtainable.
Average cost, 2s. Sufficient for G per-

sons. Seasonable in summer.

CLARET CUP.

Ingredients.—1 bottle of claret, 2
glasses of maraschino or other liqueur,

2 bottles of soda or seltzer, 3 table-

spoonfuls of sugar, slices of fresh fruit,

such as pine or peaches, borage.

Mode .—Put the sugar in a jug and
pour over it the wine and liqueur and
set in ice. Slice the fruit in a bowl,
pour over the contents of the jug, then
add the seltzer and the borage.

Average cost, 3s. Gd. Sufficient for G

persons. Seasonable in summer.

LOVING CUP.

Ingredients.—1 bottle ofcha7npagne,

i a bottle of Madeira, 3 glasses of
brandy, J lb. of loaf sugar, 2 lemons, 1:^

pints of water, balm and borage, nut-

meg.

Mode .—Rub the peel from one lemon
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with some knobs of sugar and put them
in a jug with the remainder of it, and
the other lemon cut in slices. Pour
over the water, then the wine and
brandy, and grate in a little nutmeg.
Ice before putting in the cup and float

the balm or borage.
Average cost, 7s. Sufficient for 12 to

18 persons. Seasonable at any time.

GIH SLING.

Ingeedients.—1 wineglassful of gin,

2 slices of lemon, 3 lumps of sugar, ice.

Mode .—Put the gin, sugar and sliced

lemon into a tumbler and fill up with
small pieces of ice or iced-water. Drink
through a straw.

Average cost, 3d.

LEMON SQUASH.

Ingkediekts.— 1 lemon, 1 bottle of
soda water, ice.

Mode .—Slice the lemon into a soda
water glass, and squeeze out some of

the juice with a spoon; add 1 or 2
lumps of ice, then pour over a bottle of

soda water.
Average cost, 3d.

LIMB JUICE DRINK.

Ingeedients. — Fresh limes, loaf
sugar, a little liqueur, iced water.

Mode .—Strain the squeezed juice of

the limes, and add sugar and liqueur to

taste. Put a little of this mixture in a
glass and fill up with water. This, as
well as champagne or any other cup,
may have slices of fresh fruit, such as
pine or apricot, added with advantage.

MAY DRINK.

Ingeedients.—1 bottle of hock, 3 oz.

of powdered sugar, J a lemon, a few
black currant leaves, woodruff, ^ pint of
water, ice.

Mode .—Put the leaves, the woodruff,
and the lemon rind, with the sugar, into
the water and steep till it is well-
flavoured

;
then pour in the wune and

stir. Put in a glass jug, leaving the

flavourings behind, but adding a few
sprigs of fresh woodruff.
Average cost, 2s. Sufficient for 4 per-

sons. Seasonable in summer.

POMEGRANATE DRINK.

Ingeedients.—4 pomegranates, § lb.

of powdered loaf sugar, the juice of 2
limes, 1 pint of water.

Mode .—Put the red pips with the
sugar into a basin, bruise, pour over
the water, then the lime-juice, and
strain twice through muslin.

MINT JULEP.

Ingeedients.—Thejuice ofan orange,
and half the rind, a sprig of mint, 1 tea-

spoonful ofpounded sugar, a wineglass-
ful of gin, ice.

Mode .—Peel the orange and squeeze
the juice through a strainer into a
tumbler

;
add the mint, the sugar and

the peel and fill up with ice in small
pieces, or iced water, leaving just room
to add the gin.

Average cost, 4d.

BHANDT GAFF.

Ingeedients.—1 J pints of good ale, 3
bottles of ginger beer, a wineglassful of
liqueur or brandy, ice.

Mode .—Put some lumps of ice in a
jug, pour over the ale, then the liqueur,
and lastly the ginger beer, and give a
stir.

Average cost. Is. Seasonable in
summer.

SHERRY COBBLER.
Ingeedients.—3 glasses of sherry, 1

bottle of soda water, 1 tablespoonful of
pounded sugar, 1 glass of liqueur, ice.

Mode .—Take three tumblers, put in
each a glass of sherry and a third of the
glass of liqueur with a lump of ice

;

then divide the bottle of soda water
between the three. Drink through
straws.
Average cost, Is. 3d. Sufficient for 3

persons. Seasonable in summer.
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It is only possible in a book of this size
to give a limited number of recipes
for invalid cookery, therefore we have
chosen the best modes of preparing
those most generally known. We need
scarcely add not only should the various
foods be most carefully prepared, but
served with the greatest nicety, that
they may tempt the flagging appetites
of invalids.
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ARROWROOT (TO MAKE).

Ingbedients.—2 teasjyoovfuls arrow-
root, a tablcs'poonfiCl cold water,
boiling water.

Mode .—Mix the arrowroot smoothly
in a basin with the cold water, then
pour on it boiling water, stirring all the
time. If mixed with hot water only, it

miist bo put into a clean saucepan, and
boiled until it thickens. Put the arrow-
root into a tumbler, sweeten with lump
sugar, and flavour with grated nutmeg
or cinnamon, or a piece of lemon-peel,
or, when allowed, 3 tablespoonfuls of

port or sheriy. Arrowroot made with
milk, instead of water, is far nicer, but

is not so easily digested. It should be
mixed in the same manner, with 3 table-
spoonfuls of cold water, the boiling
milk then poured on it, and well
stirred. When made in this way no
wine should be added.

Time, if obliged to be boiled, 2 min-
utes. Average cost, 2d. per pint.

Sufficient to make J pint of arrowroot.

BARLEY GRUEL.

Ingbedients.—2 oz. Scotch or g}earl
barley, linnt port wine, the rind of one
lemon, 1 quart and J pint water,
sugar to taste.

Mode .—Well wash the barley, and
boil it in J pint of water for J hour;
then pour this water away

;
put to the

barley the quart of fresh boiling water,
and let it boil until the liquid is reduced
to half

;
then strain it off. Add the

wine, sugar, and lemon-peel
; simmer

for 5 minutes, and put it awa}^ in a clean
jug. Warm from time to time, as re-
quired.

Time, to be boiled until reduced to
half. Average cost, Is. 6d. Sufficient,
with the wine, to make pints of
gruel.

BARLEY WATER (TO MAKE).

Ingbedients.—2 oz. ptearl barley, 2
qiiarts boiling water, Iqnnt cold water.

Mode.— Wash the barley in cold
water

;
put it into a saucepan with the

cold water, and boil it for about J hour,
then strain off the water, and add the
2 quarts of fresh boiling water. Boil it

until reduced one half, and strain it. It

may be flavoured with lemon-peel, after
being sweetened

;
or a small piece may

be simmered with the barleju A very
pleasant drink may be more quickly
pi’cpared by using Robinson’s Patent
Barley, following the directions given
with each packet.
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Time, to boil until the liquid is re-

duced one half. Sufficient to make 1

quart of barley water.

beef-tea (TO MAKE).

Ingredients.—1 lb. lean gravy-beef,

1 quart water, 1 saltspoonful salt.

Mode .—Select a nice fleshy piece of

beef, without fat. Cut it into small
pieces about the size of dice, and put it

into a clean saucepan. Add the water
cold to it

;
put it on the Are, and bring

it to the boiling point
;
then skim well.

Put in the salt when the water boils,

and simmer gently from | to | hour, re-

moving any more scum should it appear
on the surface. Strain through a hair-

sieve, and set it by in a cool place.

When wanted for use, remove every
particle of fat from the top ;

warm up
as much as may be required, adding, if

necessary, a little more salt. This
preparation is simple beef-tea, and is

to be administered to those invalids to

whom flavourings and seasonings are
not allowed. When the patient is very
low, use double the quantity of meat to

the same proportion of water. Should
the invalid be able to take the tea pre-

pared in a more palatable manner, it is

easy to make it so by following the
directions in the next recipe, which is

an admirable one for making savoury
beef-tea. Beef-tea is always better when
made the day befoi'e it is wanted, and
then warmed up. It is a good plan to

put the tea into a small cup or basin,
and to place this basin in a saucepan of

boiling water. When the tea is warm
it is ready to serve.

Time, 4 to i hour. Average cost 8d.

per pint. Sufficient, allow 1 lb. of meat
for a pint of good beef-tea.

BEEF-TEA (SAVOURY).

{Soyer's Becipe).

Ingredients.—1 lb. solid beef, 1 oz,

butter, 1 clove, 2 button onions or |
large one, 1 saltspoonful salt, 1 quart
loader.

Mode .
—Cut the beef into very small

dice
;
put it into a stewpan with the

butter, clove, onion, and salt
; stir the

meat round over the fire for a few
minutes, until it produces a thin gravy;
then add the water, and let it simmer
gently 4 to | hour, skimming off every
particle of fat. When done strain
through a sieve, and put it by in a cool
place until required. If wanted quite
plain, omit the vegetables, salt, and

263

clove
;
the butter cannot be objection-

able, as it is taken out in skimming.
Time, 4 to | hour. Average cost,

lOd. per pint. Sufficient, allow 1 lb. of

beef to make 1 pint of good beef-tea.

Note.—The meat left from beef-tea may
be boiled a little longer, and pounded, with
spices, &c., for potting. It makes a very
nice breakfast dish.
Lemco is most Invaluable in cases of

extreme prostration. It should not be
made too strong the first time of giving
it, lest the “meaty” flavour should be
disliked. It must be prepared with boil-

ing water, or it will taste raw. Another
advantage that this Extract possesses
is that it can be ready at a moment’s
notice.

BEEF-TEA (BAKED).

Ingredients.—1 lb. fleshy beef
pints water, 4 saltspoonful salt.

Mode. — Cut the beef into small
square pieces, after trimming off all the
fat, and put it into a baking-jar, with
the water and salt

;
cover the jar well

;

place it in a warm, but not hot oven,
and bake for 3 or 4 hours. Strain, and
put by in a cool place until wanted. It

may also be flavoured with an onion, a
clove, and a few sweet herbs, &c., when
the stomach is sufficiently strong to
take these.

Time, 3 or 4 hours. Average cost, 8d.

per pint. Sifficient, allow 1 lb. meat
for 1 pint good beef-tea.

BEEF-TEA IN HASTE.

Ingredients.

—

1 lb. lean beef,1 pint
ivater.

Mode.—With a sharp knife scrape the
beef into fibres ; this should be done on
a board. Place the scraped meat into
a delicately-clean saucepan, and pour 4
pint boiling water over it; cover closely,

and set by the side of the fire for iO
minutes

;
strain into a teacup, place it

in a basin of ice-cold water, remove all

fat from the surface, pour into a warmed
cup, and put in another basin of hot
water

;
warm again, and serve.

Time, J hour. Average cost, 8d. per
pint.

Note. — When required of greater
strength, use lialf of the above quantity
of water; or even less, when the patient
is able to take a spoonful only at a time.

CALF’S FOOT (BAKED OR STEWED).

Ingredients.—1 calfs foot, 1 pint
milk, 1 pint water, 1 blade mace, the
rind of 4 lemon, pepper and salt to

taste.

Mode.—Well clean the foot, and either
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stew or bake it in the milk and water,

with the other ingi-edients, from 3 to 4

hours. An onion and a small quantity
of celery may he added, if approved; ^ a

teaoupful cream, stirred in just before

serving, is also a great improvement.
Time, 3 to 4 hours. Average cost,

in full season, 6d. to 7d. each. Sufficient

for 1 person. Seasonable from March
to October.

CHICKEN BROTH.

Ingredients.—~kfowl, or the inferior
joints of a whole one, 1 quart water, 1
blade mace, J onion, a small bunch
siveet herbs, salt to taste, 10 pepqier-

corns.

Mode.—If a young fowl be used, the
inferior joints may be put in the broth,
and the best pieces reserved for dressing
otherwise. Put the fowl into a sauce-
pan, with all the ingredients, and
simmer gently for 1| hours, carefully

skimming the broth well. When done,
strain and put by into a cool place until

wanted
;
then take all the fat off the

top, warm up as much as may be re-

quired, and servo. This broth is, of

course, only for those invalids whose
stomachs are strong enough to digest

it with a flavouring of herbs, &c. It

may be made in the same manner as

beef-tea, with water and salt only
;
but

the preparation will be but tasteless

and insipid. When the invalid cannot
digest this chicken broth with the flav-

ouring, we would recommend plain
beef-tea.

Time, hours. Sufficient to make
rather more than 1 pint of broth.

Note.—A stronger “ chicken flavour ” is

obtained by previously roasting the fowl
for 20 minutes before placing in the sauce-
pan.

CUTLET (THE INVALID’S).

Ingredients.—1 nice cutlet from a
loin or nech of mutton, 2 teacupfuls
•water, 1 verxj small stick celery, pepper
and salt to taste.

Mode.—Take off all the fat from the
cutlet

;
put it into a stewpan, with the

other ingredients
;
stew very ge7itly for

nearly 2 hours, and skim off every par-
ticle of fat that may rise to the surface
from time to time. The celery should
be cut into thin slices before it is added
to the meat, and care must be taken not
to use too much of it. If the water is

allowed to boil fast, the cutlet will be
hard.
Time, 2 hours’ very gentle stewing

Average cost, 6d. or 7d. Sufficient for

1 person. Seasonable at any time.

EGG WINE.

Ingredients.—1 egg, 1 tablespoonful
and J glass cold water, 1 glass sherry,

sugar and grated nutmeg to taste.

Mode .—Beat the egg, mixing with it

a tablespoonful of cold water; make
the wine and water hot, but not boiling

;

pour it on the egg, stirring all the time.
Add sufficient lump sugar to sweeten
the mixture, and a little grated nutmeg;
put all into a very clean saucepan, set

it on a gentle fire, and stir the contents
one way until they thicken, but do not
allow them to bon. Serve in a glass,

with sippets of toasted bread, or plain,

crisp biscuits. When the egg is not
warmed, the mixture will be found easier

of digestion, but it is not so pleasant a
drink.

Sufficient for 1 person.

BARLEY GRUEL (PATENT BARLEY).

Ingredients. — 1 tablespooyiful of
Patent Barley [Flour), pinch of salt, a
little cold water, ^ pint boiling water
[or milk), sugar or port to taste.

Mode .—Mix the barley well with
cold water, until a smooth paste about
the thickness of cream is formed

;
then

add to this h pint of boiling water (or

milk, which is preferable)
;
put into an

enamelled saucepan
;
add sugar or wine

to taste
;
simmer for 10 minutes, stir-

ring all the time with a silver or
wooden spoon.

Time, 10 minutes. Average cost, 2id.,

without spirits. Sufficien fto make i
pint.

JELLY (INVALID’S).

Ingredients.— 12 shanks mutton, 3
quarts water, a bimch of stoeet herbs,
pepper aiid salt to taste, 3 blades mace,
1 07iion, 1 lb. lean beef, a crust of bread
toasted broiv?i.

Mode .—Soak the shanks in plenty of
water for some hours, and scnib them
well

;
put them, with the beef and

other ingredients, into a saucepan, with
the water, and let them simmer very
gently for 6 hours. Strain the broth,
and, when cold, take off all the fat. It

may be eaten either warmed-up or cold
as a jelly.

Time, 5 hours. Average cost, Is. 3d.

Sufficie7it to make from to 2 pints of

jelly.
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LEMONADE FOR INVALIDS,

Ingbedients.—i lemon, lump sugar
to taste, 1 pint boiling water.

Mode .—Pare off the rind of the lemon
thinly

;
cut the lemon into 2 or 3 thick

slices, and remove as much as possible
of the white outside pith, and all the
pips. Put the slices of lemon, the peel,

and lump sugar into a jug
:
pour over

the boiling water
;
cover it closely, and

in 2 hours it will he fit to drink. It

should be either strained or poured off

from the sediment.
Time, 2 hours. Average cost. Id.

Sufficient to make ^ pint of lemonade.

TO MAKE MUTTON BROTH.

Ingbedients.—1 lb. scrag-end of nech
of mutton, 1 onion, a bunch sweet herbs,

i turnip, 3 pints water, pepper and salt

to taste.

Mode .—Put the mutton into a stew-
pan; pour over the water cold, and
add the other ingredients. When it

boils, skim it very carefully, cover the
pan closely, and let it simmer very
gently for an hour

;
strain it, let it cool,

take off all the fat from the surface,

and warm up as much as may he re-

quired, adding, if the patient be allowed
to take it, a teaspoonful of minced
arsley previously scalded. Pearl
arley or rice are very nice additions

to mutton broth, and should be boiled
as long as the other ingredients. When
either of these is added, the broth must
not be strained, but merely thoroughly
skimmed. Plain mutton broth without
seasoning is made by merely boiling
the mutton, water, and salt together,

straining it, letting the broth cool,

skimming all the fat off, and warming
up as much as is required. This pre-

paration would be very tasteless and
insipid, but likely to agree with very
delicate stomachs

;
whereas the least

addition of other ingredients would
have the contrary effect.

Time, 1 hour. Average cost, 7d.

Sufficient to make from IJ to 2 pints

of broth.

Note .—Veal broth may be made in the
same manner; the knuckle of a leg or
shoulder is the part usually used for this
purpose. It is very good with the addition
of the inferior joints of a fowl, or a few
shank-bones.

RICE MILK.

Ingbedients.—3 tablcspoovfuls rice,

1 quart milk, sugar to taste ; when
liked, a little grated nutmeg.
Mode .—Well wash the rice, put it

into a saucepan with the milk, and
simmer gently until the rice is tender,
stirring from time to time to prevent
the milk from burning; sweeten, add a
little grated nutmeg, and serve. This
dish is very suitable and wholesome for

children
;

it may be flavoured with a
little lemon-peel, and a little finely-

minced suet may be boiled with it,

which renders it more strengthening
and more wholesome. Tapioca, semo-
lina, vermicelli, and macaroni, may all

be dressed in the same manner.
Time, from | to 1 hour.

SAVOURY CUSTARD.

Ingbedients.—\pintgood clear stock,
the yolks of 2 eggs.

Mode .—Beat up the eggs and add
them to the stock with a little seasoning
if required (beef tea can be used if

preferred in place of the stock), and
pour into a small buttered basin. Steam
gently for 20 minutes.

Time, 20 minutes. Average cost, 5d.

TO MAKE TOAST-AND-WATES.

Ingbedients.—A slice of bread, 1

quart boiling water.

Mode .—Cut a slice from a stale loaf

(a piece of hard crust is better than
anything else for the purpose), toast it

to a nice brown on every side, but do
not allow it to burn or blacken. Put it

into a jug, pour the boiling water over
it, cover it closely, and let it remain
until cold. When strained, it wull be
ready for use. Toast-and-water should
always be made a short time before it

is required, to enable it to get cold; if

drunk in a tepid or lukewarm state, it

is an exceedingly disagreeable beverage.
If, as is sometimes the case, this drink
is wanted in a hurry, put the toasted
bread into a jug, and only just cover it

with the boiling w'ater; wRen this is

cool, cold -water may be added in the
proportion required, and the toast-and-
water strained; it will then be ready
for use, and is more expeditiously pre-
pared than by the first method.
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SERYIETTES.

These should bo ornaments as well as
articles of use at a table, and at borne
should be made to look pretty without
being as obtrusive as they often are at

hotels and restaurants. They should
be, for folding, slightly stiffened, and
very evenly folded in the ironing. They
are usually of plain damask, but a
relief is given to their whiteness against
the cloth by a monogram worked in

colour or by a small bouquet.
No more useful and neat shape has

yet been found than the mitre which
we illustrate, but we give two others
which are a little more fanciful and
may be liked for a change.

THE MITRE.

Fold the napkin evenly in three, then
the two edges to the centre, as in Fig. 1.

Fold down the two corners, as in Fig.

2, then the napkin lengthwise, from
“a” to “a” which will bring the ser-

viette into shape as in Fig. 3 ;
and,

bringing the two ends round towards
each other, one end on either side, it

will be found that there is a sort of

pocket on each side in which the ends
can be slipped, as in Fig 4., e.g.^ slip

the end marked “ n ” into the pocket
“ c,” and repeat on other side.

THE FAN.

Commence by opening the serviette
flat on the table and making a deep
pleat at the sides, as shown in Fig, 1.

Then fold the sides together, as in
Fig. 2. Now pleat from end to end
as a fan is folded, as shown in Fig. 3.

Lastly, pinch down the edges of these
folds to make a border to the fan

;
and,

gathering together the lower edges, put
the serviette in a glass or napkin ring.

THE SACHET.

The napkin must first be folded in

three, then the upper fold must bo
turned down to the middle as a hem,
as in Fig. 1. Fold over the napkin end
to end, as in Fig. 2, with the hem in-

side ;
fold from the outer edge over and

over, repeating the same on the other
side, as in Fig. 3. Tuck in the two
corners shown shaded in the little dia-

gram above Fig. 3, to leave a triangle,

as shown by “A” of Fig. 4, fold this

back, and put the corners under the
hem, as in “ B.”

TFAITING AT TABLE.

In this little book it would be out of

place to give instructions for those who
wait at table in large establishments,
where butler or butlers and footmen
are kept

;
but, perhaps, in the majority

of good middle-class houses, we may
oftenest find parlour maid and house-
maid fulfilling this office, and, in many
cases, housemaids combine the duties
of parlour maid. No matter, however,
whether one or many are employed,
the mode of waiting is the same.
Say we take housemaid and parlour

maid
; the former takes precedence of

the latter, just as a butler does of a
footman. The parlour m?,id would
hand the plates and the housemaid
woidd follow with vegetables and
sauces ; the parlour maid ^vould also

pour out the wine. Directly a plate is

finished with, it should be removed
;
or

if there is but one servant, who has
to leave the room to bring in the dishes,

it must be remembered that the plates

must be taken away first, and the
dishes last. As the plates are removed
fresh ones for the next course, if it is

one to be handed, are placed to each
person; and in clearing it is usual to

put the knives and forks in separate
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THE SACHET.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

THE MITRE.
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receptacles and the plates in a zinc
basket. Before dessert, slips (if used),

are removed, or the crumbs taken
from the cloth with a scoop or brush
and a tray; then dessert is set by putting
plate, finger-glass, knives and forks,

and glasses according to the wine to be
served to each person.
Serving should always commence

from the right-hand side of the master
of the house, for there will be found
the lady highest in rank. Let it be the
aim of those who wait at table to be as

attentive, as quick and as quiet as
possible, and to have their dress, in

every detail, the perfection of neatness
and cleanliness.

MENU GAELS.

It is usual now at quiet unostenta-
tious houses to have these ;

and very
much pleasanter it is to know what is

to he served, at even very simple
dinners.

It being so generally the custom to

have the courses printed in French, we
have given them in that language as
well as in English, in the following
menus. Very pretty cards are sold for

writing the menus upon, and the china
ones, which can be used again and
again

,
are very suitable for home use.

It is not considered necessary to have
a menu card for every person, but it is

certainly pleasanter not to share them.
If there are, however, only one to each
two persons, they should he placed
between the plates ;

while if for the
home party only two or four are used,
they should be placed where all can
see them.
We have seen in daily use at a well-

appointed table two menu cards of

china, supported by china figures which
held up their burdens so that everyone
could read their inscriptions.
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BEEAKFAST
Amongst English people as a rule,

breakfast, as a meal, does not hold a
sufficiently important place; and with
some it means, in reality, no meal at
all, unless we reckon the proverbial
“cup of tea” to form one.
There are probably several reasons

why people do not care for breakfast,
among which, probably, the strongest is

that of late hours. Another is that they
sup or dine too late

;
while a still more

powerful one might be, in many cases,

that a certain amount of air and exercise
was needed before a due appreciation of

a good meal could be found.
All these mistakes could be easily

rectified, and should be by those who
value their health; for a good breakfast
lays an excellent foundation for a day’s
work, or even pleasure, and makes us
less dependent upon the punctual
serving of other meals, that by business
or other engagements are often un-
avoidably delayed.
Housekeepers should make more of

breakfast. We do not mean make it

heavier or more costly, but try and give
more variety in the dishes. The same-
ness of an ordinary English breakfast
is too well-known for comment, and it

is no unusual thing to hear of people
having eggs and bacon every morning.
No one would think of having the same
dish for dinner even half the week, and
it seems a most extraordinary thing
that there are some who can always eat

the same food at their first meal. But
these contented creatures are in the
minority; and it is of the majority we
should think who cannot eat with relish

a dish that comes daily to table. Per-
haps the chief thing against having
many different dishes at breakfast in

average houses is, that they involve a
certain amount of time and trouble
which it is hard to spare early in the
day

; so we put up with what can be had
with no expenditure of imagination and
the least amount of labour. We have
no hesitation in saying that there would
be a considerable diminution in the cost

of breakfasts in small families, if bacon

and eggs (not by any means a cheap
dish) was only now and then given, and
the scraps of meat and vegetables from
the dinner or other meals were used to
make the many little dishes into which
they can be converted. We give some
menus for different kinds of breakfasts,
ranging from those suitable for a house
party to the very simple every-day one
of middle-class life. Wedding break-
fasts are a thing of the past, but follow-
ing the menu for luncheons, will be
found some for afternoon receptions
now so customary after a marriage.
Amongst the recipes will be found
some few that may fairly be termed
breakfast ones, and which we trust
may be useful; but it will not be out
of place to precede these by a few hints
about the breakfast table itself.

LAYING OF BREAKFAST TABLE.

Why more people do not give a little

more decoration and care to their break-
fast tables, when they grudge no time
bestowed upon those used for dinner,
we do not know; but it is a fact that,

more often than not, there is very little

time or thought expended to make the
first meal of the day attractive.

In small families, it is usual for the
cups, saucers, &c., whether intended for

tea or coffee, or both, to occupy only
one end of the table, that at which the
mistress of the liousehold sits; the
chief dish being then placed opposite

the master at the other end. At a

breakfast, however, where there are

many to be served, tea should be put
at one end and coffee at the other

;
that

is, of course, in a household where
there is a second lady to assist in filling

the cups, or even a young girl, who
caiinot too soon learn the simple task.

The cups should be neatly arranged
in a semi-circle with the tea or coffee-

pot, milk or cream-jug and sugar in

the centre; while the urn, or spirit-

kettle, if one be used, should be placed

just beyond so as to be handy for

replenishing the tea-pot. If there are

two dishes of meat, nsh, &c., and the
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two ends of the table are occupied,
these must he placed at the sides; and
the bread, butter, toast, eggs, &c., should
he neatly and evenly arranged in the
rest of the available space. In the
centre should be some foliage or floral

decoration, and, where little time or
money can be spared, a fern in a pretty
pot can be had for a mere trifle and
made to last a long time.
According to what is to be served, so

must the table be laid. Cold or hot
plates must be put before the dishes for
which they are intended; but to each
person, on the left side, must be placed
a small breakfast plate; and a small
knife must be given in addition to the
large knife and fork. If fish be served,
fish-eaters should be placed just in the
same way as at dinner, and there should
be a sufficiency of carvers and spoons
for serving. Small cruets only should
be used, and these placed at the corner
or corners of the table.

The sideboard, except in a very small
family, should be laid for breakfast,

and serve to hold spare plates, knives,
bread, &c., and where there are many
dishes, the larger of the cold ones, such
as a ham, a joint of beef, or a pie.

Table napkins for breakfast are usually
smaller than those intended for dinner
use. It is not at all necessary to have
them elaborately folded, and if used a
second time they are simply run
through a ring.

SERVING BREAKFAST.

A good housekeeper will see that she
loses no points in the serving of the
breakfast. The tea and coffee should
be well made, just in time but not too
soon, so that they are at their best

;

there should be a good supply of hot
water, and the milk for the coffee
should be hot. The dishes should he
garnished appropriately just as for
dinner, and the plates for hot dishes
should be really hot. Buttered toast
or muffins, if not served in regular
toast dishes should be placed, covered,
on the top of a basin of hot water

;
rolls

should be hot as they come from the
bakers (if not made at home) but
crisped and made hot in the oven. Di’y
toast should not have heen made long
enough to be found leathery, and
should always be served in a rack.
Watercresses and fruit make a table
look nice, besides being excellent food
wffien partaken of early in the day,
and these should be prettily arranged
in suitable dishes.

MENUS FOB BBEAKFASTS.

GUESTS’ BREAKFAST FOR 12 PERSONS
(SPRING).

Cod Cutlets.

Ham Omelette.
Cold Chicken, Cold Tongue.

Poached Eggs.
Stewed Rhubarb.
Apricot Preserve.

Tea, coffee, milk, cream.
Bread, milk rolls, toast, butter

marmalade.

GUESTS’ BREAKFAST FOR 12 PERSONS
(SUMMER).

Cold Salmon.
Sauce Tartare.
Pried Soles.

Lamb Cutlets.

Cold Pigeon Pie.

Grilled Plam.
Boiled and Scrambled Eggs.

Watercresses.
Strawberries.

Tea, coffee, hot milk, cream.
Bread, rolls, toast, butter, marmalade,

sardines, &c.

GUESTS’ BREAKFAST FOR 12 PERSONS
(AUTUMN).

Fillets of Turbot.
Creme de Lievre.
Cold Pheasant.

Eggs and Tomatoes.

.

Ham.
Mulberries, Grapes.

Tea, coffee, milk, hot and cold, cream.
Bread, breakfast cakes, toast, plain

and buttered, marmalade, potted meat,
butter, preserve.

GUESTS’ BREAKFAST FOR 12 PERSONS
(WINTER).

Rissoles of Fish.
Devilled Turkey.
Salmi of Game.

Cold Pressed Beef.

Savoury Omelette.
Boiled Eggs.

Tea, coffee, hot and cold milk, cream,
sugar.
Bread, rolls, toast, dry and buttered

butter, marmalade, potted meat, &c.

FAMILY BREAKFASTS FOR A V/EEK
IN SUMMER.

Sunday.—Tea, coffee, hot and cold

milk, bi’ead, toast, butter, cold ham,
sardine toast, boiled eggs, cresses, any
fruits in season.
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Monday.—Cocoa, tea, hot and cold
milk, bread, dry toast, butter, broiled
meat (slices of any cold meat) with
tomato sauce, bam omelette, marma-
lade.

Tuesday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,
buttered toast, butter, fish rissoles made
from cold fish and potatoes, cold tongue,
strawberry jam, watercress.
Wednesday

.

—Tea, milk, bread, toast,

butter, hot buttered scones, beef cro-

quettes, bam and egg toast, any fresh
fruit.

Thursday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,
toast, butter, legs of chickens or ducks
grilled or any slices of cold meat,
poached eggs, watercress.
Friday.—Tea, milk, bread, rolls,

butter, broiled plaice, any cold meat,
fruit.

Saturday.—Cocoa, tea, hot and cold
milk, bread, toast, butter, rissoles of

any cold meat, sardine toast, tomatoes.

FAMILY BREAKFASTS FOR A WEEK
IN WINTER.

Sunday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,
toast, butter, broiled fish (haddock or
herring), eggs.

Monday.—Coffee, tea, hot and cold
milk, bread, hot rolls, kidney toast,

savoury omelette, marmalade.
Tuesday.—Tea, milk, porridge, bread,

toast, butter, mince made from any
scraps of cold meat, brawn, marma-
lade.

Wednesday.—Cocoa, tea, hot and cold
milk, bread, muffins, butter, rissoles

made from any cold fish or from tinned
salmon, grilled bacon, boiled eggs.

Thursday.—Coffee, hot milk, por-

ridge, bread, toast, butter, mutton
cutlets and fried potatoes, sardines,

marmalade.
Friday.—Coffee, tea, hot and cold

milk, bread, toast, butter, baked fresh

herrings, broiled kidneys, marmalade.
Saturday.—Cocoa, tea, hot and cold

milk, bread, buttered toast, butter,

salmi or hash of cold game or poultry,

scrambled eggs.

The above bills of fare are simply
suggestions for a family of moderate
size and income, and it will bo seen
that in them the remains of previous
days’ dinners are supposed to be used
for the rissoles and other little dishes.

It would be easy to take away or add a

dish from any of them, but it will be
found that there is a fair amount of

variety in the dishes chosen.

The following list of breakfasts are
for a family of small means :

—

ECONOMICAL BREAKFASTS FOR ONE
WEEK IN SUMMER.

Sunday.—Tea, milk, dry toast, bread,
butter, porridge, brawn.
Monday.—Coffee, hot milk, rolls,

bread, butter, poached eggs, water-
cresses.

Tuesday.—Tea, milk, bread, butter,

toast, fried flounders.
Wednesday.—Coffee, hot milk, por-

ridge, buttered toast, rissoles made from
cold meat (any scraps left), any fresh
fruit.

Thursday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,
butter, breakfast cakes, kedgeree, mar-
malade.
Friday.—Tea, milk, bread, butter,

dry toast, minced meat and mashed
potatoes (cold meat cookery), jam.
Saturday.—Coffee, hot milk, porridge,

toast, scrambled eggs, fruit.

These breakfasts are very plain ones,

suitable for a small family where there
are children. For them bi'ead and milk
may be added on the mornings w’hen
there is no porridge given.

The brawn is supposed to be home-
made, as also the breakfast cakes.

The rissoles, the mince and the kedge-
ree would all be made from small scraps

of meat or fish. The last-named dish

is an excellent one for breakfast, besides

being a very economical one.

ECONOMICAL BREAKFASTS FOR ONE
WEEK IN WINTER.

Sunday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,

toast, butter, cold boiled bacon, eggs.

Monday.—Tea, milk, rolls, bread,
butter, baked fresh hci-rings, marma-
lade.

Tuesday.—Coffee, hot milk, porridge,

toast, butter, scrambled eggs.

Wednesday.—Cocoa, hot milk, bread,

butter, rissoles made from tinned meats
or any scraps.
Thursday.—Coffee, hot milk, bread,

toast, minced liver and bacon.
Friday.—Tea, milk, bread, toast,

butter, broiled haddock, watercressos.
Saturday.—Tea, milk, bread, butter,

kidney toast.

These breakfasts are intended for

autumn and winter ones, it being more
difficult to plan them out then than in

summer, wdien fish, fruit, and other
provisions are more plentiful, and it

is no hardship to have a cold break-
fast.



LUNCHEON
Under the above heading come a very
great variety of meals

;
for we have no

other name for the one that comes be-

tween breakfast and dinner. It may be
a crnst of bread and butter or cheese, or

an elaborate meal of four or five courses

;

it is still “ luncheon.” Also it may
take place at any time. The lower
classes lunch between 10 and 11 ;

the
upper, some three or four hours later

;

but in one thing both rich and poor
alike agree, that it should be of all

meals the most informal.
Luncheon, like all other meals, must

of necessity be regulated by various cir-

cumstances, such as individual tastes,

means, and size of family. In middle-
class life, where there is a nursery, it

generally forms the dinner for the chil-

dren
;
and it is for that reason simple

and substantial, consisting more often
than not of a joint and a pudding. Also
its most substantial dish is often that
which serves for the kitchen dinner, the
joint being brought first into the dining-
room then taken out into the kitchen.
This is scarcely fair to the servants,
however, who get their chief meal not
only late, but cold; and it could in
many cases be avoided. There are so
many little dishes that can be made
from remnants of the day before

;
and

a dish of cutlets, or a little fish, would
not take long to prepare after the ser-

vants had dined in comfort
;
while, in

summer, with fresh fruits and salad
obtainable, it should not be thought a
hardship to have a cold meal in the
middle of the day. In large establish-
ments it is usual to have a first-rate

repast served for lunch, not alone for
the family, but for any chance visitor.

Anything and everything that is given
for dinner, such as soup, fish, entrees,
game, poultry, &c., may find a place at
luncheon, where means and household
staff admit

; but it is not usual to have
so many courses, nor to serve them d
la Basse, and there is less formality
and less service exacted than at dinner.

LAYING THE LUNCHEON TABLE.

According to the luncheon to be

served so must the table be laid
;
but,

in any case, it should be made to look
pretty, and should never lack some
decoration of foliage or flowers. As
we have said, it is not the custom to

serve anything but vegetables off the
table, therefore, all cold dishes can be
put on if there is room

;
and with

these nicely garnished, and such pretty
things as salads, sweets, and fruits, it

is not a difiicult thing to make a table
look elegant without it being a grand
luncheon, if only the principal rules in
laying a cloth be adfiered to. These
are that the cloth should be perfectly
clean, the knives bright and sharp, the
silver well burnished, and the glass
sparkling and clear. While with these
as they should be a homely meal may
be made attractive, when these details
are neglected it is not possible to make
a more elaborate one look even well.

LUNCHEON DISHES.

Liincheon dishes, as we have said,
vary according to means, station, and
family; but to return to the middle-
class luncheon, it may be said of it that
like breakfast, with the majority, there
is not sufiicient change day by day,
and the cold joint at the former often
seems as inevitable as eggs and bacon
at the latter. This is a mistake. This
cold joint is, in many cases, an extrava-
gance; for between a good breakfast
and dinner we can scarcely need any-
thing so substantial in the middle of
the day. A lesser quantity of the meat
warmed in some way in wunter w'ill do
more good; and at this season soxip

should be a more frequent course at
our luncheon tables than it is. We
say, course, hut a good basin of soup
might of itself well form the luncheon.
Soup costs so little, and is but little

trouble, yet in most houses there is not
half enough made. Not only can every
scrap of meat and vegetable be utilised

(with a good digester or stockpot) for
this purpose, but it is worth while in
small families sometimes, to purchase
such inexpensive things as bones or
a sheep’s-head. Take the latter for
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instance. If boiled over night, there
will be a nice cheap supper for a
couple of servants, and the liquor from
it will give a splendid broth for next
day’s luncheon with only the addition
of a few herbs, vegetables, and some
pearl barley.
In summer, with fresh salad, cucum-

ber, &c., at hand, very nice little may-
onaises and other dishes may be made
from remains of chicken, fish, &c.

;
and

amongst our savouries are some that
are suitable for a light luncheon

;
but

we give recipes for a few dishes specially
for breakfast and luncheon.
One word more on the subject of

luncheons we must add ere giving our
menus for them, and that is that where
they are, as generally, served with but
little formality and attendance, it must
be impressed upon those who lay the
table that everything lilcely to be
wanted, that can be, must be brought
in beforehand, so that no ringing for

anything be necessary. On the side-

board there should be extra plates,

knives, forks, &c., and it should be
seen that necessary condiments are at

hand as well as that there is a suf-

ficient supply of both bread and butter.

It is then no hardship for those in the
dining-room to wait upon themselves
during the meal.

GUESTS’ LUNCHEON.
For an informal meal where friends

may drop in without previous invita-

tion, in a large majority of cases, menus
for luncheon would be superfluous. We
must give whatever is “ going,” if we
may use the term, to our guests, sup-

lementing the cold joint, or what has
een prepared for the children’s dinner,

with such small dishes as can bo easily

and quickly arranged, if it be necessary

to make any addition to the meal.

For establishments, however, where
luncheon is a set meal, more elaborate

than many mid-day dinners, and for

those who like to bid guests to this

repast, we give a menu for summer,
and another suitable for autumn and
winter.

LUNCHEON FOR 10 PERSONS
(SUMMER).

Cold salmon, tartar sauce, cucumber.
Eoast chicken, potatoes, green peas.

Cold lamb, salad.

Easpbcrry and currant tart (cold),

custard.
Maraschino jelly.

Strawberries and cream.

Bread, butter, cheese, biscuits, &c.

LUNCHEON FOR 10 PERSONS
(WINTER).

Clear soup.
Fried soles, caper sauce.

Hashed tui’ke3q cold roast beef, beet-
root, mashed potatoes.

Pheasants.
Sweet omelette, stewed prunes, and

rice (cold), cheese, celery.

Pears, oranges.
Bread, butter, &c.

A more troublesome luncheon to pro-
vide is one for a picnic. We do not
mean one of those grand ones where
the same viands as would be found at

an invitation lunch in a large estab-
lishment would be served with the
same state and ceremony; but a de-

lightfully informal meal perhaps got
together at a day’s notice where the
different members of the party each
make some contribution to the feast.

Now for this kind of meal it is not
only essential that we have a menu, we
also need a complete list of all articles

required, independent of the actual

food and drink.

A good deal of judgment is needed to

plan out the different portions so that

each person maj" take an equal part in

roviding; and for that reason it is

etter first, after making out the bill of

fare, to reckon up the probable cost.

The following two menus may be of

use, giving as they do the average cost

of luncheon, as well as the quantities

needed for parties of 12 persons.

PICNIC LUNCHEON FOR 12 PERSONS

Average Cost.

Cold salmon (about 3 lbs.)

Mayonaise sauce, cucumber (1

large)

Quarter of lamb, mint sauce ....

Chickens (2)

Tongue
Salad, dressing
Fruit tarts (2)

Custard (1 qt.)

Jellies or creams (2)

Strawberi’ies (2 qts.)

Cream (1 pt.)

J lb. of cheese, 5d., i lb. of butter,

9d
2 loaves of bread
1 lb. of biscuits

£1 16 0

4 (i

1 3

9 0
5 0
3 6

1 3

2 0
0 10
3 0
2 0
1 6

1 2
0 6

0 6
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PICNIC LUNCHEON FOR 12 PERSONS.
Average Cost.

s. d.

Sardine, or other fish, sand-
wiches 2 0

Pigeon pie (1 large) G 0
Cold beef (6 lbs.) 5 0
Horseradish sauce 0 4
Cucumber (1, 8d.) salad and

dressing. Is 1 8
Fruit or jam puffs (18) 1 6
Blancmange (2 moulds) 2 0
Cheese biscuits (1 lb.) 1 0
Strawberries (2 qts.) 2 0
Cherries (2 lbs.) 1 0
3 loaves of bread, 9d., J lb. of

butter, 9d 1 6

£14 0

These menus will be found to cost at

the rate of 3s. and 2s. per head respec-

tively ; that is, reckoning the full cost

of everything, and not allowing for the
value of the “fragments that remain.”
We have not put down in our list

pepper, salt, and mustard, which will

be needed; but the cost of these is

almost too trifling to be mentioned.
What to drink at picnics is so much a
question of means and individual taste

that we cannot attempt to deal with
the question here, but we may say that
the usual wines are champagne and
claret, and that these are often served
in the form of cups.

FAMILY LUNCHEONS FOR A WEEK
IN SUMMER.

Monday.—Mutton cutlets and peas,
cold chicken, ham, salad.—Gooseberry
fool, cold milk pudding.—Bread, cheese,

butter, biscuits.

Tuesday.—Mayonaise of any cold fish.

—Rissoles of chicken, brawn.—Tart-
lets, compote of fruit.—Bread, cheese,
butter, biscuits.

Wednesday. — Cold lamb (or any
other cold joint), mint sauce,, patties

made from any scraps of cold meat,
salad.—Cake, preserves.—Bread, butter,

cheese, biscuits.

Thursday.—Veal galantine, poached
eggs on spinach, cucumber. — Ccld
fruit tart, custard pudding.—Bread,
•cheese, butter, biscuits.

Friday.—Fish pie or rissoles made
from cold fish and potatoes.—Cold
meat, beetroot.—Cake, preserves, any
fresh fruits.—Bread, cheese, butter,
biscuits.

Saturday.—Minced beef or any other
icold meat, Russian salad.—Macaroni

cheese.—Cake, fruit, bread, butter, bis-

cuits.

Sunday.— Cold ham, salad.—Cake,
preserve, strawberries and cream.

—

Bread, cheese, butter, biscuits.

FAMILY LUNCHEONS FOR A WEEK
IN WINTER.

Monday.—Cold meat, curry of poultry,
or fish, pickles, chutney.—Apple dump-
lings baked, any cold sweets from Sun-
day.—Bread, cheese, butter, biscuits.

Tuesday.—Fried filleted plaice, cold
meat, winter salad, rice shape, stewed
prunes.—Bread, butter, cheese, biscuits.

Wednesday.—Macaroni soup, rissoles

of cold meat, or poultry, and potatoes.
—Mince pies, jelly. — 13read, butter,
cheese, biscuits.

Thursday. — Joint from servants’
table with vegetables.—Any cold pud-
ding.—Cake, preserve.—Bread, butter,
biscuits, cheese.

Friday. — Curried cold fish, steak
fried, mashed potatoes.—Tinned pine.

—Custard.—Bread, butter, cheese, bis-

cuits.

Saturday.—Pea soup, cold game or
poultry, hashed meat, fried potatoes.
—Tapioca pudding, preserve.—Bread,
butter, cheese, biscuits.

Sunuay.—Cold game pie, ham, sar-

dines.—Cake, preserve.—Bread, butter,
cheese, biscuits.

MENUS FOR WEDDING RECEPTIONS.

Summer.

Sandwiches.
Foie gras, cucumber, sardines, chicken

and tongue, salmon-paste.

Cakes.
Wedding cake, petits fours, madeira,
pound, and several kinds of fancy bis-

cuits and small cakes.

Ices and fruit.

Beverages.
Champagne, claret, sauterne, various

cups.

Winter.
Sandwiches.

Caviare, anchovy, turkey and tongue,
ham, egg and anchovy.

Cakes.
Wedding cake, sponge, madeira, maca-
roons, ratafias, and various biscuits.

Fruit.

Grapes, compotes of fruit, orange salad.

Wines.

(Champagne, port, sherryt
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Whatever differences of opinion alDOut

other meals may exist, we all agree to

the fact that dinner must be our chief

one.
Some do not breakfast, a larger

number do not lunch, others regard
supper with horror, but from peasant to

duke we all dine
;
thus dinner may be,

and is, called the most important of

our daily needs. It has been said,

with more or less of satire, that in the
fact of man’s being a “ dining animal ”

lies his chief distinction from the lower
ones; and however this may be, it is

morally certain that those who do not
look upon dinner as one of the most
regular functions of our life, are few
and far between.
To speak of the hours at which we

partake of this meal, and the viands
that should be served, might fill a
volume, did we thoroughly consider and
discuss the subject; here let it sufiice

to say that, more than they do at pre-

sent, these two things should depend
less upon our means and appetites than
our work and the lives we lead. Were
this the case fewer of us would have to

suffer from what may almost be called a

national complaint, that of indigestion.

We have not far to go before we can
see numbers of persons who (particu-

lorly in largo houses of business) are

obliged to take their principal meal of

the day in the very midst of their work,
when they have not sufficient time to

digest it properly before the business of

the day must be resumed.
Others we see, who, without exercise

of mind or body oat as much or more as

those who live by the work of their

brains or by manual labour.

We do not mean to assert for one
moment that all natures are alike, and
that exactly the same food should be
consumed by two people doing exactly

the same work
;
yet as a general rule it

may be said that our needs and not our
tastes should govern our meals, and of

them specially our “ dinner.”
Variety of food is best for almost all,

and it has been proved that change of
diet can be as beneficial as change of
air

;
nay, even that which we have

ascribed to the latter has, in many
cases, been due to the former

;
and in

this age of cookery and cookex'y books
it should not be difficult, even in small
families and with small means, to vary
the monotony of the proverbial beef
and mutton of British fare.

We later give some menus suitable
for dinner parties in ordinaiy middle-
class households (these in accordance
with the times, being written in French
as well as English), besides some bills

of fare for every-day family dinners

;

but wo may as well precede them by a
few remarks about the arrangement of

the table, its decorations and its sur-

roundings. There is acknowledged to

be a great art in giving a good dinner ;

but a most enjoyable one need not of

necessity be a grand or costly one.
Given people who enjoy meeting each

other (not too large a pai’ty), a room
with a pleasant temperature, a table
well lighted and prettily decorated, and
service sufficient

;
then may not a few

dishes, ixerfcctly cooked, and wine, not
costly but good of its kind, allord as
much enjoyment to our guests as all

the luxuries of tho season?
Too often it is tho custom to invite

just as many people as we can seat at

our tables (in many cases more than
our servants can wait upon), forgetting

the fact that quite as important as tho
dinner itself is the comfort by which we
are surrounded when we partake of it.

For ball suppers, wedding break-

fasts, &c., the services of a caterer will

bo found invaluable, and, indeed, are

frequently indispensable. The house-
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wife is then relieved of all worry and
anxiety, and if her resources are at all

limited, the meal is generally better
and more cheaply served. One of the
best known catering firms in London is

Messrs. W. and G. Buszard, of 197-9,
Oxford Street, W., who are also famous
the world over for their wedding-cakes
and confectionery.

LAYING THE TABLE.

Eules that we have given for break-
fast or luncheon table apply equally, if

not with greater importance, to the
dinner table.

It is most essential that the glass and
silver should be bright, the knives
polished, the tablecloth and serviettes
above reproach

;
and this should not be

only the case when we entertain. These
should not be luxuries

; they should be
daily comforts, and a lot of preparation
is thus saved when we give a dinner
party.
According to what is to be served so

must the table be set—knives, forks and
spoons (with the exception of those re-

quired for dessert) according to the
dishes, glasses suitable for the bever-
ages, this applying equally to an every-
day repast as to a grand dinner. If the
dishes are brought to table and carved
or helped there, where there is any
likelihood that the cloth may be soiled
by the serving of hot dishes, it is best to
have a clean table-napkin laid under
such ones. Water carafes or jugs and
glasses, also sult-cellers, should always
be put upon the table. Other condi-
ments may be handed

; but if the service
does not permit of this, they must also
find a place.

The cloth, if at all wrinkled or creased
in the folding, may be damped and
ironed; it should be put on perfectly
even, so that the same amount should
hang down at each end and at each
side, and it should always be put over
a baize or some thick cover and never
over the mahogany itself.

The serviettes should be nicely folded
for guests, and placed equidistant a
little way from the edge of the table,
with a roll or small thick piece of bread
in or against them.
Knives, forics and spoons should be

evenly arranged with the handles about
half an inch from the edge of the table,
and the width of a plate between knife
and fork.

Glasses should be grouped according
to their order just below the point of

the knife. The sideboard, spread with a
white cloth, should be used for the
biscuits, etc., for the cheese course, the
dessert plates, knives, forks and finger-

bowls
;
besides serving as a receptacle

for spare knives, forks, glasses, plates,
bread and beverages. Where there is

but one servant to wait at table, it is

best to bring in all such things as cold
sweets, and fruit for dessert that is

neither strongly perfumed nor easily
spoiled by keeping in a dining-room.
In summer time, if ice be used, it

should be broken ready, in small pieces,

in an ice-pail, and putupon the sideboard
the moment iDefore dinner is served.

TABLE DECORATIONS.

At the present time there is quite a
rage for floral decorations for the dinner
table. Even- at old-fashioned dinner
parties, where all the dishes are put
upon the table, a good deal of space is

devoted to the vases and other re-

ceptacles that are used to hold the
flowers

; but for the dinners that are
served d la Busse, it is absolutely
necessary that the table should be
covered by artistic and pretty decora-
tions. Fashionable dinner-givers vie
with each other in the quality and
arrangement of their flowers as much
as the dinners themselves, or the wines
served

;
and we see new ideas for this

purpose chronicled day by day. So
varying is the fashion, in fact, of our
tables that only a weekly journal could
give any idea of the charming blends of
colour, the exquisite grouping of foliage
and flowers, the beauty of form of the
baskets, vases, &c., in which they are
arranged

; or the pretty wreaths in
W'hich they are tied to lay upon the silk

or damask of the dinner tables of the
wealthy. One rule, however, might
hold good for every decoration, and that
is that it should be either high enough
or low enough not to impede the view.
Another might be that no strongly-
scented flow^ers should be used

; for to
many people these are most objection-
able. Two fashions in table decoration
seem likely to continue in favour : one
of these arrangements only in foliage

of difierent kinds
;
another of only one

colour in the flowers.
Suffice it, however, for those who

neither care to nor can afiord to make
their decorations a fashion, to know
that, do they but arrange their flowers
prettily and in harmony, selecting their

receptacles with due regard to the
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style and growth of the blossoms, they
cannot very well make any error;
while may we suggest to those who do
not consider themselves very clever at
floral arrangements, that it is easier to
get a pretty and good eflect out of one
kind of flower, or by using one colour
only, than by blending one with another.
Dessert centres of plush or velvet in
winter, of muslin or silk in summer,
in many cases look very pretty and are
decidecQy useful where there is a
limited supply of flowers and foli-

age.

For trailing over the cloth only such
flowers and foliage as will stand with-
out being in water for some time
should be used, and they should be
laced so as not to interfere with the
iners.

We devote no other space to the
subject of table decoration

;
so we may

say here that those for supper tables
should be higher and have less base
than those for dinner, for the reason
that there is seldom too much room for

the dishes
;
also, the latter being often

bright in colour, less is needed in the
flowers.

Pretty little rustic fern-stands, in
which the growing plants can be placed,
form very useful decorations, and
many vases require but few flowers
to make them look well-filled. Roses
look best in low bowls with only
their own foliage, or placed singly in
specimen tubes

;
orchids should be

placed as they would be if they were
growing

;
lilies (except water lilies)

should be put in tall vases ; in fact, it

is the aim of good decorators now to

make the flowers appear as natural
as possible.

MENUS FOR TWELVE PERSONS
(SPRING).

I.

English.

Spring Soup.
Stewed Trout.
Whitebait.

Chaudfroid of Chicken.
Lobster Cutlets.
Veal Olives.

Sirloin of Beef.
Potatoes. Seakale.

Hors d’oeuvres.
Vanilla Souffle.

Orange Jelly.

French.

Printani6re.
Truite au Vin Rouge.

Blanchailles.
Chaudfroid de Volaille.

Cotelettes de Homard.
Olives de Veau.

Aloyau.
Pommes de Terre. Choux Marins.

Hors d’ceuvres.

Souffle de Vanille.
Gel6e aux Oranges.

II

English

Asparagus Soup.
Turbot, Dutch Sauce.

Vol-au-vent of Chicken.
Veal Cutlets.

Saddle of Mutton.
Potatoes. Brocoli.

Rhubarb Tart.
Macaroni and Pine-apple
Nougats with Cream.

Cheese Straws.

French.

Puree d’Asperges.
Turbot, Sauce HoUondaise.
Vol-au-Vent de Volaille.

Cotelettes de Veau.
Selle de Mouton.

Pommes de Terre. Choufleur.
Tourte.

Macaroni aux Ananas.
Nougats.

Pailles de Parmesan.

MENUS FOR TWELVE PERSONS
(SUMMER).

I.

English.

Stuffed Olives.
Crayfish Soup.

Salmon.
Whitebait.

Fricasseed Chickens.
Fried Sweetbreads.
Haunch of Venis^on.

Potatoes. FrenchTBeans.
Ducklings.

Macedoine of Fruits.
Vanilla Cream.

Ices.
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French.

Olives farcus.
Potage d’Ecrevisses.

Saumon.
Blanchailles.

Fricassee de Volaille.

Ris de Veau.
Hanche de Venaison.

Pommes de Terre. Haricots Verts
Canetons.

Macedoine de Fruits.
Crfeme de Vanille.

Glac6es.

II.

English.

Clear Soup.
Turbot, Tartare Sauce.

Lobster Cream.
Chicken Cutlets.
Quarter of Lamb.

Potatoes. Green Peas.
Compote of Cherries.
Strawberry Cream.

Ice Pudding.

French.

Consomm^ ^ la Royale.
Turbot, Sauce Tartare
Cr6me de Homard.

Cotelettes de Volaille.
Quartier d’Agneau.

Pommes de Terre. Petits Pois.
Compete de Chrises.
Cr6me aux Fraises.
Pouding Glac6.

French.

Huitres.
Potage de Queue de Boeuf.
Soles Frits. Eougets.

Cotelettes de Mouton aux Epinards
Salmis de Gibier.

Selle de Mouton.
Pommes de Terre. C41eri.

Faisans.
Pouding. Cr^me a la Chocolat

Biscuits de Fromage.

II.

English.

Hare Soup.
Turbot, Dutch Sauce.

Smelt.
Scalloped Oysters.
Curried Rabbit.
Ribs of Beef.

Potatoes. Brocoli.
Grouse.

Russian Salad.
Apple Tart. Wine Jelly.

French.

Potage de Levraut.
Turbot, Sauce Hollondaise.

Eperlans.
Huitres ^ la Poulette.

Lapin au Kari.
C6tes de Boeuf.

Pommes de Terre. Choufleur.
Coqs de Bruyfere.

Salad h. la Russe.
Tourte aux Pommes. Gel4e au Vin.

MENUS FOR TWELVE PERSONS
(AUTUMN).

I.

English.

Oysters.
Ox-tail Soup.

Fried Soles. Red Mullet.
Mutton Cutlets and Spinach.

Hashed Game.
Saddle of Mutton.

Potatoes. Stewed Celery.
Pheasants.

Cabinet Pudding. Chocolate Cream.
Cheese Biscuits.

MENUS FOR TWELVE PERSONS
(WINTER).

I.

English.

Caviare.
Game Soup.
John Dory.

Curried Prawns.
Salmi of Wild Duck.

Roast Turkey. Fillet of Beef.

Potatoes. Brussels Sprouts.
Snipe.

Golden Jelly.

Iced Nesselrode Pudding.
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French. French.

Caviare.
Consommd de Gibier.

Doret.
Crevettes h I’lndienne.

Salmis de Canards Sauvages.
Dindon Eoti. Filet de Boeuf.

Pommes de Terre. Choux de Bruxelles
B^cassines.
Gel6e Dorde.

Ponding S, la Nesselrode Glac6e.

App6tisans.
Consomm6 k la Royale.

Truite Farcie.
Mayonnaise.

Croquettes de Volaille.

(Jigot d’Agneau,
Canetons.

Pommes de Terre. Petits Pois.
Vol-au-vent de Fruit.
Pommes il la Neige.

II. II.

English. English.

Gravy Soup.
Brill, Shrimp Sauce.
Scalloped Oysters.
Stewed Pigeons.
Sirloin of Beef.

Potatoes. Sea Kale.
Partridges.

Salad.
Plum Pudding. Lemon Cream.

Julienne Soup.
Whiting.

Curried Chicken.
Veal Rissoles.

Rump Steak, Horseradish Sauce
Chipped Potatoes.

Ptarmigans.
Lemon Cheese Cakes.

Blancmange.
Cheese Salad.

French.
French.

Bouillon.
Barbue, Sauce aux Crevettes.

Huitres ^ la Poulette.
Pigeons en Compote.

Aloyau.
Pommes de Terre. Choux Marins.

Perdreaux.
'tjplade.

Ponding. Cr6mo an Citron.

Julienne.
Merlans.

Volaille an Kari.
Rissolettes de Veau.

Riimpsteak, Sauce Raifort.

Pommes de Terre Frits.

Ptarmigans.
Tourtelettes au Citron.

Blancmange.
Salade au Fromage.

MENU FOR EIOHT PERSONS
(SPRING). MENUS FOR EIOHT PERSONS

I.
(SUMMER).

English. I.

English.

AppStisans.
Clear Soup.

Stuffed Trout Fried.
Fish Salad.

Croquettes of Chicken.
Leg of Lamb.
Ducklings.

New Potatoes. Peas.
Vol-au-vent of Fruit.

Apple Snow.

Soup tl la Reine.
Salmon Cutlets, Tartare Sauce.

Minced Veal with Bdchamel Sauce.
Leg of Mutton.

Ducks.
Potatoes. Peas.
Foie Gras in Jelly.

Almond Pudding.
Iced Gooseberry Fool.
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French.

Potage a la Reine.
Cotelettes de Saumon, Sauce Tartare.

Emince de Veau au Bechamel.
Gigot de Mouton.

Canetons,
Pommes de Terre. Petits Pois.

Foie Gras en Aspic.
Ponding d’Amandes.

Cr6me de Groseilles Glac6e.

II.

English,

Crayfish Soup.
Fillets of Turbot with Dutch Sauce.

Lamb Cutlets.
Hashed Chicken.

Roast Veal.
Ham.

Potatoes. French Beans.
Raspberry and Currant Tart.

Lemon Jelly.

French.

Pur^e d’Ecrevisses.
Filets de Turbot, Sauce Hollondaiso,

Cotelettes d’Agneau.
Salmis de Volaille.

Rouelle de Veau.
Jambon.

Pommes de Terre. Haricot Verts.
Tourte aux Framboises.

Gelde au Citron.

French.

Consomm6 de Gibier.

Filets de Turbot, Sauce Italienne.
Vol-au-vent aux Huitres.

Champignons.
Olives Farcies.
Selle de Mouton.

Pommes de Terre. Choux de Bruxelles

,

Perdreaux.
Charlotte Russe.
Cr^me de Valois.

II.

English.

Oyster Soup.
Fried Filleted Soles.

Red Mullet.
Hashed Game.

Mutton Croquettes.
Stewed Beef, with Piquante Sauce.

Snipe.
Rice SouffiS.

Noyeau Cream.
Cheese Straws.

French.

Potage aux Huitres.
Filets de Soles Frits.

Rougets.
Salmis de Gibier.

Croquettes de Mouton.
Culotte de Boeuf a la Sauce Piquante.

B6cassines.
Souffle au Riz.

Cr^me au Noyeau.
Pailles de Parmesan.

MENUS FOR EIGHT PERSONS
(AUTUMN).

I.

English.

Game Soup.
Fillets of Turbot, Italian Sauce.

Vol-au-vent of Oysters.
Mushrooms.

Stuffed Olives.
Saddle of Mutton.

Potatoes. Brussels Sprouts.
Partridges.

Charlotte Russe.
Valois Cream.

MENUS FOR EIGHT PERSONS
(WINTER).

English.

I.

Mulligatawney Soup.
Cod’s Head and Shoulders, Oyster Sauce.

Sweetbreads.
Rissolettes of Beef.

Roast Turkey.
Sausages.

Black Game.
Lemon Pudding.
Sweet Omelette.
Cheese SoufQ6.
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French.

Soup de Elude.
Cabillaud, Sauce aux Huitres.

Ris de Veau.
Rissolettes de Bceuf.

Dindon Roti.
Saucisses.

Coqs de Bruy^re.
Pouding au Citron.

Omelette aux Confitures.

Soufiid de Parmesan.

II.

English.

Mock Turtle Soup.
Turbot, Lobster Sauce.
Vol-au-vent of Oysters.

Saddle of Mutton.
Potatoes. Brussels Sprouts.

Pheasants.
Mince Pies.

Compote of Fruit.

Angels on Horseback.

French.

Potage de Tete de Veau.
Turbot, Sauce Homard.

Vol-au-vent aux Huitres.
Selle de Mouton.

Pommes de Terre. Choux de Bruxelles.
Paisans.

Mince Pies.

Compote de Fruits.

Anges en Chevaux.

FAMILY DINNERS (SPRING).

I.

Sunday.—Roast leg of lamb, mint
sauce, potatoes, spinach—Gooseberry
tart, custard.
Monday.—Spring soup.—Cold lamb,

salad, mashed potatoes.—Baked ground
rice pudding.

Tuesday. — Fried soles. — Stewed
breast of veal, potatoes.—Currant
dumplings.
Wednesday.—Roast chickens, ham,

steak pie, potatoes, greens.—Sweet
omelette.
Thursday.—Hashed chicken.—Roast

leg of mutton, greens, potatoes.

—

Stewed prunes and rice.

Friday. — Fried whiting, melted
butter.—Cold mutton, salad, mashed
potatoes.—Gooseberry pudding.

Saturday.—Soup.—Haricot of cold

mutton, potatoes.—Macaroni cheese.

II.

Sunday. — Julienne. — Roast veal,
ham, potatoes, greens.—Amber pudding.
Monday.—Beefsteak and kidney pie,

cold veal and ham, potatoes, salad.

—

Gooseberry tart, custard.
Tuesday.—Salmon, cucumber. Tar-

tare sauce.—Minced veal, potatoes.

—

Jam tart.

Wednesday.—^Vegetable soup.—Leg
of lamb, mince sauce, potatoes, greens.
Macaroni cheese.
Thursday. — Mayonaise of cold

salmon.—Fillet of beef with vegetables.—Currant tart.

Friday.—Soup.—Cold lamb, salad,
potatoes.—Exeter pudding.

Saturday. — Ribs of beef boned,
rolled, and roasted, vegetables, York-
shire pudding.—Cheese ramakins.

FAMILY DINNERS (SUMMER).

I.

Sunday.—Roast quarter of lamb,
peas, potatoes.—Cold fruit tart, cream.
Monday.—Soum—Cold lamb, tomato

salad, potatoes.—-Plain Charlotte Russe.
Tuesday.—Boiled mackerel, cucum-

ber.—Stewed steak with vegetables.

—

Gooseberry fool, and cornflour shape.
Wednesday.—Spring soup.—Hashed

lamb, veal cutlets, peas, potatoes.

—

Cheese salad.

Thursday. — Roast beef, summer
cabbage, potatoes, Yorkshire pudding.
—Cold fruit tart.

Friday.—Salmon, caper sauce.—Cold
beef, salad, mashed potatoes.—Baked
rice pudding.

Saturday.—Fish salad made with
cold salmon.—Hashed beef, peas, pota-
toes.—Stewed fruit.

II.

Sunday.—Roast fillet of veal, bacon,
beans, potatoes. — Raspberry and
currant tart, custard.
Monday.—Lentil soup—Cold veal and

bacon, salad, potatoes — Gingerbread
pudding.

Tuesday.—Rissoles from cold meat.
—Roast ducks, peas, potatoes.—Cherry
pudding.
Wednesday.—Salmon trout.—Hashed

duck, steak and tomatoes, potatoes.

—

Bread and marmalade pudding.
Thursday. — Roast leg of mutton,

beans, potatoes.—Lemon dumplings.
Friday. — Boiled mackerel. — Cold

mutton, salad, potatoes.—Fruit tart,

cream.
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Saturday.—Green pea soup.—Mutton
collops, potatoes.—Jam pudding.

FAMILY DINNERS (AUTUMN).

I.

Sunday.—Roast goose, apple sauce,
potatoes, cabbage.—Apple tart, baked
custard pudding.
Monday. — (^iblet soup. — Haricot

mutton, potatoes.—Damson pudding.
Tuesday.—Brill and lobster sauce.

—

Hashed goose, potatoes.—Omelette.
Wednesday.—Fish pie.—Boiled beef,

carrots, turnips, potatoes, small suet
dumplings.—Cheese and tomatoes.
Thursday.—Pea soup.—Cold beef,

salad, mashed potatoes.—Baked arrow-
root pudding.
Friday.—Haddocks and egg sauce.

—

Rabbit pie, potatoes.—Celery salad.
Saturday.—Boiled mutton, caper

sauce, turnips, potatoes.—Fruit.

II.

Sunday.—Roast sirloin of beef, horse-
radish sauce, vegetable marrow, pota-
toes.—Plum tart, custard.
Monday. — Soup.— Cold beef, beet-

root, mashed p^otatoes.—Pancakes. •

Tuesday.—Fried soles.—Stewed beef*
and tomatoes, potatoes.—Savoury rice.

Wednesday.—Boiledrabbits and pork,
onion sauce, potatoes.—Apple pudding.
Thursday .—Fillet of beef with vege-

tables.—Golden pudding.
Friday.—Baked fresh herrings.

—

Hashed beef, potatoes.—Cheese ome-
lette.

Saturday.—Vegetable soup.—Loin
of mutton boned and stuffed, greens,
potatoes.—Sago pudding.

FAMILY DINNERS (WINTER).

I.

Sunday.—Roast turkey, sausages,
Brussels sprouts, potatoes.—Golden
pudding, mince pies.

Monday.—Oyster soup.—Beef olives.
—-Cold turkey, mashed potatoes.—Baked
rice pudding.

Tuesday.—Fried soles, caper sauce.—Boiled beef, carrots, turnips, potatoes,
small suet dumplings.—Celery salad.
Wednesday.—Soup made from liquor

from beef and bones of turkey.—Cro-
quettes of turkey, cold beef, salad, fried
potatoes.—Plain plum pudding.

Thursday.—Roast mutton, greens,
potatoes.—Baked batter pudding wuth
apples.
Friday.—Cod, boiled, shrimp sauce.

—Cold beef, baked potatoes, beetroot.—
Jam sandwiches.
Saturday. -Mullagatawney soup.

—

Ragout of beef, with vegetables, pota-

toes.—Sago pudding and stewed prunes.

II.

Sunday. — Roast sirloin of beef,

Brussels sprouts, potatoes, Yorkshire
pudding.—Apple tart, custard.

Monday. — Pea soup.— Cold beef,

salad, potatoes.—Baked ground rice

pudding.
Tuesday.—Baked fresh herrings.

—

Stew of remains of cold beef, potatoes.

—Treacle pudding.
Wednesday.—Boiled leg of pork,

pease pudding, apple sauce, savoy or
sprouts, potatoes.—Macaroni cheese.

Thursday.—Vegetable soup, made
from liquor in which pork was boiled.

Cold pork, pickles, mashed potatoes.

—

Boiled bread pudding.
Friday.—Curried pork from cold

pork, fried steak, rice.—Baked apple
dumplings.
Saturday.—Irish stew, made from

neck of mutton.—Mince pies.—Cheese
biscuits.

VEGETARIAN DINNERS.

(Summer.)

I.

Green Pea Soup.'
Savoury Macaroni.

Vegetable Pie.

Compote of Fruit.
Ratafia Pudding.

II.

Macaroni Soup.
Haricot Beans and Onion Sauce.

Green Peas.
Raspberry and Currant Tart.

Custard.
Celery Salad.

(Winter.)

I.

Lentil Soup.
Forcemeat Fritters.

Potato Pie. Fried Cabbage.
Apple Tart.

Tapioca and Milk.

II.

Maize Meal Porridge.
Lentil Rissoles.
Carrot Pudding.

Macaroni and Tomatoes.
Plum Pudding.

Cheese Sandwiches.



TEA

Except in the nursery or in large
homely families, the old-fashioned
“ tea ” has ceased to exist. We are not
now bidden to partake of tea-cakes,

hot buttered toast, new laid eggs, and
such delicacies at 5 o’clock in the
afternoon

;
we can only then expect

the ordinary “ at home ” tea in tiny
cups w’ith its accompanying thin bread
and butter; and this in many houses
which cannot lay claim to be fashion-
able ones.

It is so easy now to have a “recep-
tion ” one day in the week at the trifling

cost of a little tea and bread and butter
that those who are not rich enough or
hospitable enough to give good dinners
or suppers to their friends, gladly take
to this mild form of entertainment.
Far be it from us to abuse this after-

noon tea, which seems to the feminine
mind almost a necessity where the
dinner is late ;

but if doctors are to be
believed, it^is a habit we have got into

that is decidedly injurious, when it

sometimes happens that, calling at

several places, we may consume three
or four cups in one afternoon.
At the large “at homes” to which

guests have formal invitations, the teas
are now quite a feature, and a great
variety of dainty eatables and drink-

ables are provided. Foie gras, cucum-
ber, caviare, and fish sandwiches, and
such things, pleasantly vary the
monotony of cako and bread and
butter

;
and for those who do not care

to take either tea or coffee, there arc
“ cups ” of all kinds

;
while in summer,

fruit and ices are almost invariably
given.

“ High teas ” as substitutes for late

dinners, are not now so frequent as

they used to be, but so long as our
young people care to play tennis all the
evening in summer, they cannot quite
go out of fashion.
A moveable feast, such as this meal

may be, is a great boon to those who
like to spend as much time as possible
out of doors during the fine weather

;

and it can be a very pleasant meal
even in winter as well as summer.
According to the season so are the

viands for “High tea.” In summer,
cold fish and meats, mayonnaises, salads,
fresh fruits, cream, &c., are generally
the rule

;
and in winter, besides such

cold dishes as game pie, joints, and
sw^eets, such things as rissoles, salmis,
and cutlets are usually given.
Both for “At Home” and “High

Tea,” ^ve give menus that we trust
may be useful.

One w^ord about “ Family Teas ” we
must say : and we candidly confess that
they arc not meals to be despised. It
seems to us that the tea»made by the
mistress of the house, and served by
her in cups of reasonable size, is a far
nicer beverage than that which comes
from kitchen to drawing-room with
greater ceremony; while the bread
and butter and cake are much better
eaten off a plate and at a table, than
from the saucer of a tiny cup. How-
ever old-fashioned these ideas may be,

family tea must be an institution in
many houses, so we give some weekly
menus that may offer suggestions to
those W'ho provide them, these being
considered by us to be people with
small or moderate establishments and
means

;
as in all others it is almost the

invariable custom to have the after-

noon tea and late dinner.
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MENUS FOR “AT HOME” TEA.

(Summer.)

Cucumber Sandwiches.
Foie Gras and Cress Sandwiches.
Anchovy and Salad Sandwiches.

Bread and Butter, White and Brown.
Bout Cakes.
Madeira Cake.
Pound Cake.
Petits Fours.

Ices, Easpberry and Cherry.
Strawberries and Cream.

Tea. Cofiee.

Claret and Champagne Cup.

(Winter.)

Caviare Sandwiches.
Tongue Sandwiches.
Sardine Sandwiches.

Bread and Butter, White and Brown
Plum Cake.
Seed Cake.

Fancy Cakes.
Almond Cakes.

Crystallised Fruits.

Sweet Biscuits.

Tea. Coffee.

Claret. Sherry

MENU FOR “HIGH” TEA.

(Summer.)

Mayonnaise of Salmon.
Cold Dishes : Tongue.
Veal and Ham Pie.

Cucumber. Salad.
Compote of Fruit.
Jelly. Cream.
Fresh Fruit.

Tea. Coffee. Wine.

(Y/inter.)

Scalloped Oysters.
Mutton Cutlets.

Cold Pheasants.
Winter Salad.

Macaroni and Pine-apple.
Cheesecakes.
Pound Cake.

Tea. Coffee. Wine.

FAMILY TEAS.

Sunday,— Tea, milk, sugar, bread,
cut bread and butter, strawberry jam,
cake, sardines.

Monday.—Tea, &c., cut bread and
butter, dry toast, hot cakes, fruit of any
kind, shrimps.

Tuesday,—Tea, &c., bread, hot toast,

marmalade, potted meat, v/atercress.

Wednesday.—Tea, &c., brown bread,
teacakes, stewed fruit, boiled eggs.

Thursday.—Tea, &c., bread and but-
ter, seed cake, any fruit in season,
anchovy toast.

Friday.—Tea, &c., bread, dry toast,

preserve, radishes, ham and egg toast.

Saturday.—Tea, &c., brown bread,
buttered toast, honey, cake, potted fish,

MORE SIMPLE TEAS.

Sunday. — Tea, bread and buttor,
toast, plain cake.
Monday.—Tea, brown bread, butter,

scones, shrimps.
Tuesday. — Coffee, bread, butter,

toast, seed cake.

Wednesday.—Tea, bread and butter,
honey, w'atercress.

Thursday.—Tea, bread, toast, butter,
potted anchovies.
Friday.—Coffee, brown bread, butter,

dry toast, jam, radishes.
Saturday. — Tea, bread, hot cakes,

butter, egg toast.



SUPPEE

In spite of the many objections raised

against this meal, it cannot be denied
that it is a very enjoyable one, coming
as it does when one’s work (if work we
do) is over for the day

;
nor can we see

why it should be a more injurious

repast than a very late dinner.
The mistake most often made with

regard to this meal is that of having it

too late for the digestive organs to do
their work before we go to bed. Given
a supper at nine o’clock or even half-

past eight, where it is the rule to retire

early, there is time in summer to spend
a little time out of doors, or in winter
for a game of some kind, or a quiet

read before we take our candles for the
night.
In many families, particularly where

there are yoting children, supper-time
is the one quiet hour of the day and
a meal to be enjoyed more than any
that has preceded it; with the con-

sciousness that the daily tasks are over
and there is rest to follow.

The chief consideration with reference

to this meal should be of what it should
consist, and there are few constitutions,

or rather digestions, that can stand
what is generally denominated a
“ heavy supper.” Food partaken of

late in the day should not be of too

solid a character, it should not be rich,

and raw fruit should be avoided; but
individual tastes and experience can
alone determine what food agrees best

and what that food should be.

With regard to supper as a general

meal, it must be acknowledged it is

rather a despised one. When we can-

not entertain our friends in a suitable

way at a dinner party, we give an ” at

home” and seldom think of offering

them the homely kind of invitation of
” come and sup with us.” Yet many
would accept this gladly; and at an
informal meal it is so much easier for

those with few servants to make their

guests comfortable. Dinner in fashion-
able circles is at eight

;
why should not

some of us who do not belong to them
enjoy an equivalent meal at the same
hour with impunity? What wo have
written may be almost called a plea
for suppers, and we confess we think
it is a pity that they are becoming
things of the past.

At balls, there is seldom what used
to be called a ” sitting down ” supper ;

so in our menus we give only those for

serving at a buffet or table, besides

those for guests and the weekly ones
for the family.
With regard to children’s suppers, we

are probaWy in the minority when we
suggest that the little ones should not
always go supperless.

Their hour for tea is generally an
early one, and after that may, and in

all probability will, come active games
and amusements, tending to produce
appetite

;
and it is better then to_ give

some very light food, such as a slice of

bread and butter and a little milk, than
to let them go hungry to bed.

MENUS FOR BUFFET SUPPERS.

(Summer.)

Cold Chickens (cut up)
Ham. Tongue.

Galantine of Veal.
Mayonnaise of Salmon.

Chicken Salad.
Sandwiches of Foie Gras, Anchovy,

and Cucumber.
Lobster Patties.

Meringues.
Trifle.

Jellies. Creams.
Fancy Pastry.
Grapes. Pine.

Claret and Champagne Cup.
Claret. Hock. Sherry.
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(WiNTEB.)

Game Pie.

Cold Pheasants.
Boned Turkey.

Tongue.
Lobster Salad.

Sandwiches of Caviare and Ham.
Oyster Patties.

Salad.
Maids of Honour.

Tipsy Cake.
Trifle.

Rout Cakes.
Jelly. Blancmange.
Grapes and Pears.
Cups and Wines.

MEHUS FOR GUESTS’ SUPPERS.

(SUMMEB.)

Lobsters.
Mayonnaise of Chicken.

Cold Lamb.
Salad, Cucumber.

Mint Sauce.
Raspberry Cream.

Fruit Tart.
Custard.

Fruit. Cake.
Claret. Sherry.

(WiNTEB.)

Fish Rissoles.

Hashed Pheasant.
Cold Turkey.

Ham.
Salad.

Stewed Fruit.

Mince Pies.

Jelly.

Cheese Biscuits.

Claret. Sherry.

FAMILY SUPPERS FOR TWO WEEKS.

Sunday.—Cold beef, salad or beet-

root, cold fruit tart, rice pudding,
cheese, butter, bread, biscuits.

Monday. — Rissoles of cold meat,
brawn, pickles, stewed prunes, cheese,

&c.
Tuesday. — Baked fresh haddock,

cold bacon or ham, cake, cheese,

&c.
Wednesday. — Fish pie made from

cold fish, any cold meat, salad, cake,

cheese, &c.
Thursday.—Poached eggs and spin-

ach, cold ham, bread and butter pud-
ding, cheese, &c.
Friday.—Scalloped oysters, brawn,

preserve, cheese, &c.
Saturday.—Steak or veal pie, baked

potatoes, cakes, cheese, &c.
Sunday. — Cold meat, cucumber,

pickles, stewed fruit, cheese, butter,

bread, biscuits.

Monday.—Pried sausages andmashed
potatoes, cake, cheese, butter, bread,
biscuits.

Tuesday.—Cold meat of any kind,

salad or tomatoes, apple cake, cheese,
butter, bread, biscuits.

Wednesday. — Pie made from cold
beef with dripping crust, baked pota-
toes, cheese, bread, butter, biscuits.

Thursday.—Kedgeree made from any
cold fish, cold bread and butter pudding,
cheese, butter, bread, biscuits.

Friday.—Cold ham, beetroot, cake,
cheese, butter, bread, biscuits.

Saturday. — Scrambled eggs, cold
meat, pickles, jam pufis, cheese, butter,

bread, biscuits



WEIGHTS AND MEASUEES

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Avoirdupois Weight.

27|^Grains . .
==

IG Drams . . =
16 Ounces . . =
14 Pounds . .

=
28 Pounds . . =
4 Quarters . . =
20 Hundredwt. =

1 Dram
1 Ounce
1 Pound (lb.)

1 Stone
1 Quarter (qr.)

1 Hundredweight
1 Ton

Troy.

24 Grains = lPennywt.= 24grs.
20 Pennywts.= 1 Ounce = 480 ,,

12 Ounces = 1 Pound = 57G0 ,,

Apothecaries'

.

Troy.
20 Grains = 1 Scruple = 20 grs.

3 Scruples = 1 Drachm = 60 ,,

8 Drachms = 1 Ounce = 480 ,,

12 Ounces = 1 Pound = 57G0 ,,

Apothecaries compound their medi-
cines by this weight, but buy and sell

their drugs by avoirdupois.

Apothecaries' Fluid Measure.

60 Minims . . = 1 Fluid Drachm
8 Drachms . . = 1 Ounce
20 Ounces . . =1 Pint
8 Pints . . = 1 Gallon

Liquid Measure.

4 Gills . . = 1 Pint (pt.)

2- i^iiits . . =1 Quart (qt.)

4 Ql2«rts . . = 1 Gallon (gall.)

2 Gallons
4 Pecks
3 Bushels

12 Sacks
8 Bushels
6 Quarters

Dry Measure.

. . = 1 Peck (pk.)

. . = 1 Bushel (bush.)

. . =1 Sack
. . =1 Chaldron
. . =1 Quarter (qr.)

. . = 1 Load (Id.)

2J Inches
4 Nails
4 Quarters
3 Quarters
6 Quarters
6 Quarters

Cloth.

. . = 1 Nail
. . = 1 Quarter
. . = 1 Yard
. . = 1 Flemish Ell
. . = 1 English Ell
. . = 1 Fi'ench Ell

It will also bo convenient to remem-
ber that

:

—
Sixty drops of any thin liquid are
equal to one teaspoonful.

Two teaspoonfuls to one dessert-

spoonful.
Four teaspoonfuls to one tablespoon-

ful.
Three tahlespoonfuls to one wine-

glassful.

Four loineglassfuls to one tumblerful.

1 lb. Wheat Flour is equal to about
one quart.

1 lb. 2 oz. Indian Meal to one quart.
1 lb. Butter, when soft, to one quart.
1 lb. Loaf Sugar (broken) to one quart.
1 lb. 1 oz. of White Sugar (pounded),

or best moist, to one quart.
1 lb. 2 oz. Brown Sugar to the quart.
8 or 9 Hen’s Eggs (ordinary size)

before they are broken weigh about
one pound.



FOE INFANTS AND INVALIDS.

SWINBORNE’S

ISINGLA

Is tliG Eest.

FOE JELLIES, &c.

SWINBORNPS

GELATINE

Is tlie Best.



mAnK

Caterers, Confectioners, §c„

WOULD draw attention to their Menus and Charges for Dinners,

Ball Suppers, Wedding Receptions, &c., &c. The Menus are,

of course, open to almost endless change.

They supply

Wines for Wedding Receptions, Ball Suppers, &c.

from 4s. per head, or at list prices.

For Particulars of Ball Suppers, Wedding Receptions, Garden Parties

Dinners, &e., apply to

60, ST5ILEET, HS.C.

OTHER DEPOTS :

6o, BUCKINQHAM GATE, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

28, NEW BROAD STREET, E.C.

29, HIGH STREET, KENSINGTON, W.

34 & 35 , ALEXANDER STREET, BAYSWATER, W.

307, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.

30, TOPSFIELD PARADE, CROUCH END, N.



INDEX

A

Advice to cooks, &c., 19

Ale, mulled, 260

Almond milk, 255

paste, 244

toSee, 243

American bread, 225

cookery, 47

Anchovy canapes, 201

sandwiches, 201

sauce, 98

Angels on horseback, 201

Apple custard, baked, 230

charlotte, 230

dumplings, baked, 206

„ boiled, 206

ginger, 230

jam, 247

jelly, thick, or marmalade, 231

paste, 242

pudding, baked, 206

,, boiled, 206

sauce, 98

snow, 231

snowballs, 207

tart, 207

„ creamed, 207

„ German, 207

„ or pie, 207

Apples and rice, 231

iced, 232

in red jelly, 232

stewed and custard, 231

Apricot jam, 247

ice cream, 244

paste, 242

preserve, carrot jam to imitate, 247

Apricots and rice, 232

Arrangement and economy of the
kitchen, 26

Arrowroot, to make, 262

B

Arrowroot blanc-mange, 233

pudding, 207

sauce, 98

Artichokes, boiled, 166

fried, 166

Jerusalem, boiled, 167

Asparagus, boiled, 167

stewed, 167

Aspic jelly, 203

Aunt Nelly’s pudding, 208
Aubergines, baked 167

B
Bachelor’s pudding, 208
Bacon, boiled, 126

fried rashers of, and poached eggs,

193

how to choose, 37

Baked apple custard, 230

„ dumplings, 206

„ pudding, 206

arrowroot pudding, 207

batter pudding, 208

I, ,, wdth fruit, 203
beef, 110

bread and butter pudding, 209
bread pudding, 209

carp, 80 ;

carrot pudding, 182, 210 I

custard pudding, 212

damsons for winter use, 243
gooseberry pudding, 213

haddock, 84

hake, 84

ham, 126

lemon pudding, 214

mackerel, 86

mushrooms, 171

Spanish onions, 172
287 19
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B

Baked pears, 238

peas, 172

pike, 88

plum pudding, 21G

potatoes, 173

raisin pudding, 218

rice pudding, 218

sago, 220,

smelts, 90

tapioca, 220

veal, 139

white herrings, 84

Baking, 56

dish, 32

Barding, 60

Barley gruel, 262

sugar, 243

water, 262

Baroness’s pudding, 208

Batter pudding, baked, 203

„ boiled, 209

,, with dried or fresh

fruit, 208

sprats fried in, 97

Bean croquette, 181

Beans, boiled broad, 167

,, French, 167

and tomatoes, 181

curried, 182

potted, 181

Beef a la mode, 110, 189

aitchbone of, to boil, 105

baked, 110

baked (another way), 110

braised. 111

Brazilian stew, 108

broiled, with mushrooms, 111

broiled, and oyster sauce, 111

broiled and sliced. 111

bubble-and-squeak, 114

collops. 111, 189

curried, 112, 189

dripping, to clarify, 106

fillet of beef, 106

fricandeau, 112

fried salt, 112

fritters, 112

haricot, 190

hashed, 112

„ another way, 112

heart, 103

B

Beef kidney, 106

marrow-bones, 103

minced, 113

moulded, 191

ox-cheek, stewed, 103

ox-tails, stewed, 109

olives, 113

pie, 189

potted, 164, 200

ragout, 113

ribs of, boned and rolled, 106

„ roast, 106

,, baked, 106

rissoles, 113

rolls, 113

round of (to boil), 1C7

sirloin of, roast, 107

spiced, 107

steak, fried rump, 110

„ and kidney pudding, 108

,, and oysters, 109

,, broiled, 109

,, pie,.107

stewed, with celery, 114

,, and oysters, 114

„ with vegetables, 114

tinned, 189

toad-in-the-hole, 114

tongue, boiled, 109

tripe and onions, 115

,, „ in batter, 115

tea, 263, 49

„ baked, 263

,, in.haste, 263

„ savoury, 263

to carve, 161

Beetroot, boiled, 168

pickled, 163

Bengal recipe for mango chetney, or

chutney, 251

Beverages, 253

Tea, coSee, and cocoa, 253

Mineral waters and wines, 254

Biscuits, dessert, 229

raised, 229

devilled, 202

^Bishop, 259

Blackcock, roast, 153

Blackberry, 247

Blanc-mange

—

arrowroot, 233
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B

Blanc-mange

—

cheap, 233

cornflour, 233

lemon, 233

rice, 233

Boiled apple dumplings, 206

,,
pudding, 206

arrowroot pudding, 207

bacon, 126

batter pudding, 209

beef, aitchbone of, 105

,, round of, 107

„ tongue, 109

bread pudding, 209

bread-and-butter pudding, 209

brill, 80

calf’s feet, 132

„ head (with the skin on), 132

„ (without the skin on), 132

carrot pudding, 182, 210

chicken or fowl, 144

cod’s head and shoulders, 83

currant dumplings, 211

„ pudding, 211

custards, 235

damson pudding, 212

eels, 83

eggs for breakfast, salads, &c., 195

fowl or chicken, 144

„ with oysters, 144

gooseberry pudding, 213

haddock, 84

ham, 127

herring, 85

John Dory, 85

lamb, leg of, 120

lemon pudding, 214

mackerel, 86

mullet, grey, 86

mutton, leg of, 118

„ neck of, 119

parsnips, 172

pike, 88

pork, leg of, 129

„ pickled, 130

potatoes, 173

raisin pudfling, 218

rabbit, 165

rhubarb pudding, 218

rice, 219

salmon, 89

B

Boiled salt fish, 81

skate, 90

tongue, 109

turbot, 92

turkey, 146

whiting, 92

yeast dumplings, 221

Boiling, 67

pot, 32

Bologna, sausages, 126

Boston breakfast cakes, 228

Bottled fruit with sugar, 249

Brains (sheep’s), 124

Braising, 59

Brandy, to make cherry, 258

Brass, to clean, 24

Bread, American, 225

-and-butter pudding, baked, 209

baking powder, 224

brown, 224

cutlets, 181

for large families, 224

grater, 32

home made, 224

pudding, baked, 209

,, boiled, 209

,, very plain, 209

rice, 224

sauce, 98

Breakfast, 268

cakes, 228

laying of, 268

menu for, 269

menu for wedding, 273

serving, 269

Breakfast dishes, 193

Brill, 86

Broad beans, 167

Broccoli, boiled, 168

Broiled beef and mushroom sauce. 111

beef and oyster sauce. 111

„ and sliced. 111

„ steak, 109

kidneys, 106

mackerel, 86

mutton chops, 116

whiting, 93

Browning for gravies and sauces, 61

for stock, 67

Broiling, 69

Brooms and brushes, 33
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B

Brown roux, 67

bread, 224

Brussels sprouts boiled, 168

Bubble-and-squeak, 114

Buckwheat cakes, 228

BuUock’s heart, to dress a, 108

Buns, hot cross, 225

light, 225

Madeira, 226

plain, 226

to make good, 226

Victoria, 226

Butter, eggs and milk,

crust, 205

lobster, 203

Montpelier, 203

melted, 101

,, and parsley, 106

C
Cabbage, boiled, 168

pickled red, 250

Cabinet pudding, 210

Cake, common, 226

plain, a nice, for children, 227

plum, a nice, 227

pound, 227

rice, 227

saucer, for tea, 227

seed, 228

sponge, 228

Cakes, Boston, 228

breakfast, 223

Buckwheat, 228

rice, 228

tea (to toast), 228

Calf’s feet, boiled, and parsley-and-

butter, 132

„ jelly, 234

foot, 263

head, boiled (with the skin on), 132

„ „ (without the skin on), 132

„ hashed, 135

liver and bacon, 133,

Canapes, anchovy, 201

lobster, 202

savoury, 203

Canary pudding, 210

Candied chestnuts, 213

oocoanut, 243

walnuts, 243

C

Candy molasses, 243

Caper sauce, 99

Capon, baked, 143

Caramel sugar, 244

Carp, baked, 80

stewed, 80

Carpets, to clean, 24

to scour, 24

Carrot jam, to imitate apricot preserve,

247

pudding, 182, 210

soup, 69

Carrots, boiled, 169

Cabving

—

Beef, aitchbone of, 161

brisket of, 161

ribs of, 161

round of, 161

sirloin of, 161

tongue, 161

Fish, 161

Game, blackcock, 164

duck, wild, 164

grouse, 165

hare, 164

partridge, 165

pheasant, 165

plovers, 165

ptarmigan, 165

quails, 165

snipe, 165

teal, 165

venison, 165

woodcock, 165

Ilam, 163

Lamb, fore-quarter of, 162

Mutton, haunch of, 162

leg of, 162

loin of, 162

saddle of, 162

shoulder of, 162

Pig, sucking, 162

Pork, leg of, 163

Poultry, duck, 163

fowl, 163

„ boiled, 164

goose, 164

pigeon, 164

turkey, 164

Veal, breast of, 163

calf’s head, 163
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C

Cabving {Continued)

—

Veal, fiUet of, 163

knuckle of, 163

loin of, 163

Cauliflowers, boiled, 169

fried, 169

with cheese, 169

Cavaire croutons, 202

„ sandwiches, 202

Celery, 169

soup, 69

fried, 170
Champagne cup, 260

Chicken, 144

Cheese, mode of serving, 196

biscuits, 196

macaroni, 196

pudding, 196, 210

souffle, 196

toasted straws, 196

toasted, 197

Welsh rarebit, 197

Cherry brandy, to make, 258

liqueur, 259

tart, 210

Chesnuts, candied, 243

Chetney, recipe for making mango, 251

Chicken, boiled fowl or, 144

broth, 264

cream, 147

croquettes, 191

cutlets, French, 147

curried, 143

or fowl salad, 148

German fashion, 144

with oysters, 144

Chitchkee curry, 181

Chocolate, 255

cream, 235, 243

ice cream, 245

Christmas pudding, plain, 210

Chutney, 251

Cider cup, 260

Claret cup, 260

mulled, 260

Clarify stock, to, 67

Clarified sugar, 245

Clove drops, 242

liqueur, 259

Coburg pudding, royal, 211

Cocoa, 253

C

Cocoa, to make, 265

nut candy, 243

Cod, curried, 80

head and shoulders, 82

Italian ashion, 81

steaks, 81

pie, 81

salt, 81

sounds, 81

Coffee, 253

ice cream, 245

to make, 256

Cold Meat Cookery—
Beef, baked, 110

broiled, with mushrooms, 111

broiled, and oyster sauce, 111

bubble-and-squeak, 114

curried, 112

fried salt, 112

fritters, 112

hashed, 112

minced, 113

patties, 123

potted, 200

ragofit, 113

rissoles, 113

rolls, 113

sliced and broiled. 111

stewed, and celery sauce, 114

stewed, wuth oysters, 114

Calf’s head, hashed, 135

Chicken cutlets, French, 147

or fowl salad, 148

Cold meat, 189

Duck, hashed, 148

stewed, and peas, 148

„ and turnips, 149

Fish and oyster pie, 83

cake, 83

Fowl, minced, 160

ragout, 160

saut6, with peas, 150

Fowls, fricasseed, 149

fried, 149

hashed, 149

„ Indian fashion, 149

Game, hashed, 157

Goose, hashed, 160

Hare, hashed, 158

Lamb, hashed and broiled blade-

( bone, 125
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C

Cold Meat Cookeey {Continued)

—

Mutton, baked, minced, 121

broiled, 121

collops, 121

curried, 121

cutlets, 123

haricot, 117, 121

hashed, 121

hodge-podge, 122

pie, 123

ragoht of cold neck of, 124

toad-in-the-hole, 124

Pork cutlets, 128

hashed, 129

Tinned meat served cold, 189

Turkey, croquettes of, 161

fricasseed, 151

hashed, 151

Veal, baked, 139

cake, 139

collops, Scotch, 137

M „ white, 137

curried, 135

fillet, 134

minced, 136

,, and macaroni, 136

moulded, minced, 136

olive pie, 135

patties, fried, 135

ragout of cold, 137

rissoles, 139

rolls, 139

Venison, hashed, 160

Collops, beef, 111, 189

mutton, 121

Scotch, 137

,, white, 137

Compote of fruit, 192, 236

Confectionery and ices, 241

Cookery, Invalid, 48

reasons for, 44

science of, 43

foreign, 46

Cooking, necessity for, 43

Cooks, important hints to, 19

Cook’s time-table, the, 61

Cornflour blanc-mange, 233

Corned beef, 191

Count Eumford’s soup, 173

Cowslip wine, 256

Crab, hot, 82

C

Crab, to dress, 82

Cracker pudding, 211

Cranberry sauce, 99

Creme d’lievre, 199

Cream chicken, 147

chocolate, 235, 243

economical lemon, 237

lobster, 198

Crimped skate, 90

Crockery and glass, 33

Croquettes, bean, 181

chicken, 191

hominy, 181

meat, 191

of turkey, 151

Crullers, 229

Crumpets, 225

Crust, butter, 206

dripping, 206

suet, 205

Cucumber, 170

Cucumber sandwiches, 202

Cucumbers, to dress, 170

Cup, champagne, 260

cider, 260

claret, 260

loving, 260

Currant dumplings, 211

jam, red, 248

jelley, red, 248

pudding, boiled, 211

,,
fresh fruit, 211

and raspberry tart, 212

Curried beans, 182

beef, 112, 189

cod, 80

fowl, 148

mutton, 121

prawns, 187

rabbit, 192

veal, 135

Curry chitchkee, 181

Custard, apple, baked, 230

pudding, baked, 212

stewed apples and, 231

savoury, 265

boiled, 236

Cutlets, bread, 181

chicken, French, 147

invalid’s, 264

lamb ^ la Constance, 125
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C

Cutlet, mutton, cold, 123

pork, 128, 129

salmon, 188

veal, 139

D
Damson pudding, 212

Damsons, baked, for v/inter use, 248

Darioles, oyster, 202

Delhi pudding, 212

Dessert biscuits, 229

Devilled biscuits, 202

turkey, 199

Digester, 32

Dinneb, 274

To lay the cloth for, 275

Table decorations, 276

Waiting at table, 266

Menu cards, 267

Menus for 12 persons, 276

for 8 persons, 278, 279

family, for spring, 280

„ ,,
summer, 280

,, ,,
autumn, 281

,, ,,
winter, 281

vegetarian, 281

Dried haddock, 84

Drink, lime juice, 261

pomegranate, 261

Dripping, beef, to clarify, 108

crust,206

Duck, hashed, 184

stewed, and peas, 148

,,
and turnips, 149

Ducks, roast, 144

Dumplings, apple, baked, 206

apple, boiled, 206

currant, 211

yeast, 221

Dumpoke, 144

B
Early rising, 17

Economical stock, 66

Eel pie, 82

Eels, boiled 83

fried, 83,

stewed, 83

Effervescent drinks, 254

Egg flip, 259

sauce, 108

Egg wine, 264

F

Eggs, butter, and milk, 38

^ I’espagnole, 194

and anchovy, 194

in ambush, 194

scrambled, 195

to boil, 195

poached, 194

,,
with cream, 194

and bacon, 193

,,
ham, 193

,, tomatoes, 193, 94

Elder wine, 256

Empress pudding, 212

Endive, 170

Everton toffee, 243

Family soup, 70

Fan (the), 266

Fennel sauce, 99

Fish, classification of, 78

to choose, 78

to keep, 78

to prepare for cooking.

Fish

—

Anchovy sandwiches,

,, canapes, 201

Bloaters, 80

Brill, 80

Cake, 83

Carp, baked, 80

,, stewed, 80

Clam Chowder, 80

Cod, salt, 81

pie, 81

sounds, 81

steaks, 81

curried, 80

,, Italian way 81

head, 82

shoulders, 82

roe, 82

Crab, to dress, 82

hot, 82

Dabs, or slips, 82

Eel pie, 82

Eels, boiled, 83

fried, 83

stewed, 83

Fish cake, 83

pie, 83, 197
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F F

Fish (Continu&d
)
—

and oyster pie, 83

pudding, 83

Flounders, fried, 84

Forcemeat, 96

Gravy for, 97

Haddock, baked, 84

boiled, 84

dried, 84

Hake, baked, 84

Halibut steaks, 84

Herring, red, 84

white, baked, 84

fried, 85

boiled, 85

Kedgeree, 197

Kippers, 85

John Dory, 85

Ling, 85

Lobster cream, 193

canapes, 202

salad, 84, 188

to dress, 86

potted, 85

patties, 198

Mackerel, baked, 86

boiled, 86

broiled, 86

pickled, 86

Mullet, grey, 86

red, 87

Oyster darioles, 202

patties, 87

sandwiches, 202

scalloped, 87, 188

stewed, 87

soup, 74

to keep, 83

Pie, 197

Pike, fried, 88

boiled, 88

baked, 88

Plaice, boiled, 88

filleted, 88

fried, 88

Eissoles, 197

Salmon, boiled, 89

cutlets, 188

fricandeau, 89

mayonnaise, 89, 198

pickled, 89

Fish {Continued)

—

Sardines and toast, 198

Savoury, 203

Scallops, 89

scalloped, 90

Skate, crimped, 90

Smelts, baked, 90

fried, 90

Sole a la Normande, 90

au gratin, 91

boiled, 91

fried, 91

Sprats, 91

fried in batter, 91

Trout, fried, 91

stewed, 92

stuffed, 91

Turbot, boiled, 92

„ Italian way, 92

Whitebait, 92

Whiting, boiled, 92

broiled, 93

fried, 93

Floor-cloth, to clean, 24

Foie gras, in jelly, 199

sandwiches, 202

Folkestone pudding-pies, 212

Forcemeats, etc.

—

Forcemeat, chestnut, 94

for fish, 95

game pies, 95

veal, &c., 95

liver, 95

Panada, 95

stuffing, sage and onion, 95

Fowl, boiled, or chicken, 144

boiled, with oysters, 144

braised, 145

curried, 148

drawing of, 142

fricasseed, 149

fried, 149

hashed, 149

„ Indian fashion, 149

minced, 150

ragofit of, 150

roast, 145

sautd, with peas, 150

to truss for boiling, 142

„ roasting, 42

Fi-ankfort sausage, 126
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F

French beans, 167

Fresh fruit, to bottle, 249

French cookery, 45

Fricandeau of salmon, 89

Fricasseed fowl, 149

turkey, 151

Fried bacon, rashers of, 193

beef, salt, 112

„ steak, 110

eels, 83

flounders, 84

fowl, 149

ham and eggs, 193

herring, white, 84

kidneys, 194

patties, 123

pike, 88

plaice, 88

pork sausages, 130

smelts, 90

soles, 91

sprats in batter, 91

trout, 91

whiting, 93

Fritters, forcemeat, 182

hominy, 179

Indian, 236

macaroni and onion, 182

pea, 180

Fruit, when in season, 65

bottled, 249

compote, 192, 235

ice cream, 245

tarts, 192

turnovers, 213

water ice, 245

Frying, 59

Furniture, polished, to clear, 24

Furniture (kitchen), 33

G
Galantine of veal, 133

Game and poultry, how to choose, 38

when in season, 40

to carve, 164

Game

—

Cooking, 163

Blackcock, roast, 153

Grouse, roast, 153

pie, 158

Guinea fowl, larded, 153

G

Game {Continued)^

Hare, hashed, 158

jugged, 168

roast, 163

Hashed, 167

Larks in onions, 159

baked, 154

pudding, 159

Leveret roast, 154

Ortolans, roast, 154

Partridge, roast, 154

stewed, 154

Pheasant, roast, 154

Pie, 157

Plovers, to dress, 155

roast, 155

Ptarmigan, to dress, 155

roast, 155

Quails, roast, 155

Babbit, boiled, 155

curried, 159, 192

roast, 156

Babbit pie, 159

Bissoles, 157

Book pie, 156

Salmi of, 159

Snipe, to dress, 156

roast, 156

Teal, roast, 156

Venison, roast, 156

hashed, 160

Wild duck, roast, 156

hashed, 160

Woodcock, roast, 157

Gas cookers, 28

Gelatine jelly, isinglass or, 235

German cookery, 46

Giblet pie, 145

Gin sling, 261

Ginger apples, 230

Ginger beer, 257

Ginger pudding, 213

water ice, 246

wine, 256

Gingerbread pudding, 134

Golden pudding, 213

Good family soup, 70

Goose, hashed, 150

roast, 145

to truss, 142

vegetable, 134
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G I

Gooseberry fool, 236

wine, 257

pudding, baked, 213

„ boiled, 213

tart, 213

trifle, 236

Gravy, a quickly made, 97

beef, good, 96

brown, 96

,, without meat, 97, 180

browning for, 67

for fish, 97

cheap, for minced veal, 97

,,
for hashes, 97

Green corn and chicken soup, 71

pea soup, 74, 178

Greengage jam, 249

Grilling, 59

Grouse, roast, 153

pie, 158

to truss, 152

Gruel, to make, 264

Guinea fowl, larded, 153

n
Halibut steak, 04

Hake, baked, 84

Haddock, baked, 84

boiled, 84

dried, 84

Half-pay pudding, 213

Ham and bacon, how to choose, 37

fried, and eggs, 193

potted, 200

toast, 199

to bake, 126

to boil, 127

to carve, 163

to pickle, 127

to salt, 127

Hare, hashed, 158

jugged, 168

roast, 163

soup, 71

to skin and truss, 162

Haricot beans, 170

Haricot beef, 190

mutton, 117, 121

Hashed beef, 112

calf’s head, 135

duck, 148

Hashed fowl, 149

„ Indian fashion, 149

game, 167

goose, 150

hare, 168

lamb, 125

mutton, 117, 121

pork, 129

turkey, 151

venison, 160

wild duck, 160

Hashes, cheap gravy for, 97

Herrings, baked white, 84

boiled, 85

red, or Yarmouth bloaters, 84

Hints to prevent waste, 42

Hominy croquettes, 181

fritters, 179

porridge, 179

Hodge-podge, 179

Horseradish, 170

sauce, 100

Hors d’oeuvres, 201

Hot-water dish, 32

Hot cross buns, 225

Hotch-potch, 179

Housekeeper, the, 17

Household work, 18

House work, 24

Huckleberry pudding, 214

Hulluah, 236

I

Ice cream, apricot, 244

„ chocolate, 245

,, coffee, 245

,, fruit, 245

,,
pine-apple, 246

,,
vanilla, 245

creams, 245

ginger water, 246

lemon water, 246

Iced apples, 232

Ices, to mould, 246

fruit water, 245

Icing for cakes, 244

Important hints to cooks, 42

Indian cookery, 47

fritters, 236

pancake, 236

trifle, 237
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I

Indian veal collops, 199

Invalid cookery, 48, 262

Invalid’s cutlet, 660

jelly, 264

Invalids, lemonade for, 266

Irish stew, 190

Isinglass or gelatine jelly, 235

Italian pudding, 214

J

Jam, apple, 247

apricot, 247

blackberry, 247

black currant, 247

carrot, to imitate apricot preserve?

247

currant, red, 248

gi'eengage, 249

plum, 249

raspberry, 260

rhubarb, 250

strawberry, 260

Jellies, cow-heel stock for, 234

how to mould, 237

Jelly, apple, thick, or marmalade, 231

apples, in red, 232

aspic, 203

calf’s feet, 234

„ stock, 234

currant, 248

isinglass or gelatine, 235

invalids, 264

orange, 192

stock, to make and clarify, 234

red currant, 248

John Dory, 85

tfugged hare, 168

Junket 237

K
Kalleah yekhunee, 199

Kedgeree, 197

Kidney toast, 122

broiled, 106

fried, 194

Kitchen

—

Arrangement and economy of kit-

chen, 26

Baking dish, tin, 32

Boiling pot, 32

L

Kitchen {Continued)

—

Bottle jack and wheel, 32

Bread-grater, 31

Chopper, meat, 30

„ suet, 30

Cloths, 33

Coffee and tea cannisters, 31

Cucumber slice, 31

Digester, 32

Dripping-pan and ladle, 32

Fish-kettle and slice, 32

Frying-pan, 32

Gas cookers, 28

Gridiron, 32

,, revolving, 32

Hot-water dish, 31

Knife-basket, 31

Maxims, 21

Meat screen, 32

Mincing-knife, 30

Open mould, 32

Pasteboard and rolling-pin, 31

Paste j agger, 31

Patty-pans, 32

Pestle and mortar, 32

Preserving-pan, copper, 30

Eanges, 27

Revolving gridiron, 32

Round mould, 32

Scales and weights, 32

Steak-tongs, 32

Stock-pot, 32

Stoves, 27

Suet-chopper, 30

Tartlet-pans, 32

Tongs, steak, 33

Turbot-kettle, 33 f

Utensils, 29

,, lists of, with prices, 81

Vegetable cutter, 33

Weights and scales, 33

Wire dish-cover, 31

L
Lamb cutlets ^ la Constance, 126

how to choose, 37

how cut up, 37

when in season, 41

breast of, stewed, 120

chops, 125

darioles, 125
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M

Lamb, fore-quarter of, roast, 120 Lobster, to dress, 86

hashed, 125 Looking-glasses, to clean, 24

leg of, boiled, 120 Loving cup, 260

,, roast, 120 Luncheon, 271

sweetbreads, 125 dishes, 271

to carve, 162 guests, 272

Lard, to melt, 127 laying table, 271

to make, 127 or ten persons, 272

Larding, 60 picnic, 272

Larks in onions, 159 Luncheons, economical, 273

baked, 154 family 273

pudding, 159

Laying of breakfast table, 268 M
Leamington sauce, 252 Macaroni, a sweet dish of, 237

Lemon blanc-mange, 233 as usually served with cheese,

cream, economical, 237 196

pralines, 243 and onion fritters, 182

pudding, baked, 214 and pineapple, 237

„ boiled, 214 soup, 72

„ plain, 214 Mackerel, baked, 86

„ richer, 214 boiled, 86

sauce, 100 broiled, 86

sponge, 237 pickled, 86

squash, 261 Maitre d’Hotel sauce, 100

syrup, 257 Maize meal porridge, 180

w'ater ice, 246 Manchester pudding, 216

Lemonade, 258 Marble, to clean, 24

invalid’s, 265 Mabketing

—

to keep, 258 Beef, 36

Lentil porridge, 179 Eggs, butter, and milk, 33

rissoles, 182 Fish, 38

soup, 72 Game and poultry, 83

boiled, 170 Ham and bacon, 37

Lettuces, 171 Lamb, 37

Leveret, to dress, 164 Mutton, 37

roast, 164 Pork, 37

Lime-juice drink, 201 Things in season, 41

Linen, to glaze, 25 Veal, 37

Liqueur, cherry, 259 Vegetables, 88

clove, 259 Venison, 38

orange, 259 Marmalade, orange, 249

vanilla, 259 Marrow, boiled, 176

Liver, calf’s, and bacon, 133 Mashed potatoes, 173

Lobster butter, 203 May drink, 261

canap(is, 202 Mayonnaise sauce, 198

cream, 198 of salmon, 89, 189

patties, 198 Mead, 257

potted, 85 Meat and egg toast, 190

scalloped, 188 and macaroni, 190

salad, 188 „ pudding, 190

sauce, 100 and potato pie, 190
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M

Meat croquettes, 191

Sanders, 191

Medium stock, 66

Melon rind, 249

Melted butter, 115

„ made with milk, 116

Menu cards, 267

Menus

—

for 12 persons, 269

„ 8 persons, 269

breakfast, 269

family, summer, 269

„ winter, 270

wedding receptions, 273

Meringues, 238

Military puddings, 215

Milk, butter, and eggs, 38

Minced beef, 113

fowl, 150

mutton, baked, 121

veal, 136,

„ and macaroni, 136

„ moulded, 136

Mincemeat, 185, 215

Mince-pies, 215

Mineral waters, 254

Mint sauce, 101

julep, 261

Mitre (the), 266

Mock turtle soup, 73

Molasses candy, 243

Montpellier butter, 203

Moulded beef, 191

Muffins, 225

to toast, 225

Mullagatawny soup, 73

Mulled ale, 260

claret, 260

Mullet, grey, 86

re4 87

Mushroom ketchup, 252

Mushrooms, baked, 171

broiled, 171

pudding, 182

stewed, 171

to dry, 171

Mutton and caper sauce, 191

how to choose, 37

brains, 124

breast of, 116

broiled, 121

O

Mutton broth, 265

chops, broiled, 116

,,
savoury, 117

collops, 121

curried, 121

cutlets, with mashed potatoes, 123

„ „ tomatoes, 123

haricot, 117, 121

„ another mode, 117

hashed, 121

haunch of, roasted, 117

hearts, 124

hedge podge, 122

how cut up,

hot-pot, 117

Irish stew, 122

kidney toast, 122

kidneys, broiled, 122

„ fried, 123

„ stewed, 123

kebobs, 122

leg of, boiled, 118

„ stuffed, 118

„ roast, 118

loin of, baked, 118

„ kebobbed, 200

„ rolled, 118

,, minced (baked), 121

neck of, boiled, 119

patties, 123

pie, 123

pudding, 119

ragout, 124

saddle of, roast, 119

shoulder of, baked, 119

sheep’s haggis, 119

„ head, 120

toad-in-the-hole, 124

trotters, 124

when in season, 52

N
Nasturtiums, pickled, 251

Negus, 260

Normandy pippins, stewed, 238

Nougats, with cream, 246

Noyeau, 259

Nudeln, 215

O
Oatmeal porridge, 180

scones, 180
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Olives, beef, 113 Patties, lobster, 198
stuffed, 203 Pea soup (green), 74

Omelet, plain, 196 soup (inexpensive), 74
ham, 195 „ winter (yellow), 74
kidney, 196 fritters, 180
sweet, 196 Pears, baked, 238

Onion sauce, 102 stewed, 239
Onions, pickled, 144 Peas (green), 172

Spanish, baked, 172 boiled green, 172

„ stewed, 172 pudding, 216
Orange jelly, 192 Pease brose, 180

liqueur, 259 Pestle and mortar, 32

marmalade, 249 Pheasant, roast, 154

paste, 242 Pickle, mixed, 250

Order of v'ork, 21 Pickled cabbage, red, 250
Ortolans, 164 hams, 127

Ox-cheek soup, 73 mackerel, 86

stewed, 108 nasturtiums, 251

Ox-tail soup, 74 onions, 251

Ox-tails, stewed, 108 walnuts, 251

Oyster darioles, 202 Picnic luncheon, 272

sandwiches, 202 Pie, apple, or tart, 207

soup, 74 beef, 189

sauce, 102 beef-steak, 107

Oysters, broiled fowl with, 144 cod, 81

scalloped, 87, 188 eel, 82

stewed, 87 fish, 83, 197

„ beef with, 114 fish and oyster, 83

to keep, 88 Folkestone pudding, 212

giblet, 145
P grouse, 158

Paint, to clean, 24 meat, 190
Pancake, Indian, 236 mince, 215
Pancakes, to make, 238 mutton, 123
Paradise pudding, 216 „ and potato, 191
Parsley and butter, 106 pigeon, 146

fried, 172 potato, 183
Parsnips, boiled, 172 pumpkin, 217
Partridges, hashed, 154 rabbit, 159

roast, 154 rook pie, 156
stewed, 154 sole or cod, 81

Paste, puff, 205 veal and ham, 133

„ medium, 205
,, olive, 135

common, 205 vegetable, 18

very good short, 205 Pig, roast sucking, 131

good short, 205 Pig’s fry, to dress, 128

common short, 205 head, 128

Pastry sandwiches, 216 liver, 128

without butter, 184 pettitoes, 128

Patties, cold mutton, 123 Pigeon pie, 146

fried, 123 to truss, 143
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P

Pigeons, roast, 146

grilled, 146

stewed, 146

Pike, fried, 88

baked, 88

boiled, 88

Pilau, 150

Pine-apple ice cream, 246

Pippins, stewed Normandy, 238

Plaice, fried, 88

Plate, to clean, 24

Plovers, to dress, 155

roast, 155

Plum cake, a nice, 227

jam, 249

pudding, 184

,, an excellent, 216

,, baked, 216

,, Christmas 216

,, without eggs', 217

,, of fresh fruit, 216

Poached eggs, 194

,, with cream, 194

Polenta and cheese, 183

Polished furniture, to clean, 24

Pomegranate drink, 261

Pooloot, 151

Pork, Bologna sausage, 126

chine, roasted, 128

chops, 128

cutlets, 128

,, cold.meat, 129

Frankfort sausage, 126

fry, 128

griskin of, roast, 129

hashed, 129

head, 128

how cut up, 37

how to choose, 37

lard, to make, 127

leg of, boiled, 129

„ roast, 129

„ baked, 129

liver, 128

loin of, baked, 130

pickled, to boil, 130

pettitoes, 128

sausages, fried, 130

,, to make, 130

saveloys, 131

steaks and apples, 130

P

Pork, sucking pig (roast), 131

„ (baked), 131

to carve, 162

to pickle, 130

when in season, 43

Porridge, hominy, 179

lentil, 179

maize meal, 180

oatmeal, 180

Potage printanier, or spring soup, 76
a la Conde, 75

Potato and mutton pie, 191

pasty, 217

pie, 183

pudding, 185

rolls, 183

Sanders, 183, 75

soup, 75, 179

Potatoes, baked, 173

and cheese, 183

mashed, 173

new, boiled, 173

boiled, 173

„ in their jackets, 173
fried, 173

steamed, 174

Potted beef, 164, 200

ham, 200

lobster, 85

Poultry, how to choose, 38
plucking of, 141

to draw, 141

to truss, 142

to carve, 144

when in season, 63

capon (baked or roast), 143

chicken, G-erman mode, 144

ducks (baked or roast), 144

dumpoke, 144

fowls, boiled, 144

,, with oysters, 144

„ braised, 145

,, roast, 145

giblet pie, 145

goose, roast, 145

pigeon pie, 146

„ grilled, 146

„ roast, 146

„ stewed, 146

turkey, baked, 146

„ boiled, 146
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Poultry {Continued)

—

turkey, braised, 147

,, roast, 147

chicken cream, 147

„ cutlets, 147

„ salad, 143

„ curried, 148

duck, hashed, 148

„ stewed, with peas, 148

M » „ turnips, 149

fowls, fried, 149

„ fricasseed, 149

„ hashed, 149

„ Indian wa;^ 149

„ minced, 150

ragoht, 150

„ saut6, 150

goose, hashed, 150

pilau, 150

pooloot, 151

turkey croquettes, 151

„ fricasseed, 151

„ hashed, 151

Pound cake, 227

Pralines, lemon, 243

Preserves, 247

Preserved provisions, 187

Prawns, curried, 187

Prices of fresh provisions, 51

, ,
kitchen furniture and utensils,

31

Ptarmigan, roast, 155

Pudding, apple, baked, 206

,, boiled, 206

arrowroot, 207

Aunt Nelly’s, 208

bachelor’s, 208

baroness, 208

batter, baked, 208

M M with dried or fresh
fruits, 208

batter, boiled, 209

bread and butter, baked, 209
bread, baked, 209

„ boiled, 209

„ very plain, 209

cabinet, plain or boiled, bread and
butter, 210

canary, 210

carrot, baked or boiled, 210
cheese, 196, 210

P

Pudding, Christmas, for children, 210
Christmas plum, 216

„ without eggs, 217

Coburg, royal, 211

cracker, 211

currant, black and red, 211

„ boiled, 211

custard, baked, 212

damson, 212

Delhi, 212

Empress, 212

Folkestone pudding-pies, 212
ginger, 213

gingerbread, 184

golden, 213

gooseberry, baked, 213

boiled, 213

half-pay, 213

huckleberry, 214

Italian, 214

lemon, baked, 214

„ richer, 214

„ boiled, 214

,, plain, 214

Manchester, 215

military, 215

mushroom, 182

mutton, 119

paradise, 216

peas, 216

plum, 184

,,
of fresh fruit, 216

,, baked, 216

,, Christmas (very good), 216

,, „ without eggs, 217

potato, 185

quickly made, 217

raisin, baked, 218

„ boiled, 218

rhubarb, boiled, 218

rice, baked, 218

,, plain, 218

,, baked or boiled ground, 219

,, boiled, 219*

„ plain boiled, 219

,, with fruit, 219

„ miniature, 219

roly-poly jam, 220

sago, baked, 220

,, boiled, 220

semolina, baked, 220
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Pudding, spinach, 183 Rice pudding, with fruit, 219

suet, 220 „ boiled, 219

tapioca, baked, 220 „ miniature, 219

„ boiled, 220 „ plain, boiled, 219

treacle, boiled, 220 savoury, 183

Yorkshire, 221 soup, 75

Punch, cold, 259 snowballs, 239

„ hot, 260 souffle, 239

Pumpkin pie, 217 Rissoles, beef, 113

Q

fish, 197

lentil, 182

veal, 139
Quails, roast, 155 Roast beef, ribs of, 106
Quaker oats porridge, 180

„ „ boned and rolled, 106
Quickly-made pudding, 217 „ and peas, 191

R
Rabbit, boiled, 155

beef, sirloin of, 107

blackcock, 153

capon, 143

duck, 144

curried, 159, 192 fowl, 145

pie, 159 goose, 145

roast, 155 grouse, 153

to truss for boiling, 152 hare, 153

„ roasting, 152 lamb, forequarter of, 120

Ragoftt, beef, 113 „ leg of, 120

cold neck of mutton, 124 leveret, 154

cold veal, 137 mutton, haunch of, 117

fowl, 150 „ leg of, 118

Raised biscuits, 229 „ loin of, 118

Raisin pudding, baked, 218 „ saddle of, 119

„ boiled, 218 „ shoulder of, 119

Ranges, 27 ortolans, 154

Rarebit, Scotch, 197 partridge, 154

Welsh, 197 pheasant, 164

Raspberry jam. 250 pig, sucking, 131

vinegar, 258 pigeons, 146

Recipes, 64 plover, 155

Revolving gridiron, 32 pork, griskin of, 129

Rhubarb jam, 250 „ leg of, 129

pudding, boiled, 218 ,,
loin of, 130

tart, 218 ptarmigan, 155

wine, 257 quails, 155

Rice, apples and, 231 rabbits, 155

blanc-mange, 233 snipe, 156

boiled for curry, 187 teal, 156

bread, 224 turkey, 147

< „ or cakes, 227 venison, haunch, 156

cake, 227 „ neck and shoulder, 156

milk, 265 wild duck, 156

pudding, baked, 218 woodcock, 157

„ ground, 219 Roasted beef, 106
10
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Roasting, 56

Rolls, 225

beef, 113

veal, 139

Roly-poly jam pudding, 220

Rook pie, 156

Rusks, 229

Russian salad, 174

S

Sachet (the), 266

Saddle of lamb, 119

Sage and onion stuffing, 95

Sago pudding, baked, 220

,,
boiled, 220

Salad dressing, 103, 188

another mode, 103

lobster, 85, 188

Russian, 174

•summer, 174

winter, 174

Salmi of game, 159, 192

Salmon, boiled, 89

cutlets, 89, 188

fricandeau of, 89

pickled, 89

mayonnaise, 89, 189

Salt cod, 81

Salted hams, 127

Sandwiches, anchovy, 201

caviare, 202

cucumber, 202

foie gras, 202

oyster, 202

pastry, 216

Victoria, 240

Sardine savouries, 203

toast, 198

Sauce, anchovy, 98

apple, 98

arrowroot, for puddings, 93

bechamel, 98

bread, 98

caper, 99

celery, 99

cranberry, 99

Dutch, 99

egg, 99

fennel, 99

Genevese, 99

Ilollandaise, 99

S

Sauce, horseradish, 100

„ for fish, 100

Leamington, 252

lemon, for sweet puddings, 100

lobster, 100

maigre, 100

maitre d’hotel, 100

mayonnaise, 101, 193

melted butter, 101

,, made with milk, 101

mint, 101

mushroom, brown, 101

,, white, 102

mustard, 102

Neapolitan, 102

onion, white, 102

oyster, 102

parsley and butter, 102

piquante, 103

Ravigote, 103

sharp, 180

shrimp, 103

supremd, 103

tartar, 188

tartare, 104

tomato, 181

sweet, for puddings, 104

white, 104, 181

,, (inexpensive), 104

,, made without meat, 104

wine, for puddings, 104

wine or brandy, for puddings,

104

Saucer-cake for tea, 227

Sauerkraut, 175

Sausage, Bologna, 126

,, Frankfort, 126

,, veal, 135

Sausages, fried, 130

,, to make, 130

Saute, fowl, with peas, 150

Sauteing, IGO

Saveloys, to make, 131

Savouries, 193, 201

Savoury rice, 183

,, custard, 265

Scalloped oysters, 87, 183

,, lobster, 188

„ tomatoes, 184

Scallops, 89

Scones, oatmeal, 180
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Scotch rarebit, 197 Soup, green corn, 71

Sea-kale, boiled, 175 „ pea, 74, 178

Season, things in, 51 hare, 71

Seed-cake, 228 hodgerpodge, 71

Semolina pudding, 220 hotch-potch, 179

Servants, management of, 13 Jerusalem artichoke, 68

responsibilities of, 19 Julienne, 71

Serviettes, 266 kale brose (Scotch), 72

Serving breakfast, 269 lentil, 72

Shandy-gaff, 261 lobster, 72

Sharp sauce, 180 macaroni, 72

Sheep’s brains, 124 maigre, 72

feet, 124 mock turtle, 73

haggis, 11^ mullagatawny, 73

head, 120 mutton broth (Scotch), 73

Sherry cobbler, 261 ox-cheek, 73

Shrimp sauce, 103 ox-tail, 74

Skate, crimped, 90 oyster, 74

Smelts, to bake, 90 pea (green), 74

to fry, 90 „ (inexpensive), 74

Snipe, 160 „ winter (yellow), 74

to truss, 156 Pot au Feu, 75

Snow, apple, 231 potage a la Cond^, 75

Snowballs, rice, 239 potage printanier, or spring, 76

Sole or cod-pie, 81 potato, 75, 179

Soles, fried, 91 rabbit, 75

Sorrel soup, 76 rice, 75

Sou216, rice, 239 sago, 76

Soups, 65 semolina, 76

Soup, artichoke, 68 sheep’s head (soup or broth).

asparagus, 68 75

barley, 69 ^ate, 76

beef, plain, 69 sorrel, 76

Bouille Baise, 69 spring, 76

carrot, 69 tapioca, sago, or semolina, 76

celery, 69 tomato, 76

cereal, 69 turkey, 76

clear, 69 useful for benevolent purposes.

cock-a-leekie, 70 77

cottage, 70 vermicelli, 77

cowheel, 70 vegetable, 77, 179

crayfish, 70 Venetian, 77

Count Rumford’s, 173 white, 77
custard for, 70 Spanish onions, 172
fish, crayfish, 70 Spinach pudding, 183

„ lobster, 72 „ boiled, 175

„ oyster, 74 Sponge cake, 228

,, skate, 76 Sprats, 91

game, 71 fried in batter, 91
good family, 70 Staroh, cold water, 25
gravy, 71 to make, 25
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Steamed potatoes, 174

Steaming, 60

Stew, Irish, 190

Stewed apples and custard, 231

beef steak, 114

„ and celery sauce, 114

„ and oyster sauce, 109

carp, 80

duck and peas, 148

„ and turnips, 149

eels, 83

lamb, breast of, 120

mushrooms, 171

Normandy pippins, 238

ox-cheek, 108

ox-tails, 108

oysters, 87

pears, 239

Spanish onions, 172

trout, 92

veal, knuckle of, 134

veal, with peas

Stewing, 68

Stocks, 66

Stock, browning for, 67

cow-heel, for jellies, 234

economical, 66

fish, 67

for vegetable soup, 178

general, for gravies, 66

jelly, to make and clarify, 234

medium, 66

rich, strong, 66

to clarify, 67

white, 67

Strawberry drops, 242

„ jam, 250

Stuffing, sage-aiad-onion, 96

Succotash, 184

Suet crust, 206

pudding, 220

Sugar, clarified for ices, 245

to clarify, 214

caramel, 244

Supper, 284

menu for buffet, 284

„ for guests, 285

dishes, 193

Suppers, family, 285

Sweetbreads, 125

Sweet sauce for puddings, 104

T

T

Table of seasons, 51

Table napkins, to fold

Fan, 266

Mitre, 266

Sachet, 266

Tapioca pudding, boiled, 220

baked, 220

soup, 76

Tart, apple, or pie, 207

„ creamed, 207

,, German, 207

cherry, 210

fruit, 212

gooseberry, 213

rhubarb, 218

Tartar sauce, 188

Tea, 253, 282

menu for At home, 283

for high, 283

to make, 256

Teas, family, 283

Tea-cakes, to toast, 228

Teal, roast, 166

Thickenings for soups,

Flour (browned), 67

Eoux (brown), 67

Eoux (white), 67

Things in season, 41

Time-table, 61

Tins and coppers, to clean, 25

Tinned and Pkeseiu^ed Piiovisions—
Curried prawns, 187

Bice for curiy, 137

Lobster salad, 183

Salad dressing, 183

Scalloped oysters, 183

„ lobster, 188

Salmon cutlets, 183

Tartar sauce, 188

Salmon mayonnaise, 189

Beef 5, la mode, 189

,, collops, 189

,, pie, 189

Cold meat, 189

Curried beef, 189

Haricot beef, 190

Irish stew, 190

Meat and egg toast, 190

j, ,,
macaroni, 190
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Tinned and Pbeseeved Provisions

{Continued)

—

Meat and potato pudding, 190

i> >i »> 1^0

Meat croquettes, 191

,, Sanders, 191

Moulded corned beef, 191

Mutton and caper sauce, 191

Potato and mutton pie, 191

Roast beef and peas, 191

Chicken croquettes, 191

Curried rabbit, 192

Salmi of game, 192

Fruit tarts, 192

Orange j elly, 192

Compete of fruit, 192

Tipsy cake, 239

Toffee, almond, 243

Everton, 243

Toad-in-the-hole, beef, 114

mutton, 124

Toast and water, 265

Tomato sauce, 181

soup, 76

Tomatoes, scalloped, 184

and bacon, 200

Tongue, boiled, 109

Treacle pudding, rolled, 220

Trifle, 240

gooseberry, 236

Indian, 237

Tripe, to dress, 172

Trout, stewed, 92

fried, 91

stuffed and fried, 91

Trussing poultry, 142

game, 152

Turbot, boiled, 92

Italian fashion, 92

Turkey, baked, 146

boiled, 146

braised, 147

croquettes of, 151

devilled, 199

fricasseed, 151

hashed, 151

or fowl, to bone, 142

roast, 147

soup, 76

to truss, 142

Turnery, 33 •

V

Turnip greens, boiled, 175

Turnips, boiled, 175

mashed, 176

Turnovers, fruit, 213

U
Useful soup for benevolent purposes^

77

Utensils, kitchen, 29

V
Vanilla liqueur, 259

ice cream, 245

Veal a la bourgeoise, 138

and ham pie, 133

baked, 139

breast of, roast, 133

„ with peas, 133

calf’s feet (with parsley and butter),

132

„ head (boiled), 132

„ „ hashed, 135

„ liver and bacon, 133

cake, 139

collops, Indian, 199

„ Scotch, 137

„ „ white, 137

curried, 135

cutlets, 139

dumplings (liver), 136

fillet of, to reheat, 134

fillet of, roast, 134

forcemeat for, 95

galantine of, 133

how cut up, 37

how to choose, 37

knuckle of (stewed), 134

loin of, roast, 134

minced, 136

„ and macaroni, 138

„ moulded, 136

„ cheap gravy for, 9

olive pie, 135

patties, fried, 135

ragofit of, 137

rissoles, 139

rolls, 139

sausages, 135

savoury dish of, 137

scallops, 140
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V

Veal, shoulder, baked, 136

stewed, with peas, &c., 187

sweetbreads, 137

„ baked, 138

„ in cases, 133

,, stewed, 133

to carve, 163

when in season, 51

Vegetable goose, 184

pie, 184

marrow, boiled, 176

Vegetables, how to choose 38

when in season, 63

Vegetables

—

Artichokes, boiled, 166

„ fried, 166

„ (Jerusalem), boiled, 167

Asparagus, boiled, 167

„ stewed, 167

Aubergines, baked, 167

Beans (broad), boiled, 167

,, French, boiled, 167

„ . curried, 182

„ and tomatoes, 181

„ potted, 181

Beetroot, boiled, 168

„ pickled, 168

Broccoli, boiled, 168

Brussels sprouts, boiled, 163

Cabbage, boiled, 168

Carrots, boiled, 169

Cauliflower, boiled, 169

„ fried, 169

„ with cheese, 169

Celery, 169

„ fried, 170

Cucumbers, 170

Endive, 170

Haricot beans, 170

Horseradish, 170

Lentils, boiled, 170

Lettuces, 171

Mushrooms, baked, 171

„ broiled, 171

„ stewed, 171

„ to dry, 171

Onions (Spanish), baked, 172

„ stewed, 172

P;arsley, fried, 172

Parsnips, boiled, 172

Peas (gre^), boiled, 172

V

Vegetables [Continued)

—

Peas, dried green, 172

Potatoes, baked, 173

Potatoes, boiled, 173

„ in skins, 173

„ fried, 173

„ mashed, 173

„ (new), boiled, 173

„ steamed, 174

Salad, Russian, 174

„ summer, 174

„ winter, 174

Seakale, boiled, 175

Sauerkraut, 175

Spinach, boiled, 175

Turnip greens, boiled, 175

Turnips, boiled, 175

„ mashed, 176

Vegetable marrow, boiled, 176

Vegetarianism, 177

Vegetabl^n Cookeey

—

Soups

:

Count Runford’s, 178

Green-pea, 173

Hotch-potch, 179

Potato, 179

Stock, 178

Vegetable (brown), 179

White, 179

Porridge &c.

:

Hominy, 179

„ fritters, 179

Lentil, 179

Maze meal, 180

Oat or wheatmeal, 180

Oatmeal scones, 180

Pea fritters, 180

Pease brose, 180

Quaker oats, 180

Gravy and Sauces

:

Brown gravy, 180

Sharp sauce, 180

Tomato sauce, 181

White sauce, 181

Savoury Dishes

:

Bean croquette, 181

Beans and tomatoes, 181

Beans, potted, 181

Bread cutlets, 181

Chitchkee curry, 181

Croquettes of hominy, 181
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V

Vegetaeian Cooeeey [Continued)

—

Savoury Dishes

:

Carrot pudding, 182

Curried beans, 182

Forcemeat fritters, 182

Lentil rissoles, 182

Macaroni and onion fritters,

‘ 182

Mushroom pudding, 182

Polenta and cheese, 183

Potato pie, 183

„ rolls, 183

,, Sanders, 183

Potatoes and cheese, 183

Savoury rice, 183

Spinach pudding, 183

Succotash, 184 •

Scalloped tomatoes, 184

Vegetable goose, 184

„ pie, 184

Sweet Dishes :

Gingerbread pudding, 184

Mincemeat, 185

, Pasty without butter, 184

Plum-pudding, 184

Potato pudding, 185

Vegetable soup, 179

„ stock for, 173

„ pie, 184

Venetian soup, 77

Venison, 156

hashed, ICO

roast haunch, 156

when in season, 53

Vermicelli soup, 77

Victoria sandwiches, 240

Vinegar, raspberry, 253

Y

W
Waiting at table, 266 .

Wall paper, to clean, 25

Walnuts, pickled, 251

candied, 243

Washing, 23

Waste, hints to prevent, 42

Water melon rind, preserved, 249

Weights and measures, 286

Welsh rarebit, 197

Wheatmeal porridge, 180

White herrings, 84

onion sauce, 102

roux, 67

sauce, 181

,,
(inexpensive), 104

White sauce, made without meat, 181

soup, 179

stock, 67

Whiting, boiled, 92

fried, 93

Wild duck, roast, 156

hashed, 160

Wine, cow^slip, 256

elder, 256

ginger, 256

gooseberry, 257

rhubarb, 257

Wine sauce for puddings, 104

or brandy sauce, 104

Wines, 254

Winter pea-soup, yellov/, 74

Woodcock, roast, 517

Y
Yeast dumplings, 221

Yorkshire pudding, 221

trXWIN BEOTHEES, TIlE GEESHAM PEESS, WOKlNG AND LONDON.
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MRS. BEETON’S
BOOK OP

Household Management
Entirely New and Greatly Enlarged and Improved Edition,

including 360 additional pages of New Recipes and New
Engravings, or in all about 1,700 pages, with Thousands

of Recipes and Instructions, Hundreds of Engravings, and

New Coloured Cookery Plates, With Quantities, Time,

Cost, and Seasons, Directions for Carving and Trussing,

Management of Children, Economy of the Kitchen, Duties of

Servants, the Doctor, Legal Memoranda, and Bills of Fare

and Menus of all kinds and for all Seasons.

Strongly bound in Half•roan, 716; Cloth gilt, gilt edges, 8(6;

Half-morocco or Half-calf, 1216; Tree-calf, 181-

New Large Paper Edition now ready, handsomely printed

and bound, half paste grain, gilt top, 21s. Specially adapted

for presentation.

©pinions of the press on the naew Edition.

“ After all has been said for other books, dealing with smaller and
single departments of Household Management, Mrs. Beeton’s thick volume
remains the best and most generally reliable. Everyone knows it, and, as

everyone praises it, there is no need for us to do so here.”

—Review of Reviews.

“ Should be one of the wedding presents of every bride.”

—The Christian World.

/4s a y/eddlag Olft, Birthday Book, or Preseatstlon Volume at any period
ot the year, Mrs, Beeton*s ** Household Management** Is entitled to the

very first place. The Book will last a lifetime, and save money every day.

LONDON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED.



Large Crown 8vo, strongly bound, Malf-roan, Ss.

Mrs. Beeton’s Family Cookery

and Housekeeping Book.

Embracing a Complete Dictionary of Cookery and a
Comprehensive and Practical Guide to Domestic
Management. Including Practical Instruction in Cookery;
Various Modes of Cooking; Cookery Abroad; High-class
Cookery

; the Kitchen and its Requisites
;

Duties of

Servants; New Menus for every Season, written in French
and English

;
Entertainment of Guests

;
How Best to

Plan Out and Arrange Dinners, Suppers, and other

Meals. Comprising about 800 Pages, 550 Engravings,
and Eight Coloured Cookery Plates.

Large Crown 8vo, Clotb Qilt, 3s, 6d,

Mrs. Beeton’s Every=day Cookery

and Housekeeping Book.

Greatly Enlarged and Improved
;

containing 750 Pages,
1,800 Recipes, including Instructions for Foreign and
Vegetarian Cookery; New French and English Menus
for every Month

;
New Menus for Breakfast, Luncheon,

Tea, Supper, and Picnics; New Tables of Housekeeping
Accounts and Household Expenditure

; New Coloured
Plates, and 600 Engravings.

Crown 8vo, Cloth Qllt, 2s. 6d.
;

Mrs. Beeton’s All About Cookery.

Enlarged and Revised, containing 2,000 Recipes for

every branch of Cookery
; New Menus for all meals

for all months
; 450 Pages, Coloured Plates, and 500

Illustrations.

LONDON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED.



./5X BEETON’S K5X,

Gardening Books.

. . . ENTIRELY NEW EDITIONS . .

.

yr^

By tar the
1

Re-Writtea.

CHBAPEST and Profusely Illustrated,

BEST BOOKS Well Printed,

ot the kind,
1

Strongly Bound,
-f

New Book of JSf^ ^

Garden Management.
A Compendium of the Theory ind Practice of Horticulture, end

a Complete Guide to Gardening in all its branches—proceeding

from the Formation and Furnishing of the Garden itself to its

culture year by year, and its constant Maintenance in Order,

Beauty, and Efficiency. Profusely illustrated with Coloured
Plates and 600 Engravings* Royal 8vo, cloth gilt, bevelled

boards, 7s. 6 d.

Illustrated Gardening Book.
A Complete and Comprehensive Text-Book and Vade Mecum oa
the Theory and Practice of Gardening in all its branches. lilus«

trated with Coloured Plates and Hundreds of Engravings
in the Text. Crown 8vo, 1,280 pages, cloth gilt, Qs.

LONPON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED,



New Dictionary of

Every-day Gardening.
A Popular Cyclopaedia of the Theory and Practice of Horticulture,
to which Is added a Monthly Calendar of Garden Work
throughout the Year. Entirely New Edition, thoroughly
revised and very considerably extended. The Work
comprises 740 Pages, 550 Engravings, and 6 Coloured
Plates, Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 740 pages, 3s. 6d.

In presenting this new edition, the Publishers have pleasure la calling attention to the
fact tnat it has been thoroughly re-moulded and very considerably extended by the
Introduction of hundreds of newly-written paragraphs, rendering the work a complete
and reliable book of reference on every subject directly and indirectly connected with
Gardening. The Dictionary form has been adhered to, as being that which Is best suited
for easy reference, and the greatest care taken In the selection of the terms under which
the Information has been given. The explanations in every case will be found to be both
plain and practicaL

New All About Gardening.
A Popularly-written Work in Dictionary form. Embracing and
Comprehending Everything that is Known, and all Things that
should be done in Each and Every Branch of Horticulture.

Revised throughout ; Re-written with care ; Re-arranged
with Skill ; and doubled by Extension. Comprising
576 Pages and 550 Engravings. Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

576 pages, 2s. 6d.

Being set forth and presented to the reader In Dictionary Form, the Information that

Is aftbrded throughout the pages of this work is at all times readily and promptly obtain-
able. By means of this arrangement the reader is guided directly to the mode and
manner of carrying out all kinds ol work done in the Garden, the Operations and
Processes performed, the Tools used and the way of using them, and the culture and
growth of all kinds of Flowers, Vegetables, and Fruits.

New Shilling Gardening.
A Popular Exposition of the Art and Science of Gardening, and
everything that pertains to the Garden and its culture in all

its branches. Thoroughly Revised, Re-written, and Con-
siderably Extended. Comprising 448 Pages, and 350
Engravings. Large crown 8vo, leatherette, cut flush, Is.

In Its new form this handy volume may In all truth and reality be described as an old
friend with a new face, so thorough and searching has been the manner in which tlie

work of revision has been handled, so careful the re-writing, so complete the re-arrange-

ment of its parts, 60 remarkable its extension, so excellent the manner in which it has
been Illustrated in every particular. Never at any time has so large and complete a Work
on Gardening been offered to the public at so low and Insignificant a price.

New Penny Gardening.
p6 Pages, Crown 8vo, Picture Wrapper, Illustrated, con-

taining Practical Instructions for the Amateur Gardener.
The directions are given in a simple and straightforward manner,
and, so far as possible, technicalities have been avoided.

LONDON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED,



A SELECTION OF

Shilling Useful Books.
SERIES of well-written, carefully edited, and neatly printed

volumes on domestic, social, and recreative subjects. They have

already acquired a world-wide popularity, and are in great demand wherever

the English Language is spoken. Revised and greatly enlarged editions

have recently been published.

Income Tax, House Duty, and
Land Tax. By C. Forward.

Beeton’s Shilling Cookery Book.
With Coloured Plates.

Beeton’s New Shilling Qarden-
Ing Book. Illustrated.

Beeton’s New Complete Letter
Writer, for Ladles and Gentlemen.

Complete Etiquette for Ladles
and Gentlemen.

Beeton’s Ready Reckoner.
Webster’s Pocket English Dic-

tionary.

Speeches and Toasts: How to

Make and Propose Them.

The Chairman’s Guide and
Secretary’s Assistant. By Henry
Frith.

Practical Palmistry. By Henry
Frith. Illustrated.

How to Read Character In
Handwriting:. By Henry Frith.

How to Read Character in Faces,
Features, and Forms. ByHENRY Frith.

Cypher Writing. Its History,
Principles, and Practice.

The Young Wife’s Advice Book;
A Guide for Mothers on Health and Self-

Management. By George Black, M.B.
Edin.

Our Nurses, and the Work
They Have to Do. By H. C. O’Neill
and E. A. Barnett.

How to Make a Garden. Ulus.

Aids to Gardening. Illustrated.

The Garden and Its Work. Ulus.

Greenhouse and Garden. Ulus.

How to Dance. New Edition,
Improved, and Brought up to Date. By
Edward Scott.

How to Behave; or. Etiquette for
All. Edited by Flora Klickmann.

How to Dress; A Handbook for
Women of Modest Means. Edited by
Flora Klickmann.

Elementary Carpentry and
Joinery. 257 Illustrations.

Ornamental Carpentry and
Joinery. 271 Illustrations.

General Building. Art and Prac-
tice. 224 Illustrations.

Cobbett’s English Grammar.
Annotated Edition.

Beeton’s Bible Dictionary.

Beeton’s Classical Dictionary.

Beeton’s Medical Dictionary.

Complete Shilling Self- Instruc-
tor.

New Family Washing Book.
For Fifty-two Weeks.

The Guide to Health and Long
Life. The Human Body— Sanitation

—

Diet—Exercise and General Maintenance
of Health. Edited by Geo. Black, M.B.

The Household Doctor. Every
Kind of Disease and Ailment Described,
with their Symptoms and Treatment, etc.

Edited by Geo. Black, M.B.

The Enquirer’s Oracle; What to
Do and How to Do it.

Hockey, and How to Play It. By
H. F. P. Battkrsby,

Westhall on Training. (Pocket
Size.) New Edition.

The Clerk’s Instructor; or, How
to Excel in Business.

Tegg’s Readiest Reckoner Ever
invented.

The Work-Table Companion.
Instructions for Knitting, Crotchet, Mac-
ram6, and other Fancy Needlework.
Illustrated.

LONDON; WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED



POPULAR SERIES
OF

HANDBOOKS.
Long 8vo, Cloth Bound, Round Corners, One Shilling.

Including many indispensable Works by Specialists on
important every-day subjects,

:

AlANNERS FOR MEN. By Mrs. Humphry (“Madge”
of Truth),

MANNERS FOR WOMEN. By Mrs. Humphry (“ Madge ”

of Truth),

A WORD TO WOMEN. By Mrs. Humphry (“Madge”
of Truth),

HOW TO BE PRETTY. By Mrs. Humphry (“Madge”
of Truth),

THE SECRET OF GOOD HEALTH AND LONG LIFE.
By Haydn Brown, L.R.C.P.

WHAT SHALL I SAY ? A New Letter-Writer for

Ladies.

THE BOOK OF STITCHES. By Ellen T. Masters.
With 69 Illustrations.

HEALTH EXERCISES, AND HOME GYMNASTICS,
By Hartvig Nissen. With 46 Illustrations.

THE APPLAUSE RECITER. A New Collection for

Amateur Reciters.

RECITATIONS, COMIC AND OTHERWISE. By
Jay Hickory Wood,

THE GENTLE ART OF GOOD TALKING. By
Beatrice Knollys.

THE SHILLING LAW BOOK. By H. Langford Lewis,
Barrister-at-Law.

LONDON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LIAIITBD.



USEFUL SERIES
m • OP • •

Penny Handbooks.
Picture \Vvat>pcY, Special Designs* Crown Svo^ 96 pp*

1 Gardening
2 Cookery

3 The Toilet

4 The Doctor

5 Letter-Writer

6 The Poultry Book

7 Dictionary

8 Manners for All

9 Ready Reckoner

10 Home
Management

11 Landlord
and Tenant

1 2 Photography

13 Table Book

14 Cricket

15 Wages Book
16 Cycling

17 Book of Dogs
18 Book of Birds

19 Master and
Servant

20 Football
(Association)

21 Football (Rugby)

22 Golf

23 Our Daily Fare

24 Recitations

25 Games
26 Home Making

TO BB FOLLOWED BY OTHERS.

A FEW PRESS OPINIONS.
•• The value is so exceptional that we imagine the publications, as they

appear, will be cordially welcomed.’*

—

Nottingham Guardian.
*' One of the most attractive penny publications we have seen.”

—

Literature.
** A marvel of cheapness.”—Glasgow Times.
•' A remarkable pennyworth."

—

North Wilts Herald.
" The ridiculously low price at which this series is published, combined

with the wonderful amount of really valuable information it contains, make
it A GENUINE MARVEL.”

—

Liverpool Post.

LONDON; WARD, LOCK & CO., LIMITED.



You cannot beat the Best.

TH*

Windsor
MRGAZINE

. . Always coDtalns the •

«

BEST WORK BY THE

. . BEST AUTHORS . .

and BEST ARTISTS.

It has eclipsed every other Sixpenny Magazine, and has

achieved the most Brilliant Success of the day,

» K «

Holds the Record
for giving the Best Serial Story of the

Year.

Holds the Record
for giving Splendid Exclusive Articles by

recognised specialists.

Holds the Record
for being the Most Varied, the Most
Entertaining, and the Most Instructive

of Magazines.
« » »

The “Times** calls it “Wonderful.**

LONDON: WARD, LOCK & CO., LTD.





‘SAMITARY
'
<™'
PATENT.

)

SEAMLESS STEEL’
Saucepans, Ste’wpans, Saute Fans,
Bain-Marie Pans, Stock Pots, &c.

SILVER MEDAL, HEALTHERlES.
Strong, Durable. Cleanly, Planished & Burnished.
No Verdigris—No Enamel Arsenior-No Copper Con-

tamination—No Brazing—Coated with Pure Refined Tin.

These Goods Possess all the advantages, but none of the Drawbacks, of
Copper or Enamel.

Same Thickness and Weight as the Ordinary Copper Pans.

USED AT THE NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR COOKERY, AND
REFRESHMENT DEPARTMENTS OF THE HEALTH, INVENTIONS, COLONIAL,

INDIAN, AND HOME EXHIBITIONS.
These Utensils are thickly coated inside and out with Pure Tin. They can easily be re-tinned,

but the bodies, being bright steel, are equally healthy, cleanly, and uninjurious to food, thus
rendering them far superior to copper. Their strength and thickness, and being Seaioless
Steel, make them practically indestructible and not liable to burn their contents. Their cost

being considerably less than wrought-iron, and about one-third the price of copper, they should
be used in every Household, Cooking School, Restaurant, Club, &c. Made also to nest, for

shijpping, and with loose handles for camp use.

ALUMIHinM HOLLOW-WARE, PATENT.
B. JPJEBKINS SON^S

PATENT STRONG STAMPED SEAMLESS ALUMINIUM COOEINO UTENSILS.
STAMPED IN THE SAME DIES AND OF THE SAME SHAPE, THICKNESS,

AND CAPACITY AS THE WELL-KNOWN

PATENT “SANITARY SEAMLESS STEEL” COOKING UTENSILS.
Our PATENT STAMPING PROCESS (as in Steel Ware) imparts to Aluminium Hollow-ware

the Hardness, Rigidity, and Strength that cannot be obtained by any other
process of manufacture.

A few of the many advantages of using ALUMINIUM COOKING UTENSILS in
place of Copper Articles, Cast-iron, Hollow-ware, Enamelled Ware, etc.

It is unequalled for Cooking, being a pure metal, entirely free from poison.

It is only about one-third the weight of any other metal used for cooking purposes.
It cooks quickly, without scorching the contents.

Fruit, Vegetables, &c., cooked and left in the vessels for an indefinite time will be unafiTected by
the metal.

It never under any circumstance imparts a burnt taste to food.

Milk will not burn in Aluminium Saucepans.

It is unaffected by Medicinal Acids, i.e. :—Acetic, Citric, Malic, Oxalic, &c., in a diluted form,
but still strong enough to act on Copper.

It is a conductor of heat, therefore a coal saver.

It is cleanly, no copper contamination, no lead poison, no rust or corrosion, and no re-tinning to

be done.

It is beautiful in appearance, but its worth will be proved by actual use, as it is unbreakable, very
durable, and practically everlasting.

It is indeed a perfect metal for Cooking Utensils, and anyone using will endorse all we say
about it.

_

All the utensils are polished and only require water and a cloth each time they are used to keep
them clean.

Where price is not the paramount consideration. Aluminium will certainly be used in preference

to any other metal.

To be obtained from all IronmongerSf Stores, eSc*
OK WHOLESALE FROM

B. PERKINS & SON, LTD.,
133, Bermondsey Street, S.E , & 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.






